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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(262) through NASA SP-
7037(273) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N91-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A91-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same subject
term. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's name.
For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY INDEX
The foreign technology index identifies research performed outside of the United States. Listings in this index are
arranged alphabetically by country of intellectual origin. For example:
CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in
this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple searching
for variants. For example:
AF33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the
appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this
index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column,
the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 450 will be found in Supplement 267
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering Supplements is found
in the Introduction to the most currently issued Supplement.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress established
the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 52 regional depositories
responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference services. At least one copy of
nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or microfiche format, is received and retained
by the 52 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO libraries, arranged alphabetically by state, appears on
the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales outlets. A local library can contact a Regional Depository to
help locate specific reports, or direct contact may be made by an individual.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British Library Lending
Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library Lending Division also has
available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters may purchase facsimile copy
or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both the symbols # and * from ESA
— Information Retrieval Service European Space Agnecy, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis, 75738 CEDEX 15, France.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
|_SUBJECT HEADING ]
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
Parallelized reliability estimation of reconfigurable
computer networks
INASA-CR-lB?inil _e_65 N91-11430_ ,
TITLE REPORT
NUMBER
PAGE
NUMBER
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject content
of the document. The title is used to provide a
description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of document content, a
title extension is added, separated from the title
by three hyphens. The accession number and the
page number are included in each entry to assist
the user in locating the abstract in the abstract
section. If applicable, a report number is also in-
cluded as an aid in identifying the document. Under
any one subject heading, the accession numbers
are arranged in sequence.
A-10 AIRCRAFT
High-reliability through systems design and quality
practices p 1090 A91 -54005
A-320 AIRCRAFT
Behind the secrets of wind tunnel technology - The most
prominent aircraft of Europe undergo initial flight testing
in the DA low-speed tunnel p 504 A91-29026
A320 - First of the computer-age aircraft
P&45 A91-36354
Computer technology of the A320-200 aircraft
P833 A91 -46596
Full scale fatigue and damage tolerance testing of
modern transport aircraft p114 N91-11728
The electrical flight control system of A320 Airbus: A
fault tolerant system
|REPT-911-111-103| P667 N91-23192
ABLATION
Size dependence of gaseous cluster reactivity and
evaporation dynamics as a mechanistic probe
|AD-A233811| P766 N91-26249
ABORT TRAJECTORIES
Abort landing in the presence of windshear as a minimax
optimal control problem. II - Multiple shooting and
homotopy p 950 A91-50082
Optimal trajectories of aircraft and spacecraft
p29 N91-10968
ABRASION
Robotic abrasive water jet cutting of aerostructure
components
ISMEPAPERMS89-812I P 316 A91-21116
Waterjet/hydrobrasive cutting in the automotive,
aerospace and appliance industries
(SME PAPER MS89-833I P 316 A91-21118
Abrasive flow machining of turbine engine
components
| SME PAPER FC90-3921 p 417 A91 -24848
Waterjet cutting and hydrobrasive machining of
aerospace components
(SME PAPER MR90-672] p417 A91-24850
ABRASIVES
Analysis of residual stress in plastic-media-blasted thin
aluminum skin by x-ray double crystal ditfractometry
p421 N91-18016
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
Building air superiority — new materials in YF-23
Advanced Tactical Fighter p 437 A91-30729
ABSTRACTS
International Society for Air Breathing Engines -
Commemoration volume 1970-1991
P1069 A91-56251
Aircraft trajectories: Computation, prediction, control,
Volume 3. Part 9: Book of abstracts. Part 10: Bibliography.
Part 11: List of contributors
[AGARD-AG-301-VOL-3-PT-9-11) p 30 N91-10978
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
T407/GLC38 - 'A modern technology powerplant'
(ASMEPAPER90-GT-242) p 838 A91-44653
Accelerated mission tests and reliability improvement
of F3-30 engine
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-322] p 839 A91-44700
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Mathematical model and digital simulation of turbojet
acceleration p 123 A91 -14320
Nonimpulsively started steady flow about a circular
cylinder p 869 A91-46186
Three-dimensional tracking using on-board
measurements p 935 A91-52115
Technique for aerodynamic force measurement within
milliseconds in shock tunnel p 960 A91 -52923
Low-g measurements by NASA p 149 N91-12408
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 3: Unsteady
(AD-A233569] p 631 N91-24115
Numerical study of non-impulsively started flow around
a circular cylinder
|AD-A238051| p 978 N91-29519
Vibration analysis of the SA349/2 helicopter
INASA-TM-102794] p 996 N91-31078
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Biodynamic and optimization aspects of emergency
ejection from an aircraft p 561 A91-34341
ACCELERATORS
Experimental investigation of ram accelerator propulsion
modes p 854 A91-44826
ACCELEROMETERS
Airborne gravimetry and the Global Positioning System
p602 A91-33634
Status of the Delco Systems Operations forward looking
windshear detection program p 103 N91-11692
Low-g measurements by NASA p 149 N91-12408
A preliminary look at techniques used to obtain airdata
from flight at high angles of attack
INASA-TM-101729] p210 N91-13453
A generic inertial navigation system model for computer
simulation studies
IAD-A236849] p 822 N91-27149
Instrumentation for ASE experiments in the dynamic
wind tunnel
IPD-FC-9112] p961 N91-29197
ACCEPTABILITY
New technologies and customer acceptance
p 114 N91-11726
Crashworthiness experiments p 638 N91-24161
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
DFW microburst model based on AA-539 data
p423 A91-26113
Investigation of accidental OC-7 fire damage occurring
June 28. 1989
IDOT/FAA/CT-TN89/55I p 372 N91-17008
Aviation safety and automation technology for subsonic
transports
INASA-TM-1038311 p 372 N91-17009
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Development of a workstation-based flight data analysis
package
IAIAA PAPER 91-0668] P 279 A91-21585
The final call: Why airline disasters continue to happen
-Book p561 A91-34250
Orientation measurements and transmission via Mode
Sat airports p 643 A91-38526
Professional standards, cockpit resource management
and accident prevention
|SAE PAPER 901996] p 907 A91-48655
Hydraulic power loss prevention on commercial
transport aircraft - Available technology
[SAE PAPER 901997] p 922 A91-48656
Opportunities to improve helicopter cockpit displays -
A pilot's perspective
[SAE PAPER 9020021 p 907 A91-48659
Human performance and systems safety considerations
in aviation mishaps p 907 A91-48785
Navigational guidance in complex airspace
p913 A91-50468
Current Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT)
deficiencies and potential improvements utilizing
TSO-C91a ELTs
INASA-Cfl-4330] p28 N91-10964
The airbag as a supplement to standard restraint
systems in the AH-1 and AH-64 attack helicopters and
its role in reducing head strikes of the copilot/gunner,
volume 2
IAD-A232907] p 641 N91-24187
The airbag as a supplement to standard restraint
systems in the AH-1 and AH-64 attack helicopters and
its role in reducing head strikes of the copilot/gunner,
volume 1
IAD-A233349I p 641 N91-24188
Human factors of flight-deck checklists: The normal
checklist
(NASA-CR-177549] p 820 N91-27144
ACCIDENTS
Investigation of accidental DC-7 fire damage occurring
June 28.1989
IDOT/FAA/CT-TN89/55] p 372 N91-17008
ACCUMULATORS
Nozzle diffuser for use with an open test section of a
wind tunnel
|NASA-CASE-LAR-14424-1-SB| p 1084 N91-32149
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Sound insulation of dwellings around airports - Objective
and subjective measures and findings
[AIAA PAPER 90-40291 p 63 A91-12538
Active sound attenuation across a double wall
structure
[AIAA PAPER 91-04981 p 245 A91-19331
Mechanisms of active noise control by vibration
sources p 882 A91-45438
Voice communications in the cockpit noise environment:
The role of active noise reduction p 61 N91-11140
ACOUSTIC COUPLING
Finite element application to interior noise prediction in
aircraft fuselage p 385 A91-24517
Improved mode-superposition technique for modal
frequency response analysis of coupled acoustic-structural
systems p1113 A91-53847
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
Space-structure determination of the acoustic field
generated by a helicopter turboshaft engine
| AIAA PAPER 90-40121 p 46 A91 -12524
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
An accurate acoustic emission location method adapted
for composite materials p 57 A91-11027
Acoustic emission - Its industrial applications
p 233 A91-18551
Acoustic-emission monitoring of ceramic turbine blade
strength p 976 A91-52565
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Suppression of fatigue inducing cavity acoustic modes
on turbo fan engines
| AIAA PAPER 90-3941 | p 69 A91-12457
Controlling plume deflection by acoustic excitation - An
experimental demonstration
| AIAA PAPER 90-4006] p 74 A91-12519
Effect of acoustic excitation on stalled flows over an
airfoil
| AIAA PAPER 90-40091 p7 A91-12521
Forcing level effect of internal acoustic excitation on
the improvement of airfoil performance
[AIAA PAPER 90-40101 p 74 A91-12522
A-1
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE SUBJECT INDEX
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
p90 A91-16059
The interim prediction for aircraft noise
p 332 A91-22370
A steadying effect of acoustic excitation on transitory
stall
[AIAA PAPER 91-0043) p 269 A91-22499
Control of laminar separation over airfoils by acoustic
excitation p 682 A91-45106
Structure-borne noise transmission into cylindrical
enclosures of finite extent p 882 A91-46176
The excitation of acoustic resonances by flow around
two circular cylinders in tandem in a duct
p869 A91-46336
Combined environments facility for externally carried
aircraft stores p 1082 A91-S6628
The instability of combustion in propulsion engines
p56 N91-10141
Effect of acoustic excitation on stalled flows over an
airfoil
[NASA-TM-103183] p 93 N91-11675
A steadying effect of acoustic excitation on transitory
stall
[NASA-TM-103689] p 185 N91-13420
Fuselage shell and cavity response measurements on
a DC-9 test section
[NASA-CR-187557J p1114 N91-31926
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
The sonic boom problem
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-154] p1 A91-10964
Suppression of fatigue inducing cavity acoustic modes
on turbo fan engines
[AIAA PAPER 90-3941] p 69 A91-12457
Time domain approach for nonlinear response and sonic
fatigue of NASP thermal protection systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-1177] p 473 A91-32098
A new technique and application for nonlinear acoustic
fatigue of stiffened composite panels
p687 A91-38863
Calculation and experimental study on sonic fatigue life
of aircraft structural panels p 648 A91-40162
ACOUSTIC FREQUENCIES
The radiation of sound from a propeller at angle of
attack p430 A91-24754
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Anomalous reflection of a shock wave at a fluid
interface p 80 A91 -12967
Long-distance sound propagation over an impedance
discontinuity p 989 A91-50238
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
On the inviscid acoustic-mode instability of supersonic
shear flows. I • Two-dimensional waves
p 171 A91-18600
Relationship between the instability waves and noise
of high-speed jets
[AIAA PAPER 91-0492] p 245 A91-19328
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Some far-field acoustics characteristics of the XV-15
tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 90-3971 ] p 71 A91-12484
Sound transmission through a high-temperature acoustic
probe tube
[AIAA PAPER 90-3991 ] p 73 A91-12504
The acoustic results of a United Technologies scale
model helicopter rotor tested at ONW
p244 A91-17224
Helicopter Airborne Laser Positioning System (HALPS)
p913 A91-50461
Scale models for measurement of aircraft acoustic
noise p 1049 A91 -54720
Large-scale aeroacoustic research feasibility and
conceptual design of test-section inserts for the Ames 80-
by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-3020] p 538 N91-19824
A field-deployable digital acoustic measurement
system p 689 N91-24078
Laboratory test and acoustic analysis of cabin treatment
for propfan test assessment aircraft
[NASA-CR-182075] p 690 N91-24844
Surface acoustic wave technique for craze detection
and stress measurement of aircraft transparencies
[AD-A235943] p 982 N91-30543
Evaluating the effectiveness of active noise reduction
in flight helmets
[DCIEM-88-RR-34) p 990 N91-30906
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Experimental study of noise sources and acoustic
propagation in a turbofan model
[ AIAA PAPER 90-3950 ] p 69 A91 • 12466
The measurement of sonic boom waveforms and
propagation characteristics - Techniques and challenges
| AIAA PAPER 90-4004 ] p 74 A91-12517
Propagation of helicopter noise in the low atmosphere
layers
(ISL-CO-203/90) p607 N91-21830
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Thermoacoustics of unsteady combustion
[AIAA PAPER 90-3928] p 67 A91-12444
The effects of pressure sensor acoustics on airdata
derived from a high-angle-ol-attack flush airdata sensing
(HI-FADS) system
[AIAA PAPER 91-0671] p 207 A91-19404
Effect of the initial flow conditions on the aerodynamic
and acoustic characteristics of turbulent lets
p272 A91-23903
Finite element analysis of natural frequencies of acoustic
enclosures with periodic properties p 882 A91-45439
Aircraft interior noise reduction by alternate resonance
tuning
[NASA-CR-186879] p 76 N91-11488
Large-scale aeroacoustic research feasibility and
conceptual design of test-section inserts for the Ames 80-
by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-3020] p 538 N91-19824
Euler solutions to nonlinear acoustics of non-lifting
hovering rotor blades
[NASA-TM-103837] p 539 N91-19826
ALOAS user's manual
(NASA-TM-102831] p 687 N91-24757
ACOUSTIC RETROFITTING
Modification meets Chapter 3 standards — re-engined
Boeing 7;!7 p612 A91-40181
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Application of computational methods in aeroacoustics
[AIAA PAPER 90-3917] p 67 A91-12433
Boundary element analysis of sound scattered by a
moving surface
[AIAA PAPER 90-3944] p 69 A91-12460
A ray-acoustics approach to fuselage scattering of rotor
noise
[AIAA PAPER 90-4013) p 75 A91-12525
Scattering by a semi-infinite sandwich panel perforated
on one side p 430 A91-24759
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
Prediction of the noise from a propeller at angle of
attack
[NASA-TM-103627] p 77 N91-11495
ACOUSTICS
The acoustic results of a United Technologies scale
model helicopter rotor tested at ONW
p244 A91-17224
Tabulation of data from the tip aerodynamics and
acoustics test
[NASA-TM-1022801 p 163 N91-14273
The effects of pressure sensor acoustics on airdata
derived from a High-angle-of-attack Flush Airdata Sensing
(HI-FADS) system
[NASA-TM-101736] p 396 N91-17060
ALDAS user's manual
[NASA-TM-102831] p 687 N91-24757
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
[NASA-CR-187560] p 882 N91-27909
Surface acoustic wave technique for craze detection
and stress measurement of aircraft transparencies
[AD-A235943] p 982 N91-30543
ACOUSTO-OPTICS
Airborne heterodyne receiver for the range 600 GHz
to 3.000 GHz p 599 N91-22047
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
Surface activation of Concorde by Be-7
p690 N91-24983
ACTIVE CONTROL
Active control of interior noise in model aircraft fuselages
using piezoceramic actuators
| AIAA PAPER 90-3922] p 67 A91-12438
Recent advances in Active Noise Control
[AIAA PAPER 90-3924] p 67 A91-12440
Numerical simulation and active control of combustion
instability in a ramjet combustor
[AIAA PAPER 90-3930] p 46 A91-12446
A synthetic research for aircraft active flutter
suppression p 126 A91-14227
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 90-31211 p 113 A91-16678
An evaluation of Active Control of Structural Response
as a means of reducing helicopter vibration
p214 A91-17202
Test and evaluation of fuselage vibration utilizing Active
Control of Structural Response (ACSR) optimized to
ADS-27 p214 A91-17203
Nonlinear coupled rotor-fuselage helicopter vibration
studies with higher harmonic control
p214 A91-17230
The development and testing of active control
techniques to minimise helicopter vibration
p284 A91-20946
Active control of a dump combustor with fuel
modulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0368] p 299 A91-21471
Active control of combustion instability in a ramjet using
large-eddy simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0411] p299 A91-21482
Active control experimental investigation about
aerodynamic characteristics at high incidence
p401 A91-24336
Control law synthesis and wind tunnel test of gust load
alleviation for a transport-type aircraft
p402 A91-24345
Design, implementation, simulation, and testing of digital
flutter suppression systems for the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 402 A91 -24346
Whirl-flutter suppression in advanced turtaoprops and
propfans by active control techniques
p402 A91-24347
Load alleviation and ride smoothing investigations using
ATTAS — Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft
System p 383 A91-24442
Modern developments in shear flow control with swirl
p348 A91-24519
Full scale demonstration tests of cabin noise reduction
using active noise control p 388 A91-28277
Mechanisms of noise reduction in enclosed cylindrical
sound fields by active vibration control
P431 A91-28281
Recent results of in-flight simulation for helicopter ACT
research p 494 A91-28472
A scheme for theoretical and experimental evaluation
of multivariable system stability robustness
p533 A91-30240
Studies in integrated aeroservoelastic optimization of
actively controlled composite wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-1098] p 471 A91-31877
A status report on a model for Benchmark active controls
testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1011] p499 A91-31901
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0988] p 501 A91-32019
Coupled rotor-flexible fuselage vibration reduction using
open loop higher harmonic control
[AIA\ PAPER 91-1217) p 501 A91-32031
Ac:ive vibration control using fixed order dynamic
compensation with frequency shaped cost functional
p604 A91-33932
High-speed compressor surge with application to active
control
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-354) p 553 A91-34797
ACT wind-tunnel experiments of a transport-type wing
p615 A91-37772
Full-scale demonstration tests of cabin noise reduction
using active vibration control p 646 A91-38549
Landing gear drop testing p 648 A91 -40203
Active stabilization of centrifugal compressor surge
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-123) p 835 A91-44576
An engine demonstration of active surge control
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-224] p 837 A91-44639
Active control application to a model gas turbine
combustor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-326] p 840 A91-44702
Recent advances in active noise control
p 882 A91-45104
Active expansion of helicopter flight envelope
p 824 A91-45386
Stability robustness criteria and redundancy
management of an active vibration isolation system
p847 A91-45406
Mechanisms of active noise control by vibration
sources p 882 A91-45438
A synthesis of reduced-order compensators for active
flutter suppression systems based on the optimal
projection method p 850 A91-47256
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance
[SAE PAPER 901911] p 921 A91-48595
Active flutter suppression - Control system design and
experimental validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2629] p 944 A91-49605
Using 'smart' actuators to implement emerging active
control functions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2763) p 948 A91-49717
Design of fast-sampling digital controllers for active
flutter suppression
[AIAA PAPER 91-2814) p 949 A91-49757
Robust and real-time rotor control with magnetic
bearings
(AIAA PAPER 91-3626] p 976 A91-52490
The cryogenic adaptive wall wind tunnel T2 - Quality
of the adaptation with 2-0 and 3-D strategies, residual
corrections, assessment of sidewall effect in 2-D case
p957 A91-52780
Adaptive active control of sound fields in elastic cylinders
via vibrational inputs — noise attenuation research for
advanced turboprop aircraft p 1043 A91-53827
Control of vortex-system stability
p 1009 A91-53830
A-2
SUBJECT INDEX ADHESIVES
Active turbulence control in wallbounded flow using
direct numerical simulations p 1094 A91-55641
Computation of maximum gust loads in nonlinear aircraft
using a new method based on the matched filter approach
and numerical optimization p 60 N91-10317
Static and dynamic aeroelastic characterization of an
aerodynamically heated generic hypersonic aircraft
configuration p 61 N91-10320
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 1: Fighter
airplanes and helicopters p 78 N91-10931
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 2: Transport
airplanes and other civil applications p 40 N91 -10932
Voice communications in the cockpit noise environment:
The role of active noise reduction p 61 N91-11140
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance
[NASA-TM-102741] p 203 N91-13445
Interaction between the canard and wing flow on a model
of a typical combat aircraft p 204 N91 -14334
Computer-aided control law research: From concept to
flightiest p329 N91-15731
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102758] p 582 N91-21144
A leading-edge control surface
(BU-508) p 559 N91-22087
An overview of the active flexible wing program
p583 N91-22332
Design and test of three active flutter suppression
controllers p 583 N91-22334
Development and testing of controller performance
evaluation methodology for multi-input/multi-output digital
control systems p 584 N91-22337
Unsteady flow structure from swept edges subjected
to controlled motion
(AD-A232714] p 628 N91-23094
Integrated multidisciplinary optimization of actively
controlled fiber composite wings p 667 N91-23190
Improved reduction of gust loads data for gust
intensity p 758 N91-26153
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[ITN-91-85104] p779 N91-26482
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance p 832 N91-28164
Actively damped landing gear system
p832 N91-28165
Active control of panel vibrations induced by
boundary-layer flow
[NASA-CR-188733] p 877 N91-28643
Nonlinear coupled rotor-fuselage vibration analysis and
higher harmonic control studies for vibration reduction in
helicopters p 929 N91-30129
Control of vibration in a flexible rotor-bearing system
p981 N91-30519
ACTUATOR DISKS
Experimental verification of 'an improved actuator disc
concept p802 A91 -45363
ACTUATORS
Active control of interior noise in model aircraft fuselages
using piezoceramic actuators
[AIAA PAPER 90-3922] p67 A91-12438
Civil air transport - A fresh look at power-by-wire and
fly-by-light p 499 A91-31030
A status report on a model lor Benchmark active controls
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prediction of wake-induced airframe loads
p166 A91-17290
Estimation of UH-60 blade aerodynamic loads and rotor
impedance using generalized strain pattem/Kalman filter
approach p 168 A91 -17646
Airloads and wake models for a comprehensive
helicopter analysis p 170 A91-18362
Numerical calculations of the blade loads of two
helicopter rotors in mutual interference
[AIAA PAPER 91-0090] p 201 A91-19131
Analysis of store trajectories from tactical fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0183] p 173 A91-19168
The new FAA flight loads monitoring program
[AIAA PAPER 91-0258] p 189 A91-19205
A drag measurement technique for free piston shock
tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 91-0549] p 224 A91-19356
Panel flutter in a low-density atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 91-0746] p 236 A91-19447
The RADAC system for measuring model deformations
- First experimental results obtained in the F1 wind
tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-03] p 237 A91-19595
Fracture instability of a layered conical composite
resisting the aerodynamic load p315 A91-20791
Numerical study of the effects of icing on fixed and rotary
wing performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0662] P 265 A91-21580
An improved three-dimensional aerodynamics model for
helicopter airloads prediction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0767] p 267 A91-21610
A new method for subsonic lifting-surface theory
p268 A91-22351
Calculation of unsteady aerodynamic loads on wings
with an oscillatory leading edge flap p 270 A91-22764
Static aeroelastic analysis of composite wing
p381 A91-24365
The radiation of sound from a propeller at angle of
attack p430 A91-24754
The waverider wing in retrospect and prospect - A
personalised view p 352 A91-25744
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of a Mach 6 viscous
optimized waverider p 352 A91-25748
Flutter stability of annular wings in incompressible flow
p359 A91-27562
A study of the dynamic stall characteristics of circulation
control airfoils p 441 A91-28604
Rotor and control system loads analysis of the XV-15
with the advanced technology blades
p468 A91-31291
NASA/Army rotor system flight research leading to the
UH-60 airloads program p 468 A91 -31295
V-22 flight test program challenges, problems and
resolution p 468 A91-31296
Optimization of rotating blades with dynamic-behavior
constraints p 489 A91-31426
Influence of the aerodynamic load model on glider wing
flutter p519 A91-31755
A methodology for determining aerodynamic sensitivity
derivatives with respect to variation of geometric shape
(AIAA PAPER 91-1101] p 448 A91-31880
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
(AIAA PAPER 91-1103] p448 A91-31882
Determination of helicopter flight loads from fixed system
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 91-1012] p 471 A91-31902
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0988] p 501 A91-32019
Nonlinear panel flutter in a rarefied atmosphere -
Aerodynamic shear stress effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-1172] p 522 A91-32029
Finite element analysis of nonlinear flutter of composite
panels
[AIAA PAPER 91-1173] p 522 A91-32030
Stabilizing pylon whirl flutter on a tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-1259] p 501 A91-32037
On accounting for parachute canopy porosity in
estimating parachute peak inflation load
[AIAA PAPER 91-0848] p 450 A91-32166
Tests of samara-wing decelerator characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0868] p 451 A91-32180
Integrated multidisciplinary design optimization of
rotorcraft p 570 A91-33528
Integrated aerodynamic load/dynamic optimization of
helicopter rotor blades P 571 A91 -33532
Stability of hingeless rotors in hover using
three-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics
p663 A91-36358
On the improvement of the supersonic lifting line
theory p 614 A91-36695
Experimental investigation of loading effects on
compressor trailing-edge flowfields p 615 A91-37420
Areas for future CFD development as illustrated by
transport aircraft applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-1527] p 696 A91-40703
The level of self-oscillations of aerodynamic control
surfaces under nonseparating transonic gas flow
p703 A91-41218
Flutter control of incompressible flow turbomachine
blade rows by splitter blades
[AIAA PAPER 91-1900] p 704 A91-41645
Periodic blade loads of a high speed propeller at small
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-2250] p 705 A91-41735
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loads in cascades
using the linearized Euler equations on deforming grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3378] P 730 A91-44318
Effects of three-dimensional aerodynamics on blade
response and loads p 798 A91-45102
Correlation of Puma airloads - Evaluation of CFD
prediction methods P 801 A91-45360
Rotor loadings in hover - Correlation of theory and
experiment p 823 A91-45364
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis
p824 A91 -45385
Survey of research on unsteady aerodynamic loading
of delta wings p 814 A91 -48035
Semianalytical technique for sensitivity analysis of
unsteady aerodynamic computations
p894 A91-48816
The loading capability of axial flow compressor with wide
chord rotor blade p 896 A91-49179
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Unsteady aerodynamic interaction ol two annular rows
of weakly loaded blades rotating relative to each other
in subsonic flow p 897 A91-49513
Aerodynamic pressure measurements on a rotating wind
turbine blade p 974 A91-51875
Experimental investigation of the wind shear effect on
the aerodynamic forces on a wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3216) p 999 A91-53738
Computation of rotor aerodynamic loads with a constant
vorticity contour free wake model
[AIAA PAPER 91-3229] p 1000 A91-53747
The loading characteristics of finite wings undergoing
rapid unsteady motions - A theoretical treatment
[AIAA PAPER 91-3263] p 1002 A91-53771
Numerical simulation of a complete STOVL aircraft in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 91-3293] p 1005 A91-S3791
Calculation of unsteady airfoil loads with and without
flap deflection at -90 degrees incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-3336] p 1009 A91-53817
Roll-induced cross-loads on a delta wing at high
incidence
(AIAA PAPER 91-3223] p 1011 A91-53874
Short crack growth under realistic flight loading: Model
predictions and experimental results for Al 2024 and AI-Li
2090 p62 N91-11246
Short and long fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 under
Fokker 100 spectrum loading p 63 N91-11248
Three-dimensional full potential method for the
aeroelastic modeling of propfans p 93 N91-11672
Effects of blade tip planforms on rotor performance in
hover p96 N91-12S53
Tabulation of data from the tip aerodynamics and
acoustics test
[NASA-TM-102280] p 163 N91-14273
A method for the design of transonic flexible wings
[NASA-TP-3045J p 204 N91-14323
Experimental investigations of buffet excitation forces
on a low aspect ratio trapezoidal half wing in
incompressible flow p 219 N91-14329
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on an oscillating wing at
high incidences and flow separation
p 187 N91-14331
Coupled aerodynamic loads due to unsteady stall on a
large aspect ratio wing oscillating at great amplitude
P220 N91 -14338
Unsteady airloads due to separated flow on airfoils and
wings p 187 N91-14340
A coupled rotor aeroelastic analysis utilizing advanced
aerodynamic modeling p292 N91-16006
Finite element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures
[NASA-TM-102761] p 324 N91-16407
Aerodynamics of Rotorcraft
[AGARD-R-781 ] p 367 N91-18048
Airloads, wakes, and aeroelasticity
P369 N91-1805S
The prediction of carriage loads and changes in aircraft
longitudinal stability for pylon mounted stores at subsonic
[RAE-TM-AERO-2195] p 392 N91-18107
Modal analysis of UH-60A instrumented rotor blades
[NASA-TM-4239] p 454 N91-19052
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading on the flutter
stability of turbomachinery blading
[NASA-CR-187055] p 525 N91-19479
Leading-edge receptivity for blunt-nose bodies
[ NASA-CR-188063] p 456 N91-20047
Forces and pressures induced on circular plates by a
single lifting jet in ground effect
[NASA-TM-102816] p 558 N91-22077
Aerodynamic parameter studies and sensitivity analysis
for rotor blades in axial flight
[NASA-CR-187524] p 558 N91-22078
Unsteady aerodynamics of slender wings
p560 N91-22105
Large amplitude oscillations p 561 N91-22108
Simulation of iced wing aerodynamics
[ N AS A-TM-104362] p 628 N91-23086
Applications of higher harmonic control to hingeless rotor
systems
[NASA-TM-103846] p 694 N91-25102
Manual on the flight of flexible aircraft in turbulence
[AGARD-AG-317] p 758 N91-261SO
Rotor and control system loads analysis of the XV-15
with the advanced technology blades
[NASA-TM-102876] p817 N91-28134
Strain gauge cabling, conditioning, and sensitivity
calculations for the CT-114 (Tutor) aircraft aft fuselage
and empennage full-scale fatigue test
[NAE-LTR-ST-1758] p 979 N91-29534
Aeroelastic loads and stability investigation of a full-scale
hingeless rotor
[NASA-TM-103867] p 1054 N91-32134
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Experimental study of high-speed impulsive rotor noise
in a wind tunnel
(ONERA. TP NO. 1990-123] p 66 A91-11786
Numerical simulation of vortex-wedge interaction
[AIAA PAPER 90-3918] p6 A9M2434
Experiments on the aerodynamic noise sources in
centrifugal turbomachinery
[AIAA PAPER 90-3948] p 69 A91-12464
The screech of round choked jets, revisited
[AIAA PAPER 90-3980] p 72 A91-12493
A ray-acoustics approach to fuselage scattering of rotor
noise
[AIAA PAPER 90-4013] p 75 A91-12525
Unsteady blade pressure measurements for the SR-7A
propeller at cruise conditions
[AIAA PAPER 90-4022] p 75 A91-12533
Analysis and prediction of tilt rotor hover noise
p 244 A91-17641
Noise mechanisms of transonic Blade-Vortex
Interactions p 245 A91-17642
Relationship between the instability waves and noise
of high-speed jets
[AIAA PAPER 91-0492] p 245 A91-19328
Flow interaction and noise from a counter rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 91-0596] p 178 A91-19377
Propeller noise minimization without thrust loss due to
asymmetric blade distribution p 331 A91-20614
A study of loudness as a metric for sonic boom
acceptability
[AIAA PAPER 91-0496] p 331 A91-21511
Directivity and prediction of low frequency rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 91-0592] p 331 A91-21545
Effect of slotting on the noise of an axisymmetric
supersonic jet p 332 A91 -22493
Aerodynamic noise of a serrated trailing edge
P359 A91-27561
Subsonic axial flow fan noise and inflow velocity
disturbance p 430 A91 -28254
On the estimation of sound produced by complex
fluid-structure interactions, with application to a vortex
interacting with a shrouded rotor p 784 A91-43514
Blade-vortex interaction noise of a helicopter main
rotor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-32] p 802 A91-45614
Structure-borne noise transmission into cylindrical
enclosures of finite extent p882 A91-46176
Noise rating of fans on the basis of the specific sound
power level p 882 A91-46287
Study of the noise mechanisms of transonic blade-vortex
interactions p 1113 A91-53828
High level acoustic noise, high temperature
environmental test programs p 1090 A91-53997
Comparison between empirical models of acoustic noise
and field measured data for airborne systems
p 1090 A91-54002
Evaluation of potential damage to unconventional
structures by sonic booms
[AD-A225029] p 149 N91-12125
Transonic blade-vortex interactions noise: A parametric
study
[NASA-CR-187713] p 185 N91-13422
Prediction of XV-15 tilt rotor discrete frequency
aeroacoustic noise with WOPWOP
[NASA-CR-187684] p 246 N91-14803
Airframe noise prediction
[ESOU-90023] p332 N91-15843
Aerodynamics of Rotorcraft
[AGARD-R-781] p 367 N91-18048
Rotor and blade aerodynamic design
p 368 N91-18051
Unsteady blade pressure measurements for the SR-7A
propeller at cruise conditions
[NASA-TM-103606] p 539 N91-19825
A study of rotor broadband noise mechanisms and
helicopter tail rotor noise
[NASA-CR-177565] p 607 N91-21829
Propagation of helicopter noise in the low atmosphere
layers
[ISL-CO-203/90] P607 N91-21830
A Study of the noise mechanisms of transonic
blade-vortex interactions
[NASA-CR-188199] p 627 N91-23084
Unified aeroacoustics analysis for high speed turboprop
aerodynamics and noise. Volume 3: Application of theory
for blade loading, wakes, noise, and wing shielding
[NASA-CR-185193] p 688 N91-23850
Unified aeroacoustics analysis for high speed turboprop
aerodynamics and noise. Volume 4: Computer user's
manual for UAAP turboprop aeroacoustic code
[NASA-CR-185194] p 688 N91-23851
Unified aeroacoustics analysis for high speed turboprop
aerodynamics and noise. Volume 5: Propagation of
propeller tone noise through a fuselage boundary layer
[NASA-CR-185195] p 689 N91-23852
The reduction of cavity noise at subsonic speeds
[NAL-TR-1081] p784 N91-25815
Translation of airToil trailing edge noise article from
Revue d'Acoustique
[AD-A237811] p891 N91-29143
User's manual for the Langley boundary layer noise
propagation program (MRS-BLP)
[NASA-CR-187559] p1114 N91-31923
A parametric study of transonic blade-vortex interaction
noise
[NASA-CR-188811] p1114 N91-31928
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
Instability characteristics of a low aspect ratio
rectangular jet
(AIAA PAPER 90-3962] p 70 A91-12476
Aeroelastic characteristics of a highly flexible aircraft
P200 A91-18909
Aerodynamic stability theory of hypersonic wings
p 351 A91-25739
Flutter stability of annular wings in incompressible flow
P359 A91-27562
Steady stall and compressibility effects on hingeless
rotor aeroelasticity in high-G turns p494 A91 -28469
Prediction of slender body coning characteristics
P544 A91-33382
New developments in the dynamic aeroelastic stability
study of rotor blades p 673 A91-36698
Simplification of nonlinear indicia! response models -
Assessment for the two-dimensional airfoil case
P664 A91-37771
Stabilization of the sling load of a helicopter
P756 A91-41169
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the large
deflections of beams
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-35] p 868 A91-45617
An aircraft model for the AIAA Controls Design
Challenge
[AIAA PAPER 91-2631] p 924 A91-49779
Flight characteristics of a modified Schweizer SGS1-36
sailplane at low and very high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-3022] p 50 N91-10079
Hypersonic aircraft design
[NASA-CR-187008] p115 N91-12661
MBB BO 108 helicopter ground and flight test
evaluation
[MBB-UD-0546-89-PUB] p116 N91-12664
General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program
(GRASP): Theory manual
(NASA-TM-102255] p 239 N91-13762
Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Dynamics and
Aeroelastic Stability Modeling of Rotorcraft Systems
[AD-A227930] p 365 N91-18034
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on parachute canopies
P369 N91-18059
Dynamic wind tunnel testing of a flexible wing model
[NAL-PD-FC-9010] p 409 N91-18119
Constructing mathematical model of adaptive anti-flutter
system p 502 N91-19810
Investigation of the high angle of attack dynamics of
the F-15B using bifurcation analysis
[AD-A230462] p 457 N91-20053
Steady-state experiments for measurements of
aerodynamic stability derivatives of a high incidence
research model using the College of Aeronautics whirling
arm
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9014] p 503 N91-20137
A leading-edge control surface
[BU-508] p559 N91-22087
Flutter suppression of an aircraft wing using a control
surface
[BU-506] p583 N91-22133
Dynamics of elastic bending and torsion of hingeless
rotors with dynamic stall
[AD-A234775] p 741 N91-26134
Robust bifurcation behavior in the presence of external
random excitation p 853 N91-28171
ASTROP2 users manual: A program for aeroelastic
stability analysis of propfans
[NASA-TM-4304] p 877 N91-28627
Stabilized square parachute
[AD-D014946) p903 N91-29149
Robustness and techniques of multivariable control for
helicopter piloting. Dispatch 3: Inclusion regions technique
on linear model
[RD/PA-14-227] p 1079 N91-31184
Aeroelastic loads and stability investigation of a full-scale
hingeless rotor
[NASA-TM-103867] p 1054 N91-32134
AERODYNAMIC STALLING
Effect of acoustic excitation on stalled flows over an
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 90-4009] p7 A91-12521
Supreme Soviet p 111 A91-13351
Computational and experimental study of stall
propagation in axial compressors p 90 A91-16064
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Flight dynamics research for highly agile aircraft
[SAE PAPER 892235) P 216 A91-17700
Theory of a deep dynamic stall on a wing
P171 A91-18860
An analysis of the onset of dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 91-0003] P 171 A91-19102
Moving wall effects on dynamic stall can be large • Fact
or fiction?
[AIAA PAPER 91-0430] p 236 A91-19296
time-dependent post-stall airfoil behavior in a periodic
wake flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0431] P 177 A91-19297
Development of an international standard for
de./anti-iting fluids, procedures and equipment for safe
winter operation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0758) p 190 A91-19454
On the formation and control of the dynamic stall vortex
on a pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-00061 p255 A9V21328
A study of dynamic stall using real time interferometry
(AIAA PAPER 91-0007] p 256 A91-21329
Simulation of stall departure using a nonlinear lifting line
model
[AIAA PAPER 91-0340] p 261 A91-2146S
Study of dynamic stall mechanism using simulation of
two-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0546) p 263 A91-21525
A steadying effect of acoustic excitation on transitory
stall
[AIAA PAPER 91-0043) P 269 A91-22499
Observations of dynamic stall phenomena on an
oscillating airfoil with shear-stress-sensitive liquid crystal
coatings p 341 A91-24373
Experiments on the establishment of fully attached
aerofoil flow from the fully stalled condition during
ramp-down motions p341 A91-24374
Post stall characteristics of highly augmented fighter
aircraft p404 A91-24503
A criterion for leading-edge separation
p358 A91-27251
Effects of compressibility on dynamic stall
p360 A91-27919
Steady stall and compressibility effects on hingeless
rotor aeroelasticity in high-G turns p 494 A91-28469
A study of the dynamic stall characteristics of circulation
control airfoils P 441 A91-28604
Stall tactics P 467 A91-29722
Incipient torsional stall flutter aerodynamic experiments
on a swept three-dimensional wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0935] p 448 A91-32005
Dynamic stall of an oscillating circulation control airfoil
p617 A91-38677
On some physical aspects of airfoil dynamic stall
p618 A91-38686
Deep stall of an NACA 0012 airfoil induced by periodic
aerodynamic interference p619 A91-38699
Dynamic stall experiments on a swept three-dimensional
wing in compressible flow
(AIAA PAPER 91-1795] p712 A91-42595
Laser velocimetry measurements of oscillating airfoil
dynamic stall flow field
(AIAA PAPER 91-1799] P 725 A91-43648
Centrifugal compressor inlet guide vanes for increased
surge margin
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-158] p 835 A91-44596
Computational prediction o) stall flutter in cascaded
airfoils P 799 A91-45118
A consideration of low-speed dynamic stall onset
p801 A91-45357
Effects of rotating frame turbulence and dynamic stall
on gust response of helicopter blades
p802 A91-45377
Use of an optimized controller and a finite-state stall
model to find trimmed helicopter flight controls
p 846 A91 -45380
Aircraft deep stall analysis and recovery
[AIAA PAPER 91-2888] p 850 A91-47186
Critical issues in high-alpha vehicle dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-3221] p 999 A91-53742
Reattachment studies of an oscillating airfoil dynamic
stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-3225] 01011 A91-53873
Methods to determine limits to tiltwing conversion
[AIAA PAPER 91-3143] p 1013 A91-54059
Post-stall maneuver and the classic turn rate plot
[AIAA PAPER 91-3170] p 1077 A91-54082
Visualization of a translating and oscillating airfoil with
different cross sections p 1017 A91-55722
Effect of acoustic excitation on stalled flows over an
airfoil
[NASA-TM-103183] p 93 N91-11675
Performance instrumentation for multiengine safety
p 106 N91-12571
A steadying effect of acoustic excitation on transitory
stall
[NASA-TM-103689) p 185 N91-13420
Coupled aerodynamic loads due to unsteady stall on a
large aspect ratio wing oscillating at great amplitude
p220 N91 -14338
Prediction of XV-15 tilt rotor discrete frequency
aeroacoustic noise with WOPWOP
[NASA-CR-187684] p 246 N91-14803
A coupled rotor aeroelastic analysis utilizing advanced
aerodynamic modeling p 292 N91-16006
Numerical simulation of separated flows around a wing
section at steady and unsteady motion by a discrete vortex
method p 278 N91-16268
Compressibility effects on dynamic stall of oscillating
airfoils
[NASA-CR-187870] p362 N91-16993
Computational studies of compressibility effects on
dynamic stall
[AD-A229007] p 364 N91-17004
Dynamic stall effects and applications to high
performance aircraft p 573 N91-22106
Flying qualities experience on the AMX aircraft
p650 N91-23112
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 3: Unsteady
[AO-A233569] p 631 N91-24115
Dynamics of elastic bending and torsion of hingeless
rotors with dynamic stall
[AD-A234775] p 741 N91-26134
An active delay of separation on two-dimensional
airfoils
[ITN-91-85142] p 818 N91-28139
Dynamic stall of circulation control airfoils
p 904 N91-30087
Modeling, simulation, and flight characteristics of an
aircraft designed to fly at 100,000 feet
[NASA-TM-104236] p 954 N91-30153
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The CEPRA 19 anechoic wind tunnel
[ ONER A, TP NO. 1990-72] p 51 A91-11760
Estimation of the turbulent spectral densities of the
mass-density using two-dimensional Fourier transform of
digitized schlieren pictures
[ONERA.TP NO. 1990-110] p4 A91-11782
Application of LU-ADI algorithm in two-dimension
transonic flow p 5 A91 -11848
Some aeroacoustic and aerodynamic applications of the
theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 90-3989) p 73 A91-12502
Grid-generation methodology in applied aerodynamics
p9 A91-12755
Aerodynamic performance of a scale-model,
counterrotating unducted fan p 121 A91-13039
Characteristics of a cryogenic wind tunnel at National
Defense Academy. I - The operation with manual
controls p 130 A91-15029
Wing-man -- profile of aerodynamical engineer
p79 A91-16579
Global convergence of inexact Newton methods for
transonic flow p 169 A91-18225
Sensitivity analysis applied to the Euler equations - A
feasibility study with emphasis on variation of geometric
shape
[AIAA PAPER 91-0173) p 173 A91-19166
The use of knowledge-based systems for aerodynamics
technology transfer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0500] p 242 A91-19332
Aerodynamic control using forebody strakes
[AIAA PAPER 91-0618] p 178 A91-19386
Advanced aerodynamic applications of an interactive
geometry and visualization system
[AIAA PAPER 91-0800] p 243 A91-19469
Postprocessing tools for aerodynamic calculations
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-20] p 243 A91-19588
International Conference on Hypersonic Aerodynamics,
Victoria University of Manchester, England, Sept. 4-6,
1989, Proceedings p 253 A91-21176
Asymptotic theory in aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0028] p 257 A91-21344
ICAS, Congress, 17th, Stockholm, Sweden, Sept. 9-14,
1990. Proceedings. Vols. 1 &2 p 335 A91-24301
Computing aerodynamics on parallel computers
p428 A91 -24461
Recent developments in CFD at ARA
p416 A91-24463
Suggested future directions in high-speed transition
experimental research p 444 A91-31305
LTASIM - A desktop nonlinear airship simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1275] p 536 A91-31731
Airship response to turbulence - Results from a flight
dynamics simulation combined with a wind tunnel
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1276] p 499 A91-31732
A vector unsymmetric eigenequation server for nonlinear
flutter analysis on high-performance computers
[AIAA PAPER 91-1169) p 522 A91-32027
Aerodynamic and structural studies of joined-wing
aircraft p 571 A91-33534
Aerodynamic calculation of tandem wings in supersonic
flow by means of SLLT p614 A91-36724
Fluid dynamics for the study of transonic flow — Book
p625 A91-40513
A comparison of implicit multigrid Euler solvers
implemented on a multiprocessor computer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1580] p 700 A91-40754
Adaptive EAGLE - Solution-adaptive and
quality-enhancing multi-block grids for arbitrary domains
[AIAA PAPER 91-1593] p 701 A91-40767
Development of a new flux splitting scheme
p768 A91-40793
Measured thrust losses associated with secondary air
injection through nozzle walls
[AIAA PAPER 91-2244) p 705 A91-41734
Computational technology for flight vehicles;
Proceedings of the Symposium on Computational
Technology on Flight Vehicles, Washington. DC, Nov. 5-7,
1990 p780 A91-42703
Recent advances in hypersonic technology
p 716 A91-43103
Eighty years of aerospace technology through ATMA
bulletins
[ONERA.TP NO. 1991-39] p 884 A91-45621
Mesh generation in aerodynamics
(ONERA, TP NO. 1991-68] p 803 A91-45646
Dissociating flows in hypervelocity aerodynamics
p809 A91-46359
Numerical aerodynamics simulation techniques for
aerospace engineering p811 A91-46600
An implicit finite-element method for high-speed flows
p814 A91-47621
A modular 64 channel pressure scanner for aerospace
test p 974 A91-51877
Applied aerodynamics literacy - What is it now? What
should it be?
[AIAA PAPER 91-3313] p 994 A91-53855
Aircraft heave-pitch dynamics to track induced
excitation p 1079 A91-SS034
The NAS parallel benchmarks p 1111 A91 -56099
Energy efficiency improvement potential of commercial
aircraft to 2010
[OE90-014767J p39 N91-10046
Measurement of unsteady blade surface pressure on
a single rotation large scale advanced prop-fan with
angular and wake inflow at Mach numbers from 0.02 to
0.70
[NASA-CR-182123] p 47 N91-10065
Comparison of a mathematical one-point model and a
multi-point model of aircraft motion in moving air
p 41 N91-10969
Aerodynamic design optimization using computational
fluid dynamics p 43 N91 -11013
Aerodynamic transport efficiency of general aviation: An
overview p 107 N91-12573
Proceedings of the 6th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[DE89-910195] p 96 N91-12591
Comparison with computation using panel method and
wind tunnel test around transonic complete aircraft
p 97 N91-12612
Aerodynamics support of research instrument
development p 153 N91-13331
A preliminary look at techniques used to obtain airdata
from flight at high angles of attack
[NASA-TM-1017291 P210 N91-13453
Dynamic analysis of rotor blade undergoing rotor power
shutdown
[NASA-TM-102865] p 251 N91-15124
Documents on the history of the Aerodynamic Research
Establishment at Goettingen, 1907 -1925
[OLR-MITT-90-05] P 251 N91-15977
High-altitude hypersonic aerodynamics of blunt bodies
p363 N91-16996
Future regional/commuter challenges
p373 N91-18006
Evaluation of thermographic phosphor technology for
aerodynamic model testing
[DE91-005631] p369 N91-18060
Carrier aircraft P 393 N91-18168
Research and technology 1990. Langley Research
Center
[NASA-TM-4243] P 433 N91-18966
Dedication of National Institute for Aviation Research
[NIAR-90-21] p440 N91-19040
Transonic aerodynamics of dense gases
[NASA-TM-103722] p 456 N91-20045
Aerodynamics modeling of towed-cable dynamics
[DE91-008426] p 458 N91-20060
Twenty-five years of aerodynamic research with IR
imaging: A survey
[SPIE-1467-59] p529 N91-20452
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Low speed wind tunnel investigation ol propeller
slipstream aerodynamic effects on different nacelle/wing
combinations. Part 2: Propeller slipstream flow field surveys
(velocity components, dynamic, total and static pressure
distributions) at zero angle of attack and high power
(FFA-TN-1990-24-PT-2) p 555 N91-21109
Possibilities of trajectory modification
[ISL-CO-209/90] p582 N91-21151
Aerodynamic parameter studies and sensitivity analysis
for rotor blades in axial flight
[NASA-CR-187524] p 558 N91-22078
Multiaxis thrust vectoring using axisymmetric nozzles
and postexit vanes on an F/A-18 configuration vehicle
[NASA-TM-101741] p 559 N91-22083
Special Course on Aircraft Dynamics at High Angles of
Attack: Experiments and Modelling
[AQARD-R-776] p 573 N91-22104
Large amplitude oscillations p 561 N91-22108
Forebody vortex control p 573 N91 -22110
Simulation of iced wing aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-104362) p 628 N91-23086
Icing simulation: A survey of computer models and
experimental facilities
[NASA-TM-104366] p 628 N91-23087
Agility: A rational development of fundamental metrics
and their relationship to flying qualities
p651 N91-23129
A computer aided multivariable control systems design
technique with application to aircraft flying qualities
[AD-A232549] p 653 N91-23144
Aerodynamics and stabilization of combustion of
hydrogen jets injected into subsonic airflow
p629 N91-23164
Passive laminar flow control of crossflow vorticity
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13563-1] p 679 N91-23410
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 1: Steady
[AD-A233482] p 631 N91-24113
Hypersonic aerodynamics fellowships
[AD-A233584] p 632 N91-24116
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-1] p 639 N91-24166
Estimate of heavy rain performance effect
p640 N91-24182
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics
[NAL-TR-1088T] p732 N91-25114
Technical evaluation report on the flight mechanics
panel symposium on progress in military airlift
[AGARD-AR-300] p 733 N91-25119
Handling qualities of unstable highly augmented
aircraft
[AGARD-AR-279] p 740 N91-25146
Detection and avoidance of errors in computer
software p 783 N91 -25937
Calculated aerodynamics of wings in severe maneuver
[AD-A235241] p 732 N91-26120
Experimental techniques in the field of low density
aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-318(E>] p 733 N91-26124
RWF rotor-wake-fuselage code software reference
guide
[NASA-TM-104078] p816 N91-27132
A flow visualization study of LEX generated vortices on
a scale model of a F/A-18 fighter aircraft at high angles
of attack
[AD-A236534] p816 N91-27138
F-111C flight data reduction and analysis procedures
[AD-A236025] p 829 N91-27153
Testing, analysis, and code verification of aerodynamics
and heat transfer related to turbomachinery
[NASA-CR-188640] p 844 N91-27160
Overview of the Applied Aerodynamics Division
[NASA-TM-102698] p 855 N91-27169
An experimental investigation of the effect of vortex
generators on the aerodynamic characteristics of a NACA
0021 airfoil undergoing large amplitude pitch oscillations
[DE91-012102] p817 N91-28133
Calculation of interactions between air and ground of
landing p 831 N91-28161
Technology needs for high speed rotorcraft (2)
[NASA-CR-177590] p 832 N91-28168
Unsteady compressible lifting surface analysis for rotary
wings using velocity potential modes
p927 N91-29170
Unsteady force calculations in turbomachinery
[AD-A237937] p 978 N91-29515
ASTROP3 user's guide
[NASA-CR-187180] p 982 N91-30562
Model of an aerospace plane based on an idealized
cone-derived waverider forebody p 1052 N91-31129
Activities report of the National Aerospace Laboratory
[ETN-91-99438] p 1052 N91-31132
Flow visualization and simulation
[AAAF-NT-89-18] p 1098 N91-31590
NASA Aerodynamics Program
[NASA-TM-4312] P1104 N91-31751
Aerodynamic design of non-planar wing by inverse
method with Navier-Stokes equation
p 1053 N91-32045
An approximate viscous shock layer technique for
calculating chemically reacting hypersonic flows about
blunt-nosed bodies
[NASA-CR-187617] P1101 N91-32441
AEROELASTIC RESEARCH WINGS
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
p340 A91-24351
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
laminated wing p 571 A91-34144
Design of an active flutter suppression system for the
Active Flexible Wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3111] p 1077 A91-54035
Numerical simulation of unsteady aerodynamics around
an oscillating wing in elastic modes p 98 N91-12622
AEROELASTICITY
Influence of unsteady aerodynamics on rotor blade
aeroelastic stability and response p 37 A91-12894
Parametric trends in the flutter of advanced
turboprops
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-280] p 122 A91-13045
Blade vibration with nonlinear tip constraint - Model
development
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-293] p 122 A91-13049
A time-accurate interactive method for computing
transonic airfoil flow p 82 A91-13263
Methods of optimization of aircraft structures — Russian
book P111 A91-13716
A synthetic research for aircraft active flutter
suppression p 126 A91-14227
Dynamic substructuring analysis of composite structures
with nonlinear links p 142 A91 -14228
Optimization design for suppressing 'ground resonance'
of the helicopter p 111 A91 -14229
An overview of selected NASP aeroelastic studies at
the NASA Langley Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 90-5218] p 134 A91-14444
Predicting unsteady aerodynamic forces in linearized
supersonic conditions
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-164] p 92 A91-16743
Direct fluid-structure coupling in transonic flutter
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-165] p114 A91-16744
Investigation of aeroelasticity using numerical
simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-167] p 146 A91-16746
Validation of a new general Aerospatiale aeroelastic
rotor model through the wind tunnel and flight tests data
p 195 A91-17227
Hingeless rotor blade stability using a coupled
aeroelastic analysis with refined aerodynamic modeling
p195 A91-17231
Estimation of UH-60 blade aerodynamic loads and rotor
impedance using generalized strain pattern/Kalman filter
approach p 168 A91-17646
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
small-disturbance theory p 169 A91-18254
Aeroelastic stability of aircraft with circulation control
wings p 199 A91-18255
Static aeroelastic analysis of lighter aircraft using a
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes algorithm
p 169 A91-18260
Airloads and wake models for a comprehensive
helicopter analysis p 170 A91 -18362
Stability sensitivity studies for synthesis of aeroelastic
systems P 171 A91-18901
Aeroelastic characteristics of a highly flexible aircraft
p200 A91-18909
Theoretical and experimental research in aeroelastic
stability of an advanced bearingless rotor for future
helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 91-0192] p 201 A91-19172
An efficient hybrid scheme for the analysis of counter
•rotating propellers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0703] p 180 A91-19422
Flow induced vibrations of thin leading edges
[AIAA PAPER 91-0745] p 236 A91-19446
Cascade flutter analysis with transient response
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0747] p212 A91-19448
The development and testing of active control
• techniques to minimise helicopter vibration
p284 A91-20946
Random air turbulence as a flutter test excitation
source p 286 A91-21002
ADAM 2.0 - An ASE analysis code for aircraft with digital
flight control systems p 327 A91-23742
Integrated aeroelastic control optimization
p305 A91-23743
Predicting the aeroelastic behavior of a wind-tunnel
model using transonic small disturbance theory
• p407 A91-24305
Transonic flutter/divergence characteristics of
aeroelastically tailored and non-tailored high-aspect-ratio
forward swept wings p 401 A91-24306
The integration of structural optimization in the general
design process for aircraft p 380 A91-24308
Aeroelastic stability of composite bearingless rotor
blades p 380 A91-24341
Design, implementation, simulation, and testing of digital
flutter suppression systems for the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 402 A91 -24346
Static aeroelastic analysis of composite wing
P381 A91-24365
Modeling and model simplification of aeroelastic
vehicles p 402 A91-24367
Effect of hingeless rotor aeroelasticity on helicopter
longitudinal flight dynamics p 405 A91-26134
Flutter stability of annular wings in incompressible flow
p 359 A91 -27562
Vibration diagnosis and vibration source analysis of
aircraft engine p 420 A91-27791
Steady stall and compressibility effects on hingeless
rotor aeroelasticity in high-G turns p 494 A91 -28469
A theoretical model for predicting the blade sailing
behaviour of a semi-rigid rotor helicopter
p 466 A91-28470
Numerical simulation of unsteady aeroelastic behavior
P511 A91-28584
Inflow to a rotor blade under controlled excitation
P442 A91-28621
Fluctuations of balloon altitude p 495 A91-29971
Experimental investigation of propfan aeroelastic
response in off-axis flow with mistuning
P487 A91-30015
A scheme for theoretical and experimental evaluation
of multivariable system stability robustness
P533 A91-30240
Towards integrated multidisciplinary synthesis of actively
controlled fiber composite wings p 469 A91-31576
ASTROS - A multidisciplinary automated structural
design tool P518 A91-31580
Aeroelastic design optimization program
p536 A91-31581
Finite element analysis of composite panel flutter
P519 A91-31814
A Taguchi study of the aeroelastic tailoring design
process
[AIAA PAPER 91-1041] p 470 A91-31868
Multidisciplinary aeroelastic analysis and design using
MSC/Nastran
[AIAA PAPER 91-1097] p 520 A91-31876
Studies in integrated aeroservoelastic optimization of
actively controlled composite wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-1098] p 471 A91-31877
Aeroelastic tailoring in vehicle design synthesis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1099] p 471 A91-31878
Influence of static and dynamic aeroelastic constraints
on the optimal structural design of flight vehicle
structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-1100] p 471 A91-31879
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
[AIAA PAPER 91-1103] P448 A91-31882
A status report on a model for Benchmark active controls
testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1011] p 499 A91-31901
Vortical flow computations on a flexible blended
wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1013] p448 A91-31903
Aeroelasticity of anisotropic composite wing structures
including the transverse shear flexibility and warping
restraint effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-0934] p 472 A91-32004
A new approach to computational aeroelasticity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0939] p 521 A91-32007
Fundamental mechanisms of aeroelastic control with
control surface and strain actuation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0985] p 500 A91-32016
An application of the active flexible wing concept to an
F-16 derivative wing model
[AIAA PAPER 91-0987] p 501 A91-32018
A methodology for using nonlinear aerodynamics in
aeroservoelastic analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 91-1110] p449 A91-32025
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies - Mode localization and loss of
eigenstructure
[AIAA PAPER 91-1218] p 522 A91-32032
Helicopter rotor blade aeroelasticity in forward flight with
an implicit structural formulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1219] p 472 A91-32033
Dynamics and aeroelasticity of a coupled helicopter
rotor-propulsion system in hover
[AIAA PAPER 91-1220] p472 A91-32034
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Free vibration and aeroelastic divergence of aircraft
wings modelled as composite thin-walled beams
[AIAA PAPER 91-1187] p 522 A91-32040
Aeroelastic optimum design of composite rotor blade
with returning wake effect p 570 A91-32646
Helicopter vibration reduction using structural
optimization with aeroelastic/multidisciplinary constraints
-A survey p 570 A91-33527
Aeroelastic optimization of a helicopter rotor using an
efficient sensitivity analysis p 570 A91-33529
Optimum aeroelastic design of helicopter rotors for
longitudinal handling qualities improvement
p570 A91-33531
Optimization of helicopter airframe structures for
vibration reduction - Considerations, formulations, and
applications p 571 A91-33533
State stability of a system of integro-differential
equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
p595 A91-35785
New developments in the dynamic aeroelastic stability
study of rotor blades p673 A91-36698
ACT wind-tunnel experiments of a transport-type wing
p615 A91-37772
Analytical studies on static aeroelastic behavior of
forward-swept composite wing structures
p674 A91-37774
Supersonic flutter analysis of clamped symmetric
composite panels using shear deformable finite
elements p 675 A91 -37847
Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small-disturbance
code p617 A91-38544
Vibration behavior of a labyrinth seal with through-flow
p679 A91-40241
Determination of the stress-strain state of a soft lifting
system — Single-Shell Parachute Airfoil
p704 A91-41320
Conclusions from high-speed rotorcraft studies
[AIAA PAPER 91-2149) p 693 A91-41711
An expert system for predicting flutter in
turbomachines
[AIAA PAPER 91 -2527] p 748 A91 -41808
A multidisciplinary approach to aeroelastic analysis
p 781 A91-42709
Static aeroelastic analysis of a three-dimensional oblique
wing p714 A91-42711
Influence of thickness and camber on the aeroelastic
stability of supersonic throughflow fans
p715 A91-42814
Localization of aeroelastic modes in mistuned
high-energy turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-3379] p 775 A91-44319
Analytical statistics of forced response of a mistuned
bladed disk assembly in subsonic flow
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-205] p 793 A91-44622
Comparison of inviscid computations with theory and
experiment in vibrating transonic compressor cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-373] p 840 A91-44717
Critical mode interaction in the presence of external
random excitation p 866 A91-45134
Insights on the whirl-flutter phenomena of advanced
turboprops and preplans p 823 A91-45324
Finite difference techniques and rotor blade aeroelastic
partial differential equations - An explicit time-space finite
element approach for P.D.E p 867 A91 -45378
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the large
deflections of beams
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-35] p 868 A91-45617
Solution of 3D Euler equations with unstructured meshes
for aeroelasticity problems
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-62) p 803 A91-45642
Dynamic behavior of fluttering two-dimensional panels
on an airplane in pull-up maneuver p 825 A91-46189
Stability sensitivity studies of a helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 91-2849] p 848 A91-47156
Model order reduction applied to a hot-bench simulation
of an aeroelastic wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 91-2935] p 851 A91-47822
Double linearization theory of three-dimensional
cascades with vibrating blades under
spanwise-nonuniform mean loading. I - Subsonic flow. II
- Supersonic flow p 871 A91-47882
Non-linear aeroelastic predictions for transport aircraft
(SAE PAPER 901852] p 892 A91-48567
Numerical and literal aeroelastic-vehide-model
reduction for feedback control synthesis
p952 A91-52019
Derivation of the two dimensional transonic time
linearized integral equation p 900 A91-52200
Further studies of harmonic gradient method for
supersonic aeroelastic applications p 900 A91 -52284
Application of an efficient hybrid scheme for aeroelastic
analysis of advanced propellers p 900 A91-52315
Computation of rotor aerodynamic toads with a constant
vorticity contour free wake model
[AIAA PAPER 91-3229] p 1000 A91-53747
Static aeroelastic effects upon wing span loads
(AIAA PAPER 91-3316] p 1007 A91-53805
Streamwise upwind algorithm for computing unsteady
transonic flows past oscillating wings
p 1010 A91-53841
Application of piezoelectric elements in supersonic panel
flutter suppression
[AIAA PAPER 91-3191 ] p 1091 A91-54095
Application of XTRAN3S and CAP-TSD to fighter
aircraft p 1014 A91-54373
An airworthiness certification procedure for the L-410
UVP-E aircraft from the standpoint of aeroelasticity
p 1029 A91-55560
Aerodynamic detuning for aeroelastic control of stability
and forced response of supersonic rotors
p 1066 A91-56202
Aeroelastic analysis of wings using the Euler equations
with a deforming mesh
[NASA-TM-102733] p15 N91-10020
Evaluation of the ZONA51D program
[REPT-B-28) p16 N91-10025
Direct use of linear time-domain aerodynamics in
aeroservoelastic analysis: Aerodynamic model
p60 N91-10316
Static and dynamic aeroelastic characterization of an
aerodynamically heated generic hypersonic aircraft
configuration p61 N91-10320
CFD for applications to aircraft aeroelasticity
p17 N91-10855
Application of unstructured grid methods to steady and
unsteady aerodynamic problems p 17 N91 -10856
Computation of transonic flow over elastic rotor blade
p23 N91-10906
Contributions in the field of aeroelastics on the occasion
of the 60th anniversary of Professor Dr.-lng. Habil. Hans
Wilhelm Foersching
[ETN-90-97630] p 24 N91-10920
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 1: Fighter
airplanes and helicopters p 78 N91-10931
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 2: Transport
airplanes and other civil applications p 40 N91-10932
Unsteady vortex lattice aerodynamics for rotor
aeroelasticity in hover and in forward flight
p93 N91-11671
Close-range photogrammetric measurement of static
deflections for an aeroelastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-4194] p 182 N91-13400
Some observations on the Houbolt-Rainey and
peak-hold methods of flutter onset prediction
[NASA-TM-102745] p 184 N91-13411
Wind-tunnel survey of an oscillating flow field for
application to model helicopter rotor testing
[NASA-TM-4224] p 226 N91-13462
General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program
(GRASP): Theory manual
[NASA-TM-102255] p 239 N91-13762
Feasibility investigation of general time-domain unsteady
aerodynamics of rotors
[NASA-CR-177570] p 186 N91-14311
A method for the design of transonic flexible wings
[NASA-TP-3045] p 204 N91-14323
Dynamic analysis of rotor blade undergoing rotor power
shutdown
[NASA-TM-102865] p 251 N91-15124
Integrated design analysis and optimization
[MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0398] p 291 N91-15145
Optical measurement of unducted fan flutter
[NASA-TM-103285] p 302 N91-15174
A coupled rotor aeroelastic analysis utilizing advanced
aerodynamic modeling p 292 N91-16006
The integration of structural optimization in the general
design process for aircraft
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0405] p 293 N91-16017
Aeroservoelastic tailoring for lateral control
enhancement p 307 N91-16025
A multiple frames of reference approach to aeroelastic
computations: Application to airfoil flutter analysis
p363 N91-16995
Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Dynamics and
Aeroelastic Stability Modeling of Rotorcraft Systems
[AD-A227930] p 365 N91-18034
Airloads, wakes, and aeroelasticity
p369 N91-18055
Dynamic wind tunnel testing of a flexible wing model
[NAL-PD-FC-9010] p 409 N91-18119
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading on the flutter
stability of turbomachinery blading
[NASA-CR-187055] p 525 N91-19479
Constructing mathematical model of adaptive anti-flutter
system p 502 N91-19810
Propulsion aeroelasticity. vibration control, and dynamic
system modeling p 492 N91-20105
Prediction of unsteady transonic separated flow for
missile applications
[AD-A231259] p 557 N91-21120
A modal aeroelastic analysis scheme for turbomachinery
blading
[NASA-CR-187089] p 579 N91-21138
STARS: An integrated general-purpose finite element
structural, aeroelastic, and aeroservoelastic analysis
computer program
[NASA-TM-101709-REV] p 599 N91-21587
An overview of the active flexible wing program
p 583 N91-22332
Aeroelastic modeling of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 575 N91-22333
Buffet induced structural/flight-control system
interaction of the X-29A aircraft
[NASA-TM-101735] p 652 N91-23133
Flow visualization study of a 1/48-scale AFTI/F111
model to investigate horizontal tail flow disturbances
[NASA-TM-101698] p 633 N91-24128
Estimation of the aeroelastic characteristics from flight
test data of the STOL research aircraft ASKA
[NAL-TR-1083] p 740 N91-25145
Development of an integrated aeroservoelastic analysis
program and correlation with test data
[NASA-TP-3120] p694 N91-26113
State space models for aeroelastic and viscoelastic
systems
[AD-A234730] p 732 N91-26117
Suggestions for CAP-TSD mesh and time-step input
parameters
[NASA-TM-104083] p815 N91-27128
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies: Mode localization and loss of eigenstructure
[NASA-TM-104519] p 875 N91-27591
A methodology for using nonlinear aerodynamics in
aeroservoelastic analysis and design
[NASA-TM-104087] p 817 N91-28131
Experimental flutter boundaries with unsteady pressure
distributions for the NACA 0012 Benchmark Model
(NASA-TM-104072] p817 N91-28137
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a subsonic,
energy-efficient transport configuration in the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TP-2922] p 818 N91-28143
Algorithm and code development for unsteady
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-188039) p 876 N91-28503
ASTROP2 users manual: A program for aeroelastic
stability analysis of propfans
[NASA-TM-4304] p 877 N91-28627
Active control of panel vibrations induced by
boundary-layer flow
[NASA-CR-188733] p 877 N91-28643
Modeling and response analysis of thin-walled beam
structures constructed of advanced composite materials
p979 N91-29615
Aeroservoelastic stabilization techniques for hypersonic
flight vehicles
[NASA-CR-187614] p 954 N91-30156
ASTROP3 user's guide
[NASA-CR-187180] p982 N91-30562
User's guide to a system of finite-element supersonic
panel flutter programs
[NASA-TM. 104109] p 1024 N91-31082
Compressible two dimensional boundary layer strong
perfect fluid coupling in the case of sharp leading edge
profiles. Stationary case
[ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R] p 1098 N91-31586
Comparisons of elastic and rigid blade-element rotor
models using parallel processing technology for piloted
simulations
[NASA-TM-102859] p 997 N91-32071
Unstructured-grid methods development for unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses
[NASA-TM-104143] p 1028 N91-32084
Aeroelastic loads and stability investigation of a full-scale
hingeless rotor
[NASA-TM-103867] p 1054 N91-32134
AEROLOGY
The LWC parameter - Some experimental results —
liquid water content in atmosphere p 685 A91-38388
AEROMAGNETISM
Time series and correlation of pulsations observed
simultaneously by two aircraft p 63 A91-11072
AEROMANEUVERING
Hypervelocity atmospheric flight: Real gas flow fields
[NASA-RP-1249] p528 N91-20418
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
NASA programs in advanced sensors and measurement
technology for aeronautical applications
p415 A91-24331
Relevance of emerging technologies to aviation in
India p435 A91-28516
Aeronautical research in the United States - Challenges
for the 1990's p612 A91-38580
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Computerized test analysis system
p879 A91-45417
Demystifying the history of aeronautics
p 864 A91-48031
The use of Microsoft Flight Simulator in aerospace
education
[AIAA PAPER 91-3314] p111S A91-53804
Teaching aircraft design as an undergraduate capstone
course - A perspective
[AIAA PAPER 91-3117) p1116 A91-54040
Test launch for turboaircraft engine. Description of the
installation
[ILA-87-A-02] p48 N91-11018
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering. 7: A simple analysis method of separating
flows p 149 N91-12549
Research in flight dynamics
[AD-A226123] p 100 N91-12639
Thirty years of structural dynamic investigations at
MBB-UF
[MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0399] p 118 N9M2676
AGARD highlights 90/2. September 1990. pan 2
[AD-A226532] p 247 N91-14080
Research as part of the Air Force Research in
Aero-Propulsion Technology (AFRAPT) program
(AD-A226893) p 213 N91-14350
Documents on the history of the Aerodynamic Research
Establishment at Goettingen. 1907 - 1925
[DLR-MITT-90-05] p 251 N91-15977
Research and technology 1990, Langley Research
Center
[NASA-TM-4243] p 433 N91-18966
Results of the aeronautical systems division critical
process team on integrated product development
[AD-A235419] p785 N91-26995
Utilization of Computer Aided Design (CAD)/Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE) systems in an aircraft industrial
plant
[MBB-UD-0583-90-PUBJ p 988 N91-30761
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering (8): A mixed compression inlet for a supersonic
airplane p 1100 N91-32048
AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) capacity
analysis and protocol performance simulation plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/35] p311 N91-15295
CODEC test plan, phase 3
[AD-A230395] p 465 N91-20068
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/20] p 1097 N91-31495
Satellite Communications (SATCOM)
p 1038 N91-32095
Aeronautical mobile satellite services
ESA-PRODAT/SITA AIRCOM service trials programme
p 1040 N91-32106
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) message
and voice access request transit delay
p 1040 N91-32107
Satellite data link research and development program
in Japan p 1040 N91-32108
AERONAUTICS
ICAS, Congress, 17th, Stockholm, Sweden, Sept. 9-14,
1990, Proceedings. Vols. 1 & 2 p 335 A91-24301
DLR, Annual Report 1989/90 — German book
p336 A91-24775
A practical approach to Rule 26(c) protective orders in
aviation litigation p 608 A91-35121
The role of organizations in professional development
p690 A91-38367
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and Astronautics,
31st, Tel Aviv. Israel. Feb. 21. 22, 1990, Collection of
Papers and Supplement p 785 A91-43076
Control and dynamic systems. Vol. 38 - Advances in
aeronautical systems — Book p 985 A91-50618
Work-retated aviation fatalities in Colorado 1982-1987
p908 A91-50628
Langley aerospace test highlights, 1990
(NASA-TM-104090] p 786 N91-26112
AEROSOLS
An instrumented aircraft for atmospheric research in
New Zealand and the South Pacific p479 A91 -29499
Inertial aerosol precipitation on ogival bodies of
revolution in high-velocity flow p 553 A91-35784
Comparison of UNL laser imaging and sizing system
and a phase Doppler system for analyzing sprays from a
NASA nozzle
[NASA-CR-185239] p 598 N91-21485
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
FAA Aging Aircraft Workshop, Valley Forge, PA, Oct.
9-13, 1989, Proceedings p 79 A91-16551
Wing-man — profile of aerodynamical engineer
p 79 A91-16579
Holographic non destructive testing of composite
materials for aeronautical structures p 147 A91-16796
Aircraft structures for engineering students (2nd revised
and enlarged edition) — Book p 321 A91-24114
Ishida tilt-wing project takes cues from history
p290 A91-24119
F-117A - First in stealth p 386 A91 -25837
Methods of mathematical optimization
p419 A91-26647
Aerospace applications of case-based reasoning
p535 A91-30993
ASTROS - A multidisciplinary automated structural
design tool p 518 A91-31580
Eighty years of aerospace technology through ATMA
bulletins
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-39] p 884 A91-45621
Aircraft performance engineering — Book
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structure-borne noise transmission p 431 A91-28263
Comparison of experimental and analytical estimations
for the modal density of a ring-stiffened cylinder
p420 A91-28302
Substantiation of fiber composite vs. conventional
rotorcraft structure p 436 A91-29437
Corrosion and non-destructive testing
p 514 A91-30565
Detection of corrosion in non ferrous aircraft structure
by eddy current method p 514 A91-30566
Avoiding stress corrosion by surface pre-stressing
p514 A91-30569
Modelling residual stresses and fatigue crack growth
at cold-expanded fastener holes p 515 A91-30805
Efficient optimization of aircraft structures with a large
number of design variables p 469 A91-31588
Computer-aided optimization of aircraft structures
p469 A91-31589
Probabilistic aircraft structural dynamics models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0921 ] p 472 A91-31958
Buffet induced structural/flight-control system
interaction of the X-29A aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-1053] p 500 A91-32012
A frequency based approach to dynamic stress intensity
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1176] p 523 A91-32097
Selecting materials for complex aircraft structures
p 510 A91-32270
Application of sensitivity methods for error localization
in finite element systems p 594 A91-35529
Automatic aircraft paint stripping
[SME PAPER MS90-280] p 611 A91-36895
Robotic sensors for aircraft paint stripping
[SME PAPER MS90-282] p 673 A91-36896
The introduction of off-line programming techniques for
the robotic assembly of aircraft structures
[SME PAPER MS90-276] p611 A91-36898
A new technique and application for nonlinear acoustic
fatigue of stiffened composite panels
p687 A91-38863
Sensitivity analysis, optimization, and data support in
finite element systems p 677 A91 -39230
Identification of nacelle modes from airplane GVT
results p 648 A91-40170
Limiting thermal loads in porous structures
p768 A91-41159
Analysis of structural damping of titanium alloy shell
structures as compared with that of aluminium alloy
structures p 765 A91-41606
Calculating time-correlated gust loads using matched
filter and random process theories p 739 A91-43312
A comparison of large AA8090, AA8091 and AA7010
die forgings for helicopter structural applications
p 765 A91-43912
Predictions on fatigue p 870 A91-46811
Stress intensity factors of multiple cracked sheet with
riveted stiffeners p870 A91-47219
Fatigue strength of structural elements — Russian book
on aircraft structures p 871 A91-47600
Methods and means of measurement in the strength
experiment — Russian book p 671 A91-47603
Development of sonic design data for engineering
plastics used for strut and nacelle applications
[SAE PAPER 901985] p 963 A91-48647
Composite supportability -- personnel, facilities,
equipment, and tools for aircraft maintenance
[SME PAPER EM91-114] p 888 A91-48672
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Computerized adhesives bonding technology
p970 A91-49124
Impact damage tolerance testing of bonded sandwich
panels P 970 A91-49131
Damped composite structures p 972 A91-50655
Mathematical modelling of damage to aircraft skin panels
subjected to blast loading p 973 A91-51794
Shearographic inspection of aircraft structure
p975 A91-51896
Comparison of the X-ray diffraction method and the hole
drilling method for the measurement of residual stress on
the aeronautical materials p 975 A91-S1923
Integrated structure/control law design by multilevel
optimization P 986 A91-52026
YIDOYU and its application aircraft design
p987 A91-52209
Introducing design in basic structures courses
[AIAA PAPER 91-3113] p1115 A91-54036
An example of industrial interaction with an
undergraduate aircraft design program
[AIAA PAPER 91-3116] p1116 A91-54039
Code for Optimized Ballistic Resistant Aircraft
Structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-3164] p 1090 A91-54078
Stability study of coupling responses in laminates
p 1093 A91-55133
Seat dynamic performance standards for a range of
sizes
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/23] p 26 N91-10028
Introduction: Needs and approaches to reliability and
quality assurance in design and manufacture
[PNR-90683] p60 N91-10297
Repeated buckling of composite shear panels
p60 N91-10303
Computation of maximum gust loads in nonlinear aircraft
using a new method based on the matched filter approach
and numerical optimization p 60 N91-10317
Fault diagnosis P 26 N91-10951
Laminar flow wing P 94 N91-11727
Full scale fatigue and damage tolerance testing of
modern transport aircraft p 114 N91-11728
The microstructure and properties of aluminum-lithium
alloys P 139 N91-11907
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures
[MB8-UD-0569-90-PUB] p116 N91-12666
Superplastic formed aluminum-lithium aircraft
structures
[AD-A226516] p117 N91-12673
Twelfth Plantema memorial lecture on assessment of
service load experience
[NLR-TP-89097-U] P117 N91-12674
Failure behavior of generic metallic and composite
aircraft structural components under crash loads
[NASA-RP-1239] P 239 N91-13751
Finite element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures
[NASA-TM-102761] P 324 N91-16407
Impact response of composite materials
[NASA-CR-187896] P 414 N91-17157
Neural networks in flaw detection p 421 N91-18011
Designing aircraft structures for tolerance to fatigue
damage P 390 N91-18012
Use of natural particles for the removal of paint from
aeronautical composite materials p 421 N91-18015
Elastic airplane gust response
[ETN-91-98797] P 407 N9M8118
Techniques for hot structures testing
[NASA-TM-101727] P 474 N91-19080
Thermoelastic vibration test techniques
[NASA-TM-101742] P 475 N91-19083
Smoothness criteria for runway rehabilitation and
overlays
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/23] P 505 N91-19102
Strength test of CFRP box beam model
[NAL-TR-1057] P 525 N91-19469
Progress in modeling deformation and damage
p 527 N91-20108
Fatigue, static tensile strength, and stress corrosion of
aircraft materials and structures. Part 1: Text
[PBS 1-114553] P530 N91-20504
Proceedings of a French-Japanese Seminar on
Composite Materials: Processing, Use and Databases
p 589 N91-22380
Damage accumulation and degradation of composite
laminates under aircraft service loading: Assessment and
prediction, volumes 1 and 2 p 589 N91-22381
Computerized system for static and fatigue large scale
structural tests: A case study
[IAITIC-87-1007] p681 N91-23522
Quantitative nondestructive evaluation: Requirements
for tomorrow's reliability P 681 N91-24074
Evaluation of automation for inspection of aging
aircraft P 613 N91-24088
Program plans for aviation safety research
[NIAR-90-32] P638 N91-24157
Feasibility study in crack detection in aircraft stiffened
panels by pulse probing and deconvolution
p654 N91-24158
Bonded/fusion repair of aircraft structures
p613 N91-24160
Mechanical paint removal techniques for composite
aircraft p 613 N91-24163
Analytical Qualification of Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-R-772] p 683 N91-24638
Validation of in-house and external software systems
at Aerospatiale p687 N91-24640
Analytical certification of aircraft structures
p 684 N91-24641
Nonlinear analysis of composite shear webs with holes
and correlation with tests p 684 N91-24642
Evaluation of the qualification of the structure of a
passenger aircraft by analysis and full-scale testing
p684 N91 -24645
The role of analysis in the design and qualification of
composite aircraft structures p 684 N91-24648
Probability approach for strength calculations
p685 N91 -24652
AGARD handbook on advanced casting
[AGARD-AG-299] p 775 N91-25302
Combined compressive and shear buckling analysis of
hypersonic aircraft structural sandwich panels
[NASA-TM-4290] p 778 N91-25422
Analysis by the statistical discrete gust method
p759 N91-26156
Monolithic CFC-main landing gear door for Tornado
[MBB/FE212/CFK/PUB/014/1] p 828 N91-27150
NASA-UVA Light Aerospace Alloy and Structures
Technology Program (LA2ST)
[NASA-CR-188626] p 859 N91-27285
Federal aviation regulations. Part 1: Definitions and
abbreviations, change 14
[PB91-176644] p 884 N91-28049
A full function checkout test for the NAE full scale
structural test control and data acquisition system
[NAE-LTR-ST-1696] p 927 N91-29166
Assessment of impact damage in toughened resin
composites
[NAE-LTR-ST-1695] p 966 N91-29236
Composite transport wing technology development:
Design development tests and advanced structural
concepts
[NASA-CR-4177] p 967 N91-29253
PM200/PS200: Self-lubricating bearing and seal
materials for applications to 900 C
[NASA-TM-103776] p 982 N91-30539
Method for fastening aircraft frame elements to sandwich
skin panels covering same using woven fiber connectors
[PATENT-1-274-075] p 1051 N91-31126
Torsion resistant grooved joint
(PATENT-1-258-589] p 1051 N91-31127
Activities report of the National Aerospace Laboratory
[ETN-91-99438] p 1052 N91-31132
Modeling of electrically thick materials theoretical and
experimental aspects p 1088 N91 -32605
Lightning protection of the Fokker 100 CFRP rudder
p 1032 N91-32612
Influence of configuration effects on multiple burst
simulation testing p 1032 N91-32631
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY
Toward enhanced fighter combat effectiveness
p 645 A91-37050
Joint Live Fire and Live Fire programs
[SAE PAPER 901952] p 887 A91-48624
Fire/explosion vulnerability reduction of advanced
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 901953] p 923 A91-49271
Reliability and redundancy requirements for
next-generation vehicle management systems
(NGENVMS)
[AIAA PAPER 91-3109] p 1046 A91-54033
Aircraft combat survivability - An introduction to the
fundamentals of survivability engineering
(AIAA PAPER 91-3141) p 995 A91-54057
Investigations into the damage for various types of
unprotected carbon fibre composites with a variety of
lightning arc attachments p 1088 N91-32606
Lightning induced currents in aircraft wiring using low
level injection techniques p1102 N91-32694
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Aircraft landing gear systems — Book
[SAEPT-37] p387 A91-26700
Self-excited vibration of an aircraft tire
p470 A91-31752
Study of fracture behavior of cord-rubber composites
for lab prediction of structural durability of aircraft tires
[SAE PAPER 901907] p 921 A91-48592
Aircraft landing induced tire spinup
[SAE PAPER 901910] p 921 A91-48594
Tire/runway friction interface
[SAE PAPER 901912] p 887 A91-48596
Aircraft radial-belted tire evaluation
[SAE PAPER 901913] . p 921 A91-48597
Aircraft tires - Bias or radials? p 925 A91-52249
Static footprint local forces, areas, and aspect ratios
for three type 7 aircraft tires
(NASA-TP-2983) p 388 N91-170U
Computational methods for Motionless contact with
application to Space Shuttle Orbiter nose-gear tires
[NASA-TP-3073] p 601 N91-22576
AIRCRAFT WAKES
Pressure-time history of pylon wake on a pusher
propeller in flight p 331 A91-20747
Increased noise emission of propellers and propfans
due to pusher installation p 429 A91-24318
Analysis of crescent wings using a subsonic panel
method p 343 A91-24411
Measurements and implications of vortex motions using
two flow-visualization techniques p 418 A91-26121
A method to calculate the influence of vortex roll-up
on the induced drag of wings p 546 A91-34055
A vortex panel method for calculating aircraft downwash
on parachute trajectories
(AIAA PAPER 91-0875] p 626 A91-40557
Wake ingestion propulsion benefit
[AIAA PAPER 91-2007] p 769 A91-41676
The effects of wake mixing on compressor
aerodynamics
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-132] p 792 A91-44582
Wake interference behind two flat plates normal to the
flow - A finite-element study p 866 A91-44810
Induced drag of a simple wing from wake.
measurements
[SAE PAPER 901934] p 893 A91-48612
Calculation and measurement of induced drag at low
speeds
[SAE PAPER 901935] p 893 A91-48613
Investigation of rotor wake interactions with a body in
low speed forward flight
(AIAA PAPER 91-3228] p 1000 A91-53746
Computation of rotor aerodynamic loads with a constant
vorticity contour free wake model
[AIAA PAPER 91-3229] p 1000 A91-53747
An experimental investigation of the turbulence effect
of a leading wing on a trailing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3309] p 1007 A91-53800
Wake roll-up analysis using a three-dimensional
vortex-in-cell method
[AIAA PAPER 91-3312] p 1007 A91-53803
A smoke wires flow visualization study of the wakes of
bluff bodies with different afterbodies
p 1018 A91-55735
Application of a state-space wake model to elastic blade
flapping in hover p 13 N91-10006
A study of jets in crossflow and its application on wingtip
blowing p 420 N91-17332
Detection of high altitude aircraft wake vortices using
infrared Doppler lidar: An assessment
[AD-A230534] p 527 N91-20369
Velocity measurements in a turbulent trailing vortex and
their application to BWI noise prediction
(NASA-CR-188083] p 554 N91-21100
Acoustic and aerodynamic study of a pusher-propeller
aircraft model
[NASA-TP-3040] p 607 N91-21828
An experimental study of an axisymmetric turbulent
boundary layer disturbed by a periodic freestream
p626 N91-23078
Aircraft wake vortices: An assessment of the current
situation
[AD-A231658] p 626 N91-23079
A vortex panel method for calculating aircraft downwash
on parachute trajectories
[DE91-009764] p 627 N91-23085
Aircraft wake vortices: An annotated bibliography
(1923-1990)
[AD-A233161] p 631 N91-24111
AIRDROPS
The design and flight testing of a high-performance,
low-cost parachute system for a 1000 Ib payload
[AIAA PAPER 91-0881] p 460 A91-32191
Low Altitude Retrorocket System (LARRS) - System
overview and progress
[AIAA PAPER 91-0890] p 461 A91-32198
Rocket assisted air drop system
[AIAA PAPER 91-0891 ] p 461 A91-32199
Stabilized square parachute
[AD-D014946) p 903 N91-29149
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A taxi and ramp management and control system
(TARMAC) p464 A91-30065
The effect of the microwave landing system on airport
capacity p 561 A91-33668
ASTRE improvements expand usefulness of surface
movement radar p 569 A91-36012
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Non-airborne conflicts: The causes and effects of runway
transgressions
[NASA-CR-177372] p 562 N91-21121
AIRFOIL FENCES
Tip vortex/airfoil interaction for a low Reynolds number
canard/wing configuration p617 A91-38545
AIRFOIL OSCILLATIONS
The aerodynamics of an oscillating cascade in a
compressible flow field
[ ASME PAPER 89-GT-271] p 81 A91-13047
Typical testing experience in cryogenic wind tunnels
p222 A91 -17568
Theory of a deep dynamic stall on a wing
p 171 A91-18B60
An analysis of the onset of dynamic stall
(AIAA PAPER 91-0003] P 171 A91-19102
Flow induced vibrations of thin leading edges
[AIAA PAPER 91 -0745] P 236 A91 -19446
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for multiple
oscillating airfoil P 273 A91-24154
The AEREL flutter prediction system
p427 A91-24330
Observations of dynamic stall phenomena on an
oscillating airfoil with shear-stress-sensitive liquid crystal
coatings P"341 A91-24373
Double linearization theory for a rotating supersonic
annular cascade of oscillating blades
p3SO A91-2S335
Experimental investigation of oscillating cascade
aerodynamics P 360 A91-27801
Effects of compressibility on dynamic stall
p360 A91-27919
Vortical flow computations on a flexible blended
wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1013] p448 A91-31903
Structural analysis and investigation of gas turbine low
pressure turbine vane cluster
[AIAA PAPER 91-1195] P 489 A91-31995
Numerical calculation of the unsteady separating flow
on oscillating airtoils (dynamic stall) p 546 A91-34057
Simplification of nonlinear indicial response models -
Assessment for the two-dimensional airfoil case
p664 A91-37771
On some physical aspects of airfoil dynamic stall
p618 A91-38686
Further experiments on vortex formation around an
oscillating and translating airfoil at large incidences
p620 A91-39738
Investigations on flow instabilities on airtoils by means
of piezofoil-arrays p 621 A91 -39911
Transonic flutter analysis of 2-D airfoils with 2 degrees
of freedom P 665 A91-40169
Airfoil transition and separation studies using an infrared
imaging system p 624 A91-40215
Effect of thickness on the unsteady aerodynamics of
closely coupled oscillating airfoils p 716 A91-43308
A quantitative study of unsteady compressible flow on
an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-1683] P 722 A91-43590
Laser velocimetry measurements of oscillating airfoil
dynamic stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-1799] P 725 A91-43648
Computational prediction of stall flutter in cascaded
airtoils p799 A91-45118
Numerical method for solving the Euler equation for
unsteady transonic flows over oscillating airfoils
p811 A91-46451
Flutter suppression by feedback control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2847) p 848 A91-47154
A synthesis of reduced-order compensators for active
flutter suppression systems based on the optimal
projection method p850 A91-47256
Derivation of the two dimensional transonic time
linearized integral equation p 900 A91-52200
Unsteady boundary pressure studies for adaptive wind
tunnel wall interference P 957 A91-52783
Wing rock suppression using forebody vortex control
(AIAA PAPER 91-3227] p 1000 A91-53745
Reattachment studies of an oscillating airfoil dynamic
stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-3225] p1011 A91-53873
Roll-induced cross-loads on a delta wing at high
incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-3223] p 1011 A91-53874
Visual study on vortex developments over airfoils after
impulsive start p 1013 A91-54284
A synthesis of reduced-order compensators for active
flutter suppression system based on the optimal projection
method p 1079 A91 -55040
Visualization of a translating and oscillating airfoil with
different cross sections p 1017 A91-55722
Vortex patterns behind airfoils in streamwise
oscillation p 1017 A91-55730
Aeroelastic analysis of wings using the Euler equations
with a deforming mesh
[NASA-TM-102733] p 15 N91-10020
Calculation of the pressure distribution on an oscillating
airfoil in incompressible flow considering nonlinear
effects p25 N91 -10926
Unsteady airloads due to separated flow on airtoils and
wings P 187 N91-14340
Compressibility effects on dynamic stall of oscillating
airtoils
[NASA-CR-1 87870] p 362 N91-16993
Theoretical studies of the kinematics, dynamics, stability,
and control of unsteady/vortical flows
[AD-A23S190] P779 N91-26477
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
[NASA-TM-104088] p817 N91-28132
An experimental investigation of the effect of vortex
generators on the aerodynamic characteristics of a NACA
0021 airfoil undergoing large amplitude pitch oscillations
[DE91-012102] p817 N91-28133
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The effects of aerofoil profile on wing buffet at low
speeds P2 A91-11151
Noise mechanisms of transonic vortex airfoil
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 90-3972] p 71 A91-12485
Forcing level effect of internal acoustic excitation on
the improvement of airfoil performance
[AIAA PAPER 90-4010] p 74 A91-12522
Subsonic airfoil design p9 A91 -12756
Elements of airfoil design methodology
p9 A91 -12757
Inverse airfoil design - A classical approach updated
for transonic applications p 10 A91-12758
Innovation with computational aerodynamics - The
divergent trailing-edge airfoil p 10 A91-12759
Gust response for flat-plate airfoils and the Kutta
condition P 12 A91-12882
A time-accurate interactive method for computing
transonic airfoil flow p82 A91-13263
Numerical optimization design of transonic airfoils
p82 A91 -13264
The aerodynamic effect of heavy rain on airplane
performance
[AIAA PAPER 90-3131] p113 A91-16686
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
small-disturbance theory p 169 A91-18254
Calculation of beam-airfoil integrals in the problem of
motion for a high-lift wing with a flexible aileron
An analysis of the onset of dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 91-0003] p 171 A91-19102
A multi-point inverse airfoil design method based on
conformal mapping
[AIAA PAPER 91-0069] p 172 A91-19124
A grid-independent approximate Riemann solver with
applications to the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0239] p 174 A91-19195
Time-dependent post-stall airfoil behavior in a periodic
wake flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0431] p 177 A91-19297
Comparison of 20 unstructured grid generation
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 91-0726] p 180 A91-19436
An airfoil pitch apparatus-modeling and control design
p225 A91-19668
Profile measurements in transonic wind tunnel
Braunschweig P308 A9 1-2061 3
Application of an implicit relaxation method solving the
Euler equations for time-accurate unsteady problems
p253 A91-21066
A rapidly converging viscous/inviscid coupling code for
multi-element airfoil configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0177] p 259 A91-21397
Calculation of three-dimensional low Reynolds number
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0187] p 259 A91-21403
A composite grid approach to study the flow surrounding
a pitch-up airfoil in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-0599] p 263 A91-21550
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum lifts
in separated flow p 268 A91 -22367
Inviscid analysis of two-dimensional airfoils in unsteady
motion using conformal mapping p 268 A91 -22477
Optimum hypersonic airfoil with power law shock
waves P269 A91 -22492
Solution of Euler equations to 2-D and axisymmetric
compressible flows using conformal mapping
coordinates P 272 A91-24152
Experiments on the establishment of fully attached
aerofoil flow from the fully stalled condition during
ramp-down motions p 341 A91 -24374
Jet trainer aerofoil selection p 344 A91 -24432
The lift and pitching moment characteristics of an airfoil
in isolated and tandem cases p 344 A91 -24433
An investigation into the flow at the junction between
a flat plate and an aerofoil p 344 A91 -24434
Aerodynamic design via optimization
p346 A91-24483
Sound and vibration produced by an airfoil tip in boundary
layer flow over an elastic plate p 430 A91-25826
Series complex-potential solution of flow around arbitrary
airfoils p355 A91-26116
Airfoil design for endurance unmanned air vehicles
p 356 A91-26122
Approximate inverse method of computing airfoil section
shape p3S8 A9V27S15
Aerodynamic modification of MS airfoil sections
p359 A91-27518
Study on the secondary flow and it's control in
compressor p 360 A91 -27796
Kinematic domain decomposition to simulate flows past
moving objects
[AIAA PAPER 91-0725] p 362 A91-28400
Airfoils with similar boundary layers
p443 A91-30732
Computation of unsteady incompressible viscous flow
around airfoils p 546 A91 -34074
Cell-vertex, multjgrid Euler scheme for use with
multiblock grids p 547 A91-34128
Automated CAD design for sculptured airfoil surfaces
[SME PAPER MS90-744] p 673 A91-36943
Experimental investigation of loading effects on
compressor trailing-edge flowfields p615 A91-37420
Moving surface boundary-layer control as applied to
two-dimensional airfoils p615 A91-37768
Water droplet impingement on airfoils and aircraft engine
inlets for icing analysis p 634 A91 -38543
Airfoil design method using the Navier-Stokes
equations p 646 A91-38550
Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitched at constant rate
p617 A91-38679
Unsteady separation on an impulsively set into motion
Carafoli airfoil p 618 A91-36694
Deep stall of an NACA 0012 airfoil induced by periodic
aerodynamic interference p619 A91 -38699
Steady linearised aerodynamics. Ill - Transonic
p 620 A91-39223
Calculation of low Reynolds number flows at high angles
of attack p624 A91-40218
Navier-Stokes solution for high-lift multielement airfoil
system with flap separation
(AIAA PAPER 91-1623] p 707 A91-42535
Multiblock mesh generation for multiple element airfoils
with Euler solutions p 714 A91-42719
Automatic design of transonic: airfoils to ceduce the shock
induced pressure drag p 716 A91 -43078
New airfoil design concept p 716 A91-43307
Effect of thickness on the unsteady aerodynamics of
closely coupled oscillating airfoils p 716 A91-43308
Airfoils admitting non-unique solutions of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1625] p 719 A91-43557
Transition predictions using Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes and linear stability analysis methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-1641] p 720 A91-43567
Opportunities for applications of natural laminar flow
technology at high-subsonic speeds
(AIAA PAPER 91-1773] p 724 A91-43638
Time dependent calculations using multigrid, with
applications to unsteady flows past airfoils and wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-1596] p 727 A91-43675
Application of an inverse design procedure to axial
compressor blading
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-67] p 790 A91-44548
An experimental investigation oi loss reduction with
riblets on cascade blade surfaces and isolated airfoils
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-207] p 793 A91-44624
The effect of low Reynolds number on straight
compressor cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-221 ] p 794 A91-44636
Inviscid and viscous solutions for airfoil/cascade flows
using a locally implicit algorithm on adaptive meshes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-262] p 796 A91-44667
Numerical solution of turbulent flow field through a
tandem cascade using finite analytic method
p798 A91-44759
An improved method of airfoil design
p798 A91-44768
Interactive airfoil calculations with higher-order
viscous-flow equations p 798 A91-45101
Control of laminar separation over airfoils by acoustic
excitation P882 A91-45106
Curvature effects on the wake of an airfoil and other
bodies p 799 A91-45151
Impact ice stresses in rotating airtoils
p 819 A91 -45322
Experimental study on cascade similarity transformation
rules p 805 A91-46151
Near wake studies of an airfoil with micro-grooves
PB08 A91-46327
Viscous flow around an airfoil including wall effects
p 810 A91-46402
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Nonlinear normal force indicial responses for a 2-0
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-2866] p813 A91-47169
Aerodynamics of a thin airfoil flying over and in proximity
to a wavy-wall surface • Lifting surface theory
pB13 A91-47255
On the effects of quasi-isotropic turbulence on the
aerodynamic performance of single and multi-element
airfoils P814 A91 -48268
Navier-Stokes computations of transition to turbulent
flow around airfoils
[SAE PAPER 901808] P 891 A91-48541
Application of very thick BLC airfoils to a flying wing
type transport aircraft
(SAE PAPER 901992] P 894 A91-48652
Finite analytic solution of turbulent flow field through
cascade of airfoil p896 A91-49065
The loading capability of axial flow compressor with wide
chord rotor blade P 896 A91-49179
Fortified LEWICE with viscous effects
p908 A91-52279
TVD formulations of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations
for airfoil analysis
[SAE PAPER 910992] p 902 A91-52928
Adaptivity for compressible flow computations using
point embedding on 2-0 structured multiblock meshes
p997 A91-53382
Structured background grids for generation of
unstructured grids by advancing front method
[AIAA PAPER 91-3233] p 1107 A91-53750
Aerodynamics of airfoils with vortex trapped by two
spanwise fences
[AIAA PAPER 91-3269) p 1003 A91-53776
Euler study on porous transonic airfoils with a view
toward multipoint design
[AIAA PAPER 91-3286] p 1005 A91-53786
Transonic airfoil design by constrained optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-3287] p 1005 A91-53787
Multi-element airfoil optimization for maximum lift at high
Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3332] P 1008 A91-53814
Generalized multi-point inverse airfoil design
[AIAA PAPER 91-3333] p 1008 A91-53815
Transonic airfoil analysis by explicit TVD formulations
of the Navier-Stokes equations
. [AIAA PAPER 91-3334] p 1009 A91-53816
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model
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aerodynamics
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Active control experimental investigation about
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Numerical simulation of high-incidence flow over the
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Numerical simulation of vortical flow over a delta wing
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Prediction of high-alpha vehicle dynamics
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Design and flight test on high AOA/spin characteristics
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wind tunnel p 408 A91-26927
Numerical simulation of vortex breakdown onset
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An experimental data based computer code for the
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Numerical simulation of unsteady aeroelastic behavior
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A proposed computational technique for obtaining
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A streamwise upwind algorithm applied to vortical flow
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An approximate method for determining friction and heat
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Stream functions for the hypersonic flow around
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Synchronous iterative method for computation of vortex
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Airfoil transition and separation studies using an infrared
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Calculation of low Reynolds number flows at high angles
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Aerodynamic characteristics of crescent and elliptic
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A chart of unstable aircraft motions due to cross
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Navier-Stokes computations of hypersonic flow past a
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Sources of high alpha vortex asymmetry at zero
sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 91-1810] p 713 A91-42604
Chine forebody vortex manipulation by mechanical and
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An approach to aerodynamic characteristics of low radar
cross-section fuselages p718 A91-43501
Trim angle measurements in free-flight facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-1632] p 719 A91-43561
Mach 3.5 boundary-layer transition on a cone at angle
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1804] p 725 A91-43650
Numerical investigation of the effects of blowing on high
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High angle of attack aerodynamics of a glide vehicle
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requirements of transport aircraft - Methodology and test
results
[AIAA PAPER 91-2481] p 730 A91-44263
Heat transfer characteristics of turbulent flow in a square
channel with angled discrete ribs
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Total incidence plane aerodynamics - The key to
understanding high incidence flight dynamics?
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Wing leading-edge droop/slot modification for stall
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three-dimensional separated flow field around a
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An inverse simulation method applied to targe amplitude
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Nonlinear normal force indicial responses for a 2-0
airfoil
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Advanced cueing and displays for super agile aircraft
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Fofebody vortex control as a complement to thrust
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and its application to simulation of rotors
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turbulent environment
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interaction of the X-29A aircraft
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A flow visualization study of LEX generated vortices on
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Fundamentals and methods of high angle-of-attack
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Robust bifurcation behavior in the presence of external
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Vibration characteristics of anisotropic composite wing
structures
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Finite element analysis of nonlinear flutter of composite
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Thermal barrier coatings - Microstructural investigation
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ANNULAR FLOW
On the stability of conduction dominated natural
convection in near-vertical slots and horizontal cylindrical
annuli
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Three-dimensional isothermal flow modelling of a
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Experimental and numerical investigation of
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ANOMALIES
J-85 jet engine noise measured in the ONERA S1 wind
tunnel and extrapolated to far field
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Maneuver simulation model of an experimental
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High gain airborne antenna for satellite
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SATCOM antenna siting study on a P-3C using the
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Electromagnetic transmission through a small radome
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High gain airborne antenna for satellite
communications p 643 A91 -39776
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Predicting the performance of airborne antennas in the
microwave regime
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ANTENNAS
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ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS
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materials for applications to 900 C
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ANTIICING ADDITIVES
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Flight tests of the aerodynamic effects of type I and
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Aerodynamic impact of deicing/anti-icing fluids on
commuter aircraft
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Flight evaluation of several ground deicing/anti-icing
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Follow-on operational test and evaluation of the
CPU-152/A Standard Central Air Data Computer
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models
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guide
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Computer program for the calculation of normal force
and pitching moment of forebody-cylinder combinations
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flow in the boundary layer of a helicopter rotor in hover
[BU-519] p560 N91-22089
The use of axisymmetric flow for investigation of shock
wave-boundary layer interactions
[BU-520] p600 N91-22529
An experimental study of an axisymmetric turbulent
boundary layer disturbed by a periodic (reestream
p626 N91-23078
Coolant side heat transfer with rotation. Task 3 report:
Application of computational fluid dynamics
(NASA-CR-182109J p 683 N91-24551
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
| NASA-TM-104088] p817 N91-28132
Active control of panel vibrations induced by
boundary-layer flow
INASA-CR-188733] p 877 N91-28643
An experimental investigation of the flow past an
idealized wing-body junction
(AD-A229602) P 903 N91-30079
Compressible two dimensional boundary layer strong
perfect fluid coupling in the case of sharp leading edge
profiles. Stationary case
[ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R] p 1098 N91-31586
User's manual for the Langley boundary layer noise
propagation program (MRS-BLP)
(NASA-CR-187559] p1114 N91-31923
A laser velocimeter investigation of the normal
shock-wave boundary layer interaction
[NASA-TM-105201] p1101 N91-32440
Calculation of turbulent compressible flows
p1101 N91-32445
Computational turbulence studies in Turkey
p1102 N91-32449
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Control of vortical separation on a circular cone
p3 A91-11162
Fluctuations of a shock wave generated by boundary
layer separation p6 A91-12019
Forcing level effect of internal acoustic excitation on
the improvement of airfoil performance
[AIAA PAPER 90-4010) p 74 A91-12522
Overexpanded supersonic jet impingement on double
wedge deflector p 83 A91-13268
Possibility of modeling thermal and force loading of the
lateral surface of a body in the path of a high-velocity
gas flow p85 A91-13546
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
p 90 A91-16059
Cross-flow vortex structure and transition measurements
using multi-element hot films
[AIAA PAPER 91-0166] p 258 A91-21389
Correlation of separation shock motion in a
cylinder-induced, Mach 5, turbulent interaction with
pressure fluctuations in the separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0650] p 265 A91-21578
Three-dimensional boundary layer effects in convergent
compression flows p 321 A91-23910
A concept of stall warning system
p395 A91-24516
Turbulent boundary layer separation over a rearward
facing ramp and its control through mechanical
excitation
(AIAA PAPER 91-0253] p418 A91-26328
A criterion for leading-edge separation
p358 A91-27251
Transition in high-speed free shear layers
p444 A91-31307
Simulation of glancing shock wave and boundary layer
interaction p 548 A91-34195
Unsteady wave structure near separation in a Mach 5
compression ramp interaction p 616 A91-37838
Unsteady separation on an impulsively set into motion
Carafoli airfoil p 618 A91-38694
Quantitative analysis of flow visualizations in ONERA
water tunnels P 677 A91-39694
The peak surface pressure in fin-generated shock-wave
boundary-layer interactions p 696 A91-40672
Effect of a multi-dimensional flux function on the
monotonicity of Euler and Navier-Stokes computations
(AIAA PAPER 91-1530] p 696 A91-40705
Comment on 'Critique of turbulence models for
shock-induced flow separation' p 707 A91-42307
Application of indicial theory to the prediction of unsteady
separation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1742] p 710 A91-42572
A study of flow separation on an aspect ratio three flap
at Mach number 2.4
[AIAA PAPER 91-1620] p 718 A91-43554
Measurements of glancing shock wave/boundary layer
interaction from Mach 1.9 to 3.8 p 807 A91-46290
Thin uncambered aerofoils with a leading-edge
separation bubble P 808 A91-46321
A simplified e(n) method for separated boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3285] p 1004 A91-53785
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of
close-coupled canard configuration at incidence and
sideslip p 1014 A91-54371
CFD for applications to aircraft aeroelasticity
p 17 N91-10855
Effect of acoustic excitation on stalled flows over an
airfoil
[NASA-TM-103183] p 93 N91-11675
Three-dimensional unsteady separation at low Reynolds
numbers
[AD-A225167] p 148 N91-12043
Computational analysis of flow in 3D propulsive transition
ducts p 153 N91-13341
Aircraft Dynamic Loads Due to Flow Separation
(AGARD-CP-483] p 204 N91-14324
A method of estimating a separation boundary of
two-dimensional aerofoil sections in transonic flow
[ESDU-81020-AMEND-A] p 275 N91-15133
New devices for flow measurements: Hot film and burial
wire sensors, infrared imagery, liquid crystal, and
piezo-electric model
[NASA-CR-187911] p 529 N91-20450
Prediction of unsteady transonic separated flow for
missile applications
[AD-A231259] p 557 N91-21120
Separating boundary layer response to an unsteady
turbulent environment
[AD-A231483] p 559 N91-22081
Unsteady aerodynamics of slender wings
p560 N91-22105
Forebody vortex control p 573 N91-22110
A study of three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
separation and vortex flow control using the reduced Navier
Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-104407] p 628 N91-23089
Some aspects of shock-wave boundary layer interaction
relevant to intake flows p 628 N91-23161
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 1: Steady
[AD-A233482] p 631 N91-24113
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[ITN-91-85104] p779 N91-26482
Direct solution techniques for viscous flow and their
control
[AD-A236201] p 873 N91-27493
An active delay of separation on two-dimensional
airfoils
[ITN-91-85142] p818 N91-28139
Experimental and analytical study of rippled trailing edge
airfoils for compressor application
[AD-A237425] p 978 N91-29508
Near-stall loss measurements in a CD compressor
cascade with exploratory leading edge flow control
[AD-A237497] p 978 N91-29509
An experimental investigation of the flow past an
idealized wing-body junction
[AD-A229602] p 903 N91-30079
Aerodynamic design of non-planar wing by inverse
method with Navier-Stokes equation
p 1053 N91-32045
Unsteady flow analysis in two-dimensional compressor
cascade p1100 N91-32064
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
A study of cylindrical interaction of turbulent boundary
layer/shock with swept compression corners
p4 A91-11836
Transition control of instability waves over a flexible
surface in the presence of an acoustic field
(AIAA PAPER 90-4008] p 74 A91-12520
Experimental study of instability modes in a
three-dimensional boundary layer p 59 A91 -12888
Experiments on the stability of supersonic laminar
boundary layers p 80 A91-12974
Nonlinear disturbances in a hypersonic laminar boundary
layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0320] p 261 A91-21457
Nonparallel instability of supersonic and hypersonic
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0324] p 261 A91-21461
An experimental study of the evolution of harmonic
perturbations in a boundary layer on a flat plate at Mach
4 p272 A91-23842
Effect of surface temperature on the stability of the
attachment line boundary layer of a swept wing
p272 A91-23845
A study of stability to steady-state boundary layer
perturbations using a swept wing model
p360 A91-28091
Instability of an entropic layer on a blunted plate in the
path of supersonic gas flow p 361 A91 -28113
Hypersonic transition testing in wind tunnels
p444 A91-31311
The role of the low-speed wind tunnel in transition
research p 505 A91-31315
Computation of instability and transition
p445 A91-31319
Boundary layer receptivity due to three-dimensional
convected gusts p 445 A91-31333
The effect of approximations to the thermodynamic
properties on the stability of compressible boundary layer
flow p445 A91-31338
The inviscid stability of supersonic flow past
axisymmetric bodies p 445 A91-31340
On the classification of unstable modes in bounded
compressible mixing layers p518 A91-31345
Effect of wall suction and cooling on the second mode
instability p 446 A91-31348
On the design of a new Mach 3.5 quiet nozzle
p446 A91-31349
The stability of a three dimensional laminar boundary
layer over a swept flat plate p 446 A91 -31351
Nonlinear development of crossflow vortices
p446 A91-31353
Stability of three-dimensional supersonic boundary
layers p 447 A91-31484
Real gas effects on hypersonic boundary-layer stability
p 614 A91-36453
A model for the experimental study of curvature effects
on transition of the boundary layer on a swept wing -
Preliminary results p 620 A91-39691
Laminar-turbulent transition; Proceedings of the IUTAM
Symposium, Ecole Nationale Superieure de I'Aeronautique
el de I'Espace. Toulouse, France, Sept. 11-15, 1989
p677 A91-39901
Transition research in low-disturbance high-speed wind
tunnels p 621 A91-39919
Correlation of boundary layer stability analysis with flight
transition data p 621 A91-39929
Cross-flow instability of 3-D boundary layers on a flat
plate p622 A91-39931
Instability features appearing on swept wing
configurations p 622 A91-39937
Development and interaction of instabilities in the
crossflow field p 622 A91-39938
The experimental investigation of stability and receptivity
of a swept-wing flow p 623 A91-39944
Receptivity and stability of the boundary layer at a high
turbulence level p 678 A91-39945
Theoretical study of Goertler vortices - Linear stability
approach p 623 A91-39950
Compressible boundary layer stability analyzed with the
PSE equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1637] p 708 A91-42539
Flight experiments measuring boundary-layer
disturbances in laminar flow and correlation with stability
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1635] p 719 A91-43563
Compressible stability of growing boundary layers using
parabolized stability equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1636] p 720 A91-43564
Assessment of meanflow solutions for instability analysis
of transitioning flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1638] p 720 A91-43565
Secondary instability of high-speed flows and the
influence of wall cooling and suction
[AIAA PAPER 91-1647] p 720 A91-43572
Boundary-layer stability analysis of flight-measured
transition data
[SAE PAPER 901809] p 892 A91-48542
Flight experiments studying the growth of the
disturbances in the laminar boundary layer
1 SAE PAPER 901979] p 894 A91-48641
Nonparallel instability of supersonic and hypersonic
boundary layers p 898 A91-50668
Analysis of flight-measured boundary-layer stability and
transition data
[AIAA PAPER 91-3282) p 1010 A91-53863
Measurements and stability calculations of the
disturbance growth in an unstable three-dimensional
boundary layer p 1015 A91-54954
Excitation of unstable modes in a supersonic boundary
layer by acoustic waves p 1016 A91-55257
Vortex instabilities in 3D boundary layers: The
relationship between Goertler and crossflow vortices
(NASA-CR-187456) p15 N91-10022
Investigation of the influence of constant adverse
pressure gradients on laminar boundary-layer stability at
Mach number 8
[AD-A228231] p 324 N91-16293
Variable Sweep Transition Flight Experiment (VSTFE):
Unified Stability System (USS). Description and users'
manual
[NASA-CR-181918] p 634 N91-24139
Incompressible boundary layer transition flight
experiments over a nonaxisymmetric fuselage forebody
and comparisons with laminar boundary layer stability
theory p 777 N91-25359
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Theoretical studies of the kinematics, dynamics, stability,
and control of unsteady/vortical flows
[AD-A235190] p 779 N91-26477
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
An experimental study of the laminar-turbulent transition
behind three-dimensional roughness in a boundary layer
on a sharp cone p6 A91-12014
Shock wave formation during interaction with a weak
discontinuity at the boundary of a local subsonic region
p6 A91-12017
Transition control of instability waves over a flexible
surface in the presence of an acoustic field
[AIAA PAPER 90-4008] p 74 A91-12520
Experimental study of instability modes in a
three-dimensional boundary layer p 59 A91 -12888
Modeling unsteady transition and its effects on profile
loss p81 A91-13041
Boundary layer transition in hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 90-5232] p 87 A9M4458
Stability studies of planar transition in supersonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 90-5233] p 87 A91-14459
Direct and large-eddy simulations of transitioning and
turbulent shear flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0335] p 176 A91-19237
Turbulence transition calculations using full second order
closure
[AIAA PAPER 91-0392] p 236 A91-19275
Methods for detecting and measuring boundary layer
transition employed at CERT/DERAT
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-14] p 182 A91-19592
In-flight boundary layer profiling system using
piezoelectric sensor arrays p 209 A91 -19711
Boundary-layer transition and heat transfer on slender
delta wings p 254 A91-21194
Calculation of three-dimensional low Reynolds number
flows
(AIAA PAPER 91-0187] p 259 A91-21403
Boundary-layer transition - Analysis and prediction
revisited
[AIAA PAPER 91-0737] p 318 A91-21601
Comment on 'Optical boundary-layer transition detection
in a transonic wind tunnel' p 319 A91-22496
Boundary layer receptivity phenomena in
three-dimensional and high-speed boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 90-5258] p 270 A91-22882
Flight investigations of Tollmien-Schlichting waves on
an aircraft wing p 339 A91-24325
Feasibility study on the design of a laminar flow
nacelle p 386 A91-26119
Effect of an entropic layer on the stability of a supersonic
shock layer and the laminar-turbulent boundary layer
transition p 361 A91-28121
Suggested future directions in high-speed transition
experimental research p 444 A91-31305
High-speed quiet tunnels p 505 A91-31306
Some comparisons of linear stability theory with
experiment at supersonic and hypersonic speed
p444 A91-31308
Dominance of 'noise' on boundary layer transition in
conventional wind tunnels - A place for the 'quiet' ballistic
range in future studies p 505 A91-31309
Transition research using flight experiments
p 444 A91-31310
Hypersonic transition testing in wind tunnels
p444 A91-31311
The role of the low-speed wind tunnel in transition
research p 505 A91-31315
Computation of instability and transition
p445 A91-31319
Boundary layer receptivity due to three-dimensional
convected gusts p 445 A91-31333
The stability of a three dimensional laminar boundary
layer over a swept flat plate p 446 A91-31351
A study of turbulence models for prediction of transitional
boundary layers p 446 A91-31355
Control of the vortical structure in the early stages of
transition in boundary layers p 446 A91-31359
Comparison of two transition models
p 447 A91-31361
Effect of a single three-dimensional surface roughness
on the transition in a supersonic boundary layer
p545 A91-33920
Theoretical basis for extrapolation of calibration data
of PTC 6 throat tap nozzles
[ASME PAPER 90-JPGC/PTC-1 ] p 578 A91-34808
A model for the experimental study of curvature effects
on transition of the boundary layer on a swept wing -
Preliminary results p 620 A91-39691
Laminar-turbulent transition; Proceedings of the IUTAM
Symposium, Ecole Nationale Superieure de I'Aeronautique
et de I'Espace, Toulouse, France. Sept. 11-15, 1989
p 677 A91-39901
Dialogue on progress and issues in stability and transition
research p 677 A91-39902
Transition research in low-disturbance high-speed wind
tunnels p 621 A91-39919
Experimental and theoretical analysis of natural
transition on'infinite'swept wing p 621 A91-39927
An evaluation of stability-based methods for transition
of three-dimensional flows p 678 A91-39928
Correlation of boundary layer stability analysis with flight
transition data p621 A91-39929
On the stability of swept wing laminar boundary layers
including curvature effects p622 A91-39933
Development and interaction of instabilities in the
crossflow field p622 A91-39938
Visual study of boundary layer transition on rotating flat
plate p623 A91-39941
Receptivity and stability of the boundary layer at a high
turbulence level p 678 A91-39945
Visualisation of boundary layer transition
p623 A91-39964
Airfoil transition and separation studies using an infrared
imaging system p 624 A91-40215
Direct numerical simulation of transition and turbulence
in a spatially evolving boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1607] p 702 A91-40779
Flight experiments measuring boundary-layer
disturbances in laminar flow and correlation with stability
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1635] p 719 A91-43563
Compressible stability of growing boundary layers using
parabolized stability equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1636] p 720 A91-43564
Mach 3.5 boundary-layer transition on a cone at angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-1804] p725 A91-43650
Experimental transition investigation of a free-shear layer
above a cavity at Mach 3.5 p800 A91-45348
Boundary-layer stability analysis of flight-measured
transition data
[SAE PAPER 901809] p 892 A91-48542
A simplified e(n) method for separated boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3285] p 1004 A91-53785
Analysis of flight-measured boundary-layer stability and
transition data
[AIAA PAPER 91-3282] p 1010 A91-53863
Techniques used in the F-14 variable-sweep transition
flight experiment p 1048 A91-54368
Effect of a longitudinal magnetic field on the transition
of a high-velocity boundary layer p 1093 A91-55267
Liquid crystal thermography for aerodynamic heating
Study P 1095 A91-55758
Leading-edge receptivity for blunt-nose bodies
[NASA-CR-188063] p 456 N91-20047
In-flight flow visualization characteristics of the NASA
F-18 high alpha research vehicle at high angles of
attack
(NASA-TM-4193) p 457 N91-20055
Twenty-five years of aerodynamic research with IR
imaging: A survey
[SPIE-1467-59] p529 N91-20452
Laminar-flow flight experiments p 634 N91-24135
Variable Sweep Transition Flight Experiment (VSTFE):
Unified Stability System (USS). Description and users'
manual
[NASA-CR-181918] p634 N91-24139
Effects of wing sweep on in-flight boundary-layer
transition for a laminar flow wing at Mach numbers from
0.60 to 0.79
[NASA-TM-101701] p 683 N91-24555
Effects of wing sweep on boundary-layer transition for
a smooth F-14A wing at Mach numbers from 0.700 to
0.825
[NASA-TM-101712] p 683 N91-24556
A quiet flow Ludwieg tube for study of transition in
compressible boundary layers: Design and feasibility
[NASA-CR-188499] p 731 N91-25107
Incompressible boundary layer transition flight
experiments over a nonaxisymmetric fuselage forebody
and comparisons with laminar boundary layer stability
theory p 777 N91-25359
Observation of laminar boundary layer transition on light
monoplane wing surface
[NAL-TR-1077] p 777 N91-25366
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a subsonic,
energy-efficient transport configuration in the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TP-2922] p818 N91-28143
Low level turbulence detection by a laser velocimetry
technique: Application to transonic flows
[AAAF-NT-89-07] p 1025 N91-31101
Boundary layer transition detection and measurement
methods at CERT/DERAT
[AAAF-NT-89-14] p 1026 N91-31105
BOUNDARY LAYERS
Computational study of the shock-wave/boundary-layer
interaction in a duct p 86 A91-14387
Development of a boundary layer noise propagation
code and its application to advanced propellers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0593] p 331 A91-21546
On the effects of shear flow on sound transmission
across boundary layers p 429 A91-24337
Airfoils with similar boundary layers
p443 A91-30732
Numerical flux formulas for the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations. II - Progress in flux-vector splitting
[AIAA PAPER 91-1566] p 698 A91-40740
A Navier-Stokes study of shock-boundary layer
interaction and flow separation inside a transonic
compressor p 1018 A91-56115
Flight experience with windshear detection
p 101 N91-11684
Numerical calculations of separated flows around a wing
section at unsteady motion by a discrete vortex method
p94 N91-12517
Turbulence models for transonic flows with separation
p95 N91-12519
Numerical simulation of flow fields around an airplane
of complex geometries p 95 N91-12544
Development of a full potential solver for rotor
aerodynamics analysis p 183 N91-13407
Fine scale analysis of the kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic features of a multiple microburst-producing
storm
[AD-A227733] p 325 N91-15657
Investigation of transonic flow over segmented slotted
wind tunnel wall with mass transfer
[NASA-CR-187760] p 276 N91-15981
Prediction of ice shapes and their effect on airfoil
performance
[NASA-TM-103701] p 453 N91-19047
Leading-edge receptivity for blunt-nose bodies
[NASA-CR-188063] p 456 N91-20047
A simple, analytical, axisymmetric microburst model for
downdraft estimation
[NASA-TM-104053] p 573 N91-21132
Experimental techniques in the field of low density
aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-318(E(] p 733 N91-26124
Performance of an airfoil at low Reynolds number
[NAL-PD-CF-9102] p 903 N91-29145
An approximate viscous shock layer technique for
calculating chemically reacting hypersonic flows about
blunt-nosed bodies
[NASA-CR-187617] p1101 N91-32441
An approximate Riemann solver for hypervelocity
flows
[NASA-CR-187629] p1102 N91-32463
BOUNDARY LUBRICATION
An appraisal of the Ball-on-Cylinder technique for
measuring aviation turbine fuel lubricity
[STLE PREPRINT 90-AM-3C-1 ] p 229 A91-19718
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Aerodynamic shape optimization by the method of
inverse boundary value problems p 85 A91-13594
Global convergence of inexact Newton methods for
transonic flow p 169 A91-18225
Abort landing in the presence of windshear as a minimax
optimal control problem. II - Multiple shooting and
homotopy p 950 A91-50082
Optimal control and model reduction using a
finite-interval H upsilon criterion
[AD-A226490] p 130 N91-12706
Laws of heat transfer in three-dimensional viscous shock
layer of stream flowing past blunt bodies at some angles
of attack and glide p 526 N91 -19801
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils
[NASA-TM-103742] p 554 N91-21060
Some treatments on boundary conditions for quasi
one-dimensional Euler equations
(FFA-TN-1990-36] p 598 N91-21469
Optimal control problems with switching points
p 782 N91-25694
Compressible flows with vortical disturbances around
a cascade of airfoils p 1027 N91-32083
BOW WAVES
Hypersonic leeside flow computations using centered
schemes for Euler equations p 548 A91-34187
Inviscid flow about a double ellipse
p 549 A91-34210
Analytical and computational study of unsteady shock
motion on hypersonic forebodies p 895 A91-48823
A shock-fitting algorithm for the simulation of inviscid
flows in chemical non-equilibrium
[MBB-UK-0131-90-PUB] p 1024 N91-31087
BOWS
The sonic boom of an oblique flying wing
[AIAA PAPER 90-4002] p 74 A91-12515
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BOX BEAMS
Composite transport wing technology development:
Design development tests and advanced structural
concepts
[NASA-CR-4177) p967 N91-29253
BOXES (CONTAINERS)
Evaluation procedure for reinforced concrete box
culverts under airfield pavements
[AD-A227920) p310 N91-16031
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
Performance data acquisition from flexible aerodynamic
decelerates
[AIAA PAPER 91-0861] p 439 A91-32176
Computations of the flow characteristics of aerodynamic
decelerates using computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0866] p 451 A91-32179
Tests of samara-wing decelerator characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0868] p 451 A91-32180
Panel stabilized square parachute flight testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0873] p 452 A91-32185
BRAKING
The effect of windshear during takeoff roll on aircraft
stopping distance p 104 N91-11699
BRANCHING (MATHEMATICS)
Bifurcation analysis of axial flow compressor stability
p44 A91-10245
Control law study of aircraft maneuvers at high attack
angle p 305 A91-22251
Bifurcation theory in flight dynamics - An application to
a real combat aircraft
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-116] p 404 A91-24505
Nonlinear stabilization of high angle-of-attack flight
dynamics using bifurcation control p 496 A91-30183
Bifurcation analysis of surge and rotating stall in axial
flow compressions p 488 A91-30184
Hopf bifurcation in viscous flows about airfoils at low
speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-1807] p 712 A91-42603
Investigation of the high angle of attack dynamics of
the F-15B using bifurcation analysis
(AD-A230462) p 457 N91-20053
BRAYTON CYCLE
Solar dynamic CBC power for Space Station Freedom
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-70] p 856 A91-44550
Convective heat transfer with film cooling around a rotor
blade p 868 A91-45669
Water-cooling technique of high temperature gas turbine
blade
[DE91-764238] p 681 N91-23506
BRAZING
Chemical stripping of honeycomb airseals - Overview
and update
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-318] p 865 A91-44698
BREADBOARD MODELS
Automatic electric load management centers
[SAE PAPER 901804] p 936 A91-48538
BRIGHTNESS
Radioluminescent (RL) airfield lighting system program
[DE91-001007] p309 N91-15186
Brightness invariant port recognition for robotic aircraft
refueling
[AD-A230468] p 478 N91-20078
Radioluminescent (RL) lighting system development
program
[DE91-009743] p 679 N91-23381
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS S3 ENGINE
Progress in certifying F402-RR-408: The improved
Pegasus engine for AV-8B and Harrier 2 plus
[PNR-90719) p40 N91-10056
Technology update of early gas turbine designs
[PNR-90710] p48 N91-10070
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE
The Rolls Royce/SNECMA Olympus 593 engine
operational experience and the lessons learned
p45 A91-10958
BROADBAND
Computation of broadband mixing noise from
turbomachinery
[AD-A226559) p 246 N91-13969
Broadband coupling structures for microwave arithmetic
circuits and phased arrays p 322 N91 -15163
A study of rotor broadband noise mechanisms and
helicopter tail rotor noise
[NASA-CR-177565] p 607 N91-21829
Computation of broadband mixing noise from
turbomachinery
[AD-A233991] p 784 N91-26878
BROADCASTING
Evaluation of external filters in reducing type B1 and
B2 FM broadcast interference to VHP communications
avionics receivers
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/16] p 872 N91-27389
BRUNT-VAISALA FREQUENCY
RADAR performance experiments
p639 N91-24168
BRUSH SEALS
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low rpm using a tapered-plug
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 91-3390] p 869 A91-45820
BRUSHES
Simulation of brush insert for leading-edge-passage
convective heat transfer
[NASA-TM-103801] p 679 N91-23409
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low RPM using a
tapered-plug rotor
[NASA-TM-104396] p 874 N91-27559
BUBBLES
Measurements of short bubble and long bubble formed
on NACA 63-009 airfoil p 89 A91-15036
Experiments on transition process of laminar separation
bubble on airfoils p 89 A91-15042
Experiments on a separation bubble over an Eppler 387
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers using thin-film arrays
p445 A91-31332
Analysis of laminar separation bubble using a simple
eddy-viscosity turbulence model p 591 A91-33227
Thin uncambered aerofoils with a leading-edge
separation bubble p808 A91-46321
Analysis of laminar separation bubbles using a simple
eddy-viscosity turbulence modei
[NAL-TR-1079] p 600 N91-22520
A computationally efficient modelling of laminar
separation bubbles p680 N91-23411
BUCKLING
Theoretical and experimental investigation of stringer
peeling effects at stiffened shearioaded composite panels
in the postbuckling range p415 A91-24356
Minimum-weight design of laminated composite plates
for postbuckling performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0969] p 520 A91-31857
Reliability of uncertain laminated shells due to buckling
and supersonic flutter p 1090 A91-53845
Research in Structures, Structural Dynamics and
Materials, 1990
[NASA-CP-3064] p60 N91-10301
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deformation on unsteady aerodynamic response of
subsonic and supersonic oscillating cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-246] p 796 A91-44657
A-69
CASCADE WIND TUNNELS SUBJECT INDEX
A zonal approach for Navier-Stokes computations of
compressible cascade flow fields using a TVD finite volume
method
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-260] p 796 A91-44665
Prediction of cascade performance using an
incompressible Navier-Stokes technique
I ASME PAPER 90-GT-2611 p 796 A91-44666
Inviscid and viscous solutions for airfoil/cascade flows
using a locally implicit algorithm on adaptive meshes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-262) p 796 A91-44667
Detailed boundary layer measurements on a transonic
turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-263] p 796 A91-44668
An examination of the contributions to loss on a transonic
turbine blade in cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-264] p 796 A91-44669
Measurement and calculation of end wall heat transfer
anQ aerodynamics on a nozzle guide vane in annular
cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-301 ] p 864 A91-44685
Dawes and Oenton codes applied to a transonic
compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-304] p 797 A91-44688
Numerical prediction of turbine profile loss
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-311] p 797 A91-44692
Experimental analysis data on the transonic flow past
a plane turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-313] p 797 A91-44694
Off-design performance of a linear cascade of turbine
blades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-314] p 798 A91-44695
Endwall losses and flow unsteadiness in a turbine blade
cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-355] p 865 A91-44712
Comparison of inviscid computations with theory and
experiment in vibrating transonic compressor cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-373] p 840 A91-44717
Numerical solution of turbulent flow field through a
tandem cascade using finite analytic method
p798 A91-44759
Computational prediction of stall flutter in cascaded
airfoils p799 A91-45118
Flutter analysis of cascades using a two dimensional
Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 91-1681] p 802 A91-45548
Validation of the CANARI code by calculating 3D
turbulent flow through a turbine reactor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-52] p 803 A91-45633
Experimental study on cascade similarity transformation
rules p805 A91-46151
The numerical simulation and analysis of passage
vortices in 3-D compressor cascade
p805 A91-46152
Analytical method for subsonic cascade profile
p805 A91-46154
An experimental study of 3-D flow in a cascade
p805 A91-46155
Numerical study of end-wall boundary layer and blade
force defect in cascades p805 A91-46157
Numerical study of viscous flows in complex
geometries p 805 A91-46158
Inverse calculation of transonic cascade flows on a
rotating flow plane of variable thickness
p810 A91-46403
Calculation of frictional transonic flows using a
time-stepping method p811 A91-46406
Improving the convergence of a time-stepping scheme
for calculating internal flow p 811 A91-46407
Implicit unfactorized method for computing the turbulent
viscous heat-conducting gas flows in turbomachine
cascades p814 A91-47481
Double linearization theory of three-dimensional
cascades with vibrating blades under
spanwise-nonuniform mean loading. I - Subsonic flow. II
- Supersonic flow p 871 A91-47882
Finite analytic solution of turbulent flow field through
cascade of airfoil p 896 A91-49065
Unsteady aerodynamic interaction of two annular rows
of weakly loaded blades rotating relative to each other
in subsonic flow p 897 A91-49513
Gust response analysis for cascades operating in
nonuniform mean flows p 897 A91 -50347
Adaptive grid embedding Navier-Stokes technique for
cascade Hows p 901 A91-52318
Revaluation of the performance of gas turbine axial
compressor cascades based on the influence of the
Reynolds number p 1092 A91 -54574
Measurements of the effects of winglets on tip-leakage
losses in a linear turbine cascade p 1018 A91-56112
An investigation of the flow within the clearance space
of a compressor blade tip p 1018 A91 -56114
Numerical computation and mathematical modelling of
flow through transonic compressor cascades
p 1020 A91-56151
3D Navier-Stokes computations in transonic compressor
bladings p 1020 A91-561S3
Transonic flow through turbine cascades with 3 different
pitch to chord ratios p 1020 A91-56169
Lifting surface theory for supersonic through-flow fan
p 1020 A91-56170
Aerodynamic detuning for aeroelastic control of stability
and forced response of supersonic rotors
p 1066 A91-56202
Numerical simulations of transonic cascade flow and
their visualizations p 149 N91-12538
An implicit time-marching method for the
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations of
contravariant velocity components p 150 N91 -12603
Aerodynamics of a linear oscillating cascade
p363 N91-16997
Subsonic and transonic cascade design
p366 N91-18042
Viscous and inviscid inverse schemes using Newton's
method p367 N91-18044
Prediction of flow within supercritical compressor
cascade using a time marching method
[NAL-PD-PR-9013] p 422 N91-18398
Cascade flutter analysis with transient response
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-103746] p 525 N91-19475
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading on the flutter
stability of turbomachinery blading
[NASA-CR-187055] p 525 N91-19479
Transonic cascade flow calculations using non-periodic
C-type grids p 596 N91-21071
Computation of supersonic and low subsonic cascade
flows using an explicit Navier-Stokes technique and the
kappa-epsilon turbulence model p 596 N91-21072
Aero-thermal investigation of a highly loaded transonic
linear turbine guide vane cascade. A test case for inviscid
and viscous flow computations
[VKI-TN-174] p680 N91-23437
Viscous design and analysis methods for transonic
compressor blading
[AD-A232902] p 682 N91-24530
The application of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in
a short duration transonic annular turbine cascade
[AD-A236639] p 876 N91-28504
Near-stall loss measurements in a CD compressor
cascade with exploratory leading edge flow control
[AD-A237497] p 978 N91-29509
Numerical turbulent simulations of unsteady transonic
cascade Hows P1100 N91-32063
Unsteady flow analysis in two-dimensional compressor
cascade p1100 N91-32064
Application of 3-D Navier-Stokes computation to turbine
vane design p1100 N91 -32069
Calculation of unsteady linearized Euler flows in
cascades using harmonically deforming grids
[NASA-CR-188916] p 1101 N91-32442
CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
Application of tandem blades to an aeroengine
p843 A91-46153
A tri-sonic cascade tunnel p 1082 A91-56192
CASE HISTORIES
Aviation liability law developments in 1990
p991 A91-52754
Failure analysis case histories of Canadian forces aircraft
landing gear components p 830 N91-28151
CASING
Helicopter gearcase structure-borne noise studies using
statistical energy analysis modelling p 977 A91-52815
CAST ALLOYS
Nickel-alloy consumable selection for severe service
conditions p 143 A91-14332
Development of cast superalloys for gas turbines in
China p313 A91-22340
Corrosion resistant magnesium alloys
p508 A91-29459
Leading-edge methods of making near-net shape
airframe parts p 969 A91-48673
CASTING
Casting alloys for the jet age
[PNR-90723] p 56 N91-10168
Process modelling
[PNR-90716] p 139 N91-11915
Resin transfer molding of composite aircraft interior
furnishings
[NIAR-90-19] p292 N91-15153
Direct cast titanium aluminide strip
[AD-A231906] p 590 N91-22424
AGARD handbook on advanced casting
[AGARD-AG-299] p 775 N91-25302
CATALYSIS
Development of a mathematical code to predict thermal
degradation of fuel and deposit formation in a fuel
system
[AD-A225415] p 140 N91-11942
Copper contamination effects on hydrogen-air
combustion under SCRAMJET (Supersonic Combustion
Ramjet) testing conditions
[DE91-006545] p 401 N91-18111
CATALYSTS
Fuel-rich, catalytic reaction experimental results — fuel
development for high-speed civil transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2463) p 754 A91-44250
Fuel-rich, catalytic reaction experimental results
[NASA-TM-104423] p 662 N91-24203
CATASTROPHE THEORY
Control law study of aircraft maneuvers at high attack
angle p 305 A91-22251
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Designers target the one-screen display — military
cockpit technology review and forecasts
p39S A91-27928
Requirements of an HMS/D for a night-flying
helicopter p 934 A91-51086
Enhancing the usability of CRT displays in test flight
monitoring p 530 N91-20709
Perceptual limitations of peripherally displayed colors
on CRTs
[AD-A236289] p 872 N91-27460
CAUCHY INTEGRAL FORMULA
An experimental study of wall adaptation and
interference assessment using Cauchy integral formula
[AIAA PAPER 91-0399] p 224 A91-19281
20 wall interferences of the transonic wind tunnel of
DLR Braunschweig (TWB) p 960 A91-52801
CAUCHY PROBLEM
A grid-independent approximate Riemann solver with
applications to the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0239] p 174 A91-19195
State space models for aeroelastic and viscoelastic
systems
[AD-A234730] p 732 N91-26117
CAUCHY-RIEMANN EQUATIONS
An explicit, rotated upwind algorithm for solution of the
Euler/Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1531) p 696 A91-40706
CAVITATION FLOW
Velocity of cavitation bubbles in uniform flowfield high
and low Reynolds number p 592 A91-34127
Compressor drum aerodynamic experiments and
analysis with coolant injected at selected locations
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-151 ] p 552 A91-34794
Concepts for cavitation alleviation of banded and ducted
rotor tips
[AD-A236254) p816 N91-27135
A numerical approach for modelling cavitating flows
[DE91-009178] p876 N91-28505
Three dimensional shear flow: Flow visualisation around
a highly swept back and high incidence wing
(ONERA-RT-35/5025-28) p 1098 N91-31584
CAVITIES
Suppression of flow-induced pressure oscillations in
cavities
[AIAA PAPER 90-4018] p8 A91-12530
Steady flow in a three-dimensional rectangular cavity
yawed from the freestream turbulent boundary layer
p619 A91-38742
Local heat transfer in turbine disk-cavities. II - Rotor
cooling with radial location injection of coolant
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-26] p 860 A91-44520
Experimental transition investigation of a free-shear layer
above a cavity at Mach 3.5 p 800 A91-45348
Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic flows past
cavities p 1015 A91-54860
The reduction of cavity noise at subsonic speeds
[NAL-TR-1081] p784 N91-25815
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13875-1] p 829 N91-27156
Fuselage shell and cavity response measurements on
a DC-9 test section
[NASA-CR-187557] p1114 N91-31926
CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
Overdetermined celestial fix by iteration
p 107 A91-14394
CEMENTS
Criteria for the use of LJme-Cement-Flyash on airport
pavements
[AD-A225226] p 132 N91-11775
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Effects of external loads on onboard weight and balance
systems
[SAWE PAPER 1895] p 289 A91-22317
CENTER OF MASS
A state of the art Mass Properties Laboratory
[SAWE PAPER 1883] p 309 A91-22308
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
An applicability evaluation of the MIPS R3000 and Intel
80960MC processors for real-time embedded systems
p481 A91-30864
Parallel processing using multitasking on CRAY X-MP
system
[NAL-TR-1069] p 538 N91-20806
A-70
SUBJECT INDEX CERTIFICATION
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Detailed measurements of the now field at the outlet
of a backswept transonic centrifugal impeller equipped with
a vaned diffuser
(ONERA, TP NO. 1990-101] p4 A91-11777
On (he mechanism of dangerous blade vibration due
to blade flow interactions on centrifugal compressors
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-291 ] p 121 A91-13042
Vector pushes ahead with TPF351
p211 A91-18250
A three-dimensional Euler code for calculating flow fields
in centrifugal compressor diffusers p 267 A91-21744
Experimental investigation of the transonic centrifugal
compressor inducer cascades p 359 A91-27524
Active unsteady aerodynamic suppression of rotating
stall in an incompressible flow centrifugal compressor with
vaned diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 91-1898] p 704 A91-41644
Flowfield analysis of a backswept centrifugal impeller
[AIAA PAPER 91-2470) p 774 A91-44255
Mechanics on the tip clearance loss of impeller blades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-37] p 789 A91-44527
Dynamic control of centrifugal compressor surge using
tailored structures
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-132] p 835 A91-44575
Active stabilization of centrifugal compressor surge
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-123] p 835 A91-44576
Centrifugal compressor impeller aerodynamics - An
experimental investigation
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-128] p 791 A91-44578
Centrifugal compressor inlet guide vanes for increased
surge margin
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-158] p 835 A91-44596
New generation of the small turtaoshaft and turboprop
engines in the U.S.S.R
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-195] p 836 A91-44615
Centrifugal compressor impeller aerodynamics - A
numerical investigation
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-213] p 794 A91-44630
Flow investigation in a small high speed impeller passage
using laser anemometry
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-233) p 795 A91-44646
A prediction of 3-D viscous flow and performance of
the NASA Low-Speed Centrifugal Compressor
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-234] p 795 A91-44647
CT7-6 - The most recent T700 growth derivative
engine
[ ASME PAPER 90-GT-241] p 838 A91-44652
Vapor cycle compressors for aerospace vehicle thermal
management
[SAE PAPER 901960] p 969 A91-48629
Design bureau develops new engines for Mikoyan
MiG-29, military trainer p 889 A91-51673
The selection of impeller parameters for small centrifugal
refrigerating compressor p 976 A91 -52221
Flow behaviour in centrifugal impellers
p 1019 A91-S6145
Comparison of the experimentally defined and computed
flow field in the Rolls Royce Gem impeller
p 1019 A91-56146
Theory of finite disturbances in a centrifugal compression
system with a vaneless radial diffuser
[NASA-CR-187049] p213 N91-13458
NASA low-speed centrifugal compressor for 3-D viscous
code assessment and fundamental flow physics
research
[NASA-TM-103710] p 456 N91-20044
Titanium alloy integrated centrifugal impeller 5
coordinate computer assisted manufacturing technology
[AD-A234797] p 766 N91-26300
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
Optical measurement of unducted fan flutter
[NASA-TM-103285] p 302 N91-15174
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
Experiments on the aerodynamic noise sources in
centrifugal turbomachinery
[AIAA PAPER 90-3948] p 69 A91-12464
Fluid Machinery Forum - 1990; ASME Spring Meeting,
University of Toronto, Canada, June 4-7, 1990,
Proceedings p 676 A91 -38869
Toward automating the design of centrifugal impellers
p 676 A91 -38874
CEPSTRAL ANALYSIS
Removing spurious reflections from CFD solutions by
using the Complex Cepstrum
[AIAA PAPER 90-3947] p 69 A91-12463
CERAMIC COATINGS
Pyrometry for turbine blade development
p57 A91-10336
Ceramic thermal barrier coatings for commercial gas
turbine engines p 509 A91-31745
Flight service evaluation of thermal barrier coatings by
physical vapor deposition at 5200 h p 764 A91-41511
Effects of bond coat preoxidation on the properties of
ZrO2-8 wt. pet Y2O3/Ni-22Cr-10AI-1Y thermal-barrier
coatings p 1087 A91-57023
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-001004] p 140 N91-12823
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-005644] p 414 N91-17244
Experimental study of radiation from coated turbine
blades p 580 N91-22122
Fiber-sensor design for turbine engines
[DE91-010787J p 755 N91-25150
CERAMIC FIBERS
Intelligent processing of intermetallic composite
consolidation p 145 A91-16045
Fatigue and fracture of titanium aluminides, volume 2
[AD-A227353] p213 N91-14351
CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
The oxidation resistance of MoSi2 composites
p509 A91-31746
Cost-effective manufacturing of advanced ceramics
p 588 A91 -33725
Ceramic composites for aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 91-1892] p 750 A91-44045
Design trade-offs for ceramic/composite armor
materials p 963 A91-49118
Air-breathing propulsion p 938 A91-51760
Creep of monolithic and SiC whisker-reinforced MoSi2
p 1087 A91-56947
Densification of a thick disk preform with silicon carbide
matrix by CVI process p 1087 A91-56971
NDE standards for high temperature materials
[NASA-TM-103761] p 524 N91-19464
Oxidation resistant carbon/carbon materials
[REPT-911-430-105] p 672 N91-23251
How to know CMC
[REPT-911-430-130] p 672 N91-23262
Ceramic composition
[PATENT-1-249-609] p 1087 N91-31294
Structural characterization of high temperature
composites
[NASA-CR-187220] p 1088 N91-32180
CERAMICS
Fabrication of engineering ceramics by injection
molding p 674 A91-37375
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-2494] p 747 A91-41799
Lightweight ceramic components for propulsion
applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-2217] p 774 A91-44159
Design of ceramic gas turbine components
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-48] p 861 A91-44535
A comparison of forming technologies for ceramic
gas-turbine engine components
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-184] p 863 A91-44607
ATTAP/AGT101 - Year 2 progress in ceramic technology
development
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-305] p 857 A91-44689
Ceramic small gas turbine technology demonstrator
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-306] p 839 A91-44690
Design, analysis, and test of a ceramic barrier turbine
element p 964 A91-50575
Acoustic-emission monitoring of ceramic turbine blade
strength p 976 A91-52565
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-001004] p 140 N91-12823
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engines
[NASA-TM-103651] p 213 N91-13456
Advanced Turbine Technology Applications Project
(ATTAP)
[NASA-CR-187039] p 302 N91-16021
Wear measurement of ceramic bearings in gas
turbines
[AD-A227505] p 324 N91-16382
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-005644] p414 N91-17244
NDE standards for high temperature materials
[NASA-TM-103761] p 524 N91-19464
Turbomachinery and combustor technology for small
engines p 492 N91-20113
High temperature performance evaluation of a
hypersonic engine ceramic wafer seal
[NASA-TM-103737] p 601 N91-22567
Improved silicon carbide for advanced heat engines
[NASA-CR-182289] p 672 N91-24451
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-010451] p766 N91-26384
Micromechanisms of monotonic and cyclic subcritical
crack growth in advanced high melting point low-ductility
intermetallics
[AD-A238151] p 967 N91-29317
Advanced Turbine Technology Applications Project
(ATTAP)
[NASA-CR-187146] p 992 N91-31022
CERTIFICATION
Certification and validation process for HUMS in new
generation helicopters — Health and Usage Monitoring
Systems p 439 A91-31505
An overview of FAA type certification of the US/LTA
138S airship
[AIAA PAPER 91-1290] p 470 A91-31738
Development and certification flight test on the Piaggio
P. 180 Avanti aircraft - A general overview
[SAE PAPER 911003] p 926 A91-52937
Flight test investigation of certification requirements for
laminar-flow general aviation airplanes
p 1049 A91-54372
Certification of an airborne digital flight manual for the
GulfstreamlV p 1078 A91-54673
An airworthiness certification procedure for the L-410
UVP-E aircraft from the standpoint of aeroelasticity
p 1029 A91-55560
Certification standards for commercial airplane
technology and systems of the 2010 time period
p 1029 A91-56473
European Forum: The Evolution of Regional Aircraft
Technologies and Certification
[DGLR-BERICHT-89-02] p 105 N91-11707
Towards a single certification action within Europe
p 105 N91-11711
Experiences gained in the SF340 airworthiness
process p 105 N91-11712
Fokker 50: Technology versus certification experience
p 106 N91-11713
Dornier 328: Technology versus certification aspects of
program philosophy p 106 N91-11716
DLR aircraft noise research and testing techniques
related to propeller driven aeroplane noise certification
p158 N91-11718
The European certification process
p 106 N91-11735
The certification of the SAAB 340
p106 N91-11736
Certification process for aeroplane type Dornier Do
328 p106 N91-11737
Gulfstream 4 flight management system
p115 N91-12574
Design and certification of aircraft for the HERF
environment p115 N91-12575
Aircraft accident report: United Airlines flight 232,
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10, Sioux Gateway Airport,
Sioux City, Iowa, 19 July 1989
[PB90-910406] p281 N91-15143
GCS programmer's manual
[NASA-TM-102721] p 429 N91-17612
Proceedings: Techfest 17
[NIAR-91-1] p337 N91-18004
Advanced technology application in the flight deck
design for military transport aircrafts
p374 N91-18075
Evaluation of a new fuel with higher energy density
p414 N91-18079
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1987
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/19] p 401 N91-18112
The certification of the aircraft integrated propulsive
system
[REPT-911-111-102] p661 N91-23188
Kansas Aviation Review
[NIAR-91-3] p613 N91-24087
Analytical certification of aircraft structures
p684 N91-24641
Beechcraft starship strength certification
p 684 N91-24643
The role of structural analysis in airworthiness
certification p684 N91-24647
Probability approach for strength calculations
p685 N91 -24652
AGARD flight test techniques series. Volume 9: Aircraft
exterior noise measurement and analysis techniques
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-9] p 689 N91-24843
Certification procedures and requirements
p759 N91-26154
Proposed modifications. Improvements to the draft
specifications of DGCA, New Delhi, on requirements for
airworthiness certification of experimental aircraft
[NAL-PD-FE-9101] p929 N91-30127
A model human engineering approach to the
development of regulatory standards for digital
communication technologies: Defining safety from a
human-machine systems perspective
p 1043 N91-32126
Certification of lightning protection for a full-authority
digital engine control p 1076 N91-32718
A-71
CESSNA AIRCRAFT SUBJECT INDEX
CESSNA AIRCRAFT
Smoke and extinguisher agent dissipation in a small
pressurized fuselage
[DOT/FAA/CT-89/31 ] p 191 N91-14317
CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
Collision insurance — for approaching aircrafts
p 119 A91-16580
CH-47 HELICOPTER
Full authority digital engine control system for the
Chinook helicopter p 486 A91 -29460
Application of flight path reconstruction algorithms for
flight data of helicopter
[NAL-TM-582] p 28 N91 -10031
CHANNEL FLOW
Comments on Reynolds number effects in wall-bounded
shear layers
(AIAA PAPER 91-0231] p 174 A91-19194
Numerical investigation of drag reduction in flow over
surfaces with streamwise aligned riblets
[AIAA PAPER 91-0518] p 263 A91-21517
An experimental investigation of heat transfer
coefficients in a spanwise rotating channel with two
opposite rib-roughened walls
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-150] p 320 A91-23661
Finite difference method for two- and three-dimensional
inviscid steady transonic flows in a channel
p359 A91-27516
Numerical investigation of three dimensional laminar
flows in a channel with a built-in circular cylinder and
wing-type vortex generators p 550 A91-34218
Heat transfer measurements in rectangular channels
with orthogonal mode rotation
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-138] p 862 A91-44587
A 3D compressible flow computation code for channels
and cavities of complex shape
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-73] p 803 A91-45650
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic cross!low
- Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
[AIAA PAPER 91-2458] p 804 A91-45813
Solution of the inverse problem for the internal flows
of a viscous gas with a supersonic core
p 814 A91-47483
Augmented heat transfer in square channels with
parallel, crossed, and v-shaped angled ribs
p973 A91-51447
Sensitivity analysis, approximate analysis, and design
optimization for internal and external viscous flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3083] p 1012 A91-54015
Augmented heat transfer in a pin fin channel with short
or long ejection holes p 1095 A91-55797
Calculation of transonic, friction between affected
channels and profile flows with passive influence
[ETN-90-98192] p 100 N91-12645
A review of near-wall Reynolds-stress
[NASA-CR-4369] p 559 N91-22080
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic
crossflow. Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
[NASA-TM-104412] p 662 N91-24202
Detonation duct gas generator demonstration program
[NASA-CR-187137] p 845 N91-27163
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
Modulation and coding for the aeronautical satellite
channel p 283 A91-22904
The fiber-optic high-speed data bus for a new generation
of military aircraft p512 A91-29124
Thoughts on high speed data bus performance
p 481 A91-30868
A SEM-E module avionics computer with Pi-Bus
backplane communication p 481 A91 -30869
A comprehensive analyzer for the JIAWG high speed
data bus p 481 A91-30870
Pave Pillar in-house research p 482 A91-30873
Digital networks and fiber optic interconnection
[SAE PAPER 901876] p 910 A91-48578
Integrated Satcom/ACARS p 914 A91-50928
Pre-Departure Clearance - An FAA data link rapid
deployment system p916 A91-50950
Cochannel interference rejection using surface acoustic
wave delay-difference devices p 1089 A91-53143
MIL-STD-1553 validation and test facility
p 1081 A91-54644
Global Positioning System integrity channel - A system
design analysis p 1034 A91-54668
Society of Automotive Engineers AS4074 family
high-speed, fault-tolerant data communications standards
for integrated avionics p 1092 A91-54677
Beam filling loss adjustments for ASR-9 weather channel
reflectivity estimates
[AD-A228654] p 420 N91-17264
CHAOS
On chaos methods applied to higher harmonic control
p214 A91-17206
Some observations of chaotic vibration phenomena in
high-speed rotordynamics p 320 A91-23665
Observation of chaotic dynamics in vibrating airtrames
[AIAA PAPER 91-2946] p 871 A91-47832
Application of chaos methods to helicopter vibration
reduction using higher harmonic control
[AD-A226736] p 306 N91-15177
CHARACTERIZATION
Characterization of inspection performance
p235 A91-18579
Laboratory investigation of the use of geotextiles to
mitigate frost heave
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/13] p 226 N91-13465
CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
A new algorithm for generating block-structured grid and
its application to complex aircraft configurations
p 157 N91-12543
CHARGE TRANSFER
Scale-model charge-transfer technique for measuring
enhancement factors p 1033 N91-32651
CHARGED PARTICLES
On error sources during airborne measurements of the
ambient electric field pi 103 N91-32719
CHARTS
Computer-drawn charts for EROPS flights
p735 A91-41446
CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION
Fitting atmospheric parameters using parabolic
blending p 536 A91-31590
Spectral methods for the Euler equations - The blunt
body problem revisited p 897 A91 -50346
CHECKOUT
Aviation safety and automation technology for subsonic
transports
[NASA-TM-103831] p 372 N91-17009
Human factors of flight-deck checklists: The normal
checklist
[NASA-CR-177549] p 820 N91-27144
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3292] p 1005 A91-53790
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3298) p 1006 A91-53794
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Euler solutions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3300] p 1006 A91-53796
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| AIAA PAPER 91-3301] p 1006 A91-53797
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3310] p 1007 A91-53801
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3311] p 1007 A91-53802
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3334] p 1009 A91-53816
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IAIAA PAPER 91-3336) p 1009 A91-53817
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3289] p 1009 A91-53823
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comparison of swept shock/boundary-layer interactions
p 1009 A91-53838
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p 1010 A91-53841
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3275] p1113 A91-53882
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Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic flows past
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A Navier-Stokes study of shock-boundary layer
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Enhancing aeropropulsion research with high-speed
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A numerical study on three dimensional viscous flows
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Three-dimensional flows in a transonic compressor
rotor p 1020 A91-S6152
3D Navier-Stokes computations in transonic compressor
bladings p 1020 A91-56153
Three-dimensional inviscid compressible calculations
around axial flow turbine blades p 1020 A91-56154
CFD analysis of the X-29 inlet at high angle of attack
p 1021 A91-56174
Accurate prediction of three dimensional intake flow
p 1021 A91-56175
Application of 3D CFD techniques to gas turbine
combustor metal temperature predictions
p 1066 A91-56209
Boundary linear integral method for compressible
potential flows p 1022 A91-56432
A spectral collocation method for compressible,
non-similar boundary layers p 1022 A91-56433
Numerical simulations of three-dimensional supersonic
flows p 1023 A91-56548
Calculation of the vortex sheets downstream of propeller
blades using non-linear theory p 1023 A91-56549
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Application of CFD to sonic boom near and mid flow-field
prediction
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flow
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A zonal Navier-Stokes methodology for flow simulation
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Numerical simulation of rotorcraft p 19 N91-10863
Three-dimensional viscous drag prediction for rotor
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configurations
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Computational simulations for fighter and hypersonic
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High-speed forebody-inlet code validation experience at
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combustors
[NASA-TM-104466] p 756 N91-26146
Direct solution techniques for viscous flow and their
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Moving finite elements: A continuously adaptive method
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Use of a rotated Riemann solver for the two-dimensional
Euler equations p 876 N91-28530
Performance of an airfoil at low Reynolds number
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Computational analysis of hypersonic flows past
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three-dimensional turbulent shear layers of a swept wing
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Design and testing of a multiblock grid-generation
procedure for aircraft design and research
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The development of a computational model to predict
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Flow visualization and simulation
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Navier-Stokes simulation for complete aircraft
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Numerical simulation analysis of sidewall effects in
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Application of CFD to sonic boom near and mid flow-field
prediction
[NASA-TM-102867] p 14 N91-10015
Numerical investigations in three-dimensional internal
flows
[NASA-CR-186958] p 52 N91-10083
NASA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference.
Volume 1: Sessions 1 -6
[NASA-CP-10038-VOL-1] p 16 N91-10839
Computational fluid dynamics research and applications
at NASA Langley Research Center p 17 N91-10841
Application of unstructured grid methods to steady and
unsteady aerodynamic problems p 17 N91-10856
Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about
aircraft geometries p 18 N91-10857
Numerical simulation of F-18 fuselage forebody flows
at high angles of attack p 18 N91-10859
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18 forebody-LEX
configuration p 18 N91-10860
Navier-Stokes solutions for flows related to store
separation . p 18 N91-10861
TranAir: Recent advances and applications
p 19 N91-10862
Numerical simulation of rotorcratt p 19 N91-10863
Calculation of the rotor induced download on airfoils
p 19 N91-10864
Prediction of turbine rotor-stator interaction using
Navier-Stokes methods p 20 N91-10881
Simulation of powered-lift flows p 21 N91-10886
An embedded grid formulation applied to delta wings
p22 N91-10891
Unstructured mesh solution of the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations p 22 N91-10892
Three dimensional unstructured grids for the solution
of the Euler equations p 22 N91-10893
Implicit flux-split Euler schemes for unsteady
aerodynamic analysis involving unstructured dynamic
meshes
[NASA-TM-102732] p 24 N91-10918
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by a
finite volume discretization on unstructured triangular
meshes
(ESA-TT-1135] p66 N91-11473
Numerical computation of flow for scramjet
p 125 N91-12529
A new algorithm for generating block-structured grid and
its application to complex aircraft configurations
p 157 N91-12543
Numerical simulation of flow fields around an airplane
of complex geometries p 95 N91-12544
Generation of 3-D grid using boundary element
method p 157 N91-12545
Numerical simulation of transonic flows over Boeing-747
and its validation by comparison with experimental data
p95 N91-12551
On the numerical simulations of flow around a body of
complex configurations p 150 N91-12557
A three-dimensional application with the numerical grid
generation code: EAGLE (utilizing an externally generated
surface) p 158 N91-13319
Numerical studies of compressible flow over a
double-delta wing at high angles of attack
[AD-A226931] p 187 N91-14312
Rotorcraft application of advanced computational
aerodynamics
(NASA-CR-187767) p 277 N91-15987
A multiple frames of reference approach to aeroelastrc
computations: Application to airfoil flutter analysis
p363 N91-16995
Spatial adaption procedures on unstructured meshes
for accurate unsteady aerodynamic flow computation
[NASA-TM-104039] p 456 N91-20048
Unstructured and adaptive mesh generation for high
Reynolds number viscous flows
[NASA-CR-187534] p 458 N91-20063
Numerical solutions of 2-D multi-stage rotor/stator
unsteady flow interactions p 595 N91-21070
Transonic cascade flow calculations using non-periodic
C-type grids p 596 N91-21071
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Application of mesh generation to complex 3-D
configurations
[AGARD-AR-268] p 598 N91-21464
Grid generation about complex three-dimensional
aircraft configurations
[NASA-CR-188097) p 558 N91-22071
Reacting shock waves in hypersonic propulsion
applications p 629 N91-23174
Block implicit multignd solution of the Euler equations
p680 N91-23413
Implicit solvers for unstructured meshes
[NASA-CR-187564] p 633 N91-24125
Effect of the grid system on heat transfer computations
for high speed flows
(DE91-010874) p777 N91-25375
Viscous flow simulations of internal store carriage and
separation
[NASA-CR-185343] p 732 N91-26123
Suggestions for CAP-TSO mesh and time-step input
parameters
[NASA-TM-104083] p815 N91-27128
Extension of multignd methodology to
supersonic/hypersonic 3-D viscous flows
[NASA-CR-187612] p 904 N91-30088
Unstructured-grid methods development: Lessons le
amed
[NASA-TM-104137] p 904 N91-30090
Comparison of solution of various Euler solvers and one
Navier-Stokes solver for the flow about a sharp-edged
cropped delta wing
[ETN-91-99508) p 906 N91-30106
Vortical flow simulation by using structured and
unstructured grids
[ETN-91-99509] p 906 N91-30107
A multiple-block multignd method for the solution of the
three-dimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[DLR-FB-90-45] p980 N91-30478
Design and testing of a multiblock grid-generation
procedure for aircraft design and research
[NLR-TP-89146-U] p 1052 N91-31131
Unstructured-grid methods development for unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses
[NASA-TM-104143] p 1028 N91-32084
Investigation of advanced counterrolation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 3: Advanced fan section grid generator final report
and computer program user's manual
[NASA-CR-187129] p 1075 N91-32138
Calculation of unsteady linearized Euler flows in
cascades using harmonically deforming grids
[NASA-CR-188916] p1101 N91-32442
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Future directions for applied computational fluid
dynamics p 59 A91-12775
Wing-man — profile of aerodynamical engineer
p 79 A91-16579
Application of nonlinear programming techniques to
dynamic correlation and design of helicopter structures
p 195 A91-17229
Integrated Design Environment-Aircraft (IDEA) - An
approach to concurrent engineering p 247 A91-17236
ADDSS/EDRAS influencing preliminary design for
enhanced supportability — Boeing Helicopters' Automated
Design Decision Support Systems/Electronic Document
Retrieval and Annotation System p 162 A91-17244
Using HyperCard in crewstation design - Beyond rapid
prototyping p 241 A91-17247
Computer aided reflection analysis
p242 A91-17249
An efficient two-dimensional engineering design code
for scramjet combustor, nozzle, and plume analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-0416] p211 A91-19290
Rotor design optimization using a multidisciplinary
approach
[AIAA PAPER 91-0477] p 201 A91-19319
A multiblock/multigrid Euler analysis of a propfan
transport with wing-mounted nacelles, including slipstream
effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-0706] p 180 A91-19425
Designing and manufacturing the F-111 advanced
composite forward venial strake
[SME PAPER EM90-105] p 249 A91-21106
Knowledge-based engineering technology case study -
Jet engine turbine blade design
[SME PAPER MS89-727] p 316 A91-21115
Application of methods and tools for computer-aided
design in investigation of prospects for civil aircraft
progress p 380 A91-24311
Structural optimization of aircrafts - Practice and
trends p 380 A91-24328
Prediction of inlet drag for aircraft conceptual design
p 340 A91-24358
Some new developments on the Aircraft Design and
Analysis System (ADAS) p 427 A91-24409
Transport aircraft aerodynamic improvement by
numerical optimization
(ONERA, TP NO. 1990-113) p 345 A91-24446
Computeraided conceptual aircraft configuration
development by an integrated optimization approach
p385 A91-24524
Fixtures for the manufacture of aircraft engines
(Structural design) — Russian book p419 A91-26444
The application of bowed blade to compressor
p398 A91-26687
SST - The next step p 387 A91-27876
H-infinity flight control design with large parametric
robustness p 533 A91-30208
Sensitivity analysis and multidisciplinary optimization for
aircraft design - Recent advances and results
p469 A91-31577
Application of global sensitivity equations in
multidisciplinary aircraft synthesis p 536 A91-31578
Aeroelastic design optimization program
p536 A91-31581
Applications of structural optimization software in the
design process p 519 A91-31585
Efficient optimization of aircraft structures with a large
number of design variables p 469 A91-31588
Computer-aided optimization of aircraft structures
p469 A91-31589
Application of optimization techniques to helicopter
structural dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0924] p 470 A91-31854
Aeroelastic tailoring in vehicle design synthesis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1099) p471 A91-31878
A flexible robotic work cell for the assembly of airframe
components p 543 A91-35193
Optimization of radio-measuring devices incorporated in
onboard laser velocimeters p 576 A91-35738
The introduction of off-line programming techniques for
the robotic assembly of aircraft structures
[SME PAPER MS90-276] p611 A91-36898
Automated CAD design for sculptured airfoil surfaces
(SME PAPER MS90-744] p 673 A91-36943
CAPP imitative system of aircraft assembly — Computer
Aided Process Planning p611 A91-37061
The development and research on CAD for education
on aircraft design p 686 A91-38234
Aircraft design for maintainability p612 A91-38546
Surface reconstruction from scattered data through
pruning of unstructured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-1584] p 700 A91-40758
Design of a language processor for aviation engine
testing p 760 A91-41164
MACGS - A zonal grid generation system for complex
aero-propulsion configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-2156] p 738 A91-41714
Automatic design of transonic airfoils to reduce the shock
induced pressure drag p 716 A91-43078
Integrated computer systems in aircraft design and
manufacture difficulties and implications
p781 A91-43079
Computational fluid dynamics in the design of the YF-23
ATF prototype
(AIAA PAPER 91-1627] p 719 A91-43558
Interactive design of hypersonic waverider geometries
(AIAA PAPER 91-1697) p 740 A91-43597
Seeking crashworthy seats p 740 A91-44345
Design of ceramic gas turbine components
[ ASME PAPER 90-GT-48] p 861 A91-44535
Turbine preliminary design using artificial intelligence and
numerical optimization techniques
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-148] p 835 A91-44592
Dynamic interpolation and application to flight control
p878 A91-45140
An integrated approach to rotorcraft aerodynamic design
and development p 801 A91-45356
EH101 - Automatic flight control system: Autopilot cable
hover mode computer aided design and assessment
p846 A91-45370
The development of an advanced integrated avionics
system p 833 A91-45407
A finite element inverse method for the design of
turbomachinery blades
(ASME PAPER 91-GT-80] p 868 A91-45653
Design trade-offs for ceramic/composite armor
materials P 963 A9t-49tt8
Computer-aided design of flight control systems
IAIAA PAPER 91-2677] p 983 A91-49645
Control Laws Expert Assistant for Rotorcraft (CLEAR)
p986 A91-51204
The future of aircraft design p 889 A91-52829
Aircraft design - Where does it stand?
p889 A91-52830
Regional fanjet aircraft optimisation studies
(AIAA PAPER 91-30811 p 1045 A91-54013
Advanced transport design using multidisciplinary design
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-3082] p1107 A91-54014
Aircraft configuration design code proot-of-concept -
Design of the crewstation subsystem
(AIAA PAPER 91-3097] p 1108 A91-54022
VTOL/SP - A vertical takeoff and landing vehicle
synthesis program
[AIAA PAPER 91-3098] p 1045 A91-54023
Computer-aided conceptual design of rotorcraft
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -3099 ] p 1108 A91 -54024
Code for Optimized Ballistic Resistant Aircraft
Structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-3164] p 1090 A91-54078
Airframe/engine mechanical integration for hypersonic
airbreathing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3177] p 1047 A91-54086
Multidisciplinary optimization in aircraft design using
analytic technology models
[AIAA PAPER 91-3187] p 1048 A91-54093
Wing design code using three-dimensional Euler
equations and optimization
(AIAA PAPER 91-3190] p 1013 A91-54094
A compressible three-dimensional design method for
radial and mixed flow turbomachinery blades
P1015 A91-54849
Optimum structural design of cantilevered rectangular
elastic wing with gust load alleviation system
p 1093 A91 -55456
Aerotek's turbine design and analysis capability
P1065 A91-56173
Mach 5 turbo-ramjet inlet design and performance
P1021 A91-56179
Surface modelling of a fighter aircraft fuselage with
B-spline skeletal lines p 1051 A91-56822
The H-764 Small Common INS (SCINS) - A new RLG
system for the next generation aircraft and combat
vehicles p 1037 A91-57000
The role of process modelling in manufacture and
design
[PNR-90702] p65 N91-11416
A modulus for flight simulation in a computer aided
project of commercial airplanes
[ILR-MITT-235(1990)] p114 N91-11747
Facilitating researcher use of flight simulators
p133 N91-13340
Integrated design analysis and optimization
[MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0398J p 291 N91-15145
Computer Aided System Design and Simulation
[AGARD-CP-473] p327 N91-15715
Computer aided design and simulation of the automatic
approach and landing phase of a combat aircraft
p328 N91-15719
Aircraft control system design, synthesis, analysis, and
simulation tools at Aermacchi p 328 N91-15729
Cockpit Mock Up (CMU): A design and development
tool p328 N91 -15730
Integration of a realistic airline/aircrew/aircraft
component in ATC simulations p 329 N91-15738
The use of system simulation during the definition phase
of the passenger transport aircraft MPC75
p330 N91-15741
Applications of fuzzy theories to multi-objective system
optimization
[NASA-CR-177573] p 293 N91-16012
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1989-1990 p 461 N91-19033
New computer codes for the structural analysis of
composite helicopter structures
[MBB-UD-0580-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19089
TF89 design project airbrake and arrester hook design
[ETN-91-98853] p 477 N91-19092
An expert system for laminated plate design using
composite materials
(BU-406) p510 N91-19245
Design and testing of a circumferential and longitudinal
joint of the A320 fuselage section 13/14 in GLARE
[LR-645] p 525 N91-19494
Computer Aided System Design and Simulation
[AGARD-AR-283] p 537 N91-19731
Overview of structures research p 527 N91-20104
Computational simulation of propulsion structures
performance and reliability p 492 N91-20106
Wind tunnel test of a propeller working in a low Reynolds
number range
[NAL-TR-1071] p 556 N91-21112
Present and future of CFD on the aero-engine
development in IHI p 596 N91-21381
CFD research and systems in Kawasaki Heavy Industries
and its future prospects p 596 N91-21382
The CFD analysis related aerospace in Fuji Heavy
Industries, Ltd. p 597 N91-21383
Status and outlook of CFO technology at Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries. Nagoya p 597 N91-21384
Computer program for estimating performance of
air-breathing aircraft engines
[NASA-TM-4254] p 573 N91-22103
The preliminary aerodynamic design of light aircraft
(BU-504J p574 N91-22119
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Crew chief CAD system interlace guide (version 2 -
SI)
[AD-A231433) p 606 N91-22734
A computer aided multivariable control systems design
technique with application to aircraft flying qualities
[AD-A232549] P 653 N91-23144
Integration of propulsive systems: Selection and
compromise
(REPT-911-111-101) p66t N91-23187
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 1: Theory document
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-1] P 632 N91-24120
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 2: User guide for BCON. pre-processor
for grid generation and GMBE
INASA-CR-187484-VOL-2] P 632 N91-24121
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 3: User guide for the Euler code
|NASA-CR-t87484-VOL-3] P 632 N91-24122
A system approach to aircraft optimization
[NASA-TM-104074] p 654 N91-24196
The role of structural analysis in airworthiness
certification p 684 N91-24647
Development of a system of interactive computer
programs for airplane conceptual design and advanced
airplane analysis P 740 N91-25144
Calculation of interactions between air and ground of
landing P 831 N91-28161
AEROWING - The software for aerodynamic analysis
of a large aspect-ratio finite wing at low speeds
[NAL-PD-CF-9101J P 903 N91-29146
The power induced effects module: A FORTRAN code
which estimates lift increments due to power induced
effects for V/STOL flight
[ NASA-CR-188081 ] P 904 N91 -30095
Utilization of Computer Aided Design (CAD)XComputer
Aided Engineering (CAE) systems in an aircraft industrial
plant
[MBB-UD-0583-90-PUB] P 988 N91-30761
Validation of digital simulation methods in CAE
(NLR-TP-89026-U] P 988 N91-30785
Application of a water droplet trajectory prediction code
to the design of inlet particle separator anti-icing
systems p 1072 N91-31159
Aerodynamic design of non-planar wing by inverse
method with Navier-Stokes equation
p 1053 N91-32045
Blended wing-body configuration design using transonic
inverse code p 1054 N91-32047
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Integrated Design Environment-Aircraft (IDEA) - An
approach to concurrent engineering p 247 A91 -17236
Designing and manufacturing the F-111 advanced
composite forward vental strake
[SME PAPER EM90-105] P 249 A91-21106
Modeling and optimization of flight vehicle assembly —
Russian book p 337 A91-26438
Cost-effective manufacturing of advanced ceramics
p 588 A91-33725
. CAPP imitative system of aircraft assembly — Computer
Aided Process Planning p611 A91-37061
Integrated computer systems in aircraft design and
manufacture difficulties and implications
p 781 A91-43079
Economic considerations of aircraft turbines
manufacturing
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-278] P 883 A91-44677
Computerized adhesives bonding technology
p970 A91-49124
Techniques for aircraft quality CNC tube bending and
inspection
[SME PAPER MF91-236] P 971 A91-49273
Al in manufacturing p 1093 A91-55547
Advanced composites take flight
p 1097 A91-56773
The role of process modelling in manufacture and
design
[PNR-90702] p65 N91-11416
Dedication of National Institute for Aviation Research
INIAR-90-21J P 440 N91-19040
Crew chief CAD system interface guide (version 2 -
SI)
IAD-A231433] P 606 N91-22734
A system approach to aircraft optimization
INASA-TM-104074] p 654 N91-24196
Titanium alloy integrated centrifugal impeller 5
coordinate computer assisted manufacturing technology
(AD-A234797] p 766 N91-26300
Recent manufacturing advances for spiral bevel gears
(NASA-TM-104479] p 1099 N91-31654
COMPUTER AIDED MAPPING
The compressed aeronautical chart database - Support
of naval aircraft's digital moving map systems
p563 A91-33608
Precision aided inertia! navigation using SAR and digital
map data P 567 A91-33652
COMPUTER AIDED TOMOGRAPHY
X ray computed tomography of composites
[AD-A227227] p 314 N91-15322
COMPUTER ANIMATION
Aircraft accident flight profile simulation and animation
(AIAA PAPER 91-0422] p 278 A91-21486
Flow visualization and simulation
(AAAF-NT-89-18) p 1098 N91-31590
COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Al in manufacturing p 1093 A91-55547
OFMspert: An architecture for an operator's associate
that evolves to an intelligent tutor p 537 N91-20708
Development of a system of interactive computer
programs for airplane conceptual design and advanced
airplane analysis p 740 N91-25144
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Development of an advanced 32-bit airborne
computer p 480 A91-30863
Fault-tolerant, flight-critical control systems
p 128 N91-12691
Computer menu task performance model development
[AD-A230278] p 537 N91-20759
Design and implementation of real-time computer
coordinated force actuating system with
mutti-input/output
[AD-A233114] p687 N91-24768
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Advanced aerodynamic applications of an interactive
geometry and visualization system
(AIAA PAPER 91-0800] p 243 A91-19469
Applications of CFD technology to the design of aircraft
propulsion systems p 397 A91-24380
Study on integrated cockpit display using flight
simulator p 395 A91-26627
Structural optimization of aircrafts p 386 A91 -26650
Integrated Communication. Radio Navigation and
Identification System (ICRNI) p 464 A91-30902
Fitting atmospheric parameters using parabolic
blending p 536 A91-31590
The compressed aeronautical chart database - Support
of naval aircraft's digital moving map systems
p 563 A91-33608
A dynamic analysis of the SRB parachute system
(AIAA PAPER 91-0838] p 670 A91-40555
Improving situational awareness through the use of
intuitive pictorial displays
(SAE PAPER 901829] p 931 A91-48553
Peripheral polar-graphic displays for signal/failure
detection '- p 970 A91-4i'.7P,8
Active flutter suppression • Control system desio:, f»nr/(
experimental validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2629) p 944 A91-49605
Situational awareness in large aircraft
p933 A91-50460
High performance computer image generation - A
marriage of computer graphics and image processing
p985 A91-50471
Video switching, recording, and distribution for
engineering flight simulation p 955 A91-50474
Evaluation of virtual cockpit concepts during simulated
missions p 934 A91-51098
An interactive graphics editor for computer-generated
cockpit displays p 1056 A91-54645
An Ada-based, portable design workstation for
computer-generated cockpit displays
p 1058 A91-54669
Digital map integration in advanced tactical cockpits
p 1058 A91-54678
Collimated projection systems - More'realistic flight
simulation p 1097 A91-56898
Graphical interfaces for cooperative planning systems
p27 N91-10956
The high-resolution graphic display: A possible
man/machine interface for a computer assisted ATC
management system p31 N91-10989
Numerical simulations of transonic cascade flow and
their visualizations p 149 N91-12538
Real-time application of advanced three-dimensional
graphic techniques for research aircraft simulation
[NASA-TM-101730] p 537 N91-19742
Evaluation of virtual cockpit concepts during simulated
missions
[RAE-TM-MM-36] p 528 N91-20385
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume'2: User guide for BCON, pre-processor
for grid generation and GMBE
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-2] p 632 N91-24121
Format and basic geometry of a perspective display of
air traffic for the cockpit
(NASA-TM-86680) p 743 N91-26142
The profile data strip: A new approach to the
presentation of flight progress data
IRSRE-MEMO-4460] p 920 N91-30123
Graphic display of cockpit instruments for flight
simulation
[NAL-PD-FC-9111] p935 N91-30137
Airplane takeoff and landing performance monitoring
system
(NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-1-CU] p 1038 N91-31120
Flow visualization and simulation
(AAAF-NT-89-18] p 1098 N91-31590
Post processing of three dimensional aerothermal
computation
[AAAF-NT-89-21] p1112 N91-31848
COMPUTER INFORMATION SECURITY
RTCA SC-162 Aviation Information Exchange System
(AIES) architectural model p 914 A91-50931
COMPUTER NETWORKS
AIAA Flight Simulation Technologies Conference and
Exhibit, Dayton. OH. Sept. 17-19. 1990, Technical
Papers p 131 A91-16676
Navigational and environmental simulation issues for
large-scale networks
[AIAA PAPER 90-3137] p 156 A91-16692
Interfacing low cost networked flight simulators in a
SIMNET environment
[AIAA PAPER 90-3138] p 156 A91-16693
Networked modular aircrew simulation systems
[AIAA PAPER 90-31391 p 156 A91-16694
High performance processors for real-time flight
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 90-3140] p 156 A91-16695
Fault tolerant topologies for fiber optic networks and
computer interconnects operating in the severe avionics
environment p 512 A91-29126
With us you fly right - The influence of modern technology
on the development and operation of new aircraft
p771 A91-43326
Replicated shared-memory networks applied to aircraft
simulators
[SAE PAPER 901816] p 983 A91-48548
The application of trajectory prediction algorithms for
planning purposes in the Netherlands ATC-system
p65 N91-10986
Parallelized reliability estimation of reconfigurable
computer networks
[NASA-CR-182101] p65 N91-11430
MAFT: The Multicomputer Architecture for
Fault-Tolerance p 428 N91-17563
Methodology for development and verification of flight
critical systems
[AD-A229800] p 503 N91-20132
Introduction to the LaRC central scientific computing
complex
[NASA-TM-104092] p 782 N91-25623
US oceanic air traffic control: Past, present, and future
p 1042 N91-32118
Data Multiplexing Network (DMN), phase 3: Equipment
Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E)/Integration test
plan
1DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/24] p1101 N91-32283
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
Maintenance and development of software; Proceedings
of the Conference, London. England, Oct. 23. 1990
p 531 A91-29432
Automatic Programming Technologies for Avionics
Software (APTAS) p 1108 A91-54592
Artificial intelligence programming in Ada
p1109 A91-54600
An Ada-based, portable design workstation for
computer-generated cockpit displays
p 1058 A91-54669
Object-oriented software requirements specification for
the UH-1 helicopter flight simulator
[AD-A225041] p132 N91-11774
Software supplier evaluation and assessment
p 157 N91-12564
Facilitating researcher use of flight simulators
p 133 N91-13340
Programmable cockpit-head-up display and outside
view
(AD-A227751) p 297 N91-15172
Smoothing and scaling airfoil coordinates on a personal
computer
[DE89-000878] p 330 N91-16582
Operations management system p 428 N91-17036
What FM can offer DFCS design p 406 N91-17565
GCS programmer's manual
[ NASA-TM-102721 ] p 429 N91 -17612
Detection and avoidance of errors in computer
software p 783 N91-25937
Autonomous aircraft initiative study
[NASA-CR-186013] p 742 N91-26140
A common interface real-time multiprocessor operating
system for embedded systems
[AD-A238445] p 988 N91-29770
Noise levels of USAF aircraft in exercise Luce Belle
[NPL-RSA(EXT)-16] p1114 N91-32873
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Application of LU-ADI algorithm in two-dimension
transonic flow p5 A91-11848
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The Byzantine Generals Problem in flight control
systems
(AIAA PAPER 90-5210] p 155 A91-14436
Analysis of dynamic behaviour of 2K-H planetary
gearing p 144 A91-16018
Integrating numeric and symbolic processing for gas path
maintenance
IAIAA PAPER 91-0501] p243 A91-19333
Fault tolerant architecture for a fly-by-light flight control
computer p 208 A91 -19632
A voice-actuated wind tunnel model leak checking
system p 224 A91 -19659
Current research on schedulers for aerospace industry
software
[SAE PAPER 901014] p326 A91-21235
Development of a boundary layer noise propagation
code and its application to advanced propellers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0593] p 331 A91-21546
Coupled LEWICE/Navier-Stokes code development
[AIAA PAPER 91 -0804] p 326 A91-21624
IMPP - The Integrated Mass Properties Program
[SAWE PAPER 1894] p 326 A91 -22325
Identification of time delays in flight measurements
p327 A91-22953
Computerized procedure for vibration diagnostics of
aircraft brakes p 320 A91-23679
. ADAM 2.0 - An ASE analysis code for aircraft with digital
flight control systems p 327 A91 -23742
Development of a three dimensional unsteady transonic
aerodynamics computer code for flutter analysis
p 338 A91 -24307
Conceptual design of civil transport aircraft by a
numerical optimization technique
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-147) p 380 A91-24309
The AEREL flutter prediction system
p 427 A91-24330
A ground simulation-inspection system for avionic
devices p 408 A91-25847
Numerical simulation of ice growth on a MS-317 swept
wing geometry
(AIAA PAPER 91-0263] p 372 A91-26193
The impact of supercomputers on CFD
p337 A91-26226
An experimental data based computer code for the
normal force characteristics of wings up to high angles
of attack p 441 A91-28513
Avionic software support in the Royal Air Force
p 531 A91-29434
Airworthiness certification aspects of software
p 459 A91-29435
Arrival planning and sequencing with COMPAS-OP at
the Frankfurt ATC-Cemer p 463 A91-30060
MAESTRO - A metering and spacing tool
p463 A91-30061
Development and demonstration of CREST subsystems
— computer program for ejection seats
p646 A91 -39380
Application of multiple-input/single-output analysis
procedures to flight test data p 647 A91-39420
A 3-D upwind Euler solver for unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 91-1548] p 697 A91-40723
An implicit three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver for
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Open separation and vortex formation - Numerical
simulation and analysis of a delta wing flow
p808 A91-46326
Numerical aerodynamics simulation techniques for
aerospace engineering p811 A91-46600
High performance computing system for flight simulation
at NASA Langley
[AIAA PAPER 91-2971] p 880 A91-47848
Eliciting 'future knowledge' for large scale intelligent
systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-2760] p 984 A91-49786
Numerical simulation of the change in the supersonic
flow past a body produced by switching on a nearby heat
source p 899 A91 -51844
Discussion on the integration approaches and navigation
performance of integrated GPS/lnertial Navigation
Systems p917 A91-52196
Numerical simulation of a complete STOVL aircraft in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 91-3293] p 1005 A91-53791
Active turbulence control in wallbounded flow using
direct numerical simulations p 1094 A91-55641
Experimental research on digital control of engine
JT15D-4
[AD-A225342] p 126 N91 -12681
Automatic control study of the icing research tunnel
refrigeration system
[NASA-TM-4257] p 507 N91-19115
Application of modified stepwise regression for the
estimation of aircraft stability and control parameters
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9008] p 458 N91-20058
FD-TD numerical simulation of an entire lightning strike
on the C160 aircraft p 1033 N91-32648
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
BK 117 single pilot IFR certified with Honeywell Inc.
DAFCS — Digital Automatic Flight Control System
p846 A91-45371
IEEE/AIAA/NASA Digital Avionics Systems
Conference. 9th. Virginia Beach, VA. Oct. 15-18. 1990,
Proceedings p 1055 A91-54576
Design and implementation of ternary exoatmospheric
autopilot system p 1055 A91-54585
A flight test facility design for examining digital
information transfer p 28 N91-10962
The certification of the avionic systems on the ATP to
JAR 25 p119 N91-11715
Experimental research on digital control of engine
JT15D-4
[AD-A225342] p 126 N91-12681
Flight demonstration of a self repairing flight control
system in a NASA F-15 fighter aircraft
p 129 N91-12702
NASA Formal Methods Workshop, 1990
[NASA-CP-10052] p 428 N91-17559
Digital avionics: A cornerstone of aviation
p396 N91-17560
Life-critical digital flight control systems '
p406 N91-17561
Advanced embedded processing: Present and future
p390 N91-17562
Design for validation, based on formal methods
p428 N91-17564
What FM can offer DFCS design p 406 N91-17565
What can formal methods offer to digital flight control
systems design p 406 N91 -17566
A preliminary evaluation of an Ft00 engine parameter
estimation process using flight data
[NASA-TM-4216] p 597 N91-21446
Development and testing of controller performance
evaluation methodology for multi-input/multi-output digital
control systems p 584 N91-22337
ADFCS and NOTAR (trademark): Two ways to fix flying
qualities p 650 N91-23110
A field-deployable digital acoustic measurement
system p 689 N91-24078
NASA-URc Flight-Critical Digital Systems Technology
Workshop
[NASA-CP-10028] p655 N91-24200
A look at digital nose wheel steering
[AD-A233944] p 741 N91-26131
Digital signal conditioning for flight test, volume 19
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-19] p 778 N91-26432
Structured representation for requirements and
specifications
. [NASA-CR-187522] p 783 N91-26797
Formal specification and verification of a fault-masking
and transient-recovery model for digital flight-control
systems
[NASA-CR-4384] p 881 N91-27868
Progress in multirate digital control system design
(NASA-CR-187561] p 881 N91-27877
Assessment team report on flight-critical systems
research at NASA Langley Research Center
[NASA-CR-181850] p 928 N91-29176
Cold weather jet engine starting strategies made
possible by engine digital control systems
p 1071 N91-31153
Digitized voice trials p 1039 N91-32103
Lightning protection of full authority digital electronic
systems p 1102 N91-32643
Design of lightning protection for a full-authority digital
engine control p 1076 N91-32717
The formal verification of generic interpreters
[NASA-CR-4403] p1112 N91-32853
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
Matching aerial images to 3-D terrain maps
p 377 A91-24980
Experimental performance of a binary phase-only optical
correlator using visual and infrared imagery
p606 A91-32707
The compressed aeronautical chart database - Support
of naval aircraft's digital moving map systems
p563 A91-33608
A five channel low cost GPS receiver
p 564 A91-33624
Digital map integration in advanced tactical cockpits
p 1058 A91-54678
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Research on advanced NDE methods for aerospace
structures
(AD-A226858) p 524 N91-19460
Digital signal conditioning for flight test instrumentation
[NASA-TM-101739] p 577 N91-21135
DIHEDRAL ANGLE
Turbulent three-dimensional separated flows in a
supersonic stream near obstacles at the edge of dihedral
corners p 272 A91-23913
All-weather approach and landing guidance system
using passive dihedral reflectors
[AD-D014749] p466 N91-20070
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Numerical investigations in three-dimensional internal
flows
[NASA-CH-186958) p 52 N91-10083
An initial investigation into methods of computing
transonic aerodynamic sensitivity coefficients
INASA-CR-1881921 p 629 N91-24099
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
Measurements of some parameters of thermal sparks
with respect to their ability to ignite aviation fuel/air
mixtures p t t O S N91-32705
DIRECT CURRENT
Advanced U.S. military aircraft battery systems
(SAE PAPER 901054) p 325 A91-21252
The 270 volt direct current generator performance
evaluation
(AD-A236946) p 873 N91-27472
DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS
Impact of icing on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
operations
|AD-A231191| p562 N91-21124
DIRECTION FINDING
An Omega/VLF radio compass p 734 A91-41437
Logarithmic amplification for passive airborne direction
finding in the 1990s p 296 N91-15164
Examinations of thinning out a direction finder antenna
for the DAS airplane navigation system
IETN-91-98789] p 380 N91-1B104
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
The design approach used in the synthesis of the B-2
lateral-directional control laws
[AIAA PAPER 90-3255) p 50 A91-12929
Flight investigation of the effect of tail boom strakes
on helicopter directional control p 216 A91-17294
Neural networks approach to AIAA aircraft control design
challenge
[AIAA PAPER 91-2672) p 946 A91-49643
Optimization of lateral-directional dynamics for an
aircraft operating at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-2711) p 946 A91-49672
Performance instrumentation for multiengine safety
p 106 N91-12571
Dynamic modelling and analysis of a magnetically
suspended flexible rotor p 587 N91-21208
ADFCS and NOTAR (trademark): Two ways to fix flying
qualities p 650 N91-23110
Optimal control problems with switching points
p 782 N91-25694
DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS)
Advanced blading p 964 A91-52509
Influence of a magnetic field during directional
solidification of MAR-M 246 + Hf superalloy
[NASA-CR-184114] p 590 N91-22416
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
Longitudinal and directional static stability effects of a
large radome mounted atop a 747-200 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3173] p 1077 A91-54084
DIRECTIVITY
Quadrupole phenomena of noise from a subsonic jet
impinging on a large, rigid, and flate plate
p883 N91-28818
DIRICHLET PROBLEM
Convergence acceleration and wave drag determination
in transonic airfoil calculations p 346 A91-24484
Panel-method corrections for half-model wind-tunnel
interference p 901 A91-52791
DISASTERS
Rotorcraft use in disaster relief and mass casualty
incidents: Case studies
[AD-A229569] p 928 N91-30124
DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
Experimental and analytical studies of flow through a
ventral and axial exhaust nozzle system for STOVL
aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 91-2135] p 842 A91-45791
DISCONNECT DEVICES
Quick action clamp
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14887-1] p 875 N91-27561
DISCONTINUITY
Robust variable structure control of model reference
systems
[MATHS-REPT-A-131] p 243 N91-13947
An extension of essentially nonoscillatory
shock-capturing schemes to multidimensional systems of
conservation laws p 776 N91-25355
DISCRETE FUNCTIONS
Sensitivity analysis of discrete periodic systems with
applications to rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-1090) p 471 A91-31870
Gust design procedures p 759 N91-26155
DISILICIDES
Creep of monolithic and SiC whisker-reinforced MoSi2
p 1087 A91-56947
DISKS
Wake behind a circular disk in unsteady and steady
incoming streams
(AIAA PAPER 91-0852] p 450 A91-32169
DISKS (SHAPES)
Experimental determination of the hydrodynamic force
moment during the nonsymmetric entry of a disk into an
incompressible fluid p 230 A91-17022
Numerical analyses of stress near the hole of
compressor disk by boundary element method
p319 A91-22754
The assumed mode method in structural dynamics of
bladed-disk-shaft systems
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-315] p 864 A91-44696
Slotted-wall blockage corrections for disks and
parachutes p 956 A91-52283
DISORIENTATION
A spatial disorientation predictor device to enhance pilot
situational awareness regarding aircraft attitude
p440 N91-20710
DISPLACEMENT
Periodic trim solutions with hp-version finite elements
in time
[NASA-CR-187705] p 203 N91-13449
DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
Optical measurement of unducted fan blade
deflections
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-298] p 141 A91-13046
Skin friction measurement techniques for scramjet
applications. Phase 1: Preliminary design
(AD-A231899) p 580 N91-22125
DISPLAY DEVICES
5-inch-size liquid crystal flat panel display evaluation test
by flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 90-3144] p 146 A91-16698
Advanced helicopter avionics p 205 A91-17219
Computer aided reflection analysis
p242 A91-17249
Night vision goggle compatibility with color displays in
Army aircraft - A discussion of issues
p206 A91-17251
Design considerations for a counterair situation
awareness display for Army aviation
p206 A91-17275
An in-flight investigation of symbology drive law
improvements to an operational attack helicopter
p206 A91-17277
Feasibility of using a knowledge-based system concept
for in-flight primary-flight-display research
[AIAA PAPER 91-0503] p 207 A91-19335
Advanced cockpit technology for future civil transport
aircraft p 209 A91-19810
Study on integrated cockpit display using flight
simulator p 395 A91-26627
Terminal control monitor for ATC using
knowledge-based system p 463 A91-29138
Simulator evaluation of the Final Approach Spacing
Tool p459 A91-30064
Display and sight helmet system p 482 A91-30882
A novel large area color LCD backlight system
p 515 A91-30883
Improve character readability in spite of pixel failures -
A better font p 482 A91-30884
Advanced Reference System Cockpit Display Project
p483 A91-30891
The compressed aeronautical chart database - Support
of naval aircraft's digital moving map systems
p563 A91-33608
Starship - Bright newcomer in a conservative
firmament p 571 A91-34122
Visual systems for ATC training p 761 A91-42792
Computer technology of the A320-200 aircraft
p833 A91-46596
Application of existing simulation and flight test results
to defining 21 st century aircraft vertical situation displays
[AIAA PAPER 91-2925] p 833 A91-47813
High performance modern avionic instruments - The LED
flat panel display solution
[SAE PAPER 901819] p930 A91-48549
Electroluminescent displays (EL) for general aviation
cockpits
(SAE PAPER 901822] p 930 A91-48550
Improving situational awareness through the use of
intuitive pictorial displays
[SAE PAPER 901829] p 931 A91-48553
Advanced cueing and displays for super agile aircraft
I SAE PAPER 9018501 p 931 A91-48565
Opportunities to improve helicopter cockpit displays -
A pilot's perspective
(SAE PAPER 902002) p 907 A91-48659
Peripheral polar-graphic displays for signal/failure
detection p 970 A91-48788
Cockpit displays and visual simulation: Proceedings of
the Meeting, Orlando. FL. Apr. 17. 18, 1990
(SPIE-1289) p933 A91-50459
Situational awareness in large aircraft
p933 A91-50460
HUD combiners giving enhanced IFOV/display
brightness p 933 A91-50462
Holographic head-up display combiners with optimal
photometric efficiency and uniformity
p 933 A91-50464
An avionic gray-scale color head down display
p933 A91 -50466
An overview of instrument flight and controlled flight
into terrain p913 A91-50469
Two crew display p 955 A91-50472
System requirements for a high gain dome display
surface p 955 A91-50475
An Electronic Pressure Profile Display system for
aeronautic test facilities p 955 A91-51858
Integrated avionics system design Honeywell
SPZ-5000
(SAE PAPER 911007] p 935 A91-52940
Automatic alert code and test generation system
p 1056 A91-54593
An interactive graphics editor for computer-generated
cockpit displays p 1056 A91-54645
Determination of washout performance of various
monochrome displays under simulated flight ambient and
solar lighting conditions p 1057 A91-54646
Integration of terrain elevation and feature data for
tomorrow's cockpits p 1057 A91-54659
Recent research results in stereo 3-0 pictorial displays
at Langley Research Center p 1057 A91-54660
An Ada-based, portable design workstation for
computer-generated cockpit displays
p 1058 A91-54669
Digital map integration in advanced tactical cockpits
p1058 A91-54678
Collimated projection systems - More realistic flight
simulation p 1097 A91-56898
NASA transport systems research vehicle B-737 data
link system and display formats
[NASA-TM-102717] p 44 N91-10058
Function and performance of visual simulation unit of
flight simulation test facility
[NAL-TM-581] p 52 N91-10082
FAA air traffic operational evaluation of Automated
Surface Observing System (ASOS)
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/42] p 52 N91-10084
Graphical interfaces for cooperative planning systems
p 27 N91-10956
Terminal weather information management
p 64 N91-10960
Information management p 27 N91-10961
How to fly windshear p 41 N91 -10974
Aircraft trajectory: Prediction and control in the air
1
 transport flight management computer systems
p 41 N9M0976
Flight simulator evaluation test of multi-functional display
unit
[NAL-TM-596] p 53 N91-11026
Interface standards for integrated
forward-looking/predictive/reactive windshear systems
p 101 N91-11685
Digital glass cockpit for commuter aircraft
p 119 N91-11729
Diverter decision aiding for in-flight diversions
[NASA-CR-182070] p 120 N91-12677
3-D imagery cockpit display development
[AD-A226411] p 120 N91-12680
Programmable cockpit-flight dynamic model
[AD-A227748] p 296 N91-15171
Programmable cockpit-head-up display and outside
view
[AD-A227751] p 297 N91-15172
Effect of shaping sensor data on pilot response
(NASA-TM-102737) p 297 N91-15173
C-130 electronic cockpit: Reliability And Maintainability
Technology Insertion Program (RAMTIP)
p396 N91-18073
Advanced technology application in the flight deck
design for military transport aircrafts
p 374 N91-18075
C-130 rear vision device (bubble) p 391 N91-18084
Report of study on airlines' anticipated near future
cockpit control and display capabilities and plans for data
link communication
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/7] p 396 N91-18109
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DISSIPATION SUBJECT INDEX
Flight simulation for wind shear encounter
pSOS N91-19035
Real-time application of advanced three-dimensional
graphic techniques for research aircraft simulation
[NASA-TM-1017301 p 537 N91-19742
Enhancing the usability of CRT displays in test flight
monitoring p 530 N91-20709
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS):
Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) investigation.
Phase 1: Feasibility study
[ NASA-TM-104956) p 569 N91-22102
Precision runway monitor demonstration report
[AD-A232671] p 669 N91-23198
Format and basic geometry of a perspective display of
air traffic for the cockpit
[NASA-TM-86680] p 743 N91-26142
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS).
Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) investigation.
Phase 1: Feasibility study
[AD-A236109) p 822 N91-27147
Programmable cockpit: Inter-computer communications
and data flow
[AD-A236028) p 829 N91-27154
Runway Visual Range (RVR) Operational Test and
Evaluation (OT and E)/integration test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/4] p 855 N91-28176
Graphic display of cockpit instruments for flight
simulation
[NAL-PD-FC-9111] p935 N91-30137
Development of a geographic navigational display device
for general aviation aircraft
[PB91-170282] p 1037 N91-31114
Airplane takeoff and landing performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-1-CU] p 1038 N91-31120
Fighter agility metrics p 1052 N91 -31128
Touch screen use on flight simulator instructor/operator
stations
[AD-A239524] p 1084 N91-31192
A knowledge based application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system
[NASA-TM-4327] p1112 N91-31874
DISSIPATION
Smoke and extinguisher agent dissipation in a small
pressurized fuselage
[DCT/FAA/CT-89/31] p 191 N91-14317
State space models for aeroelastic and viscoelastic
systems
[AD-A234730] p 732 N91-26117
DISSOCIATION
The Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP89): Interfacing
the program for the calculation of complex Chemical
Equilibrium Compositions (CEC)
[NASA-CR-187208] p 1076 N91-32141
DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
An investigation on DME-based navigation system
p 108 A91-15031
Examinations of thinning out a direction finder antenna
for the DAS airplane navigation system
[ETN-91-98789] p 380 N91-18104
DISTORTION
Effect of inlet distortion on blade vibration and inlet
distortion tolerance p 212 A91 -20388
Sea level static calibration of a compact multimission
aircraft propulsion simulator with inlet flow distortion
[NASA-TM-102838] p 370 N91-18066
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils
[NASA-TM-103742] p 554 N91-21060
Compressible flows with vortical disturbances around
a cascade of airfoils p 1027 N91 -32083
DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
Application of neural networks to smart structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-1235] p 537 A91-32054
Toward a distributed data architecture for the industry
— aircraft communication p985 A91-50934
Fault tolerant modular distributed architecture for a
hypersonic vehicle management system
p 1109 A91-54598
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
Digital networks and fiber optic interconnection
[SAE PAPER 901876] p910 A91-48578
Toward a distributed data architecture for the industry
— aircraft communication p985 A91-50934
An automated calibration laboratory - Requirements and
design approach p 956 A91-51888
Fault tolerant modular distributed architecture for a
hypersonic vehicle management system
P1109 A91 -54598
A military avionics 32-bit advanced modular processor
system p 1057 A91 -54649
Use of 4-D RNAV in time-based en route arrival
metering p 33 N91-10997
A real-time distributed optimal autopilot
[RR-398] p307 N91-15181
Programmable cockpit: Inter-computer communications
and data flow
[AD-A236028] p 829 N91-27154
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)
The selection of window functions for the calculation
of time domain averages on the vibration of the individual
gears in an epicyclic gearbox
(OUEL-1818/90) p524 N91-19457
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
The selection of window functions lor the calculation
of time domain averages on the vibration of the individual
gears in an epicyclic gearbox
[OUEL-1818/90] p524 N91-19457
DITCHING (LANDING)
A safety analysis of commercial airplane ditching
(ETN-91-98801] p 376 N91-18095
The human factors relating to escape and survival from
helicopters ditching in water
(AGARD-AG-305(F)] p 563 N91-22099
DIVERGENT NOZZLES
Some treatments on boundary conditions for quasi
one-dimensional Euler equations
[FFA-TN-1990-36] p 598 N91-21469
DOCUMENTS
An overview of information resources in aviation
p433 N91-18022
DOMAINS
International Symposium on Domain Decomposition
Methods for Partial Differential Equations, 3rd, Houston,
TX, Mar. 20-22, 1989, Proceedings p 155 A9M4751
On the coupling of viscous and inviscid models for
compressible fluid flows via domain decomposition
p 143 A91-14753
Application of domain decomposition to the analysis of
complex aerodynamic configurations p 89 A91-14760
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
The role of primary jets in the dome region -
Aerodynamics of a model can combustor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-142] p 792 A91-44589
DOORS
Spot welded thermoplastic composite access door
[SME PAPER EM90-489] p 645 A91-36942
Advanced materials and the pivoting door reverser —
for Rolls-Royce Trent engine p 937 A91-48799
DOPPLER EFFECT
Coherent structure induced pressure fluctuations in an
elliptic jet
I AIAA PAPER 90-3963] p 70 A91-12477
Ashtech XII GPS technology p564 A91-33622
Measurement of clutter suppression using a
Ouadrahedral p674 A91-37106
Doppler-multipath tolerant voice communication
p979 N91-30383
DOPPLER NAVIGATION
Activities report of the German Federal Institute for Flight
Safety
(ETN-91-98644) p 281 N91-16002
DOPPLER RADAR
Inverse scattering analysis of diffraction limited SAR
p 108 A91-14904
Aviation experiments and the NOAA Wind Profiler
Demonstration Network
[AIAA PAPER 91-0259] p 189 A91-19206
Windshear detection - Airborne system perspective
p209 A91-19807
The evolution and fine-scale structure of a
microburst-producing cell p 423 A91-28198
Modem aviation weather systems for efficient flight
management p602 A91-33648
Clutter rejection in Doppler weather radars used for
airport wind shear detection p 685 A91-37104
Pulse Doppler signature of a rotary-wing aircraft
p643 A91-39756
Estimating the period length of periodic signals
p770 A91-41846
Clutter filter design considerations for Airborne Doppler
radar detection of windshear p 102 N91-11690
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of windshear
hazards p 103 N91-11694
Summer 1988 TDWR microburst analysis
p 104 N91-11701
Automatic detection of low altitude wind shear due to
gust fronts in the terminal Doppler weather radar
operational demonstration p 104 N91-11702
Contributions to the American Meteorological Society
16th Conference on Severe Local Storms
[AD-A226316] p 154 N91-13047
Fine scale analysis of'the kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic features of a multiple microburst-producing
storm
[AD-A227733] p 325 N91-15657
Results of the Kansas City 1989 Terminal Doppler
Weather Radar (TDWR) operational evaluation testing
[AD-A228784] p 323 N91 -16206
Remote sensing of turbulence using Doppler lidar and
radar techniques p 426 N91-17436
Detection of high altitude aircraft wake vortices using
infrared Doppler lidar: An assessment
[AD-A230534] p 527 N91-20369
Clutter rejection for Doppler weather radars with
multirate sampling schemes
[AD-A229762] p 530 N91-20595
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-2] p 636 N91-24140
CLASS: Coherent Lidar Airborne Shear Sensor.
Windshear avoidance
[LMSC-F-415048) p 636 N91-24141
Continuous wave laser for wind shear detection
p637 N91-24142
Status of turbulence Prediction System's AWAS 3
p637 N91 -24146
Wind Shear radar program future plans
p637 N91-24151
Clutter modeling of the Denver Airport and surrounding
areas p 638 N91-24152
Airborne radar simulation studies of the Denver July 11,
1988 microburst p 638 N91-24155
RADAR performance experiments
p 639 N91-24168
Integrated data analysis of July 7, 1990 microburst
p68S N91-24170
Microburst avoidance simulation tests
p639 N91-24172
Orlando experiment p 640 N91-24177
Integration of the TDWR and LLWAS wind shear
detection system p 640 N91-24178
Terminal Doppler weather radar operational test and
evaluation, Orlando 1990
[AO-A236108] p872 N91-27413
DORNIER AIRCRAFT
The equipment of a research aircraft with emphasis on
meteorological experiments p 249 A91-21001
Nonlinear multi-point modeling and parameter estimation
of the DO 28 research aircraft p 289 A91 -22357
Structural tests for the Domier 328
p 309 A91-22863
Dornier and Aeritalia - Studies for the new AAA
amphibious aircraft p 387 A91-26696
Dornier 328: Technology versus certification aspects of
program philosophy p 106 N91-11716
Interior noise control program for the advanced
commuter aircraft Dornier 328 and first results
p 158 N91-11717
Certification process for aeroplane type Dornier Do
328 p 106 N91-11737
DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS
Kinetic study of a homogeneous propellent primary
flame, with and without additive p 671 A91-39690
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
The 1989 high-speed civil transport studies
[NASA-CR-187545] p 930 N91-30136
DOWNBURSTS
Aircraft low altitude wind shear detection and warning
system p 395 A91 -27005
Perspectives on wind shear flight p819 A91 -45673
An airborne FLIR detection and warning system for low
altitude wind shear p 637 N91-24147
DOWNLINKING
Improved tracking with mode-S data-linked velocity
measurements p917 A91-52124
The use of downlinked measurements to track civil
aircraft p 34 N91-11004
Ground automation processing of near-term oceanic
ATC data link messages p 1043 N91-32127
DOWNWASH
Downwash measurement at the horizontal tail
p286 A91-21000
A vortex panel method for calculating aircraft downwash
on parachute trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 91-0875] p 626 A91-40557
Two complementary approaches to estimate downwash
lag effects from flight data p895 A91-48824
Evaluation of rotorwash characteristics for tiltrotor and
tiltwing aircraft in hovering flight
[SCT-90RR-18] p277 N91-15989
A flight-dynamic helicopter mathematical model with a
single flap-lag-torsion main rotor
[ NASA-TM-102267 ] p 440 N91 -19041
A new methodology for free wake analysis using curved
vortex elements
[NASA-CR-3958] p 455 N91-19067
A vortex panel method for calculating aircraft downwash
on parachute trajectories
[DE91-009764] p 627 N91-23085
Analysis of rotorwash effects in helicopter mishaps
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/17] p 1030 N91-32086
DRAG
RAPID - The design of a low altitude parachute
[AIAA PAPER 91-0887] p 461 A91-32196
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SUBJECT INDEX DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Nonlinear oscillations of a heavy axisymmetric body in
a resistant medium with drag p 784 A91-43169
Calculation of the rotor induced download on airfoils
p 19 N9M0864
An airfoil for general aviation applications
p96 N91-12572
An introduction to aircraft excrescence drag
(ESDU-90029) p275 N91-15132
Basic aerodynamics for rotor performance
p368 N91-18050
Icing characteristics of a natural-laminar-flow, a
medium-speed, and a swept, medium-speed airfoil
[NASA-TM-103693] p 452 N91-19046
Impact of icing on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
operations
[AD-A231191] p 562 N91-21124
Effect of planform on induced drag
[BU-500] p 559 N91-22086
Self-propelled slender axisymmetric body flows: Errors
in the Poisson equation field calculation
p731 N91-25110
Measurements of fluctuating effects on a circular cylinder
in a uniform flow at subcritical Reynolds number, part 1
(PB91-177865) p 874 N91-27507
Numerical study of non-impulsivety started flow around
a circular cylinder
[AD-A238051] p978 N91-29519
Validation of two dimensional drag prediction methods
(ONERA-RSF-85/1685-AY) p 1025 N91-31093
DRAG CHUTES
A dynamic analysis of the SRB parachute system
[AIAA PAPER 91-0838] p 670 A91-40555
The design and flight testing of a high-performance
low-cost parachute system for a 1000 Ib payload
[DE91-007733] p 455 N91-19065
Design and performance of a parachute for the recovery
of a 760-lb payload
[DE91-007509) p458 N91-20059
F1 11 Crew Escape Module pilot parachute
[DE91-007573] p 462 N91-20066
Selectable towline spin chute system
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p305 A91-22265
Phased array antenna - Is it worth the cost on a fighter
aircraft? p 482 A91 -30886
The development and usage of helmet-mounted
displays p 934 A91-51096
FIRE DAMAGE
Joint Live Fire and Live Fire programs
[SAE PAPER 901952) p 887 A91-48624
Investigation of accidental DC-7 fire damage occurring
June 28, 1989
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/55] p 372 N91-17008
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Tests of the general fire suppression concentrate
Pyrocap B-136
(DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/21] p 26 N91-10029
Manual fire suppression methods on typical machinery
space spray fires
[AD-A225311J p 147 N91-11950
Smoke and extinguisher agent dissipation in a small
pressurized fuselage
(DOT/FAA/CT-89/31 ] p 191 N91-14317
Effectiveness of water spray within the cabin overhead
area
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/29] p 910 N91-30113
FIRE FIGHTING
On the reverse flow ceiling jet in pool fire-ventilation
crossflow interactions in a simulated aircraft cabin
interior p 238 A91-19816
Aircraft fire detection and suppression
[SAE PAPER 901951] p 906 A91-48623
Aircraft accidents - Changing the outcomes
p 1028 A91-54295
Effectiveness of water spray within the cabin overhead
area
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/29] p 910 N91-30113
FIRE PREVENTION
The mathematical modelling and computer simulation
of fire development in aircraft p 370 A91-24281
Verifying fire safety p 371 A91-26178
Fire detection system for aircraft cargo bays
p655 A91 -36755
Hot-surface ignition and fire-suppression tests in an
aircraft engine bay
[AIAA PAPER 91-2382] p 754 A91-44219
Aircraft fire detection and suppression
[SAE PAPER 901951] p 906 A91-48623
Fire/explosion vulnerability reduction of advanced
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 901953] p 923 A91-49271
Aircraft Command in Emergency Situations (ACES).
Phase 1: Concept development
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/21] p 636 N91-23097
FIRES
Minimizing aircraft fire/explosion hazards
p907 A91-49208
Manual fire suppression methods on typical machinery
space spray fires
[AD-A225311] p 147 N91-11950
Smoke and extinguisher agent dissipation in a small
pressurized fuselage
[DOT/FAA/CT-89/31] p 191 N91-14317
Investigation of accidental DC-7 fire damage occurring
June 28. 1989
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/55] p 372 N91-17008
Development and growth of inaccessible aircraft fires
under inflight airflow conditions
[DOT/FAA/CT-91/2] p 462 N91-20064
Aircraft Command in Emergency Situations (ACES).
Phase 1: Concept development
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/21] p 636 N91-23097
FIRMWARE
Runway Visual Range (RVR) Operational Test and
Evaluation (OT and E)/integration test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/4] p 855 N91-28176
FIXED WINGS
TACTS - Helicopter air combat training system of the
future p221 A91-17274
An assessment of the one-dimensional icing forecast
model applied to stratiform clouds
[AIAA PAPER 91-0352] p 240 A91-19248
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0988] p 501 A91-32019
Experimental and numerical study of the propeller/fixed
wing interaction p 799 A91-45291
Control of wing-rock motion of slender delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-2886] p 850 A91-47185
Re-evaluation of dynamic lift generation due to gas
envelope itself of airship p 923 A91-49180
Unsteady interactional effects between a propeller and
a fixed wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3231] p 1001 A91-53748
An investigation of aircraft maneuverability and agility
[AO-A224587] p116 N91-12665
Introduction of the M-85 high-speed rotorcraft concept
[NASA-TM-102871) p 474 N91-19078
S-76 rotorcraft high intensity radiated fields. Test plan
[SCIE-FAA-001-91] p872 N91-27438
FLAME HOLDERS
Burning and flameholding characteristics of a miniature
solid fuel ramjet combustor p 749 A91 -42807
Design and experimental study of a combined pilot
flameholder p 843 A91-46166
FLAME IONIZATION
A comparison of three prospective analytical methods
for benzene analysis in jet fuel environments
[AD-A227489] p314 N91-16170
FLAME PROPAGATION
Turbulent diffusion flame properties behind a step
(AIAA PAPER 91-0079] p 229 A91-19126
Experimental and theoretical studies in a gas-fueled
research combustor
[AIAA PAPER 91-0639] p 300 A91-21575
Subsonic and supersonic combustion using noncircular
injectors p 674 A91-37414
Soot formation in confined turbulent flames fuelled by
pre-vaporised kerosine and by ethylene
p 1063 A91-56124
Development and growth of inaccessible aircraft fires
under inflight airflow conditions
[DOT/FAA/CT-91/2] p 462 N91 -20064
The influence of fuel characteristics on heterogeneous
flame propagation p 1073 N91-31165
FLAME RETARDANTS
Hot-surface ignition and fire-suppression tests in an
aircraft engine bay
[AIAA PAPER 91-2382] p 754 A91-44219
Lightweight, fire-retardant, crashworthy aircraft seat
cushioning p 563 N91 -23052
FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
Two-dimensional imaging of combustion phenomena in
a shock tube using planar laser-induced fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0460] p 229 A91-19312
FLAME STABILITY
Turbulent diffusion flame properties behind a step
[AIAA PAPER 91-0079] p 229 A91-19126
CFD analysis of baffle flame stabilization
[AIAA PAPER 91-1967] p 773 A91-44078
Stabilization of hydrogen-air flames in supersonic flow
p858 A91-45658
Soot formation in confined turbulent flames fuelled by
pre-vaporised kerosine and by ethylene
p 1063 A91-S6124
Flame stability and lean blowout p 1064 A91-56137
The influence of fuel placement on NO(x) emissions
from flames stabilised by radial swiriers
p 1086 A91-56141
FLAME TEMPERATURE
Kinetic study of a homogeneous propellant primary
name, with and without additive p 671 A91-39690
A CFD study of jet mixing in reduced flow areas for
lower combustor emissions
(AIAA PAPER 91-2460] p 747 A91-41788
Correlated fuel property effects on an F402-RR-406A
(Pegasus) engine combustor
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-276] p 857 A91-44675
A CFD study of jet mixing in reduced flow areas for
lower combustor emissions
[NASA-TM-104411] p 661 N91-23185
FLAMEOUT
Design and development of a research combustor for
lean blowout studies
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-143] p 853 A91-44590
Flame stability and lean blowout p 1064 A91-56137
FLAMES
Aerodynamics and stabilization of combustion of
hydrogen jets injected into subsonic airflow
p629 N91-23164
FLAMMABILITY
Flammability of aircraft fuels
[SAE PAPER 901949] p 962 A91-48621
Hot surface ignition and aircraft safety criteria
(SAE PAPER 901950] p 906 A91-48622
Ignition and flammability characteristics of solid fuel
ramjets p 964 A91-52325
Suppression of combustion instabilities by active
shear-now/combustion control p 1066 A91-56197
Resin transfer molding of composite aircraft interior
furnishings
[NIAR-90-19] p292 N91-15153
FLAPPING
A flight-dynamic helicopter mathematical model with a
single flap-lag-torsion main rotor
[NASA-TM-102267] p 440 N91-19041
Applications of higher harmonic control to hingeless rotor
systems
[NASA-TM-103846] p 694 N91-25102
Full-scale semispan tests of a business-jet wing with a
natural laminar flow airfoil
(NASA-TP-3133) p 904 N91-30098
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
An experimental and analytical investigation of dynamic
stall effects on isolated rotor flap-lag stability
p 194 A91-17204
Frequency-response method for rotorcraft system
identification with applications to the BO-105 helicopter
p194 A91-17207
Unsteady vortex-dominated flow around wings with
oscillating leading-edge flaps
[AIAA PAPER 91-0435) p 177 A91-19300
Reliability analysis of structure and control mechanism
of aircraft flap p 315 A91 -20916
Calculation of unsteady aerodynamic loads on wings
with an oscillatory leading edge flap p 270 A91-22764
The effect of periodical flap motion on boundary layer
and wake p 341 A91-24375
Unsteady supersonic flow around delta wings with
symmetric and asymmetric flaps oscillation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1105] p 449 A91-32021
A comparison between computation and experiment for
flows around airfoil with slat and flap
p616 A91-37780
Blunt-nosed swept supercritical LFC wings without nose
flaps p622 A91-39936
Navier-Stokes solution for high-lift multielement airfoil
system with flap separation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1623] p 707 A91-42535
A study of flow separation on an aspect ratio three flap
at Mach number 2.4
[AIAA PAPER 91-1620) p 718 A91-43554
Multi-element airfoil optimization for maximum lift at high
Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3332] p 1008 A91-53814
Calculation of unsteady airfoil loads with and without
flap deflection at -90 degrees incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-3336] p 1009 A91-53817
Dynamic effects of hypersonic separated flow
p92 N91-11669
Periodic trim solutions with hp-version finite elements
in time
[NASA-CR-187705] p 203 N91-13449
Aeropropulsive characteristics of canted twin
pitch-vectoring nozzles at Mach 0.20 to 1.20
[NASA-TP-3060] p 558 N91-22069
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[ITN-91-85104] p 779 N91-26482
An active delay of separation on two-dimensional
airfoils
[ITN-91-85142] p 818 N91-28139
FLASH POINT
A 40 kW class of heavy fuel engine for unmanned aerial
vehicles p 1061 A91-54716
FLAT CONDUCTORS
The performance of cable braids and terminations to
lightning induced transients p 1031 N91-32611
FLAT PLATES
Application of computational methods in aeroacoustics
[AIAA PAPER 90-3917) p 67 A91-12433
Gust response for flat-plate airfoils and the Kutta
condition p 12 A91-12882
The response of a laminar boundary layer in supersonic
flow to small-amplitude progressive waves
p80 A91-12970
Application of a new K-tau model to near wall turbulent
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0614] p 178 A91-19383
Use of finite volume schemes for transition simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0743] p 181 A91-19444
Experimental and theoretical investigation of a vortex
street in the wake of a flat plate p 252 A91-20935
Interference drag of a turbulent junction vortex
[ASME PAPER 90-WA/FE-2] p 252 A91-21063
Linear stability analysis of measured near-wake profiles
for a flat plate in longitudinal flow p 271 A91-23189
An experimental study of the evolution of harmonic
perturbations in a boundary layer on a flat plate at Mach
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An investigation into the flow at the junction between
a flat plate and an aerofoil p344 A91-24434
Flow structure near the surface of a flat barrier in a
rarefied-gas jet flow p 350 A91-25129
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SUBJECT INDEX FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Flat plate at incidence as a waverider in rarefied
hypersonic flow p 353 A91-25750
Inviscid stability of hypersonic strong interaction flow
over a flat plate
(AIAA PAPER 91-0031] p 356 A91-26195
Numerical solution of steady viscous compressible flows
over a flat plate p 359 A91-27519
Experimental investigation of vortex formation in the
wake of a flat plate for subsonic and supersonic freestream
Mach numbers p 362 A91-28385
Pitch and roll derivatives of a delta wing with curved
leading edge in high speed flow p441 A91-28514
Effect of wall suction and cooling on the second mode
instability p 446 A91-31318
The stability of a three dimensional laminar boundary
layer over a swept flat plate p 446 A91-31351
Comparison of two transition models
p447 A91-31361
Theoretical basis for extrapolation of calibration data
of PTC 6 throat tap nozzles
[ASME PAPER 90-JPGC/PTC-1 ] p 578 A91-34808
Cross-flow instability of 3-D boundary layers on a flat
plate p622 A91-39931
Visual study of boundary layer transition on rotating flat
plate p623 A91-39941
The experimental investigation of stability and receptivity
of a swept-wing flow p 623 A91-39944
The effect of isolated roughness elements on transition
in attachment-line flows p 678 A91 -39959
A numerical analysis of the flow passing through a
cascade with tip clearance - Subsonic flow through a linear
cascade composed of flat plates p 695 A91-40575
Leading edge effect on rarefied hypersonic flow over
a flat plate
[AIAA PAPER 91-1749] p 710 A91-42573
Thin uncambered aerofoils with a leading-edge
separation bubble p 808 A91-46321
Effects of in-plane load on nonlinear panel flutter by
incremental harmonic balance method
p 971 A91-50348
Investigation of the vortex flow over a 76/60-deg double
delta wing at 20 deg incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-3208) p 998 A91-53733
Unsteady aerodynamics of rapidly pitched flat plate
wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-3262] p1011 A91-53868
Wake of two flat plates in parallel and acoustic
resonance p 1016 A91-55033
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel. 5: Vortex shedding
behind an inclined flat plate p 95 N91-12548
Application of a new K-tau model to near wall turbulent
flows
[NASA-CR-187518] p 422 N91-18397
Wind tunnel wall effects in a linear oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-103690] p 490 N91-19098
Visualization of leading edge vortices on a series of flat
plate delta wings
[NASA-CR-4320] p458 N91-20062
Breaking down the delta wing vortex: The role of vorticity
in the breakdown process
[NASA-CR-188235] p 630 N91-24109
An experimental analysis of critical factors involved in
the breakdown process of leading edge vortex flows
[NASA-CR-188231] p 631 N91-24110
Heat transfer with high intensity, large scale turbulence:
The flat plate turbulent boundary layer and the cylindrical
stagnation point p 980 N91 -30454
An experimental study of fluctuating pressure loads
beneath swept shock/boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-CR-188919] p 1027 N91-32080
FLAT SURFACES
Effect of the shape of the blunt leading edges of a delta
wing on the heat transfer coefficient distribution over the
wing surface p 163 A91-17024
Computations for a jet impinging obliquely on a flat
surface p 554 A91-35985
Mach 6 turbulent boundary layer characteristics on
smooth and rough surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 91-1762] p711 A91-42580
TranAir: Recent advances and applications
p 19 N91-10862
FLEXIBILITY
Calibration of the 13- by 13-inch adaptive wall test
section for the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TP-3049] p 226 N91-13461
Microwave landing system modeling with application to
air traffic control
[NASA-TM-102832] p 636 N91-23099
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Transition control of instability waves over a flexible
surface in the presence of an acoustic field
[AIAA PAPER 90-4008] p 74 A91-12520
Theoretical and experimental studies on squeeze film
stabilizers for flexible rotor-bearing systems using
Newtonian and viscoelastic lubricants
p 141 A9M3056
Aeroelasticity of anisotropic composite wing structures
including the transverse shear flexibility and warping
restraint effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-0934) p 472 A91-32004
An inclusion principle for the Rayleigh-Ritz based
substructure synthesis
(AIAA PAPER 91-1058) p 522 A91-32082
The transient dynamic performances of a rotor-SFOB
system during passage through resonance
p678 A91-40130
Two-dimensional wall adaptation for three-dimensional
flows p957 A91-52778
Rayleigh-Ritz based substructure synthesis for flexible
multibody systems p 1090 A91-53846
Vibration of mistuned bladed disks supported by flexible
continuous shafts p 1097 A91-56359
The construction and commissioning of a flexible walled
wind tunnel p 1083 A91-56824
A multiple frames of reference approach to aeroelastic
computations: Application to airfoil flutter analysis
p 363 N91-16995
A finite difference approximation method for flexible flight
structures p 389 N91-17017
Flexible body dynamic stability for high performance
aircraft p 574 N91-22318
Geogrid reinforced base course for flexible pavements
for light aircraft: Literature review and test section
design
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/28] p 763 N91-26160
High-temperature, flexible, thermal barrier seal
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14672-1] p 874 N91-27560
Design landing loads evaluation by dynamic simulation
of flexible aircraft p 832 N91-28163
Aeroservoelastic stabilization techniques for hypersonic
flight vehicles
[NASA-CR-187614] p 954 N91-30156
Control of vibration in a flexible rotor-bearing system
p981 N91-30519
FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
Integrated control-structure design
[NASA-CR-182020] . p 307 N91-1S180
Fourth NASA Workshop on Computational Control of
Flexible Aerospace Systems, part 2
[NASA-CP-10065-PT-2] p 587 N91-2M31
FLEXIBLE WINGS
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible .wing
wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3121] p113 A91-16678
Aeroelastic characteristics of a highly flexible aircraft
p200 A91-18909
Vortical flow computations on swept flexible wings using
Navier-Stokes equations p 269 A91-22483
Control law synthesis and wind tunnel test of gust load
alleviation for a transport-type aircraft
p402 A91-24345
Design, implementation, simulation, and testing of digital
flutter suppression systems for the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 402 A91-24346
Controller designs of a gust load alleviation system for
an elastic rectangular wing p 405 A91-26626
Roll and maneuver load alleviation control law design
for a wind tunnel model by LQG/LTR methodology
p495 A91-30079
A parametric sensitivity and optimization study for the
active flexible wing wind-tunnel model flutter
characteristics
(AIAA PAPER 91-1054] p 521 A91-32013
An application of the active flexible wing concept to an
F-16 derivative wing model
[AIAA PAPER 91-0987] p 501 A91-32018
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
[AIAAPAPER91-1107] p449 A91-32023
Unsteady shock-vortex interaction on a flexible delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1109) p 449 A91-32024
Analysis of circular elastic membrane wings
p625 A91-40472
Fuzzy logic for control of roll and moment for a flexible
wing aircraft p 757 A91-43932
Design of an active flutter suppression system for the
Active Flexible Wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3111] p 1077 A91-54035
Optimum structural design of cantilevered rectangular
elastic wing with gust load alleviation system
p 1093 A91-55456
The effects of icing on the dynamic response of thick
aerofoils p 1023 A91-56784
A method for the design of transonic flexible wings
(NASA-TP-3045] p 204 N91-14323
Dynamic wind tunnel testing of a flexible wing model
[NAL-PD-FC-9010] p 409 N91-18119
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102758) p 582 N91-21144
Fourth NASA Workshop on Computational Control of
Flexible Aerospace Systems, part 2
[NASA-CP-10065-PT-2] p 587 N91-22331
An overview of the active flexible wing program
p 583 N91-22332
Aeroelastic modeling of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 575 N91-22333
Design and test of three active flutter suppression
controllers p 583 N91-22334
Roll plus maneuver load alleviation control system
designs for the active flexible wing wind-tunnel model
p 584 N91-22335
Development and testing of controller performance
evaluation methodology for multi-input/multi-output digital
control systems p 584 N91-22337
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
(NASA-TM-104088] p817 N91-28132
Instrumentation for ASE experiments in the dynamic
wind tunnel
[PD-FC-9112] p961 N91-29197
FLEXING
Flexural waves induced by electro-impulse deicing
forces p676 A91-38776
Flexure vibration test method of aviation tube
p648 A91-40172
The flexural strength of unidirectional carbon fibre
composites
[BU-509] p 589 N91-22399
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Terrain-aided altitude computations on the AFTI/F-16
p576 A91-33650
The influence of altitude and speed variations over the
aircraft flight control response during the longitudinal
nonlinear manoeuvres p 664 A91-36722
European studies to investigate the feasibility of using
1000 ft vertical separation minima above FL 290. I
p642 A91-38217
Altitude measurement capability as related to altitude
measurement performance
[SAE PAPER 901972] p 932 A91-48635
Developing aircraft altitude measurement standards
through operational flight testing and statistical risk
analysis
(SAE PAPER 901974] p 932 A91-48636
Using independent data collections to establish
altitude-keeping performance characteristics of aircraft
types
[SAE PAPER 901975] p 942 A91-48637
Application of overall standards for altimetry systems
to individual altimetry system fits
[SAE PAPER 901976] p 932 A91-48638
Safe vertical separation of aircraft
p 1035 A91-54723
A test of the American Safety Flight Systems, Inc.
prebreather/portable oxygen system
[AD-A232723] p 636 N91-23100
NAE participation in the United States FAA vertical
separation study
[NAE-LTR-FR-105] p918 N91-29160
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Practical aerodynamics and flight dynamics of Yak-52
and Yak-55 aircraft — Russian book p 13 A91-12911
Influence of vehicle configuration and flight profile on
X-30 sonic booms
[AIAA PAPER 90-5224] p 135 A91 -14450
Tracking of aircraft flight characteristics by the method
of periodic motion prediction p214 A91-17114
Initial flight test assessment of V-22 flying qualities
p215 A91-17279
Formulation and validation of high-order linearized
models of helicopter flight mechanics
p215 A91-17280
Theoretical and experimental study of unsteady
rotor/body aerodynamic interactions
p 166 A91-17288
Flying very long distances with two engines
p 188 A91-18525
New engines, sensors, avionics give F-14D broader
combat role p 200 A91-18648
Relationships between agility metrics and flying
qualities
[SAE PAPER 9010031 p 304 A91-21232
Aerodynamics, performance and control of airplanes in
formation flight p 404 A91-24481
Flight test aspects of airborne windshear system FAA
certification p 467 A91-29478
Nonlinear stabilization of high angle-of-attack flight
dynamics using bifurcation control p 496 A91-30183
Is agility implicit in flying qualities? — flight characteristics
of military aircraft p 497 A91-30906
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FLIGHT CONDITIONS SUBJECT INDEX
Improvement of atmospheric flight performance of a
space vehicle through sensitivity minimization
p664 A91-37779
Determination of orientation accuracy in curved flight
paths p 736 A91-41835
Euler solver for arbitrary configurations - Further
applications p7l6 A91-43100
A powered lift experiment for CFD validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1731] p 723 A91-43619
Identification of rotor dynamic effects in flight data
p824 A91-45395
'Modified' Lissajous analysis for flight test data
[AIAA PAPER 91-2876] p 849 A91-47175
Identification and simulation evaluation of an AH-64
helicopter hover math model
[AIAA PAPER 91-2877) p 826 A91-47176
Utilization of simulation tools in the HL-20 conceptual
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of Personnel Launch System
[AIAA PAPER 91-2955] p 856 A91-47838
Boundary-layer stability analysis of flight-measured
transition data
[SAE PAPER 901809] p 892 A91-48542
Evaluation of the flyability of MLS curved approaches
for wide-body aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2668] p 912 A91-49639
Flying quality analysis and flight evaluation of a highly
augmented combat rotorcraft p 952 A91-52020
High angle-of-attack flight characteristics of the YF-22
(AIAA PAPER 91-3194] p 1048 A91-54097
Flight quality criteria and long-term dynamics in
supersonic and hypersonic flight p 1078 A91-54448
Application of flight path reconstruction algorithms for
flight data of helicopter
[NAL-TM-582] p 28 N91-10031
Flight characteristics of a modified Schweizer SGS1-36
sailplane at low and very high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-3022] p 50 N91-10079
Effect of wind and wind variation on aircraft
flight-paths p 41 N91-10972
Wind models tor flight simulation p 53 N91-10975
Application of dynamical systems theory to nonlinear
aircraft dynamics p 43 N91-11014
Piloted simulation verification of a control reconfiguration
strategy for a fighter aircraft under impairments
p129 N91-12700
Predictions of F-111 TACT aircraft buffet response
p220 N91-14335
Interaction of feel system and flight control system
dynamics on lateral flying qualities
[NASA-CR-179445J p 221 N9I-14353
Initial flight test of a ground deployed system for flying
qualities assessment
[NASA-TM-101700] p 307 N91-15182
Evaluation of rotorwash characteristics for tiltrotor and
tiltwing aircraft in hovering flight
[SCT-90RR-18] p277 N91-15989
Chicago O'Hare simultaneous ILS approach data
collection and analysis
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/11] p 379 N91-18101
Introduction of the M-85 high-speed rotorcraft concept
[NASA-TM-102871] p 474 N91-19078
BO 108 development status and prospects
[MBB-UD-0574-90-PUB] p 475 N91-19085
Space Vehicle Flight Mechanics
[AGARD-AR-294] p 507 N91-19124
Rotary-balance testing for aircraft dynamics
[AGARD-AR-265] p 585 N91-21156
Special Course on Aircraft Dynamics at High Angles of
Attack: Experiments and Modelling
[AGARD-R-776] p 573 N91-22104
Oscillatory data for typical configurations
p 561 N91-22109
Flow investigation of a ground effect vehicle
[BU-516] pSOO N91-22528
Flying Qualities
[AGARD-CP-50aj p 649 N91-23108
The art of flying qualities testing p 649 N91-23109
ADFCS and NOTAR (trademark): Two ways to fix flying
qualities p 650 N91-23110
MIL-STD-1797 is not a cookbook p 650 N91-23111
Flying qualities experience on the AMX aircraft
p650 N91-23112
The development of alternate criteria for FBW handling
qualities p 666 N91-23113
Development of MIL-8785C into a handling qualities
specification for a new European fighter aircraft
p666 N91-23114
Do civil flying qualities requirements address military
missions for off-the-shelf procurement
p650 N91-23115
Handling qualities of highly augmented unstable aircraft
summary of an AGARD-FMP working group effort
p666 N91-23116
The handling qualities of the STOL and maneuver
technology demonstrator from specification to flight test
p666 N91-23117
Metrics for roll response flying qualities
p650 N91-23118
The flying qualities influence of delay in the fighter pilot's
cuing environment p650 N91-23120
An initial study into the influence of control stick
characteristics on the handling qualities of a fly-by-wire
helicopter p 651 N91-23122
Flying qualities of the X-29 forward swept wing aircraft
p651 N91-23127
Agility: A rational development of fundamental metrics
and their relationship to flying qualities
p651 N91-23129
Evaluation techniques for highly augmented aircraft
[DLR-FB-90-35] p 667 N91-23191
Performance optimization of helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-104054] p 741 N91-26137
Acquisition of statistical gust load data by commercial
airplanes p 758 N91-26152
Fundamentals and methods of high angle-of-attack
frying qualities research
[AD-A235994] p 828 N91-27151
Considerations on optimality of landing gear
arrangement and design p830 N91-28156
Application of modern control design methodology to
oblique wing research aircraft
[NASA-TM-105058] p 929 N91-30131
Nonlinear stability and control study of highly
maneuverable high performance aircraft
,• [NASA-CR-188721] p 954 N91-30150
Modeling, simulation, and flight characteristics of an
aircraft designed to fly at 100,000 feet
[ NASA-TM-104236 ] p 954 N91 -30153
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
Design, development and testing of an ambient lighting
simulator for external illumination of a transport simulator
cockpit
(AIAA PAPER 90-3146] p 131 A91-16699
A study of the effect of flight conditions and main aircraft
parameters on the thrust-weight ratio requirements of
second-generation supersonic passenger aircraft at the
supersonic stage of the accelerating climb
p164 A91-17112
A study of the effect of flight conditions and main aircraft
parameters on the flight values of the lift-drag ratio and
lifting force of second-generation supersonic passenger
aircraft at the supersonic stage of the accelerating climb
p 164 A91-17t13
Constructing nonlinear aerodynamic databases
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FLIGHT TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
Analysis and correlation of SA349/2 helicopter
vibration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1222) p 501 A91-32036
Low cost techniques for gliding parachute testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0857] p 473 A91-32173
Panel stabilized square parachute flight testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0873] p 452 A91-32185
The design and flight testing of a high-performance,
low-cost parachute system for a 1000 Ib payload
[AIAA PAPER 91-0881] p 460 A91-32191
Design and performance of a parachute for the recovery
of a 760-lb payload
[AIAA PAPER 91-0882] p 461 A91-32192
Flowfield and vehicle parameter influence on results of
engineering aerothermal methods p 544 A91 -33378
Test program for Honeywell/OND Helicopter Integrated
Navigation System (HINS) p 565 A91 -33626
Flight evaluation of the Integrated Inertial Sensor
Assembly (MSA) on a helicopter p 581 A91 -33639
Flight test results of a tightly integrated RLG-based
Global Positioning System/inertial navigation system
p566 A91-33645
Terrain-aided altitude computations on the AFTI/F-16
p 576 A91-33650
X-31 flight tests to explore combat agility to 70 deg.
AOA p571 A91-34375
Identification of pilot-vehicle dynamics from simulation
and flight test p 664 A91-37598
Development of B-1 antenna measurement test bed
p 668 A91-37881
Effects of horizontal tail ice on longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives p 665 A91-38547
Flight tests show potential benefits ofdatalinkas primary
communication medium p 643 A91-38577
Application of multiple-input/single-output analysis
procedures to flight test data p 647 A91-39420
Investigations on flow instabilities on airfoils by means
of piezofoil-arrays p 621 A91-39911
Correlation of boundary layer stability analysis with flight
transition data p 621 A91-39929
Application of identification method of modal parameters
to flight flutter test p 665 A91-40167
Stabilization of the sling load of a helicopter
p 756 A91-41169
A simulation model of a single rotor helicopter
p739 A91-43080
In-flight measurement of static pressures and
boundary-layer state with integrated sensors
p742 A91-43306
Flight test and numerical simulation of transonic flow
around YAV-8B Harrier II wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1628] p 719 A91-43559
Trim angle measurements in free-flight facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-1632] p 719 A91-43561
Flight experiments measuring boundary-layer
disturbances in laminar flow and correlation with stability
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1635] p 719 A91-43563
Static performance tests of a flight-type STOVL
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 91-1902] p 750 A91-44050
Preliminary flight evaluation of an engine performance
optimization algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 91-1998] p 751 A91-44089
Flight development of the RTM 322 engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-189J p 836 A91-44611
Accelerated mission tests and reliability improvement
of F3-30 engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-322] p 839 A91-44700
Experimental and predicted pressure and heating
distributions for aeroassist flight experiment vehicle
p799 A91-45181
Wing leading-edge droop/slot modification tor stall
departure resistance p 823 A91-45320
Correlation of Puma airloads - Evaluation of CFD
prediction methods p 801 A91-45360
Rotor loadings in hover - Correlation of theory and
experiment p 823 A91-45364
Simplified inverse simulation for preliminary design
purposes — of helicopters p 846 A91 -45388
Time and 'frequency-domain identification and
verification of BO-105 dynamic models
p 824 A91-45393
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p825 A91-45404
Electro-expulsive de-icer flight tests
p825 A91-45408
Computerized test analysis system
p879 A91-45417
Development of the intermediate jet trainer (XT-4)
p826 A91-46592
Validation of engineering methods for predicting
hypersonic vehicle controls forces and moments
[AIAA PAPER 91-2845] p 812 A91-47152
On the use of the coherence function for a comparison
of test signals for frequency domain identification
(AIAA PAPER 91-2851] p 826 A91-47158
'Modified' Lissajous analysis for flight test data
[AIAA PAPER 91-2876] p 849 A91-47175
A study of a proposed modified torsional agility metric
[AIAA PAPER 91-2883] p 850 A91-47182
Flight testing of the Calspan Variable Stability Learjet
25 In-Flight Simulator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2915] p 827 A91-47802
The role of the remotely augmented vehicle (RAV)
laboratory in flight research
[AIAA PAPER 91-2977] p 854 A91-47804
Application of existing simulation and flight test results
to defining 21st century aircraft vertical situation displays
[AIAA PAPER 91-2925] p 833 A91-47813
Flight test program for analysis and validation of
helicopter simulator aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-2928] p 827 A91-47817
The user/operator role in development of a flight test
data package for trie validation and verification of a flight
simulator for commercial pilot training and checking
[AIAA PAPER 91-2929] p 827 A91-47818
Flight testing for simulator data
[AIAA PAPER 91-2930] p 827 A91-47819
Flight test requirements for advanced simulator design
and validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2932) p 828 A91-47820
Flight test data for simulator validation - An FAA
perspective
[AIAA PAPER 91-2933) p 828 A91-47821
Propulsion modeling techniques and applications for
NASA Dryden X-30 real-time simulator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2937] p 828 A91-47824
S/MTD thrust vectoring/reversing flight test results —
Short Takeoff and Landing/Maneuver Demonstrator
Program
[SAE PAPER 901843) p 920 A91-48562
Flight tests using data link for air traffic control and
weather information exchange
[SAE PAPER 901888) p910 A91-48584
Advanced Transport Operating Systems Program
[SAE PAPER 901969) p 888 A91-48632
Flight experiments studying the growth of the
disturbances in the laminar boundary layer
[SAE PAPER 901979) p 894 A91-48641
A concurrent design/analysis tool for aircraft hydraulic
systems
[SAE PAPER 902004) p 922 A91-48661
Flight tests of external modifications used to reduce blunt
base drag p 895 A91-48821
Two complementary approaches to estimate downwash
lag effects from flight data p 895 A91-48824
Fuzzy clustering analysis of gas turbine engine mission
profiles p923 A91-49061
Effect of abrupt inlet distortion on engine stability
p937 A91-49070
Design and flight test of on-board guidance for precision
landing
[AIAA PAPER 91-2641] p912 A91-49649
DIVA/MIMO flight test data analysis for the X-31 A
demonstrator
(AIAA PAPER 91-2852] p 924 A91-49817
X-31 A initial flying qualities results using equivalent
modeling flight test evaluation techniques
(AIAA PAPER 91-2891) p 950 A91-49824
Instrument aircraft flight test - A simulator manufacturer's
experience
(AIAA PAPER 91 -29311 p 924 A91-49989
Design and flight testing of an electronic visibility
system p 934 A91-51087
F-16 helmet-mounted display flight evaluations
p 934 A91-51097
Flying quality analysis and flight evaluation of a highly
augmented combat rotorcraft p 952 A91 -52020
C-17 makes first flight, but more cost hurdles lie
ahead p 925 A91-52500
Development and certification flight test on the Piaggio
P. 180 Avanti aircraft - A general overview
[SAE PAPER 911003] p 926 A91-52937
In-flight off-surface flow visualization using infrared
imaging
[SAE PAPER 911006) p 926 A91-52939
Garret! TPF351-20 engine flight test and ground test
performance
[SAE PAPER 911011] p 939 A91-52942
Turboshaft engine development for commercial tiltrotor
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 911017) p939 A91-52945
Using prototypes and flight validation in teaching
Aerospace Systems Design
[SAE PAPER 911176] p1115 A91-53585
In-flight leading-edge vortex flow-field survey
measurements on a F-18 aircraft at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-3248] p 1001 A91-53759
Airbus A321 - Final spurt to the finish line
p994 A91-53928
Helicopter flight vibration of large transportation
containers - A case for test tailoring
p 1028 A91-53992
Development of generic helicopter performance
equations and methodology
[AIAA PAPER 91-3095] p 1076 A91-54020
Flight demonstration of the self-repairing flight control
system in a NASA F-15 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3106] p 1077 A91-54031
UH-60 Airloads Program - Status and plans
[AIAA PAPER 91-3142] p 1047 A91-54058
Operational flight test of E-9A aircraft systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-3172] p 1034 A91-54083
Techniques used in the F-14 variable-sweep transition
flight experiment p 1048 A91-54368
Flight test of the Japanese Upper Surface Blowing STOL
experimental aircraft ASKA p 1048 A91-54369
Flight test investigation of certification requirements for
laminar-flow general aviation airplanes
p 1049 A91-54372
X-29A - High-angle-of-attack testing
p 1050 A91-55449
Vapor-screen technique applied to a delta-wing
aircraft p 1058 A91-55746
Flight evaluation of curved instrument approaches using
precision guidance provided by a Microwave Landing
System p 1036 A91-56823
Test results of GPS integration with Carrier Aircraft
Inertial Navigation System (CAINS)
p 1036 A91-56989
Performance test results of a fault-tolerant inertial
reference system p 1085 A91-56998
OVRhyp, scramjet test aircraft
[NASA-CR-187009] p 38 N91-10041
Airplane systems modifications for improved cabin
smoke evacuation
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/24] p 39 N91-10052
NASA transport systems research vehicle B-737 data
link system and display formats
[NASA-TM-102717] p 44 N91-10058
Flight testing of two Allison T56 engines modified to
the ARL developed low smoke configuration
[ARL-PROP-TM-449] p 47 N91-10064
Development and application of linear and nonlinear
methods for interpretation of lightning strikes to in-flight
aircraft
[NASA-CR-3974] p 64 N91-10548
A flight test facility design for examining digital
information transfer p 28 N91-10962
Flight evaluation test of the PAPI (Precision Approach
Path Indicator) System
[NAL-TM-592] p 29 N91-10966
Status of the Delco Systems Operations forward looking
windshear detection program p 103 N91-11692
DLR aircraft noise research and testing techniques
related to propeller driven aeroplane noise certification
p 158 N91-11718
Phase 2 flight simulator mathematical model and
data-package, based on flight test and simulation
techniques p 132 N91-11763
Comparative study on wing pressure distribution of high
speed jet airplane between numerical simulation and flight
test
 P95 N91-12550
Flight testing with etanol in turboprop engines
p 140 N91-12566
MSB 6O 108 helicopter ground and flight test
evaluation
[MBB-UD-0546-89-PUB] pt16 N91-12664
Novel, post-stall, thrust-vectored F-15 RPVs: Laboratory
and flight tests
[AD-A225717] p116 N91-12667
Fault Tolerant Design Concepts for Highly Integrated
Flight Critical Guidance and Control Systems
[AGARD-CP-456] p 127 N91-12682
Flight test results of failure detection and isolation
algorithms for a redundant strapdown inertial measurement
unit pill N91-12701
Flight demonstration of a self repairing flight control
system in a NASA F-15 fighter aircraft
p 129 N91-12702
Flight testing of a redundant FBW/FBL helicopter control
system p 129 N91-12703
Tabulation of data from the tip aerodynamics and
acoustics test
[NASA-TM-102280] p 163 N91-14273
Development of an unmanned air research vehicle for
supermaneuverability studies
[AD-A227165] p 204 N91-14342
Flight flutter test techniques at ARL
(AD-A227754) p 306 N91-15178
Aircraft compatibility tasks required for the release of
an Aircraft Compatibility Control Drawing (ACCD)
(DE91-004698) p 307 N91-15179
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SUBJECT INDEX FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Initial flight test of a ground deployed system for flying
qualities assessment
[NASA-TM-101700] p 307 N91-15182
Flight evaluation of several ground deicing/anti-icing
fluids on general aviation aircraft
(DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/31] p 372 N91-17005
Microwave Landing System (MLS) back azimuth
operational issues flight tests
(AD-A228659] p 378 N91-17011
Aerodynamics of Rotorcraft
[AGARD-R-781) p 367 N91-18048
Fuselage aerodynamic design issues and rotor/fuselage
interactional aerodynamics. Part 1: Practical design
issues p368 N91-18052
Considerations on wind-tunnel testing techniques for
rotorcraft p 369 N91-18057
Application of advanced technologies to future military
transports p 375 N91-18083
The high technology test bed: A research programme
for technology development p 391 N91-18089
Differential GPS terminal area test results
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/48] p 379 N91-18100
Inflight source noise of an advanced full-scale
single-rotation propeller
(NASA-TM-103687] p 452 N91-19045
F-18 high alpha research vehicle surface pressures:
Initial in-flight results and correlation with flow visualization
and wind-tunnel data
(NASA-TM-101724) p 453 N91-19051
The design and flight testing of a high-performance
low-cost parachute system for a 1000 Ib payload
(DE91-007733] p 455 N91-19065
Techniques for hot structures testing
(NASA-TM-101727] p 474 N91-19080
BO 108 development status and prospects
(MBB-UD-0574-90-PUB) p 475 N91-19085
Design and first tests of individual blade control
actuators
(MBB-UD-0577-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19087
MBB's involvement in military helicopter programmes
(MBB-UD-0588-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19091
Preliminary results from an airdata enhancement
algorithm with application to high-angle-of-attack flight
[NASA-TM-101737] p 485 N91-19095
I'm all 'light' Jack
[MBB-UD-0576-90-PUB] p 502 N91-19101
Real-time application of advanced three-dimensional
graphic techniques for research aircraft simulation
(NASA-TM-101730] p 537 N91-19742
Design and performance of a parachute for the recovery
of a 760-lb payload
[DE91-007509] p 458 N91-20059
X-15 hardware design challenges p 477 N91 -20073
X-15 contributions to the X-30 p 478 N91-20076
What is the X-30 p 478 N91-20077
Enhancing the usability of CRT displays in test flight
monitoring p 530 N91-20709
Analysis of three icing test flights reaching the
aircraft-referred icing degree severe
[DLR-FB-90-34] p 562 N91-21123
Identification of the aerodynamic model of the DLR
research aircraft ATT AS from flight test data
[DLR-FB-90-40] p 572 N91-21130
Flight test to determine feasibility of a proposed airborne
wake vortex detection concept
[NASA-TM-102672] p 563 N91-22096
Automated flight test management system
INASA-CR-186011] p 574 N91-22117
Flight mechanics/air navigation research field. A 1990
Scientific report of the German Air and Space Research
Organization
(ISSN-0720-7808] p 643 N91-23103
Differential GPS terminal area test results
[AD-A232668] p 644 N91-23106
The art of flying qualities testing p 649 N91-23109
ADFCS and NOTAR (trademark): Two ways to fix flying
qualities p 650 N91-23110
An investigation into the use of side-arm control for civil
rotorcraft applications p 667 N91-23123
B-1B high AOA testing in the evaluation of a stall inhibitor
system p 651 N91-23126
Handling qualities evaluation for highly augmented
helicopters p 651 N91-23128
X-31A at first flight p 651 N91-23131
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft
[FFA-TN-1990-53] p 653 N91-23138
Flow visualization study of a 1/48-scale AFTI/F111
model to investigate horizontal tail flow disturbances
[ NASA-TM-101698] p633 N91-24128
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application and
Experiment, volume 2
[NASA-CP-3020-VOL-2] p 634 N91-24132
Laminar-flow flight experiments p 634 N91-24135
Computational support of the X-29A Advanced
Technology Demonstrator flight experiment
p653 N91-24137
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-1] p639 N91-24166
Integrated data analysis of July 7, 1990 microburst
p685 N91-24170
NASA Langley flight test program p 639 N91-24175
Lightning protection requirements for aircraft: A
proposed specification
[RAE-TM-FS(F)-632-ISSUE-1-R] p 641 N91-24186
MLS mathematical model validation study using airborne
MLS data from Atlantic City International Airport Boeing
727 elevation shadowing flight tests
[DOT-FAA/CT-TN90/55] p 644 N91-24190
Static performance tests of a flight-type STOVL
ejector
[NASA-TM-104437] p 662 N91-24201
National remote computational flight research facility
[NASA-CR-179432] p 668 N91-24210
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures p 684 N91-24650
AGARD flight test techniques series. Volume 9: Aircraft
exterior noise measurement and analysis techniques
(AGARD-AG-300-VOL-9] p 689 N91-24843
Laboratory test and acoustic analysis of cabin treatment
for proplan test assessment aircraft
[NASA-CR-182075] p 690 N91-24844
A knowledge-based system design/information tool for
aircraft flight control systems p 757 N91-25139
Estimation of the aeroelastic characteristics from flight
test data of the STOL research aircraft ASKA
[NAL-TR-1083] p 740 N91-25145
Observation of laminar boundary layer transition on light
monoplane wing surface
[NAL-TR-1077] p 777 N91-25366
An identification algorithm based on smoothing
p782 N91-25642
Digital signal conditioning for flight test, volume 19
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-19] p 778 N91-26432
Decision-height windows for decelerating approaches
in helicopters: Pilot/vehicle factors and limitations
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/14] p 821 N91-27145
F-111C flight data reduction and analysis procedures
[AD-A236025] p 829 N91-27153
Rotor and control system loads analysis of the XV-15
with the advanced technology blades
[NASA-TM-102876] p817 N91-28134
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft p 831 N91-28157
Air combat environment test and evaluation facility and
the development of the offensive sensors laboratory
[DE91-011398] p855 N91-28173
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A237175] p 891 N91-29141
Flight evaluation of complex approaches in a Twin Otter
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[NAE-LTR-FR-114] p 918 N91-29159
Agility: Presentation and flight test methods for the
operational fighter pilot
[AD-A238456) p 928 N91-29174
Preliminary flight-determined subsonic lift and drag
characteristics of the X-29A forward-swept-wing airplane
[NASA-TM-100409] p 928 N91-29177
An investigation into the use of side-arm control for civil
rotorcraft applications
[AD-A226628] p 953 N91-29190
Flutter consideration of a crash-test aircraft
[DE91-015094] p 953 N91-29192
The role of the Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV)
laboratory in flight research
[NASA-TM-104235] p 929 N91-30128
Automatic treatment of flight test images using modern
tools: SAAB and Aeritalia joint approach
[ETN-91-99773] p 981 N91-30492
Fighter agility metrics p 1052 N91-31128
Activities report of the National Aerospace Laboratory
(ETN-91-99438] p 1052 N91-31132
Flight testing in the Netherlands: An overview
[NLR-MP-88053-U] p 1052 N91-31133
Flight tests with a data link used for air traffic control
information exchange
[NASA-TP-3135] p 1059 N91-31143
Determination of aerodynamic characteristics from
ATT AS flight data gathering for ground-based simulator
[DLR-FB-91-15] p 1027 N91-32076
Results of MLS/ILS comparison flight test at the Yuma
MCAS, Arizona
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/10J p 1038 N91-32092
Preliminary flight evaluation of an engine performance
optimization algorithm
[NASA-TM-4328] p 1075 N91-32140
Results of the recent precipitation static flight test
program on the Navy P-3B antisubmarine aircraft
p 1032 N91-32626
FLIGHT TRAINING
Modeling the pilot in visually controlled flight
p 155 A91-14859
Adverse weather simulation concepts for safety of flight
training
[AIAA PAPER 90-3132] p 101 A91-16687
Aircraft ground deicing, a flight crew perspective
| AIAA PAPER 91-0761 ] p 190 A91-19456
Flight data recorders in the 1990's
p484 A91-31297
Computational requirements and model refinement
considerations for modern blade-element rotor models
within helicopter flight training simulators
[AIAA PAPER 91-2940] p 851 A91-47827
Training system requirements - A training system
developer's viewpoint
[SAE PAPER 901945] p 887 A91-48618
Visual database requirements to support A-6E mission
training p 955 A91 -50470
Aircraft accident report: Aloha IslandAir, Inc., Flight 1712.
de Havilland Twin Otter. DHC-6-300, N707PV, Halawa
Point, Molokai, Hawaii. October 28, 1989
[PB90-910405] p 191 N91-13425
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Computational technology for flight vehicles;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Washington, DC, Nov. 5-7,
1990 p 58 A91-11813
An assessment of key aerothermal issues for the
structural design of high speed vehicles
p112 A91-16029
Programming the motion of flight vehicles in an
encounter process p 227 A91-17009
Determination of the motion parameters of a flight
vehicle with a significantly varying surface shape
p228 A91-17088
Effect of lightning on the on-board equipment of flight
vehicles p!88 A91-17174
An introduction to the theory of flutter — Russian
book p232 A91-18079
Automatic control and diagnostics of flight vehicle
powerplant control systems — Russian book
p211 A91-18080
Modeling and optimization of flight vehicle assembly —
Russian book p 337 A91-26438
Nonlinear filtering of a trajectory message
p 568 A91-33868
The planar elements method for computing the
scattering field of flight vehicle p 674 A91-37052
Using quaternion algebra to determine the coordinates
and orientation of a flight vehicle using data from aerial
photography and navigation system p 961 A91 -49453
Research and technology 1990. Langley Research
Center
[NASA-TM-4243] p 433 N91-18966
FLIR DETECTORS
Kalman filter based range estimation for autonomous
navigation using imaging sensors p 410 A91-26612
Requirements of an HMS/D for a night-flying
helicopter p 934 A91-51086
Status of NASA's IR wind shear detection research
p637 N91-24145
An airborne FLIR detection and warning system for low
altitude wind shear p 637 N91-24147
FLOORS
Superplastic formed aluminum-lithium aircraft
structures
[AD-A22':Dl6] p117 N91-12673
FLOOUET THEOREM
The effect of hidden dynamic states on Floquet
eigenvalues p 156 A91-16548
A coupled rotor aeroelastic analysis utilizing advanced
aerodynamic modeling p 292 N91-16006
FLOUR (FOOD)
Use of natural particles for the removal of paint from
aeronautical composite materials p 421 N91-18015
FLOW CHAMBERS
A quiet flow Ludwieg tube for study of transition in
compressible boundary layers: Design and feasibility
[NASA-CR-188499] p 731 N91-25107
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Experimental studies of flow microstructure in the bidding
of axial-flow turtaomachines (Review)
p 142 A91-13501
Simultaneous velocity mapping of flow perturbations
from counter rotating propellers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0270] p 175 A91-19212
Computations of the flow characteristics of aerodynamic
decelerates using computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0866) p 451 A91-32179
Modeling of flow parameters in a cryogenic wind
tunnel p 584 A91-33919
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Calculation of a compressible laminar boundary layer
on a tapered body of bielliptical cross section
p553 A91-35796
Numerical study of the X-31 high angle-of-attack flow
characteristics
[ AlAA PAPER 91 -1630 ] p 708 A91 -42538
Flow visualization studies of the internal flow
characteristics in a simulated mixed flow vectored thrust
ASTOVL engine configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1689) p 748 A91-42556
Simple leakage flow model for brush seals
[AIAA PAPER 91-1913] p 773 A91-44054
An investigation of the dynamic characteristic of axial
flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-210] p 837 A91-44627
Experimental investigation of the unsteady flow behind
screens and honeycombs p 899 A91-51867
Influence of an acoustic field of the flow structure behind
a LEBU in a turbulent boundary layer
p 1094 A91-55646
Flow analysis around rotary wing
p 1017 A91-55716
Flow behaviour in centrifugal impellers
p 1019 A91-56145
Experimental investigation on the effect of coolant
injection on turbine aerodynamic characteristics. Part 2:
Effects of injection from rotor casing with 30 deg slanted
holes
(NAL-TM-587-PT-2) p 47 N91-10060
A numerical study of the effects of wind tunnel wall
proximity on an airtoil model
[NASA-CR-187322] p 25 N91-10934
Stirling engine: Available tools for long-life assessment
[NASA-TM-103660] p 152 N91-12980
Turbulence and pressure loss characteristics of the inlet
vanes for the 80- by 120-ft wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-102808] p 226 N91-13466
A comparison of CFD predictions and experimental
results for a Mach 5 inlet p 491 N91-20094
Numerical solutions of 2-0 multi-stage rotor/stator
unsteady'low interactions p 595 N91-21070
Numerical simulation of swept-wing flows
[NASA-CR-188201] p 560 N91-22095
Experimental techniques in the field of low density
aerodynamics
(AGARD-AG-318(E)] p 733 N91-26124
Modification of axial-flow compressor stall margin by
variation of stationary blade setting angles
(AD-A238406] p941 N91-29186
Numerical definition document for the ISNaS
time-implicit flow solver
[MEMO-935] p981 N91-30488
The effect of jet bleed on base pressure distribution,
shedding frequency, and mean velocity profiles in the wake
behind a two-dimensional blunt model
[MPIS-12/1990] p 1024 N91-31085
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
Helicopter pitot intake performance and flow coefficient
relationship p 932 A91-48831
Theory of finite disturbances in a centrifugal compression
system with a vaneless radial diffuser
[NASA-CR-187049] p213 N91-13458
FLOW DEFLECTION
Overexpanded supersonic jet impingement on double
wedge deflector p 83 A91 -13268
Flow structure near the surface of a flat barrier in a
rarefied-gas jet flow p 350 A91-25129
FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS
Wind tunnel test of redundant vane-type flow-direction
sensing systems
[NAL-TM-590] P 44 N91-10057
FLOW DISTORTION
Experimental studies of flow microstructure in the blading
of axial-flow turbomachines (Review)
p 142 A91-13501
Effect of inlet flow distortion on the performance of vortex
controlled and hybrid diffusers p 88 A91-14574
Turbulent shear flow over surface mounted obstacles
p252 A91-21057
Nonlinear disturbances in a hypersonic laminar boundary
layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0320] p 261 A91-21457
AF-2 iteration and its parallel algorithm for transonic flow
with large disturbances in freestream-direction around
axisymmetric bodies at zero angle of attack
p 270 A91-22763
Effect of the initial flow conditions on the aerodynamic
and acoustic characteristics of turbulent jets
p272 A91-23903
Increased noise emission of propellers and propfans
due to pusher installation p 429 A91-24318
Influence of downstream distortion on performance of
axial compressor p 354 A91-25883
Kinematic domain decomposition to simulate flows past
moving objects
I AIAA PAPER 91-0725] p 362 A91-28400
Boundary layer receptivity due to three-dimensional
convected gusts p 445 A91-31333
Numerical simulation of the effect of spatial disturbances
on vortex asymmetry p 448 A91-31529
Effect of geometrical disturbance on vortex asymmetry
p 547 A91-34136
The influence of inlet swirl distortions on the performance
of a jet propulsion two-stage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-147] p 552 A91-34790
Rotating waves as a stall inception indication in axial
compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-156] p 553 A91-34796
Vortex shedding and lock-on in bluff body wakes
p675 A91-38689
Compressible stability of growing boundary layers using
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design p 366 N91-18039
A Stream-Function-Coordinate (SFC) concept in
aerodynamic shape design p 366 N91-18041
Subsonic and transonic cascade design
p366 N91-18042
Inverse methods for 3D internal flows
p367 N91-18043
Viscous and inviscid inverse schemes using Newton's
method p 367 N91-18044
One point and multi-point design optimization for airplane
and helicopter application p 367 N91-18045
Constrained spanload optimization for minimum drag of
multi-lifting-surface configurations p 367 N91-18046
Aerodynamic optimization by simultaneously updating
flow variables and design parameters
p367 N91-18047
Unified aeroacoustics analysis for high speed turboprop
aerodynamics and noise. Volume 1: Development of theory
for blade loading, wakes, and noise
[NASA-CR-4329] p 453 N91-19049
Summary of in-flight flow visualization obtained from the
NASA high alpha research vehicle
[NASA-TM-101734] p 454 N91-19055
A novel potential/viscous flow coupling technique for
computing helicopter flow fields
[NASA-CR-177568] p 454 N91-19060
An experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer
on a transport wing in subsonic and transonic flow
[NASA-TM-102206] p 454 N91-19062
Result of ONERA standard model test in 2m x 2m
transonic wind tunnel
[DE91-750115] p45S N91-19066
Wind tunnel wall effects in a linear oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-103690] p 490 N91 -19098
Unsteady blade pressure measurements for the SR-7A
propeller at cruise conditions
[NASA-TM-103606] p 539 N91-19825
NASA low-speed centrifugal compressor for 3-D viscous
code assessment and fundamental flow physics
research
(NASA-TM-103710) p 456 N91-20044
A comparison of CFD predictions and experimental
results for a Mach 5 inlet p 491 N91-20094
Inlets, ducts, and nozzles p 526 N91-20096
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements in a turbojet
exhaust
[ISL-CO-244/89] p 494 N91-20124
Performance of a high-work, low-aspect-ratio turbine
stator tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature
gradient
[NASA-TM-103738] p 494 N91-20126
Investigation of ATP blades, part 1
[OE91-750103] p 506 N91-20144
Hypervelocity atmospheric flight: Real gas flow fields
[NASA-RP-1249] p 528 N91-20418
Nonequilibrium radiative heating prediction method for
aeroassist flowfields with coupling to flowfield solvers
(NASA-CR-188112] p 528 N91-20419
New devices for flow measurements: Hot film and burial
wire sensors, infrared imagery, liquid crystal, and
piezo-electric model
[NASA-CR-187911] p 529 N91-20450
A pressure flux-split technique for computation of inlet
flow behavior p 595 N91-21068
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Zonal analysis of two nigh-speed inlets
p596 N91-21089
A highly efficient engineering tool for three-dimensional
scramjet flowfield and heat transfer computations
p596 N91-21098
Infrared thermograph/ tor the qualitative aerodynamic
study of a slender body
[ISL-R-122/89] p555 N91-21104
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of propeller
slipstream aerodynamic effects on different nacelle/wing
combinations. Part 2: Propeller slipstream flow field surveys
(velocity components, dynamic, total and static pressure
distributions) at zero angle of attack and high power
[FFA-TN-1990-24-PT-2) P 555 N91-21109
Hot gas ingestion test results of a two-poster vectored
thrust concept with flow visualization in the NASA Lewis
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[NASA-TM-103258] P 556 N91-21116
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effects on slender bodies in viscous hypertension flows
[NASA-CR-188153) P 557 N91-21117
Prediction of unsteady transonic separated flow for
missile applications
(AD-A231259J P 557 N91-21120
Lift and rolling moment due to spoilers on wings at
subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90030] P572 N91-21129
An experimental study of exit flow patterns in a multistage
compressor in rotating stall
[AD-A231353J P 580 N91-21143
CFD research and systems in Kawasaki Heavy Industries
and its future prospects P 596 N91-21382
CFD for hypersonic propulsion
[NASA-TM-103791J P 597 N91-21447
Application of computational fluid dynamics in high
speed aeropropulsion
[NASA-TM-103780) P 598 N91-21458
Aeropropulsive characteristics of canted twin
pitch-vectoring nozzles at Mach 0.20 to 1.20
[NASA-TP-3060] P 558 N91-22069
Grid generation about complex three-dimensional
aircraft configurations
[NASA-CR-188097] P 558 N91-22071
An investigation into the extent and effects of spanwise
flow in the boundary layer of a helicopter rotor in hover
[BU-519] P560 N91-22089
Flight test to determine feasibility of a proposed airborne
wake vortex detection concept
[NASA-TM-102672] P 563 N91-22096
Forebody vortex control P 573 N91-22110
Water tunnel flow visualisation of vortex breakdown over
theF/A-18
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-179) p 600 N91-22511
An experimental study of an axisymmetric turbulent
boundary layer disturbed by a periodic freestream
p626 N91-23078
Interferometric investigation of supersonic flow fields
with shock-shock interactions p 627 N91-23082
Supersonic-hypersonic inlet studies for
aerospaceplane P 659 N91-23160
Reacting shock waves in hypersonic propulsion
applications P 629 N91-23174
Viscous three-dimensional analyses for nozzles for
hypersonic propulsion p 629 N91-23175
Effects of inlet distortion on the development of
secondary flows in a subsonic axial inlet compressor
rotor
[NASA-TM-104356] P 660 N91-23179
IAI hypersonic wind tunnel
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• The effects of controlling vortex formation on the
performance of a dump combustor p 672 N91 -23270
An experimental investigation of vortex pair interaction
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p 680 N91-23419
Aero-thermal investigation of a highly loaded transonic
linear turbine guide vane cascade. A test case for inviscid
and viscous flow computations
[VKI-TN-174] p680 N91-23437
Computation of inlet reference plane flow-field for a
subscale free-jet forebody/inlet model and comparison to
experimental data
[AD-A232101] P680 N91-23445
The propagation of acoustic disturbances in the
transonic flow fields of wings
[ESA-TT-1126] P689 N91-23854
Aerodynamic interactions between bodies in relative
motion P 629 N91-24103
Nonlinear Aerodynamics and the Design of Wing Tips
[NASA-CR-188044] p 630 N91-24105
The computation of induced drag with nonplanar and
deformed wakes P 630 N91-24106
Breaking down the delta wing vortex: The role of vorticity
in the breakdown process
[NASA-CR-188235] P 630 N91-24109
An experimental analysis of critical factors involved in
the breakdown process of leading edge vortex flows
[NASA-CR-188231] p 631 N91-24110
Unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions for a low aspect ratio
delta wing
IAD-A2332011 p 631 N91 -24112
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 1: Theory document
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-1] p 632 N91-24120
Theoretical evaluation of engine auxiliary inlet design
for supersonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-187098J p 633 N91-24123
A design strategy for the use of vortex generators to
manage inlet-engine distortion using computational fluid
dynamics
[NASA-TM-104436] p 633 N91-24131
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic
crossflow. Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
(NASA-TM-104412] p 662 N91-24202
Advanced computational models for analyzing high
speed propulsive flowfields p 686 N91-24291
Average-passage flow model development
p682 N91-24338
Effects of wing sweep on in-flight boundary-layer
transition for a laminar flow wing at Mach numbers from
0.60 to 0.79
[NASA-TM-101701] p 683 N91-24555
Effects of wing sweep on boundary-layer transition for
a smooth F-14A wing at Mach numbers from 0.700 to
0.825
[NASA-TM-101712] p 683 N91-24556
Self-propelled slender axisymmetric body flows: Errors
in the Poisson equation field calculation
P731 N91-25110
Velocity measurements inside the leading edge vortex
formed on a delta wing
[NAL-TR-1087] p 732 N91-25115
The design/analysis of flows through turbomachinery:
A viscous/inviscid approach
[NASA-TM-104447] p 755 N91-25148
Computational simulations for fighter and hypersonic
vehicle inlet-forebody interactions p 776 N91-25347
High-speed forebody-inlet code validation experience at
MCAIR p 776 N91-25348
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the vortex flow
structures on the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-CR-186938] p815 N91-27126
RWF rotor-wake-fuselage code software reference
guide
[NASA-TM-104078] p 816 N91-27132
Effect of tabs on the evolution of an axisymmetric jet
[NASA-TM-104472] p 844 N91-27159
Stability of a non-orthogonal stagnation flow to three
dimensional disturbances
[NASA-CR-1875911 p 874 N91-27501
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
[NASA-TM-104088] p817 N91-28132
The application of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in
a short duration transonic annular turbine cascade
[AD-A236639] p 876 N91-28504
A numerical approach for modelling cavitating flows
[DE91-009178J p 876 N91-28505
Use of a rotated Riemann solver for the two-dimensional
Euler equations p 876 N91-28530
Active control of panel vibrations induced by
boundary-layer flow
[NASA-CR-188733] • p 877 N91-28643
Hydrogen-fueled scramjet investigation
[AD-A237569] p 941 N91-29183
Interferometric tomography of high-speed aerodynamic
flows
[AD-A229319] p 903 N91-30078
Extension of multigrid methodology to
supersonic/hypersonic 3-D viscous flows
[NASA-CR-187612] p 904 N91-30088
Unstructured-grid methods development: Lessons le
arned
(NASA-TM-104137) p 904 N91-30090
Inviscid calculations by an upwind finite element method
of hypersonic flows over a double (simple) ellipse
[ETN-91-99776] p 905 N91-30100
Simulation of hypersonic flows on unstructured grids
[ETN-91-99778] p 905 N91-30102
Numerical simulation of viscous turbulent flows past
aerospace configurations
[ETN-91-99779] p 905 N91-30103
Air Force Research in Aero Propulsion Technology
(AFRAPT)
(AD-A229612) p 941 N91-30140
Design of advanced blading for a high-speed HP
compressor using an S1-S2 flow calculation system
[RAE-TM-P-1196] p 942 N91-30144
Design and performance of advanced blading for a
high-speed HP compressor
[RAE-TM-P-1201] p942 N91-30146
A qualitative view of cryogenic fluid injection into high
speed flows
[NASA-TM-105139] p 980 N91-30473
A multiple-block multigrid method for the solution of the
three-dimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[DLR-FB-90-45] p 980 N91-30478
Unsteady viscous flow in a high speed core
compressor
[RAE-TM-P-1198] p 980 N91-30480
Computational analysis of hypersonic flows past
elliptic-cone waveriders p 1023 N91-31080
Study of the flow around the GARTEUR AD/AG07 wing:
First F2 test campaign results
[ONERA/DERAT-37/5025-26] p 1025 N91-31096
Model of an aerospace plane based on an idealized
cone-derived waverider forebody p 1052 N91-31129
Vortex-blade interaction on a helicopter principal rotor.
Validation of the S2DI computation program and study
of vortex models
[ONERA-RT-92/5094-PY] p 1053 N91-31136
Second generation supersonic transport aircraft: Low
speed aerodynamics
[AAAF-NT-89-02] p 1053 N91-31137
A first hot wire scanner
[AAAF-NT-89-16] p 1083 N91-31188
Three dimensional shear flow: Flow visualisation around
a highly swept back and high incidence wing
[ONERA-RT-35/5025-28] p 1098 N91-31584
Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitching at a constant
rate p 1099 N91-31629
Proceedings of the 8th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
(NAL-SP-U) p996 N91-32032
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel 6: Delta wing
p 1084 N91-32039
Supersonic inlet flow computations with cavity
p 1026 N91-32049
The three dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of flow
over a wing without any turbulent modelling
p 1026 N91-32051
Numerical turbulent simulations of unsteady transonic
cascade flows p1100 N91-32063
Unsteady flow analysis in two-dimensional compressor
cascade p1100 N91-32064
Analysis of the aerodynamic performance of
counter-rotating propeller by means of vortex lattice
method p 1026 N91-32065
Navier-Stokes analysis for flowfield around hovering
rotor
 ( p 1026 N91-32066
Unstructured-grid methods development for unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses
[NASA-TM-104143] p 1028 N91-32084
An experimental investigation of a supersonic vortical
flow
[NASA-TM-105102] p 1028 N91-32085
An approximate viscous shock layer technique for
calculating chemically reacting hypersonic flows about
blunt-nosed bodies
[NASA-CR-187617] p1101 N91-32441
Calculation of unsteady linearized Euler flows in
cascades using harmonically deforming grids
[NASA-CR-188916] p1101 N91-32442
Calculation of turbulent compressible flows
p 1101 N91-32445
Computational turbulence studies in Turkey
p1102 N91-32449
An approximate Riemann solver for hypervelocity
flows
(NASA-CR-187629) p1102 N91-32463
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An efficient method for solving transonic flow about
plane cascades with a large nosing p4 A91-11839
A secondary flow calculation method for single-stage
axial transonic flow compressors. including
shock-secondary flow interaction
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-210] p 81 A91-13040
Non-Navier-Stokes models in problems of super- and
hypersonic flow of a viscous gas past bodies
p85 A91-13659
Compressible boundary layer stability analyzed with the
PSE equations
(AIAA PAPER 91-1637] p 708 A91-42539
Computation techniques for the simulation of
turbomachinery compressible flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-54] p 868 A91-45635
Single-parameter method for calculating transonic flow
p810 A91-46398
Implicit unfactorized method for computing the turbulent
viscous heat-conducting gas flows in turbomachme
cascades p814 A91-47481
Combined four-wall interference correction in
two-dimensional transonic airfoil tests
p959 A91-52796
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Noise prediction for a three-dimensional blade/line
vortex interaction
[ISL-CO-226/89] p 159 N91-12322
On a new difference scheme-ATVD2
p 150 N91-12609
Calculation of high speed flow about winged body
p97 N91-12613
A multiple frames of reference approach to aeroelastic
computations: Application to airfoil flutter analysis
p363 N91-16995
Heat transfer in rotating serpentine passages with trips
normal to the flow
[NASA-TM-103758] p 524 N91-19443
An extension of essentially nonoscillatory
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conservation laws p 776 N91-25355
Unstructured-grid methods development for unsteady
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S4MA hypersonic facility - Flow angularities
measurements in the S4MA wind tunnel
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-85] p 51 A91-11766
Instability of a supersonic shock-free elliptic jet
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Local grid refinement for transonic flow problems
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Numerical study of three-dimensional turbulent flow
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Critical regimes of the turbine flow path at high
velocities p 164 A91-17175
Sensitivity analysis applied to the Euler equations - A
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[AIAA PAPER 91-0173] p 173 A91-19166
Effects of a strake on the flow past a wing-body
junction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0252] p 175 A91-19202
Shock wave generation by transonic vortex-profile
interaction p 246 A91-20014
On the stability of conduction dominated natural
convection in near-vertical slots and horizontal cylindrical
annuli
[AIAA PAPER 91-0027] p 257 A91-21343
Multi-dimensional modelling of gas turbine combustion
using a flame sheet model in KIVA II
[AIAA PAPER 91-0414] p 299 A91-21483
Computation of three-dimensional subsonic flows in
ducts using the PNS approach p 271 A91 -23186
Navier-Stokes calculations of hypersonic flow
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Development of a general multiblock flow solver tor
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Forebody vortex control with the unsteady bleed
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1587] p 700 A91-40761
Unstructured meshes and surface fidelity for complex
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1591] p 701 A91-40765
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1903] p 750 A91-44051
Computations of three-dimensional viscous flows in
turbomachinery cascades
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An examination of the contributions to loss on a transonic
turbine blade in cascade
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A 3D compressible flow computation code for channels
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[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-73] p 803 A91-45650
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic crossflow
- Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
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Numerical study of viscous flows in complex
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Solution-adaptive grid procedure for high-speed
parabolic flow solvers p 806 A91-46180
Ouasi-3D numerical model of a flow passage of the
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Calculation of three-dimensional viscous/inviscid
interaction in subsonic flow
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Zonal analysis of two high-speed inlets
p 596 N91-21089
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic
crossflow. Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
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Detailed measurements of the flow field at the outlet
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A technique for measuring unsteady aerodynamics in
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Transition and turbulence measurements in hypersonic
flows
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Autocorrelation measurements in three-dimensional
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Unsteady vortex flow measurements over twin-tailed
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[AIAA PAPER 91-0279] p 175 A91-19215
Methods for detecting and measuring boundary layer
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Measurement of the average local density around a
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flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-08] p 237 A91-19594
Measurement of the six aerodynamic coefficients in
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[AAAF PAPER NT 89-01 ] p 182 A91 -19596
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p297 A91-20737
Flow measurements in a model ramjet secondary
combustion chamber p 310 A91-20743
Experimental measurements of the flow in a scramjet
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Further assessment of a scramjet inlet mass flow
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facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-0551] p 300 A91-21527
Measurements of voracity field p 319 A91 -22259
The windtunnel as a tool for laminar flow research
p407 A91-24324
Concepts and results for laminar flow research in wind
tunnel and flight experiments p 339 A91-24327
Measurements and implications of vortex motions using
two flow-visualization techniques p418 A91-26121
Improved visualization of flow field measurements
[AIAA PAPER 91-0273] p 357 A91-26331
Flowfield measurements near the tip of a rotor blade
near stall p442 A91-28620
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A new vertical shock tube for Rayleigh-Taylor instability
measurements p 759 A91-40637
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1684] p 709 A91-42553
LDV measurements in the roll-up region of the tip vortex
from a rectangular wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1685] p 709 A91-42554
Secondary flow measurements in a turbine cascade with
high inlet turbulence
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-20) p 789 A91-44517
Passive control of unstable characteristics of a high
specific speed diagonal-flow fan by an annular wing
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-159] p 792 A91-44597
Unsteady velocity and turbulence measurements with
a fast response pressure probe
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-232] p 863 A91-44645
Detailed boundary layer measurements on a transonic
turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-263] p 796 A91-44668
Progress toward synergistic hypermixing nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2264] p 843 A91-45800
Observations on turbulent boundary layer and the near
wake of an afterbody p 808 AS 1-46328
Feasibility study for electron beam and laser Raman
non-int/usive diagnostic measurements in hypersonic
blowdown wind tunnels p974 A91-51881
Hot wire measurements downstream of a propfan
p901 A91-52316
In-flight leading-edge vortex flow-field survey
measurements on a F-18 aircraft at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-3248] p 1001 A91-53759
Predictions and measurements of internal and external
flow fields of a generic hypersonic inlet
(AIAA PAPER 91-3320) p 1008 A91-53807
Flow gradient corrections on hot-wire measurements
using an X-wire probe p 1091 A91-54278
Flow behaviour in centrifugal impellers
p 1019 A91-56145
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
[NASA-CR-187352] p 61 N91-10335
NASA low-speed centrifugal compressor for 3-D viscous
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research
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wire sensors, infrared imagery, liquid crystal, and
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Effects of inlet distortion on the development of
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rotor
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the breakdown process of leading edge vortex flows
[NASA-CR-188231] p 631 N91-24110
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
[NASA-CR-187560] p 882 N91-27909
Near-stall loss measurements in a CD compressor
cascade with exploratory leading edge flow control
[AD-A237497] p 978 N91-29509
Airfoil-vortex interaction: Unsteady wall pressure
measurement
[AAAF-NT-89-13] p 1026 N91-31104
Boundary layer transition detection and measurement
methods at CERT/DERAT
[AAAF-NT-89-14] p 1026 N91-31105
Instrumentation under development for the ONERA F4
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[AAAF-NT-89-11] p 1083 N91-31187
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Evaluation of the drag force by integrating the energy
dissipation rate in Stokes flow for 20 domains using the
FEM p 1092 A91-54847
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Instability of a supersonic shock-free elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 90-3959] p7 A91-12473
Stability studies of planar transition in supersonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 90-5233] p 87 A91-14459
Effect of suction on the stability of subsonic flows over
smooth backward-facing steps p 90 A91-16060
Stabilization of the Burnett equations and application
to high-altitude hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0770] p 181 A91-19460
On the stability of conduction dominated natural
convection in near-vertical slots and horizontal cylindrical
annuli
[AIAA PAPER 91-0027] p 257 A91-21343
Numerical, experimental, and theoretical study of
corrective instability of flows over pointed bodies at
incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0291] p 260 A91-21443
Nonlinear disturbances in a hypersonic laminar boundary
layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0320] p 261 A91-21457
Boundary-layer transition - Analysis and prediction
revisited
[AIAA PAPER 91-0737] p 318 A91-21601
The inviscid stability of supersonic flow past a sharp
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Linear stability analysis of measured near-wake profiles
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Effect of surface temperature on the stability of the
attachment line boundary layer of a swept wing
p272 A91-23845
Modern developments in shear flow control with swirl
p348 A91-24519
The effect of walls on instability waves in supersonic
shear layers p 349 A91-24739
Influence of downstream distortion on performance of
axial compressor p 354 A91-25883
Inviscid stability of hypersonic strong interaction flow
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Velocity measurements and stability investigations on
bursting tip vortices p 443 A91-30530
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experiment at supersonic and hypersonic speed
p444 A91-31308
Transition research opportunities at subsonic and
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Some transition problems in three-dimensional flows
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The inviscid stability of supersonic flow past
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Modulational stability of rotating-disk flow
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A numerical study of interfacial instabilities at high Mach
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The stability to two-dimensional wakes and shear layers
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Dialogue on progress and issues in stability and transition
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Global Positioning System integrity channel - A system
design analysis p 1034 A91-54668
Integrated GPS/Glonass for reliable receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM)
p 1085 A91-56988
Test results of GPS integration with Carrier Aircraft
Inertial Navigation System (CAINS)
p 1036 A91-56989
On GPS velocity p 1037 A91-56990
A curved approach with ILS/Loran-C
p 1037 A91-56993
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) test
plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/15] p 29 N91-10034
Contribution of the satellite techniques to the
surveillance of air traffic p 35 N91 -11005
Testing of a GPS receiver
[ESA-TT-1146] p 109 N91-11742
Optimal Kalman filter integration of a global positioning
system receiver and an LN-94 inertial navigation system
[AD-A227222] p 283 N91-16003
Flight elements subpanel introduction and overview
p411 N91-17030
Differential GPS terminal area test results
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/48] p 379 N91-18100
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1989-1990 p 461 N91-19028
Integrated inertial/GPS p 465 N91 -19032
Aircraft standstill, requirements for ground handling from
the point of view of aircraft operation
p506 N91-19109
Differential GPS terminal area test results
[AD-A232668] p 644 N91-23106
Coordination and synchronization of loran-C and GPS
to universal coordinated time
[AD-A233221] p 737 N91-25141
Evaluation of a pre-production version of Canadian
Marconi CMA-786 GPS receiver
[NAE-LTR-FR-106] p 918 N91-29158
GOALS
The prospects of aeronautics p 80 N91-12580
GOERTLER INSTABILITY
On the Goertler vortex instability mechanism at
hypersonic speeds p 623 A91-39940
Theoretical study of Goertler vortices - Linear stability
approach p 623 A91-39950
Goertler instability and hypersonic quiet nozzle design
[AIAA PAPER 91-1648] p 708 A91-42542
Longitudinal vortex structures and heat transfer in the
reattachment region of a supersonic turbulent boundary
layer p 896 A91-49402
Vortex instabilities in 3D boundary layers: The
relationship between Goertler and crossflow vortices
[NASA-CR-187456] p 15 N91-10022
GOGGLES
Night vision goggle compatibility with color displays in
Army aircraft - A discussion of issues .
p206 A91-17251
B-52 Night Vision Goggle Head-Up Display
development p933 A91-50465
The development of an aviators helmet mounted night
vision goggle system p934 A91-51089
GONDOLAS
The VariCar airship
[AIAA PAPER 91-1282] p 470 A91-31736
GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
Helicopter configuration selection - A procurement point
Of view p883 A91-45375
Bermuda bias - Substantial ownership and effective
control 45 years on p 884 A91-45449
GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY RELATIONS
The sonic boom problem
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-154] p1 A91-10964
Co-operation is crucial to success of aging aircraft review
programmes — government/airline industry relations
p435 A91-29054
US industry enters the green maze — new environmental
regulations affecting aerospace companies
p685 A91 -37049
Trends in aircraft engine materials
[AIAA PAPER 91-1890] p 693 A91-41643
Antitrust irrelevance in air transportation and the
re-defining of price discrimination p 991 A91-52755
GOVERNMENTS
Potential use of tiltrotor aircraft in Canadian aviation
[NASA-TM-102245] p 281 N91-16001
GRAPHITE
Composite Group Technology development
p 231 A91-17301
Resistivity of pristine and intercalated graphite fiber
epoxy composites p 589 A91 -35949
Repeated buckling of composite shear panels
p60 N91-10303
GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITES
Analysis and certification of the Starship all-composite
airframe
[SAE PAPER 900997] p 278 A91-21229
Theoretical and experimental investigation of stringer
peeling effects at stiffened shearioaded composite panels
in the postbuckling range p415 A91-24356
The effect of side loads on the energy absorption of
composite structures p419 A91 -26752
Static and dynamic response of graphite-epoxy curved
frames p 419 A91-26767
Structural efficiency study of graphite-epoxy aircraft rib
structures p 518 A91-31579
Nonlinear large amplitude vibration of composite
helicopter blade at large static deflection
[AIAA PAPER 91-1221] p 473 A91-32035
Nonlinear static and dynamic finite element analysis of
an eccentrically loaded graphite-epoxy beam
[AIAA PAPER 91-1227] p 523 A91-32105
Significance of residual curing strains in composite
structure repair technology p 590 A91-32461
Thermal spikes on CFRP laminates - Assessment of
microdamage and its consequences on fatigue life
p 588 A91 -32549
Aeroelastic optimum design of composite rotor blade
with returning wake effect p 570 A91-32646
The design, manufacture, and test of a one-piece
thermoplastic wing rib for tiltrotor aircraft
[SME PAPER EM90-665] p 645 A91-36940
Study of thermal-expansion-molded, graphite-epoxy
hat-stiffened sandwich panels p 675 A91-37845
Development and demonstration of CREST subsystems
— computer program for ejection seats
p646 A91-39380
Composites move into jet engine design
p755 A91-44339
Carbon epoxy perforated skin for nacelle acoustic
treatment
[SAE PAPER 901982] p 969 A91-48644
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Design considerations of material and process selection
for commercial aircraft engine nacelles
[SAE PAPER 901983] p 922 A91-48645
Development and testing of a high aspect ratio wing
p 1049 A91-54712
Repeated buckling of composite shear panels
p60 N91-10303
Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[ N AS A-CR. 182063] p 138 N91-11808
Composite fuselage technology
[NASA-CR-187658) p 203 N9M3446
Environmental effects on delamination of graphite epoxy
composites p414 N91-18014
Monitoring techniques for the X-29A aircraft's
high-speed rotating power takeoff shaft
[NASA-TM-101731] p 475 N91-19081
Cost-efficient manufacturing of composite structures
p590 N91-23048
Environmental exposure effects on composite materials
for commercial aircraft
[NASA-CR-187478] p 672 N91-24358
Assessment of impact damage in toughened-resin
composites
[NAE-LTR-ST-1695) p 966 N91-29236
Composite transport wing technology development:
Design development tests and advanced structural
concepts
[NASA-CR-4177] p967 N91-29253
An assessment of tailoring of lightning protection design
requirements for a composite wing structure on a metallic
aircraft p 1033 N91-32641
GRAPHS (CHARTS)
Real-time application of advanced three-dimensional
graphic techniques for research aircraft simulation
[NASA-TM-101730] . p 537 N91-19742
GRASSLANDS
A comparison of surface sensible and latent heat fluxes
from aircraft and surface measurements in FIFE 1987
[NASA-CR-187365] p 154 N91-12136
GRAVIMETERS
On GPS velocity p 1037 A91 -56990
GRAVIMETRY
A study of the errors of a mechanical data processing
and measuring system p 119 A91-15349
Airborne gravimetry and the Global Positioning System
p602 A91-33634
GPS and airborne gravimetry - Recent progress and
future plans p 742 A91-43315
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
Maximum-rate deceleration of an object during
controlled motion under the effect of aerodynamic drag
and gravity forces p 268 A91 -21940
Ejection seat rocket catapult design for reduced G field
influence p646 A91-39385
GRAVITY WAVES
Comparison of aircraft synthetic aperture radar and buoy
spectra during the Norwegian Continental Shelf
Experiment of 1988 p 779 A91-42224
GRAY SCALE
An avionic gray-scale color head down display
p933 A91 -50466
GRAZING
Synthetic aperture radar imagery of airports and
surrounding areas: Study of clutter at grazing angles and
their polarimetric properties
[NASA-CR-4398] p 1031 N91-32088
GRAZING INCIDENCE
Aeroacoustic investigation of shrouded counter-rotating
propellers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0087] p211 A91-19128
GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
A Green's Function Method for calculating the transonic
pressure distribution of wing p 273 A91-24157
Green's function solution to radiative heat transfer
between longitudinal gray fins p 593 A91-35117
The breakdown of the linearized theory and the role of
quadrupole sources in transonic rotor acoustics
p688 A91-39749
Calculations for unsteady aerodynamic characteristics
on a 3-D lifting body in subsonic flow using boundary
element method
[NAL-TR-1065] p 277 N91-15985
Procedure for determination of three-dimensional wind
tunnel wall interferences and wall adaptation in
compressible subsonic flow using measured wall
pressures
[DLR-FB-90-46] p 628 N91-23088
Feasibility study in crack detection in aircraft stiffened
panels by pulse probing and deconvolution
p 654 N91-24158
GRID GENERATION (MATHEMATICS)
Mixed structured-unstructured meshes for aerodynamic
flow simulation p 65 A91 -11154
Grid-generation methodology in applied aerodynamics
p9 A91-12755
Toward the routine aerodynamic analysis of complex
configurations p 11 A91 -12770
Transonic computations on a natural grid
p 13 A91-12904
Transient thermal-structural analysis using adaptive
unstructured remeshing and mesh movement
p 144 A91-16033
Analysis of transonic flow around isolated nacelles at
incidence on the IBM 3090 VF p 167 A91 -17598
Global convergence of inexact Newton methods for
transonic flow p 169 A91-18225
Static aeroelastic analysis of fighter aircraft using a
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes algorithm
p 169 A91-18260
Automated domain decomposition for computational
fluid dynamics p 170 A91-18413
Application of Lagrangian blending functions for grid
generation around airplane geometries
p200 A91-18905
Comparison of 2D unstructured grid generation
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 91-0726] p 180 A91-19436
Thin-layer Navier-Stokes solutions for transonic
multi-body interference
(AIAA PAPER 91-0071] p 258 A91-21357
Optimum spacing control of the marching grid
generation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0103] p 258 A91-21368
A composite grid approach to study the flow surrounding
a pitch-up airfoil in a wind tunnel
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -0599 ] p 263 A91 -21550
Coupled LEWICE/Navier-Stokes code development
[AIAA PAPER 91-0804] p 326 A91-21624
Large-scale numerical aerodynamic simulations for
complete aircraft configurations p 345 A91 -24445
Recent developments in CFD at ARA
p416 A91-24463
Flow field analysis for a class of waverider
configurations p 353 A91 -25751
The aerodynamic characteristics of vortex ingestion for
the F/A-18 inlet duct
[AIAA PAPER 91-0130] p 356 A91-26192
Implicit solvers for unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 91-1537] p 696 A91-40712
Surface reconstruction from scattered data through
pruning of unstructured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-1584] p 700 A91-40758
Collar grids for intersecting geometric components within
the Chimera overlapped grid scheme
[AIAA PAPER 91-1587] p 700 A91-40761
Grid restructuring for moving boundaries
[AIAA PAPER 91-1589] p 700 A91-40763
Grid convergence for adaptive methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-1592] p 701 A91-40766
Adaptive EAGLE - Solution-adaptive and
quality-enhancing multi-block grids for arbitrary domains
[AIAA PAPER 91-1593] p 701 A91-40767
MACGS - A zonal grid generation system for complex
aero-propulsion configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-2156] p 738 A91-41714
Multigrid solutions of the three-dimensional grid
equations p 706 A91-42098
Hopf bifurcation in viscous flows about airfoils at low
speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-1807] p712 A91-42603
Structured and unstructured remeshing method for
high-speed flows p713 A91-42630
Multiblock mesh generation for multiple element airfoils
with Euler solutions p 714 A91-42719
Airfoils admitting non-unique solutions of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1625] p 719 A91-43557
Grid generation for three-dimensional turbomachinery
geometries including tip clearance
[AIAA PAPER 91-2360] p 753 A91-44209
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loads in cascades
using the linearized Euler equations on deforming grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3378] p 730 A91-44318
Solution of 3D Euler equations with unstructured meshes
for aeroelastitity problems
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1991 -62 ] p 803 A91 -45642
Mesh generation in aerodynamics
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-68] p 803 A91-45646
Solution-adaptive grid procedure for high-speed
parabolic flow solvers p 806 A91-46180
Simple algebraic technique for nearly orthogonal grid
generation p 806 A91-46195
Computation of turbulent conical diffuser flows using a
non-orthogonal grid system p 806 A91-46199
Transonic Euler solutions of a wing-pylon-finned body
configuration using blocked and overlapping grid
schemes
[AIAA PAPER 91-2854] p 812 A91-47159
Numerical analysis of compressible flow around
three-dimensional fin-body combination
[SAE PAPER 901812] p 892 A91-48545
AIRPLANE - Unstructured-mesh applications
(SAE PAPER 901857] p 893 A91-48571
Recent progress on mesh optimization
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-81] p 997 A91-53242
Adaptivity for compressible flow computations using
point embedding on 2-D structured multiblock meshes
p997 A91-53382
Structured background grids for generation of
unstructured grids by advancing front method
[AIAA PAPER 91-3233] p1107 A91-53750
A compact higher order characteristic-based Euler solver
for unstructured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3234] p 1001 A91-53751
Application of an efficient 3-D multigrid Euler method
(MGAERO) to complete aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3236] p 1001 A91-53753
The simulation and correction of wind tunnel wall
interference on delta wing lift using Navier-Stokes and
Euler solutions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3300] p 1006 A91-53796
Turbulent flow calculations using unstructured and
adaptive meshes
[NASA-CR-182102] p 14 N91-10010
Aeroelastic analysis of wings using the Euler equations
with a deforming mesh
[NASA-TM-102733] p 15 N91-10020
NASA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference.
Volume 1: Sessions 1-6
[NASA-CP-10038-VOL-1] p 16 N91-10839
Computational Fluid Dynamics Program at NASA Ames
Research Center p 16 N91 -10840
Application of unstructured grid methods to steady and
unsteady aerodynamic problems p 17 N91-10856
Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about
aircraft geometries p 18 N91-10857
Unstructured mesh solution of the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations p 22 N91-10892
Three dimensional unstructured grids for the solution
of the Euler equations p 22 N91-10893
Nonoveriapping composite meshes for multi-element
air-foils p 23 N91 -10908
Implicit flux-split Euler schemes for unsteady
aerodynamic analysis involving unstructured dynamic
meshes
[NASA-TM-102732] p 24 N91-10918
Temporal-adaptive Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm for
unsteady aerodynamic analysis of airfoils using
unstructured dynamic meshes
[NASA-TM-102734] p 24 N91-10919
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by a
finite volume discretization on unstructured triangular
meshes
[ESA-TT-1135] p66 N91-11473
Three-dimensional flux-split Euler schemes involving
unstructured dynamic meshes
[NASA-TM-102731] p 93 N91-11674
A new algorithm for generating block-structured grid and
its application to complex aircraft configurations
p 157 N91-12543
Proceedings of the 6th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[DE89-910195] p 96 N91-12591
Solution of the Euler equations in multibody flow fields
using the overiapping-mesh method p 151 N91-12902
An investigation of design optimization using a 2-D
viscous flow code with multigrid p 152 N91-13312
A three-dimensional application with the numerical grid
generation code: EAGLE (utilizing an externally generated
surface) p 158 N91-13319
Computational analysis of flow in 3D propulsive transition
ducts p 153 N91-13341
Numerical studies of compressible flow over a
double-delta wing at high angles of attack
[AD-A226931] p 187 N91-14312
The aerodynamic characteristics of vortex ingestion for
the F/A-18 inlet duct
[NASA-TM-103703] p311 N91-15303
Rotorcraft application of advanced computational
aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-187767] p 277 N91-15987
Unstructured and adaptive mesh generation for high
Reynolds number viscous flows
[NASA-CR-187534] p 458 N91-20063
Computational Fluid Dynamics Symposium on
Aeropropulsion
[NASA-CP-3078] p554 N91-21062
Finite element methods for integrated aerodynamic
heating analysis
[NASA-CR-188079] p 554 N91-21101
MATGRID, a program for generation of C-H and C-O
topology grids around wing/body configurations: User's
guide
[FFA-TN-1991-03] p 556 N91-21110
Application of mesh generation to complex 3-D
configurations
[AGARD-AR-268] p 598 N91-21464
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Grid generation about complex three-dimensional
aircraft configurations
[NASA-CR-188097] p 558 N91-22071
Developing and utilising an Euler computational method
for predicting the airframe/propulsion effects for an
aft-mounted turboprop transport. Volume 1: Theory
document
[NASA-CR-181924-VOL-1] p 632 N91-24118
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 1: Theory document
[NASA-CR-187484-VQL-1] p 632 N91-24120
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 2: User guide for BOON, pre-processor
for grid generation and GMBE
[NASA-CR-187484-VQL-2] p 632 N91-24121
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 3: User guide for the Euler code
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-3] p 632 N91-24122
The design/analysis of flows through turbomachinery:
A viscous/inviscid approach
[NASA-TM-104447] p 755 N91-25148
Navier-Stokes simulations of flows about complex
configurations using domain decomposition techniques
P777 N91-25362
Design and testing of a multiblock grid-generation
procedure for aircraft design and research
[NLR-TP-89146-U) p 1052 N91-31131
Compressible two dimensional boundary layer strong
perfect fluid coupling in the case of sharp leading edge
profiles. Stationary case
[ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R] p 1098 N91-31586
Proceedings of the 8th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-14] p996 N91-32032
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 3: Advanced fan section grid generator final report
and computer program user's manual
[NASA-CR-187129] p 1075 N91-32138
GRINDING
Influence of alteration layer created by creep-feed
grinding on fatigue life of M17 superalloy
p 137 A91-16023
GRINDING MACHINES
Recent manufacturing advances for spiral bevel gears
[ N AS A-TM-104479] p 1099 N91-31654
BRIT
Analysis of residual stress in plastic-media-blasted thin
aluminum skin by x-ray double crystal diffractometry
p421 N91-18016
GROOVES
Near wake studies of an airfoil with micro-grooves
p808 A91-46327
Investigation into the failure cause of a double acting,
leading edge groove, tilting pad thrust bearing
[AD-A235613] p 874 N91-27549
GROUND BASED CONTROL
Ground-based 4-0 guidance of flights in strong winds
p734 A91-41438
The advanced ground station p 1081 A91-54714
Results of the Kansas City 1989 Terminal Doppler
Weather Radar (TDWR) operational evaluation testing
[AD-A228784] p 323 N91-16206
Airport system technical aspects p 506 N91-19107
Enhancing the usability of CRT displays in test flight
monitoring p 530 N91-20709
Microburst avoidance simulation tests
p639 N91-24172
Data Multiplexing Network (DMN), phase 3: Equipment
Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E)/lntegration test
plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/24] p1101 N91-32283
GROUND EFFECT (AERODYNAMICS)
An experimental study of rotor aerodynamics in ground
effect at low speeds p 86 A91-14315
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p200 A91 -18364
Flow visualization for a STOVL aircraft in ground
proximity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0769] p 181 A91-19459
Small-scale experiments in STOVL ground effects
[SAE PAPER 901060] p 287 A91-21256
Turbulence modeling for complex ground effects flows
[SAE PAPER 901062] p 255 A91-21257
Numerical solution of the equation for a thin airfoil in
ground effect p269 A91-22491
The lift and pitching moment characteristics of an airfoil
in isolated and tandem cases p 344 A91 -24433
Numerical investigation of
airfoil/jet/fuselage-undersurface flowfields in ground
effect p617 A91-38541
Flow around an unsteady thin wing close to curved
ground p 620 A91-39744
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p825 A91-4S404
Fundamental philosophy of PAR-WIG design at
USA-DTNSRDC p 870 A91-46819
Practical application of the wing-in-ground.(WIG) effect
vehicle p 870 A91-46820
Experimental identification of ground effect during
aircraft landing
(AIAA PAPER 91-2879) p 849 A91-47178
S/MTO thrust vectoring/reversing flight test results --
Short Takeoff and Landing/Maneuver Demonstrator
Program
(SAE PAPER 901843] p 920 A91-48562
A method of calculating the factors of ground effect
and wall interference at high lift coefficient
p901 A91-52799
Numerical simulation of a complete STOVL aircraft in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 91-3293] p 1005 A91-53791
VSTOL ground effects testing with flow visualization and
image enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 91-3145] p 1013 A91-S4061
Aerodynamic response of a thin airfoil frying over and
in proximity to a wavy wall surface - Lifting surface
theory p 1016 A91-55453
Some aerodynamic aspects of wings near ground
p1023 A91-57002
A formula to estimate lift curve slopes of elliptic wings
in ground effect p 1023 A91-57005
Simulation of powered-lift flows p 21 N91-10886
A numerical study of the hot gas environment around
a STOVL aircraft in ground proximity p 21 N91-10887
Numerical simulation of wing in grand effect 2
p96 N91-12552
Basic aerodynamics for rotor performance
p 368 N91-18050
Forces and pressures induced on circular plates by a
single lifting jet in ground effect
[NASA-TM-102816] p 558 N91-22077
Small-scale experiments in STOVL ground effects
[NASA-TM-102813] p 560 N91-22091
Flow investigation of a ground effect vehicle
[BU-516] p600 N91-22528
Suckdown. fountain lift, and pressures induced on
several tandem jet V/STOL configurations
. [NASA-TM-102817] p 630 N91-24108
Low-speed, powered ground effects of a generic,
hypersonic configuration
[NASA-TP-3092] p 730 N91-25103
GROUND EFFECT (COMMUNICATIONS)
A study of dry microburst detection with airport
surveillance radars
[AD-A230060] p 530 N91-20591
Clutter rejection for Doppler weather radars with
multirate sampling schemes
[AD-A229762] p 530 N91-20595
Clutter modeling of the Denver Airport and surrounding
areas p 638 N91-24152
Radar simulation program upgrade and algorithm
development p 638 N91-24153
GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Aeroacoustic environment of an advanced STOVL
aircraft in hover
[AIAA PAPER 90-4016] p 75 A91-12528
Numerical simulation of powered-lift flows
p 165 A91-17210
PAR-WIG (power-augmented-ram wing-in-ground) -
Some considerations for conceptual design of PAR-WIG
effect vehicle p 432 A91-26694
Maneuver simulation model of an experimental
hovercraft for the Antarctic p 870 A91-46821
Range performance of wing-in-ground effect vehicle
p 1093 A91-55043
Numerical simulation of flow around the aircraft designed
to utilize ground effect p98 N91-12624
GROUND HANDLING
Automotive/aerospace synergism through optimum
selection/use of ground support equipment (GSE)
[SAE PAPER 911122] p 1080 A91-53564
Aircraft standstill, requirements for ground handling from
the point of view of aircraft operation
p506 N91-19109
GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
Monitoring techniques for the X-29A aircraft's
high-speed rotating power takeoff shaft
[NASA-TM-101731] p 475 N91-19081
GROUND RESONANCE
Helicopter ground resonance p 36 A91-11723
Simulation investigations of the helicopter ground
resonance p 36 A91-11724
The ground resonance of a helicopter with a rotor of
ideal and approximate symmetry considering the
rotor-blade vibration in the thrust plane
p36 A91-11725
Optimization design for suppressing 'ground resonance'
of the helicopter p 111 A91-14229
Rotor-fuselage dynamics of helicopter air and ground
resonance P 645 A91-36357
Ground resonance of a helicopter with inter-connected
blades p 645 A91-36360
Further research on mechanical model for 'ground
resonance'of helicopters p 665 A91-40164
GROUND SPEED
Ground-based 4-D guidance of flights in strong wind
p33 N91-10999
GROUND STATIONS
Microburst wind shear - Integration of ground-based
sensors to produce effective aircraft avoidance
p 459 A91-29477
HF-Data/Voice Link System p915 A91-50939
URV multiprocessor control system and ground station
controller software design
[AD-A237532] p 988 N91-30841
INMARSAT access approval p 1040 N91-32110
Operational SATCOM: Moving from trials to service
p 1041 N91-32111
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Cost conscious design for data acquisition system
ground support equipment p 308 A91-20983
Ground support equipment maintenance data analysis
p760 A91-41538
Maintenance of ground support equipment
[SAE AIR 4286] p 890 A91-52957
Aircraft ground air conditioning service connection
[SAE AS 4262] p890 A91-52965
Automotive/aerospace synergism through optimum
selection/use of ground support equipment (GSE)
[SAE PAPER 911122] p 1080 A91-53564
Airport apron research and development
[MBB-Z-0168-90-PUB] p 506 N91-19106
A guide to ground vehicle operations on the airport
[AD-A231077] p585 N91-21158
Snow roads and runways
[AD-A231490] p 586 N91-22138
A knowledge based application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system
[NASA-TM-4327] p1112 N91-31874
GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The Radio Trials Centre at A&AEE Boscombe Down.
United Kingdom - A description p 308 A91 -20978
Development to production of an IHUM system
p485 A91-31502
GROUND TESTS
Development of the Griffon II turbo-ramjet
p 45 A91-10954
Comparison of modal parameter estimation techniques
on aircraft structural data p 57 A91-11219
Cabin noise control ground tests for ultra high bypass
aircraft p200 A91-18908
RPAS - Runway performance analysis system
p285 A91 -20987
Flight testing antiskid/brake systems
p285 A91-20989
Estimation of aerodynamic and mode parameters of
aircraft's open and closed-loop system
p303 A91-20992
Ground facilities for hypersonic simulation
p308 A91-21179
A ground simulation-inspection system for avionic
devices p408 A91 -25847
Experimental research on distortion tolerance capacity
of a twin-spool turbojet p 399 A91-27792
Resonance and control response tests using a control
stimulation device p 468 A91-31292
Flowfield and vehicle parameter influence on results of
engineering aerothermal methods p 544 A91-33378
Identification of nacelle modes from airplane GvT
results p648 A91-40170
Testing the tiltrotor flight control system
p666 A91-40202
Aircraft and subsystem level HIRF test methods — High
Intensity Radiated Fields
[SAE PAPER 901917] p 955 A91-48601
Helicopter Airborne Laser Positioning System (HALPS)
p913 A91-50461
The MHD accelerator — transatmospheric flight regime
simulation p 962 A91-51750
Performance of a 600-channel aerodynamic pressure
measurement system for turbine engine testing
p974 A91-51878
Overview of the NASA Ames-Dryden Integrated Test
Facility p 956 A91-51885
Garret! TPF351-20 engine flight test and ground test
performance
[SAE PAPER 911011] p939 A91-52942
Aerothermodynamic design of noise suppressors for
ground running of afterburning engines
p 1082 A91-56125
Airplane systems modifications for improved cabin
smoke evacuation
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/24] p 39 N91-10052
The full-body ground vibration tests using the low-noise
STOL test plane
[NAL-TM-576] p 50 N91-10077
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Comparison of NASTRAN analysis with ground vibration
results of UH-60A NASA/AEFA test configuration
[NASA-CR-184565] p 61 N91-10333
MBB BO 108 helicopter ground and flight test
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Visualization of airblast atomized spray structure under
varying air pressure conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2199] p 769 A91-41726
HIGH STRENGTH
Fatigue and fracture of titanium aluminides
[AD-A226737] p 314 N91-15374
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS
PM of high strength titanium alloys
p 138 A91-16933
Service temperature estimation of turbine blades based
on microstructural observations
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-23] p 578 A91-34811
The LCF behavior of several solid solution strengthened
alloys used in gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-80] p 856 A91-44556
Aluminum alloy development p 964 A91-52250
Corrosion fatigue crack arrest in aluminium alloys
[NLR-MP-88050-U] p 1087 N91-31282
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
The role of primary carbides in fatigue crack propagation
in aeroengine bearing steels p 55 A91-11806
Corrosion fatigue crack growth of 30CrMnSiNi2A steel
in airplane environments p 313 A91-22383
High-strength structural steels for landing gear parts
p 412 A91-24417
A brief analysis of design and manufacture of major
components of some aircraft landing gears
p822 A91-44761
A novel epoxy lacquer for high strength steel in F-111
aircraft during overhaul
[AD-A236828] p 967 N91-29326
HIGH TEMPERATURE
Sound transmission through a high-temperature acoustic
probe tube
[AIAA PAPER 90-3991J p 73 A91-12504
Fatigue crack growth modeling at elevated temperature
using fracture mechanics p 671 A91-38812
NDE standards for high temperature materials
[NASA-TM-103761] p 524 N91-19464
High temperature electronics p 526 N91-20101
Advanced thermally stable jet fuels development
program annual report. Volume 3: Fuel lubricity
[AD-A232793] p 673 N91-24453
Fiber-sensor design for turbine engines
(DE91-010787) p 755 N91-25150
HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
Thermal analysis of engine inlet anti-icing systems
p35 A91-10341
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
Propulsion systems for hypersonic transportation
p45 A91-10975
Automated structural analysis for hypersonic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 90-5221] p 135 A91-14447
An approach to describing the simultaneous erosion and
high temperature oxidation of alloys
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-361 ] p 857 A91-44716
High level acoustic noise, high temperature
environmental test programs p 1090 • A91-53997
A test facility for the study of the thermofluid-dynamics
of gas bearing lubrication films p 1082 A91-56182
Heat transfer in aero engine gas turbines, part 1
[PNR-90754-PT-1] p 48 N91-10074
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-001004] p 140 N91-12823
Advanced structural instrumentation, volume 2
[AD-A227473] p 324 N91-16330
High temperature electronics p 526 N91-20101
HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
Hot surface ignition and aircraft safety criteria
[SAE PAPER 901950) p 906 A91-48622
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
Tensile strength and fracture defects expanded by
subcritical crack growth of silicon nitride at high
temperatures p 137 A91-16093
Numerical investigation of hot streaks in turbines
p251 A91-20748
High temperature heat flux measurements
[AIAA PAPER 91-0165] p317 A91-21388
STOVL Hot Gas Ingestion control technology
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-323) p 301 A91-23642
Hypersonic and high temperature gas dynamics —
Book p358 A91-27338
Methods for the comprehensive study of stresses acting
on the tail section of flight vehicles in piston-type wind
tunnels with powerplant jet modeling
p411 A91-28097
Slowdown wind tunnels p 409 A91-28098
An isentropic compression-heated Ludweig tube
transient wind tunnel p 673 A91 -36450
Hot gas ingestion test results of a two-poster vectored
thrust concept with flow visualization in the NASA Lewis
9- by 15-foot low speed wind tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 90-2268] p 626 A91-40561
Multi-cascade compression - Effective means to obtain
high temperature dense gas in piston gas dynamic units
(PGU) p760 A91-40641
Advanced high work turbine technology
[AIAA PAPER 91-2028] p 752 A91-44096
Innovations in refurbishing gas turbine components
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-202) p 837 A91-44620
Numerical investigation of high-temperature effects in
the UTIAS-RPI hypersonic impulse tunnel
p962 A91 -52251
Specific problems in advanced stationary gas turbine
design p 939 A91-52507
A program of equivalent laboratory tests for turbine
blades p 1061 A91 -55374
Aspect-ratio effects on infrared radiation intensity of 2-D
nozzle exhaust plume p 1067 A91-56219
Flow visualization and hot gas ingestion characteristics
of a vectored thrust STOVL concept
p 491 N91-20090
Hot gas ingestion test results of a two-poster vectored
thrust concept with flow visualization in the NASA Lewis
9-x 15-foot low speed wind tunnel '
(NASA-TM-103258) p 556 N91-21116
Suckdown, fountain lift, and pressures induced on
several tandem jet V/STOL configurations
(NASA-TM-102817) p 630 N91-24108
HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANTS
Testing transmission lubricants - The importance of
thermal response p 1086 A91-54394
High-temperature lubricant analyses using the System
for Thermal Diagnostic Studies (STDS): A feasibility
study
[AD-A225242] p 139 N91-11929
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH
Progress in modeling deformation and damage
p527 N91-20108
A-181
HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS SUBJECT INDEX
High temperature research at NLR
[NLR-MP-88051-U] p 942 N91-30143
HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS
Applications of Superconductivity to Avionics
(AGARD-CP-481 ] p246 N91-14030
Analog superconductive electronics for avionics
p 239 N91 -14040
A liquid nitrogen cooled superconductive electron beam
focusing system for improved performance ECM helix
traveling wave tubes p 246 N91 -14047
Improved superconducting bearings
[ NASA-CASE-GSC-13346-1] p877 N91-28578
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
A unique high heat flux facility for testing hypersonic
engine components
[AIAA PAPER 90-5226) p 130 A91-14454
Thermal Structures Conference, 1st, University of
Virginia. Chartottesville, Nov. 13-15, 1990. Proceedings
p 144 A91-16026
Techniques for hot structures testing
p 144 A91-16035
Buckling analysis and test correlation of high
temperature structural panels p 145 A91-16039
Instrumentation systems for the Langley Research
Center 8-foot high temperature tunnel
p228 A91-19654
Application of path-independent integrals to elevated
temperature crack growth p 671 A91-38819
Investigation of coatings at high temperature for use in
turbomachinery p 744 A91-41507
Techniques for hot structures testing
[NASA-TM-101727] p 474 N91-19080
High temperature research at NLR
[NLR-MP-88051-U] p 942 N91-30143
HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT
Supreme Soviet p 111 A91 -13351
Flight dynamics research for highly agile aircraft
[SAE PAPER 892235) p 216 A91-17700
The development of a Plight Test Engineer's Workstation
for the Automated Flight Test Management System
p326 A91-20999
The X-31A and advanced highly maneuverable aircraft
p 335 A91-24304
Optimization of lateral-directional dynamics for an
aircraft operating at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-2711] p 946 A91-49672
S/MTD demonstrates inflight reversing, 1,500 ft. full
reverse landings p 925 A91-51672
Critical issues in high-alpha vehicle dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-3221] p 999 A91-53742
Effect of canard deflection on enhanced lift for a
close-coupled-canard configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-3222] p 1000 A91-53743
Development of an unmanned air research vehicle for
supermaneuverability studies
[AD-A227165J p 204 N91-14342
High alpha inlets p 491 N91-20091
Nonlinear stability and control study of highly
maneuverable high performance aircraft
[NASA-CR-188721] p 954 N91-30150
HIGHWAYS
Evaluation procedure for reinforced concrete box
culverts under airfield pavements
[AD-A227920] p 310 N91-16031
HILBERT SPACE
State stability of a system of integro-differential
equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
p595 A91-35785
A finite difference approximation method for flexible flight
structures P 389 N91-17017
HILBERT TRANSFORMATION
Essential ingredients for the computation of steady and
unsteady blade boundary layers
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-160] p 793 A91-44598
HINGES
Unified treatment for dealing with auxiliary conditions
in blade dynamics p770 A91 -42294
Pivoting seat for fighter aircraft
[AD-D014822] P 733 N91-25120
HISTORIES
Stealth aircraft and technology from World War II to
the Gulf. I - History and background p 743 A91-43772
Over forty years of continuous research at UTIAS on
nonstationary flows and shock waves
p866 A91-44831
Eighty years of aerospace technology through ATMA
bulletins
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-39] p 884 A91-45621
Demystifying the history of aeronautics
p 884 A91-48031
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 2: Transport
airplanes and other civil applications p 40 N91-10932
Engines and innovation: Lewis Laboratory and American
propulsion technology
[NASA-SP-4306] p 333 N91-15975
Proceedings of the X-15 First Flight 30th Anniversary
Celebration
[NASA-CP-3105] p477 N91-20071
X-15 concept evolution p 477 N91-20072
X-15 hardware design challenges p 477 N91-20073
X-15: The perspective of history p 477 N91-20074
AGARD highlights 91/1. March 1991
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-91/1J p 691 N91-24084
HODOGRAPHS
Formulation of three-dimensional hodograph method
and separable solutions for nonlinear transonic flows
p 12 A91-12886
Hodograph solution for compressible flow past a corner
and comparison with Euler numerical predictions
[AIAA PAPER 91-1547] p 697 A91-40722
HOLE DISTRIBUTION (MECHANICS)
Gas turbine film cooling - Flowfield due to a second
row of holes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-44] p 860 A91-44531
Eccentricity effects of a square cutout on the resonant
frequencies and mode shapes of a curved composite
panel p975 A91-51942
HOLES (MECHANICS)
Optimum design of cutouts in laminated composite
structures p 142 A91-13377
Numerical analyses of stress near the hole of
compressor disk by boundary element method
p319 A91-22754
Modelling residual stresses and fatigue crack growth
at cold-expanded fastener holes p515 A91-30805
Stress analysis of interference-fit fastener holes using
a penalty finite element method p 519 A91-31809
The influence of curvature on film cooling
performance
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-10] p 860 A91-44507
Full coverage discrete hole film cooling - The influence
of the number of holes and pressure loss
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-61] p 861 A91 -44542
Design of a blade-stiffened composite panel with a
hole p972 A91 -50651
Smart laser hole drilling for gas turbine combustors
[SAE PAPER 911140] p1089 A91-53572
HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY
Practical developments in holographic interferometry
p57 A91-11152
Holographic interferometry for flow visualization studies
in high speed fans p46 A91-11351
Holographic non destructive testing of composite
materials for aeronautical structures p 147 A91-16796
Filmless and real-time applications of holography
p 147 A91-16838
Experimental and theoretical investigation of a vortex
street in the wake of a Hat plate p 252 A91-20935
Interferometnc investigation of supersonic flow fields
with shock-shock interactions p 627 N91-23082
HOLOGRAPHY
HUD combiners giving enhanced IFOV/display
brightness p 933 A91-50462
Holographic head-up display combiners with optimal
photometric efficiency and uniformity
p933 A91-50464
HOMING
Theoretical investigation of gliding parachute trajectory
with deadband and non-proportional automatic homing
control
[AIAA PAPER 91-0834] p 501 A91-32156
An approach to autopilot design for homing interceptor
missiles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2612] p 943 A91-49589
Modem guidance law for high-order autopilot
p952 A91-52033
HOMING DEVICES
The Airborne Seeker Test Bed
[AD-A230759] p 107 A91-14770
CFD computations for aero-optical analysis of
supersonic shear layers
(AIAA PAPER 91-1659] p 720 A91-43574
The wild weasel development programs, one run, one
hit, one error
[RAND-P-7661-RGS] p 778 N91-26431
HONEYCOMB CORES
Combined compressive and shear buckling analysis of
hypersonic aircraft structural sandwich panels
[NASA-TM-4290] p 778 N91-25422
HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES
Advanced composites F-4 rudder
[SME PAPER EM90-106] p 249 A91-21107
Materials and processes used for bonded repairs of
F/A-18 advanced composite honeycomb sandwich
structures
[SME PAPER EM90-107] p316 A91-21108
Application of acoustically treated honeycomb sandwich
panels in noise control of aircraft cabin
p648 A91-40160
Chemical stripping of honeycomb airseals - Overview
and update
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-318] p 865 A91-44698
Honeycomb sandwich composite structures used on the
V-22 Osprey fuselage p 923 A91-49150
Experimental investigation of the unsteady flow behind
screens and honeycombs p 899 A91-51867
Shearographic inspection of aircraft structure
p975 A91-51896
HONEYWELL COMPUTERS
Integrated avionics system design Honeywell
SPZ-5000
[SAE PAPER 911007] p 935 A91-52940
Automatic flight control system Honeywell SPZ-7600
(AFCS) for search and rescue helicopters
[ SAE PAPER 911008 ] p 953 A91 -52941
Development of structural optimization capability at
RMC
[DREA-CR-89-413] p 982 N91-30564
HOOKS
TF89 design project airbrake and arrester hook design
[ETN-91-98853] p 477 N91-19092
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
a viscous-inviscid interaction approach
p170 A91-18363
Optimization of rotor performance in hover using a free
wake analysis p 646 A91 -38548
Numerical solutions of forward-flight rotor flow using an
upwind method p 800 A91-45292
On speed-turn agility
[AIAA PAPER 91-2881] p 849 A91-47180
Prediction of unsteady pressure and velocity over a
rotorcraft in forward flight p 894 A91-48820
Application of a state-space wake model to elastic blade
flapping in hover p 13 N91-10006
Unsteady vortex lattice aerodynamics for rotor
aeroelasticity in hover and in forward flight
p93 N91-11671
A method of computing the aerodynamic interactions
of a rotor-fuselage configuration in forward flight
p114 N91-11746
Dynamics of elastic bending and torsion of hingeless
rotors with dynamic stall
[AD-A234775] p 741 N91-26134
Performance optimization of helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-104054] p 741 N91-26137
NAE participation in the United States FAA vertical
separation study
[NAE-LTR-FR-105] p918 N91-29160
HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION
A curved approach with ILS/Loran-C
p 1037 A91-56993
HORIZONTAL SPACECRAFT LANDING
Aircraft landing gear systems — Book
[SAE PT-37] p 387 A91-26700
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
System reliability of a rotating shaft of an aircraft
tailplane p 232 A91 -18064
Downwash measurement at the horizontal tail
p286 A91-21000
A study on the stiffness simulation calculation method
of flutter models of after body and horizontal tail of a new
type aeroplane p 739 A91-43511
Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about
aircraft geometries p 18 N91-10857
HORSESHOE VORTICES
Interference drag of a turbulent junction vortex
[ASME PAPER 90-WA/FE-2] p 252 A91-21063
Numerical study of juncture flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1660] p 720 A91-43575
The laminar horseshoe vortex system formed at a
cylinder/plate juncture
[AIAA PAPER 91-1826] p 727 A91-43659
HOT CORROSION
Creep of a Co-fich Ni base superalloy
p 136 A91 -14268
High temperature corrosion control in aircraft gas
turbines p 488 A91 -30564
The oxidation resistance of MoSi2 composites
p509 A91-31746
High temperature corrosion resistance of mechanically
alloyed products in gas turbine environments
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-206] p 857 A91-44623
Oxidation and hot corrosion of intermetallics
p966 A91 -52562
Hot corrosion of silicon carbide and silicon nitride at
10OOC p 1086 A91 -55698
Reid evaluation of six protective coatings applied to T56
turbine blades after 500 hours of engine use
[ARL-MAT-TM-405] p 1074 N91-31179
HOT PRESSING
Micromechanisms of monotonic and cyclic subcritical
crack growth in advanced high melting point low-ductility
intermetallics
[AD-A238151] p 967 N91-29317
A-182
SUBJECTINDEX HUMAN PERFORMANCE
HOT SURFACES
Role of colloid systems in the formation of sludge in
jet fuels p 137 A9M5400
Hot-surface ignition and fire-suppression tests in an
aircraft engine bay
[AIAA PAPER 91-2382] p 754 A91-44219
Hot surface ignition and aircraft safety criteria
[SAE PAPER 901950] p 906 A91-48622
HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
Interaction between rotors of a counter rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 90-3976] p7 A91-12489
Flow interaction and noise from a counter rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 91-0596] p 178 A91-19377
Cross-flow vortex structure and transition measurements
using multi-element hot films
[AIAA PAPER 91-0166] p 258 A91-21389
An experimental investigation into the use of hot-film
anemometry to measure vortical velocity behind a pitching
wing
[AD-A227177] p 187 N91-14313
HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
An experimental study of the evolution of harmonic
perturbations in a boundary layer on a flat plate at Mach
4 p272 A91-23842
Rotating stall and surge in axial flow compressor
p359 A91-27795
Hot wire measurements downstream of a preplan
p901 A91-52316
Acoustic fluctuations in transonic wind tunnel test
sections p 958 A91-52792
Flow gradient corrections on hot-wire measurements
using an X-wire probe p 1091 A91-54278
Measurements and stability calculations of <ne •
disturbance growth in an unstable three-dimensional
boundary layer p 1015 A91-54964"
Separated flow on a high lift wing: A study of the turbulent
characteristics of the separated flow region on a high lift •
wing under normal and wing body conditions by means
of a flying hot-wire technique p 99 N91 -12632
An experimental investigation of the flow past an"
idealized wing-body junction
[AD-A229602] " p 903 N91-30079
HOT-WIRE FLOWMETERS
Unsteady measurement of skin friction in adverse
pressure gradient - A new approach to a well known
gauge
[AIAA PAPER 91-0168] p318 A91-21391
A first hot wire scanner
[AAAF-NT-89-16] p 1083 N91-31188
HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
Feasibility study of air-breathing turboengines for
horizontal takeoff and landing space planes
p962 A91-52322
HOUSINGS
Gear noise, vibration, and diagnostic studies at NASA
Lewis Research Center p 977 A91-52811
Acoustical analysis of gear housing vibration
[NASA-TM-103691] p 777 N91-25411
HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Systematic correlation and evaluation of the EHPIC
hover analysis p 167 A91-17292
Aircraft design experience p 1050 A91-55451
Calculation of the rotor induced download on airfoils
p 19 N91-10864
HOVERING
Direct periodic solutions of rotor free wake calculations
by inversion of a linear periodic system
p 165 A91-17259
Model tilt-rotor hover performance and surface pressure
measurement p 197 A91-17261
Computation and measurement of the flowfield near a
swept rotor blade tip in hover p 165 A91-17262
V-22 flight test - A promise fulfilled
p 197 A91-17287
Analysis and prediction of tilt rotor hover noise
p244 A91-17641
Validation of the dynamic response of a blade-element
UH-60 simulation model in hovering flight
. - • • p 198 A91-17648
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
a viscous-inviscid interaction approach
p 170 A91-18363
On the design of decoupling controllers for advanced
rotorcraft in the hover case
[AIAA PAPER 91-0421] p218 A91-19293
Aerodynamic design of a tilt-rotor blade
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-115] p 340 A91-24339
Laminar flow analysis of a rotor in hover
p356 A91-26133
Visualization and computation of hovering mode vortex
dynamics p 514 A91-30357
New developments in the dynamic aeroelastic stability
study of rotor blades p 673 A91-36698
Optimization of rotor performance in hover using a free
wake analysis p 646 A91 -38548
Investigation of the tip shape influence on the flowfield
around hovering rotor blades
(AIAA PAPER 91-1754] p711 A91-42576
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
boundary-layer equations p 801 A91 -45359
EH101 - Automatic flight control system: Autopilot cable
hover mode computer aided design and assessment
p846 A91-45370
Helicopter flight-control design using an H(2) method
(AIAA PAPER 91-2753] p 947 A91-49710
Control configuration design for a mixed vectored thrust
ASTOVL aircraft in hover
[AIAA PAPER 91-2793] p 948 A91-49739
Application of a state-space wake model to elastic blade
flapping in hover p 13 N91-10006
Computation of transonic flow over elastic rotor blade
p23 N91-10906
Unsteady vortex lattice aerodynamics for rotor
aeroelasticity in hover and in forward flight
p93 N91-11671
Effects of blade tip planforms on rotor performance in
hover p 96 N91-12S53
General Rotorcraft Aeromechanics! Stability Program
(GRASP): Theory manual
[ NASA-TM-102255] p 239 N91-13762
Flowfield of a lifting hovering rotor: A Navier-Stokes
simulation
[NASA-TM-102862] p 274 N91-15128
Evaluation of rotorwash characteristics for tiltrotor and
tiltwing aircraft in hovering flight
. [SCT-90RR-18] p277 N91-15989
Introduction of the M-85 high-speed rotorcraft concept
. [NASA-TM-102871] p 474 N91-19078
Euler .solutions to nonlinear acoustics of non-lifting
•/. hovering rotor blades
[NASA-tM-,103837] p 539 N91-19826
An investigation into the extent and effects of spanwise
flow in the boundary layer of a helicopter rotor in hover
[BU-519]^ p560 N91-22089
•Technology needs for high-speed rotorcraft
[NASA-CR-177578] p 652 N91-23136
Simulation evaluation of a speed-guidance law for Harrier
approach transitions
[NASA-TM-102853] p 668 N91-24209
Dynamics of elastic bending and torsion of hingeless
rotors with dynamic stall
[AD-A234775] p 741 N91-26134
Unsteady compressible lifting surface analysis for rotary
wings using velocity potential modes
p927 N91-29170
' Response and stability analysis of helicopter rotor blades
using computerized symbolic manipulation
(AD-A238660) p 928 N91-29175
Navier-Stokes analysis for flowfield around hovering
rotor- •* p 1026 N91-32066
Prediction techniques for jet-induced effects in hover
on STOVL aircraft
[NASA-TM-102818] p 996 N91-32070
HOVERING STABILITY
Aeroacoustic environment of an advanced STOVL
aircraft In hover
[AIAA PAMPER 90-4016] p75 A91-12528
EulerV Navier-Stokes calculations of the flowfield of a
helicopter rotor in hover and forward flight
* p11 A91-12765
Systematic correlation and evaluation of the EHPIC
hover analysis p 167 A91-17292
Navier-Stokes computation of wing/rotor interaction for
a tilt rotor in hover
[ AIAA PAPER 91-0707] p265 A91-21593
Nonlinear behavior of a rotorcraft model during air
resonance p 581 A91-34816
Stability of hingeless rotors in hover using
three-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics
- "- p 663 A91-36358
An investigation of a hovering rotor in ground effect
. i. p704 A91-41462
Effect of a sail on augmenting attitude stability of
hovering VTOL vehicle supported by one-ducted-fan
. . p 953 A91-52824
Free wake analysis of hover performance using a new
influence coefficient method
[NASA-CR-4309] p 453 N91-19050
HUBS
Effect of hub treatment on performance of an axial flow
compressor p 397 A91-25880
The effect of hub passage on the performance of
transonic rotor p 1062 A91-56113
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
The influence of aircraft cabin configuration on
passenger evacuation behaviour p 370 A91 -24323
Human performance factors in aircraft accident
investigation
[SAE PAPER 892608] p 562 A91-34912
HUMAN BODY
Computer simulations of an aircraft occupant-restraint
system p 373 N91-18021
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Cockpit automation design issues and
recommendation
(AIAA PAPER 90-3170] p114 A91-16717
The role of mission/task analysis in reducing weapon
system costs and risks p 241 A91-1724S
Helicopter crew station design using a computerized
human model p 196 A91-17248
Advanced cockpit technology for future civil transport
aircraft p 209 A91-19810
Display and sight helmet system p 482 A91-30882
Identification of pilot-vehicle dynamics from simulation
and flight test p664 A91-37598
Aircraft design for maintainability p612 A91 -38546
Deployment optimization and human factors
considerations for low-altitude troop parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 91-0889] p 635 A91-40559
Improving situational awareness through the use of
intuitive pictorial displays
[SAE PAPER 901829] p 931 A91-48553
The HUD as primary flight instrument
[SAE PAPER 901833] p 931 A91-48556
Considerations for the retrofit of data link
(SAE PAPER 901886] p910 A91-48582
Helmet displays options - A routemap
p933 A91-51085
The development of an aviators helmet mounted night
vision goggle system p 934 A91-51089
Flightdeck-ATC integration - Human factor's greatest
challenge for the 21st century
[AIAA PAPER 91-3090] p 994 A91-54019
Aviation Safety/Automation Program Conference
[NASA-CP-3090] p 26 N91-10936
Douglas flight deck design philosophy
p40 N91-10939
Aviation safety/automation program overview
P26 N91-10941
Summary of the industry/NASA/FAA workshop on
philosophy of automation: Promises and realities
p 44 N91-10942
Proceedings of the 1990 AIAA/FAA Joint Symposium
on General Aviation Systems
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/11] p 79 N91-12563
The FAA technical center's avionics data link initiative
p120 N91-12576
Effect of shaping sensor data on pilot response
[NASA-TM-102737] p 297 N91-15173
Aviation safety and automation technology for subsonic
transports
[NASA-TM-103831] p 372 N91-17009
Advanced technology application in the flight deck
design for military transport aircrafts
p374 N91-18075
Future North American air traffic control synergy human
factors solution
[AD-A229255] p 379 N91-18099
Automatic barometric updates from ground-based
navigational aids
[AD-A230508] p 465 N91-20069
Enhancing the usability of CRT displays in test flight
monitoring p 530 N91-20709
A spatial disorientation predictor device to enhance pilot
situational awareness regarding aircraft attitude
p440 N91-20710
The human factors relating to escape and survival from
helicopters ditching in water
(AGARD-AG-305(F)] p 563 N91-22099
Design of an intelligent information system for in-flight
emergency assistance p 606 N91-22792
Program plans for aviation safety research
[NIAR-90-32] p638 N91-24157
Development of a system of interactive computer
programs for airplane conceptual design and advanced
airplane analysis p 740 N91-25144
Human factors of flight-deck checklists: The normal
checklist
[NASA-CR-177549] p 820 N91-27144
Controller evaluation of initial data link en route air traffic
control services: Mini study 3
[DOT/FAA/CT-91/11] p 872 N91-27404
A model human engineering approach to the
development of regulatory standards for digital
communication technologies: Defining safety from a
human-machine systems perspective
p 1043 N91-32126
Evaluation of oceanic flight deck workload and error
reductions through the use of data communications
p 1043 N91-32128
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
Neural network based human performance modeling
p535 A91-31001
A-183
HUMAN REACTIONS SUBJECT INDEX
Human performance factors in aircraft accident
investigation
[SAE PAPER 892608) p 562 A91-34912
Human performance and systems safety considerations
in aviation mishaps p 907 A91 -48785
The enhancement of air traffic control safety through
pre-hire university based training programs
p 109 N91-12567
Computer menu task performance model development
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Experiments on the unsteadiness associated with a
ground vortex p 624 A91-40220
Planar laser-induced fluorescence imaging of
underexpanded free jet flow in a shock tunnel facility
[AIAA PAPER 91-1687] p 761 A91-43592
On the use of CFD in HSCT inlet and nozzle design —
High Speed Civil Transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-2255] p 728 A91-44173
Three-dimensional jet noise computations
[AIAA PAPER 91-2256] p 784 A91-44174
Investigation of hypersonic injection
p807 A91-46298
Supersonic opposing jets p 899 A91 -51559
Implicit equilibrium and finite-rate chemistry models for
high speed flow applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-3299] p 1006 A91-53795
Propulsion simulation for magnetically suspended wind
tunnel models
[NASA-CR-182093] p 53 N91-11027
The laminar free jet problem, using Newtonian media
[ETN-91-98494] p 276 N91-15136
A study of jets in crossflow and its application on wingtip
blowing p 420 N91-17332
LDV measurements of a jet in a crossflow
p421 N91-18027
Detailed flow-field measurements over a 75 deg swept
delta wing
[ NASA-TP-2997 ] p 364 N91 -18030
A-198
SUBJECT INDEX K-EPSILON TURBULENCE MODEL
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements in a turbojet
exhaust
[ISL-CO-244/89] p494 N91-20124
Infrared thermography for the qualitative aerodynamic
study of a slender body
[ISL-R-122/89] pSSS N91-21104
Effect of tabs on the evolution of an axisymmetric jet
[NASA-TM-104472] p 844 N91-27159
A qualitative view of cryogenic fluid injection into high
speed flows
[NASA-TM-105139] p 980 N91-30473
JET IMPINGEMENT
Shock capturing using a pressure-correction method
p 59 A91 -12887
Overexpanded supersonic jet impingement on double
wedge deflector p83 A91-13268
High Mach number impinging jets in cross-flow -
Comparison of computation with experiment
p 84 A9M3296
Calculation and measurement of turbulent jet
impingement in a crossflow. I. II p 84 A91-13319
Turbulence modeling for complex ground effects flows
[SAE PAPER 901062J p 255 A91-21257
Calculation of impinging jet flows with Reynolds stress
models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0754] p 266 A91-21606"
The ground vortex formed by impinging jets in
cross-flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0768] p 267 A91-21611
Ground vortex formation with twin jets and moving
ground plane p 338 A91-24313
Icing characteristics of a natural-laminar-flow, a
medium-speed, and a swept, medium-speed airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-0447] p 356 A91-26327
Computations for a jet impinging obliquely on a flat
surface p 554 A91-35985
Numerical study of twin-jet impingement upwash flow
p619 A91-38736
Experiments on the unsteadiness associated with a
ground vortex p 624 A91-40220
Numerical and experimental study of fountain flows
produced by multijet impingement on a ground plane
[AIAA PAPER 91-1806] p 771 A91-42602
Observations of supersonic transverse jets
[AIAA PAPER 91-1723] p 772 A91-43613
Flow behavior in a dump ditfuser with distorted flow at
the inlet
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-90] p 791 A91-44562
Supersonic rectangular jet impingement noise
experiments p 882 A91-45103
On the dynamics of turbulent jet impingement in a
cross-flow p 872 A91-48269
Infrared thermography applications in corrective heat
transfer p 1095 A91-55756
Ground environment characterization of STOVL fighter
propulsion systems
[AD-A225372] p 125 N91-11756
Quadrupole phenomena of noise from a subsonic jet
impinging on a large, rigid, and flate plate
p883 N91-28818
JET LAG
Aviation safety and automation technology for subsonic
transports
[NASA-TM-103831] p 372 N91-17009
JET LIFT
Prediction techniques for jet-induced effects in hover
on STOVL aircraft
[NASA-TM-102818] p 996 N91-32070
JET MIXING FLOW
Experimental investigation of a single flush-mounted
hypermixing nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 90-5240] p 123 A91 -14466
Two-dimensional imaging of combustion phenomena in
a shock tube using planar laser-induced fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0460] p 229 A91-19312
Numerical study on mixing and combustion of injecting
hydrogen jet in a supersonic air flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0574] p 229 A91-19365
Measurement of the average local density around a
model from which a lateral jet issues into supersonic
flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-08] p 237 A91-19594
Flow measurements in a model ramjet secondary
combustion chamber p 310 A91-20743
Effect of the penetration depth of fuel jets on combustion
in a supersonic combustion chamber
p312 A91-21962
Control of flow separation and mixing by aerodynamic
excitation p 341 A91-24360
Supersonic jet mixing enhancement by vortex
generators
[AIAA PAPER 91-2263] p 705 A91-41738
Mach 2 and Mach 3 mixing and combustion in
scramjets
[AIAA PAPER 91-2394] p 747 A91-41768
A CFD study of jet mixing in reduced flow areas for
lower combustor emissions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2460] p 747 A91-41788
Jet-wake thermal characteristics of heated turbulent jets
in crossflow p 770 A91-42258
Performance characteristics of an underexpanded
multiple jet ejector p 749 A91-42821
Mixing enhancement of reacting parade! fuel jets in a
supersonic combustor
(AIAA PAPER 91-1914] p 750 A91-44055
Performance comparisons of Navier-Stokes codes for
simulating three-dimensional hypersonic crossflow/jet
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 91-2096] p 728 A91-44127
Mixer/ejector noise suppressors
[AIAA PAPER 91-2243] p 753 A91-44169
Air blast atomization as a function of pressure loss for
large air flow rates
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-277] p 864 A91-44676
Experimental study on confined two-phase jets
p866 A91-45192
Progress toward synergistic hypermixing nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2264) p 843 A91-45800
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic crossflow
- Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
- [AIAA PAPER 91-2458] p 804 A91-45813 -
Experimental investigation of a supersonic shear layer
with slot injection of helium p 897 A91 -50342
Peripheral streamwise vortices in a round jet
p 1096 A91-56190
Subsonic and supersonic mixing and combustion
enhancement p 1021 A91-56193
Rapid mix concepts for low emission combustors in gas
turbine engines
[NASA-CR-185292] p 453 N91-19048
A CFD study of jet mixing in reduced flow areas for
lower combustor emissions
[NASA-TM-104411] p 661 N91-23185
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic
crossflow. Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
[NASA-TM-104412] p 662 N91-24202
CFO analysis of jet mixing in low NOx flametube
combustors
[NASA-TM-104466] p 756 N91-26146
Linear models for the shock cell structure of supersonic
jets with noncircular exit geometries
p815 N91-27125
Effect of tabs on the evolution of an axisymmetric jet
[NASA-TM-104472] p 844 N91-27159
JET NOZZLES
Dynamic response of an axisymmetric thrust vector
control nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 91-0344] p 228 A91-19244
Aerodynamic free-jet nozzle performance augmentation
using an exhaust diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 91-2270] p 705 A91-41740
On the use of CFD in HSCT inlet and nozzle design —
High Speed Civil Transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-2255] p 728 A91-44173
A numerical calculation of the two-dimensional nozzle
jet p897 A91-50301
Jet noise reduction concepts for the supersonic
transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-3328) p1113 A91-53812
JET PROPULSION
Future supersonic transport propulsion optimisation
p45 A91 -10968
50 years of jet-powered flight; DGLR-Symposium,
Munich, Federal Republic of Germany, Oct. 26, 27, 1989,
Reports
[DGLR BERICHT 89-05] p 160 A91-13500
Computational fluid dynamic applications for jet
propulsion system integration
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-343] p271 A91-23639
A flux vector splitting explicit scheme and simulation
of 2-D nozzle's propulsive jet p 398 A91 -25889
A review and prospect of pulsating combustion
p413 A91-25893
Spanning the globe with jet propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 91-2987] p 577 A91-34111
The influence of inlet swirl distortions on the performance
of a jet propulsion two-stage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-147] p 552 A91-34790
Engines and innovation: Lewis Laboratory and American
propulsion technology
[NASA-SP-4306] p 333 N91-15975
JTEC panel report on space and transatmospheric
propulsion technology
[NASA-CR-187670] p412 N91-17134
Lewis aeropropulsion technology: Remembering the
past and challenging the future p 540 N91-20087
On the maximum range of flying wings
[AD-A229487] p 1054 N91-32130
JET THRUST
Analysis of losses in supersonic mixing and reacting
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-2266] p 774 A91-44180
Distinguishing the air-breathing jet engine thrust and the
aerodynamic forces p 1063 A91-56131
JETTISON SYSTEMS
Demonstration of a Laser Ordnance Initiation System
in an F-16 sled — for flight crew escape system
p 646 A91 -39377
Helicopter in-flight stores jettison p 671 A91-39389
Canopy breaking system for non-delay pilot rescue
p647 A91 -39398
JOINED WINGS
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics p 342 A91-24407
Aerodynamic and structural studies of joined-wing
aircraft p 571 A91-33534
Structural development of laminar flow control aircraft
chordwise wing joint designs
[NASA-CR-181888] p 205 N91-14346
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics
[NAL-TR-1088T] p 732 N91-25114
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
Theory of the resonance method for the quality control
of adhesive joints p 321 A91-23814
Structural development of laminar flow control aircraft
chordwise wing joint designs
[NASA-CR-181888] p 205 N91-14346
Development of Kevlar parachute webbings
[DE91-007513] p415 N91-18285
Design and testing of a circumferential and longitudinal
joint of the A320 fuselage section 13/14 in GLARE
(LR-645) p525 N91-19494
Test results for composite specimens and elements
containing joints and cutouts
[NASA-CR-178246] p 967 N91-29254
Torsion resistant grooved joint
[PATENT-1-258-589] p 1051 N91-31127
JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION
Series complex-potential solution of flow around arbitrary
airfoils p355 A91-26116
JOURNAL BEARINGS
Theoretical and experimental studies on squeeze film
stabilizers for flexible rotor-bearing systems using
Newtonian and viscoelastic lubricants
p 141 A91-13056
Dynamic modelling and analysis of a magnetically
suspended flexible rotor p 587 N91-21208
Analysis of foil bearings for high speed operation in
cryogenic applications p 875 N91-28231
Control of vibration in a flexible rotor-bearing system
p981 N91-30519
JP-4 JET FUEL
Flight testing with etanol in turboprop engines
p 140 N91-12566
The influence of fuel characteristics on heterogeneous
flame propagation p 1073 N91-31165
JP-8 JET FUEL
Advanced thermally stable jet fuels development
program annual report. Volume 3: Fuel lubricity
[AD-A232793] p 673 N91-24453
What fuels our future?
[AD-A233674] p 767 N91-26387
JUDGMENTS
Fault diagnosis p 26 N91 -10951
K
K-EPSILON TURBULENCE MODEL
Cell-vertex algorithm for turbulent transonic flow
P82 A91-13261
Computational three-dimensional turbulent flow in
S-shaped ducts _ p84 A91-13295
High Mach number' impinging jets in cross-flow -
Comparison of computation with experiment
p84 A91-13296
Calculation and measurement of turbulent jet
impingement in a crossflow. I, II p84 A91-13319
Optimisation of the k-epsilon model for a turbulent
far-wake p88 A91-14572
Computation and turbulence modeling for
three-dimensional boundary layers including
turbomachinery rotor flows p 90 A91-16053
Coupled LEWICE/Navier-Stokes code development
[AIAA PAPER 91-0804] p 326 A91-21624
Numerical modeling of turbulent evaporating gas-droplet
two-phase flows in an afterburner diffusor of turbo-fan jet
engines p 418 A91-25844
Computations for a jet impinging obliquely on a flat
surface p 554 A91-35985
Numerical investigation of
airfoil/jet/fuselage-undersurface flowfields in ground
effect p617 A91-38541
A-199
KALMAN FILTERS SUBJECT INDEX
A novel implementation of an implicit k-epsilon
turbulence model coupled with an explicit Navier-Stokes
solver p 703 A91-40796
Numerical and experimental study of fountain flows
produced by multijet impingement on a ground plane
[AIM PAPER 91-1806) p 771 A91-42602
Numerical investigation of the flow within a turbolan
lobed mixer p 749 A91-42812
Three-dimensional upwinding Navier-Stokes code with
k-epsilon model for supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1669] p 721 A91-43580
Progress in hypersonic turbulence modeling
[AIAA PAPER 91-1785) P 724 A91-43642
An investigation of corrective heat transfer in a rotating
coolant channel
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-329] p 865 A91-44705
Comparisons of TVO schemes for turbulent transonic
projectile aerodynamics computations with a two-equation
model of turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 91-2858] p 812 A91-47162
Study of two-phase flow for a ramjet combustor
p939 A91-52310
Numerical simulations of transonic cascade flow and
their visualizations p 149 N91-12538
Computation of supersonic and low subsonic cascade
flows using an explicit Navier-Stokes technique and the
kappa-epsilon turbulence model p 596 N91-21072
Computational turbulence studies in Turkey
P1102 N91-32449
KALMAN FILTERS
A Kalman filter concept for an augmented low-cost
inertial navigation system based on fiber optic gyros
p 108 A91-16911
Obtaining consistent models of helicopter flight-data
measurement errors using kinematic-compatibility and
state-reconstruction methods p 216 A91-17298
Estimation of UH-60 blade aerodynamic loads and rotor
impedance using generalized strain pattern/Kalman filter
approach p 168 A91-17646
Flush port/inertially blended air data estimator
[AIAA PAPER 91-0670] p 201 A91-19403
Optimal filtering of sensor signals for Take-Off
Performance Monitors (TOPM) p 394 A91-24465
Kalman filter based range estimation for autonomous
navigation using imaging sensors p 410 A91-26612
A nonlinear helicopter tracker using attitude
measurements p478 A91-29132
An application of Kalman filtering to airborne wind
measurement p 480 A91-30363
Motion compensation for ASTOR long range SAR
p575 A91-33625
INS reset removal for enhanced post-flight performance
analysis p565 A91 -33628
Uliss G, a fully integrated 'all-in-one' and 'all-in-view'
inertia-GPS unit p 566 A91-33644
Terrain referenced navigation p 567 A91-33651
Kinematic GPS - Resolving integer ambiguities on the
fly p567 A91-33661
Terrain Aided Navigation - Current status, techniques
for flat terrain and reference data requirements
p567 A91-33663
Track initiation using MHT in dense environments —
Multiple Hypotesis Tracking p 674 A91-37141
Angle-only tracking filter in modified spherical
coordinates p643 A91 -39433
Estimation of aircraft attitude by angular rate
measurements P 757 A91-43095
A federated filter structure and algorithm for a
fault-tolerant navigation system p 820 A91 -44765
A robust technique for reconstructing flight recorder data
for helicopter simulation and training
[AIAA PAPER 91-2721] p 923 A91-49612
A nonlinear approach to the aircraft tracking problem
[AIAA PAPER 91-2639] p912 A91-49647
Towards robust tracking of maneuvering targets
[AIAA PAPER 91-2699] p 983 A91-49662
RoBust Kalman filter design for predictive wind shear
detection
[AIAA PAPER 91-2778] p 932 A91-49729
A new algorithm of fixed-interval smoother and its
application to flight test p 984 A91-49868
Integration of time-varying data into knowledge-based
systems for avionics applications p 120 N91 -11750
Optimal Kalman fillet integration of a global positioning
system receiver and an LN-94 inertial navigation system
[AD-A227222] p 283 N91-16003
A proposed Kalman filter algorithm for estimation of
unmeasured output variables for an F100 turbofan
engine
[NASA-TM-4234] p 490 N91-19099
Adaptive filtering and smoothing for tracking a
hypersonic aircraft from a space platform
[AD-A230603] p 528 N91-20409
A spatial disorientation predictor device to enhance pilot
situational awareness regarding aircraft attitude
p440 N91-20710
Flight path reconstruction using extended Kalman
filtering techniques
[DLR-FB-90-41] p 555 N91-21108
A preliminary evaluation of an F100 engine parameter
estimation process using flight data
(NASA-TM-4216] p 597 N91-21446
A simulation study of turbofan engine deterioration
estimation using Kalman filtering techniques
[NASA-TM-104233] p 755 N91-25147
Evaluation of a pre-production version of Canadian
Marconi CMA-786 GPS receiver
[NAE-LTR-FR-106] p 918 N91-29158
KANSAS
A comparison of surface sensible and latent heat fluxes
from aircraft and surface measurements in FIFE 1987
[NASA-CR-187365] p 154 N91-12136
KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY
Relationship between the instability waves and noise
of high-speed jets
[AIAA PAPER 91-0492] p 245 A91-19328
The effect of walls on instability waves in supersonic
shear layers p 349 A91-24739
Numerical simulation of the unsteady vortex structure
over a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1811] p 726 A91-43653
KERNEL FUNCTIONS
Kernel function occurring in subsonic unsteady potential
flow p707 A91-42280
KEROSENE
Gasdynamic features of supersonic kerosene
combustion in a model combustion chamber
[AIAA PAPER 90-5268] p 313 A91-22B91
Detection of traces of water in aviation kerosenes by
gas chromatography p 670 A91-37182
Visualization of airblast atomized spray structure under
varying air pressure conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2199] p 769 A91-41726
KEVLAR (TRADEMARK)
Plastic Tiger — advanced composite structures of
combat helicopter p437 A91 -30726
The effect of accelerated aging on the performance of
urethane coated Kevlar used in RAM air decelerators
[AIAA PAPER 91-0847) p 509 A91-32165
Development of Kevlar parachute webbings
[DE91-007513] p415 N91-18285
KINEMATICS
Applying kinematic GPS techniques at our nation's
airports p 565 A91 -33633
Kinematic GPS - Resolving integer ambiguities on the
fly p567 A91-33661
The vortex kinematics associated with an oscillating
delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1797] p712 A91-42596
Experimental investigation of the mechanisms
underlying vortex kinematics in unsteady separated
flows p23 N91-10907
Critical aspects of trajectory prediction: Flight in
non-uniform wind p41 N91-10971
Fine scale analysis of the kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic features of a multiple microburst-producing
storm
[AD-A227733] p 325 N91-15657
Applications of fuzzy theories to multi-objective system
optimization
[NASA-CR-177573] p 293 N91-16012
Optimal rigid-body rotational maneuvers
p389 N91-17015
State estimation applications in aircraft flight-data
analysis: A user's manual for SMACK
[NASA-RP-1252] p 475 N91-19082
An identification algorithm based on smoothing
p782 N91-25642
Theoretical studies of the kinematics, dynamics, stability,
and control of unsteady/vortical flows
[AD-A235190] p 779 N91-26477
KINESTHESIA
A spatial disorientation predictor device to enhance pilot
situational awareness regarding aircraft attitude
p440 N91-20710
KINETIC ENERGY
Modeling of turbulent boundary layers
p163 A91-17102
Experimental investigation of the turbulence
characteristics in a two-dimensional dump-type combustor
model p 1066 A91-56206
Size dependence of gaseous cluster reactivity and
evaporation dynamics as a mechanistic probe
[ AD-A233811 ] p 766 N91 -26249
KINETIC EQUATIONS
Analysis of rarefied gas flow near a critical point
p 268 A91-21879
KINETICS
Advanced thermally stable jet fuels development
program annual report Volume 1: Model and experiment
system development
[AD-A229692] p511 N91-20322
KNOWLEDGE BASES (ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE)
The use of knowledge-based systems for aerodynamics
technology transfer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0500] p 242 A91-19332
Feasibility of using a knowledge-based system concept
for in-flight primary-flight-display research
[AIAA PAPER 91-0503] p 207 A91-19335
Improved flightline diagnostics using an Expert
Maintenance Tool (XMAN II) p 484 A91-31027
Knowledge-based target recognition system evolution
p 577 A91-35978
Expert systems for training purposes
[AIAA PAPER 91-2508] p 780 A91-41805
A knowledge-based tracker for aircraft formations —
using radar systems p 736 A91-41851
Systematic methods for knowledge acquisition and
expert system development p 781 A91-43926
Turbine preliminary design using artificial intelligence and
numerical optimization techniques
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-148] p 835 A91-44592
Pilot's Associate - A cooperative, knowledge-based
system application p 852 A91-48076
Eliciting 'future knowledge' for large scale intelligent
systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-2760] p 984 A91-19786
Pilot's Associate - An integration architecture for decision
aiding
[AIAA PAPER 91-2759] p 984 A91-49788
Using knowledge-based techniques in systems for
structural design p 985 A91-49985
Control Laws Expert Assistant for Rotorcraft (CLEAR)
p986 A91-51204
Expert systems for materials related problems
p987 A91-52557
Interface Test Adapter Configurator
p1106 A91 -53032
The control of inbound flights p 32 N91-10992
An evaluation of an Ada implementation of the Rete
algorithm for embedded flight processors
[AD-A230443] p 485 N91-20082
Integrated control and avionics for air superiority: A
knowledge-based decision aiding system
p 743 N91-25138
A knowledge-based system design/information tool for
aircraft flight control systems p 757 N91-25139
A knowledge based application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system
[NASA-TM-4327] p1112 N91-31874
A NASA/RAE cooperation in the development of a
real-time knowledge-based autopilot
[ N AS A-TM-104234] p1112 N91-32850
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Knowledge-based engineering technology case study -
Jet engine turbine blade design
[SME PAPER MS89-727] p 316 A91-21115
Aircraft accident flight profile simulation and animation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0422) p 278 A91-21486
A comparison of compiled reasoning systems and
model-based reasoning systems and their applicability to
the diagnosis of avionics systems p 535 A91-31014
Data link communication between controllers and pilots
- State of the knowledge
[SAE PAPER 901887] p 910 A91-46583
Traditional and automated approaches for acquiring
expert knowledge p986 A91-S1187
Expert systems for materials related problems
p 987 A91-52557
Integration of time-varying data into knowledge-based
systems for avionics applications p 120 N91-11750
KNUDSEN FLOW
Direct simulation of waveriders in hypersonic rarefied
flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1317] p717 A91-43389
A numerical calculation of a rarefied gas flow at low
Mach numbers p 899 A91-51557
KUTTA-JOUKOWSKI CONDITION
Full-potential, Euler, and Navier-Stokes schemes
p59 A91-12754
Gust response for flat-plate airfoils and the Kutta
condition p 12 A91-12882
A functional method for the approximate solution of a
transonic problem p 550 A91-34398
Single-parameter method for calculating transonic flow
p810 A91-46398
Blunt trailing edge analysis of supercritical airfoils by a
Navier-Stokes code
[NAL-TR-1075-T] p 556 N91-21114
L-1011 AIRCRAFT
DFW microburst model based on AA-539 data
p423 A91-26113
A-200
SUBJECT INDEX LAMINAR FLOW
Performance robustness for LTI systems with structured
state space uncertainty — Linear-Time-Invariant
p496 A91-30174
LABORATORIES
An automated calibration laboratory - Requirements and
design approach p 956 A91-51868
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Implementation of a secure multi-project laboratory
facility
[AIAA PAPER 90-3163] p 146 A91-16712
LABYRINTH SEALS
Vibration behavior of a labyrinth seal with through-flow
p679 A91-40241
LACQUERS
A novel epoxy lacquer for high strength steel in F-111
aircraft during overhaul
tAD-A236828J p 967 N91-29326
LAQRANGE MULTIPLIERS
Blade vibration with nonlinear tip constraint - Model
development
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-293] p 122 A91-13049
Finite element method for computing turbulent propeller
flow p416 A91-24584
Unified treatment for dealing with auxiliary conditions
in blade dynamics p 770 A91 -42294
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
Control of vortical separation on a circular cone
p3 A91-11162
Transition control of instability waves over a flexible
surface in the presence of an acoustic field
[AIAA PAPER 90-4008] p 74 A91-12520
The response of a laminar boundary layer in supersonic
flow to small-amplitude progressive waves
pBO A91-12970
Experiments on the stability of supersonic laminar
boundary layers p 80 A91-12974
Interacting laminar boundary layers in
quasi-two-dimensional flow p 86 A91-14381
Measurements of short bubble and long bubble formed
on NACA 63-009 airfoil p 89 A91 -15036
Modellization and calculation of laminar hypersonic
boundary layer flows p 254 A91 -21190
Nonlinear disturbances in a hypersonic laminar boundary
layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0320] p 261 A91-21457
A study of compressible laminar boundary layer at Mach
numbers 4 to 30
[AIAA PAPER 91-0323] p 261 A91-21460
The inviscid stability of supersonic flow past a sharp
cone p269 A91-22511
Flight investigations of Tollmien-Schlichting waves on
an aircraft wing p 339 A91-24325
Supersonic laminar flow control on commercial
transports p 343 A91-24412
Design aspects of long range supersonic LFC airplanes
with highly swept wings — laminar flow control
p 345 A91-24468
Analysis of cone-derived waveriders by hypersonic
small-disturbance theory p 351 A91-25730
A criterion for leading-edge separation
p 358 A91-27251
The stability of a three dimensional laminar boundary
layer over a swept flat plate p446 A91-31351
Effects of heat transfer on aerodynamics and possible
implications for wind tunnel tests p 545 A91-33802
Laminar shock/boundary-layer interaction - A numerical
test problem p 545 A91-34033
Calculation of a compressible laminar boundary layer
on a tapered body of bielliptical cross section
P553 A91-35796
A model for the experimental study of curvature effects
on transition of the boundary layer on a swept wing -
Preliminary results p 620 A91-39691
Transition research in low-disturbance high-speed wind
tunnels p 621 A91-39919
On the stability of swept wing laminar boundary layers
including curvature effects p 622 A91-39933
Some aspects of shock-wave boundary layer interaction
at hypersonic speeds p 695 A91 -40578
Numerical evaluation of vortex flow control devices
[AIAA PAPER 91-1825] p713 A91-42612
A parametric study of the leading edge attachment line
fortheF-16XL
[AIAA PAPER 91-1621] p718 A91-4355S
Transition predictions using Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes and linear stability analysis methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-1641] p 720 A91-43567
Laminar boundary layer interaction with an unsteady
passing wake
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-120] p 791 A91-44573
More on the turbulent-strip theory for wake-induced
transition
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-137] p 862 A91-44586
Numerical simulation of laminar hypersonic boundary
layer flows p 807 A91 -46297
Flight experiments studying the growth of the
disturbances in the laminar boundary layer
[SAE PAPER 901979] p 894 A91-48641
Compressible laminal and turbulent boundary-layer
computations for the three-dimensional wing
p900 A91-52208
Pressure and temperature fluctuations in an
axisymmetric flowfield due to shock-boundary layer
interactions at high Reynolds numbers at Mach 6
[ AIAA PAPER 91-3321] p 1008 A91-53808
Analysis of flight-measured boundary-layer stability and
transition data
[AIAA PAPER 91-3282] p 1010 A91-53863
Laminar flow wing p 94 N91 -11727
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(AAAF-NT-89-07) p 1025 N91-31101
Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitching at a constant
rate p 1099 N91-31629
Review of typical applications: Wind tunnels
p 1084 N91-31632
LASER DRILLING
Laser material processing - Emerging technology in gas
turbine engine industries
[ SAE PAPER 892260 ] p 141 A91 -12956
Smart laser hole drilling for gas turbine combustors
[SAE PAPER 911140] p 1089 A91-53572
LASER GYROSCOPES
Fault-tolerant hexad RLG IRU — Ring Laser Gyro Inertial
Reference Units
[SAE PAPER 901825) p 931 A91-48551
Zero-lock laser gyro
[AIAA PAPER 91-2764] p 932 A91-49789
Investigation of the dynamic behavior and the frequency
response of the laser gyro GG 1342
[DLR-FB-90-22] p 148 N91-12070
LASER HEATING
Laser-initiated conical detonation wave for supersonic
combustion
[AIAA PAPER 91-0578] p 212 A91-19368
LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
Method for measuring temperatures and densities in
hypersonic wind tunnel air flows using laser-induced O2
fluorescence p 232 A91-18345
Two-dimensional imaging of combustion phenomena in
a shock tube using planar laser-induced fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0460] p 229 A91-19312
Progress in laser-spectroscopic techniques for
aerodynamic measurements - An overview
[AIAA PAPER 91-0059] p317 A91-21351
Evaluating thermographic phosphors in an operating
turbine engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-266] p 593 A91-34810
Planar laser-induced fluorescence imaging of
underexpanded free jet flow in a shock tunnel facility
[AIAA PAPER 91-1687] p 761 A91-43592
Supersonic opposing jets p 899 A91-51559
LASER INTERFEROMETRY
Comment on 'Optical boundary-layer transition detection
in a transonic wind tunnel' p 319 A91-22496
Shearographic inspection of aircraft structure
p975 A91-51896
Skin-friction measurements and computational
comparison of swept shock/boundary-layer interactions
p 1009 A91-53838
LASER PROPULSION
Experimental investigation of a unique airbreathing
pulsed laser propulsion concept
[AIAA PAPER 91-1922) p 751 A91-44059
A-203
LASER SPECTROSCOPY SUBJECT INDEX
Investigations into a potential laser-NASP transport
technology p 392 N91-18151
LASER SPECTROSCOPY
Progress in laser-spectroscopic techniques for
aerodynamic measurements - An overview
[AIAA PAPER 91-0059] p317 A91-21351
Evaluating thermographic phosphors in an operating
turbine engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-266] p 593 A91-34810
LASER WELDING
Laser material processing - Emerging technology in gas
turbine engine industries
[SAE PAPER 892260) p 141 A91-12956
Militarized. 0.120 inch tall, connectorized optoelectronic
devices for avionic applications p 972 A91-51153
A CO2 laser approach to remanufacturing of turbine
vanes and blades p 977 A91-52566
LASERS
Numerical solutions for a cylindrical laser diffuser
flow-field p274 N91-15127
Size dependence of gaseous cluster reactivity and
evaporation dynamics as a mechanistic probe
[AD-A233811] p766 N91-26249
LATCHES
Quick action clamp
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14887-1] p 875 N91-27561
LATENT HEAT
A comparison of surface sensible and latent heat fluxes
from aircraft and surface measurements in FIFE 1987
[NASA-CR-187365] P 154 N91-12136
LATERAL CONTROL
The design approach used in the synthesis of the B-2
lateral-directional control laws
[AIAA PAPER 90-3255] p 50 A91-12929
Comparison of three different approaches to the lateral
motion control system design of a single-stage-to-orbit
aircraft
[ IAF PAPER ST-90-003 ] p 134 A91 -14137
Response of hang gliders to control
p217 A9M8052
Optimum spacing control of the marching grid
generation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0103) p 258 A91-21368
Development of lateral control on aircraft operating at
high angles of attack p 403 A91-24420
An algorithm for decoupling vertical/horizontal motions
of non-symmetric rolling aircraft p 403 A91-24421
Fuzzy logic for control of roll and moment for a flexible
wing aircraft p 757 A91-43932
Flying qualities as a roll axis agility metric
[AIAA PAPER 91-2884] p 850 A91-47183
Modification of the Neal-Smith criterion for the lateral
axis of aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2894] p 850 A91-47190
Neural networks approach to AIAA aircraft control design
challenge
[AIAA PAPER 91-2672] p 946 A91-49643
Optimization of lateral-directional dynamics for an
aircraft operating at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-2711] p 946 A91-49672
Control of an advanced fighter aircraft using loop
shaping
[AIAA PAPER 91-2730] p 947 A91-49688
Robustness analysis of fuzzy control systems with
application to aircraft roll control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2799) p 949 A91-49743
Tail venting for enhanced yaw damping at spinning
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3220] p 1076 A91-53741
Computational optimization of a pneumatic forebody flow
control concept
[AIAA PAPER 91-3249] p 1001 A91-53760
Control of asymmetric vortical flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3272] p 1003 A91-53779
Interaction of feel system and flight control system
dynamics on lateral flying qualities
[NASA-CR-179445] p 221 N91-14353
Aerosetvoelastic tailoring for lateral control
enhancement p 307 N91-16025
Optimal rigid-body rotational maneuvers
p389 N91-17015
Experimental studies of general aviation wings at high
angles of attack P 390 N91-18023
Roll plus maneuver load alleviation control system
designs for the active flexible wing wind-tunnel model
p 584 N91-22335
Metrics for roll response flying qualities
p650 N91-23118
LATERAL STABILITY
The calculation method for subsonic longitudinal and
lateral aerodynamic characteristics of complete aircraft
configuration p5 A91-11844
The influence of the lateral walls on vortex shedding
characteristics P 84 A91-13322
Lateral oscillations of sting-mounted models at high
alpha p112 A91-14242
Lateral stability of gliding parachutes
p 171 A91-19022
An example of the behavior of an aircraft with
accumulated ice - Latent instability
[AIAA PAPER 91-0354] p 189 A91-19250
Unsteady aerodynamic modelling for aircraft lateral
parameter estimation p 581 A91-34162
LATTICES (MATHEMATICS)
Noise prediction for a three-dimensional blade/line
vortex interaction
[ISL-CO-226/89] p 159 N91-12322
A vortex lattice method for the calculation of interference
effects between wings and free vortex sheets in subsonic
flow
(ETN-90-98196) p 100 N91-12646
Unsteady vortex lattice calculation of the flow around
a slender delta wing p 278 N91-16272
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
Airbreathing propulsion for transatmospheric flight
p659 N91-23156
LAUNCH VEHICLES
System optimization structure and propulsion of a
hypersonic space transportation system (Saenger)
p54 A91-10972
Ground facilities for hypersonic simulation
p308 A91-21179
NASP as an American orphan - Bureaucratic politics
and the development of hypersonic flight
p507 A91-31750
HOTOL space transport for the twenty-first century
p763 A91-41537
Scale-model charge-transfer technique for measuring
enhancement factors p 1033 N91-32651
LAUNCHERS
Modeling hypersonic flow with nonequilibrium chemistry
effects p84 A91-13325
LAUNCHING
Flight simulation programs for space plane
[NAL-TM-594] p 55 N91-11035
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
The decision of the U.S. Supreme Court on April 18,
1989 in the case of Chan v. Korean Air Lines on the
limitation of liability of air freight carriers
p247 A91-20009
A practical approach to Rule 26(0) protective orders in
aviation litigation p 608 A91-35121
Airport restrictions - A dilemma of federal preemption
and proprietary control • p 608 A91-35122
LEAD ACID BATTERIES
Techniques to assess the state of health of sealed lead
acid batteries
[CTN-91-60214J p 1098 N91-31515
LEADING EDGE FLAPS
Some design considerations and prospects of applying
leading-edge vortex flaps to combat aircraft wings
p346 A91-24474
Controlling the leading-edge vortex on the vortex flap
using mass injection p 348 A91-24513
Effects of leading-edge flap oscillation on unsteady delta
wing flow and rock control
[AIAA PAPER 91-1796] p 725 A91-43647
Flows around rectangular prisms with the oscillating flaps
at leading edges p 1017 A91-55725
LEADING EDGE SWEEP
Visualisation of vortex flows around canard
configurations with highly-swept leading edges
p808 A91-46334
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane. Part 3: Analysis of aerothermodynamic heating
[NAL-TR-1027T] p 14 N91-10011
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius on vortex flaps and the wing
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9004] p 628 N91-23092
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius and vortex flaps
tCRANFIELD-AERO-9002] p 653 N91-23140
Unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions for a low aspect ratio
delta wing
[AD-A233201] p631 N91-24112
LEADING EDGE THRUST
Investigation into the failure cause of a double acting,
leading edge groove, tilting pad thrust bearing
[AD-A235613] p 874 N91-27549
LEADING EDGES
The effects of aerofoil profile on wing buffet at low
speeds p2 A91-11151
The role of leading edge vortex flows in prop-fan
interaction noise
(AIAA PAPER 90-3977] p 72 A9I-12490
Forcing level effect of internal acoustic excitation on
the improvement of airfoil performance
[AIAA PAPER 90-4010] p 74 A91-12522
Metallic leading edge with active thermal protection
[IAF PAPER 90-284] p 136 A91-13929
A simple unified expression of airload-singularity
resulting from kinked-wing-platforms p 89 A91-15027
Preliminary thermal /structural analysis of a
carbon-carbon/refractory-metal heat-pipe-cooled wing
leading edge p 112 A91-16037
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
p90 A91 -16059
Waverider configurations according to thin shock-layer
theory p 91 A91-16293
Main rotorblade bonding automation
p231 A91-17302
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18
forebody-leading-edge extension configuration
p 169 A91-18251
An analysis of the onset of dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 91-0003] p 171 A91-19102
A water tunnel investigation of Die effects of pitch rate
and yaw on LEX generated vortices of an F/A-18 fighter
aircraft model
[AIAA PAPER 91-0280] p 175 A91-19216
Unsteady vortex-dominated flow around wings with
oscillating leading-edge flaps
[AIAA PAPER 91-0435] p 177 A91-19300
Flow induced vibrations of thin leading edges
[AIAA PAPER 91-0745) p 236 A91-19446
Structures technology development for hypersonic
vehicles p 202 A91-19808
Slender wing rock revisited
(AIAA PAPER 91-O417] p 262 A91-21484
Calculation of unsteady aerodynamic loads on wings
with an oscillatory leading edge flap p270 A91 -22764
Effect of surface temperature on the stability of the
attachment line boundary layer of a swept wing
p272 A91-23845
Flow features of highly-swept wings at subsonic and
supersonic speeds p 346 A91-24471
Leading edge optimization for hypersonic vehicles
p352 A91-25742
A criterion for leading-edge separation
p358 A91-27251
Approximate inverse method of computing airfoil section
shape p358 A91-27515
Pitch and roll derivatives of a delta wing with curved
leading edge in high speed flow p 441 A91-28514
Aspects of the application of an Euler-equation method
to the simulation of leading-edge vortex flow
p 549 A91-34196
Boundary layer tripping in supersonic flow
p623 A91-39960
Condition monitoring of aircraft high lift systems
p738 A91-41535
Leading edge effect on rarefied hypersonic flow over
a flat plate
[AIAA PAPER 91-1749] p 710 A91-42573
Numerical investigation of the effect of leading edge
geometry on dynamic stall of airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 91-1798] p 712 A91-42597
Computation and visualization of leading edge vortex
flows p 714 A91-42721
A parametric study of the leading edge attachment line
fortheF-16XL
[AIAA PAPER 91-1621 ] p 718 A91-43555
Interactive design of hypersonic waverider geometries
[AIAA PAPER 91-1697] p 740 A91-43597
Detailed measurements on unsteady properties in
three-dimensional show wave/turbulent boundary layer
interaction induced by blunt fin at Mach number 4
[AIAA PAPER 91-1755) p 723 A91-43629
Flow field structure and development near the root of
a straight wing pitching at constant rate
[AIAA PAPER 91-1793) p 725 A91-43646
Application of sweep to improve efficiency of a transonic
fan. II - Performance and laser test results
[AIAA PAPER 91-2544] p 730 A91-44287
Thin uncambered aerofoils with a leading-edge
separation bubble p 808 A91 -46321
Open separation and vortex formation - Numerical
simulation and analysis of a delta wing flow
p808 A91 -46326
Wind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic and tail buffet
characteristics of leading-edge extension modifications to
the F/A-18
[AIAA PAPER 91-2889] p 826 A91-47187
Comment on 'Induced drag based on leading-edge
suction for a helicopter in forward flight'
p898 A91 -50358
A vortex lattice model for delta wings with bursting
[SAE PAPER 910991 ] p 902 A91-52927
Investigation of the vortex flow over a 76/60-deg double
delta wing at 20 deg incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-3208] p 998 A91-53733
In-flight leading-edge vortex flow-field survey
measurements on a F-18 aircraft at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-3248] p 1001 A91-53759
A-204
SUBJECT INDEX LIFT
An experimental investigation of the effects of leading
edge extensions and forebody flow separators on the
forebody-vortex induced aerodynamics of a generic fighter
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-3251 ] P 1002 A91-S3761
Three-dimensional flow field kinematics near the root
of an oscillating wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3264) p 1002 A91-53772
Control of asymmetric vortical flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3272] P 1003 A91-S3779
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18
wing-LEX-fuselage configuration with multi-block
structured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3291 ] p 1005 A91-53789
An experimental investigation of the turbulence effect
of a leading wing on a trailing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3309] p 1007 A91-53800
An assessment of current methods for drag-due-to-lift
minimization at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-3302] p1011 A91-53872
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep and cyclic life
analysis of a cowl lip p 1097 A91-56365
Project HyBuJET
[NASA-CR-187011] p 38 N91-10040
Numerical simulation of F-18 fuselage forebody flows
at high angles of attack p 18 N91-10859
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18 forebody-LEX
configuration P 18 N91-10860
Controlled vortical flow on delta wings through unsteady
leading edge blowing p 43 N91-11011
Finite element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures
[NASA-TM-102761] P 324 N91-16407
F-18 high alpha research vehicle surface pressures:
Initial in-flight results and correlation with flow visualization
and wind-tunnel data
[NASA-TM-101724] p 453 N91-19051
Visualization of leading edge vortices on a series of flat
plate delta wings
[NASA-CR-4320] p 458 N91-20062
A leading-edge control surface
[BU-508] P559 N91 -22087
Water tunnel flow visualisation of vortex breakdown over
the F/A-18
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-179] p 600 N91-22511
Simulation of iced wing aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-104362] p 628 N91-23086
Unsteady flow structure from swept edges subjected
to controlled motion
[AD-A232714] p 628 N91-23094
Oxidation resistant carbon/carbon materials
[REPT-911-430-105] p 672 N91-23251
Simulation of brush insert for leading-edge-passage
convecttve heat transfer
[NASA-TM-103801] P 679 N91-23409
Breaking down the delta wing vortex: The role of vorticity
in the breakdown process
[NASA-CR-188235] p 630 N91-24109
An experimental analysis of critical factors involved in
the breakdown process of leading edge vortex flows
[NASA-CR-188231] p 631 N91-24110
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 2: User manual for
VORSTAB-2
[AD-A233483] P 631 N91-24114
Evaluation of cloud detection instruments and
performance of laminar-flow leading-edge test articles
during NASA Leading-Edge Flight-Test Program
[NASA-TP-2888] p 655 N91-24199
Velocity measurements inside the leading edge vortex
formed on a delta wing
[NAL-TR-1087] P 732 N91-25115
Calculated aerodynamics of wings in severe maneuver
[AD-A235241] P 732 N91-26120
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the vortex flow
structures on the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-CR-186938] p815 N91-27126
A flow visualization study of LEX generated vortices on
a scale model of a F/A-18 fighter aircraft at high angles
of attack
[AD-A236534] p816 N91-27138
Near-stall loss measurements in a CD compressor
cascade with exploratory leading edge flow control
[AD-A237497] P 978 N91-29509
Comparison of solution of various Euler solvers and one
Navier-Stokes solver for the flow about a sharp-edged
cropped delta wing
[ETN-91-99508] P 906 N91-30106
F/A-18 1/9th scale model tail buffet measurements
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-188] p 954 N91-30149
Forebody tangential blowing for control at high angles
of attack
[NASA-CR-188773] P 954 N91-30152
Compressible two dimensional boundary layer strong
perfect fluid coupling in the case of sharp leading edge
profiles. Stationary case
[ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R] p 1098 N91-31586
LEAKAGE
A voice-actuated wind tunnel model leak checking
system p 224 A91 -19659
Tip leakage flow in axial compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-127] p 552 A91-34792
Simple leakage flow model for brush seals
[AIAA PAPER 91-1913] p 773 A91-44054
The development of axial turbine leakage loss for two
profiled tip geometries using linear cascade data
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-152] p 792 A91-44594
Prediction of tip-leakage losses in axial turbines
[ASMS PAPER 90-GT-154] p 792 A91-44595
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low rpm using a tapered-plug
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 91-3390] p 869 A91-45820
Measurements of the effects of winglets on tip-leakage
losses in a linear turbine cascade p 1018 A91-56112
Manual fire suppression methods on typical machinery
space spray fires
[AD-A225311] p 147 N91-11950
High temperature performance evaluation of a
hypersonic engine ceramic wafer seal
[NASA-TM-103737] p 601 N91-22567
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low RPM using a
tapered-plug rotor
[NASA-TM-104396] p 874 N91-27559
LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
Flight testing of the Calspan Variable Stability Learjet
25 In-Flight Simulator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2915] p 827 A91-47802
LEARNING THEORY
Learning augmented flight control for high performance
aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 91-2836] p 945 A91-49611
LEAST SQUARES METHOD
Comparison of modal parameter estimation techniques
on aircraft structural data p 57 A91-11219
Parameter adaptive multivariable flight controller using
a full autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model and
recursive least squares (RLS) estimation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0420] p 242 A91-19292
Performance of improved thin aerofoil theory for modem
aerofoil sections p 452 A91-32275
Least-squares/parabolized Navier-Stokes procedure for
optimizing hypersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2273] p 760 A91-41741
Transonic potential flow by least squares and finite
element method p810 A91-46401
Physically weighted approximations of unsteady
aerodynamic forces using the minimum-state method
[NASA-TP-3025] p 365 N91-18031
LECTURES
The prospects of aeronautics p 80 N91 -12580
LEGAL LIABILITY
Collaboration among enterprises and Article 83 bis of
the Chicago convention p 160 A91-16603
Flight safety - Police or private enterprise?
p 247 A91-19954
Sixty years of the Warsaw Convention - Airline liability
atthecrossroads.il p247 A91-20007
The decision of the U.S. Supreme Court on April 18,
1989 in the case of Chan v. Korean Air Lines on the
limitation of liability of air freight carriers
p247 A91-20009
A practical approach to Rule 26(c) protective orders in
aviation litigation p608 A91-35121
General aviation accident liability standards - Why the
fuss? p608 A91-35123
Taxation in the field of international air transport - Legal
aspects p883 A91-45448
Legal issues involved in the transmission to an airport
of radar data via the Federal Ministry of Aviation Safety
p 884 A91-48346
No end to air incidents? II p 820 A91-48349
Back to the future of the personal aviation
[SAE PAPER 901990] p 888 A91-48651
Aviation liability law developments in 1990
p991 A91-52754
LENTICULAR BODIES
Comparison of different calculation methods as applied
to a fuselage of lenticular section
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-66] p3 A91-11755
LEVITATION
Improved superconducting bearings
[NASA-CASE-GSC-13346-1] p 877 N91-28578
LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
Performance analysis of PNG laws for randomly
maneuvering targets p 216 A91-17427
State stability of a system of integro-differential
equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
p 595 A91-35785
Investigation of helicopter rotor blade motion stability
by direct Liapunov method p 823 A91-45382
Nonlinear model-following control application to airplane
control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2635] p 945 A91-49609
A nonlinear approach to the aircraft tracking problem
[AIAA PAPER 91-2639] p 912 A91-49647
LIFE (DURABILITY)
Towards a probabilistic lifetime prediction model for
aircraft engine disks p 145 A91-16334
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep and cyclic life
analysis of a cowl lip p 1097 A91-56365
Stirling engine: Available tools for long-life assessment
[NASA-TM-103660] p 152 N91-12980
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-005644] p414 N91-17244
Life and dynamic capacity modeling for aircraft
transmissions
[NASA-CR-4341] p 523 N91-19438
Progress in modeling deformation and damage
p527 N91-20108
Damage accumulation and degradation of composite
laminates under aircraft service loading: Assessment and
prediction, volumes 1 and 2 p 589 N91 -22381
Application of cyclic damage accumulation life prediction
model to high temperature components
p681 N91-24309
Notched fatigue of single crystal PWA 1480 at turbine
attachment temperatures p 682 N91-24310
Climatic considerations in the life cycle management
ol the CF-18 engine p 1071 N91-31158
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
Avionics reliability-cost (ARC) trade-off model
p483 A91 -30982
Landing gear steer-by-wire control system - Digital vs
analog study p 467 A91-31057
BIT blueprint - Toward more effective built in test
p517 A91-31066
Stand-alone vs. embedded GPS user equipment - The
exploration of new standards p 564 A91-33616
Ring laser gyro applications for tactical missiles - The
Army TACMS solution p 576 A91-33657
Dynamics Health and Usage Monitoring System -
Programme update p 823 A91-45376
Integrated logistic support in the NH90 project
p 787 A91-45399
Intelligent processing, a key factor to performance and
quality p 976 A91-52510
A system testability 'top-down' apportionment method
P1106 A91-53045
Superplastic formed aluminum-lithium aircraft
structures
[AD-A226516] p117 N91-12673
General configuration aspects on airlifter design
p 374 N91-18070
VHSIC electronics and the cost of Air Force avionics
in the 1990s
[RAND-R-3843-AF] p 743 N91-26143
Cost effectiveness of two versus three levels of
maintenance for turbine engines in the Air Force
inventory
[AD-A229622] p 1075 N91-32137
LIFE RAFTS
An update on SKAD (survival kit air droppable)
systems p635 A91-39384
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The human factors relating to escape and survival from
helicopters ditching in water
[AGARD-AG-305(F)] p 563 N91-22099
LIFT
Slator/rotor interaction in a transonic turbine
p 2 A91-10340
Acoustic radiation from lifting airfoils in compressible
subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 90-3911] p 66 A91-12427
A unified unsteady lifting-line theory p 8 A91 -12575
A study of the effect of flight conditions and main aircraft
parameters on the flight values of the lift-drag ratio and
lifting force of second-generation supersonic passenger
aircraft at the supersonic stage of the accelerating climb
p 164 A91-17113
The lift and pitching moment characteristics of an airfoil
in isolated and tandem cases p 344 A91-24433
Turbulent-flow calculations for flow over wings near
maximum lift p 355 A91-26115
Tailoring of composite wing structures for elastically
produced camber deformations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1186] p 473 A91-32039
Performance of improved thin aerofoil theory for modem
aerofoil sections p 452 A91-32275
A method to calculate the influence of vortex roll-up
on the induced drag of wings p 546 A91-34055
A-205
LIFT AUGMENTATION SUBJECT INDEX
On the improvement of the supersonic lifting line
theory p 614 A91-36695
Wing calculation in supersonic flow by means of the
supersonic lifting line theory p614 A91-36700
Aerodynamic calculation of tandem wings in supersonic
flow by means of SLIT p 614 A91-36724
Blunt-nosed swept supercritical LFC wings without nose
flaps p622 A91 -39936
The effect of artificial vorticity on the discrete solution
of Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1553] p 698 A91-40727
Drag and lift in nonadiabatic transonic flow
(AIAA PAPER 91-1716) p 710 A91-42564
Piaggio P180 Avanti - Efficiency using three levels of
aerodynamic lift p 739 A91-43119
Input-output linearization of a three dimensional model
of a twin-lift helicopter system
[AIAAPAPER91-2754] p947 A91-49711
A method of calculating the factors of ground effect
and wall interference at high lift coefficient
p901 A91 -52799
A wall pressure correction method for subsonic wind
tunnel p 959 A91-52800
Aerodynamic impact of deicing/anti-icing fluids on
commuter aircraft
(SAE PAPER 911026] p 926 A91-52951
An experimental investigation on spoiler effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-3214] p 999 A91-53737
The loading characteristics of finite wings undergoing
rapid unsteady motions - A theoretical treatment
[AIAA PAPER 91-3263] p 1002 A91-53771
Multi-element airfoil optimization for maximum lift at high
Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3332) p 1008 A91-53814
An assessment of current methods for drag-due-to-lifl
minimization at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-3302] p1011 A91-53872
A formula to estimate lift curve slopes of elliptic wings
in ground effect p 1023 A91-57005
Numerical simulation of transonic flows over Boeing-747
and its validation by comparison with experimental data
p95 N91-12551
Performance instrumentation for multiengine safety
p 106 N91-12571
An airfoil for general aviation applications
p96 N91-12572
Pitching moment and lift force derivatives due to rate
of pitch for aircraft at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90010] p116 N91-12663
An experimental investigation into the use of hot-film
anemometry to measure vortical velocity behind a pitching
wing
[AD-A227177] p 187 N91-14313
A method of estimating a separation boundary of
two-dimensional aerofoil sections in transonic flow
[ESDU-81020-AMEND-A] p 275 N91-15133
Acoustic radiation from lifting airfoils in compressible
subsonic flow
(NASA-TM-103650] p 454 N91-19053
Lift and rolling moment due to spoilers on wings at
subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90030] p572 N91-21129
Forces and pressures induced on circular plates by a
single lifting jet in ground effect
[NASA-TM-102816] p 558 N91-22077
Aerodynamic parameter studies and sensitivity analysis
for rotor blades in axial flight
[NASA-CR-187524] p 558 N91-22078
A quantitative investigation into the aerodynamic
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an eccentrically loaded graphite-epoxy beam
[AIAA PAPER 91-1227] p 523 A91-32105
A study on sonic load of the vertical tail of F-7 aircraft
p648 A91-40171
Fatigue strength of structural elements — Russian book
on aircraft structures p 871 A91-47600
TF89 aircraft centre fuselage
[ETN-91-98579] p 294 N91-16018
Static footprint local forces, areas, and aspect ratios
for three type 7 aircraft tires
[ NASA-TP-2983 ] p 388 N91 -17014
LOAD TESTING MACHINES
A full function checkout test for the NAE full scale
structural test control and data acquisition system
[NAE-LTR-ST-1696] p 927 N91-29166
LOAD TESTS
Computer aided fatigue and damage tolerance sizing
p415 A91-24378
Certification of large airplane composite structures -
Recent progress and new trends in compliance
philosophy p371 A91-24447
An evaluation of creep behavioural models for gas
turbine alloys p 964 A91-52519
Damage mechanisms in an ODS-superalloy during
isothermal and thermal-mechanical fatigue
p964 A91-52527
Development of high temperature Ti-base disc materials
in competition to Ni-base superalloys
p966 A91-52564
Fatigue of aluminum alloy joints with various fastener
systems
[ESDU-90009] p 152 N91-12966
Computerized system for static and fatigue large scale
structural tests: A case study
[IAITIC-87-1007] p 681 N91-23522
Improved silicon carbide for advanced heat engines
| NASA-CR-182289) p 672 N91-244S1
Evaluation of the concept of pressure proof testing
fuselage structures
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/31) p 829 N91-27155
LOADING MOMENTS
The effects of aerofoil profile on wing buffet at low
speeds p2 A91-11151
Wind tunnel support system effects on a fighter aircraft
model at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[AIAA PAPER 91-0396] p 223 A91-19278
Description of computer programs used to analyze and
plot Spectrapot data files
[NAE-ST-557] p 987 N91-29744
LOADING OPERATIONS
Aircraft ground attitude and stabilization for varied
loading conditions p 460 A91-31429
Automotive/aerospace synergism through optimum
selection/use of ground support equipment (GSE)
(SAE PAPER 911122) p 1080 A91-53564
LOADING RATE
Effect of stiffness characteristics on the response of
composite grid-stiffened structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-1087) p 521 A91-31969
LOADS (FORCES)
An enhanced integrated aerodynamic load/dynamic
approach to optimum rotor blade design
p 195 A91-17232
Behavior of composite/metal aircraft structural elements
and components under crash type loads - What are they
telling us? p 382 A91-24425
Seat dynamic performance standards for a range of
sizes
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/23] p 26 N91-10028
Research in Structures, Structural Dynamics and
Materials, 1990
[NASA-CP-3064] p60 N91-10301
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
[NASA-CR-187352] p 61 N91-10335
Design and fabrication of instrumented composite airfoils
for a cryogenic wind tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102740] p 152 N91-12971
Dual strain gage balance system for measuring light
loads
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14419-1] p 239 N91-13687
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Wind tunnel balance
(NASA-CASE-ARC-11877-1-SBI p 227 N91-14357
Simulated rotor test apparatus dynamic characteristics
in the 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-102870] p 291 N91-15147
Fatigue, static tensile strength, and stress corrosion of
aircraft materials and structures. Part 1: Text
[PB91-114553] p 530 N91-20504
Roll plus maneuver load alleviation control system
designs for the active flexible wing wind-tunnel model
p 584 N91-22335
Damage accumulation and degradation of composite
laminates under aircraft service loading: Assessment and
prediction, volumes 1 and 2 p 589 N91-22381
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
(NASA-CR-187560) p 882 N91-27909
Landing Gear Design Loads
[AGARD-CP-484I p 829 N91-28150
Application of the Air Force guide specification 87221A
to ground loads p 830 N91-28152
Development of undercarriage design loads
p830 N91-28153
Considerations on optimality of landing gear
arrangement and design p 830 N91-28156
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft p 831 N91-28157
The use of Monte Carlo simulation in determining landing
gear loads during landing p 832 N91-28162
LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
An automated calibration laboratory - Requirements and
design approach p 956 A91-51888
LOCI
A consideration on flight paths for microwave-powered
airplanes
[NAL-TR-1051] p39 N91-10053
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
Fascinating facets — F-117 aircraft program
p111 A91-13431
Recent improvements to the RAF air transport force
p374 N91-18072
LOCKING
Quick action clamp
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14887-1] p 875 N91-27561
LOGARITHMS
Logarithmic amplification for passive airborne direction
finding in the 1990s p 296 N91 -15164
LOGIC CIRCUITS
Logarithmic amplification for passive airborne direction
finding in the 1990s p 296 N91 -15164
LOGIC DESIGN
NASA Formal Methods Workshop, 1990
[NASA-CP-10052] p428 N91-17559
LOGISTICS
The V-22 Osprey logistics program preparing for the
future p 161 A91-17243
Evaluation of aircraft turbine engine redesigns
[AD-A237599] p 941 N91-29184
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
Material support issues for aging rotary wing aircraft
p 161 A91-17242
Integrated logistic support in the NH90 project
p787 A91-45399
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
Surface activation of Concorde by Be-7
p690 N91-24983
LONGERONS
TF89 aircraft centre fuselage
[ETN-91-98579] p 294 N91-16018
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
Response of hang gliders to control
p217 A91-18052
Two-time-scale longitudinal control of airplanes using
singular perturbation p217 A91-19009
National aerospace plane longitudinal long-period
dynamics p 305 A91 -22962
An algorithm for decoupling vertical/horizontal motions
of non-symmetric rolling aircraft p 403 A91-24421
Tracking design for a gust-alleviation control system for
aircraft p 951 A91-50991
Some problems about the atmospheric turbulence
spectrum and aircraft response p 952 A91-52190
An evaluation of automatic control system concepts for
general aviation airplanes p 127 N91-12570
Handling qualities guidelines for the design of fly-by-wire
flight control systems for transport aircraft
p667 N91-23119
Robustness and techniques of multivariable control for
helicopter piloting. Dispatch 3: Inclusion regions technique
on linear model
[RD/PA-14-227] p 1079 N91-31184
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
All-electric flight control experiments and experiments
with a sidestick on the Concorde p 49 A91-10955
The calculation method for subsonic longitudinal and
lateral aerodynamic characteristics of complete aircraft
configuration p5 A91 -11844
An airfoil pitch apparatus-modeling and control design
p225 A91-19668
Effect of hingeless rotor aeroelasticity on helicopter
longitudinal flight dynamics p 405 A91-26134
The influence of altitude and speed variations over the
aircraft flight control response during the longitudinal
nonlinear manoeuvres p 664 A91-36722
Dynamics of a towed sailplane
|AIAA PAPER 91-2862] p 949 A91-49818
Longitudinal and directional static stability effects of a
large radome mounted atop a 747-200 aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 91-3173] p 1077 A91-54084
Evaluation of the longitudinal stability and control
characteristics of a mixed-flow remote-lift STOVL aircraft
in transition and hover
|AIAA PAPER 91-3185) p 1078 A91-54091
Longitudinal stability augmentation of a lightweight
fighter aircraft model
[ETN-91-98585] p 308 N91-16026
The prediction of carriage loads and changes in aircraft
longitudinal stability for pylon mounted stores at subsonic
speeds
[RAE-TM-AERO-2195] p 392 N91-18107
Measurement of the longitudinal static stability and the
moments of inertia of a 1/12th scale model of a B.Ae
Hawk
ICRANFIELD-AERO-9009] p 503 N91-20136
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a subsonic,
energy-efficient transport configuration in the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TP-2922] p 818 N91-28143
LORAN
The Loran Early Implementation Project - Gateway for
GPS p563 A91-33607
Development of a geographic navigational display device
for general aviation aircraft
(PB91-170282) p 1037 N91-31114
LORAN C
The 1988 Federal Radionavigation Plan and the civil
Global Positioning System service p 376 A91-24680
Using GPS to calibrate Loran-C p 917 A91 -52123
A curved approach with ILS/Loran-C
p 1037 A91-56993
Coordination and synchronization of loran-C and GPS
to universal coordinated time
[AD-A233221] p 737 N91-25141
LOSS OF COOLANT
Aerodynamic losses due to pressure side coolant
ejection in a transonic turbine cascade
[AIAA PAPER 91-2032] p 745 A91-41684
LOW ALTITUDE
Aircraft low altitude wind shear detection and warning
system p 395 A91-27005
Low Altitude Retrorocket System (LARRS) - System
overview and progress
[AIAA PAPER 91-0890] p 461 A91-32198
Rocket assisted air drop system
[AIAA PAPER 91-0891 ] p 461 A91-32199
The effect of clutter on missiles at a low altitude
[AIAA PAPER 91-2697] p 949 A91-49785
Analysis on design characteristic and key techniques
of a certain type of super-low altitude pilotless aircraft
p 1079 A91-56454
Airborne Doppler radar detection of low altitude
windshear p 102 N91-11689
Automatic detection of low altitude wind shear due to
gust fronts in the terminal Doppler weather radar
operational demonstration p 104 N91-11702
Progress on intelligent guidance and control for wind
shear encounter p 461 N91 -19034
Air ambulance helicopter operational analysis
(DOT/FAA/RD-91/7] p 652 N91-23134
An airborne FLIR detection and warning system for low
altitude wind shear p 637 N91-24147
Computer aiding for low-altitude helicopter flight
[NASA-TM-103861] p 737 N91-25142
LOW ASPECT RATIO
Instability characteristics of a low aspect ratio
rectangular jet
[AIAA PAPER 90-3962] p 70 A91-12476
Aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of the low aspect
ratio turbine using a 3D Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 91-2240] p 774 A91-44166
Re-evaluation of dynamic lift generation due to gas
envelope itself of airship p 923 A91-49180
Numerical design and analysis of slotted-walls in a
rectangular transonic test-section p 959 A91-52793
Experimental investigations of buffet excitation forces
on a low aspect ratio trapezoidal half wing in
incompressible flow p 219 N9M4329
The effect of a splitter plate on the symmetry of
separated flow around a delta wing of low aspect ratio
[BR115576] p364 N91-16998
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
PAR-WIG (power-augmented-ram wing-in-ground) -
Some considerations for conceptual design of PAR-WIG
effect vehicle p 432 A91 -26694
Comparison of cryogenic wind tunnel, flight, and
computational results for a thin, low-aspect-ratio wing
| AIAA PAPER 91-1626) p 708 A91-42536
Evaluation of a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver
for transonic flow over a low-aspect-ratio wing mounted
in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-1725] p 723 A91-43615
Survey of research on unsteady aerodynamic loading
of delta wings p 814 A91-48035
Winglet effectiveness on low aspect ratio wings at
supersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3305] p 1006 A91-53798
Experimental investigation and semi-empirical prediction
of the dynamic response of a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal
wing due to flow separation p 219 N91-14330
Normal force and pitching moment of low aspect ratio
cropped-delta wings up to high angles of attack at
supersonic speeds
[ESDU-90013] p292 N91-15152
Unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions for a low aspect ratio
delta wing
[AD-A233201] p 631 N91-24112
LOW COST
A five channel low cost GPS receiver
p 564 A91-33624
GG1306 Ring Laser Gyro Inertia! Measurement Systems
- Honeywell's low-cost solution for tactical applications
p 576 A91-33655
Fighter escape system - The next step forward
p646 A91-39382
The design and flight testing of a high-performance
low-cost parachute system for a 1000 Ib payload
[DE91-007733] p 455 N91-19065
Results of the aeronautical systems division critical
process team on integrated product development
[AD-A235419] p 785 N91-26995
LOW DENSITY MATERIALS
Advanced metallics for high temperature airframe
structures p 137 A91-16032
Lightweight ceramic components for propulsion
applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-2217] p 774 A91-44159
Evaluation of lightweight material concepts for aircraft
turbine engine rotor protection p 963 A91-49119
LOW FREQUENCIES
Low-frequency pressure oscillations in a model ramjet
dump combustor p 125 N91-11755
Long-range vertical propagation p 332 N91-16693
LOW NOISE
Analog superconductive electronics for avionics
p239 N91-14040
Microwave and millimeter wave components:
Performances, perspectives, and applications to avionics
p295 N91-15156
Low-noise oscillators for airborne radar applications
p296 N91-15159
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
Calculation of boundary-layer flows on low Reynolds
number and transonic airfoils p5 A91-11840
Calculation of three-dimensional low Reynolds number
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0187] p 259 A91-21403
Theoretical basis for extrapolation of calibration data
of PTC 6 throat tap nozzles
[ASMEPAPER90-JPGC/PTC-1] p 578 A91-34808
Tip vortex/airfoil interaction for a low Reynolds number
canard/wing configuration p617 A91-38545
Calculation of low Reynolds number flows at high angles
of attack p624 A91-40218
Approximate analysis and sensitivity analysis methods
for viscous flow involving variation of geometric shape
[AIAA PAPER 91-1569] p 767 A91-40743
Progress in hypersonic turbulence modeling
[AIAA PAPER 91-1785] p 724 A91-43642
Supersonic wind tunnel diffuser performance with high
model blockage at moderate to low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-2274) p 761 A91-44183
Essential ingredients for the computation of steady and
unsteady blade boundary layers
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-160) p 793 A91-44598
The effect of low Reynolds number on straight
compressor cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-2211 p 794 A91-44636
Investigation into the wakes of blunt trailing edge
aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers p 809 A91-46365
Transonic low Reynolds number airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 91-3337] p 1012 A91-53880
Aerodynamics of multiple wing systems for low Reynolds
number RPV's p 1014 A91-54711
A quiet flow Ludwieg tube for study of transition in
compressible boundary layers: Design and feasibility
[NASA-CR-187374] p 239 N91-13676
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LOW SPEED SUBJECT INDEX
An evaluation of three two-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics codes including low Reynolds numbers and
transonic Mach numbers
INASA-TM-102840] p 364 N9M7001
Heat transfer predictions of hypersonic transitional
flows
[AD-A230748] p 457 N91-20054
Wind tunnel test of a propeller working in a low Reynolds
number range
[NAL-TR-1071) p 556 N91-21112
Performance of an airfoil at low Reynolds number
[NAL-PD-CF-9102] p 903 N91-29145
LOW SPEED
An experimental study of rotor aerodynamics in ground
effect at low speeds p 86 A91-14315
Mass flow effects on the low speed characteristics of
an advanced combat aircraft p 339 A91-24315
Effects of canard position on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a close-coupled canard configuration at
low speed p649 A91 -40495
Hopf bifurcation in viscous flows about airfoils at low
speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-1807] p 712 A91-42603
A consideration of low-speed dynamic stall onset
p801 A91-45357
Investigation of rotor wake interactions with a body in
low speed forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 91-3228) p 1000 A91-53746
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of
close-coupled canard configuration at incidence and
Sideslip p 1014 A91-54371
Stage effects on stalling and recovery of a high-speed
10-stage axial-flow compressor
[AD-A225662] p 125 N91-11758
The effect of wing planform on low speed buffet
p220 N91-14336
NASA low-speed centrifugal compressor for 3-D viscous
code assessment and fundamental flow physics
research
[NASA-TM-103710] p 456 N91-20044
Low-speed, powered ground effects of a generic,
hypersonic configuration
(NASA-TP-3092] p 730 N91-25103
Technology needs for high speed rotorcraft (2)
(NASA-CR-177590) p 832 N91-28168
Full-scale semispan tests of a business-jet wing with a
natural laminar flow airfoil
[NASA-TP-3133] p 904 N91-30098
LOW SPEED STABILITY
Analysis and control of low-speed forced unsteady
flow p676 A91-38697
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
Noise measurements from an ejector suppressor nozzle
in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot low speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 90-3983] p 73 A91-12496
Cryogenic wind tunnels. I p 221 A91 -17565
Velocity field of a cylinder in the wake of a rotor in forward
flight p 199 A91 -18258
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics p 342 A91-24407
Using impulse wind tunnels at M less than 8
p409 A91-28095
Behind the secrets of wind tunnel technology - The most
prominent aircraft of Europe undergo initial flight testing
in the DA low-speed tunnel p 504 A91-29026
The role of the low-speed wind tunnel in transition
research p 505 A91-31315
Chine forebody vortex manipulation by mechanical and
pneumatic techniques on a delta wing configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1812) p 713 A91-42605
Evaluation of panel code predictions with experimental
results of inlet performance for a 17-inch ducted prop/fan
simulator operating at Mach 0.2
(AIAA PAPER 91-3354] p 804 A91-45819
Near wake studies of an airfoil with micro-grooves
p808 A91-46327
Generation of swirl in an open-circuit wind tunnel
p809 A91-46344
Slotted-wall blockage corrections for disks and
parachutes p 956 A91-52283
Determination of dynamic stability parameters in a low
speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-3245] p 1080 A91-53757
Recent advances in flow visualization at Boeing
Commercial Airplanes p 1095 A91-55743
The construction and commissioning of a flexible walled
wind tunnel p 1083 A91 -56824
Experimental study of a two-dimensional propulsive wing
in a low-speed wind tunnel p 363 N91-16994
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius on vortex flaps and the wing
[CRANFIELO-AERO-9004] p 628 N91-23092
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius and vortex flaps
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9002] p 653 N91-23140
Evaluation of panel code predictions with experimental
results of inlet performance for a 17-inch ducted prop/fab
simulator operating at Mach 0.2
I NASA-TM-104428] p 731 N91-25106
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics
(NAL-TR-1088T] p 732 N91-25114
Applied high-speed imaging for the icing research
program at NASA Lewis Research Center
| NASA-TM-104415] p 779 N91-26490
LOW TEMPERATURE
Performance of asphalt concrete airport pavements
during thaw weakening periods: A field study
(AO-A237441) p961 N91-29198
Control system design considerations for starting
turbo-engines during cold weather operation
p 1071 N91-31155
Fuels and oils as factors in the operation of aero gas
turbine engines at low temperatures
p 1072 N91-31163
The effect of fuel properties and atomization on low
temperature ignition in gas turbine combustors
p 1072 N91-31164
The development of a computational model to predict
low temperature fuel flow phenomena
p 1073 N91-31166
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
Low Temperature Environment Operations of
Turboengines (Design and User's Problems)
[AGARD-CP-480] p 1069 N91-31144
Low temperature environment operation of turbo
engines: A military operator's experience and
requirements p 1070 N91-31145
Low temperature environment operations of turbo
engines p 1070 N91-31146
Analysis of starting problems in cold weather with
ASTAZOU type turbine engines in helicopters
P1070 N91-31147
Cold starting small gas turbines: An overview
p 1070 N91-31150
Cold start optimization on a military jet engine
p 1070 N91-31151
Cold weather ignition characteristics of advanced small
gas turbine combustion systems p 1070 N91-31152
Cold start development of modern small gas turbine
engines at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of Canada Ltd.
p 1071 N91-31156
The effect of fuel properties and atomization on low
temperature ignition in gas turbine combustors
p 1072 N91-31164
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
Eight channel pressure measuring system for cryogenic
use in the European Transonic Wind-tunnel over the
temperature range 78-300 K p 318 A91-21722
Design considerations based upon low temperature
starting tests on military aircraft turbo engines
p 1071 N91-31157
LOW THRUST PROPULSION
Turbojet potential for hypersonic flight
p658 N91-23155
LUBRICANT TESTS
Testing transmission lubricants - The importance of
thermal response p 1086 A91-54394
PM200/PS200: Self-lubricating bearing and seal
materials for applications to 900 C
(NASA-TM-103776) p 982 N91-30539
LUBRICATING OILS
Deposit formation in flight engines. Ill - Beginning of
formation p 843 A91-46070
New 150-hour test for SAE and MIL specification
approval of aircraft piston-engine lubricants
(SAE PAPER 911000] p 966 A91-52935
Oil monitoring technology p 1089 A91-53052
A test facility for the study of the thermolluid-dynamics
of gas bearing lubrication films p 1082 A91-56182
Composites supportability rapid test and evaluation
[AD-A225243] p 138 N91-11881
Fuels and oils as factors in the operation of aero gas
turbine engines at low temperatures
p 1072 N91-31163
LUBRICATION
Analysis of bearing incidents in aircraft gas turbine
mainshaft bearings p 591 A91-33464
Advanced thermally stable jet fuels development
program annual report. Volume 3: Fuel lubricity
[AD-A232793] p 673 N91-24453
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
Garrett's turboshaft engines and technologies for the
1990s
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-204] p 837 A91-44621
LUGS
S87 close air support aircraft fatigue analysis
(ETN-91-98854] p 477 N91-19093
LUMINESCENCE
Radioluminescent (RL) airfield lighting system program
[DE91-001007] p309 N91-15186
Radioluminescent (RL) lighting system development
program
[DE91-009743] p679 N91-23381
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
Aerodynamics support of research instrument
development p 153 N91 -13331
LUMPED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
Force and moment transmissibilities through rolling
element bearings in a single-stage rotor system
p594 A91-35537
LYMAN ALPHA RADIATION
The time-varying calibration of an airborne Lyman-alpha
hygrometer p 480 A91-30373
M
MACH CONES
A study of aerodynamic performance of cone-derived
waverider configuration p 352 A91 -25746
MACH NUMBER
S4MA hypersonic facility - Flow angularities
measurements in the S4MA wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-85) p 51 A91-11766
Low Mach number Euler computations
p5 A91-11900
Coherent structure induced pressure fluctuations in an
elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 90-3963] p 70 A91-12477
Shock capturing using a pressure-correction method
p 59 A91-12887
Experiments on the stability of supersonic laminar
boundary layers p 80 A91-12974
Numerical optimization design of transonic airfoils
p82 A91-13264
High Mach number impinging jets in cross-flow -
Comparison of computation with experiment
p84 A91-13296
Analysis of generic scramjet external nozzle flowfields
employing simulant gases
[AIAA PAPER 90-5242] p 123 A91-14467
Mach number validation of a new zonal CFD method
(ZAP2D) for airfoil simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0185] p 173 A91-19169
Experimental investigation of the transonic flow on a
supercritical wing profile p 252 A91 -20934
Experimental investigation of a 2-D dual mode scramjet
with hydrogen fuel at Mach 4-6
(AIAA PAPER 90-5269) p 300 A91-22892
The investigation of the hypersonic vehicle
aerothermodynamics
| AIAA PAPER 90-5271] p 270 A91-22893
An experimental study of the evolution of harmonic
perturbations in a boundary layer on a flat plate at Mach
4 p 272 A91-23842
The FFA T1500 injection driven transonic wind tunnel
p408 A91-24344
Effects of Reynolds number. Mach number and sting
geometry on rotary balance measurements
p408 A91-24453
Experimental study on drag reduction of hypersonic
transport configuration p 347 A91-24494
Pressure based calculation method used tor nozzle
flows p357 A91-26680
A predictive controller for the Mach number in a transonic
wind tunnel p 408 A91-26927
Using impulse wind tunnels at M less than 8
p409 A91-28095
Amplitude-dependent neutral modes in compressible
boundary layer flows p 445 A91-31336
Bounded free shear flows - Linear and nonlinear
growth p 446 A91-31344
On the classification of unstable modes in bounded
compressible mixing layers p 518 A91-31345
On the design of a new Mach 3.5 quiet nozzle
p446 A91-31349
Aerodynamics of spheres for Mach numbers from 0.6
to 10.5 including some effects of test conditions
(AIAA PAPER 91-0894] p 451 A91-32171
Process control to set Mach number ratios for jet-engine
intake measurements - Development of an automatic
Mach-number regulator p 584 A91-33373
The frying wing supersonic transport
p 571 A91-34164
A numerical study of intertacial instabilities at high Mach
numbers p 549 A91-34198
Some aspects of the numerical simulation of
compressible viscous flow around bluff bodies at low
Ma-number p 550 A91-34220
HYTEX - Demonstrator for hypersonic flight up to Mach
5 p571 A9V34260
Inception length to a fully developed, fin-generated,
shock-wave, boundary-layer interaction
p617 A91-37842
Mixing studies of helium in air at Mach 6
(AIAA PAPER 91-2268] p 705 A91-41739
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Mach 2 and Mach 3 mixing and combustion in
scramjets
[AIAA PAPER 91-2394] p 747 A91-41768
Mach 6 turbulent boundary layer characteristics on
smooth and rough surfaces
| AIAA PAPER 91-1762) p711 A91-42580
Parametric study of airframe-integrated scramjet cooling
requirement p 749 A91-42817
Supersonic film cooling effectiveness using air and
helium for a range of injectant temperatures and Mach
numbers
(AIAA PAPER 91-1416] p 772 A91-43477
A study of flow separation on an aspect ratio three flap
at Mach number 2.4
(AIAA PAPER 91-1620] p 718 A91-43554
On the use and the accuracy of compressible flow codes
at low Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-1662) P 721 A91-43577
A numerical study on wind tunnel interference effects
in external burning test at M = 1.5
IAIAA PAPER 91-1675] p 749 A91-43585
The effect of varying Mach number on crossing, glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary-layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2157] p 804 A91-45792
Base pressure measurements on a conical cylinder at
free-stream Mach numbers from 3.15 to 6.83
p805 A91-46073
An experimental study of transonic flow past a sphere
p 809 A91-46341
Experimental investigation on jet noise
p 989 A91 -49063
Transonic flow through turbine cascades with 3 different
pitch to chord ratios p 1020 A91-56169
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils p 93 N91-11670
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulation of flow
around ATP p 98 N91-12626
A semiempirical method for obtaining fuselage normal
areas from fuselage Mach sliced areas
[NASA-TM-4228] p 202 N91-13433
Direct numerical simulations of a plane compressible
wake: Stability, vorticity dynamics, and topology
[NASA-CR-187737] p 274 N91-15129
A method of estimating a separation boundary of
two-dimensional aerofoil sections in transonic flow
[ESDU-81020-AMEND-A] p 275 N91-15133
Pseudo Reynolds number effects in transonic wind
tunnels
[ETN-91-98493] p 276 N91-15135
An evaluation of three two-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics codes including low Reynolds numbers and
transonic Mach numbers
[NASA-TM-102840] p 364 N91-17001
Improving military transport aircraft through highly
integrated engine-wing design p 374 N91 -18081
F-18 high alpha research vehicle surface pressures:
Initial in-flight results and correlation with flow visualization
and wind-tunnel data
[NASA-TM-101724] p 453 N91-19051
The effects of compressor seventh-stage bleed air
extraction on performance of the F100-PW-220
afterburning turbofan engine
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Use of FAA's Nationwide Airport Noise Impact Model
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The sonic boom problem
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helicopter simulations using parallel processing
p 198 A91-17307
Some experiences of computational aerodynamics on
highly parallel processors p 167 A91-17597
Synchronization and time tagging in distributed real time
simulation p 223 A91-18264
Application of a parallel DSMC method to hypersonic
rarefied flows
(AIAA PAPER 91-0772) . p 182 A91-19461
Domain decomposition methods in aerodynamics
p604 A91 -33056
Block-structured computation of three-dimensional
transonic Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1679) p 721 A91-43588
A real-time blade element helicopter simulation for
handling qualities analysis p 847 A91-45389
Parallel processors of the VISTA/F-16 in-flight
simulator
(AIAA PAPER 91-2917) p 833 A91-47807
A new radar simulator architecture
[AIAA PAPER 91-2972) p 881 A91-47849
Programmable digital communications receiver
architecture for high data rate avionics and ground
applications p 1034 A91-54664
Neural networks and digital avionics
p1111 A91-54680
Enhancing aeropropulsion research with high-speed
interactive computing p 1112 A91-56129
Parallelized reliability estimation of reconfigurable
computer networks
[NASA-CR-182101] p65 N91-11430
Applications of neural networks to adaptive control
[AD-A225408] p 243 N91-13938
A real-time distributed optimal autopilot
[RR-398] p307 N91-15181
Parallel processing using multitasking on CRAY X-MP
system
[NAL-TR-1069] p 538 N91-20806
Enhancing aeropropulsion research with high-speed
interactive computing
[NASA-TM-104374] p 687 N91-24796
Probabilistic structural mechanics research for parallel
processing computers
(NASA-CR.187162] p 877 N91-28644
Numerical propulsion system simulation: An
interdisciplinary approach
[NASA-TM-105181] p 962 N91-29221
Comparisons of elastic and rigid blade-element rotor
models using parallel processing technology for piloted
simulations
[NASA-TM-102859) p 997 N91-32071
PARALLEL PROGRAMMING
Modular embedded computer software for advanced
avionics systems p 533 A91-30929
Flight simulation benchmark for parallel Ada
p 534 A91-30943
A highly parallel algorithm for multistage optimization
problems and shortest path problems
p878 A91-44730
Parallelization on a multi-processor system of a solving
method for the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations at high
Reynolds numbers
[ESA-TT-1116] p62 N91-11197
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Comparison of modal parameter estimation techniques
on aircraft structural data p 57 A91-11219
Finite element model reduction application to parametric
studies and optimization of rotorcraft structures
p 194 A91-17208
Helicopter parameter identification using a trained
multi-perceptron neural network p215 A91-17282
Parameter adaptive multivariable flight controller using
a full autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model and
recursive least squares (RLS) estimation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0420] p 242 A91-19292
Nonlinear multi-point modeling and parameter estimation
of the DO 28 research aircraft p 289 A91-22357
An identification method of fast time varying parameters
adapted to aircraft control systems p 327 A91-22758
Unsteady aerodynamic modelling for aircraft lateral
parameter estimation p 581 A91-34162
A frequency domain maximum likelihood identification
scheme with application to flight flutter data analysis
p581 A91-35576
Equation decoupling - A new approach to the
aerodynamic identification of unstable aircraft
p664 A91-37773
Application of identification method of modal parameters
to flight Hutter test p 665 A91-40167
Identification of nacelle modes from airplane GVT
results p648 A91-40170
A-238
SUBJECT INDEX PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Identification and simulation evaluation of an AH-64
helicopter hover math model
[AIAA PAPER 91-2877] p 826 A91-47176
Parameter identification modeling for simulation
aerodynamic model updates
|AIAA PAPER 91-2878] p 879 A91-47177
Pilot model structure identification using principal
components regression
(AIAA PAPER 91-2893] p 879 A91-47189
Flight characteristics of a modified Schweizer SGS1-36
sailplane at low and very high angles of attack
(NASA-TP-3022) p 50 N9M0079
Comparison of a mathematical one-point model and a
multi-point model of aircraft motion in moving air
p41 N91-10969
Optimal inputs for aircraft parameter estimation
p 115 N91-11768
The effect of wing planform on low speed buffet
p220 N91-14336
Parameter identification for nonlinear aerodynamic
systems
(NASA-CH-187410) p 274 N91-15126
Experimental parameter determination and systems
analysis for helicopter gas turbine
(ETN-91-98798] p 401 N91-18113
Aerodynamic parameter studies and sensitivity analysis
for rotor blades in axial flight
[NASA-CR-187524] p 558 N91-22078
An identification algorithm based on smoothing
p 782 N91 -25642
PARAMETERIZATION
Parametric study of afterbody/nozzle drag on twin
two-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzles at Mach
numbers from 0.60 to 1.20
[NASA-TP-2640] p 187 N91-14316
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
International Symposium on Domain Decomposition
Methods for Partial Differential Equations, 3rd, Houston.
TX. Mar. 20-22. 1989, Proceedings p 155 A91-14751
Self-propelled slender axisymmetric body flows: Errors
in the Poisson equation field calculation
p731 N91-25110
Prediction of the flow and heat transfer between a
rotating and a stationary cone p 877 N91-28536
PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Formation of zones of elevated particle concentration
during focused injection in a two-phase medium
p417 A91-25288
PARTICLE LADEN JETS
Some influences of particle shape on drag and heat
transfer p 233 A91-18427
3-D LDV measurements of particle rebound
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0011] p 229 A91-19103
An experimental method for active soot reduction in a
model gas-turbine combustor p 488 A91-30212
Experimental study on confined two-phase jets
p866 A91-45192
PARTICLE MOTION
The effect of particle dynamics on LV measurement bias
in compressible, vortical flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0292) p 176 A91-19222
Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitching at a constant
rate p 1099 N91-31629
PARTICLE PRECIPITATION
Inertial aerosol precipitation on ogival bodies of
revolution in high-velocity flow p 553 A91-35784
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
The production of PREP titanium powder — Plasma
Rotating Electrode Process p312 A91-20881
Comparison of the cleanliness assessment techniques
in P.M. superalloys p 965 A91-52558
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Theoretical analysis of supersonic gas-particle
two-phase flow and its application to relatively complicated
flow fields p255 A91-21198
Experimental water droplet impingement data on modern
aircraft surfaces
(AIAA PAPER 91-0445] p 262 A91-21493
Investigation of coatings at high temperature for use in
turbomachinery p 744 A91-41507
Methods for obtaining and reducing experimental droplet
impingement data on arbitrary bodies
p 771 A91-43310
Measurements of particles rebound characteristics on
materials used in gas turbines p 964 A91-52320
Application of a water droplet trajectory prediction code
to the design of inlet particle separator anti-icing
systems p 1072 N91-31159
PARTICULATES
The effect of probabilistic restitution characteristics of
particle surface interactions on the particle dynamics in
axial flow turbines p 1067 A91-56226
PARTITIONS (MATHEMATICS)
Partitioning methods for global controllers
p 531 A91-30043
A method for partitioning centralized controllers
[NASA-TM-4276) p 503 N91-20133
PASSAGEWAYS
Quasi-3D numerical model of a flow passage of the
aviation gas turbine engines p 1019 A91-56130
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
Masterfully digital 11 p111 A91-13724
A study of the effect of flight conditions and main aircraft
parameters on the flight values of the lift-drag ratio and
lifting force of second-generation supersonic passenger
aircraft at the supersonic stage of the accelerating climb
p 164 A91-17113
Flying very long distances with two engines
p 188 A9M8525
Boeing's 777 - Breaking the habits of a lifetime
p163 A91-18899
Application of methods and tools for computer-aided
design in investigation of prospects for civil aircraft
progress p 380 A91-24311
Load alleviation and ride smoothing investigations using
ATTAS — Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft
System p383 A91-24442
Verifying fire safety p371 A91-26178
The propriety of class actions in mass aviation disaster
litigation p 433 A91-27831
The frying wing supersonic transport
p 571 A91-34164
The final call: Why airline disasters continue to happen
— Book p 561 A91-34250
Coping with dramatic air transport growth
p562 A91-36011
Commercial aircraft fuel efficiency potential through
2010 p645 A91-38127
Condition monitoring of aircraft high lift systems
p738 A91-41535
Seeking crashworthy seats p 740 A91-44345
No end to air incidents? II p 820 A91-48349
Propeller technologies for regional aircraft
[SAE PAPER 910997] p 939 A91-52932
Very high capacity medium range passenger transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-3079] p 1044 A91-54011
Propulsion systems for twenty-first century commercial
transports p 1060 A91-54392
Commercial aircraft fuel efficiency potential through
2010
[DE91-000720] p117 N91-12671
Investigations into a potential laser-NASP transport
technology P 392 N91-18151
Evaluation of the qualification of the structure of a
passenger aircraft by analysis and full-scale testing
p 684 N91-24645
Civil tiltrotor missions and applications. Phase 2: The
commercial passenger market
[NASA-CR-177576] p 734 N91-26126
PASSENGERS
A passenger's view of commuter aircraft
p 106 N91-11720
Airport system technical aspects p 506 N91-19107
A brief examination and comparison between the
Federal motor vehicle safety standards and the Federal
aviation regulations
[NIAR-91-25] p991 N91-31020
PATCH TESTS
A patched-grid algorithm for complex aircraft
configurations p 88 A91-14759
PATTERN RECOGNITION
Identification of aerospace acoustic sources using
sparse distributed associative memory
(AIAA PAPER 90-3992] p 73 A91-12505
Pattern recognition system for automatic identification
of acoustic sources p428 A91-27904
A model-based method for object recognition
p605 A91 -35241
A neural network tor the analysis of aircraft test data
p781 N91-25133
PAVEMENTS
Heat resistant concrete for airfield pavements -
Preliminary numerical study p 858 A91-45730
Condition survey and PAVER implementation, Edwards
Air Force Base (north base), California
[AD-A224978] p 132 N91-11772
Condition survey and PAVER implementation, Edwards
Air Force Base, California
[AD-A224979] p 132 N91-11773
Criteria for the use of Lime-Cement-Flyash on airport
pavements
[AD-A225226] P 132 N91-11775
Literature review on geotextiles to improve pavements
for general aviation airports
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/26] p 226 N91-13464
Laboratory investigation of the use of geotextiles to
mitigate frost heave
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/13] p 226 N91-13465
Evaluation procedure for reinforced concrete box
culverts under airfield pavements
[AD-A227920] p 310 N91-16031
Predicting the behavior of asphalt concrete pavements
in seasonal frost areas using nondestructive techniques
[CRREL-90-10) p420 N91-17253
Status of PAVER implementation within the US Air
Force
[AD-A231158] p 585 N91-22137
Literature review on geotextiles to improve pavements
for general aviation airports
[AD-A232871] p 669 N91-23199
Unified methodology for airport pavement analysis and
design. Volume 1: State of the art
(DOT/FAA/RD-91/15-VOL-11 p 762 N9I-25154
Geogrid reinforced base course for flexible pavements
for light aircraft: Literature review and test section
design
IDOT/FAA/RD-90/28] p 763 N91-26160
Guidelines for design, construction, and evaluation of
airport pavement drainage
(DOT/FAA/RD-90/31] p 763 N91-26161
Performance of asphalt concrete airport pavements
during thaw weakening periods: A field study
IAD-A237441J p 961 N91-29198
A knowledge-base for rehabilitation of airfield concrete
pavements
[AD-A239354] p 1083 N91-31191
PAYLOADS
A dynamic analysis of the SRB parachute system
[AIAA PAPER 91-0838] p 670 A91-40555
Twelfth Plantema memorial lecture on assessment of
service load experience
[NLR-TP-89097-U] p117 N91-12674
National Space Transportation System (NSTS)
technology needs p411 N91-17021
Design of the advanced cargo aircraft. The US Army's
next generation transport rotorcraft: An overview
p374 N91-18069
The design and flight testing of a high-performance
low-cost parachute system for a 1000 Ib payload
IDE91-007733] p 455 N91-19065
Design and performance of a parachute for the recovery
of a 760-lb payload
[DE91-007509] p 458 N91-20059
Science requirements and feasibility/design studies of
a very-high-altitude aircraft for atmospheric research
p740 N91-25481
PEEK
Design for strength and rigidity of a thermoplastic
composite speed brake p 284 A91-20783
Selecting materials for complex aircraft structures
P510 A91-32270
Development of thermoplastic parts for Aerospatiale
helicopters p 858 A91 -45397
TF89 tactical fighter outer wing design
[ETN-91-98580] p 294 N91-16019
PENALTY FUNCTION
Finite element method for computing turbulent propeller
flow p416 A91-24584
PENETRATION
Experimental investigation of buffet onset and
penetration on a supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
P219 N91-14328
Unsteady separated flow phenomena causing
self-excited structural oscillations p 220 N91-14339
PENNSYLVANIA
Economic impact of aviation in Pennsylvania
[PB91-128264) p 543 N91-22067
PERFORATED PLATES
Flow past perforated plate placed perpendicularly on
ground plane p89 A91 -15035
Scattering by a semi-infinite sandwich panel perforated
on one side p 430 A91-24759
PERFORATED SHELLS
A noise suppressor using co-axial perforated tubes
p 431 A91-28276
Carbon epoxy perforated skin for nacelle acoustic
treatment
I SAE PAPER 901982] p 969 A91-48644
PERFORMANCE
Omega system performance assessment
p 107 A91-14392
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Three-dimensional combustor performance validation
with high-density fuels p 55 A91-10345
Rockwell's real-time simulator aids hypersonic
vehicle/NASP designs
[AIAA PAPER 90-3162] p 136 A91-16711
Validation and verification of flight simulators - The facts
and fictions
[AIAA PAPER 90-3173) p 131 A91-16718
Numerical simulation of powered-lift flows
p 165 A91-17210
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
a viscous-inviscid interaction approach
p 170 A91-18363
Boeing's 777 - Breaking the habits of a lifetime
p 163 A91-18899
A-239
PERFORMANCE TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
Influence of a non-uniform free stream velocity
distribution on performance/acoustics of counter-rotating
propeller configurations
(AIAA PAPER 91-0195) p 245 A91-19175
An appraisal of the Ball-on-Cylinder technique for
measuring aviation turbine fuel lubricity
[STLE PREPRINT 90-AM-3C-1] p 229 A91-19718
A new method of predicting the performance of gas
turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-337) p 302 A91-23647
Performance evaluation of motion compensation
methods in ISAR by computer simulation
p515 A91-30860
Thoughts on high speed data bus performance
p481 A91-30868
Intelligent internetted sensor management systems for
tactical aircraft p 482 A91-30888
Aircraft electrical system computer simulation
p657 A91-38037
Model for IR sensor performance evaluation -
Applications and results p 656 A91-39890
How failure prediction methodology affects electronic
equipment design p 768 A91-40812
A row-by-row off-design performance calculation
method for turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2132) p 745 A91-41705
Prediction of internal performance for two-dimensional
convergent-divergent nozzles
(AIAA PAPER 91-2369] p 706 A91-41762
An expert system for predicting flutter in
turbomachines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2527) p 748 A91-41808
Performance prediction of subsonic separated
cascades
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-65] p 790 A91-44546
Prediction of tip-leakage losses in axial turbines
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-154) p 792 A91-44595
Gas turbine component fault identification by means of
adaptive performance modeling
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-376] p 840 A91-44719
Transient flow thrust prediction for an ejector propulsion
concept p841 A91-45326
Optimum geometries for scarfed perfect nozzles
p841 A91-45343
Non-linear aeroelastic predictions for transport aircraft
(SAE PAPER 901852] p 892 A91-48567
Experimental analysis of the dynamic performance of
turbojet engines p 1063 A91-56128
On the performance of a small, conventional combustor
burning a variety of fuels p 1064 A91-56140
Adaptive modeling of jet engine performance with
application to condition monitoring p 1064 A91-56158
Lifting surface theory for supersonic through-flow fan
p 1020 A91-56170
Prediction methods for supersonic inlets
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-128] p 1021 A91-56178
Mach 5 turbo-ramjet inlet design and performance
p 1021 A91-56179
Optimization of hypersonic thrust nozzles
p 1067 A91-56217
Progress in certifying F402-RR-408: The improved
Pegasus engine for AV-8B and Harrier 2 plus
[PNR-90719] p40 N91-10056
Prediction of effects of wing contour modifications on
low-speed maximum lift and transonic performance for the
EA-6B aircraft
[NASA-TP-3046] p 22 N91-10902
Short crack growth under realistic flight loading: Model
predictions and experimental results for Al 2024 and AI-U
2090 p62 N91-11246
A unified approach to buffet response of fighter aircraft
empennage P 219 N91-14326
Experimental investigation and semi-empirical prediction
of the dynamic response of a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal
wing due to flow separation p219 N91-14330
Airframe-induced upwash at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90020] p275 N91-15130
Jet engine performance estimation from minimal input
data
[ETN-91-98582] p 303 N91-16023
Considerations on wind-tunnel testing techniques for
rotorcratt p 369 N91-18057
Ongoing development of a computer jobstream to
predict helicopter main rotor performance in icing
conditions
[NASA-CR-187076] p 454 N91-19056
Predicting the performance of airborne antennas in the
microwave regime
[AD-A230501] p 527 N91-20363
Computer menu task performance model development
[AD-A230278] p 537 N91-20759
Critical speeds and forced response solutions for active
magnetic bearing turbomachinery. part 2
p587 N91-21210
Approximate methods for predicting the lifting
characteristics of wing-body combinations
p558 N91-22074
Computer program for estimating performance of
air-breathing aircraft engines
[NASA-TM-4254] p 573 N91-22103
The role of structural analysis in airworthiness
certification p 684 N91-24647
A simulation study of turbofan engine deterioration
estimation using Kalman filtering techniques
(NASA-TM-104233) p 755 N91-25147
Sensitivity of inlet performance predictions to CFD
numerical and physical modeling p 776 N91-25345
Flight mechanical model for performance calculations
and interactions between flight vehicle and ramjet in regard
to the flight orbit
[DLR-FB-91-03] p 1054 N91-32131
Thermodynamic flow description of a ramjet for
determination of engine forces and moments
[DLR-FB-91-02] p 1075 N91-32139
PERFORMANCE TESTS
Forcing level effect of internal acoustic excitation on
the improvement of airfoil performance
(AIAA PAPER 90-4010] p 74 A91-12522
Characteristics of a cryogenic wind tunnel at National
Defense Academy. I - The operation with manual
controls p 130 A91-15029
Flow studies in close-coupled ventral nozzles for STOVL
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 901033] p 255 A91-21242
A review of high-performance thermoplastic resins and
their composites p 413 A91-25898
Full scale demonstration tests of cabin noise reduction
using active noise control p 388 A91-28277
Performance robustness for LTI systems with structured
state space uncertainty — Linear-Time-Invariant
p496 A91-30174
Precision aided inertial navigation using SAR and digital
map data p 567 A91-33652
Global Positioning System (GPS) autonomous
navigation p 567 A91-33653
The effect of square trailing edges on turbine blade
performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-2130] p 704 A91-41704
Aircraft gas turbine performance for the year 2000
(AIAA PAPER 91-2233] p 746 A91-41733
Compressor exit temperature analysis. II
(AIAA PAPER 91-2008] p 751 A91-44090
Experimental and computed performance
characteristics of high speed silicon nitride hybrid ball
bearings
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-110] p 862 A91-44571
Transient performance and behaviour of gas turbine
engines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-188) p 836 A91-44610
Take-Off Performance Monitoring system algorithm and
display development
[AIAA PAPER 91-2863] p 833 A91-47166
Improving the performance of flight simulators via smart
I/O interface systems
(AIAA PAPER 91-2983] p 880 A91-47812
High performance computing system for flight simulation
at NASA Langley
(AIAA PAPER 91-2971] p 880 A91-47848
Quick automatic evaluation of propeller performance
combined to an engine p 938 A91 -49178
The development and usage of helmet-mounted
displays p 934 A91-51096
Garretl TPF351-20 engine flight test and ground test
performance
[SAE PAPER 911011] p 939 A91-52942
Validation of the F-18 high alpha research vehicle flight
control and avionics systems modifications
p 1078 A91-54577
Automating test driver generation
P1109 A91-54594
Flight control system design factors for applying
automated testing techniques p 1078 A91-54610
Application of industry-standard guidelines for the
validation of avionics software p 1110 A91-54616
The effect of hub passage on the performance of
transonic rotor p 1062 A91-56113
A novel technique for the experimental determination
of bearing and windage losses in an axial flow
compressor p 1096 A91-56161
Design and test results of a high performance single
stage compressor p 1065 A91-56171
Characteristics of piping interference elimination unit
used in the high-speed wind tunnel test of ASUKA seven
percent semi-born prototype
[NAL-TM-588) p 13 N91-10003
The establishment and performance test of PAPI
(Precision Approach Path Indicator) System for NAL STOL
aircraft
[NAL-TM-579] p 28 N91-10030
The actuator for the low-noise STOL test plane flight
control system and its development test
[NAL-TM-574] p 37 N91-10038
Wind tunnel test of redundant vane-type flow-direction
sensing systems
[NAL-TM-590] p 44 N91-10057
Flight evaluation test of the PAPI (Precision Approach
Pa'h Indicator) System
(NAL-TM-592) p 29 N91-10966
Flight simulator evaluation test of multi-functional display
unit
[NAL-TM-596] p 53 N91-11026
High-temperature lubricant analyses using the System
for Thermal Diagnostic Studies (STDS): A feasibility
study
[AD-A225242] p 139 N91-11929
Hardening surveillance illumination using aircraft
antennas
[AD-A225143] p 147 N91-11992
Equipment and methods employed for calibration of the
sensors and measurement lines in the ATT AS flight test
platform
(ESA-TT-1208] p 148 N91-12069
Design and certification of aircraft for the HERF
environment p 115 N91-12575
Advanced Turbine Technology Applications Project
(ATTAP)
(NASA-CR-187039) p 302 N91-16021
Evaluation of an alternative rotorcraft cargo lowering
device for the delivery of 500-lb ammunition loads
[AD-A230995] p 573 N91-21133
An experimental study of exit flow patterns in a multistage
compressor in rotating stall
[AD-A231353] p 580 N91-21143
Development and testing of controller performance
evaluation methodology for multi-input/multi-output digital
control systems p 584 N91-22337
Evaluation of the qualification of the structure of a
passenger aircraft by analysis and full-scale testing
p684 N91-24645
Demonstration Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) proof
of performance test results
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/3] p 762 N91-25153
Guidelines for design, construction, and evaluation of
airport pavement drainage
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/31] p 763 N91-26161
Testing, analysis, and code verification of aerodynamics
and heat transfer related to turbomachinery
(NASA-CR-188640] p 844 N91-27160
The 270 volt direct current generator performance
evaluation
(AD-A236946] p 873 N91-27472
Environmental assessment for the FAA explosive
detection system independent validation and verification
program
[DE91-013190] p908 N91-29152
Experimental and analytical study of rippled trailing edge
airfoils for compressor application
(AD-A237425) p 978 N91-29508
Air traffic operational evaluation plan for the limited
production Automated Surface Observing System
(ASOS)
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/13] p 919 N91-30116
Application of S1BYL2 to the AGARD WG18 compressor
test cases
(RAE-TM-P-1204] p 942 N91-30147
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/20] p 1097 N91-31495
INMARSAT access approval p 1040 N91-32110
Satellite data link validation test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/6] p1100 N91-32282
Influence of configuration effects on multiple burst
simulation testing p 1032 N91-32631
Damage to metallic samples produced by measured
lightning currents p 1088 N91-32640
The new Section 23 of DO160C/ED14C lightning testing
of externally mounted electrical equipment
p1103 N91-32716
PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
Direct periodic solutions of rotor free wake calculations
by inversion of a linear periodic system
p 165 A91-17259
Sensitivity analysis of discrete periodic systems with
applications to rotor dynamics
(AIAA PAPER 91-1090] p 471 A91-31870
Finite element analysis of natural frequencies of acoustic
enclosures with periodic properties p 882 A91-45439
PERIODIC VARIATIONS
Effect of model cooling on periodic transonic flow
(AIAA PAPER 91-1714] p 709 A91-42562
PERIPHERAL VISION
Peripheral polar-graphic displays for signal/failure
detection p 970 A91-48788
Perceptual limitations of peripherally displayed colors
on CRTs
[AD-A236289] p 872 N91-27460
A-240
SUBJECT INDEX PILOT PERFORMANCE
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
The PC as a generic developmental fuel control lor
expendable turbojet engines
(AIAA PAPER 91-3399) p 755 A91-44329
Analysis of guidance law performance using personal
computers p 104 N91-11697
Smoothing and scaling airfoil coordinates on a personal
computer
IOE89-000878] p 330 N91 -16582
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
A guide to ground vehicle operations on the airport
[AD-A231077] p 585 N91-21158
PERSONNEL SELECTION
Correlates of two experimental tests with performance
in the FAA academy air traffic control nonradar screen
program
[AD-A226419] p110 N91-12658
PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEMS
Composite supportability — personnel, facilities,
equipment, and tools for aircraft maintenance
ISME PAPER EM91-114| p 888 A91-48672
PERTURBATION
The response of a laminar boundary layer in supersonic
flow to small-amplitude progressive waves
p60 A9M2970
Computational analysis of flow in 3D propulsive transition
ducts p 153 N91-13341
Leading-edge receptivity for blunt-nose bodies
[NASA-CR-188063] p 456 N91-20047
Passive laminar flow control of crossflow vorticity
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13563-1] p 679 N91-23410
Numerical study of non-impulsively started flow around
a circular cylinder
[AD-A238051] p 978 N91-29519
Robustness and techniques of multivariable control for
helicopter piloting. Dispatch 3: Inclusion regions technique
on linear model
[RD/PA-14-227] p 1079 N91-31184
PERTURBATION THEORY
Direct periodic solutions of rotor free wake calculations
by inversion of a linear periodic system
p165 A91-17259
Frequency-swept rotating input perturbation techniques
and identification of the fluid force models in
rotor/bearing/seal systems and fluid handling machines
p 199 A91-17992
Similarity rules for transformation between high- and
low-speed models of high pressure axial compressor
bladings p 359 A91-27783
A singular perturbation approach to pitch-loop design
p507 A91-30159
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies - Mode localization and loss of
eigenstructure
[AIAA PAPER 91-1218] p 522 A91-32032
Control of vortex structure on a delta wing by small
amplitude perturbations of angle-of-attack
p706 A91-42094
Nondimensional forms for singular perturbation analyses
of aircraft energy climbs
[AIAA PAPER 91-2640] p 923 A91-49648
CFD for applications to aircraft aeroelasticity
p 17 N91-10855
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies: Mode localization and loss of eigenstructure
[NASA-TM-104519] p 875 N91-27591
Response and stability analysis of helicopter rotor blades
using computerized symbolic manipulation
[AD-A238660] p 928 N91-29175
Computational analysis of hypersonic flows past
elliptic-cone waveriders p 1023 N91-31080
PHASE DEVIATION
Evaluation of the phase distortions of the input signal
of a synthetic-aperture radar p 677 A91-39144
PHASE ERROR
Specification 01 an inertial navigation system for
experimental SAR p 735 A91-41829
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
[NASA-CR-187560] p 882 N91-27909
PHASE SHIFT
Adhesive bond evaluation using phase sensitive
detection techniques p 147 A91-16839
PHASE STABILITY (MATERIALS)
Process and alloy optimization for CMSX-4 superalloy
single crystal airfoils p 965 A91 -52536
Raising the high temperature limit of IN718 - Designing
Ticolloy p965 A91-52541
PHASED ARRAYS
Phased array antenna - Is it worth the cost on a fighter
aircraft? p 482 A91-30886
Transmit/receive module technology for X-band active
array radar p 568 A91 -34011
High gain airborne antenna for satellite
communications p 643 A91-39776
Analog superconductive electronics for avionics
p 239 N91-14040
Broadband coupling structures for microwave arithmetic
circuits and phased arrays p 322 N91-15163
MEGASODAR experiment p 639 N91-24169
PHENOLS
Production of jet fuels from coal derived liquids. Volume
16: Analysis of phenolic species in coal derived aviation
fuels
[AD-A224656] P 139 N91-11938
PHOSPHORS
Automated thermal mapping techniques using chromatic
image analysis p 237 A91-19671
Evaluating thermographic phosphors in an operating
turbine engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-266] p 593 A91-34810
Evaluation of thermographic phosphor technology for
aerodynamic model testing
[DE91-005631] P 369 N91-18060
A relative-intensity two-color phosphor thermography
system
[NASA-TM-104123] p 1099 N91-31595
PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTROSCOPY
Airborne heterodyne receiver for the range 600 GHz
to 3.000 GHz P599 N91-22047
PHOTODISSOCIATION
Flow-tagging velocimetry using UV-photodissociation of
water vapor
[AIAA PAPER 91-0355] p235 A91-19251
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
The photoelastic diet - Weight and stress reduction
experiences on the A330/340 Airbus project
p925 A91-51911
The application of photoelasticity to the analysis of shaft
splines p975 A91-51912
Photoelastic coating study of redesigned CT114 coupon
joint test specimen for horizontal stabilizer rear attachment
fitting to vertical stabilizer rear spar
[NAE-LTR-ST-1701] p 1051 N91-31125
PHOTOELASTIC MATERIALS
Photoelastic coating study of redesigned CT114 coupon
joint test specimen for horizontal stabilizer rear attachment
fitting to vertical stabilizer rear spar
[NAE-LTR-ST-1701] p 1051 N91-31125
PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Ashtech XII GPS technology p 564 A91-33622
Close-range photogrammetric measurement of static
deflections for an aeroelastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-4194] p 182 N91-13400
PHOTOGRAPHS
Jet engine performance estimation from minimal input
data
[ETN-91-98582] p 303 N91-16023
PHOTOMAPPING
Matching aerial images to 3-D terrain maps
p377 A91-24980
PHOTOMETERS
Optical measurement of propeller blade deflections in
a spin facility
[NASA-TM-103115] p 364 N91-17002
PHOTOMETRY
Holographic head-up display combiners with optimal
photometric efficiency and uniformity
p933 A91-50464
PHOTONICS
Assessment of photonics for advanced integrated
avionics processors - PAVE PACE p 1113 A91-54618
PHYSICAL FACTORS
Aerodynamics modeling of towed-cable dynamics
[DE91-008426] p 458 N91-20060
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Design methodology for a community response
questionnaire on sonic boom exposure
[NASA-CR-1875031 p 608 N91-22830
PIAGGIO AIRCRAFT
Development and certification flight test on the Piaggio
P. 180 Avanti aircraft - A general overview
[SAE PAPER 911003] p 926 A91-52937
Artificial and natural icing conditions flight tests on the
Piaggio P. 180 Avanti aircraft
[SAE PAPER 911004] p 908 A91-52938
PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMICS
Controlling panel flutter using adaptive materials
[AIAA PAPER 91-1067] p 537 A91-32049
Application of piezoelectric elements in supersonic panel
flutter suppression
[AIAA PAPER 91-3191] p 1091 A91-54095
Control of helicopter rotorblade aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-4350] p 903 N91-30080
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
In-flight boundary layer profiling system using
piezoelectric sensor arrays p 209 A91-19711
PIEZOMETERS
Method - Pressure drop tests for fuel system
components
[SAEARP868] p97B A91-52960
PIGGYBACK SYSTEMS
Is a staged SST the answer? p 386 A91-26099
PILOT ERROR
Special considerations for helicopter safety
p372 A91-26790
Human performance factors in aircraft accident
investigation
[SAE PAPER 892608) p 562 A91-34912
Opportunities to improve helicopter cockpit displays -
A pilot's perspective
[SAE PAPER 902002] p 907 A91-48659
PILOT INDUCED OSCILLATION
Technique for predicting longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillations p 305 A91-22961
The development of alternate criteria for FBW handling
qualities p 666 N91-23113
Metrics for roil response flying qualities
p650 N91-23118
PILOT PERFORMANCE
Adaptive simulator motion software with supervisory
control
(AIAA PAPER 90-3133] p 156 A91-16688
The role of mission/task analysis in reducing weapon
system costs and risks p 241 A91-17245
Control concept of modern avionics in the service of
pilot relief • Presented using the example of DO 328
p295 A91-22202
Closed-loop assessment of flight simulator fidelity
p311 A91-22960
Experimental study on matching between characteristics
of control-manipulator system and controlled element
dynamics. I - The case of 1st order unstable controlled
element. II - The case of 3rd order controlled element
p 405 A91-24728
Simulation studies of the pilot-helicopter system under
abnormal conditions p 405 A91-25793
Special considerations for helicopter safety
p 372 A91-26790
The missing (data) link in pilot navigation
p 568 A91-33666
Flying qualities as a roll axis agility metric
[AIAA PAPER 91-2884] p 850 A91-47183
Application of existing simulation and flight test results
to defining 21st century aircraft vertical situation displays
[AIAA PAPER 91-2925] p 833 A91-47813
Pilot's Associate - A cooperative, knowledge-based
system application p 852 A91-48076
A prospectus of pilot factors in data link at the FAA
Technical Center
[SAE PAPER 901884] p 910 A91-48581
Aircraft control in the 21st century - Examination of the
role of the flight crew p 907 A91-49184
Pilot's Associate
[AIAA PAPER 91-2757] p 932 A91-49787
Pilot's Associate - An integration architecture for decision
aiding
[AIAA PAPER 91-2759] p 984 A91-49788
Traditional and automated approaches for acquiring
expert knowledge p 986 A91-51187
Situational awareness in the commercial aircraft cockpit
- A cognitive perspective p 1111 A91 -54658
An alternative approach to providing external vision to
pilots of future air vehicles p 1057 A91-54661
Flight characteristics of a modified Schweizer SGS1-36
sailplane at low and very high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-3022] p 50 N91-10079
Assessing information transfer in full mission flight
simulations p 26 N91-10946
Fault diagnosis p 26 N91-10951
Essays on stability and control
[LR-600] p 13t N91-11759
Piloted simulation verification of a control reconfiguration
strategy for a fighter aircraft under impairments
p 129 N91-12700
Aircraft accident report: Aloha IslandAir, Inc., Flight 1712,
de Havilland Twin Otter, DHC-6-300, N707PV, Halawa
Point, Molokai. Hawaii. October 28. 1989
(PB90-910405] p 191 N91-13425
Simulator flight as a selection device: Effects of test
anxiety on subjective and objective measures of
performance
[IZF-1989-57] p227 N91-13468
Interaction of feel system and flight control system
dynamics on lateral flying qualities
(NASA-CH-179445] p 221 N91-14353
Effect of shaping sensor data on pilot response
[NASA-TM-102737] p 297 N91-15173
The development of avionics-intensive, multi-sensor
cockpits: Simulation does not always equal success
p330 N91-15746
Evaluation techniques for highly augmented aircraft
[DLR-FB-90-35] p 667 N91-23191
Knowledge Based System Applications for Guidance
and Control
[AGARD-CP-474] p 736 N91-25121
A-241
PILOT SELECTION SUBJECT INDEX
Knowledge-based cockpit assistant lor IFR operations
p 736 N91-25125
PILOT SELECTION
Simulator flight as a selection device: Effects of test
anxiety on subjective and objective measures of
performance
(IZF-1989-57) p227 N91-13468
PILOT TRAINING
Modeling the pilot in visually controlled flight
p 155 A91-14859
Software reliability for flight crew training simulators
(AIAA PAPER 90-3122] p 131 A91-16679
Networked modular aircrew simulation systems
| AIAA PAPER 90-3139 ] p 156 A91 • 16694
Low cost aviation technology testbed
[AIAA PAPER 90-3157] p 131 A91-16707
V-22 Government Test Pilot Trainer program overview
p222 A91-17645
Development of an advanced technology ballistic
powered inertia reel p 200 A91-18385
Windshear in airline operations p 459 A91-29481
Simulating a new species of bird p 694 A91-44340
The compromise between accuracy and realism in flight
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2920] p 854 A91-47808
Flight test program for analysis and validation of
helicopter simulator aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-2928) p 827 A91-47817
Utilizing a blade element model for helicopter pilot
training
[AIAA PAPER 91-2939] p 851 A91-47826
Training system requirements - A training system
developer's viewpoint
[SAE PAPER 901945) p 887 A91-48618
Possible hardware solutions for future pilot training
[SAE PAPER 901948] p 887 A91-48620
Are you ready for LOC? — test pilot aspect of failure
of aircraft to respond to control inputs
p 943 A91-49269
A proposed definition for a pitch attitude target for the
microburst escape maneuver p 102 N91-11687
An expert system for wind shear avoidance
p 104 N91-11698
Wind shear training applications for 91/135
p639 N91-24173
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
Low cost navigation systems for unmanned air
vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 91-0091) p 192 A91-19132
A study and analysis of launching apparatus for CK1-M
model of pilotless aircraft p 854 A91-44760
Unmanned systems win unexpected support
p993 A91-53195
Dropping the pilot p 1043 A91-53325
Remotely piloted vehicles; International Conference,
8th. Bristol. England, Apr. 2-4, 1990. Proceedings and
Supplementary Papers p 1049 A91-54701
Possible rotorcraft configurations for unmanned
applications P 1049 A91-54707
Development and testing of a high aspect ratio wing
p 1049 A91-54712
Three decades of aeronautical research at ADE
p 995 A91-55031
An auxiliary intake system for an unmanned aircraft
p 1051 A91-56230
Analysis on design characteristic and key techniques
of a certain type of super-low altitude pilotless aircraft
p 1079 A91-56454
Design and preliminary development of an engine for
small unmanned air vehicles
[ARL-PROP-R-184] p 400 N91-18110
Design and construction of a composite airframe for
UAV research
[AD-A232422] p 653 N91-23143
PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
The airbag as a supplement to standard restraint
systems in the AH-1 and AH-64 attack helicopters and
its role in reducing head strikes of the copilot/gunner,
volume 1
(AD-A233349) p 641 N91-24188
PINHOLES
Augmented heat transfer in a pin fin channel with short
or long ejection holes p 1095 A91-55797
PIPE FLOW
Effect of wave processes on viscous-nonviscous
interaction of subsonic and supersonic jets with supersonic
and subsonic wakes in a duct and a pipe
p360 A91-28107
PIPELINES
Development of an optical volumetric llowmeter
(PB91-136481) P601 N91-22550
PIPELINING (COMPUTERS)
Time variant analysis of large scale constrained
rotorcraft systems dynamics - An exploitation of IBM-3090
vector-processor's pipe-lining feature
[AIAA PAPER 91-2745) p 971 A91-49702
PIPES (TUBES)
A noise suppressor using co-axial perforated tubes
p431 A91-28276
Flexure vibration test method of aviation tube
p648 A91-40172
Techniques for aircraft quality CNC tube bending and
inspection
[SME PAPER MF91-236] p971 A91-49273
Bending of titanium tubes
[SME PAPER MF91-2371 p 971 A91-49274
Performance of conical diffusers in subsonic
compressible flow
[ESDU-90025] p 275 N91-15131
Torsion resistant grooved joint
[PATENT-1-258-589) p 1051 N91-31127
PISTON ENGINES
Numerical analysis of forced vibrations of a
crankshaft-airscrew system p 210 A91-17985
Reducing flyover noise of propeller-driven aeroplanes
by superposition of propeller- and exhaust-noise
p429 A91-24319
A power correction formula for piston aeroengines
p399 A91-27799
The modernization of military piston engine aviation oil
specifications
[SAE PAPER 910999) p 966 A91-52934
New 150-hour test for SAE and MIL specification
approval of aircraft piston-engine lubricants
[SAE PAPER 911000) p 966 A91-52935
Evaluation of magnetic fuel treatment for aircraft fuel
systems
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/54] p 392 N91-18106
Design and preliminary development of an engine for
small unmanned air vehicles
[ARL-PROP-R-184] p 400 N91-18110
Lewis aeropropulsion technology: Remembering the
past and challenging the future p 540 N91 -20087
Rotary engine technology p 492 N91-20114
Simulation of a combined-cycle engine
| NASA-CR-188232] p 683 N91-24583
PISTON THEORY
An approximate calculating method of
supersonic/hypersonic unsteady aerodynamic forces of
airfoils p5 A91-11845
PISTONS
New generation of free-piston shock tunnels
p760 A91-40640
Multi-cascade compression - Effective means to obtain
high temperature dense gas in piston gas dynamic units
(PGU) p760 A91-40641
Lewis aeropropulsion technology: Remembering the
past and challenging the future p 540 N91-20087
PITCH (INCLINATION)
Proposal and flight evaluation of a new pitch-mode
decoupling system p217 A91-19010
A water tunnel investigation of the effects of pitch rate
and yaw on LEX generated vortices of an F/A-18 fighter
aircraft model
[AIAA PAPER 91-0280] p 175 A91-19216
Flowfield of a swept blade tip at high pitch angles
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -0704 ] p 180 A91 -19423
An airfoil pitch apparatus-modeling and control design
p225 A91-19668
An analysis of the Su-27 flight demonstration at the 1989
Paris Air Show
[SAE PAPER 901001 ] p 304 A91-21230
Three-dimensional unsteady flow fields elicited by
pitching a canard and forward swept wing configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-0005) p 255 A91-21327
Development of a measurement technique for damping
derivatives in pitch p 384 A91 -24455
Flow field structure and development near the root of
a straight wing pitching at constant rate
[AIAA PAPER 91-1793) p 725 A91-43646
Navier-Stokes predictions of pitch damping for
axisymmetric shell using steady coning motion
[AIAA PAPER 91-2855] p812 A91-47160
Linear and nonlinear flight-control of the AIAA Controls
Design Challenge Airplane
[AIAA PAPER 91-2634) p 945 A91-49608
A proposed definition for a pitch attitude target for the
microburst escape maneuver p 102 N91-11687
Wind shear procedures and the instrumentation
p105 N91-11703
Novel, post-stall, thrust-vectored F-15 RPVs: Laboratory
and flight tests
[AD-A225717) p116 N91-12667
Modeling and control design of a wind tunnel model
support
[NASA-TM-103829] p 240 N91 -14540
Computational studies of compressibility effects on
dynamic stall
[AD-A229007] p 364 N91-17004
PITCHING MOMENTS
On the formation and control of the dynamic stall vortex
on a pitching airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 91-0006) p 255 A91-21328
The lift and pitching moment characteristics of an airfoil
in isolated and tandem cases p 344 A91-24433
Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitched at constant rate
p617 A91-38679
Visualization of the flow about a delta wing maneuvering
in pitch to very high angle of attack p 618 A91-38684
Separated flowfield on a slender wing undergoing
transient pitching motions p 894 A91-48817
A method of calculating the factors of ground effect
and wall interference at high lift coefficient
p 901 A91-52799
Investigation of vortex development on a pitching slender
body of revolution
[ AIAA PAPER 91-3273) p 1004 A91-53780
Pitching moment and lift force derivatives due to rate
of pitch for aircraft at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90010] p116 N91-12663
Normal force and pitching moment of low aspect ratio
cropped-delta wings up to high angles of attack at
supersonic speeds
[ESDU-90013] p292 N91-15152
Numerical simulation of separated flows around a wing
section at steady and unsteady motion by a discrete vortex
method p 278 N91-16268
Computer program for the calculation of normal force
and pitching moment of forebody-cylinder combinations
at angles of attack up to 90 degrees and Mach numbers
up to 5. including effects of conical boat-tailing
[ESDU-90034] p 555 N91-21102
Dynamic stall effects and applications to high
performance aircraft p 573 N91-22106
Forebody vortex control p 573 N91-22110
A flow visualization study of LEX generated vortices on
a scale model of a F/A-18 fighter aircraft at high angles
of attack
[AD-A236534] p816 N91-27138
PITOT TUBES
Helicopter pilot intake performance and flow coefficient
relationship p 932 A91-48831
PITTING
Failure analysis of a main rotor pitch horn bolt located
on the AH-1 Cobra helicopter
[AD-A227679] p 292 N91-16007
PIVOTS
Pivoting seat for fighter aircraft
[AD-D014822] p 733 N91-25120
PIXELS
Improve character readability in spite of pixel failures -
A better font p 482 A91-30884
PLANE WAVES
Experiments on the stability of supersonic laminar
boundary layers p 80 A91 -12974
Flow of a plane shock wave past a thermal adjacent
to a rigid wall p 235 A91-18856
An electromagnetic radome model using an interactive
micro-computer finite element algorithm
[AD-A225370] p 148 N91 -12002
PLANFORMS
Effects of blade tip planlorms on rotor performance in
hover p 96 N91-12553
Dynamic analysis of advanced tip rotors including
three-dimensional aerodynamics p 731 N91-2511!
PLANNING
Air traffic control aspects for the time beyond 1992
p 108 N91-11723
Future regional/commuter challenges
p 373 N91-18006
PLASMA ACCELERATION
MHD accelerator for hypersonic applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-0384] p 228 A91-19270
PLASMA ACCELERATORS
The MHD accelerator -- transatmospheric flight regime
simulation p 962 A91-51750
PLASMA ELECTRODES
The production of PREP titanium powder -- Plasma
Rotating Electrode Process p 312 A91-20881
PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
Moving finite elements: A continuously adaptive method
for computational fluid dynamics
[DE91-013391] p876 N91-28513
PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Advanced composites — Book p 228 A91-17610
Design for strength and rigidity of a thermoplastic
composite speed brake p 284 A91-20783
Advanced composites F-4 rudder
(SME PAPER EMM-106] p 249 A91-21107
Composite materials in aircraft structures — Book
p313 A91-22109
Boron - Still flying p413 A91-26176
Plastic Tiger — advanced composite structures of
combat helicopter p 437 A91 -30726
A-242
SUBJECT INDEX POSITION (LOCATION)
Not black aluminium — Boeing helicopter design using
composite materials p 437 A91-30727
Towards integrated multidisciplinary synthesis of actively
controlled liber composite wings p 469 A91-31576
Structural efficiency study of graphite-epoxy aircraft rib
structures p 518 A91-31579
The design, manufacture, and test of a one-piece
thermoplastic wing rib for tiltrotor aircraft
[SME PAPER EM90-665) p 645 A91-36940
Spot welded thermoplastic composite access door
(SME PAPER EM90-489) p 645 A91-36942
Composite gearboxes, designing for the 90's
[AIAA PAPER 91-1910] p 769 A91-41651
The application of advanced composite materials to
nacelle structures
[ SAE PAPER 901980) p 922 A91-48642
Development and certification of a composite airframe
[SME PAPER EM91-108] p 888 A91-48670
Inservice experience and maintenance of advanced
composite structures in airline service
p888 A91-49152
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
Finite element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures
INASA-TM-102761] p 324 N91-16407
PLASTICS
Fire rule changes aircraft materials mix
p508 A91-29044
Analysis of residual stress in plastic-media-blasted thin
aluminum skin by x-ray double crystal diffractometry
p421 N91-18016
PLATE THEORY
Reliability of initially compressed uncertain laminated
plates in supersonic flow p 770 A91-42292
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
A study of flow structure in nozzles with a constant-height
section in the throat region p 272 A91-23848
Analyses of composite fuselage structure under various
loading conditions p 153 N91-13346
Composite fuselage technology
[NASA-CR-187658] p 203 N91-13446
The effect of a splitter plate on the symmetry of
separated flow around a delta wing of low aspect ratio
[BR115576] p364 N91-16998
An expert system for laminated plate design using
composite materials
[BU-406] p510 N91-19245
Control of helicopter rotorblade aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-4350] p 903 N91-30080
Wave propagation in periodically stiffened plates and
shells p982 N91-30558
PLENUM CHAMBERS
Frequencies of resonance in wind tunnels with ventilated
walls and plenum chamber
[ESDU-90005] p133 N91-12707
PLUGS
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low RPM using a
tapered-plug rotor
[NASA-TM-104396] p 874 N91-27559
PLUMES
Controlling plume deflection by acoustic excitation - An
experimental demonstration
[AIAA PAPER 90-4006] p 74 A91-12519
An efficient two-dimensional engineering design code
for scramjet combustor, nozzle, and plume analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-0416] p211 A91-19290
Computational analysis of underexpanded jets in the
hypersonic regime p615 A91-37421
Numerical investigation of hypersonic exhaust
plume/afterbody flow fields p 869 A91-46373
Aspect-ratio effects on infrared radiation intensity of 2-O
nozzle exhaust plume p 1067 A91-56219
Development of underexpanded sonic jet exhausting
from the convergent nozzle of an axisymmetric afterbody
configuration p 1022 A91-56220
Generation of a buoyant plume of artificial smoke for
airplane tests
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/9] p 43 N91-11015
Multiaxis thrust vectoring using axisymmetric nozzles
and postexit vanes on an F/A-18 configuration vehicle
[NASA-TM-101741] p 559 N91-22083
PLY ORIENTATION
A composite turbine blade optimization for maximum
strength
[AIAA PAPER 91-3192] p 1091 A91-54096
PNEUMATIC CONTROL
Aerodynamic control using forebody blowing and
suction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0619] p 179 A91-19387
Formulation of a minimum variance deconvolution
technique for compensation of pneumatic distortion in
pressure sensing devices p 985 A91-50621
Computational optimization of a pneumatic forebody flow
control concept
[AIAA PAPER 91-3249] p 1001 A91-53760
PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
Numerical modeling of an advanced pneumatic impulse
ice protection system (PHP) for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0555) p 288 A91-21529
PNEUMATIC PROBES
Near-stall loss measurements in a CD compressor
cascade with exploratory leading edge flow control
IAD-A237497) p 978 N91-29509
PNEUMATICS
Self-excited vibration of an aircraft tire
p470 A91-31752
Advanced ice protection systems test in the NASA Lewis
icing research tunnel
[NASA-TM-103757| p 661 N91-23183
PODS (EXTERNAL STORES)
APU pod design concept for F-14 aircraft
[SAE PAPER 901897] p 920 A91-48589
Development of a reliability test profile for an ECM pod
based on measured flight conditions
p 923 A91-49196
POINT SOURCES
Waves produced from a harmonic point source in a
supersonic boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1646] p 720 A91-43571
POINT TO POINT COMMUNICATION
Global Positioning System integrity channel - A system
design analysis p 1034 A91-54668
POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
Demonstration of a ring laser gyro system for pointing
and stabilization applications p 575 A91 -33627
A decentralized controller for highly augmented
aircraft p 327 N91-15717
POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
The limits of the landing process of aircraft
[DLR-FB-90-49] p 653 N91-23137
POISSON EQUATION
Prediction of cascade performance using an
incompressible Navier-Stokes technique
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-261 ] p 796 A91-44666
The adaptation of structured grids to numerical solutions
for transonic flow p 997 A91-53383
Numerical simulation of flow around the aircraft designed
to utilize ground effect p 98 N91-12624
Self-propelled slender axisymmetric body flows: Errors
in the Poisson equation field calculation
p731 N91-25110
POLAR COORDINATES
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulation of flow
around ATP p 98 N91-12626
POLAR METEOROLOGY
Increase in the PSC-formation probability caused by
high-flying aircraft — polar stratospheric clouds
p878 A91 -48352
Heterogeneous chemistry and clouds in the HSCT
environment
[AIAA PAPER 91-3159] p1104 A91-54073
POLAR REGIONS
The dynamics of the stratospheric polar vortex and its
relation to springtime ozone depletions
p325 A91-21712
POLARIMETRY
Optimal processing of polarimetric synthetic-aperture
radar imagery
(AD-A230510] p 108 A91-14773
Fiber optic strain measurement using a polarimetric
technique p517 A91-31286
POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
Synthetic aperture radar imagery of airports and
surrounding areas: Study of clutter at grazing angles and
their polarimetric properties
[NASA-CR-4398] p 1031 N91-32088
POLICE
Flight safety - Police or private enterprise?
p247 A91-19954
POLICIES
The role of time-limited dispatch operation in
fault-tolerant flight critical control systems
p 127 N91-12687
Capital investment plan p 465 N91-20067
POLLUTION CONTROL
Fifteen years of noise control at Logan International
Airport p424 A91-28285
IAE V2500 - Technology for the environment
p749 A91-43118
Study of the economic feasibility of composite (=
staged) SST configurations
[SAE PAPER 901989] p 991 A91-48650
Potential of ultra high bypass fan engine heat cycle on
the reduction of fuel consumption and NOx emission
p 1062 A91-56111
Aircraft engine NO(x) emissions - Abatement progress
and prospects p 1063 A91-56123
The reduction of smoke from the Allison T56 gas turbine
engine p 1065 A91-56166
Proceedings of the 2nd E-3 AWACS Corrosion
Prevention Advisory Board (CPAB)
[AD-A227627] p 291 N91-15150
An experimental investigation into NO(x) control of a
gas turbine combustor and augmentor tube incorporating
a catalytic reduction system
[AD-A231427] p 580 N91-22124
POLLUTION TRANSPORT
Effects of engine emissions from high-speed civil
transport aircraft: A two-dimensional modeling study, part
2
[NASA-CR-4346-PT-2] p 426 N91-18490
POLYAMIDE RESINS
The Fokker Bondtester inspection of Arall laminates
p234 A91-18559
POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
Assessing the risk of transporting hazardous materals
by aircraft: A case study
[DE91-014016] p820 N91-28147
POLYETHYLENES
Comparison of combustion experiments and theory in
polyethylene solid fuel ramjets p 297 A91-20744
POLYIMIDE RESINS
Development of a new low toxicity PMR-type polyimide
for advanced composite applications
p963 A91-49114
POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES
Composite gearboxes, designing for the 90's
[AIAA PAPER 91-1910] p 769 A91-41651
Advanced nacelle structures
[SAE PAPER 901984] p 922 A91 -48646
X ray computed tomography of composites
[AD-A227227] p314 N91-15322
POLYMERIC FILMS
In-flight boundary layer profiling system using
piezoelectric sensor arrays p 209 A91-19711
POLYNOMIALS
A compact higher order characteristic-based Euler solver
for unstructured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3234] p 1001 A91-53751
POLYSTYRENE
Fine-tuning of process conditions to improve product
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Localization of aeroelastic modes in mistuned
high-energy turbines
(AIAA PAPER 91-3379] p 775 A91-44319
Experimental investigation on the effect of coolant
injection on turbine aerodynamic characteristics. Part 2:
Effects of injection from rotor casing with 30 deg slanted
holes
[NAL-TM-587-PT-2] p 47 N91-10060
Prediction of turbine rotor-stator interaction using
Navier-Stokes methods p 20 N91-10881
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysts
p43 N91-11012
Simulation and detection of transverse cracks in
rotors. p 149 N91-12086
Effects of blade tip planforms on rotor performance in
hover p 96 N91-12553
Design of ultra high bypass fan with numerical solution
of Navier-Stokes equations p 126 N91-12628
Calculation of rotor impedance for use in design analysis
of helicopter airframe vibrations p 118 N91-13333
Development of a full potential solver for rotor
aerodynamics analysis p 183 N91-13407
A review of ice accretion data from a model rotor icing
test and comparison with theory
[NASA-TM-103712] p 185 N91-13421
Material degradation of steam turbine rotors in long term
operations
[VTT-RR-692] p 230 N91-13530
Feasibility investigation of general time-domain unsteady
aerodynamics of rotors
[NASA-CR-177570] p 186 N91-14311
Electrostatically suspended rotor for angular encoder
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28294-1] p 240 N91-14508
Turbomachinery rotor support with damping
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28345-1] p 240 N91-14608
Dynamic analysis of rotor blade undergoing rotor power
shutdown
[NASA-TM-102865] p 251 N91-15124
Aircraft accident report: United Airlines flight 232.
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10, Sioux Gateway Airport,
Sioux City, Iowa, 19 July 1989
(PB90-910406] p281 N91-15143
Simulated rotor test apparatus dynamic characteristics
in the 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-102870] p 291 N91-15147
Optical measurement of unducted fan flutter
[NASA-TM-103285] p 302 N91-15174
Damping estimation in helicopter rotor stability testing
p306 N91-15176
Algorithms development methodology for
performance-optimized multicyclic rotor commands
p327 N91-15716
A coupled rotor aeroelastic analysis utilizing advanced
aerodynamic modeling p 292 N91-16006
Failure analysis of a main rotor pitch hom bolt located
on the AH-1 Cobra helicopter
[AD-A227679] p 292 N91-16007
Applications of fuzzy theories to multi-objective system
optimization
[NASA-CR-177573] p 293 N91-16012
Influence of vane sweep on rotor-stator interaction
noise
[NASA-CR-187052] p 432 N91-17671
Aerodynamics of Rotorcraft
[AGARD-R-781 ] p 367 N91-18048
Basic aerodynamics for rotor performance
p368 N91-18050
Rotor and blade aerodynamic design
p368 N91-18051
Fuselage aerodynamic design issues and rotor/fuselage
interactional aerodynamics. Part 1: Practical design
issues p368 N91-18052
The application of CFD to rotary wing flow problems
p 368 N91-18054
Experimental techniques in helicopter aerodynamics
flight research p 369 N91-18058
A novel potential/viscous flow coupling technique for
computing helicopter flow fields
(NASA-CR-177568) p 454 N91-19060
A new methodology for free wake analysis using curved
vortex elements
[NASA-CR-3958] p 455 N91-19067
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Introduction of the M-85 high-speed rotorcraft concept
(NASA-TM-102871) p 474 N91-19078
Vibration transmission through rolling element bearings
in geared rotor systems
[NASA-CR-4334] p 523 N91-19435
Numerical solutions of 2-D multi-stage rotor/str.tor
unsteady flow interactions p 595 N91-21070
Dynamic modelling and analysis of a magnetically
suspended flexible rotor p 587 N91-21208
Critical speeds and forced response solutions for active
magnetic bearing turbomachinery. part 1
p587 N91-21209
Calculation of thickness and charge noise radiated by
a rotor in forward flight
[ISL-R-119/89] p607 N91-21831
Mechanical component diagnostic system
[AD-A232126) p 656 N91-23146
Modal analysis of multistage gear systems coupled with
gearbox vibrations
[NASA-TM-103797] p 681 N91-23513
Applications of higher harmonic control to hingeless rotor
systems
[NASA-TM-103846] p 694 N91-25102
Dynamic analysis of advanced tip rotors including
three-dimensional aerodynamics p 731 N91-25111
Dynamic tester for rotor seals and bearings
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28493-1] p 763 N91-25155
RWF rotor-wake-fuselage code software reference
guide
[NASA-TM-104078] p816 N91-27132
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low RPM using a
tapered-plug rotor
[NASA-TM-104396] p 874 N91-27559
Improved superconducting bearings
[NASA-CASE-GSC-13346-1] p 877 N91-28578
Calculated performance of the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[NASA-TM-105173] p 961 N91-29199
Control of vibration in a flexible rotor-bearing system
p 981 N91-30519
Vibration control in rotating machinery using variable
dynamic stiffness hydrostatic squeeze-films
p 98) N91-30521
Navier-Stokes analysis for flowfield around hovering
rotor p 1026 N91-32066
ROUTES
Simulator evaluation of the Final Approach Spacing
Tool p459 A91-30064
Graphical interfaces for cooperative planning systems
p27 N91-10956
Constraint management requirements for on-line aircraft
route planning p 737 N91-25126
RUBBER
Method and apparatus for cleaning rubber deposits from
airport runways and roadways
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14483-1] p 875 N91-28455
RUBBER COATINGS
The effect of accelerated aging on the performance of
urethane coated Kevlar used in RAM air decelerators
[AIAA PAPER 91-0847] p 509 A91-32165
RUDDERS
Advanced composites F-4 rudder
[SME PAPER EM90-106) p 249 A91-21107
Performance instrumentation for multiengine safety
p 106 N91-12571
RUN TIME (COMPUTERS)
A pre-run-time scheduling algorithm for hard real-time
systems p 986 A91-52159
The NAS parallel benchmarks p 1111 A91 -56099
RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
Euler/Navier-Stokes calculations of the flowfield of a
helicopter rotor in hover and forward flight
p11 A91-12765
Computation of incompressible stern flow with
separation using explicit Runge-Kutta finite-volume
scheme p 141 A91 -13229
Vortex-dominated conical-flow computations using
unstructured adaptively-refined meshes
p90 A91-16061
Use of finite volume schemes for transition simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0743] p 181 A91-19444
A systematic comparative study of several high
resolution schemes for complex problems in high speed
flows
(AIAA PAPER 91-0636] p 264 A91-21573
Nonlinear flutter analysis of wings at high angle of
attack p 402 A91 -24366
A Runge-Kutta discontinuous finite element method for
high speed flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1575] p 699 A91-40749
Multigrid solution of hypersonic flows using rational
Runge-Kutta scheme
[AIAA PAPER 91-1703] p 722 A91-43602
Recent advances in Runge-Kutta schemes for solving
3-D Navier-Stokes equations p 17 N91-10851
Initial review of research into the application of modified
stepwise regression for the estimation of aircraft stability
and control procedures
[CRANFIELD-AERO-8903] p 503 N91-20135
Multigrid for hypersonic viscous two- and
three-dimensional flows
[NASA-CR-187603] p 904 N91-30093
A multiple-block multigrid method for the solution of the
three-dimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[DLR-FB-90-45] p 980 N91-30478
RUNWAY CONDITIONS
Engine water ingestion test p 286 A91-21003
Fire rule changes aircraft materials mix
p508 A91-29044
Aircraft landing induced tire spinup
[SAE PAPER 901910] p 921 A91-48594
Tire/runway friction interface
[SAE PAPER 901912] p 887 A91-48596
Aircraft radial-belted tire evaluation
[SAE PAPER 901913] p 921 A91-48597
Runway Visual Range (RVR) Operational Test and
Evaluation (OT and E)/integration test plan
[DCT/FAA/CT-TN91/4] p 855 N91-28176
RUNWAY LIGHTS
Landing and taxiing lights - Design criteria for
installation
[SAEARP693] P 960 A91-52959
Flight evaluation test of the PAPI (Precision Approach
Path Indicator) System
[NAL-TM-592] p 29 N91-10966
RUNWAYS
RPAS - Runway performance analysis system
p 285 A91-20987
Aircraft heave-pitch dynamics to track induced
excitation p 1079 A91-55034
The effect of windshear during takeoff roll on aircraft
stopping distance p 104 N91-11699
Location of commercial aircraft accidents/incidents
relative to runways
[AD-A225225] p 106 N91-11738
Aircraft operations on repaired runways
[AGARD-R-731 ] p 132 N91-11771
Condition survey and PAVER implementation. Edwards
Air Force Base (north base), California
[AD-A224978] p 132 N91-11772
Condition survey and PAVER implementation, Edwards
Air Force Base, California
[AD-A224979] p 132 N91-11773
Criteria for the use of Lime-Cement-Flyash on airport
pavements
[AD-A225226] p 132 N91-11775
Rapid Runway Repair (RRR) techniques: A systems
analysis
[AD-A225238] P 133 N91-11776
The calculation of the ultimate capacity of a one runway
main system. A new arrangement on the basis of a radar
data evaluation
[ETN-90-98189] p110 N91-12660
Literature review on geotextiles to improve pavements
for general aviation airports
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/26] p 226 N91-13464
Aircraft incident report: USAir flight 105, Boeing 737-200,
N283AU, Kansas City International Airport, Missouri,
Septembers, 1989
[PB90-910404] p280 N91-15140
Effects of runway anti-icing chemicals on traction
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/53] p 310 N91-15189
Evaluation procedure for reinforced concrete box
culverts under airfield pavements
[AD-A227920] p 310 N91-16031
Runway exit designs for capacity improvement
demonstrations. Phase 1: Algorithm development
[NASA-CR-187955] p 409 N91-17065
The temporal logic of the tower chief system
p 465 N91-19026
BUBBLES: An automated decision support system for
final approach controllers p 465 N91-19027
Smoothness criteria for runway rehabilitation and
overlays
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/23] p 505 N91-19102
All-weather approach and landing guidance system
using passive dihedral reflectors
[AD-D014749] p 466 N91-20070
Non-airborne conflicts: The causes and effects of runway
transgressions
[NASA-CR-177372] p 562 N91-21121
Status of PAVER implementation within the US Air
Force
[AD-A231158] p 585 N91-22137
Snow roads and runways
[AD-A231490] p 586 N91-22138
Automated extraction of airport runway patterns from
radar imagery
[AD-A231809] p 600 N91-22480
Precision runway monitor demonstration report
[AD-A232671] p 669 N91-23198
Literature review on geotextiles to improve pavements
for general aviation airports
[AD-A232871] p 669 N91-23199
Airport capacity and delay analyses
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/1B] p 762 N91-25152
Demonstration Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) proof
of performance test results
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/3] p 762 NB1-25153
Recent developments in the area of aircraft rough field
performance p 830 N91-28154
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance p 832 N91-28164
Assessment of the application of the working group 22
standard bump concept to a current military aircraft
p832 N91-28166
Runway Visual Range (RVR) Operational Test and
Evaluation (OT and E)/integration test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/4] p 855 N91-28176
Aircraft operations from runways with inclined ramps
(ski-jump)
[AD-A237265] p 927 N91-29171
Airplane takeoff and landing performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-1-CU] p 1038 N91-31120
A knowledge-base for rehabilitation of airfield concrete
pavements
[AD-A239354] p 1083 N91-31191
S-N DIAGRAMS
An equivalent calculation of load spectrums
p319 A91-22369
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures
[MBB-UD-0569-90-PUB] p116 N91-12666
S-61 HELICOPTER
S-61N free wheel unit malfunctioning
p867 A91-45418
SAAB AIRCRAFT
The AEREL flutter prediction system
p427 A91-24330
Computer aided fatigue and damage tolerance sizing
p415 A91-24378
Aerodynamic design evolution of the SAAB 39 Gripen
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3195] p 1048 A91-54098
Experiences gained in the SF340 airworthiness
process p 105 N91-11712
The certification of the SAAB 340
p 106 N91-11736
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft
[FFA-TN-1990-53] p 653 N91-23138
SABOT PROJECTILES
Dynamics of aero-driven bodies with collisions and
sliding contact
[AIAA PAPER 91-2938] p 871 A91-47825
SAFETY
An expert system for wind shear avoidance
p 104 N91-11698
Advanced technology application in the flight deck
design for military transport aircrafts
p374 N91-18075
A safety analysis of commercial airplane ditching
[ETN-91-98801] p376 N91-18095
Airport system technical aspects p 506 N91-19107
Lightweight, fire-retardant, crashworthy aircraft seat
cushioning p 563 N91-23052
A test of the American Safety Flight Systems, Inc.
prebreather/portable oxygen system
[AD-A232723] p 636 N91-23100
Quantitative nondestructive evaluation: Requirements
for tomorrow's reliability p 681 N91-24074
An airborne FLIR detection and warning system lor low
altitude wind shear p 637 N91-24147
SAFETY DEVICES
Occupant crash protection in military air transport
[AGARD-AG-306] p 105 N91-11706
Effect of shaping sensor data on pilot response
[NASA-TM-102737] p 297 N91-15173
Human factors of flight-deck checklists: The normal
checklist
[NASA-CR-177549] p 820 N91-27144
Environmental assessment for the FAA explosive
detection system independent validation and verification
program
[DE91-013190) p908 N91-29152
Laboratory evaluation of portable and walk-through
explosives vapour detectors
[NAE-LTR-UA-104] p 979 N91-29533
Process for detecting the likelihood of ice formation,
ice warning system for carrying out the process, and
utilization thereof
[PATENT-1-250-926] p 1029 N91-31107
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ASTRE improvements expand usefulness of surface
movement radar p 569 A91-36012
Effect of shock waves upon seat mounted sensors in
escape systems p 738 A91-41543
What is WAT? Wrap Around Test - Maximizing avionics
BIT utilization to minimize flightline armament system test
equipment requirements
[SAE PAPER 901787] p 968 A91-4B527
Gearbox noise and vibration - Review of opportunities
for improving safety and reliability p 977 A91-52810
Maintenance of ground support equipment
[SAE AIR 4286] p 890 A91 -52957
Aircraft accidents - Changing the outcomes
p 1028 A91-54295
Rotorcraft drivetrain life safety and reliability
[AGARD-R-775] p 38 N91-10042
Helicopter transmissions: Design for safety and
reliability p 38 N91 -10043
Wind models for flight simulation p 53 N91-10975
Aviation safety and automation technology for subsonic
transports
[NASA-TM-103831] p 372 N91-17009
Analysis of helicopter mishaps at heliports, airports, and
unimproved sites
[SCT-90RR-46J p 373 N91-17010
Airborne rescue system
(NASA-CASE-ARC-11909-1] p 1030 N91-31113
Flight tests with a data link used for air traffic control
information exchange
[NASA-TP-3135] p 1059 N91-31143
The new Section 23 of D0160C/EO14C lightning testing
of externally mounted electrical equipment
P1103 N91-32716
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Airline fitness for duty
[SAE PAPER 901872] p 906 A91-48575
Systems safety monitoring using the National Full-Scale
Aerodynamic Complex Bar Chart Monitor
p 975 A91-51884
The certification of the aircraft integrated propulsive
system
[REPT-911-111-102] p661 N91-23188
A brief examination and comparison between the
Federal motor vehicle safety standards and the Federal
aviation regulations
[NIAR-91-25] p991 N91-31020
SAMPLING
A field-deployable digital acoustic measurement
system p689 N91 -24078
Conditional sampling
[AAAF-NT-89-04] p 1025 N91-31099
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
Evaluation of advanced sandwich structure designed for
improved durability and damage tolerance
p231 A91-17265
Materials and processes used for bonded repairs of
F/A-18 advanced composite honeycomb sandwich
structures
[SME PAPER EM90-107] p 316 A91-21108
Analysis of precision sandwich structures under thermal
loading p416 A91-24456
Scattering by a semi-infinite sandwich panel perforated
on one side p430 A91-24759
A model for predicting the behavior of impact-damaged
minimum gage sandwich panels under compression
[AIAA PAPER 91-1075) p 520 A91-31942
Study of thermal-expansion-molded, graphite-epoxy
hat-stiffened sandwich panels p 675 A91-37845
Application of acoustically treated honeycomb sandwich
panels in noise control of aircraft cabin
p648 A91-40160
Impact damage tolerance testing of bonded sandwich
panels p 970 A91-49131
Honeycomb sandwich composite structures used on the
V-22 Osprey fuselage p 923 A91-49150
Combined compressive and shear buckling analysis of
hypersonic aircraft structural sandwich panels
[NASA-TM-4290] p 778 N91-25422
Method for fastening aircraft frame elements to sandwich
skin panels covering same using woven fiber connectors
[PATENT-1-274-075] p 1051 N91-31126
SARSAT
406 MHz ELT signal spectra for Sarsat
p643 A91-39778
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
High gain airborne antenna for satellite
communications p 643 A91-39776
SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES
The Cassini Titan probe's adaptive descent control
p411 A91-26635
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
Modulation and coding for the aeronautical satellite
channel p 283 A91-22904
ADS experiments in western Europe and possible future
developments — Automatic Dependent Surveillance
p376 A91-24681
VLS - A DTOA system for position location
p568 A91-33667
High gain airborne antenna for satellite
communications p 643 A91 -39776
Low profile Satcom aircraft antenna development
p736 A91 -42781
The 747-400 aircraft monitoring system
p833 A91 -46595
Application of the aeronautical mobile satellite service
(AMSS) and the providers of the service
p971 A91-49182
Data communication architecture for the Boeing model
777 airplane p914 A91-50929
Evaluation report of an experimental Satcom operation
p914 A91-50935
A combined multichannel airborne satellite
communication system p915 A91 -50937
Analysis of the results of the Pacific Engineering Trials
and the implementation of automatic dependent
surveillance p916 A91-50946
Inmarsat's aeronautical satellite data link
p916 A91-50949
Airlines' view to take advantage of satellite
communication p 1029 A91-56468
Voice and data communications integration for air
transport communications p 1036 A91-56472
Contribution of the satellite techniques to the
surveillance of air traffic p35 N91-11005
Summary of the FAA low data rate voice CODEC
evaluation and demonstration program
p 150 N91-12578
Automatic dependent surveillance benefit and cost
analysis
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/34] p 193 N91-14320
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) capacity
analysis and protocol performance simulation plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/35] p311 N91-15295
SATCOM antenna siting study on a P-3C using the
NEC-BSC V3.1
[NASA-CR-187949] p 422 N91-18307
Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) Program
summary p 1038 N91-32094
Satellite Communications (SATCOM)
p 1038 N91-32095
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Automatic Dependent Surveillance Panel (ADSP)
activities p 1038 N91-32097
International program summary p 1039 N91-32098
Automatic dependent surveillance Pacific engineering
trials p 1039 N91-32099
ADS (Automatic Dependent Surveillance) PET (Pacific
Engineering Trial) program in Japan
p 1039 N91-32100
Australian experiments in Automatic Dependent
Surveillance (ADS) including the Pacific Engineering Trials
(PET) p 1039 N91-32101
French SATCOM program and related international
activities p 1039 N91-32102
Digitized voice trials p 1039 N91-32103
ADS communications: A cornerstone
p 1040 N91-32105
Aeronautical mobile satellite services
ESA-PRODAT/SITA AIRCOM service trials programme
P1040 N91 -32106
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) message
and voice access request transit delay
p 1040 N91-32107
Satellite data link research and development program
in Japan p 1040 N91-32108
System improvements identified by the North Atlantic
Systems Planning Group (NAT/SPG) as related to the
capabilities of the Oceanic Display and Planning System
(ODAPS) p 1040 N91-32109
INMARSAT access approval p 1040 N91-32110
The FAA/ARINC initial implementation ot AMSS
p 1041 N91-32112
SITA satellite air communications implementation
P1041 N91-32113
US oceanic air traffic control-. Past, present, and future
pi 042 N91-32118
Operational oceanic air traffic control using satellite data
link: Initial implementation p 1042 N91-32121
Automatic dependent surveillance benefit and cost
analysis: Interim study results p 1042 N91-32123
Satellite surveillance and communications airline
benefits: The telephone myth p 1042 N91-32124
Communications needs of the future air-ground
interface p 1042 N91-32125
Satellite data link validation test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/6] p1100 N91-32282
SATELLITE IMAGERY
The L-band PBMR measurements of surface soil
moisture in FIFE — First International satellite land surface
climatology project Field Experiment
p 154 A91-14840
A rapid database configuration system using
multispectral imagery
[AIAA PAPER 90-3169] p 131 A91-16716
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
NAV 89 - Satellite navigation; Proceedings of the
Conference. London, England. Oct. 17-19. 1989
p410 A91-24676
U.S. program for development of satellite services for
air traffic control p 376 A91-24682
UK GPS trials p 376 A91-24683
Advances and test results in differential GPS
navigation p 376 A91-24684
Data links for differential GPS p 377 A91-24685
Interpretation of recent GPS integrity studies
p377 A91-24692
GPS inadequacies - Comparative study into solutions
for civil aviation p377 A91 -24694
Prospects for reduction of separation standards in
oceanic airspaces with satellite services
p565 A91-33632
Combined satellite navigation systems could lead to
more reliable and more precise air navigation
p736 A91-42780
Integrated GPS/Glonass for reliable receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM)
p 1085 A91-56988
Testing of a GPS receiver
[ESA-TT-1146] p109 N91-11742
SATELLITE NETWORKS
U.S. program for development of satellite services for
air traffic control p 376 A91 -24682
Advances and test results in differential GPS
navigation p 376 A91-24684
Interpretation of recent GPS integrity studies
p377 A91-24692
Operational SATCOM: Moving from trials to service
p1041 N91-32111
ADS integration into the flight management computer
p 1041 N91-32114
Use of ISO protocols in the ADS environment
p 1041 N91-32115
Preliminary evaluation of ADS/radar correlation
p 1042 N91-32119
SATELLITE TRACKING
Stand-alone vs. embedded GPS user equipment - The
exploration of new standards p 564 A91-33616
Ashtech XII GPS technology p 564 A91-33622
406 MHz ELT signal spectra for Sarsat
p643 A91-39778
Test results of GPS integration with Carrier Aircraft
Inertial Navigation System (CAINS)
p 1036 A91-56989
On GPS velocity p 1037 A91-56990
SCALE EFFECT
A review of scale effects in unsteady aerodynamics
p341 A91-24372
A small airship is economical for commuter transport
(A Copemican change) p 1116 A91 -55458
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
INASA-TM-104042] p 602 N91-22578
SCALE MODELS
Experimental study of noise sources and acoustic
propagation in a turbofan model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3950] p 69 A91-12466
Aerodynamic performance of a scale-model,
counterrotating unducted fan p 121 A91-13039
Icing tests of a model main rotor p 188 A91-17218
Helicopter design support testing in the McDonnell
Douglas Research Laboratories Hover Research Facility
p 198 A91 -17649
Laminar flow experiments with a large half model in
transonic flow p 343 A91-24413
Scale model test results of several STOVL ventral nozzle
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 91-2134] p 752 A91-44134
Electromagnetic topology - Coupling of two wires through
an aperture
[ONERA.TP NO. 1991-21] p 868 A91-45604
Model order reduction applied to a hot-bench simulation
of an aeroelastic wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 91-2935] p 851 A91-47822
Panel-method corrections for half-model wind-tunnel
interference p 901 A91-52791
Analysis of sidewall influence on airfoil and half-model
testing and the theory of boundary layer control
p902 A91-52802
Scale models for measurement of aircraft acoustic
noise p 1049 A91-54720
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Development of an unmanned air research vehicle for
super-maneuverability studies
[AD-A227165] p 204 N9M4342
Fuselage aerodynamic design issues and rotor/fuselage
interactional aerodynamics. Part 1: Practical design
issues p368 N91-18052
Justification for using scale models for impact response
evaluation of the SST transportation system
[DE91-0061001 p412 N91-18182
A simple dynamic engine model for use in a real-time
aircraft simulation with thrust vectoring
[NASA-TM-4240] p 474 N9M9079
Measurement of the longitudinal static stability and the
moments of inertia of a 1/12th scale model of a B.Ae
Hawk
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9009J p 503 N91-20136
Computation of inlet reference plane flow-field for a
subscale free-jet forebody/inlet model and comparison to
experimental data
[AD-A232101] p680 N91-23445
Flow visualization study of a 1/48-scale AFTI/F111
model to investigate horizontal tail flow disturbances
[NASA-TM-101698] p 633 N91-24128
Low-speed, powered ground effects of a generic,
hypersonic configuration
[NASA-TP-3092] p 730 N91-25103
Aerodynamic analysis of the flow characteristics of a
delta-canard configuration
[ETN-91-99774] p 905 N91-30099
F/A-18 1/9th scale model tail buffet measurements
(ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-188J p 954 N91-30149
Physical mechanisms and disturbances related to the
attachment of an electric arc to a conductive cylinder
[ESA-TT-1168] p980 N91-30431
Scale-model charge-transfer technique for measuring
enhancement factors p 1033 N91-32651
SCALING
An impulse approach for determining parachute opening
loads for canopies of varying stiffness
[AIAA PAPER 91-0874] p 460 A91-32186
SCALING LAWS
Problems and use of the scaling factors in the numerical
simulation of jet engines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-386] p 841 A91-44722
Upstream-influence scaling of sharp fin interactions
p799 A91-45121
Proposed modifications to ice accretion/icing scaling
theory p819 A91-45289
SCANNERS
CARS temperature measurements in a gas turbine
combustor p 1096 A91-56139
A first hot wire scanner
[AAAF-NT-89-16] p 1083 N91-31188
SCARFING
Optimum geometries for scarfed perfect nozzles
p841 A91-45343
SCATTERING
Microwave landing system modeling with application to
air traffic control
[NASA-TM-102832] p 636 N91-23099
Doppler-multipath tolerant voice communication
p979 N91-30383
SCATTEROMETERS
Description, characteristics and testing of the NASA
airborne radar p 638 N91-24156
SCENE ANALYSIS
Analyzing time delays in a flight simulation
environment
(AIAA PAPER 90-3174] p 157 A91-16719
Creating a scene p 775 A91-44342
SCHEDULES
BUBBLES: An automated decision support system for
final approach controllers p 465 N91-19027
An optimal pole placement gain scheduling algorithm
using output feedback p 782 N91 -25643
An integer programming model for Navy's maritime patrol
aviation fleet
[AD-A23S464] p 996 N91-31079
SCHEDULING
Current research on schedulers for aerospace industry
software
[SAE PAPER 901014] p 326 A91-21235
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Mixing in axial-flow compressors - Conclusions drawn
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experiments
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Energy exchange and secondary losses prediction in
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Resonant jets for turbine cooling
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Flow measurements in a model ramjet secondary
combustion chamber p 310 A91-20743
Experimental investigation on the effect of coolant
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Self-excited vibration of an aircraft tire
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approaches P1107 A91-53051
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environments into aircraft
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Airborne Sensors
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High temperature electronics p 526 N91-20101
SEMIEMPIRICAL EQUATIONS
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supersonic speeds
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Effect of a simulated ice accretion on the aerodynamics
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Transonic wind tunnel wall interference corrections of
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Solution and sensitivity analysis of a complex
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airfoil
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Computational aerodynamic simulation experience
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Computation of incompressible stern flow with
separation using explicit Runge-Kutta finite-volume
scheme p 141 A91-13229
Study of three dimensional separated flows, relation
between induced drag and vortex drag
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Experiments on transition process of laminar separation
bubble on airfoils p 89 A91 -15042
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
p90 A91-16059
Calculation of flow past wings with allowance for flow
separation using a nonviscous gas model
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Model tilt-rotor hover performance and surface pressure
measurement p 197 A91-17261
Influence of the entropy layer on viscous hypersonic
interaction scales p 167 A91-17373
Typical testing experience in cryogenic wind tunnels
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Solving the Navier-Stokes equations on the ETA-10 for
vortex flow around a delta wing p 167 A91-17596
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incidence on the IBM 3090 VF p 167 A91-17598
Shock strength effects on separated flows in
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wave/boundary layer interaction
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Moving wall effects on dynamic stall can be large - Fact
or fiction?
[AIAA PAPER 91-0430] p 236 A91-19296
Dynamic effects of hypersonic separated flow
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Exploratory study of vortex-generating devices for
turbulent flow separation control
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Wall pressure fluctuations near separation in a Mach
5. sharp fin-induced turbulent interaction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0646] p 264 ' A91-21576
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum lifts
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Unsteady separation over maneuvering bodies —
perturbed aerodynamics of flying aircraft
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Flow separation patterns over an F-14A aircraft wing
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Turbulent three-dimensional separated flows in a
supersonic stream near obstacles at the edge of dihedral
corners p 272 A91-23913
The effects of canard position aerodynamic
characteristics of forward-swept wing
p273 A91-24156
Control of flow separation and mixing by aerodynamic
excitation p 341 A91-24360
Numerical simulations of separated flows around bluff
bodies by the discrete vortex method
p 350 A91-25333
Navier-Stokes calculations of hypersonic flow
configurations with large separation by an implicit
non-centered method
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Approximate inverse method of computing airfoil section
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Numerical solution of steady viscous compressible flows
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Development of models for calculating heat transfer
under conditions of supersonic turbulent separated flows
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ENSAERO - A multidisciplinary program for
fluid/structural interaction studies of aerospace vehicles
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Characteristics of the interaction of shock waves with
a turbulent boundary layer under conditions of transonic
and supersonic velocities p 442 A91-29830
Effect of the separation zone length on the
completeness of combustion in supersonic flow
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Prediction of slender body coning characteristics
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Correlation measurements and structure angles in a
turbulent boundary layer recovering from convex
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Effects of heat transfer on aerodynamics and possible
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On management and control of turbulent shear flows
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extrapolation
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Visualization measurements of vortex flows
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Navier-Stokes analysis of turbine blade heat transfer
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Influence of periodically unsteady wake flow on the flow
separation in blade channels
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Control of laminar separation over airfoils by acoustic
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Control of separated flow by a two-dimensional
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Topology of a computed incompressible
three-dimensional separated flow field around a
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Supersonic separated flow over a swept compression
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Evolution of coherent structures in the reattachment
region of a separated flow p 808 A91-46322
Open separation and vortex formation • Numerical
simulation and analysis of a delta wing flow
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Separated flowfield on a slender wing undergoing
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An experimental investigation of the effects of leading
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layers
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overview and progress
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Methods of mathematical optimization
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STABLE OSCILLATIONS
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Laminar boundary layer interaction with an unsteady
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Experimental investigation of a 2-D scramjet inlet at
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Limiting thermal loads in porous structures
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STALLING
A concept of stall warning system
p395 A91-24516
STANDARDIZATION
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economic justification — Russian book
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12th edition
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A robust technique for reconstructing flight recorder data
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Towards robust tracking of maneuvering targets
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A proposed Kalman filter algorithm for estimation of
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filtering techniques
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Unsteady aerodynamics of slender wings
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deflections
I ASME PAPER 89-GT-298] p 141 A91-13046
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STATIC ELECTRICITY
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Shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions
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plan
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Internal performance of a hybrid
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ejector
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airfoils
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Statistical study of aircraft icing accidents
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shedding
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Model sensitivity in stress-strength reliability
computations
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STATOR BLADES
Computational analysis of rotor-stator interaction in
turbomachinery using zonal techniques
p 10 A91-12764
Analysis for typical stator blade structure and its
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Experimental study of the three-dimensional flow field
in a turbine stator preceded by a full stage
p 271 A91-23656
Euler analysis of transonic stator-rotor interaction using
a finite volume method p 554 A91-35984
The vortex interaction in a propeller/stator flow field
IAIAA PAPER 91-1818] p 726 A91-43657
Aerodynamic analysis of a two stage transonic
compressor with variable stator vanes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-73] p 790 A91-44551
The turbine regime of a rear axial compressor stage
[ ASME PAPER 90-GT-74] p 791 A91-44552
Analytical method for subsonic cascade profile
p805 A91-46154
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rotor exit measurement of a compressor
p970 A91-49064
Investigation of hot streak migration and film cooling
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flows
[AD-A235420] p 756 N91-26145
Near-stall loss measurements in a CD compressor
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IAD-A237497] p 978 N91-29509
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data
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Prediction of turbine rotor-stator interaction using
Navier-Stokes methods p 20 N91-10881
Turbomachinery rotor support with damping
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28345-1] p 240 N91-14608
Influence of vane sweep on rotor-stator interaction
noise
[NASA-CR-187052] p 432 N91-17671
Performance of a high-work, low-aspect-ratio turbine
stator tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature
gradient
[NASA-TM-103738] p 494 N91-20126
Numerical solutions of 2-D multi-stage rotor/stator
unsteady flow interactions p 595 N91-21070
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On the development of a numerical prediction procedure
for compressible flows p 83 A91-13266
The viscous effects on the aerodynamic characteristics
of multistage compressors p 83 A91-13286
Time-marching methods for three-dimensional steady
and unsteady viscous incompressible flows
IAIAA PAPER 91-0024] p 172 A91-19106
Aerodynamic shape design using
stream-function-coordinate (SFC) formulation
IAIAA PAPER 91-0189] p 260 A91-21404
Computation of steady and unsteady compressible
quasi-axisymmetric vortex flow and breakdown
[AIAA PAPER 91-0752] p 266 A91-21604
Inviscid steady/unsteady flow calculations
p267 A91-21748
Development of unstructured grid methods for steady
and unsteady aerodynamic analysis p 347 A91-24486
A new Lagrangian method for steady hypersonic flow
computation p 353 A91-25756
Finite difference method for two- and three-dimensional
inviscid steady transonic flows in a channel
p 359 A91-27516
Numerical solution of steady viscous compressible flows
over a flat plate p 359 A91-27519
Newton's method applied to finite-difference
approximations for the steady-state compressible
Navier-Stokes equations p 443 A91-30021
Wake behind a circular disk in unsteady and steady
incoming streams
[AIAA PAPER 91-0852] p 450 A91-32169
Non-equilibrium hypersonic flow computations by implicit
second-order upwind finite-elements
p 548 A91-34191
Viscous, hypersonic flows over compression ramps
p 548 A91-34194
Steady flow in a three-dimensional rectangular cavity
yawed from the freestream turbulent boundary layer
p 619 A91-38742
Steady linearised aerodynamics. Ill - Transonic
p620 A91-39223
Quantitative analysis of flow visualizations in ONERA
water tunnels p 677 A91-39694
Rotary oscillation control of a cylinder wake
p620 A91-39708
Aerodynamics at the speed of sound
p621 A91-39900
Higher order accuracy for upwind methods by using the
compatibility equations
IAIAA PAPER 91-1543] p 697 A91-40718
A new Lagrangian random choice method for steady
two-dimensional supersonic/hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1546] p 697 A91-40721
Second-order Godunov methods and self-similar steady
supersonic three-dimensional flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 91-1653] p 708 A91-42544
Vortex topology for rectangular wings in pictures,
sketches and conjectures
[AIAA PAPER 91-1824) p 713 A91-42611
An efficient method for estimating neighboring
steady-state numerical solutions to the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1680] p 722 A91-43589
Basic features of speed induced transient behaviour of
axial flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-211 | p 793 A91-44628
Prediction of the aerodynamic and thermal environment
in turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-227] p 794 A91-44642
Application of 3D-Euler code to rotor blade tips
p801 A91-45361
Steady and unsteady 3D flow computations for a
transonic turbine stage
IONERA. TP NO. 1991-75] p 803 A91-45651
Nonimpulsively started steady flow about a circular
cylinder p 869 A91-46186
Unsteady flow about porous cambered shells
p894 A91-48819
Thin-layer full Navier-Stokes simulations over a
supersonic delta wing p 897 A91-50333
Numerical and analytical study of transverse supersonic
flow over a flat cone p 902 A91-52921
Sensitivity analysis, approximate analysis, and design
optimization for internal and external viscous flows
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The structure of three-dimensional free-interactions in
external, steady, compressible flows
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Ejector thrust augmentors: Pulse-starting approach to
the second solution p 23 N91-10913
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of airplane
configurations at high angle of attack in steady and
unsteady flow p 42 N91-11009
Test cases for computation of internal flows in aero
engine components
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Unsteady calculation of the transonic flow over
ONERA-M6 wing with a side wall p 95 N91-12518
Introduction to transonic aerodynamics of aerofoils and
wings
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Leading-edge receptivity for blunt-nose bodies
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Spatial adaption procedures on unstructured meshes
for accurate unsteady aerodynamic flow computation
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Generalised similarity solutions lor three dimensional,
laminar, steady compressible boundary layer flows on
swept, profiled cylinders
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Numerical study of non-impulsively started flow around
a circular cylinder
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of vortex models
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Computational turbulence studies in Turkey
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Direct periodic solutions of rotor free wake calculations
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Tests of samara-wing decelerator characteristics
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far-field damping
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Steady-state experiments for measurements of
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Effects of axial conduction
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STEAM TURBINES
Analysis of experimental time-dependent blade surface
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operations
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A look at digital nose wheel steering
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The effect of stereoscopic presentation on a simulated
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Comparison of experimental and analytical estimations
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Advances and trends in computational structures
technology p418 A91-26228
Localization of aeroelastic modes in mistuned
high-energy turbines
[ AIAA PAPER 91-3379] p 775 A91-44319
Estimation of the algorithmic error of digital filters with
a random discretization interval — effect of atmospheric
disturbances on electronic airborne equipment
p866 A91 -44967
Filtering and smoothing in indeterminately stochastic
systems with partially observable inputs
p880 A91 -47454
Estimation of optical flow in airborne electro-optical
sensors by stochastic approximation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2723] p 932 A91-49614
STOPPING
The effect of windshear during takeoff roll on aircraft
stopping distance p 104 N91 -11699
STORAGE TANKS
Evaluation of on-board hydrogen storage methods for
hypersonic vehicles p 859 N91-28108
STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
VHF discharges in storm cells producing microbursts
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-57] p 877 A91-45637
VHF discharges in storm cells producing microbursts
pi 105 N91-32620
STOVL AIRCRAFT
A powered lift experiment for CFD validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1731] p 723 A91-43619
Scale model test results of several STOVL ventral nozzle
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 91-2134] p 752 A91-44134
Experimental and analytical studies of flow through a
ventral and axial exhaust nozzle system for STOVL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2135] p 842 A91-45791
The NASA Lewis integrated propulsion and flight control
simulator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2969] p 855 A91-47847
S/MTD thrust vectoring/reversing flight test results —
Short Takeoff and Landing/Maneuver Demonstrator
Program
[SAE PAPER 901843] p 920 A91-48562
Application of an integrated flight/propulsion control
design methodology to a STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2792] p 949 A91-49793
Numerical simulation of a complete STOVL aircraft in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 91-3293] p 1005 A91-53791
Design and piloted simulation evaluation ol integrated
flight/propulsion controls for STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3108] p 1077 A91-54032
Development of STOVL combat aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3183] p 1048 A91-54090
Evaluation of the longitudinal stability and control
characteristics of a mixed-flow remote-lift STOVL aircraft
in transition and hover
[AIAA PAPER 91-3185] p 1078 A91-54091
STOVL - Getting the cost benefit trades right
[AIAA PAPER 91-3186] p 1048 A91-54092
Prediction techniques for jet-induced effects in hover
on STOVL aircraft
[NASA-TM-102818] p 996 N91-32070
Application of an integrated flight/propulsion control
design methodology to a STOVL aircraft
[NASA-TM-105254] p 1080 N91-32143
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
Estimation of UH-60 blade aerodynamic loads and rotor
impedance using generalized strain pattern/Kalman filter
approach p 168 A91-17646
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep and cyclic life
analysis of a cowl lip p 1097 A91-56365
STRAIN ENERGY METHODS
Development and applications of a multi-level strain
energy method for detecting finite element modeling
errors
| NASA-CR-187447) p 525 N91-19478
STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE
Edge delamination of composite laminates subject to
combined tension and torsional loading
p 140 N91-13318
Failure mechanisms and prediction in advanced
composite materials p 1088 N91-32184
STRAIN GAGE BALANCES
Dual strain gage balance system for measuring light
loads
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14419-1] p 239 N91-13687
Steady-state experiments for measurements of
aerodynamic stability derivatives of a high incidence
research model using the College of Aeronautics whirling
arm
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9014] p 503 N91-20137
STRAIN GAGES
PdCr based high temperature static strain gage
[AIAA PAPER 90-5236] p 143 A91-14462
Wnd tunnel support system effects on a fighter aircraft
model at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[AIAA PAPER 91-0396] p 223 A91-19278
: .jer optic strain measurement using a polarimetric
technique p517 A91-31286
A resistance strain gage with repeatable apparent strain
to 800 C p970 A91-48899
Wind tunnel balance
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11877-1-SB] p 227 N91-14357
Computer-assisted strain-gage monitoring and data
reduction system
[AD-A226894] p 240 N91-14589
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft p 831 N91 -28157
Instrumentation for ASE experiments in the dynamic
wind tunnel
[PD-FC-9112] p961 N91-29197
Strain gauge cabling, conditioning, and sensitivity
calculations for the CT-114 (Tutor) aircraft aft fuselage
and empennage full-scale fatigue test
[NAE-LTR-ST-1758] . p 979 N91-29534
Description of computer programs used to analyze and
plot Spectrapot data files
[NAE-ST-557] p987 N91-29744
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
Fiber optic strain measurement using a polarimetric
technique p517 A91-31286
Development of advanced diagnostics for turbine
disks
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-390] p 865 A91-44726
Fiber optic smart structures - Structures that see the
light p 1093 A91-55515
The flexural strength of unidirectional carbon fibre
composites
[BU-509] p 589 N91-22399
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft
[FFA-TN-1990-53 j p 653 N91-23138
Photoelastic coating study of redesigned CT114 coupon
joint test specimen for horizontal stabilizer rear attachment
fitting to vertical stabilizer rear spar
[NAE-LTR-ST-1701] p 1051 N91-31125
STRAKES
Flight investigation of the effect of tail boom strakes
on helicopter directional control p 216 A91-17294
Effect of a single strake on the forebody vortex
asymmetry p 170 A91-18263
Aerodynamic control using forebody strakes
[AIAA PAPER 91-0618] p 178 A91-19386
Investigation of the vortex flow over a 76/60-deg double
delta wing at 20 deg incidence
(AIAA PAPER 91-3208] p 998 A91-53733
Strake vortex control using pneumatic blowing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3274] p 1004 A91-53781
An experimental study of double delta wings in
sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 91-3308] - p 1010 A91-53854
Aerodynamic effect of strakes on two-dimensional tail
boom models of the OH-S8A and the OH-58D
helicopters
[NASA-TM-4248] p 183 N91-13406
STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Flight demonstration of fiber optic gyros AHRS —
Attitude and Heading Reference System
p119 A91-16910
Strapdown astro-inertial navigation utilizing the optical
wide-angle lens startracker p 463 A91-28826
The next frontier for strapdown RLG inertial systems -
Precision navigation p 576 A91-33656
Specification of an inertial navigation system for
experimental SAR p 735 A91-41829
Using quaternion algebra to determine the coordinates
and orientation of a flight vehicle using data from aerial
photography and navigation system p 961 A91-49453
Flight test results of failure detection and isolation
algorithms for a redundant strapdown inertial measurement
unit p 111 N91-12701
STRAPS
A cable vehicle barrier for alert aircraft protection
(DE91-001723] p 227 N91-14354
Method for fastening aircraft frame elements to sandwich
skin panels covering same using woven fiber connectors
[PATENT-1-274-075] p 1051 N91-31126
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STRATEGY
Applications ot VSTOL and STOVL technology to battle
group concepts
[AIAA PAPER 91-3148) p1116 A91-54063
STRATOCUMULUS CLOUDS
An assessment of the one-dimensional icing forecast
model applied to stratiform clouds
[AIAA PAPER 91-0352] p 240 A91-19248
STRATOSPHERE
The dynamics of the stratospheric polar vortex and its
relation to springtime ozone depletions
p325 A91-21712
Increase in the PSC-formation probability caused by
high-ftying aircraft — polar stratospheric clouds
P878 A91-48352
The dynamics of the HSCT environment — air pollution
from High Speed Civil Transport Aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3156) p1103 A91-54071
Plume and wake dynamics, mixing, and chemistry behind
an HSCT aircraft
(AIM PAPER 91-3158] p1103 A91-54072
Soot in the stratosphere - The impact of current and
HSCT aircraft emissions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3161) p1104 A91-54075
The atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft: A
topical review
[NASA-RP-1250] p 325 N91-16466
The atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft: A
current consensus
[NASA-RP-1251] P325 N91-16467
Carrier aircraft p 393 N91-18168
Effects of engine emissions from high-speed civil
transport aircraft: A two-dimensional modeling study, part
2
[NASA-CR-4346-PT-2] p 426 N91-18490
Influence of present and possible future aircraft
emissions on the global ozone distribution
[DE91-005422] p 426 N91-18495
Sensitivity of stratospheric ozone to present and possible
future aircraft emissions
(DE91-007140] P426 N91-18503
Science requirements and feasibility/design studies of
a very-high-altitude aircraft for atmospheric research
p 740 N91-25481
STRATUS CLOUDS
Heterogeneous chemistry and clouds in the HSCT
environment
[AIAA PAPER 91-3159] p1104 A91-54073
STREAM FUNCTIONS (FLUIDS)
Nonadiabatic and three-dimensional effects in
compressible turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0528] p 178 A91-19345
Aerodynamic shape design using
stream-function-coordinate (SFC) formulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0189] p 260 A91-21404
DSMC calculations for the delta wing — Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo method P 349 A91 -24650
A new Lagrangian method for steady hypersonic flow
computation p 353 A91-25756
Stream functions for the hypersonic flow around
quasi-pointed slender bodies at low angles of attack
p 621 A91-39832
A Stream-Function-Coordinate (SFC) concept in
aerodynamic shape design p 366 N91-18041
STREAMLINED BODIES
Formation of zones of elevated particle concentration
during focused injection in a two-phase medium
P417 A91-25288
Numerical method for solving the parabolized
Navier-Stokes equations in problems of supersonic flow
past bodies p 361 A91-28141
Method for determining heat fluxes and friction in
three-dimensional hypersonic flow past bodies using
two-dimensional solutions p 361 A91-28150
An application of topological method to analysing the
three-dimensional flow in cascades. II - Topological
analysis on the vector field patterns ot skin-frictions and
section streamlines p 694 A91 -40569
STRENGTH
Method of strength evaluation of radial fan rotors
p 316 A91-20932
STRESS ANALYSIS
Method of strength evaluation of radial fan rotors
p316 A91-20932
Numerical analyses of stress near the hole of
compressor disk by boundary element method
p319 A91-22754
Stress analysis of centrifugal fan impeller by finite
element method P511 A91-28548
Stress screening of electronic modules - Investigation
of effects of temperature rate ot change
p516 A91-31041
Stress analysis of interference-fit fastener holes using
a penalty finite element method p 519 A91-31809
Application ot inflation theories to preliminary parachute
force and stress analyses
(AIAA PAPER 91-0862) p 451 A91-32177
Low Altitude High Speed Cargo Parachute system
development - A status report
[AIAA PAPER 91-0880) p 635 A91-40558
An evaluation of creep behavioural models for gas
turbine alloys P 964 A91-52519
Repairs to damage tolerant aircraft
[AD-A225742] p117 N91-12668
The United Kingdom contribution to the AGARO
fatigue-rated fastener systems program
[RAE-TR-89046] p 204 N91-13451
Evaluation procedure for reinforced concrete box
culverts under airfield pavements
[AD-A227920] p310 N91-16031
Aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a
high-pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
p400 N91-17061
Analysis of the interiaminar stress components at the
skin/stiffener interface of an advanced-concept stiffened
panel p 421 N91-17421
Analysis of residual stress in plastic-media-blasted thin
aluminum skin by x-ray double crystal diffractometry
p42t N91-18016
New computer codes for the structural analysis of
composite helicopter structures
[MBB-UD-0560-90-PUB] p 476 N9M9089
A new facility to study three dimensional viscous flow
and rotor-stator interaction in turbines
p682 N91-24336
Nonlinear analysis of composite shear webs with holes
and correlation with tests p 684 N91-24642
Beechcrafl starship strength certification
p684 N91-24643
Development of an integrated aeroservoelastic analysis
program and correlation with test data
[NASA-TP-3120] p694 N91-26113
A review of Australian and New Zealand investigations
on aeronautical fatigue during the period April 1989 to
March 1991
[AD-A236016] p 829 N91-27152
An abbreviated Reynolds stress turbulence model for
airfoil flows p818 N91-28140
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance P 832 N91-28164
STRESS CONCENTRATION
Stress concentration of the composite material used by
the X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft under various
temperature levels p 228 A91-17399
Surface mount solder joint issues impacting avionic
integrity p 467 A91-31031
Temperature effect on the stress concentration in the
composite material used by the X-29A forward-swept wing
aircraft p 590 A91-32547
Actual stresses in notches - How applicable are the
common stress concentration factors?
p676 A91-38775
STRESS CORROSION
Material degradation of steam turbine rotors in long term
operations
[VTT-RR-692] p 230 N91-13530
Fatigue, static tensile strength, and stress corrosion of
aircraft materials and structures. Part 1: Text
[PB91-114553] p530 N91-20504
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
Detection of concealed corrosion damage in aircraft
structures using the eddy current method
p58 A91-11974
Inspection of corrosion and corrosion cracking on
airframes p 514 A91-30567
Avoiding stress corrosion by surface pre-stressing
p 514 A91-30569
The corrosion of aging aircraft and its consequences
(AIAA PAPER 91-0953] p 472 A91-32002
Failure analysis of a main rotor pitch horn bolt located
on the AH-1 Cobra helicopter
[AD-A227679] p 292 N91-16007
NASA-UVA Light Aerospace Alloy and Structures
Technology Program (LA2ST)
[NASA-CR-188626] p 859 N91-27285
Corrosion fatigue crack arrest in aluminium alloys
[NLR-MP-88050-U] p 1087 N91-31282
STRESS CYCLES
Fatigue crack growth modeling at elevated temperature
using fracture mechanics p671 A91-38812
STRESS DISTRIBUTION
Determination ot the most stressed blade of a mistuned
turbomachine rotor p 123 A91-13711
Experimental technique for investigation on foreign
object damage of aeroengine p 399 A91-27790
Estimating the importance of cyclic thermal loads in
thermo-mechanical fatigue p 512 A91-29033
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep and cyclic lite
analysis of a cowl lip p 1097 A91 -56365
Fatigue of aluminium alloy joints with various fastener
systems. High load transfer
[ESDU-90018] p322 N91-15597
Investigation of ATP blades, part 1
[DE91-750103] p 506 N91-20144
Influence of the refinement of structural calculation on
aircraft qualification procedures p 684 N91-24649
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
Boundary element analysis of thermal stress intensity
factors for cusp cracks p 145 A91-16221
A closed form solution of stress intensity factors for the
shaft of aeroplane all-moving stabilizer with comer cracks
emanating from a hole p319 A91-22752
Damage tolerance analysis and testing of the fighter
aircraft 37 Viggen p 382 A91-24398
A frequency based approach to dynamic stress intensity
analysis
(AIAA PAPER 91-1176] p 523 A91-32097
Actual stresses in notches - How applicable are the
common stress concentration factors?
p 676 A91-38775
Stress intensity factors of multiple cracked sheet with
riveted stiffeners p 870 A91-47219
Damage tolerance analysis and testing of the fighter
aircraft 37 Viggen
[FFA-TN-1990-35] p 203 N91-13448
STRESS MEASUREMENT
Residual stress control in developing processes for the
manufacture of compressor blades for gas turbine
engines p 674 A91-37269
Using implicit displacement expressions for obtaining
a solution in the transition zone of a hybrid computation
scheme p 768 A91-41168
Non-intrusive sensing techniques for advanced turbine
engine structures
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-389] p 865 A91-44725
Description of computer programs used to analyze and
plot Spectrapot data files
[NAE-ST-557] p 987 N91-29744
STRESS RELIEVING
The photoelastic diet - Weight and stress reduction
experiences en the A330/340 Airbus project
p925 A91-51911
STRESS WAVES
A drag measurement technique for free piston shock
tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 91-0549] p 224 A91-19356
STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS
Helicopter rotor blade aeroelasticity in forward flight with
an implicit structural formulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1219) p 472 A91-32033
Determination of the stress-strain state of a soft lifting
system — Single-Shell Parachute Airfoil
p 704 A91-41320
Stirling engine: Available tools for long-life assessment
[NASA-TM-103660] p 152 N91-12980
STRESS-STRAIN-TIME RELATIONS
Maintenance technology for advanced avionics
architecture p 482 A91 -30872
STRIATION
An experimental investigation ot vortex pair interaction
with a clean or contaminated free surface
p680 N91-23419
STRINGERS
Design and testing of a circumferential and longitudinal
joint of the A320 fuselage section 13/14 in GLARE
[LR-645] p525 N91-19494
STRIPPING
Chemical stripping of honeycomb airseals - Overview
and update
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-318) p 865 A91-44698
Paint stripping in the aerospace industry
p888 A91-49159
STROBOSCOPES
A synchronous strobed laser light sheet for rotor flow
visualization
[NASA-TM-4266] p 601 N91-22540
STROUHAL NUMBER
Vortex shedding from cylinders in near axial flow
p 807 A91-46309
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Automated structural analysis for hypersonic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 90-5221] p 135 A91-14447
Semi-elliptical nozzle structural test facility
[AIAA PAPER 90-52271 p 130 A91-14453
Thermal Structures Conference. 1st. University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Nov. 13-15. 1990, Proceedings
p 144 A91-16026
Transient thermal-structural analysis using adaptive
unstructured remeshing and mesh movement
p 144 A91-16033
Preliminary thermal/structural analysis of a
carbon-carbon/refractory-metal heat-pipe-cooled wing
leading edge p112 A91-16037
New bite from composites p 124 A91-16973
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Structural evaluation of composite fuselage structure
fabricated using a THERM-X process
p 162 A91-17252
Thermoviscoplastic analysis of hypersonic structures
subjected to severe aerodynamic heating
p 199 A91-18261
Analysis for typical staler blade structure and its
implementation p 238 A91-20396
A closed form solution of stress intensity factors for the
shaft of aeroplane all-moving stabilizer with corner cracks
emanating from a hole p319 A91-22752
Panel flutter analysis using high precision shear flexible
element p 319 A91-23423
Integrated fluid-thermal-structural analysis using
adaptive unstructured meshes p 416 A91-24469
Structural analysis and optimization of a propfan-blade
by use of the finite element method p 399 A91-27372
Towards integrated multidisciplinary synthesis of actively
controlled fiber composite wings p 469 A91-31576
Sensitivity analysis and multidisciplinary optimization for
aircraft design - Recent advances and results
p469 A91-31577
Efficient optimization of aircraft structures with a large
number of design variables p 469 A91-31588
Computer-aided optimization of aircraft structures
p 469 A91-31589
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
IAIAA PAPER 91-0925] p 519 A91-31855
Application of neural networks to preliminary structural
design
IAIAA PAPER 91-1038) p 520 A91-31865
Multidisciplinary aeroelastic analysis and design using
MSC/Nastran
[AIAA PAPER 91-1097] p 520 A91-31876
A case study in multi-component software
development
| AIAA PAPER 91-1205] p 536 A91-31889
Analysis and optimal design of composite structures
p 591 A91-32651
Aerodynamic and structural studies of joined-wing
aircraft p 571 A91-33534
Numerical analysis of solid-fuel interactive vibration on
an aircraft integral tank p 648 A91-40161
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engine
| AIAA PAPER 91 -2494 ] p 747 A91 -41799
Thermostructural concepts for hypervelocity vehicles
p 764 A91-43311
Design, analysis, and test of a ceramic barrier turbine
element p 964 A91-50575
Body weight of hypersonic aircraft, part 1
INASA-TM-101028] p 39 N91-10049
Structural tests of aircraft window assembly equipped
with smoke evacuation valve
IDOT/FAA/CT-TN89/44] p 39 N91-10051
Comparison of NASTRAN analysis with ground vibration
results of UH-60A NASA/AEFA test configuration
| NASA-CR-184565] p 61 N91-10333
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
INASA-CR-187352) p 61 N91-10335
Proceedings of the 1989 Structural Integrity Program
Conference
IAD-A225541] p 125 N91-11757
Repairs to damage tolerant aircraft
IAD-A225742] p117 N91-12668
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engines
INASA-TM-103651] p 213 N91-13456
Flight flutter test techniques at ARL
[AD-A227754J p 306 N91-15178
Nonlinear large amplitude vibration of composite
helicopter rotor blade at large static deflection
(AD-A227933] p 307 N91-15183
Estimation of the engineering elastic constants of a
directionally solidified superalloy for finite element
structural analysis
| NASA-CR-187036] p 322 N91-15598
The integration of structural optimization in the general
design process for aircraft
(MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0405) p 293 N91-16017
Aeroservoelastic tailoring for lateral control
enhancement p 307 N91-16025
Evaluation procedure for reinforced concrete box
culverts under airfield pavements
IAD-A227920] p 310 N91-16031
Finite element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures
INASA-TM-102761] p 324 N91-16407
Finite element modeling of the higher harmonic
controlled OH-6A helicopter airframe
INASA-CR-187449) p 421 N91-17428
New computer codes for the structural analysis of
composite helicopter structures
IMBB-UD-0580-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19089
Application of mesh generation to complex 3-D
configurations
(AGARD-AR-268] p 598 N91-21464
Stability analysis of a fuselage side
IFFA-TN-1990-32] p 599 N91-21568
STARS: An integrated general-purpose finite element
structural, aeroelastic. and aeroservoelastic analysis
computer program
[NASA-TM-101709-REV] p 599 N91-21587
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
[NASA-TM-104042] p 602 N91-22578
Structural integrity of wind tunnel wooden fan blades
[ NASA-TM-104059] p 602 N91-22589
Analytical Qualification of Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-R-772) p 683 N91-24638
Analytical certification of aircraft structures
p684 N91-24641
Beechcraft starship strength certification
p684 N91-24643
The role of structural analysis in airworthiness
certification p 684 N91-24647
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures p 684 N91-24650
Probability approach for strength calculations
p685 N91-24652
Dynamic analysis of advanced tip rotors including
three-dimensional aerodynamics p 731 N91-25111
Acoustical analysis of gear housing vibration
| NASA-TM-103691] p 777 N91-25411
Combined compressive and shear buckling analysis of
hypersonic aircraft structural sandwich panels
[NASA-TM-4290] p 778 N91-25422
Calculation of interactions between air and ground of
landing p 831 N91-28161
Probabilistic structural mechanics research for parallel
processing computers
| NASA-CR-187162] p 877 N91-28644
Modeling and response analysis of thin-walled beam
structures constructed of advanced composite materials
p979 N91-29615
Development of structural optimization capability at
RMC
1DREA-CR-89-413] p 982 N91-30564
Static strain and vibration characteristics of a metal
semimonocoque helicopter tail cone of moderate size
[NASA-CR-187576] p 1100 N91-31679
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Optimum design of cutouts in laminated composite
structures p 142 A91-13377
Design challenges for the National Aero-Space Plane
11AF PAPER 90-266] p134 A91-13915
Optimum design of composite wing structures by a
refined optimality criterion p 143 A91-14422
An assessment of key aerothermal issues for the
structural design of high speed vehicles
pi 12 A91-16029
Structures technology development for hypersonic
vehicles p 202 A91-19808
The development and design integration of a variable
camber wing for long/medium range aircraft
p284 A91-20898
Aircraft structures for engineering students (2nd revised
and enlarged edition) — Book p 321 A91-24114
The integration of structural optimization in the general
design process for aircraft p 380 A91-24308
Applications of the structural optimization program
OPTSYS p427 A91-24310
Structural optimization of aircrafts - Practice and
trends p 380 A91-24328
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
p340 A91-24351
Behavior of composite/metal aircraft structural elements
and components under crash type loads • What are they
telling us? p 382 A91-24425
Integrated structural optimization in the preliminary
aircraft design p 383 A91-24441
Aerodynamic design of low-drag fuselages
p386 A91-25897
Fixtures for the manufacture of aircraft engines
(Structural design) — Russian book p419 A91-26444
Optimization: Methods and applications, possibilities and
limitations: Proceedings of the International Seminar.
Bonn. Federal Republic of Germany, June 7, 8. 1989
P419 A91-26645
Structural optimization of aircrafts p386 A91-26650
Integrated aerodynamic-structural design of a transport
wing p469 A91-31584
Applications of structural optimization software in the
design process p 519 A91-31585
Minimum-weight design of laminated composite plates
for postbuckling performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0969] p 520 A91-31857
Application of neural networks to preliminary structural
design
| AIAA PAPER 91-1038] p 520 A91-31865
A Taguchi study of the aeroelastic tailoring design
process
| AIAA PAPER 91-1041 ] p 470 A91-31868
Continuum design sensitivity analysis of eigenvectors
using Ritz vectors
[AIAA PAPER 91-1092) p 520 A91-31872
Multidisciplinary aeroelastic analysis and design using
MSC/Nastran
[AIAA PAPER 91-1097] p 520 A91-31876
Influence of static and dynamic aeroelastic constraints
on the optimal structural design of flight vehicle
structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-1100] p 471 A91-31879
An application of the active flexible wing concept to an
F-16 derivative wing model
(AIAA PAPER 91-0987] p 501 A91-32018
Analysis and optimal design of composite structures
p591 A91-32651
Helicopter vibration reduction using structural
optimization with aeroelastic/multidisciplinary constraints
-A survey p 570 A91-33527
Study of thermal-expansion-molded, graphite-epoxy
hat-stiffened sandwich panels p 675 A91 -37845
Designing with composites - A study of design
process p 646 A91-38752
Actual stresses in notches - How applicable are the
common stress concentration factors?
p676 A91-38775
Ejection seat rocket catapult design for reduced G field
influence p 646 A91-39385
The Minipac II ejection seat program
p647 A91-39390
Performance prediction of subsonic separated
cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-65] p 790 A91-44546
Design of guide vanes for minimizing the pressure loss
in sharp bends p 870 A91-46610
Using knowledge-based techniques in systems for
structural design p 985 A91-49985
Design of a blade-stiffened composite panel with a
hole p972 A91-50651
Integrated structure/control law design by multilevel
optimization p 986 A91-52026
YIDOYU and its application aircraft design
p987 A91-52209
Euler study on porous transonic airfoils with a view
toward multipoint design
[AIAA PAPER 91-3286] p 1005 A91-53786
Transonic airfoil design by constrained optimization
(AIAA PAPER 91-3287] p 1005 A91-53787
Introducing design in basic structures courses
[AIAA PAPER 91-3113) p1115 A91-54036
Code for Optimized Ballistic Resistant Aircraft
Structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-3164] p 1090 A91-54078
Benefits of composite structure for the tandem wing
Advanced Technology Tactical Transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-3167] p 1047 A91-54079
Optimum structural design of cantilevered rectangular
elastic wing with gust load alleviation system
p 1093 A91-55456
Design and experimental study of the diffuser for the
exhaust duct of a gas turbine engine
p 1069 A91-56455
Design and fabrication of instrumented composite airfoils
for a cryogenic wind tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102740) p 152 N91-12971
Analyses of composite fuselage structure under various
loading conditions p 153 N91-13346
Structural development of laminar flow control aircraft
chordwise wing joint designs
[NASA-CR-181888] p 205 N91-14346
Integrated design analysis and optimization
IMBB/FE2/S/PUB/0398] p 291 N91-15145
Integrated control-structure design
| NASA-CR-182020] p 307 N91-15180
Aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a
high-pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
p400 N91-17061
Analysis of the interlaminar stress components at the
skin/stiffener interface of an advanced-concept stiffened
panel p 421 N91-17421
Aerodynamic optimization by simultaneously updating
flow variables and design parameters
p367 N91-18047
C 160-Transall lile time extension p 391 N91-18088
Precision mechanics of actuators in aircraft and
rockets
[NAL-SP-9016) p407 N91-18117
Aeropropulsion 1991
[NASA-CP-100631 p490 N91-20086
Structural integrity of wind tunnel wooden fan blades
[NASA-TM-104059] p 602 N91-22589
Design techniques for dual mode ram-scramjet
combustors p 659 N91-23166
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Development of a quiet supersonic wind tunnel with a
cryogenic adaptive nozzle
INASA-CR-186769] p 669 N91-23195
AGARD highlights 91/1. March 1991
|AGARD.HIGHLI6HTS-91/1| p 691 N91-24084
Soft hub for bearingless rotors
[NASA-CR. 177586 ] p 654 N91-24198
Nonlinear analysis of composite shear webs with holes
and correlation with tests p 684 N91-24642
The role of analysis in the design and qualification of
composite aircraft structures p 684 N91-24648
Gust design procedures p 759 N91-26155
Application of the Air Force guide specification 87221A
to ground loads p 830 N91-28152
Probabilistic structural mechanics research for parallel
processing computers
INASA-CR-187162] p 877 N91-28644
Development of structural optimization capability at
RMC
|DREA-CR-89-413| p 982 N91-30564
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA
V-22 mechanical diagnostic design approach
p337 A91-26913
U.S. Army rotorcraft composite technology - Past,
present, and future p 435 A91-29436
Structural efficiency study of graphite-epoxy aircraft rib
structures p 518 A91-31579
ASTROS - A multidisciplinary automated structural
design tool P 518 A91-31580
Aircraft design optimization with dynamic performance
constraints p 469 A91-31586
Strategy for multilevel optimization of aircraft
p469 A91-31587
Application of optimization techniques to helicopter
structural dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0924] p470 A91-31854
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0925] p519 A91-31855
Application of multipliers method in multilevel structural
optimization for laminated composites
| AIAA PAPER 91 -09741 p 520 A91 -31861
Aeroelastic tailoring in vehicle design synthesis
|AIAA PAPER 91-1099] p471 A91-31878
Aeroelastic optimization of a helicopter rotor using an
efficient sensitivity analysis p 570 A91-33529
Air surveying and data analysis for dynamic response
of missiles at swept-back wing tip p 647 A91-40156
Design problems of three-dimensional contractions —
for wind tunnels p 899 A91-51612
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures. Structural
Dynamics, and Materials Conference, 32nd, Baltimore. MD.
Apr. 8-10. 1991, Technical Papers. Pts. 1-4
p 519 A91-31826
Introducing design in basic structures courses
| AIAA PAPER 91-3113] p1115 A91-54036
Thirty years of structural dynamic investigations at
MBB-UF
[MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0399] p118 N91-12676
NASA-UVA Light Aerospace Alloy and Structures
Technology Program (LA2ST)
(NASA-CR-1886261 p 859 N91-27285
STRUCTURAL FAILURE
Prediction of dangerous damage in specimens and
thin-walled structural elements under cyclic loading
p 144 A91-15395
Aging Army aircraft p 161 A91-17240
Proceedings of the 1989 Structural Integrity Program
Conference
[AD-A225541] p 125 N91-11757
Edge delamination of composite laminates subject to
combined tension and torsional loading
P140 N91-13318
Helicopter structural integrity program (HSIP). Volume
1: Structural test requirements specification
[AD-A226520I p 202 N91-13444
Quantitative nondestructive evaluation: Requirements
for tomorrow's reliability p 681 N91-24074
Program plans for aviation safety research
(NIAR-90-32] p638 N91-24157
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures p 684 N91-24650
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
Analytical studies on static aeroelastic behavior of
forward-swept composite wing structures
p674 A91-37774
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
Review of Canadian aeronautical fatigue work:
1987-1989
|NAE-LTR-ST-1706| p 927 N91-29165
Torsion resistant grooved joint
| PATENT-1-258-589] p 1051 N91-31127
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
A computational method for the determination of
structural reliability of helicopter dynamic components
p 162 A91-17269
Wings for the 21st century p 250 A91-21218
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
(AIAA PAPER 91-09881 p 501 A91-32019
Design of aircraft wings subjected to gust loads - A safety
index based approach p 675 A91-37851
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-2494] p 747 A91-41799
Failure analysis of structural systems
p739 A91-43512
Reliability of uncertain laminated shells due to buckling
and supersonic flutter p 1090 A91-53845
Helicopter structural integrity program (HSIP). Volume
1: Structural test requirements specification
[AD-A226520] p 202 N91-13444
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engines
[NASA-TM-103651] p 213 N91-13456
Probabilistic structural mechanics research for parallel
processing computers
[NASA-CR-187162] p 877 N91-28644
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Bifurcation analysis of axial flow compressor stability
p44 A91-10245
Influence of chromium and molybdenum on the structural
stability of a high strength damage tolerant P/M nickel
based alloy for turbine disks
[ONERA.TP NO. 1990-100] p 55 A91-11776
Thermal stresses III — Book p 145 A91-16427
Hingeless rotor blade stability using a coupled
aeroelastic analysis with refined aerodynamic modeling
p 195 A91-17231
Static testing of V-22 airframe structure
p 197 A91-17254
Stability sensitivity studies for synthesis of aeroelastic
systems p 171 A91-18901
Theoretical and experimental research in aeroelastic
stability of an advanced bearingless rotor for future
helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 91-0192] p 201 A91-19172
The stability of light structures - An area of research
with a tradition and a future p315 A91-20616
Development of structural strength finite-element
analysis techniques p 416 A91-24477
Random eigenvalues and aging aircraft structural
dynamic models - An inverse problem
[AIAA PAPER 91-0954] p 521 A91-32003
A new approach to computational aeroelasticity
| AIAA PAPER 91-0939] p 521 A91-32007
State stability of a system of integro-differential
equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
p 595 A91-35785
Sensitivity analysis, optimization, and data support in
finite element systems p 677 A91-39230
Vibration behavior of a labyrinth seal with through-flow
p679 A91-40241
Structural mechanics research in the DLR
p771 A91-43334
Failure analysis of structural systems
p739 A91-43512
The optimal design with local instability
p865 A91-44762
Methods and means of measurement in the strength
experiment — Russian book p871 A91-47603
Stability analysis of intershaft squeeze film dampers
p971 A91-50240
MSB BO 108 helicopter ground and flight test
evaluation
[MBB-UD-0546-89-PUBI p116 N91-12664
General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program
(GRASP): Theory manual
[ NASA-TM-102255] p 239 N91-13762
STRUCTURAL STRAIN
Fundamental mechanisms of aeroelastic control with
control surface and strain actuation
| AIAA PAPER 91-0985] p 500 A91-32016
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
Large-amplitude vibrations of free-free tapered beams
p 57 A91-11199
Simulation investigations of the helicopter ground
resonance p 36 A91-11724
Validation of rotor vibratory airloads and application to
helicopter response p112 A91-16547
An evaluation of Active Control of Structural Response
as a means of reducing helicopter vibration
p214 A91-17202
Test and evaluation of fuselage vibration utilizing Active
Control of Structural Response (ACSR) optimized to
ADS-27 p214 A91-17203
Dynamical behavior ol an elastic rotor with squeeze film
damper p 232 A91-17870
Non-homogeneous track-induced response of vehicles
with non-linear suspension during variable velocity runs
P217 A91-17990
Inflight early detection of cracks in turbine aero-engine
compressor blades p 233 A91-18542
Rotor design optimization using a multidisciplinary
approach
(AIAA PAPER 91-0477] p 201 A91-19319
Effect of inlet distortion on blade vibration and inlet
distortion tolerance p212 A91-20388
Natural vibration analysis of turbomachinery disk with
small mistuned blades p 213 A91-20393
Free vibration of a cantilever annular sector plate with
curved radial edges and varying thickness
p316 A91-20943
Some observations of chaotic vibration phenomena in
high-speed rotordynamics p 320 A9t-23665
Computerized procedure for vibration diagnostics of
aircraft brakes p 320 A91-23679
Early in-flight detection of fatigue cracks in aero-engine
compressor and turbine blades with vibroacoustic and
discrete-phase methods p 397 A91-24448
Bifurcation theory in flight dynamics • An application to
a real combat aircraft
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-116] p 404 A91-24505
Mathematical modeling of optimal passive control of
rotor head vibrations p 385 A91-24510
Sound and vibration produced by an airfoil tip in boundary
layer flow over an elastic plate p 430 A91-25B26
Will aircraft feel pain? p 336 A91-26177
Vibration diagnosis and vibration source analysis of
aircraft engine p 420 A91-27791
Aircraft noise induced building vibration and effects on
human response p 423 A91-28282
Noise induced vibration of dwelling construction around
the airport p 424 A91-28289
Low frequency noise and vibration from sonic booms
P431 A91-28293
Comparison of experimental and analytical estimations
for the modal density of a ring-stiffened cylinder
P420 A91-28302
Multi-point excitation of damped modes in a sine dwell
modal test and their transformation to real modes
p514 A91-30531
Surface mount solder joint issues impacting avionic
integrity p 467 A91-31031
Using test data to predict avionics integrity
p 516 A91-31033
Optimization of rotating blades with dynamic-behavior
constraints p 489 A91-31426
Analysis and correlation of SA349/2 helicopter
vibration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1222] p 501 A91-32036
Vibration characteristics of anisotropic composite wing
structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-11851 p 473 A91-32038
A frequency based approach to dynamic stress intensity
analysis
IAIAA PAPER 91-1176] p 523 A91-32097
Flight evaluation of the Integrated Inertia) Sensor
Assembly (MSA) on a helicopter p 581 A91-33639
Active vibration control using fixed order dynamic
compensation with frequency shaped cost functionals
P604 A91-33932
Full-scale demonstration tests of cabin noise reduction
using active vibration control p 646 A91-38549
The control of rotor vibration using squeeze-film
dampers p 677 A91-39590
Numerical analysis of solid-fuel interactive vibration on
an aircraft integral tank p 648 A91-40161
Vibration problems in an aircraft design
p 648 A91-40165
Similarities and differences between environment tests
and reliability tests in view of vibration
p665 A91-40166
Balancing of rotating machinery p 679 A91-40278
A method lor calculating the characteristics of a rotor
with allowance for shaft vibrations p 768 A91-41155
Gasdynamic interaction of flow with an oscillating shell
p 703 A91-41157
A theoretical study on the vibration damping of aircraft
gearbox gears
IAIAA PAPER 91-2558] p 738 A91-41813
Unified treatment for dealing with auxiliary conditions
in blade dynamics p 770 A91-42294
Aero/aeroderrvative engines - Internal transducers offer
potential for enhanced condition monitoring and vibration
diagnostics
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-273I p 864 A91-44674
Mechanisms of active noise control by vibration
sources p 882 A91-45438
Observation ol chaotic dynamics in vibrating airlrames
| AIAA PAPER 91-29461 p 871 A91-47832
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Simultaneous control-law synthesis of an aircraft
yaw-damper and modal suppression system using
parameter optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-2630) p 944 A91-49606
Gearbox noise and vibration; Proceedings of the 1st
IME International Conference. University of Cambridge,
England, Apr. 9-11. 1990 p 977 A91-52808
Gearbox noise and vibration - Review of opportunities
for improving safety and reliability p 977 A91-52810
Gear noise, vibration, and diagnostic studies at NASA
Lewis Research Center p 977 A91 -52811
Helicopter gearcase structure-borne noise studies using
statistical energy analysis modelling p 977 A91-52815
Helicopter flight vibration of large transportation
containers - A case for test tailoring
p 1028 A91-53992
Aircraft mission profile - Vibration levels
p 1044 A91-53993
The derivation of procedures to estimate vibration
severities of airborne stores p 1044 A91-54001
Procedures to estimate vibration severities of stores on
helicopters P 1044 A91-54003
Correlating reliability growth vibration test and aircraft
mission profile vibration loads and effects
p 1044 A91-54004
Simulation of inviscid blade row interaction using a linear
and a non-linear method p 1019 A91-56149
Vibration of mistuned bladed disks supported by flexible
continuous shafts p 1097 A91-56359
Background rationale for tailoring airborne external
stores vibration tests in MIL-STD-810. Method 514
p 1097 A91-56629
Interior noise control program for the advanced
commuter aircraft Dornier 328 and first results
p158 N91-11717
Simulation and detection of transverse cracks in
rotors. p 149 N91-12086
Computer-assisted strain-gage monitoring and data
reduction system
[AD-A226894] p 240 N91-14589
Thermoelastic vibration test techniques
[NASA-TM-101742] p 475 N91-19083
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
[NASA-CR-187560) p 882 N91-27909
Control of vibration in a flexible rotor-bearing system
p981 N91-30519
Wave propagation in periodically stiffened plates and
shells p 982 N91-30558
Vibration analysis of the SA349/2 helicopter
[NASA-TM-102794) p 996 N91-31078
Static strain and vibration characteristics of a metal
semimonocoque helicopter tail cone of moderate size
(NASA-CR-187576] p1100 N91-31679
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
A note on the weight vs dynamic stability relations of
subsonic airplanes p 126 A91-15045
The stability of light structures - An area of research
with a tradition and a future p315 A91-20616
Helicopter Weight and Torque Advisory system
(SAWE PAPER 1872] p 295 A91-22301
Technological forecast of VTOL weight empty fraction
in the year 2020
[SAWE PAPER 1871) p 288 A91-22302
Aircraft platform scales without sideload induced
weighing errors
[SAWE PAPER 1882] p 309 A91-22307
A state of the art Mass Properties Laboratory
| SAWE PAPER 1883] p 309 A91-22308
Derivation of a fuselage weight estimating relationship
ISAWE PAPER 1901] p289 A91-22319
Rotorcraft structural weight and cost aspects
[SAWE PAPER 1908] p 289 A91-22321
Aircraft cost estimating - Weight commonality as a
predictor
[SAWE PAPER 1909] p 333 A91-22322
Weight penalties for electromagnetic interference
control
[SAWE PAPER 1914] p 319 A91-22323
IMPP - The Integrated Mass Properties Program
[SAWE PAPER 1894] p 326 A91-22325
Aluminum lithium for the F/A-18. Hornet 2000
[SAWE PAPER 1913] p 289 A91-22326
Rotorcraft weight trends in light of structural material
characteristics
[SAWE PAPER 1873] p 289 A91-22327
An inclusion principle for the Rayleigh-Ritz based
substructure synthesis
(AIAA PAPER 91-1058] p 522 A91-32082
Summary of technology needs for high speed rotorcraft
study
| AIAA PAPER 91-2148] p 693 A91-41710
Structural mechanics research in the DLR
p 771 A91-43334
Structural weight savings on the EH101 using
aluminum-lithium alloys p 858 A91-45416
Leading-edge methods of making near-net shape
airframe parts p 969 A91-48673
Code for Optimized Ballistic Resistant Aircraft
Structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-3164) p 1090 A91-54078
Body weight of advanced concept hypersonic aircraft
| AIAA PAPER 91-3180] p 1048 A91-54089
Body weight of hypersonic aircraft, part 1
[NASA-TM-101028] p 39 N91-10049
STRUTS
Combustion test and thermal analysis of fuel injection
struts of a scramjet combustor p 1068 A91 -56233
The effects of icing on the dynamic response of thick
aerofoils p 1023 A91-56784
Minimum weight optimization of composite laminated
struts
[BU-409] p 510 N91-19246
Recent developments in the area of aircraft rough field
performance p 830 N91 -28154
Landing gear improvements for transport aircraft
p831 N91-28159
STUDENTS
Research as part of the Air Force Research in
Aero-Propulsion Technology (AFRAPT) program
[AD-A226893J p213 N91-14350
NASA-UVA Light Aerospace Alloy and Structures
Technology Program (LA2ST)
[NASA-CR-188626] p 859 N91-27285
SUBCRITICAL FLOW
An improved method of airfoil design
p798 A91-44768
A study of the transition from supercritical to subcritical
viscous-nonviscous interaction in the wake of a plate
p901 A91-52655
SUBMILLIMETER WAVES
Airborne heterodyne receiver for the range 600 GHz
to 3.000 GHz p599 N91-22047
SUBROUTINES
Prediction of XV-15 tilt rotor discrete frequency
aeroacoustic noise with WOPWOP
[NASA-CR-187684] p 246 N91-14803
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
The calculation method for subsonic longitudinal and
lateral aerodynamic characteristics of complete aircraft
configuration p5 A91-11844
Analysis of the PTA external noise data and comparison
with predictions
[AIAA PAPER 90-3935] p 68 A91-12451
Subsonic airioil design p9 A91-12756
A note on the weight vs dynamic stability relations of
subsonic airplanes p 126 A91-15045
Some thoughts on the design of subsonic transport
aircraft for the 21st century p 386 A91-25950
Integrated aerodynamic-structural design of a transport
wing p469 A91-31584
Some subsonic and transonic buffet characteristics of
the twin-vertical-tails of a fighter airplane configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1049] p 500 A91-32009
Aircraft performance p 649 A91-40511
Propulsion systems for twenty-first century commercial
transports p 1060 A91-54392
Vapor-screen technique applied to a delta-wing
aircraft p 1058 A91-55746
Overview of subsonic transport propulsion technology
p493 N91-20116
High-efficiency core technology p 493 N91-20118
SUBSONIC FLOW
Prediction of turbulence generated random vibrational
response of turbomachinery blading p46 A91-11348
Shock wave formation during interaction with a weak
discontinuity at the boundary of a local subsonic region
p6 A91-12017
Acoustic radiation from lifting airfoils in compressible
subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 90-3911] p 66 A91-12427
Coherent structure induced pressure fluctuations in an
elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 90-3963] p 70 A91-12477
A numerical method for the computation of low Mach
number reactive flows p82 A91-13256
Numerical solution of 3-D laminar compressible subsonic
flows in ducts p 82 A91 -13260
Vortex shedding mechanism from a triangular prism in
a subsonic flow p 86 A91 -14382
Approaches to analytical solutions of laminar
compressed free jets p90 A91-16052
Effects of a base cavity on subsonic near-wake flow
p90 A91-16056
Effect of suction on the stability of subsonic flows over
smooth backward-facing steps p 90 A91-16060
Can shock waves on helicopter rotors generate noise?
- A study of the quadrupole source p 244 A91 -17223
Calculation of beam-airfoil integrals in the problem of
motion for a high-lift wing with a flexible aileron
p 235 A91-18777
Flow induced vibrations of thin leading edges
[AIAA PAPER 91-0745] p 236 A91-19446
Viscous flow simulation of fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0278] p 260 A91-21438
Inviscid steady/unsteady flow calculations
p267 A91-21748
A new method for subsonic lifting-surface theory
p268 A91-22351
Velocity field of an axisymmetric pulsed, subsonic air
jet p269 A91-22479
Computation of three-dimensional subsonic flows in
ducts using the PNS approach p 271 A91-23186
Calculation of averaged axisymmetric flow of an ideal
gas in turbomachine stages p 321 A91-23938
Double linearization theory for a rotating subsonic
annular cascade of oscillating blades. I - Mathematical
expressions of disturbance flow field. II - Numerical study
of unsteady aerodynamic forces p 272 A91-24115
A propeller slipstream model in subsonic linearized
potential flow p 341 A91-24383
Analysis of crescent wings using a subsonic panel
method p 343 A91-24411
Numerical investigation of the origin of vortex asymmetry
of flows over bodies at large angle of attack
p343 A91-24422
Flow features of highly-swept wings at subsonic and
supersonic speeds p 346 A91-24471
Subsonic steady, unsteady aerodynamic calculation for
wings at high angle of attack p 348 A91-24518
Double linearization theory for a rotating supersonic
annular cascade of oscillating blades
p350 A91-25335
Similarity rules for transformation between high- and
low-speed models of high pressure axial compressor
bladings p 359 A91-27783
Experimental investigation of oscillating cascade
aerodynamics p 360 A91-27801
Effect of wave processes on viscous-nonviscous
interaction of subsonic and supersonic jets with supersonic
and subsonic wakes in a duct and a pipe
p360 A91-28107
Subsonic axial flow fan noise and inflow velocity
disturbance p 430 A91-28254
Experimental investigation of vortex formation in the
wake of a flat plate for subsonic and supersonic freestream
Mach numbers p 362 A91-28385
Some comparisons of linear stability theory with
experiment at supersonic and hypersonic speed
p444 A91-31308
Transition research opportunities at subsonic and
transonic speeds p 444 A91-31312
Modeling of subsonic flow through a compact offset inlet
diffuser p 448 A91 -31536
Measurement of the static and dynamic coefficients of
a cross-type parachute in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0871] p 451 A91-32183
Interference-free measurements of the subsonic
aerodynamics of slanted-base ogive cylinders
p547 A91-34130
Solution method for viscous flows at all speeds in
complex domains p 548 A91-34185
Simulation of two- and three-dimensional internal
subsonic flows using a finite element method
p595 A91-35986
New methods in the theory of subsonic flows past thin
airfoil configurations p614 A91-36699
Subsonic and supersonic combustion using noncircular
injectors p 674 A91-37414
Three-dimensional composite velocity solutions for
subsonic/transonic flow p616 A91-37841
High subsonic flow about a moving spoiler identifying
a novel problem of wind tunnel interference
p619 A91-38710
A numerical analysis of the flow passing through a
cascade with tip clearance - Subsonic flow through a linear
cascade composed of flat plates p695 A91-40575
Determination of the stress-strain state of a soft lifting
system — Single-Shell Parachute Airfoil
p 704 A91-41320
Kernel function occurring in subsonic unsteady potential
flow p707 A91-42280
A method for correcting wall pressure measurements
in subsonic compressible flow p715 A91-42957
Numerical study of juncture flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1660] p 720 A91-43575
C.F.D. of the base flow on a plane body between a
subsonic flow on one side and a supersonic flow on the
other
[AIAA PAPER 91-2372] p 729 A91-44215
Performance prediction of subsonic separated
cascades
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-65] p 790 A91-44546
Pressure losses in combining subsonic flows through
branched ducts
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-134] p 792 A91-44583
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Analytical statistics of forced response of a mistimed
bladed disk assembly in subsonic flow
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-205] p 793 A91 -44622
Effects of chordwise displacement and nonrigid section
deformation on unsteady aerodynamic response of
subsonic and supersonic oscillating cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-246] p 796 A91-44657
Multigrid solutions of 3-0 inviscid flows through
circular-to-rectangular ducts p 798 A91-44758
An original three-dimensional presentation of theoretical
and experimental aerodynamical characteristics of delta
wings with subsonic leading edges, in transonic-supersonic
flow p810 A91 -46400
Numerical investigation of subsonic and supersonic
asymmetric vortical flow
(AIAA PAPER 91-2869] p 813 A91-47172
An iterative method for calculating subsonic and
transonic internal flows p 814 A91-47482
Measurements and interpretation of 3-D high speed
flows p814 A91-48252
Unsteady aerodynamic interaction of two annular rows
of weakly loaded blades rotating relative to each other
in subsonic flow p 897 A91-49513
A numerical calculation of a rarefied gas flow at low
Mach numbers p 899 A91-51557
Hybrid doublet lattice/doublet point method for lifting
surfaces in subsonic flow p 900 A91-S2280
Asymmetric turbulent vortical flows over slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 91-3296] p 1006 A91-53793
The simulation and correction of wind tunnel wall
interference on delta wing lift using Navier-Stokes and
Euler solutions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3300] p 1006 A91-53796
The structure of three-dimensional free-interactions in
external, steady, compressible flows
p 1016 A91-55148
Accurate prediction of three dimensional intake flow
p 1021 A91-56175
Subsonic and supersonic mixing and combustion
enhancement p 1021 A91-56193
Three-dimensional viscous/inviscid coupling in subsonic
flow
[REPT-B-24] p 15 N91-10023
Calculation of three-dimensional viscous/inviscid
interaction in subsonic flow
[REPT-B-25] P16 N91-10024
Determination of the pressure drag of airfoils by
integration of surface pressures
[NASA-TM-102722] p 50 N91-10078
Unsteady wind tunnel wall interferences in subsonic and
transonic profile flows p 53 N91-10928
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils p 93 N91-11670
Three-dimensional full potential method for the
aeroelastic modeling of propfans p 93 N91-11672
Introduction to transonic aerodynamics of aerofoils and
wings
[ESDU-90008] p98 N91-12631
A vortex lattice method for the calculation of interference
effects between wings and free vortex sheets in subsonic
flow
[ETN-90-98196] p 100 N91-12646
Performance of conical diffusers in subsonic
compressible flow
[ESDU-90025] p275 N91-15131
Calculations for unsteady aerodynamic characteristics
on a 3-D lifting body in subsonic flow using boundary
element method
[NAL-TR-1065] p 277 N91-15985
Subsonic and transonic cascade design
P366 N91-18042
Acoustic radiation from lifting airfoils in compressible
subsonic flow
[NASA-TM-103650] p 454 N91-19053
An experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer
on a transport wing in subsonic and transonic flow
[NASA-TM-102206] p 454 N91-19062
Wind tunnel wall effects in a linear oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-103690] p 490 N91-19098
J-65 jet engine noise measured in the ONERA S1 wind
tunnel and extrapolated to far field
[NASA-TP-3053] p 538 N91-19823
A finite-difference, frequency-domain numerical scheme
for the solution of the linearized unsteady Euler
equations P 595 N91-21067
Computation of supersonic and low subsonic cascade
flows using an explicit Navier-Stokes technique and the
kappa-epsilon turbulence model p 596 N91-21072
STARS: An integrated general-purpose finite element
structural, aeroelastic, and aeroservoelastic analysis
computer program
[NASA-TM-101709-REV] p 599 N91-21587
Numerical study of the aerodynamic effects of using
sulfur hexafluoride as a test gas in wind tunnels
[NASA-TP-3086] p 558 N91-22070
Procedure for determination of three-dimensional wind
tunnel wall interferences and wall adaptation in
compressible subsonic flow using measured wall
pressures
[DLR-FB-90-46] p 628 N91-23088
An investigation of a two-dimensional hybrid laminar flow
control airfoil at high subsonic flow. Part 1: Aerodynamic
characteristic of a basic airfoil NLAM78
[NAL-TR-1076] p 732 N91-25116
Quadrupole phenomena of noise from a subsonic jet
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speed aerodynamics
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Development of an advanced panel method for complex
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SUBSONIC FLUTTER
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engines with a view to flutter investigations
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Evaluation of panel code predictions with experimental
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conditions
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of pitch for aircraft at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90010] p116 N91-12663
Frequencies of resonance in wind tunnels with ventilated
walls and plenum chamber
[ESDU-90005] p133 N91-12707
Airfrarne-induced upwash at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90020] p275 N91-15130
Computational fluid dynamics in aerospace engineering
at Wichita State University p 421 N91-18025
The prediction of carriage loads and changes in aircraft
longitudinal stability for pylon mounted stores at subsonic
speeds
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High alpha inlets p 491 N91 -20091
Lift and rolling moment due to spoilers on wings at
subsonic speeds
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An iterative procedure for the design of
pressure-specified 3-dimensional configurations at
subsonic and supersonic speeds by means of a
higher-order panel method
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Evaluation of panel code predictions with experimental
results of inlet performance for a 17-inch ducted prop/fab
simulator operating at Mach 0.2
[NASA-TM-104428] p 731 N91-25106
The reduction of cavity noise at subsonic speeds
[NAL-TR-1081] p784 N91-25815
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a subsonic,
energy-efficient transport configuration in the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TP-2922] p 818 N91-28143
An example of requirements for Advanced Subsonic Civil
Transport (ASCT) flight control system using structured
techniques
[NASA-CR-187526] p 1054 N91-32132
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
An experimental investigation of rotor blade airloads and
wake structure at high advance ratio
P168 A91-17644
Turbulent diffusion flame properties behind a step
[AIAA PAPER 91-0079] p 229 A91-19126
Effect of a simulated ice accretion on the aerodynamics
of a swept wing
(AIAA PAPER 91-0442) p 262 A91-21491
Measurement of the static and dynamic coefficients of
a cross-type parachute in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0871] p 451 A91-32183
Aerodynamic characteristics of crescent and elliptic
wings at high angles of attack p 624 A91-40219
A wall pressure correction method for subsonic wind
tunnel p 959 A91 -52800
Low-speed aerodynamics of the trailed-rotor high-speed
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[AIAA PAPER 91-3230] p 1010 A91-53862
A tri-sonic cascade tunnel p 1082 A91-56192
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refrigeration system
[NASA-TM-4257] p 507 N91-19115
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Static strain and vibration characteristics of a metal
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[NASA-CR-187576] p1100 N91-31679
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Effect of suction on the stability of subsonic flows over
smooth backward-facing steps p90 A91-16060
Aerodynamic control using forebody blowing and
suction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0619] p 179 A91-19387
Experimental investigation of the transonic centrifugal
compressor inducer cascades p 359 A91-27524
Effect of wall suction and cooling on the second mode
instability p 446 A91-31348
Secondary instability of high-speed flows and the
influence of wall cooling and suction
(AIAA PAPER 91-1647] p 720 A91-43572
Comment on 'Induced drag based on leading-edge
suction for a helicopter in forward flight'
p898 A91-50358
Study on sidewall suction in two-dimensional wind
tunnel p 960 A91-52804
Experimental analysis of vortex trapping techniques
[AIAA PAPER 91-3271] p 1003 A91-53778
Investigation of transonic flow over segmented slotted
wind tunnel wall with mass transfer
[NASA-CR-187760] p 276 N91-15981
An experimental study of a three-dimensional
swept-back wing with suction laminar-flow-control
[NAL-TR-1072] p 556 N91-21113
The NASA Langley laminar-flow-control experiment on
a swept, supercritical airfoil: Suction coefficient analysis
[NASA-TM-4267] p 629 N91-24098
Suckdown, fountain lift, and pressures induced on
several tandem jet V/STOL configurations
[NASA-TM-102817] p 630 N91-24108
SULFUR FLUORIDES
Numerical study of the aerodynamic effects of using
sulfur hexafluoride as a test gas in wind tunnels
[NASA-TP-3086] p 558 N91-22070
SUNLIGHT
Electroluminescent displays (EL) for general aviation
cockpits
(SAE PAPER 901822] p 930 A91-48550
Determination of washout performance of various
monochrome displays under simulated flight ambient and
solar lighting conditions p 1057 A91-54646
SUPERCHARGERS
Application of three-dimensional viscous analysis to
turbofan forced mixers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0131) p258 A91-21373
Model 320-2: A compact advanced UAV turbojet
p663 N91 -24292
SUPERCOMPUTERS
Research to application: Supercomputing trends for the
90's - Opportunities for interdisciplinary computations
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The impact of supercomputers on CFD
p337 A91-26226
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Proceedings of the 8th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
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Improved superconducting bearings
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Applications of Superconductivity to Avionics
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Improved superconducting bearings
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A study of the effect of flight conditions and main aircraft
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research and demonstration aircraft p 194 A91-17209
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acceptability
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Design and validation of advanced transonic wings using
CFD and very high Reynolds number wind tunnel testing
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flowfields p345 A91 -24443
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p345 A91-24468
The design of intercontinental supersonic transport
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techniques p 385 A91-24528
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Application of sensitivity methods for error localization
in finite element systems p 594 A91-35529
Computational fluid dynamics in the design of the YF-23
ATF prototype
[AIAA PAPER 91-1627] p719 A91-43558
A numerical study of compressible viscous flow in a
novel exhaust system
[AIAA PAPER 91-1728] p 723 A91-43617
On the use of CFD in HSCT inlet and nozzle design —
High Speed Civil Transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-2255] p 728 A91-44173
Yak-141 Freestyle p828 A91-48225
Two variable engine cycle concepts for second
generation supersonic transport
[SAE PAPER 901892] p 920 A91-48587
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power systems
[SAE PAPER 901959] p 937 A91-48628
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Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
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free-rolling tail fins
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Range optimization for a supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2712] p 923 A91-49673
Generic supersonic and hypersonic configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3301] p 1006 A91-53797
Plume and wake dynamics, mixing, and chemistry behind
an HSCT aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3158] p1103 A91-54072
Tomography of aerodynamic objects
p 1094 A91-55742
SSBJ - A technological challenge
p 1050 A91-56098
Propulsion for supersonic STOVL aircraft
p 1069 A91-56247
Application of unstructured grid methods to steady and
unsteady aerodynamic problems p 17 N91-10856
The atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft: A
current consensus
[NASA-RP-1251] p325 N91-16467
Preliminary design of a supersonic Short-Takeoff and
Vertical-Landing (STOVL) tighter aircraft
p393 N91-18165
Justification for using scale models for impact response
evaluation of the SST transportation system
[DE91-006100] p412 N91-18182
Sensitivity of stratospheric ozone to present and possible
future aircraft emissions
[DE91-007140] p426 N91-18503
Dynamic stall effects and applications to high
performance aircraft p 573 N91-22106
Theoretical evaluation of engine auxiliary inlet design
for supersonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-187098J p 533 N91-24123
Optimal control problems with switching points
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Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
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Nonlinear stability and control study of highly
maneuverable high performance aircraft
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Investigations into the flow behind castellated blunt
trailing edge aerofoils in supersonic flow
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Application of 3D-Euler code to rotor blade tips
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Base flow behind a castellated blunt trailing edge aerofoil
in supersonic flow p 809 A91-46343
Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
delta wings with supersonic leading edges in
supersonic-hypersonic flow and its agreement with
experimental results p 810 A91-46399
Thin-layer full Navier-Stokes simulations over a
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Asymptotic/numerical analysis of supersonic propeller
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Experimental and numerical analysis on ventilated
airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 91-3335] p 1012 A91-53878
SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS
On the inviscid acoustic-mode instability of supersonic
shear flows. I - Two-dimensional waves
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devices on a supersonic swept-cylinder boundary layer
(AIAA PAPER 91-0066] p 257 A91-21354
A study of compressible laminar boundary layer at Mach
numbers 4 to 30
[AIAA PAPER 91-0323] p 261 A91-21460
Nonparallel instability of supersonic and hypersonic
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0324] p 261 A91-21461
On the structure of high-Reynolds-number supersonic
turbulent boundary layers p 358 A91 -27258
Effect of an entropic layer on the stability of a supersonic
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transition p 361 A91-28121
Stability of three-dimensional supersonic boundary
layers p 447 A91-31484
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-1107] p 449 A91-32023
The glancing interaction of a Prandtl-Meyer expansion
fan with a supersonic wake p 452 A91-32272
Effect of a single three-dimensional surface roughness
on the transition in a supersonic boundary layer
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Second mode interactions in supersonic boundary
layers p 623 A91-39957
LU implicit TVD scheme for the solution of viscous two
dimensional high speed flows
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Numerical simulation of a three-dimensional shock
wave-turbulent boundary layer interaction generated by a
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A parametric study of the leading edge attachment line
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1621] p 718 A91-43555
Waves produced from a harmonic point source in a
supersonic boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1646] p 720 A91-43571
Secondary instability of high-speed flows and the
influence of wall cooling and suction
[AIAA PAPER 91-1647] p 720 A91-43572
An experimental/computational study of heat transfer
in sharp fin induced turbulent interactions at Mach 5
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The structure of the instantaneous density field in
supersonic boundary layers p 807 A91-46289
Measurements of glancing shock wave/boundary layer
interaction from Mach 1.9 to 3.8 p 807 A91-46290
Longitudinal vortex structures and heat transfer in the
reattachment region of a supersonic turbulent boundary
layer p 896 A91-49402
Nonparallel instability of supersonic and hypersonic
boundary layers p 898 A91-50668
Effect of periodic blowing on attached and separated
supersonic turbulent boundary layers
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Convection velocity in a supersonic turbulent boundary
layer p 1013 A91-54260
New developments in understanding supersonic
turbulent boundary layers p 1013 A91-54286
Excitation of unstable modes in a supersonic boundary
layer by acoustic waves p 1016 A91-55257
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combustion in a model combustion chamber
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Flow gas dynamics during the mixing and combustion
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Experimental investigation on supersonic combustion
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1914] p 750 A91-44055
Navier-Stokes simulation of the supersonic combustion
(lowfield in a ram accelerator
[AIAA PAPER 91-1916] p 773 A91-44057
Analysis of losses in supersonic mixing and reacting
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-2266] p 774 A91-44180
An experimental investigation of hydrogen-air
supersonic combustion p 844 A91-46168
Combustion processes of hydrogen in a supersonic air
flow p 859 A91-46169
Supersonic combustion with transverse, circular wall
jets p 1086 A91-56231
Precombustion shock wave as a means of the working
process control in a supersonic combustion chamber
p 1097 A91-56249
Numerical calculation of chemically reacting
compressible flow p 97 N91-12596
Shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena,
supplement 5
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Confined supersonic mixing layers: A computational
investigation of instability and mixing enhancement
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A numerical simulation of shock-enhanced mixing in
supersonic combustion p415 N91-18227
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combustor
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Hypersonic propulsion: Past and present
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An experimental investigation of a supersonic vortical
flow
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Development of the Griffon II turbo-ramjet
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Numerical simulation of 3-D supersonic free shear
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Numerical study of supersonic combustors by
multi-block grids with mismatched interfaces
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Comparisons of a three-dimensional, full Navier Stokes
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data
[AIAA PAPER 90-5217] p 123 A91-14443
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airbreathing propulsion system
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Shock interference heating in scramjet engines
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equations
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Comparison of combustion experiments and theory in
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Experimental measurements of the flow in a scramjet
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2-D and 3-D mixing flow analyses of a scramjet-afterbody
configuration p 253 A91-21188
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scramjet boosting
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Experimental investigation of a 2-D scramjet inlet at
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Combustion efficiency determined from wall pressure
and temperature measurement in a Mach 2 combustor
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Parametric study on thrust production in the two
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Further assessment of a scramjet inlet mass flow
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facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-0551] p 300 A91-21527
Synergistic effects of hydrogen transpiration on
compression surfaces for hypersonic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 91-0699] p 265 A91-21591
Experimental investigation of a 2-D dual mode scramjet
with hydrogen fuel at Mach 4-6
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Analysis and optimization of scramjet inlet
performance p 345 A91-24437
The National AeroSpace Plane program - A revolutionary
concept p410 A91-25665
The beginning of hypersonic ramjet research at APL
p433 A91-25666
NASP inlet design and testing issues
p350 A91-25668
Aerodynamic/combustion tests in high speed duct flows
at University Komaba facility p 504 A91-29400
Computational fluid dynamics prediction of the reacting
flowfield inside a subscale scramjet combustor
p487 A91-30009
The glancing interaction of a Prandtl-Meyer expansion
fan with a supersonic wake p452 A91-32272
Mach 4 testing of scramjet inlet models
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Performance of an aerospace plane propulsion nozzle
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Effect of exhaust plume/afterbody interaction on
installed scramjet performance p615 A91-37770
Experimental investigation on supersonic combustion
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CFD analysis of a hydrogen fueled ramjet engine at Mach
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1919] p 745 A91-41653
Mach 2 and Mach 3 mixing and combustion in
scramjets
[AIAA PAPER 91-2394] p 747 A91-41768
Computational and experimental aftbody flow fields for
hypersonic, airbreathing configurations with scramjet
exhaust flow simulation
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Parametric study of airframe-integrated scramjet cooling
requirement p 749 A91-42817
Rapid methodology for design and performance
prediction of integrated supersonic combustion ramjet
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A study of supersonic aerodynamic mixing in the
scramjet combustor p 771 A91-43000
Numerical analysis of scramjet flows in a dump
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 91-1676] p 749 A91-43586
Optimized scramjet integration on a waverider
(AIAA PAPER 91-1693] p 739 A91-43594
Performance evaluation of semi-freejet tests of the
Generic High Speed Engine
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A demonstration of mode transition in a scramjet
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 91-2395] p 754 A91-44225
Experiments on hypersonic ramjet propulsion cycles
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Scramjet Test Facility
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CFD code validation for nozzle flowfields
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Progress toward synergistic hypermixing nozzles
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Experimental study on autoignition in a scramjet
combustor p 939 A91-52301
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Generic hypersonic inlet module analysis
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Prospects for future hypersonic air-breathing vehicles
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Subsonic and supersonic mixing and combustion
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FLO87 on the iPSC/2 - A parallel multigrid solver for
the Euler equations p 242 A91-17599
Computation of downstream flow angles and losses for
sub- and transonic turbine cascades flows
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Global convergence of inexact Newton methods for
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Transonic computational method for an aft-mounted
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TranAir applications to transonic flowfield predictions
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Experimental investigation of the transonic Now on a
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Navier-Stokes simulation of a close-coupled
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[AIAA PAPER 91-0070] p 257 A91-21356
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multi-body interference
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Numerical influence of upwind TVO schemes on
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Calculation of averaged axisymmetric flow of an ideal
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A computational and experimental analysis of
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Improved visualization of flow field measurements
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A functional method for the approximate solution of a
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Aerodynamics at the speed of sound
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Transonic analysis and design using an improved grid
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A new pseudo-potential function model for rotational
flow and its application to transonic-supersonic flow
p625 A91-40373
Computation of three-dimensional flow fields through
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Fluid dynamics for the study of transonic flow — Book
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Euler calculations of unsteady transonic flow in
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1104] p 626 A91-40562
A vertex-centroid scheme for improved finite-volume
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
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Diagonal implicit multigrid solution of compressible
turbulent flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1571] p 699 A91-40745
A comparison of implicit multigrid Euler solvers
implemented on a multiprocessor computer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1580] p 700 A91-40754
Grid convergence for adaptive methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-1592] p 701 A91-40766
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes/full-potential
coupled analysis for viscous transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1595] p 701 A91-40769
On the validity of linearized unsteady Euler equations
with shock capturing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1598] p 702 A91-40771
The level of self-oscillations of aerodynamic control
surfaces under nonseparating transonic gas flow
p703 A91-41218
Viscous/inviscid method for preliminary design of
transonic cascades
[AIAA PAPER 91-2364] p 706 A91-41760
A block-structured solution scheme with the multigrid
method for three-dimensional inviscid transonic flows
p 706 A91-42096
CFD evaluation of transonic-supersonic wave front
propagation effects
[AIAAPAPER91-1657] p708 A91-42547
Effect of model cooling on periodic transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1714] p 709 A91-42562
Drag and lift in nonadiabatic transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1716] p710 A91-42564
Automatic design of transonic airfoils to reduce the shock
induced pressure drag p 716 A91-43078
Synthesis of experimental riblet studies in transonic
conditions p 716 A91-43142
A primary study of Reynolds number effect in transonic
flow p718 A91-43502
Flight test and numerical simulation of transonic flow
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[AIAA PAPER 91-1628] p719 A91-43559
Block-structured computation of three-dimensional
transonic Euler equations
(AIAA PAPER 91-1679] p 721 A91-43588
Evaluation of a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver
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in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-1725] p 723 A91-43615
Vortical flows about a long cylinder at M = 3.5 and
alpha = 18 deg
[AIAA PAPER 91-1808] p 726 A91-43651
A Finite Volume Lambda Formulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2258] p 728 A91-44176
Three-dimensional rotational flow in transonic
turbomachines. I - Solution obtained by using a number
of S1 stream filaments of revolution and a central S2 stream
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[ASME PAPER 90-GT-12] p 788 A91-44509
Three-dimensional rotational flow in transonic
turbomachines. II - Full 3D flow in CAS rotor obtained by
using a number of S1 and S2 stream filaments
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-13] p 788 A91-44510
Application of an inverse design procedure to axial
compressor blading
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-67) p 790 A91-44548
Detailed boundary layer measurements on a transonic
turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-263] p 796 A91-44668
An examination of the contributions to loss on a transonic
turbine blade in cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-264] p 796 A91-44669
Numerical prediction of turbine profile loss
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-311] p 797 A91-44692
Experimental analysis data on the transonic flow past
a plane turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-313] p 797 A91-44694
Multigrid solutions of 3-D inviscid flows through
circular.to-rectangular ducts p 798 A91-44758
Calculation of transonic flows by a field integral equation
method p 799 A91-45290
Transonic Navier-Stokes solutions about a generic
hypersonic configuration p 800 A91-45293
Influence of unsteady effects on the measurements in
a transonic axial compressor
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-60] p 803 A91-45640
Transonic viscous flow computations about a complete
aircraft using the Navier-Stokes equations
p803 A91-46319
An experimental study of transonic flow past a sphere
p809 A91-46341
Single-parameter method for calculating transonic flow
p810 A91-46398
Transonic potential flow by least squares and finite
element method p 810 A91-46401
Inverse calculation of transonic cascade flows on a
rotating flow plane of variable thickness
p 810 A91-46403
Calculation of frictional transonic flows using a
time-stepping method p811 A91-46406
Numerical method for solving the Euler equation for
unsteady transonic flows over oscillating airfoils
p81t A91-46451
Transonic Euler solutions of a wing-pylon-finned body
configuration using blocked and overlapping grid
schemes
[AIAA PAPER 91-2854] p 812 A91-47159
Comparisons of TVD schemes for turbulent transonic
projectile aerodynamics computations with a two-equation
model of turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 91-2858] p812 A91-47162
An iterative method for calculating subsonic and
transonic internal flows p 814 A91-47482
Computational analysis of the external flowfield about
a fighter configuration
[SAE PAPER 901854] p 892 A91-48568
Efficient Euler analysis of transonic flow around
advanced turbo-prop
[SAE PAPER 901855] p 892 A91-48569
AIRPLANE - Unstructured-mesh applications
[SAE PAPER 901857] p 893 A91-48571
Transonic viscous-inviscid interaction by a finite element
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An acoustic method for measuring characteristics of
rotating stall in a compressor p 989 A91-49062
Computation of a transonic airfoil flow considering
viscous effects and thin separated regions
p898 A91-51295
Transonic airfoil analysis based on the interaction of
Euler and integral boundary-layer equation
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An AF3 algorithm for the calculation of transonic
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TVO formulations of the 2O Navier-Stokes equations
for airfoil analysis
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airfoil drag calculation
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Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic flows past
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Some methods for improving the convergence of
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Boundary linear integral method for compressible
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A contribution to the numerical solution of transonic flow
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Recent advances in Runge-Kutta schemes for solving
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Numerical simulations of flow around ATP engine
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study
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Large-scale numerical aerodynamic simulations for
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Finite element approximations for transonic flows
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Transonic shock free wing design
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Subsonic and transonic cascade design
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Numerical simulation of transonic flow around airfoils
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models
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An experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer
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Transonic aerodynamics of dense gases
[NASA-TM-103722] p 456 N91-20045
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Parallel processing using multitasking on CRAY X-MP
system
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Transonic cascade flow calculations using non-periodic
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missile applications
[AD-A231259] p 557 N91-21120
Numerical study of the aerodynamic effects of using
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A study of the noise mechanisms of transonic
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Block implicit multigrid solution of the Euler equations
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The propagation of acoustic disturbances in the
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Direct fluid-structure coupling in transonic flutter
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-165] p114 A91-16744
Techniques for accurate, efficient computation of
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0597] p 263 A91-21549
Predicting the aeroelastic behavior of a wind-tunnel
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Transonic flutter/divergence characteristics of
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aerodynamics computer code for flutter analysis
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Aileron buzz investigated on several generic NASPwing
configurations
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Calculation of transonic nozzle flow
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A composite turbine blade optimization for maximum
strength
[AIAA PAPER 91-3192) p 1091 A91-54096
A compressible three-dimensional design method for
radial and mixed flow turbomachinery blades
p1015 A91-54849
A program of equivalent laboratory tests for turbine
blades p 1061 A91-55374
Augmented heat transfer in a pin fin channel with short
or long ejection holes p 1095 A91-55797
Measurements of the effects of winglets on tip-leakage
losses in a linear turbine cascade p 1018 A91-56112
Three-dimensional inviscid compressible calculations
around axial flow turbine blades p 1020 A91-56154
Transonic flow through turbine cascades with 3 different
pitch to chord ratios p 1020 A91-56169
A tri-sonic cascade tunnel p 1082 A91-56192
Cooled, transonic turbine cascade testing
P1116 A91-56222
The effect of probabilistic restitution characteristics of
particle surface interactions on the particle dynamics in
axial flow turbines p 1067 A91-56226
Vibration of mistuned bladed disks supported by flexible
continuous shafts p 1097 A91-56359
Heat transfer in aero engine gas turbines, part 1
[PNR-90754-PT-1] p 48 N91-10074
Design/development issues for high bypass ratio fans
[PNR-90758] p48 N91-10076
A differential turbomachinery equation with viscous
correction
[AD-A226183] p 152 N91-12909
Experimental and theoretical examinations of film
cooling of gas turbine blades
[ETN-91-98554) p 303 N91-16022
Aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a
high-pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
p400 N91-17061
Arbitrary blade section design based on viscous
considerations p 366 N91-18037
Subsonic and transonic cascade design
p366 N91-18042
Inverse methods for 3D internal flows
p367 N91-18043
Effect of corrosion protective coatings on compression
turbine blades following different erosion stresses
[ETN-91-98800] p 401 N91-18114
Heat transfer in rotating serpentine passages with trips
normal to the flow
[NASA-TM-103758] p 524 N91-19443
Combustor exit temperature distortion effects on heat
transfer and aerodynamics within a rotating turbine blade
passage
[RAE-TM-P-1195] p 494 N91-20125
Water-cooling technique of high temperature gas turbine
blade
[DE91-764238] p 681 N91-23506
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Coolant side heat transfer with rotation. Task 3 report:
Application of computational fluid dynamics
(NASA-CR-182109] p 683 N91-24551
Investigation of hot streak migration and film cooling
effects on the heat transfer in rotor/stator interacting
flows
[AD-A235420] p 756 N91-26145
An experimental investigation of the effect of vortex
generators on the aerodynamic characteristics of a NACA
0021 airfoil undergoing large amplitude pitch oscillations
[DE91-012102] p817 N91-28133
Modification of axial-flow compressor stall margin by
variation of stationary blade setting angles
[AD-A238406] P 941 N91-29186
Field evaluation of six protective coatings applied to TS6
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[ARL-MAT-TM-405] p 1074 N91-31179
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Stator/rotor interaction in a transonic turbine
p 2 A91-10340
Supersonic/hypersonic propulsion systems - Exhaust
emission characteristics and abatement technology
p45 A9 M 0965
Simulation of bird strikes on turbine engines
p 121 A91-13029
Critical regimes of the turbine flow path at high
velocities p 164 A91-17175
Automatic control and diagnostics of flight vehicle
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p211 A91-18080
Metallurgical control of fatigue crack propagation in
superalloys p311 A91-20677
SNECMA M88 engine development status
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-118] p 301 A91-23636
EJ200 - The engine for the new European Fighter
Aircraft
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-119] p 301 A91-23637
Engine inlet ice protection and compressor changes
made to resist ice p 396 A91-24359
Abrasive flow machining of turbine engine
components
[SME PAPER FC90-392] p417 A91-24848
XMAN II - A real time maintenance training aid
p 535 A91-31029
Titanium aluminides for aerospace applications
p 671 A9t-39302
Flight service evaluation of thermal barrier coatings by
physical vapor deposition at 5200 h p 764 A91-41511
An approach to modeling continuous turbine engine
operation from startup to shutdown
[AIAA PAPER 91-2373] p 747 A91-41764
New capabilities for aeromechanical testing and
evaluation of aircraft turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2498] p 747 A91-41801
Velocity measurements in turbine engines - New
developments using the laser two-focus method
p771 A91-43328
Advanced technology engine casing designs
[AIAA PAPER 91-1893] p 750 A91-44046
Uncertainty analysis of turbine aerodynamic
performance measurements in short duration test
facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-2131] p 761 A91-44132
A comparison of the analytical and experimental
performance of the solid version of a cooled radial rotor
[AIAA PAPER 91-2133] p 752 A91-44133
High speed rotorcraft propulsion system studies
[AIAA PAPER 91-2150] p 752 A91-44135
Application of an unsteady Navier-Stokes solver to
transonic turbine design
[AIAA PAPER 91-2468] p 729 A91-44254
A new concept on compressor and turbine for aerospace
propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 91-2591] p 755 A91-44303
Chemical composition of exhaust from aircraft turbine
engines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-34] p 834 A91-44525
Full coverage discrete hole film cooling - The influence
of the number of holes and pressure loss
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-61 ] p 861 A91-44542
Assessment of unsteady flows in turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-150] p 862 A91-44593
Development in injection molding silicon nitride turbine
components
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-186] p 863 A91-44609
Detailed boundary layer measurements on a transonic
turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-263) p 796 A91-44668
The aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a high
pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-353] p 853 A91-44711
Development of advanced diagnostics for turbine
disks
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-390] p 865 A91-44726
Comparison of a quasi-3D analysis and experimental
performance for three compact radial turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2128] p 842 A91-45789
Experimental investigation on liquid-cooling mechanism
for turbine vane p 970 A91-49072
Evaluation of lightweight material concepts for aircraft
turbine engine rotor protection p 963 A91-49119
Design bureau develops new engines for Mikoyan
MiG-29. military trainer p 889 A91-51673
Performance of a 600-channel aerodynamic pressure
measurement system for turbine engine testing
p974 A91-51878
Oil monitoring technology p 1089 A91-53052
Turbine engine combustor design at SNECMA
p 1062 A91-56108
Three-dimensional flows in a transonic compressor
rotor p 1020 A91-56152
Aerodynamic development of an HP-turbine for
advanced turboshaft engines p 1068 A91 -56237
Measurements and computations of external heat
transfer and film cooling in turbines
p1096 A91 -56238
Effects of bond coat preoxidation on the properties of
ZrO2-8 wt. pet Y2O3/Ni-22Cr-10AI-1Y thermal-barrier
coatings p 1087 A91-57023
The evolution of the bypass engine
[PNR-90707] p47 N91-10068
Fatigue and fracture of titanium aluminides, volume 2
[AO-A227353] p213 N91-14351
Evaluation of magnetic fuel treatment for aircraft fuel
systems
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/54] p 392 N91-18106
High-efficiency core technology p 493 N91 -20118
Multidisciplinary research overview (IHPTET/NPSS)
p493 N91-20119
Multi-heat addition turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-15094-1] p 660 N91-23180
A new facility to study three dimensional viscous flow
and rotor-stator interaction in turbines
p682 N91 -24336
Fiber-sensor design for turbine engines
[DE91-010787] p755 N91-25150
Angular weaving for turbine engine composite
components
[AD-A236288] p 844 N91-27161
The Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP89): A user's
manual
(NASA-TM-105186) p 941 N91-30141
Control system design considerations for starting
turbo-engines during cold weather operation
p 1071 N91-31155
Design considerations based upon low temperature
starting tests on military aircraft turbo engines
p 1071 N91-31157
Development of an anti-icing system for the
T800-LHT-800 turboshaft engine p 1072 N91-31160
Environmental icing testing at the Naval Air Propulsion
Center p 1073 N91-31167
Icing test capabilities for aircraft propulsion systems at
the Arnold Engineering Development Center
p 1073 N91-31170
Cost effectiveness of two versus three levels of
maintenance for turbine engines in the Air Force
inventory
[AD-A229622] p 1075 N91-32137
TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES
Heat transfer and aerodynamics of a high rim speed
turbine nozzle guide vane tested in the RAE isentropic
light piston cascade (ILPC)
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-41] p 834 A91-44528
LDV measurements of turbulent stresses in radial turbine
guide vanes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-75] p 791 A91-44553
Computational fluid dynamics 3-D analysis for advanced
transonic turbine design p841 A91 -45409
Turboramjet exhaust nozzle systems
p 1067 A91-56218
TURBINE INSTRUMENTS
Survey of turbine engine fuel flow measurement
practices in NATO test facilities p 237 A91-19652
TURBINE PUMPS
An appraisal of the Ball-on-Cylinder technique for
measuring aviation turbine fuel lubricity
[STLE PREPRINT 90-AM-3C-1] p 229 A91-19718
Test results for rotordynamic coefficients of the SSME
HPOTP Turbine Interstage Seal with two swirl brakes
[ASME PAPER 90-TRIB-45] p 513 A91-29469
Localization of aeroelastic modes in mistuned
high-energy turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-3379] p 775 A91-44319
Secondary power integration for aerospace planes
[SAE PAPER 901893] p 937 A91-48588
Mechanical design problems associated with turbopump
fluid film bearings p 422 N91-18979
Analysis of foil bearings for high speed operation in
cryogenic applications p 875 N91 -28231
TURBINE WHEELS
Influence of chromium and molybdenum on the structural
stability of a high strength damage tolerant P/M nickel
based alloy for turbine disks
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-100] p 55 A91-11776
Modern engineering achievements in the field of
automatic fluorescent penetrant inspection process lines
p233 A91-18536
Natural vibration analysis of turbomachinery disk with
small mistuned blades p 213 A91-20393
Damage-tolerance-based life prediction of aeroengine
compressor discs. I - A deterministic fracture mechanics
approach p 417 A91-25796
Damage-tolerance-based life prediction of aeroengine
compressor discs. II - A probabilistic fracture mechanics
approach p417 A91-25797
A research on cracked failures of fir-tree serration in
aeroengine turbine disc p 418 A91 -25887
Test results for rotordynamic coefficients of the SSME
HPOTP Turbine Interstage Seal with two swirl brakes
[ASME PAPER 90-TRIB-45] p 513 A91-29469
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies - Mode localization and loss of
eigenstructure
[AIAA PAPER 91-1218] p 522 A91-32032
Using a locally one-dimensional method for solving the
heat conductivity equation to determine the thermal state
of cooled rotor disks p 594 A91 -35742
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes stage analysis of the
flow through a compact radial turbine
[AIAA PAPER 91-2564] p 748 A91-41815
Concepts for reduction of turbine rotor inertia
tAIAA PAPER 91-2031] p 752 A91-44098
Local heat transfer in turbine disk-cavities. II - Rotor
cooling with radial location injection of coolant
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-26] p 860 A91-44520
Fabrication and development of axial silicon nitride gas
turbine rotors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-47] p 861 A91-44534
Model adjustment of small rotors for high speed gas
turbines
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-93] p 861 A91-44565
Development and testing of an axial silicon nitride gas
turbine rotor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-96] p 862 A91-44568
Rim seal experiments and analysis tor turbine
applications
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-131] p 862 A91-44581
Nozzle Guide Vane shock wave propagation and
bifurcation in a transonic turbine rotor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-310] p 797 A91-44691
Evaluation of lightweight material concepts for aircraft
turbine engine rotor protection p 963 A91-49119
The effect of hub passage on the performance of
transonic rotor p 1062 A91-56113
A new facility to study three dimensional viscous flow
and rotor-stator interaction in turbines
p682 N91-24336
Average-passage flow model development
p682 N91-24338
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies: Mode localization and loss of eigenstructure
[NASA-TM-104519] p 875 N91-S7591
TURBINES
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes stage analysis of the
flow through a compact radial turbine
(AIAA PAPER 91-2564] p 748 A91-41815
Aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of the low aspect
ratio turbine using a 3D Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 91-2240] p 774 A91-44166
Localization of aeroelastic modes in mistuned
high-energy turbines
(AIAA PAPER 91-3379] p 775 A91-44319
Unsteady hot streak simulation through a 1-1/2 stage
turbine engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-3382] p 775 A91-44321
An analysis of the viscous flow through a compact radial
turbine by the average passage approach
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-64] p 790 A91-44545
Prediction of turbine rotor-stator interaction using
Navier-Stokes methods p 20 N91-10881
Numerical simulations of transonic cascade flow and
their visualizations p 149 N91-12538
Wingtip vortex turbine
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14116-11 p 205 N91-14345
Advanced Turbine Technology Applications Project
(ATTAP)
[NASA-CR-187039] p 302 N91-16021
Performance of a high-work, low-aspect-ratio turbine
stator tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature
gradient
[NASA.TM-103738] p 494 N91-20126
Resonant jets for turbine cooling
[AD-A236755] p 844 N91-27162.
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Air Force Research in Aero Propulsion Technology
(AFRAPT)
[AD-A229612] p 941 N91-30140
Application of 3-D Navier-Stokes computation to turbine
vane design p 1100 N91-32069
TURBOCOMPRESSORS
Bifurcation analysis of axial flow compressor stability
p44 A91-10245
A note on efficiency sensitivity to tip clearance changes
in axial flow compressors p 122 A91-13052
The viscous effects on the aerodynamic characteristics
of multistage compressors p 83 A91-13286
Computational and experimental study of stall
propagation in axial compressors p 90 A91-16064
Consideration of a velocity defect in the wake of a rotor
blade in the calculation of an axial-flow compressor stage
under prestall conditions p 164 A91-17107
Flow control in the transition duct of a two-stage
compressor p 164 A91-17108
Calculation of averaged axisymmetric flow of an ideal
gas in turbomachine stages p 321 A91-23938
Numerical optimization program for designing controlled
diffusion compressor blading p 397 A91-25877
Prediction of stall margin for multistage axial flow
compressors p 354 A91-25879
Effect of hub treatment on performance of an axial flow
compressor p 397 A91-25680
Influence of downstream distortion on performance of
axial compressor p 354 A91-25883
Throughflow calculation in an axial-flow compressor
stage using averaged Navier-Stokes equations
p 354 A91-25884
Bifurcation analysis of surge and rotating stall in axial
flow compressions p 488 A91-30184
Method for calculating boundary region corrections in
multistep axial turbomachines p 592 A91-34014
Mixing in axial-flow compressors - Conclusions drawn
from three-dimensional Navier-Stokes analyses and
experiments
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-352] p 551 A91-34783
Mixing in axial flow compressors. I - Test facilities and
measurements in a four-stage compressor. II -
Measurements in a single-stage compressor and a duct
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-38] p 551 A91-34784
A review of predictive efforts for transport phenomena
in axial flow compressors p 551 A91 -34785
Temporally and spatially resolved flow in a two-stage
axial compressor. I - Experiment
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-259) p 551 A91-34789
The influence of inlet swirl distortions on the performance
of a jet propulsion two-stage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-147] p 552 A91-34790
Tip leakage flow in axial compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-127) p 552 A91-34792
Detection of a rotating stall precursor in isolated axial
flow compressor rotors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-157] p 552 A91-34795
Rotating waves as a stall inception indication in axial
compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-156] p 553 A91-34796
High-speed compressor surge with application to active
control
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-354] p 553 A91-34797
Forcing function effects on rotor periodic aerodynamic
response
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-109) p 553 A91-34798
Temporally and spatially resolved flow in a two-stage
axial compressor. II - Computational assessment
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-299] p 620 A91-39048
A study of aeroacoustic performance of a contra-rotating
axial flow compressor stage p 706 A91-42248
Parametric investigation into the combined effects of
pressure and temperature distortion on compression
system stability
[AIAA PAPER 91-1895) p 773 A91-44047
A numerical study of surge and rotating stall in axial
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 91-1896] p 727 A91-44048
Compressor exit temperature analysis. II
[AIAA PAPER 91-2008] p 751 A91-44090
The calculation of three dimensional viscous flow
through multistage turbomachines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-19] p 860 A91-44516
Design methodology for spiinered axial compressor
rotors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-66] p 790 A91-44547
Application of an inverse design procedure to axial
compressor blading
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-67) p 790 A91-44548
Aerodynamic analysis of a two stage transonic
compressor with variable stator vanes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-73) p 790 A91-44551
The turbine regime of a rear axial compressor stage
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-74) p 791 A91-44552
The effects of wake mixing on compressor
aerodynamics
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-132] p 792 A91-44582
New generation of the small turboshaft and turboprop
engines in the U.S.S.R
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-195] p 836 A91-44615
The interaction between the axial compressor and the
downstream distorting component
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-209] pB37 A91-44626
An investigation of the dynamic characteristic of axial
flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-210] p 837 A91-44627
Basic features of speed induced transient behaviour of
axial flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-211] p 793 A91-44628
Flowfield calculation in compressor operating with
distorted inlet flow
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-212] p 793 A91-44629
Measured and predicted effects of inlet distortion on
axial compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-214] p 794 A91-44631
Inlet flow distortion effects on rotating stall
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-215] p 794 A91-44632
Energy exchange and secondary losses prediction in
high speed axial and radial compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-229] p 795 A91-44644
Laser two-focus anemometry investigation of the flow
field within a supersonic axial compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-298] p 797 A91-44683
Oawes and Denton codes applied to a transonic
compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-304) p 797 A91-44688
Overtip pressure measurements in a cold-flow turbine
rig
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-312] p 797 A91-44693
Computational prediction of stall flutter in cascaded
airfoils p799 A91-45118
Influence of unsteady effects on the measurements in
a transonic axial compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-60] p 803 A91-45640
Unsteady flow in axial flow compressors
p804 A91-45670
The numerical simulation and analysis of passage
vortices in 3-D compressor cascade
p805 A91-46152
Analytical method for subsonic cascade profile
p805 A91-46154
Experimental investigation of a small two-stage transonic
axial compressor p 843 A91-46156
Numerical study of end-wall boundary layer and blade
force defect in cascades p 805 A91-46157
An acoustic method for measuring characteristics of
rotating stall in a compressor p 989 A91 -49062
A distributed five-hole probe rake on stator blades for
rotor exit measurement of a compressor
p970 A91-49064
The loading capability of axial flow compressor with wide
chord rotor blade p 896 A91-49179
The experimental investigation of rotating stall of an
installed compressor p 938 A91-51613
Reevaluation of the performance of gas turbine axial
compressor cascades based on the influence of the
Reynolds number p 1092 A91-54574
Three-dimensional flows in a transonic compressor
rotor p 1020 A91-56152
A novel technique for the experimental determination
of bearing and windage losses in an axial flow
compressor p 1096 A91-56161
Design and test results of a high performance single
stage compressor p 1065 A91-56171
Axial compressor performance during surge
p 1066 A91-56198
Stalled flow behaviour in an axial flow compressor
p 1022 A91-56201
Automated design of controlled diffusion blades
p21 N91-10883
Stage effects on stalling and recovery of a high-speed
10-stage axial-flow compressor
[AD-A225662] p 125 N91-11758
Prediction of flow within supercritical compressor
cascade using a time marching method
[NAL-PD-PR-9013] p 422 N91-18398
Temperature error compensation applied to pressure
measurements taken with miniature semiconductor
pressure transducers in a high-speed research
compressor
[RAE-TM-P-1192] p 457 N91-20056
The effects of compressor seventh-stage bleed air
extraction on performance of the F100-PW-220
afterburning turbofan engine
[NASA-CR-179447] p 490 N91-20085
An experimental study of exit flow patterns in a multistage
compressor in rotating stall
[AD-A231353] p 580 N91-21143
Compressor fault modelling for engine health monitoring:
Review and recommendations
[NRC-TR-ENG-004] p 940 N91-29178
Design of advanced blading for a high-speed HP
compressor using an S1-S2 flow calculation system
[ RAE-TM-P-1196 ] p 942 N91 -30144
Design and performance of advanced blading for a
high-speed HP compressor
[RAE-TM-P-1201] p942 N91-30146
Application of S1BYL2 to the AGARD WG18 compressor
test cases
[RAE-TM-P-1204] p942 N91-30147
Unsteady viscous flow in a high speed core
compressor
[RAE-TM-P-1198] p 980 N91-30480
TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
Aircraft en route noise annoyance
[AIAA PAPER 90-4028] p 63 A91-12537
Extended range operation of two and three turbofan
engined airplanes p 383 A91 -24452
Soviets graduate to new power class — transport engine
development p 399 A91-27927
Interior noise of the McDonnell Douglas UHB
demonstrator p 388 A91-28257
Re-engining appears to offer best payback for young
Chapter 2 compliant aircraft — noise reduction with higher
bypass ratio turbofans p 435 A91-29053
Preliminary design of a primary training aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3114] p 1046 A91-54037
EFA development: Key technology and design
features
[MBB/FE44/S/PUB/0402] p115 N91-11749
TURBOFAN ENGINES
Future supersonic transport propulsion optimisation
p45 A91-10968
Suppression of fatigue inducing cavity acoustic modes
on turbo fan engines
[ AIAA PAPER 90-3941) p69A91-12457
Experimental study of noise sources and acoustic
propagation in a turbofan model
(AIAA PAPER 90-3950] p 69 A91-12466
CFD-based 3D turbofan nacelle design system
[AIAA PAPER 90-3081] p91 A91-16278
Influence of flow mixing on the performance of a turbofan
engine of high by-pass ratio p212 A91-20015
Optimization studies for the PW305 turbofan
p297 A91-21222
Application of three-dimensional viscous analysis to
turbofan forced mixers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0131.] p 258 A91-21373
On the leading edge - Combining maturity and advanced
technology on the F404 turbofan engine
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-149] p 301 A91-23634
Some aspects of the joint GE/Volvo development of
the F404/RM12 augmentor p 397 A91-24361
Non-linear mathematical, thermal models of gas turbine
engines and their application in operation
p397 A91-24534
Numerical modeling of turbulent evaporating gas-droplet
two-phase flows in an afterburner diffusor of turbo-fan jet
engines p418 A91-25844
The turbofan handbook — in French
p398 A91-26025
Turbofan engine demonstration of sensor failure
detection p487 A91-29775
Control of the working cycle of gas turbine engines (2nd
revised and enlarged edition) — Russian book
p 579 A91-35822
Cycle analysis for a supersonic through flow fan
engine p 657 A91-38207
A novel implementation of an implicit k-epsilon
turbulence model coupled with an explicit Navier-Stokes
solver p703 A91-40796
Optimization of the turbofan engine control program
during the cruising flight of subsonic transport aircraft
p743 A91-41170
High-speed rotorcraft propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 91-2147] p 746 A91-41709
Numerical investigation of the flow within a turbofan
lobed mixer p 749 A91-42812
Transient performance of fan engine with water
ingestion
[AIAA PAPER 91-1897] p 750 A91-44049
Preliminary flight evaluation of an engine performance
optimization algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 91-1998] p 751 A91-44089
Compressor exit temperature analysis. II
[AIAA PAPER 91-2008] p 751 A91-44090
Comparative analysis of turbofan effective thrust with
mixed and separated flows engines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2376] p 754 A91-44216
Combined cycle aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2377] p 754 A91-44217
Turbofan engine bird ingestion testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-2380] p 754 A91-44218
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The F109-GA-100 engine designed specifically for
trainer use
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-167J p 836 A91-44602
Derivative T406 based turbofans for advanced trainers
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-243] p 838 A91-44654
The Rolls-Royce/Turbomeca Adour - The optimum
trainer engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-295] p 839 A91-44681
Accelerated mission tests and reliability improvement
of F3-30 engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-322] p 839 A91-44700
A linear control design structure to maintain loop
properties during limit operation in a multi-nozzle turbofan
engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-1997] p 842 A91-45780
Design and experimental study of a combined pilot
flameholder p 843 A91-46166
The development of the FJR710 turbofan engine and
its operation with the STOL research aircraft Asuka
p844 A91-46598
Study on afterburner of aircraft engine
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Design considerations of material and process selection
for commercial aircraft engine nacelles
[SAE PAPER 901983] p 922 A91 -48645
Full authority digital electronic control of Pratt and
Whitney 305 turbofan engine
[SAE PAPER 911018] p 940 A91-52946
Design of a turbofan powered regional transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3080] p 1045 A91-54012
Powerplants for very high capacity commercial
transports
(AIAA PAPER 91-3131 ] p 1060 A91-54050
Comparison of turbine bypass and mixed flow turbofan
engines for a high-speed civil transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-3132] p 1060 A91-54051
PW4084 thrust growth with commonality
p 1062 A91-56104
Re-engining: Real stage 3 compliance plus other
benefits
[PNR-90755] p48 N91-10075
Propfan technology p 124 N91-11730
The place for the turbofan engine in the regional
airlines p 124 N91-11731
Choice of propulsion for next generation aircraft
p 124 N91-11732
Requirements for turboprop and turbofan engines in
regional aircraft p 124 N9M1733
PW300: Powerplant for regional aircraft
p 124 N91-11734
Experimental research on digital control of engine
JT15D-4
[AD-A225342] p 126 N91-12681
Influence of vane sweep on rotor-stator interaction
noise
[NASA-CR-187052] p 432 N91-17671
' The powerplant options for a future large aircraft
p400 N91-18080
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ramjet combustion cycle for hypersonic flight conditions
p660 N91-23170
Implicit solvers for unstructured meshes
[NASA-CR-187564] p 633 N91-24125
Turbulent molecular processes and structures in
supersonic free shear layers
[AD-A236922] p 873 N91-27500
An abbreviated Reynolds stress turbulence model for
airfoil flows p 818 N91-28140
Prediction of the flow and heat transfer between a
rotating and a stationary cone p 877 N91-28536
Quadnjpole phenomena of noise from a subsonic jet
impinging on a large, rigid, and flate plate
p 883 N91-28818
Numerical simulation of viscous turbulent flows past
aerospace configurations
[ETN-91-99779] p 905 N91-30103
Vortex-blade interaction on a helicopter principal rotor.
Validation of the S2DI computation program and study
of vortex models
[ONERA-RT-92/5094-PY] p 1053 N91-31136
Second generation supersonic transport aircraft: Low
speed aerodynamics
[AAAF-NT-89-02] p 1053 N91-31137
Navier-Stokes simulation for complete aircraft
configuration p 1053 N91 -32046
A-327
TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER SUBJECT INDEX
Numerical turbulent simulations of unsteady transonic
cascade flows p 1100 N91-32063
Calculation of turbulent compressible flows
p1101 N91-32445
TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
Development of models for calculating heat transfer
under conditions of supersonic turbulent separated flows
p360 A91-28106
An experimental/computational study of heat transfer
in sharp fin induced turbulent interactions at Mach 5
[AIAA PAPER 91-1764] p 724 A91-43633
Heat transfer characteristics of turbulent flow in a square
channel with angled discrete ribs
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-254] p 864 A91-44661
Development of methods for optimizing turbine
cascades p898 A91-50776
Augmented heat transfer in square channels with
parallel, crossed, and v-shaped angled ribs
p973 A91-51447
Augmented heat transfer in a pin fin channel with short
or long ejection holes p 1095 A91-55797
Simulant gas test technique feasibility
[AD-A224878] p 99 N91-12634
TURBULENT JETS
Flow and acoustic properties of low Reynolds number
underexpanded supersonic jets p 3 A91 -11198
Time-dependent jet flow and noise computations
[AIAA PAPER 90-3961] p 70 A91-12475
Calculation and measurement of turbulent jet
impingement in a crossflow. I. II p84 A91-13319
Interaction between chemical reaction and turbulence
in supersonic nonpremixed H2-air combustion
[AIAA PAPER 91-0375] p 236 A91-19264
Eigenfunction analysis of turbulent mixing phenomena
(AIAA PAPER 91-0520] p318 A91-21519
Calculation of impinging jet flows with Reynolds stress
models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0754] p 266 A91-21606
Effect of the initial flow conditions on the aerodynamic
and acoustic characteristics of turbulent jets
p272 A91-23903
Modern developments in shear flow control with swirl
p348 A91-24519
Viscous-inviscid analysis of dual-jet ejectors
p487 A91-30016
Jet-wake thermal characteristics of heated turbulent jets
in crossflow p 770 A91-42258
Numerical and experimental study of fountain flows
produced by multijet impingement on a ground plane
[AIAA PAPER 91-1806] p 771 A91-42602
Transient flow thrust prediction for an ejector propulsion
concept P 841 A91-45326
Three-dimensional calculation of the mixing of radial jets
from slanted slots with a reactive cylindrical crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 91-2081] p 842 A91-45782
On the dynamics of turbulent jet impingement in a
cross-flow p872 A91-48269
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements in a turbojet
exhaust
[ISL-CO-244/89] P494 N91-20124
TURBULENT MIXING
Eigenfunction analysis of turbulent mixing phenomena
[AIAA PAPER 91-0520] p318 A91-21519
A throughflow calculating method of axial compressor
with turbulent mixing p 358 A91-26682
A new vertical shock tube for Rayleigh-Taylor instability
measurements P 759 A91-40637
A study of supersonic aerodynamic mixing in the
scramjet combustor p 771 A91-43000
Numerical analysis of scramjet flows in a dump
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 91-1676] p 749 A91-43586
LDV measurements of turbulent stresses in radial turbine
guide vanes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-75] p 791 A91-44553
An experiment on supersonic turbulent mixing layers:
Supersonic-subsonic two-stream layers
[NAL-TR-1066] P276 N91-15983
A numerical simulation of shock-enhanced mixing in
supersonic combustion p415 N91-18227
An experimental investigation of a supersonic vortical
flow
[NASA-TM-105102] P 1028 N91-32085
TURBULENT WAKES
Optimisation of the k-epsilon model for a turbulent
far-wake p88 A91 -14572
Consideration of a velocity defect in the wake of a rotor
blade in the calculation ol an axial-flow compressor stage
under prestall conditions p 164 A91-17107
Turbulence transition calculations using full second order
closure
[AIAA PAPER 91-0392] p 236 A91-19275
Time-dependent post-stall airfoil behavior in a periodic
wake flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0431] p 177 A91-19297
The symmetric turbulent plane wake downstream of a
sharp trailing edge
[AIAA PAPER 91-0612] p 264 A91-21558
Linear stability analysis of measured near-wake profiles
for a flat plate in longitudinal flow p 271 A91-23189
Calculation of merging turbulent wakes
p448 A91-31547
Three-dimensional wake decay inside of a compressor
cascade and its influence on the downstream unsteady
flow field. I - Wake decay characteristics in the flow
passage. II - Unsteady flow field downstream of the
staler
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-21 ] p 551 A91-34786
Jet-wake thermal characteristics of heated turbulent jets
in crossflow p 770 A91-42258
Experimental investigation of the near wake structure
of a helicopter rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 91-1753] p711 A91-42575
Laminar boundary layer interaction with an unsteady
passing wake
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-120] p 791 A91-44573
The effect of incident wake conditions on the mean heat
transfer of an airfoil
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-121] p 862 A91-44574
More on the turbulent-strip theory for wake-induced
transition
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-137] p 862 A91-44586
Influence of periodically unsteady wake flow on the flow
separation in blade channels
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-253] p 796 A91-44660
Curvature effects on the wake of an airfoil and other
bodies p799 A91-45151
Organization in a turbulent near-wake
p799 A91-45161
Investigation into the wakes of blunt trailing edge
aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers p 809 A91 -46365
Asymmetric turbulent vortical flows over slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 91-3296] p 1006 A91-53793
Calculation of merging turbulent wakes and boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3298] p 1006 A91-53794
An experimental investigation of the turbulence effect
Of a leading wing on a trailing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3309] p 1007 A91-53800
Drag reduction by passive devices - A review of some
recent developments p 1017 A91-55642
Analysis of the wake of an outer layer manipulator
p 1094 A91 -55645
Influence of an acoustic field of the flow structure behind
a LEBU in a turbulent boundary layer
p 1094 A91-55646
Mapping the airwake of a model DD-963 along specific
helicopter flight paths
[AD-A225327] p 94 N91-11681
Direct numerical simulations of a plane compressible
wake: Stability, vorticity dynamics, and topology
[NASA-CR-187737] p 274 N91-15129
Detection of high altitude aircraft wake vortices using
infrared Doppler lidart An assessment
[AD-A230534] p 527 N91-20369
TURNING FLIGHT
On speed-turn agility
[AIAA PAPER 91-2881] p 849 A91-47180
Classical turning performance of a fighter aircraft
revisited
[AIAA PAPER 91-2667] p 945 A91-49638
Post-stall maneuver and the classic turn rate plot
[AIAA PAPER 91-3170] p 1077 A91-54082
TVO SCHEMES
Numerical simulation of swept shock/boundary-layer
interactions
[AIAA PAPER 90-5234] p 87 A91-14460
FNS analysis of a 3-D scramjet inlet — full Navier-Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0129] p 173 A91-19152
Numerical influence of upwind TVD schemes on
transonic airfoil drag prediction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0184] p 259 A91-21402
A systematic comparative study of several high
resolution schemes for complex problems in high speed
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0636] p 264 A91-21573
Applicability of Euler analysis to prop-fan aerodynamic
design p348 A91-24514
On the relation between TVD and mesh adaption and
application to Navier-Stokes calculations
p550 A91-34215
LU implicit TVD scheme for the solution of viscous two
dimensional high speed flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1573] p 699 A91-40747
A study of supersonic aerodynamic mixing in the
scramjet combustor p 771 A91-43000
A numerical study of the flow establishment time in
hypersonic shock tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 91-1706) p 722 A91-43604
Navier-Stokes simulation of the supersonic combustion
flowfield in a ram accelerator
[AIAA PAPER 91-1916] p 773 A91-44057
A zonal approach for Navier-Stokes computations of
compressible cascade flow fields using a TVD finite volume
method
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-260] p 796 A91-44665
Investigation of an upwind-TVD method for numerical
simulation of hyperbolic equations with source terms
p810 A91-46405
Comparisons of TVD schemes for turbulent transonic
projectile aerodynamics computations with a two-equation
model of turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 91-2858] p812 A91-47162
TVD formulations of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations
for airfoil analysis
[SAE PAPER 910992] p 902 A91-52928
Analysis of hypersonic blunt-body flows using a total
variation diminishing (TVD) scheme and the MacCormack
scheme
[AIAA PAPER 91-3206] p 998 A91-53731
Transonic airfoil analysis by explicit TVD formulations
of the Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3334] p 1009 A91-53816
Locally implicit total-variation-diminishing schemes on
unstructured triangular meshes p 1009 A91-53835
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane. Part 3: Analysis of aerothermodynamic heating
[NAL-TR-1027T] p 14 N91-10011
Turbulence models for transonic flows with separation
p95 N91-12519
Numerical computation of flow for scramjet
p125 N91-12529
A numerical simulation for supersonic intake
p95 N91 -12535
Numerical simulations of transonic cascade flow and
their visualizations p 149 N91-12538
Effects of blade tip planforms on rotor performance in
hover p 96 N91-12553
On the numerical simulations of flow around a body of
complex configurations p 150 N91-12557
Verification of numerical simulation codes for hypersonic
viscous flow around a space plane p 150 N91-12558
Proceedings of the 6th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[DE89-910195] p 96 N91-12591
On a new difference scheme-ATVD2
p 150 N91-12609
Calculation of high speed flow about winged body
p97 N91-12613
Navier-Stokes simulations of a winged vehicle using
upwind scheme p 97 N91-12615
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane p 97 N91-12617
On the computation of viscous flows around a
three-dimensional wing p98 N91 -12623
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulation of flow
around ATP p 98 N91-12626
Large-scale numerical aerodynamic simulations for
complete aircraft configurations
[NAL-TR-1073-T] p 277 N91-15984
Navier-Stokes simulation for complete aircraft
configuration p 1053 N91-32046
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering (8): A mixed compression inlet for a supersonic
airplane p1100 N91-32048
The three dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of flow
over a wing without any turbulent modelling
p 1026 N91-32051
TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
Numerical simulation of acoustic diffraction of
two-dimensional rigid bodies in arbitrary flows
[AIAA PAPER 90-3920] p 67 A91-12436
Compressible flow induced by the transient motion of
awavemaker p85 A91-13358
Growth and decay of vortex street in the wake of a
two-dimensional body p 169 A91-18068
Aerodynamic shape design using
stream-function-coordinate (SFC) formulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0189] p 260 A91-21404
Transonic flutter analysis of 2-D airfoils with 2 degrees
of freedom p665 A91-40169
Prediction of internal performance for two-dimensional
convergent-divergent nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2369] p 706 A91-41762
Effects of surface roughness, freestream turbulence,
and incidence angle on the performance of a 2-0
compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-208) p 793 A91-44625
Dynamic behavior of fluttering two-dimensional panels
on an airplane in pull-up maneuver p 825 A91-46189
Nonlinear normal force indicia! responses for a 2-D
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-2866] p813 A91-47169
Moving surface boundary-layer control - Studies with
bluff bodies and application p 897 A91 -50339
A-328
SUBJECTINDEX TWO DIMENSIONAL MODELS
A numerical calculation of a rarefied gas flow at low
Mach numbers p 699 A91-5t557
Transonic airfoil analysis by explicit TVD formulations
of the Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3334) p 1009 A91-53816
The calculation of rotor/fuselage interaction for
two-dimensional bodies
[NASA-TM-102855) p 25 N91-10933
TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Zones of influence in a two-dimensional, unsteady,
hypersonic boundary layer p 350 A91-24750
Boundary layer receptivity due to three-dimensional
convected gusts p445 A91-31333
A study of turbulence models for prediction of transitional
boundary layers p 446 A91-31355
The dynamic behavior of a shock-wave/turbulent
boundary layer interaction p 544 A91 -33735
Transition predictions using Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes and linear stability analysis methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-1641] p 720 A91-43567
A simplified e(n) method for separated boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3285] p 1004 A91-53785
A spectral collocation method for compressible,
non-similar boundary layers p 1022 A91-56433
TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Practical developments in holographic interferometry
p57 A91-11152
Solution of the Euler equations on unstructured grids
for two-dimensional compressible flow p3 A91-11160
L.D.V. applied to measurements between two discs in
high speed rotation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-94] p 58 A91-11773
Application of LU-ADI algorithm in two-dimension
transonic How p5 A91-11848
Low Mach number Euler computations
p5 A91-11900
Vertex-based finite-volume solution of the
two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
p 59 A91 -12900
Methods for the efficient computation of the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent
Hows p83 A91 -13289
Interacting laminar boundary layers in
quasi-two-dimensional flow p 86 A91-14381
Flow past perforated plate placed perpendicularly on
ground plane p89 A91 -15035
Computational and experimental study of stall
propagation in axial compressors p 90 A91-16064
Automated domain decomposition for computational
fluid dynamics p 170 A91-18413
The analysis and simulation of compressible
turbulence p170 A91 -18599
On the inviscid acoustic-mode instability of supersonic
shear flows. I - Two-dimensional waves
p171 A9M8600
Accurate method for calculating initial development of
vortex sheets p 171 A91 -18911
Mach number validation of a new zonal CFD method
(ZAP20) for airfoil simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0185] p 173 A91-19169
An exploratory study of a three-dimensional shock wave
turbulent boundary layer interaction in a comer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0525] p 177 A91-19343
An efficient solution technique for Shockwave-boundary
layer interactions with flow separation and slot suction
effects
[AIAA PAPER 91 -0652] p 179 A91-19395
Postprocessing of experimental and numerical results
on two- and three-dimensional shear flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-25] p 182 A91-19585
2-D and 3-D mixing flow analyses of a scramjet-afterbody
configuration p 253 A91-21188
Vorticity dynamics of 2-D and 3-0 wings in unsteady
free stream
[AIAA PAPER 91-0010] p 256 A91-21331
Experimental investigation of a 2-D scramjet inlet at
Mach numbers of 8 to 18 and stagnation temperatures
of 4.100K
[AIAA PAPER 91-0013] p 256 A91-21333
Parametric study on thrust production in the two
dimensional scramjet
[AIAA PAPER 91-0227] p 298 A91-21417
Spatial correlation velocimetry in unsteady flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0271] p 318 A91-21435
Molecular dynamics computations of two dimensional
supersonic rarefied gas flow past blunt bodies
[AIAA PAPER 91-0322] p 261 A91-21459
Nonparallel instability of supersonic and hypersonic
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0324] p 261 A91-21461
Study of dynamic stall mechanism using simulation of
two-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0546] p 263 A91-21525
Inviscid analysis of two-dimensional airfoils in unsteady
motion using conformal mapping p 268 A91 -22477
Solution of Euler equations to 2-D and axisvmmetric
compressible flows using conformal mapping
coordinates p 272 A91-24152
Superconvergence in two-dimensional vortex-lattice
methods p 322 A91-24153
The effect of periodical flap motion on boundary layer
and wake p 341 A91-24375
Digital generation of two-dimensional field of turbulence
for flight simulation p 354 A91 -25842
The numerical Navier-Stokes solution of
two-dimensional flow with transverse injection
p419 A91-26565
Finite difference method for two- and three-dimensional
inviscid steady transonic flows in a channel
P359 A91-27516
An airfoil design method for viscous flows
p 441 A91-28602
Computation of hypersonic flows round a blunt body
p 443 A91-30541
A methodology for determining aerodynamic sensitivity
derivatives with respect to variation of geometric shape
[AIAA PAPER 91-1101] p 448 A91-31680
Viscous, hypersonic flows over compression ramps
p548 A91-34194
Some aspects of the numerical simulation of
compressible viscous flow around bluff bodies at low
Ma-number p 550 A91-34220
Development of a general multiblock flow solver for
complex configurations p 605 A91-34230
Simulation of two- and three-dimensional internal
subsonic flows using a finite element method
P595 A91-35986
The stability to two-dimensional wakes and shear layers
at high Mach numbers p614 A91-36452
On the improvement of the supersonic lifting line
theory p 614 A91-36695
Numerical investigation of
airfoil/jet/fuselage-undersurface flowfields in ground
effect P617 A91-38541
On some physical aspects of airfoil dynamic stall
p618 A91 -38686
Application of vortex dynamics to simulations of
two-dimensional wakes p676 A91 -38706
Secondary frequencies in the wake of a circular cylinder
with vortex shedding P620 A91-39736
Further experiments on vortex formation around an
oscillating and translating airfoil at large incidences
P620 A91-39738
Boundary layer control by a local heating of the wall
p678 A91-39909
Second mode interactions in supersonic boundary
layers P 623 A91-39957
A new Lagrangian random choice method for steady
two-dimensional supersonic/hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1546] p 697 A91-40721
Finite element simulation of compressible flows with
shocks
[AIAA PAPER 91-1551] p 767 A91-40725
LU implicit TVD scheme for the solution of viscous two
dimensional high speed flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1573] p 699 A91-40747
A comparison of implicit multigrid Euler solvers
implemented on a multiprocessor computer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1580] p 700 A91-40754
Measured thrust losses associated with secondary air
injection through nozzle walls
[AIAA PAPER 91-2244] p 705 A91-41734
Supersonic inlet flow computations using fortified
Navier-Stokes approach
[AIAA PAPER 91-1730] p 710 A91-42567
Flutter analysis of cascades using a two dimensional
Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 91 -1681 ] p 802 A91 -45548
Primitive variable, strongly implicit calculation procedure
for viscous flows at all speeds p 806 A91-46181
An iterative method for calculating subsonic and
transonic internal flows p814 A91-47482
Derivation of the two dimensional transonic time
linearized integral equation p 900 A91-52200
2D wall interferences of the transonic wind tunnel of
DLR Braunschweig (TWB) p 960 A91-52801
Analysis of sidewall influence on airfoil and half-model
testing and the theory of boundary layer control
p 902 A91 -52802
Study on sidewall suction in two-dimensional wind
tunnel p960 A91-52804
TVD formulations of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations
for airfoil analysis
[SAE PAPER 910992] p 902 A91-52928
Numerical study of 2D supersonic mixing layers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-85) p 997 A91-53244
Calculation of merging turbulent wakes and boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3298] p 1006 A91-53794
Evaluation of tunnel sidewall boundary-layer-control
systems for high-lift airfoil testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3243] p 1081 A91-53866
Sensitivity analysis, approximate analysis, and design
optimization for internal and external viscous flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3083] p 1012 A91-54015
Evaluation of the drag force by integrating the energy
dissipation rate in Stokes flow for 20 domains using the
FEM p 1092 A91-54847
Numerical simulations of supersonic plane Couette flow
instability p 1094 A91 -55590
Modeling blade/vortex interactions
[ISL-R-107/89] p 14 N91-10016
Numerical calculations for flows past an unconventional
airfoil p 24 N91-10916
Temporal-adaptive Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm for
unsteady aerodynamic analysis of airfoils using
unstructured dynamic meshes
[NASA-TM-102734] p 24 N91-10919
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by a
finite volume discretization on unstructured triangular
meshes
[ESA-TT-1135] p66 N91-11473
Navier-Stokes simulation of transonic flow around
ventilated airfoils p97 N91-12611
Verification of 2D-viscous flow simulation codes using
airfoil with very small leading edge radius
p98 N91-12625
Solution of the Euler equations in multjbody flow fields
using the overiapping-mesh method p 151 N91-12902
An investigation of design optimization using a 2-D
viscous flow code with multigrid p 152 N91-13312
An introduction to aircraft excrescence drag
[ESDU-90029] p275 N91-15132
Experimental study of a two-dimensional propulsive wing
in a low-speed wind tunnel p 363 N91-16994
Transonic shock free wing design
p366 N91-18040
Transonic aerodynamics of dense gases
[NASA-TM-103722] p 456 N91-20045
The 2-D supersonic nozzle design
p660 N91-23176
An investigation of a two-dimensional hybrid laminar flow
control airfoil at high subsonic flow. Part 1: Aerodynamic
characteristic of a basic airfoil NLAM78
[NAL-TR-1076] p 732 N91-25116
Optimal control of lift/drag ratios on a rotating cylinder
[NASA-CR-187586] p 873 N91-27490
Use of a rotated Riemann solver for the two-dimensional
Euler equations p 876 N91-28530
Dynamic stall of circulation control airfoils
p 904 N91-30087
Multigrid for hypersonic viscous two- and
three-dimensional flows
[NASA-CR-187603] p 904 N91-30093
Validation of two dimensional drag prediction methods
[ONERA-RSF-85/1685-AY] p 1025 N91-31093
ATSF supersonic aircraft intake. Review of the analyses
of some particular problems, technical summary
[ONERA-RTS-134/2149-AY-640-] p 1025 N91-31094
Vortex-blade interaction on a helicopter principal rotor.
Validation of the S2DI computation program and study
of vortex models
[ONERA-RT-92/5094-PY] p 1053 N91-31136
Compressible two dimensional boundary layer strong
perfect fluid coupling in the case of sharp leading edge
profiles. Stationary case
[ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R] p 1098 N91-31586
Numerical simulation analysis of sidewall effects in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 1026 N91-32050
TWO DIMENSIONAL JETS
Computations for a jet impinging obliquely on a flat
surface p 554 A91-35985
Two-dimensional thrust vector control nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 91-2101) p 745 A91-41696
A numerical calculation of the two-dimensional nozzle
jet p897 A91-50301
TWO DIMENSIONAL MODELS
Predictions of aerodynamic performance of Wells
turbines from aerofoil data p 154 A91 -13051
Two-dimensional thrust vectoring nozzle optimization
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 91-0473] p2t1 A9M9317
Calculation of flow about two-dimensional bodies by
means of the velocity-vorticity formulation on a staggered
grid
[AIAA PAPER 91-0600] p 263 A91-21551
Flowfield computation of 2-C-D nozzle
p268 A91-22382
Two-step-method for the calculation of wall
interferences in slotted test sections
p348 A91-24523
Research of onset of rotating stall for compressible
flow p358 A91-26683
Numerical simulation of vortices motion in presence of
solid boundaries p 549 A91-34213
A-329
TWO PHASE FLOW SUBJECT INDEX
Moving surface boundary-layer control as applied to
two-dimensional airfoils p615 A91-37768
Thrust vectoring using non-axisymmetric nozzles with
flexible contours
[AIAA PAPER 91-2368] P 746 A91-41761
Nonlinear 2-D optimal evasive aircraft maneuvers
against a proportional navigation missile
(AIAA PAPER 91-2860] P 849 A91-47164
Effect of wall friction on sidewall interference in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 960 A91-52803
A method for assessing transonic wind tunnel wall
interference - 2-O assessing computation using wall
pressure P 960 A91-52807
Adaptivily for compressible flow computations using
point embedding on 2-0 structured multiblock meshes
p997 A91-53382
Turbulent flow calculations using unstructured and
adaptive meshes
[NASA-CR-182102] P 14 N91-10010
A numerical study of the effects of wind tunnel wall
proximity on an airfoil model
[NASA-CR-187322] P 25 N91-10934
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional aerofoil
sections: Determination of pressure distribution and drag
for an aerofoil of type SAAB 7301 in FFA wind tunnel S5
[FFA-TN-1989-47] P 184 N91-13416
Theoretical evaluation of engine auxiliary inlet design
for supersonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-186610] P 202 N91-13443
A'i Stream-Function-Coordinate (SFC) concept in
aerodynamic shape design p 366 N9t-I804t
A comparison of CFD predictions and experimental
results for. a.Machi 5 inlet P 491 N91-20094
Concepts for cavitation alleviation of banded and ducted
rotor tips*
[AD-A236254]! P 816 N91-27135
The effect! oljel bleed on base pressure distribution,
shedding frequency; and mean velocity profiles in the wake
behind a twoHJimensional blunt model
[MPIS-12/1990] P 1024 N91-31085
TWO PHASE FLOW
Theoretical analysis, of supersonic gas-particle
two-phase flow and its'applicdfon to relatively complicated
flow fields P255 A91-21198
Dusty supersonic viscous flow over a two-dimensional
blunt body P 349 A91-24573
Formation of zones of'elevated particle concentration
during focused injection in a two-phase medium
p417 A91-25288
Numerical modeling of turbulent evaporating gas-droplet
two-phase flows in an afterburner dittusor of turbo-tan jet
engines p 418 A91-25844
Experimental study on confinedl two-phase jets
p866 A91-45192
Gas and drop behavior in reacting and non-reacting
air-blast atomizer sprays P 976 A91-52305
Study of two-phase flow for a ramjet combustor
p939 A91-52310
Measurements of particles rebound-characteristics on
materials used in gas turbines P'964 A91-52320
The effect of probabilistic restitution characteristics of
particle surface interactions on the particle dynamics in
axial flow turbines p 1067 A91-56226
Status of heavy rain tests P'640. N91-24180
TWO STAGE TURBINES
Steady and unsteady 3D flow, computations for a
transonic turbine stage
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-75] P 803 A91-45651
u
U.S.S.B.
Soviet space planes P 54 A91-11737
A superlative from Sukhoi - The SU-27
p37 A91-12063
U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
Aerospace system development directions and some
aspects of their construction and application
[AIAA PAPER 90-5266] p311 A91-22889
Air precooling for aerospaceplane engine - Soviet
Style P938 A91-49210
UH-1 HELICOPTER
Prediction of helicopter rotor rotational noise
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A time-accurate interactive method for computing
transonic airfoil flow p 82 A91-13263
An analysis of the onset of dynamic stall.
[AIAA PAPER 91-0003] p 171 A91-19102
Time-marching methods for three-dimensional steady
and unsteady viscous imcompressible flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0024] p 172 A91-19106
Unsteady vortex-dominated flow around wings with
oscillating leading-edge flaps
[AIAA PAPER 91-0435] p 177 A91-19300
Jet noise predictions from unsteady Navier-Stokes
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0493] p 245 A91-19329
Unsteady wind-tunnel interference in dynamic testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0682] p 179 A91-19410
Conical Euler methodology for unsteady vortical flows
about rolling delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-0730] p 181 A91-19438
Interaction between a vortex and a profile - Unsteady
wall pressure measurements
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-13] p 182 A91-19593
Measurement of the six aerodynamic coefficients in
transient flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-01] p 182 A91-19596
Flowfield measurements in an unstable ramjet burner
p297 A91-20737
Computation of unsteady viscous flows around wing
profiles p251 A91-20933
Three-dimensional unsteady flow fields elicited by
pitching a canard and forward swept wing configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-0005] p 255 A91-21327
Numerical prediction of the unsteady flowfield around
the F-18 aircraft at large incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0020] p 256 A91-21338
Numerical simulation of supersonic unsteady flow for
multibody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0023] p 257 A91-21341
Unsteady measurement of skin friction in adverse
pressure gradient - A new approach to a well known
gauge
[AIAA PAPER 91-0168] p318 A91-21391
Spatial correlation velocimetry in unsteady flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0271] p318 A91-21435
Viscous flow simulation of fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0278] p 260 A91-21438
Techniques for accurate, efficient computation of
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0597] p 263 A91-21549
A composite grid approach to study the flow surrounding
a pitch-up airfoil in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-0599] p 263 A91-21550
Computation of steady and unsteady compressible
quasi-axisymmetric vortex flow and breakdown
[AIAA PAPER 91-0752] p 266 A91-21604
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for multiple
oscillating airfoil p 273 A91-24154
Observations of dynamic stall phenomena on an
oscillating airfoil with shear-stress-sensitive liquid crystal
coatings p 341 A91-24373
Implementation of a rotary-wing Navier-Stokes solver
on a massively parallel computer p349 A91-24583
Zones of influence in a two-dimensional, unsteady,
hypersonic boundary layer p 350 A91-24750
Double linearization theory for a rotating supersonic
annular cascade of oscillating blades
p350 A91-25335
Visualization and computation of hovering mode vortex
dynamics p514 A91-30357
Experimental flutter boundaries with unsteady pressure
distributions for the NACA 0012 Benchmark Model
[AIAA PAPER 91-1010] p 499 A91-319OO
Unsteady supersonic flow around delta wings with
symmetric and asymmetric flaps oscillation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1105] p 449 A91-32021
Spatial adaption procedures on unstructured meshes
for accurate unsteady aerodynamic flow computation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1106] p 449 A91-32022
Wake behind a circular disk in unsteady and steady
incoming streams
[AIAA PAPER 91-0852] p 450 A91-32169
Numerical calculation of the unsteady separating flow
on oscillating airfoils (dynamic stall) p 546 A91-34057
Airfoils in two- and three-dimensional gust fields
p 546 A91-34073
Computation of unsteady incompressible viscous flow
around airfoils p 546 A91-34074
Three-dimensional wake decay inside of a compressor
cascade and its influence on the downstream unsteady
flow field. I - Wake decay characteristics in the flow
passage. II - Unsteady flow field downstream of the
staler
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-21 ] p 551 A91-34786
Unsteady radial transport in a transonic compressor
stage
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-133] p 551 A91-34788
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Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitched at constant rate
p617 AS 1-38679
Numerical simulation of steady and unsteady asymmetric
vortical flow p 618 A91-38683
Acoustics of unsteady transonic flow
p687 A91-38688
The effect of streamwise vortices on a turbulent
boundary layer exposed to an unsteady adverse pressure
gradient p 675 A91-38693
Unsteady separation on an impulsively set into motion
Carafoli airfoil P 618 A91-38694
Analysis and control of low-speed forced unsteady
flow p676 A91-38697
Unsteady pressure fluctuation on a highly loaded turbine
blade row p619 A91 -38702
Quantitative analysis of flow visualizations in ONERA
water tunnels p 677 A91-39694
Secondary frequencies in the wake of a circular cylinder
with vortex shedding p 620 A91 -39736
Instability features appearing on swept wing
configurations p622 A91-39937
Fluid dynamics for the study of transonic flow — Book
p625 A91-40513
Euler calculations of unsteady transonic flow in
cascades
[AIAA PAPER 91-1104] p 626 A91-40562
Kernel function occurring in subsonic unsteady potential
flow p707 A91-42280
Low-dimensional description of the dynamics in
separated flow past thick airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 91-1622] p 707 A91-42534
Unsteady fluid dynamic model for propeller induced flow
fields
[AIAA PAPER 91-1664] p 709 A91-42550
Steady and unsteady solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equations for flows about airfoils at low speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-1733] p 710 A91-42568
Navier-Stokes solutions for an oscillating double-delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1624] p718 A91-43556
A quantitative study of unsteady compressible flow on
an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-1683] p 722 A91-43590
Effects of leading-edge flap oscillation on unsteady delta
wing flow and rock control
[AIAA PAPER 91-1796] p 725 A91-43647
Numerical simulation of the unsteady vortex structure
over a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1811] p 726 A91-43653
Time dependent calculations using multigrid, with
applications to unsteady flows past airfoils and wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-1596] p 727 A91-43675
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loads in cascades
using the linearized Euler equations on deforming grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3378] p 730 A91-44318
Advances in the numerical analysis of linearized
unsteady cascade flows
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-11] p 788 A91-44508
Assessment of unsteady flows in turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-150) p 862 A91-44593
Unsteady velocity and turbulence measurements with
a fast response pressure probe
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-232] p 863 A91-44645
Endwall losses and flow unsteadiness in a turbine blade
cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-355] p 865 A91-44712
Comparison of inviscid computations with theory and
experiment in vibrating transonic compressor cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-373] p 840 A91-44717
Over forty years of continuous research at UTIAS on
nonstationary flows and shock waves
p866 A91 -44831
Control of separated flow by a two-dimensional
oscillating fence p 799 A91-45115
Transient flow thrust prediction for an ejector propulsion
concept p841 A91-45326
Steady and unsteady 3D flow computations for a
transonic turbine stage
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-75] p 803 A91-45651
Unsteady flow in axial flow compressors
p804 A91 -45670
Numerical method for solving the Euler equation for
unsteady transonic flows over oscillating airfoils
p811 A91-46451
Survey of research on unsteady aerodynamic loading
of delta wings p 814 A91-48035
Unsteady flow about porous cambered shells
p894 A91-48819
Vortex-airfoil interaction by numerical solution of
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations p 898 A91-51297
Experimental investigation of the unsteady flow behind
screens and honeycombs p 899 A91-51867
Derivation of the two dimensional transonic time
linearized integral equation p 900 A91-52200
Numerical investigation of high-temperature effects in
the UTIAS-RPI hypersonic impulse tunnel
p962 A91 -52251
Three-dimensional flow field kinematics near the root
of an oscillating wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3264) p 1002 A91-53772
Development of an unsteady incompressible
Navier-Stokes solver and application to the computations
of separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3266] p 1003 A91-53774
Investigation of vortex development on a pitching slender -
body of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 91-3273] p 1004 A91-53780
Supersonic quasi-axisymmetric vortex breakdown
[AIAA PAPER 91-3311] p 1007 A91-53802
Streamwise upwind algorithm tor computing unsteady
transonic flows past oscillating wings
p 1010 A91-53841
An experimental investigation of non-steady methods
of energy exchange in high speed internal flows
p 1096 A91-56241
Measurement of unsteady blade surface pressure on
a single rotation large scale advanced prop-fan with
angular and wake inflow at Mach numbers from 0.02 to
0.70
[NASA-CR-182123] p 47 N91-10065
Numerical simulation of rotorcraft p 19 N91-10863
Experimental investigation of the mechanisms
underlying vortex kinematics in unsteady separated
flows p23 N91-10907
The calculation of unsteady compressible flow about
oscillating airfoil profiles using the Euler upwind method
p25 N91 -10921
Unsteady wind tunnel wall interferences in subsonic and
transonic profile Hows p 53 N91-10928
Three-dimensional unsteady separation at low Reynolds
numbers
[AD-A225167] p 148 N91-12043
Unsteady calculation of the transonic flow over
ONERA-M6 wing with a side wall p 95 N9M2518
Numerical simulations of transonic cascade flow and
their visualizations p 149 N91 -12538
Numerical simulation of unsteady aerodynamics around
an oscillating wing in elastic modes p98 N91-12622
Computation of unsteady transonic flows using an
implicit centered Euler solver without artificial viscosity
[ ONERA-NT-1990-8] p 99 N91-12633
Flow establishment in a generic scramjet combustor
[NASA-CR-187467) p 238 N91-13649
Asymmetric supersonic flow around cones with
noncircular sections p 186 N91-14292
Coupled aerodynamic loads due to unsteady stall on a
large aspect ratio wing oscillating at great amplitude
p 220 N91-14338
Unsteady separated flow phenomena causing
self-excited structural oscillations p220 N91-14339
Calculations for unsteady aerodynamic characteristics
on a 3-D lifting body in subsonic flow using boundary
element method
[NAL-TR-1065] p 277 N91-15985
Rotorcraft application of advanced computational
aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-187767] p 277 N91-15987
Unsteady vortex lattice calculation of the flow around
a slender delta wing p 278 N91-16272
Aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a
high-pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
p400 N91-17061
Summary of in-flight flow visualization obtained from the
NASA high alpha research vehicle
[NASA-TM-101734] p 454 N9M9055
Leading-edge receptivity for blunt-nose bodies
[NASA-CR-188063] p 456 N91-20047
Spatial adaption procedures on unstructured meshes
for accurate unsteady aerodynamic flow computation
[ NASA-TM-104039] p 456 N91-20048
Temperature error compensation applied to pressure
measurements taken with miniature semiconductor
pressure transducers in a high-speed research
compressor
(RAE-TM-P-1192J p 457 N91-20056
Parallel processing using multitasking on CRAY X-MP
system
[NAL-TR-1069] p538 N91-20806
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils
[NASA-TM-103742] p 554 N91-21060
Numerical solutions of 2-D multi-stage rolor/staior
unsteady flow interactions p 595 N91-21070
Prediction of unsteady transonic separated flow for
missile applications
[AD-A231259] p 557 N91-21120
A modal aeroelastic analysis scheme for turbomachinery
blading
[NASA-CR-187089] p 579 N91-21138
Separating boundary layer response to an unsteady
turbulent environment
[AD-A231483] p 559 N91-22081
Unsteady flow structure from swept edges subjected
to controlled motion
[AD-A232714J p628 N91-23094
Aerodynamic interactions between bodies in relative
motion p 629 N91-24103
Euler flow predictions for an oscillating cascade using
a high resolution wave-split scheme
- [NASA-TM-104377] p 630 N91-24107
Unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions for a low aspect ratio
delta wing
[AD-A233201] p 631 N91-24112
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 3: Unsteady
[AD-A233569] p 631 N91-24115
Experimental flutter boundaries with unsteady pressure
distributions for the NACA 0012 Benchmark Model
[NASA-TM-104072] p817 N91-28137
Algorithm and code development for unsteady
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-188039] p 876 N91-28503
Unsteady force calculations in turbomachinery
[AD-A237937] p 978 N91-29515
Air Force Research in Aero Propulsion Technology
(AFRAPT)
[AD-A229612] p 941 N91-30140
Unsteady viscous flow in a high speed core
compressor
[RAE-TM-P-1198] p980 N91-30480
Airfoil-vortex interaction: Unsteady wall pressure
measurement
[AAAF-NT-89-13] p 1026 N91-31104
The development of a specific image analysis technique
for exploiting flow visualization negatives
[AAAF-NT-89-26] p 1099 N91-31593
Numerical simulation of three dimensional unsteady flow
by multiprocessor solving of the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-91-99974] p 1099 N91-31594
Automatic analysis of visualization negatives
[ETN-91-99971J p 1099 N91-31603
Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitching at a constant
rate p 1099 N91-31629
Numerical turbulent simulations of unsteady transonic
cascade flows p1100 N91 -32063
Unsteady flow analysis in two-dimensional compressor
cascade p 1100 N91-32064
Calculation of unsteady linearized Euler flows in
cascades using harmonically deforming grids
[NASA-CR-188916] p1101 N91-32442
Computational turbulence studies in Turkey
p 1102 M91-32449
UNSTEADY STATE
Development of a global marching technique for
predicting flows over iced airfoils p 81 A91 -13251
UNSWEPT WINGS
Vibration analysis of composite plate wing
p238 A91 -20335
Asymptotic theory of bending-torsion flutter of high
aspect ratio wing in the torsion controlled domain
p675 A91-37846
Opportunities for applications of natural laminar flow
technology at high-subsonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-1773] p 724 A91-43638
UPLINKING
Operational oceanic air traffic control using satellite data
link: Initial implementation p 1042 N91-32121
UPPER ATMOSPHERE
Space Vehicle Flight Mechanics
[AGARD-AR-294] p 507 N91-19124
UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS
Flight test of the Japanese Upper Surface Blowing STOL
experimental aircraft ASKA p 1048 A91-54369
UPSTREAM
Accuracy of an unstructured-grid upwind-Euler algorithm
for the ONERA M6 wing p 800 A91-45295
UPWASH
Numerical study of twin-jet impingement upwash flow
p619 A91-38736
Numerical and experimental study of fountain flows
produced by multijet impingement on a ground plane
(AIAA PAPER 91-1806] p 771 A91-42602
Airframe-induced upwash at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90020] p 275 N91-15130
URBAN PLANNING
Urban planning of industrial and commercial sites inside
aircraft noise inflicted areas of airports
p433 A91-28296
URBAN TRANSPORTATION
The vertical flight commuter - A solution to urban
transportation problems p 280 A91-24120
Overcoming obstacles to vertical flight public transport
operations p280 A91-24121
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The effect of .accelerated aging on. the performances!
urethane coated iKevlar .used in RAM -air decelerators
[AIAA PAPER.91-0847) 'p.509 A91-32165
URINAL YSIS
Sustained flight operations in Navy P-3 aircraft
[AD-A226412] cp117 :-N9M2672
USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
AAA (Advanced Aircraft Analysis) - 'A user-friendly
approach to preliminary. aircraft:design
,p:384 JA91-24491
Certification of.an airborne digital' flight manual for. the
Gulf stream IV -f 1078 A91-54673
Analytic Patch Configuration (ARC) gateway version 1.0
user's guide
[NASA-CR-187464] .p 330 'N9M5751
GCS programmer's manual
[NASA-TM-102721] .p:429 N91-17612
State estimation-applications in-aircraft flight-data
analysis: A user's manual for SMACK
[NASA-RP-1252] ,p,475 N91-19082
Data link test and analysis system/TCAS monitor user's
guide
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/62] .p 527 N91-20337
MATGRID, a program for generation of C-H and C-O
topology grids around wing/body configurations: User's
guide
[FFA-TN-1991-03] ,-p 556 f.N91-21110
Addendum to the DYCAST user's manual describing the
curved, warp beam finite element
[NASA-CR-4362] p 606 "N91-22805
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system-2. Part 2:
User's manual
[NASA-CR-182077] p 627 N91-23081
Unified aeroacoustics analysis for high speed turboprop
aerodynamics and noise. Volume 4: Computer user's
manual for UAAP turboprop aeroacoustic code
[NASA-CR-185194] p 688 N91-23851
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 2: User manual for
VORSTAB-2
[AD-A233483] p 631 N91-24114
Developing and utilizing an Euler computational method
for predicting the airframe/propulsion effects for an
aft-mounted turboprop transport Volume 2: User guide
[NASA-CR-181924-VOL-2] p 632 N91-24119
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 2: User guide for BOON, pre-processor
for grid generation and GMBE
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-2] p 632 N91-24121
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 3: User guide for the Euler code
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-3] p 632 N91-24122
ALOAS user's manual
[NASA-TM-102831] p 687 N91-24757
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant(s)
in » crash environment: Program SOM-LA/SOM-TA user
manual
[CR-R-90026] p820 N91-28146
ASTROP2 users manual: A program for aeroelastic
stability analysis of propfans
[NASA-TM-4304] p 877 N91-28627
The Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP89): A user's
manual
[NASA-TM-105186] p 941 N91-30141
ASTROP3 user's guide
[NASA-CR-187180] p982 N91-30562
User's manual for the Langley boundary layer noise
propagation program (MRS-BLP)
[NASA-CR-187559] p1114 N91-31923
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 3: Advanced fan section grid generator final report
and computer program user's manual
(NASA-CR-187129] p 1075 N91-32138
USER REQUIREMENTS
Omega signal coverage prediction in the 1990's
p568 A91-33665
A passenger's view of commuter aircraft
p 106 N91-11720
Design of an intelligent information system for in-flight
emergency assistance p606 N91-22792
V-22 AIRCRAFT
Application of computational fluid dynamic methods to
the component aerodynamic design of the V-22 Osprey
tilt rotor vehicle p 11 A91-12768
V-22 FSO flight test status report p 112 A91-16607
The V-22 Osprey logistics program preparing for the
future p 161 A91 -17243
Static testing of V-22 airtrame structure
p 197 A91-17254
Initial'flight test assessment of V-22 flying qualities
p215 A91-17279
•V-22 fight test -A promise fulfilled
p 197 A91-MT287
.Testing of the.V-22'Flight Control System
p215 -'A91-17293
'Composite'Group'Technology development
p231 'A91M7301
iV-22rGovemroent'Test Pilot Trainer programroverview
p222 /A91M7645
' V-22 mechanical diagnostic design approach
p337 A91-26913
'Tilt rotors'don:ciwies p 435 ^ 91-29045
"Advanced composite materials on the V-22
p 466 M9i;29440
'•Innovations in rotorcraft test technology .for the 90's:
Proceedings of the-"AHS National Technical Specialists'
'Meeting. ScottsdaleMZ, Oct. 8-12, 1990
p438 AA91-31284
V-22 flight test* program challenges, problems: and
'resolution p 468 M91-31296
Tiltrotor developments p 612 A91-40180
Testing the tiltrotor' flight control system
p 666 -A91-40202
Simulating a newispectes of bird p 694 aA91-44340
Derivative T406 based turbofans for advanced trainers
' IASME PAPER'90-GT.243] p 838 A91-44654
T406 engine'devaJopment program
[ASME PAPER 9ffGT:245] p 838 <A91'-44656
V-22 developmental:status p823 A91-45374
The application of elastomeric products on the V-22
tiltrotor aircraft p 825 iA91-45413
Honeycomb sandwich composite structures used on the
V-22 Osprey fuselage p923 A91-49150
V-22 variants - Joint'Service force multipliers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3077] p 994 A91-54009
Naval aviation: TThe V-22 Osprey. p progress'and
problems
[AD-A228905] p 389'• N91-17016
V-22 operational: capabilities p375 N91-18092
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
Noise characteristics of: the Japan's experimental
powered lift STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 90-4014] p'75.'.A91-12526
Aeroacoustic environment of an advanced STOVL
aircraft in hover
[AIAA PAPER 90-4016] p 75 A91-12528
Thrust reversing fighters - A look back
p'113 A91-16612
VSTOL concepts for Special Operations
p!194 A91-17211
Trail rotor V/STOL aircraft, features and applications
p 195 A91-17212
V-22 flight test - A promise fulfilled
p';197/ A91-17287
PropulsionMnduced /aerodynamics of an
ejector-configured STOVL fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0765] p 181 A91-19457
Flow visualization for a STOVL aircraft in ground
proximity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0769] p 181 A91-19459
Flow studies in close-coupled ventral nozzles for STOVL
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 901033] p 255 A91-21242
Infrared imaging - A validation technique for
computational 'fluid dynamics codes used in STOVL
applications
IAIAA PAPER 91-0675) p318 A91-21587
Calculation of impinging jet flows with Reynolds stress
models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0754] p 266 A91-21606
Integrated propulsion system requirements for control
of STOVL aircraft
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-364] p 305 A91-23641
STOVL Hot Gas Ingestion control technology
[ASME PAPER B9-GT-323] p 301 A91-23642
To capture the market put the real 'V in VTOL
p 280 A91-24123
Aerodynamic design of a tilt-rotor blade
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-115] p 340 A91-24339
A comparison of different H-infinity methods in VSTOL
flight control system design p 496 A91-30209
Flow visualization studies of the internal flow
characteristics in a simulated mixed flow vectored thrust
ASTOVL engine configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1689] p 748 A91-42556
Static performance tests of a flight-type STOVL
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 91-1902] p 750 A91-44050
T4O6 engine development program
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-245] p 838 A91-44656
The development of the.FJR7lO turbofan engine and
its operation with the STOL research aircraft Asuka
p844 A91-46598
Yak-141 Freestyle p 828 A91-48225
Propulsion system requirements for 'pitch ;and
vertical-axis control'oda liftfplus-lift/cruise aircraft 'Without
•reaction'controls
i fATAAPARER 91-2795] ;p:948 .A91-49741
'.V/STOL-gets'a lift ip 926 'A91 =52835
'.Low-speed aerodynamics of the trailed-rotor high-speed
rotorcraft concept in cruise configuration
[AIAA-PAP.ER 91'-3230] p'1010 .A91.53862
'Arconeeprmisslon sensitivity study of several medium
•to'high-speed V/STOL-aircratt
I [AIAA PAPER 91'-3096] p 1045 'A91-54021
'The tandem Y-wing - A new approach to stopped rotor
V/STOL
,[AIAA'PAPER.91-3120] fp 1046 V191-54041
' VSTOL' ground effects testing with flow visualization and
image enhancement
[[AIAA PAPER 91-3145) p 1013 .^ 91=54061
Oeslgnrof swept blade rotors for high-speed tiltrotor
.application
[AtAA'PAPER 91-3147) -p 1047 -A91-54062
';STOVL -Getting the cost-benefit trades right
[AlAA:PAPER 91:3186] -p1048 A91-54092
' Simulation of powered-Jift flows rp21 'N91-10886
/-'A' numerical study:6f the hot.gas environment around
: a STOVL aircraft in ground proximity r.-p21 N91-10887
Ground environment characterization of STOVL fighter
. propulsion systems
' [AD-A225372] *p 125 N91-11756
Theoretical evaluation of engine auxiliary, inlet design
'•.for supersonic V/STOL aircraft
I [NASA-CR-186610] p 202 N91-13443
A An AD100 implementation of a real-time STOVL aircraft
propulsion system
'[NASA-TM-'103683] rp213 N91-13457
Evaluation of rotorwash characteristics for tiltrotor and
tiltwing aircraft in hovering flight
''[SCT-90RR-18J :p277 N91-15989
' The RAE generic VSTOL aircraft model: GVAM87
documentation guide
[RAE-TM-FM-38] p 389 N91-17018
Overview of helicopter and V/STOL aircraft
p367 N91 -18049
'"Flow visualization andhotgasingesfion characteristics
of a vectored thrust STOVL concept
p491 N91-20090
IMPAC: An Integrated Methodology for Propulsion and
Airtrame Control
[NASA-TM-103805] ' p 493 N91-20122
Integrated flight/propulsion control design for a STOVL
aircraft using H-infinity control design techniques
[NASA-TM-104340] p 579 N91-21140
Small-scale experiments in STOVL ground effects
[ NASA-TM-102813 ] p 560 N91 -22091
AGARD highlights 91/1, March 1991
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-91/1] p 691 N91-24084
Suckdown,'fountain lift, and pressures induced on
several tandem jet V/STOL configurations
[NASA-TM-102817] p 630 N91-24108
Theoretical evaluation of engine auxiliary inlet design
for supersonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-187098] p 633 N91-24123
Static performance tests of a flight-type STOVL
ejector
[NASA-TM-104437] p 662 N91-24201
Active control of V/STOL aircraft p 852 N91-27166
The special requirements of a VSTOL aircraft
p830 N91-28155
The power induced eflecte module-. A FORTRAN code
which estimates lift increments due to power induced
effects for V/STOL flight
[NASA-CR-188081] p 904 N91-30095
Segmented rotatable nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-63] p 1074 N91-31174
Segmented vectoring cruise nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-63] p 1074 N91-31175
VACUUM
Aircraft quality high temperature vacuum carburizing
[AD-A229980] . p 510 N91-20271
VACUUM CHAMBERS
Stabilization of gas parameters in the plenum chamber
of a hypersonic impulse wind tunnel p 409 A91 -28096
VACUUM DEPOSITION
Two-layer MeCrAIY/ZrO2 coatings for the protection of
high-temperature nickel alloys p 1086 A91 -55400
VACUUM MELTING
A brief analysis of design and manufacture of major
components of some aircraft landing gears
p822 A91-44761
Trends in dean melting technology for Ni-based
superalloys p 977 A91 -52567
VALVES
Redundant, thin-wing, high-pressure, direct-drive valve
actuation system
[SAE PAPER 901796] p 968 A91-48534
A-334
SUBJECT INDEX VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Structural tests of aircraft window assembly equipped
with smoke evacuation valve
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/44] p 39 N91-10051
VANADIUM ALLOYS
Advanced fabrication technology for high speed aircraft
structures p 335 A91-24457
Feasibility study for the qualification of an economically
advantageous TI-6AI-4V bearing housing for gas turbine
engine application by powder metal manufacturing
technology
[AD-A231666] p 601 N91-22564
VANELESS DIFFUSERS
Theory of finite disturbances in a centrifugal compression
system with a vaneless radial diffuser
[NASA-CR-1870491 p 213 N91-13458
VANES
The effect of swirl recovery vanes on the cruise noise
of an advanced propeller
(AIAA PAPER 90-3932] p 68 A91-12448
Vane support system (VSS) - A new generation wind
tunnel model support system
[AIAA PAPER 91 -0398] p 224 A91-19280
Flight service evaluation of thermal barrier coatings by
physical vapor deposition at 5200 h p 764 A91 -41511
Navier-Stokes analysis of turbine blade heat transfer
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-42) p 860 A91-44529
Experimental investigation on liquid-cooling mechanism
for turbine vane p 970 A91-49072
A CO2 laser approach to remanufacturing of turbine
vanes and blades p 977 A91-52566
Validation of the F-18 high alpha research vehicle flight
control and avionics systems modifications
p 1078 A91-54577
The effect of swirl recovery vanes on the cruise noise
of an advanced propeller
[NASA-TM-103625] P 77 N91-11494
Turbulence and pressure loss characteristics of the inlet
vanes for the 80- by 120-ft wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-102808] p 226 N91-13466
Influence of vane sweep on rotor-stator interaction
noise
(NASA-CR-187052) p 432 N91-17671
Multiaxis thrust vectoring using axisymmetric nozzles
and postexit vanes on an F/A-18 configuration vehicle
[NASA-TM-101741] p559 N91-22083
Flight test to determine feasibility of a proposed airborne
wake vortex detection concept
[NASA-TM-102672] p 563 N91-22096
Enhanced fighter maneuverability aircraft (X-31A) wing
and thrust vectoring vane design
[MBB-FE22/S/PUB/0433/A] p 1053 N91-31135
Application of 3-D Navier-Stokes computation to turbine
vane design p1100 N91-32069
Review of Air Force compressor blade and vane rework
and it's impact on performance and costs
[AD-A229518] p 1075 N91-32136
VAPOR DEPOSITION
Working on the surface p514 A91-30730
Flight service evaluation of thermal barrier coatings by
physical vapor deposition at 5200 h p 764 A91-41511
Oensification of a thick disk preform with silicon carbide
matrix by CVI process p 1087 A91-56971
VAPORIZING
Fuel-rich, catalytic reaction experimental results — fuel
development for high-speed civil transport aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 91-2463] p 754 A91-44250
Vaporization behavior of fuel droplets in a hot air
stream p 1095 A91-55798
Fuel-rich, catalytic reaction experimental results
[NASA-TM-104423] p 662 N91-24203
Cold start investigation of an APU with annular
combustor and fuel vaporizers p 1071 N91-31154
VARIABILITY
A method for monitoring nuclear absorption coefficients
of aviation fuels p238 A91-19712
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
The variable-cycle engine - A solution to the economical
and environmental challenge of the future supersonic
transport p 45 A91-10969
Conceptual study of supersonic propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-3133) p 1060 A91-54052
The emerging requirements for dual and variable cycle
engines p 1069 A91-56248
VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
Determination of the motion parameters of a flight
vehicle with a significantly varying surface shape
p228 A91-17088
The development and design integration of a variable
camber wing for long/medium range aircraft
p284 A91-20898
A methodology for determining aerodynamic sensitivity
derivatives with respect to variation of geometric shape
[AIAA PAPER 91-1101] p 448 A91-31880
VATEMP - The variable area turbine engine matching
program
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-192] p 836 A91-44614
Considerations tor (he use of variable geometry in gas
turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-271 ] rp<839 A91-44673
Inverse calculation of transonic cascade flows on a
rotating flow plane of variable thickness
p810 A91 -46403
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
A320 - First of the computer-age aircraft
p645 A91-363S4
Aerodynamic characteristics of scissor-wing
geometries p624 A91-40216
Techniques used in the F-14 variable-sweep transition
flight experiment p 1048 A91-54368
Effects of wing sweep on in-flight boundary-layer
transition for a laminar flow wing at Mach numbers from
0.60 to 0.79
[NASA-TM-101701] p 683 N91-24555
Effects of wing sweep on boundary-layer transition for
a smooth F-14A wing at Mach numbers from 0.700 to
0.825
[NASA-TM-101712] p 683 N91-24556
VARIABLE THRUST
Effect of thrust/speed dependence on long-period
dynamics in supersonic flight p 201 A91-19039
VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
Acoustic background noise variation in Air Force
platforms and its effect on noise removal algorithms
[AD-A238279] p 990 N91-29863
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
A variational finite element method with variant domain
for solving fully 3-D flow in turbomachine
p83 A91-13288
Variational and finite element methods - A symbolic
computation approach — Book p 155 A91-14488
Computational methods for frictionless contact with
application to Space Shuttle Ortaiter nose-gear tires
[NASA-TP-3073] p 601 N91-22576
VECTOR ANALYSIS
Investigation of the high angle of attack dynamics of
the F-15B using bifurcation analysis
[AD-A230462] p 457 N91-20053
Numerical definition document for the ISNaS
time-implicit flow solver
[MEMO-935] p981 N91-30488
VECTOR PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Use of the VP-200 computer for aerothermodynamic
problems
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/388] p 65 N91-11424
VEHICLES
A vehicle location system (VLB) solution approach
p564 A91-33614
VEHICULAR TRACKS
Non-homogeneous track-induced response of vehicles
with non-linear suspension during variable velocity runs
p217 A91-17990
Static footprint local forces, areas, and aspect ratios
for three type 7 aircraft tires
[NASA-TP-2983] p 388 N91-17014
VELOCITY
An implicit time-marching method for the
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations of
contravariant velocity components p 150 N91-12603
Passive ranging of an airborne emitter by a single
non-maneuvering or stationary sensor
[PATENT-1-254-292] p 1037 N91-31116
VELOCITY COUPLING
A novel potential/viscous flow coupling technique for
computing helicopter flow fields
[NASA-CR-177568] p 454 N91-19060
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Velocity field of a cylinder in the wake of a rotor in forward
flight p 199 A91 -18258
Simultaneous velocity mapping of flow perturbations
from counter rotating propellers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0270] p 175 A91-19212
Unsteady vortex flow measurements over twin-tailed
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-0279] p 175 A91-19215
Calculation of flow about two-dimensional bodies by
means of the velocity-vorticity formulation on a staggered
grid
[AIAA PAPER 91-0600] p 263 A91-21551
Velocity field of an axisymmetric pulsed, subsonic air
jet p269 A91-22479
Simplified modeling of blunt nose effects on vehicle flow
fields
[AIAA PAPER 90-5259] p 270 A91-22883
A functional method for the approximate solution of a
transonic problem p 550 A91-34398
Wake measurements and loss evaluation in a controlled
diffusion compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-129J p 791 A91-44579
A finite element inverse method for the design of
turbomachinery blades
[ASME PAPER 91-GT-80] p 868 A91-45653
Solvability condition and its application to fast numerical
solution of overposed inverse problems in compressible
flows p804 A91-45689
Prediction of unsteady pressure and velocity over a
rotorcraft in forward flight p 894 A91-48820
Gust response analysis for cascades operating in
nonuniform mean flows p 897 A91 -50347
Integration of wall interference assessment and wall
adaptation p 957 A91-52782
Mathematical modelling of flight in turbulence and
windshear p 154 N91-11769
Three-dimensional unsteady separation at low Reynolds
numbers
[AD-A225167] p 148 N91-12043
Numerical simulation of flow around the aircraft designed
to utilize ground effect p 98 N91-12624
Performance of conical diffusers in subsonic
compressible flow
[ESDU-90025] p 275 N91-15131
An experiment on supersonic turbulent mixing layers:
Supersonic-subsonic two-stream layers
[NAL-TR-1066] p 276 N91-15983
Ooppler global velocimetry p378 N91-18007
Experimental study of inlet lips designed to create a
uniform exit velocity profile p 390 N91-18026
Special Course on Inverse Methods for Airfoil Design
for Aeronautical and Turbomachinery Applications
[AGARD-R-780] p 365 N91-18035
Geometric and surface pressure restrictions in airfoil
design p 366 N91-18039
A novel potential/viscous flow coupling technique for
computing helicopter flow fields
[NASA-CR-177568] p 454 N91-19060
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements in a turbojet
exhaust
[ISL-CO-244/89] p494 N91-20124
Development of an optical volumetric llowmeter
[PB91-136481] p601 N91-22550
Viscous three-dimensional analyses for nozzles for
hypersonic propulsion p 629 N91-23175
Effects of inlet distortion on the development of
secondary flows in a subsonic axial inlet compressor
rotor
[NASA-TM-104356] p 660 N91-23179
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[ITN-91-85104] p?79 N91-26482
An active delay of separation on two-dimensional
airfoils
[ITN-91-85142] p818 N91-28139
Laser velocimetry at the CEAT aerodynamic group:
Application to unsteady measurements on a fluid flap
profile
[AAAF-NT-89-05] p 1025 N91-31100
Numerical simulation of three dimensional unsteady flow
by multiprocessor solving of the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-91-99974] p 1099 N91-31594
Unsteady flow past an airfoil pitching at a constant
rate p 1099 N91-31629
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Quantitative visualization of junction and tip vortices
using particle displacement velocimetry
[AIAA PAPER 91-0269] p 175 A91-19211
The effects of nozzle geometry upon sonic fuel injection
as studied by OH-Flow-Tagging velocimetry
[AIAA PAPER 91-0575] p211 A91-19366
Spatial correlation velocimetry in unsteady flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0271] p 318 A91-21435
Velocity measurements and stability investigations on
bursting tip vortices p 443 A91 -30530
Evolution and innovation for shaft torque and rpm
measurement for the 1990s and beyond
p517 A91-31287
Velocity sensor for an airborne optical air data system
p 655 A91 -38542
Velocity measurements in turbine engines - New
developments using the laser two-focus method
p 771 A91-43328
Flow investigation in a small high speed impeller passage
using laser anemometry
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-233) p 795 A91-44646
The effect of ambient pressure on the spray
characteristics of a twin-fluid atomizer
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-393] p 865 A91-44728
Measurements and interpretation of 3-D high speed
flows p 814 A91 -48252
On the effects of quasi-isotropic turbulence on the
aerodynamic performance of single and multi-element
airfoils p 814 A91-48268
On the dynamics of turbulent jet impingement in a
cross-flow p 872 A91-48269
Experimental study of vortex flow by LOA
P815 A91-48275
Improved tracking with mode-S data-linked velocity
measurements p 917 A91-52124
A-335
VENTILATION SUBJECT INDEX
Performance of the internal configuration of a prototype
true airspeed sensor p 1091 A91-54367
Aerodynamics support of research instrument
development . p 153 N91-13331
An experimental investigation into the use of hot-film
anemometry to measure vortical velocity behind a pitching
wing
[AD-A227177] p 187 N91-14313
Doppler global velocimetry p 378 N91-18007
Experimental study of inlet lips designed to create a
uniform exit velocity profile p 390 N91-18026
A real time dynamic data acquisition and processing
system for velocity, density, and total temperature
fluctuation measurements
[NASA-CR-182069] p 375 N91-18094
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements in a turbojet
exhaust
[ISL-CO-244/89] p494 N91-20124
Velocity measurements in a turbulent trailing vortex and
their application to BWI noise prediction
[NASA-CR-188083] p 554 N91-21100
Velocity measurements inside the leading edge vortex
formed on a delta wing
[NAL-TR-1087] p 732 N91-25115
The application of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in
a short duration transonic annular turbine cascade
[AD-A236639] p 876 N91-28504
Exploitation of OAT15A profile tests in the T2 wind
tunnel: Experimental determination of the wave drag
[ONERA-RSF-88/1685-AY-158-A] p 1024 N91-31092
Low level turbulence detection by a laser velocimetry
technique: Application to transonic flows
[AAAF-NT-89^>7] p 1025 N91-31101
Measurements of some parameters of thermal sparks
with respect to their ability to ignite aviation fuel/air
mixtures p 1105 N91-32705
VENTILATION
Airplane systems modifications for improved cabin
smoke evacuation
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/24] p 39 N91-10052
Navier-Stokes simulation of transonic flow around
ventilated airfoils p 97 N91 -12611
Smoke and extinguisher agent dissipation in a small
pressurized fuselage
. [DOT/FAA/CT-89/31 ] p 191 N91-14317
Investigation of transonic flow over segmented slotted
wind tunnel wall with mass transfer
[NASA-CR-187760] p 276 N91-15981
VENTING
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13875-1) p 829 N91-27156
VERBAL COMMUNICATION
Analysis of routine communication in the air traffic control
system
[NASA-CR-188116] p 600 N91-22475
VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
Assessment of microburst models for downdraft
estimation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2947] p 877 A91-47833
VERTICAL FLIGHT
The vertical flight commuter - A solution to urban
transportation problems p 280 A91-24120
Overcoming obstacles to vertical flight public transport
operations P 280 A91-24121
General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program
(GRASP): Theory manual
[NASA-TM-102255] p 239 N91-13762
VERTICAL LANDING
Preliminary assessment of a supersonic STOVL flight
research and demonstration aircraft p 194 A91-17209
VSTOL concepts for Special Operations
p 194 A91-17211
NATC Manned Flight Simulator VTOL ship motion
simulation and application p 198 A91-17308
Assessment of a post 2000 STOVL fighter
[SAE PAPER 901031 ] p 286 A91-21241
Flow studies in dose-coupled ventral nozzles for STOVL
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 901033) p 255 A91-21242
The prediction of STOVL noise - Current semiempirical
methods and comparisons with jet noise data
[SAE PAPER 901058) p 331 A91-21255
Static performance tests of a flight-type STOVL
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 91-1902] p 750 A91-44050
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p825 A91-45404
, V-22 variants - Joint Service force multipliers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3077] p 994 A91-54009
VTOL/SP - A vertical takeoff and landing vehicle
synthesis program
[AIAA PAPER 91-3098] p 1045 A91-54023
Propulsion for supersonic STOVL aircraft
p 1069 A91-56247
Preliminary design of a supersonic Short-Takeoff and
Vertical-Landing (STOVL) fighter aircraft
p393 N91-18165
Overview of high performance aircraft propulsion
p491 N91-20089
Flow visualization and hot gas ingestion characteristics
of a vectored thrust STOVL concept
p 491 N91-20090
Static performance tests of a flight-type STOVL
ejector
[NASA-TM-104437] p 662 N91-24201
The special requirements of a VSTOL aircraft
p830 N91-28155
VERTICAL MOTION SIMULATORS
Helicopter flight-control design using an H(2) method
[AIAA PAPER 91-2753] p 947 A91-49710
Status of automated nap-of-the-earth rotorcraft
guidance
(AIAA PAPER 91-2756] p913 A91-49713
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p825 A91-45404
V-22 variants - Joint Service force multipliers
(AIAA PAPER 91-3077] p 994 A91-54009
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VSTOL concepts for Special Operations
p 194 A91-17211
CHAMP - A helicopter/VTOL flight model for integrated
operational analysis p 221 A91-17272
NATC Manned Flight Simulator VTOL ship motion
simulation and application p 198 A91-17308
Zonal approach to V/STOL aerodynamics
p 171 A91-18904
Turbulence modeling for complex ground effects flows
[SAE PAPER 901062] p 255 A91-21257
Technological forecast of VTOL weight empty fraction
in the year 2020
[SAWE PAPER 1871] p 288 A91-22302
Numerical investigation of
airfoil/jet/fuselage-undersurtace flowfields in ground
effect p617 A91-38541
Tiltrotor developments p612 A91-40180
Optimal takeoff and landing of helicopters for
one-engine-inoperative operation p 846 A91 -45387
Effect of a sail on augmenting attitude stability of
hovering VTOL vehicle supported by one-ducted-fan
p953 A91-52824
VTOL/SP - A vertical takeoff and landing vehicle
synthesis program
[AIAA PAPER 91-3098] p 1045 A91-54023
V/STOL vs. CTOL penalties and payoffs for naval
aviation
[AIAA PAPER 91-3122) p 1046 A91-54042
Man-in-the-loop simulation as a VTOL development
tool
[AIAA PAPER 91-3144] p 1081 A91-54060
Special operations aircraft needs, options and
feasibility
[AIAA PAPER 91-3168] p 1047 A91-54080
Possible rotorcraft configurations for unmanned
applications p 1049 A91-54707
The Sprite system - An update p 1049 A91-54710
Is there practical high-speed VTOL in the future?
p 1050 A91 -55450
The design and construction of a shiplaunched VTOL
unmanned air vehicle
[AO-A238053] p 928 N91-29173
VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
VHF discharges in storm cells producing microbursts
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-57] p 877 A91-45637
Aeronautical VHF datalink - Present and future
p916 A91-50948
Comparison of 14 decibels versus 20 decibels desired
to undesired signal protection ratios
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/69] p 608 N91-21833
Evaluation of desired to undesired signal protection
ratios of 14 dB versus 20 dB with frequency offset
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/15) p 980 N91-30384
Aeronautical mobile satellite services
ESA-PROOAT/SITA AIRCOM service trials programme
p 1040 N91-32106
VHF discharges in storm cells producing microbursts
P1105 N91-32620
VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Computer communication using Logic Cell Arrays (LCA)
in ATT AS p294 A91-20617
NAECON 90: Proceedings of the IEEE National
Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May
21-25. 1990. Vols. 1-3 p 438 A91-30851
Stand-alone vs. embedded GPS user equipment - The
exploration of new standards p 564 A91-33616
VHSIC electronics and the cost of .Air Force avionics
in the 1990s
[RAND-R-3843-AF] p 743 N91-26143
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
An Omega/VLF radio compass p 734 A91-41437
VESTS
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A237232] p 891 N91-29142
VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
Development of an airborne RF monitor for ACARS
system p915 A91-50938
VHSIC (CIRCUITS)
Pave Pillar in-house research p 482 A91 -30873
Avionics reliability-cost (ARC) trade-off model
p483 A91-30982
Digital gallium arsenide insertion into the OH-58D Scout
helicopter p 972 A91-51157
VHSIC electronics and the cost of Air Force avionics
in the 1990s
[RAND-R-3843-AF] p 743 N91-26143
VIBRATION
An enhanced integrated aerodynamic load/dynamic
approach to optimum rotor blade design
p 195 A91-17232
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis
p43 N91-11012
Calculation of rotor impedance for use in design analysis
of helicopter airframe vibrations p118 N91 -13333
Tabulation of data from the tip aerodynamics and
acoustics test
[NASA-TM-102280] p 163 N91-14273
Unified aeroacoustics analysis for high speed turboprop
aerodynamics and noise. Volume 1: Development of theory
for blade loading, wakes, and noise
[NASA-CR-4329] p 453 N91-19049
Monitoring techniques for the X-29A aircraft's
high-speed rotating power takeoff shaft
[NASA-TM-101731] p 475 N91-19081
Vibration transmission through rolling element bearings
in geared rotor systems
[NASA-CR-4334] p 523 N91-19435
The selection of window functions for the calculation
of time domain averages on the vibration of the individual
gears in an epicyclic gearbox
[OUEL-1818/90] p524 N91-19457
Time-frequency domain analysis of vibration signals for
machinery diagnostics. 1: Introduction to the Wigner-Ville
distribution
[DUEL-1859/90] p 525 N91-19495
A modal aeroelastic analysis scheme for turbomachinery
blading
[NASA-CR-1870B9] p 579 N91-21138
Critical speeds and forced response solutions for active
magnetic bearing turbomachinery. part 2
p587 N91-21210
Modal analysis of multistage gear systems coupled with
gearbox vibrations
[NASA-TM-103797] p 681 N91-23513
Applications of higher harmonic control to hingeless rotor
systems
[NASA-TM-103846] p 694 N91-25102
Dynamic tester for rotor seals and bearings
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28493-1] p 763 N91-25155
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[ITN-91-85104] p779 N91-26482
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance p 832 N91-28164
Vibration control in rotating machinery using variable
dynamic stiffness hydrostatic squeeze-films
p 981 N91-30521
Time-frequency domain analysis of helicopter
transmission vibration
[ARL-PROP-R-180] p 1080 N91-32146
VIBRATION DAMPING
The ground resonance of a helicopter with a rotor of
ideal and approximate symmetry considering the
rotor-blade vibration in the thrust plane
p36 A91-11725
Suppression of fatigue inducing cavity acoustic modes
on turbo fan engines
[ AIAA PAPER 90-3941 ] p 69 A91 -12457
Unsteady aerodynamic damping measurement of
annular turbine cascade with high deflection in transonic
flow p 122 A91-13044
A synthetic research for aircraft active flutter
suppression p 126 A91-14227
On chaos methods applied to higher harmonic control
p214 A91-17206
Rnite element model reduction application to parametric
studies and optimization of rotorcraft structures
p 194 A91-17208
Modeling of helicopter transmissions for vibration and
noise prediction p 231 A91-17216
A modal-based procedure for efficiently predicting low
vibration rotor designs p 195 A91 -17228
Nonlinear coupled rotor-fuselage helicopter vibration
studies with higher harmonic control
p214 A91-17230
Dynamical behavior of an elastic rotor with squeeze film
damper p 232 A91-17870
A-336
SUBJECT INDEX VIBRATION TESTS
The development and testing of active control
techniques to minimise helicopter vibration
p 284 A91-20946
Design, implementation, simulation, and testing of digital
flutter suppression systems for the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 402 A91-24346
Whirl-flutter suppression in advanced turboprops and
preplans by active control techniques
p402 A91-24347
The reduction of rigid-body response of sting supported
models at high angles of incidence p 404 A91 -24526
Will aircraft feel pain? p 336 A91-26177
Mechanisms of noise reduction in enclosed cylindrical
sound fields by active vibration control
p 431 A91-28281
Multi-point excitation of damped modes in a sine dwell
modal test and their transformation to real modes
p514 A91-30531
UK military experience and viewpoint — in helicopter
Health and Usage Monitoring Systems
p438 A91-31504
Coupled rotor-flexible fuselage vibration reduction using
open loop higher harmonic control
(AIAA PAPER 91-1217] p 501 A91-32031
Helicopter vibration reduction using structural
optimization with aeroelastic/multidisciplinary constraints
-A survey p 570 A91-33527
Helicopter rotor dynamics optimization with experimental
verification p 570 A91-33530
Optimization of helicopter airframe structures for
vibration reduction - Considerations, formulations, and
applications p 571 A91 -33533
Reduction of aerodynamic augmented states in active
flutter suppression systems p 580 A91 -33535
Active vibration control using fixed order dynamic
compensation with frequency shaped cost functionals
p604 A91-33932
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
laminated wing p 571 A91-34144
ACT wind-tunnel experiments of a transport-type wing
p615 A91-37772
The control of rotor vibration using squeeze-film
dampers p677 A91-39590
A method for calculating the characteristics of a rotor
with allowance for shaft vibrations p 768 A91-41155
The effects of bearing misalignment on the non-linear
vibration of aero-engine rotor-damper assemblies
p 744 A91-41536
Analysis of structural damping of titanium alloy shell
structures as compared with that of aluminium alloy
structures p 765 A91-41606
A theoretical study on the vibration damping of aircraft
gearbox gears
[AIAA PAPER 91-2558] p 738 A91-41813
Development of an efficient oil film damper for improving
the control of rotor vibration
[ASME PAPER 90-QT-257] p 864 A91-44664
The fly-by-wire concept and its application to the NH90
helicopter p 846 A91-45369
Stability robustness criteria and redundancy
management of an active vibration isolation system
p847 A91-45406
Mechanisms of active noise control by vibration
sources p 882 A91-45438
Flutter suppression by feedback control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2847] p 848 A91-47154
A synthesis of reduced-order compensators for active
flutter suppression systems based on the optimal
projection method p 850 A91 -47256
The stability of two-dimensional membranes in streaming
flow p 871 A91-48037
Design of fast-sampling digital controllers for active
flutter suppression
[AIAA PAPER 91-2814] p 949 A91-49757
Stability analysis of intershaft squeeze film dampers
p971 A91-50240
Damped composite structures p 972 A91-50655
Wing rock suppression using forebody vortex control
[AIAA PAPER 91-3227] p 1000 A91-53745
Optimal constrained viscoelastic tape lengths for
maximizing damping in laminated composites
p 1089 A91-53842
Design of an active flutter suppression system for the
Active Flexible Wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3111] p 1077 A91-54035
Application of piezoelectric elements in supersonic panel
flutter suppression
[AIAA PAPER 91-3191] p 1091 A91-54095
A synthesis of reduced-order compensators for active
flutter suppression system based on the optimal projection
method p 1079 A91-55040
Higher harmonic control analysis for vibration reduction
of helicopter rotor systems p 306 N91-15175
Application of chaos methods to helicopter vibration
reduction using higher harmonic control
[AD-A226736] p 306 N91-15177
Development and application of a technique for reducing
airframe finite element models for dynamics analysis
[NASA-CR-187448) p 323 N91-15607
Propulsion aeroelasticity, vibration control, and dynamic
system modeling p 492 N91-20105
Signal blending in control systems structural
interactions
IBU-505] p583 N91-22132
Fourth NASA Workshop on Computational Control of
Flexible Aerospace Systems, part 2
[NASA-CP-10065-PT-2] p 587 N91-22331
An overview of the active flexible wing program
p583 N91-22332
Design and test of three active flutter suppression
controllers p 583 N91 -22334
Development and testing of controller performance
evaluation methodology for multi-input/multi-output digital
control systems p 584 N91 -22337
Dynamic tester for rotor seals and bearings
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28493-1] p 763 N91-25155
Establishment of a remotely piloted helicopter test flight
program for higher harmonic control research
[AD-A234978] p 741 N91-26135
Active control of panel vibrations induced by
boundary-layer flow
[NASA-CR-188733] p 877 N91-28643
Nonlinear coupled rotor-fuselage vibration analysis and
higher harmonic control studies for vibration reduction in
helicopters p929 N91-30129
Control of vibration in a flexible rotor-bearing system
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Pilot's Associate - An integration architecture for decision
aiding
[AIAA PAPER 91-2759] p 984 A91-49788
Applications of VSTOL and STOVL technology to battle
group concepts
[AIAA PAPER 91-3148] p1116 A91-54063
WARM FRONTS
Analysis of three icing test flights reaching the
aircraft-referred icing degree severe
[DLR-FB-90-34] p 562 N91-21123
WARNING SYSTEMS
Windshear detection - Airborne system perspective
p 209 A91-19807
Reducing windshear risk through airborne systems
technology p 394 A91-24466
A concept of stall warning system
p395 A91-24516
Aircraft low altitude wind shear detection and warning
system p 395 A91-27005
Windshear detection and recovery guidance - An
equipment manufacturer's perspective
p479 A91-29479
Windshear detection and recovery guidance on the BAE
146 p479 A91-29480
Windshear in airline operations p 459 A91-29481
Systems safety monitoring using the National Full-Scale
Aerodynamic Complex Bar Chart Monitor
p 975 A91-51884
Automatic alert code and test generation system
p 1056 A91-54593
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems.
Second Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10050-PT-1] p 101 N91-11682
Tools for the trade p 101 N91-11683
A-344
SUBJECT INDEX WAVEFORMS
Flight experience with windshear detection
p 101 N91-11684
Interface standards for integrated
forward-looking/predictive/reactive windshear systems
p 101 N91-11685
A proposed definition for a pitch attitude target for the
microburst escape maneuver p 102 N91-11687
Ramifications of the recent FAA rule for windshear
systems on the development of forward-looking systems
p 103 N91-11691
Status of the Delco Systems Operations forward looking
windshear detection program p 103 N91-11692
Infrared thermal imaging of atmospheric turbulence
p 154 N91-11693
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems.
Second Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10050-PT-2) p 103 N91-11695
Wind shear predictive detector technology study
status p 104 N91-11700
Summer 1988 TOWR microburst analysis
p 104 N91-11701
Airbus windshear warning and guidance system
p 105 N91-11704
A flight expert system for on-board fault monitoring and
diagnosis
[NASA-CR-187334] p 209 N91-13452
Computer-assisted strain-gage monitoring and data
reduction system
[AD-A226894] p 240 N91-14S89
Data link test and analysis system/TCAS monitor user's
guide
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/62] p 527 N91-20337
A spatial disorientation predictor device to enhance pilot
situations! awareness regarding aircraft attitude
p440 N91-20710
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS):
Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) investigation.
Phase 1: Feasibility study
[NASA-TM-104956] p 569 N91-22102
Aircraft Command in Emergency Situations (ACES).
Phase 1: Concept development
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/21] p 636 N91-23097
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems.
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-2] p 636 N91-24140
CLASS: Coherent Lidar Airborne Shear Sensor.
Windshear avoidance
[LMSC-F-415048] p636 N91-24141
Continuous wave laser for wind shear detection
p637 N91-24142
Status of 2 micron laser technology program
p 637 N91-24143
Avionic laser multisensor program at Litton Aero
Products p637 N91-24144
Status of NASA's IR wind shear detection research
p637 N91-24145
Status of turbulence Prediction System's AWAS 3
p637 N91-24146
An airborne FLIR detection and warning system for low
altitude wind shear p 637 N91-24147
Wind Shear radar program future plans
p637 N91-24151
Radar simulation program upgrade and algorithm
development p 638 N91-24153
Signal processing techniques for clutter filtering and wind
shear detection p 638 N91-24154
Airborne radar simulation studies of the Denver July 11,
1988 microburst p 638 N91-24155
Description, characteristics and testing of the NASA
airborne radar p 638 N91-24156
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-1] p 639 N91-24166
Microburst avoidance simulation tests
p639 N91-24172
TDWR information on the flight deck
p640 N91-24176
Integration of the TDWR and LLWAS wind shear
detection system p 640 N91-24178
Thermodynamic Alerter for Microbursts (TAMP)
p640 N91-24179
Status of Sundstrand research p 640 N91-24183
Demonstration Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) proof
of performance test results
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/3] p 762 N91-25153
KC-135 ground collision avoidance system
questionnaire
[AD-A234385J p 733 N9I-26125
Evaluation of the C/EC/KC-135 Ground Collision
Avoidance System (GCAS), study 1
[AD-A235301] p 737 N91-26130
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS).
Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) investigation.
Phase 1: Feasibility study
(AD-A236109) p 822 N91-27147
Investigation of speech systems for ground collision
warning in military aircraft
[FFA-TN-1991-05] p 919 N91-30119
Process for detecting the likelihood of ice formation,
ice warning system for carrying out the process, and
utilization thereof
(PATENT-1-250-926) p 1029 N91-31107
WASHING
Method and apparatus for cleaning rubber deposits from
airport runways and roadways
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14483-1] p 875 N91-28455
WASTE HEAT
High temperature electronics p 526 N91-20101
WATER
Experimental water droplet impingement data on modem
aircraft surfaces
(AIAA PAPER 91-0445] p 262 A91-21493
The analysis of three icing flights with various ice
accretion structures when reaching icing degree severe
p 371 A91-24527
The LWC parameter - Some experimental results —
liquid water content in atmosphere p 685 A91-38388
Water droplet impingement on airfoils and aircraft engine
inlets for icing analysis p 634 A91-38543
Prediffuser-combustor model studies under conditions
of water ingestion in engines
[AIAA PAPER 91-1965] p 751 A91-44077
Method and apparatus for cleaning rubber deposits from
airport runways and roadways
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14483-1] p 875 N91-28455
Effectiveness of water spray within the cabin overhead
area
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/29] p 910 N91-30113
WATER INJECTION
Engine water ingestion test p 286 A91-21003
Jet-wake thermal characteristics of heated turbulent jets
incrossflow p 770 A91-42258
The influence of water injection into the combustor on
the thrust and emission performance of the by-pass
engine p 1065 A91-56167
WATER LANDING
Fundamental philosophy of PAR-WIG design at
USA-DTNSRDC p 870 A91-46819
Practical application of the wing-in-ground (WIG) effect
vehicle p870 A91-46820
WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
Aircraft design experience p 1050 A91-55451
WATER TUNNEL TESTS
Helicopter design support testing in the McDonnell
Douglas Research Laboratories Hover Research Facility
p198 A91-17649
A water tunnel investigation of the effects of pitch rate
and yaw on LEX generated vortices of an F/A-18 fighter
aircraft model
[AIAA PAPER 91-0280) p 175 A91-19216
Some aspects of the join! GE/Volvo development of
the F404/RM12 augmentor p 397 A91-24361
Velocity measurements and stability investigations on
bursting tip vortices p 443 A91 -30530
Static and dynamic water tunnel flow visualization
studies of a canard-configured X-31A-like fighter aircraft
model
[AIAA PAPER 91-1629] p 708 A91-42537
Wing rock suppression using forebody vortex control
[AIAA PAPER 91-3227] p 1000 A91-53745
Visual study on vortex developments over airfoils after
impulsive start p 1013 A91-54284
WATER VAPOR
Flow-tagging velocimetry using UV-photodissociation of
water vapor
[AIAA PAPER 91-03551 P 235 A91-19251
Effects of airflow trajectories around aircraft on
measurements of scalar fluxes p 480 A91 -30364
The time-varying calibration of an airborne Lyman-alpha
hygrometer p 480 A91-30373
Increase in the PSC-formation probability caused by
high-flying aircraft — polar stratospheric clouds
p 878 A91-48352
Ice, rain, fog, and frost protection — Book
[SAE AIR 1168/4] p 1028 A91-53237
WAVE DIFFRACTION
Numerical simulation of acoustic diffraction of
two-dimensional rigid bodies in arbitrary flows
[AIAA PAPER 90-3920] p 67 A91-12436
Anomalous reflection of a shock wave at a fluid
interface p 80 A91 -12967
WAVE DRAG
Exploitation of OAT15A profile tests in the T2 wind
tunnel: Experimental determination of the wave drag
[ONERA-RSF-88/1685-AY-158-A] p 1024 N91-31092
WAVE EQUATIONS
On the effects of shear flow on sound transmission
across boundary layers p 429 A91-24337
Aircraft engine noise p 159 N91-11719
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils
[NASA-TM-103742] p 554 N91-21060
Calculation of thickness and charge noise radiated by
a rotor in forward flight
(ISL-R-119/89) p607 N91-21831
Compressible flows with vortical disturbances around
a cascade of airfoils p 1027 N91-32083
WAVE EXCITATION
Modem developments in shear flow control with swirl
p348 A91-24519
Excitation of unstable modes in a supersonic boundary
layer by acoustic waves p 1016 A91-55257
WAVE FRONTS
CFD evaluation of transonic-supersonic wave front
propagation effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-1657] p 708 A91-42547
WAVE GENERATION
Compressible flow induced by the transient motion of
awavemaker p 85 A91 -13358
Waves produced from a harmonic point source in a
supersonic boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1646] p 720 A91-43571
Rate of formation of oblique shock waves
p806 A91-46196
WAVE INTERACTION
Effect of wave processes on viscous-nonviscous
interaction of subsonic and supersonic jets with supersonic
and subsonic wakes in a duct and a pipe
p 360 A91-28107
Boundary layer receptivity due to three-dimensional
convected gusts p 445 A91-31333
WAVE PROPAGATION
The sonic boom of an oblique flying wing
[AIAA PAPER 90-4002] p 74 A91-12515
On the effects of shear flow on sound transmission
across boundary layers p 429 A91-24337
The effect of walls on instability waves in supersonic
shear layers p 349 A91-24739
High-speed compressor surge with application to active
control
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-354] p 553 A91-34797
CFD evaluation of transonic-supersonic wave front
propagation effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-1657] p 708 A91-42547
Long-distance sound propagation over an impedance
discontinuity p 989 A91-50238
The propagation of acoustic disturbances in the
transonic flow fields of wings
IESA-TT-1126] p689 N91-23854
Suggestions for CAP-TSD mesh and time-step input
parameters
[NASA-TM-104083] p815 N91-27128
Doppler-multipath tolerant voice communication
p979 N91-30383
Wave propagation in periodically stiffened plates and
Shells p982 N91-30558
WAVE REFLECTION
Anomalous reflection of a shock wave at a fluid
interface p 80 A91-12967
Surface heat transfer change induced by unsteady shock
reflections and numerical simulations on shock reflection
p695 A91-40647
Accelerated convergence to steady state by gradual
far-field damping
[AIAA PAPER 91-1604] p 702 A91-40776
Reducing shock wave reflection for 3-D models testing
in 2-D adaptive flexible wall test section at M = 1.2
p958 A91 -52786
WAVE RESISTANCE
A head section of a given volume with optimal wave
resistance in the approximation of Newton's law of
resistance p 898 A91 -50842
WAVEFORMS
Weak shock propagation through a turbulent
atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 90-4031 ] p 75 A91-12540
Acoustic waveform singularities from supersonic rotating
surface sources p 538 A91-31534
Current wave-form observed during lightning strikes on
aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-28] p819 A91-45610
Current wave-form observed during lightning strikes on
aircraft p 1104 N91-32603
The performance of cable braids and terminations to
lightning induced transients p 1031 N91-32611
Activation of the Navy's indirect effects lightning
simulation laboratory p 1084 N91-32628
Influence of configuration effects on multiple burst
simulation testing p 1032 N91-32631
A-345
WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SUBJECTINDEX
WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Digital angular position sensor using wavelength division
multiplexing p 207 A91-19580
WAVERIDERS
Hypersonic waverider configurations from the 1950's to
the1990's p351 A91-25729
Analysis of cone-derived waveriders by hypersonic
small-disturbance theory p 351 A91-25730
Efficient waveriders from known axisymmetric flow
fields p351 A91 -25731
Hypersonic waverider design from given shock waves
p351 A91-25733
Limitations of waveriders p 351 A91 -25736
Optimization of waveriders to maximize mission
performance p410 A91-25738
Impacts of volumetric constraints on waverider design
and performance p 351 A91-25740
On waverider shapes applied to hypersonic
configurations p 352 A91-25743
The waverider wing in retrospect and prospect - A
personalised view p 352 A91-2S744
A study of aerodynamic performance of cone-derived
waverider configuration p 352 A91-25746
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of a Mach 6 viscous
optimized waverider p 352 A91-25748
Several families of viscous optimized waveriders - A
review of waverider research at the University of
Maryland p 352 A91 -25749
Flat plate at incidence as a waverider in rarefied
hypersonic flow p 353 A91-25750
Flow field analysis for a class of waverider
configurations p 353 A91 -25751
Hypersonic viscous flows around waverider
configurations p 353 A91-25752
Nonequilibrium effects on the aerodynamic heating of
hypersonic waverider vehicles p 353 A91-25753
Simulation of hypersonic waverider flow
p353 A91-25754
Idealized tip-to-tail waverider model
p410 A91-25755
Direct simulation of waveriders in hypersonic rarefied
flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1317] p717 A91-43389
Optimized scramjet integration on a waverider
[AIAA PAPER 91-1693] p 739 A91-43594
Hypersonic waverider analysis - A comparison of
numerical and experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 91-1696] p 739 A91-43596
Interactive design of hypersonic waverider geometries
[AIAA PAPER 91-1697] p 740 A91-43597
Project HyBuJET
[NASA-CR-187011] p38 N91-10040
Supersonic combustion engine testbed, heat lightning
[NASA-CR-187010] p 47 N91-10061
STB-White
[NASA-CR-187012] p115 N91-12662
A hypersonic research vehicle to develop scramjet
engines p 393 N91-18167
Hypersonic aerodynamics fellowships
[AD-A233584] p 632 N91-24116
An integrated aerodynamic/propulsion study for generic
aero-space planes based on waverider concepts
[ NASA-CR-188691] p 929 N91-30125
Computational analysis of hypersonic flows past
elliptic-cone waveriders p 1023 N91-31080
Model of an aerospace plane based on an idealized
cone-derived waverider forebody p 1052 N91-31129
WEAPON SYSTEMS
The Franco-German Tiger program - A development
status P 196 A91-17235
TACTS - Helicopter air combat training system of the
future P221 A91-17274
Planes without pilots - Advances in unmanned flight —
Book p 467 A91-30232
BIT blueprint - Toward more effective built in test
p517 A91-31066
Break rate - A reliability parameter for surge
operations p 517 A91-31069
F-14 - New wine in old bottles p 469 A91 -31622
START - A broad application spectrum gyro for the
1990's p 591 A91-33604
Ring laser gyro applications for tactical missiles - The
Army TACMS solution p 576 A91-33657
The A129 LAH project — Light Attack Helicopter
p823 A91-45372
Integrated logistic support in the NH90 project
p787 A91-45399
Escort helicopter (BSH) concept and operational
aspects p 787 A91-45402
What is WAT? Wrap Around Test - Maximizing avionics
BIT utilization to minimize flightline armament system test
equipment requirements
[SAE PAPER 901787) p 968 A91-48527
Joint Live Fire and Live Fire programs
[SAE PAPER 901952] p 887 A91-48624
Computational fluid dynamics p 973 A91-51753
Air-breathing propulsion p938 A91-51760
Signature control p 973 A91-51764
Light Helicopter/Comanche program update - The
LHTEC T800 and Boeing Sikorsky Comanche design
solutions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3074] p 994 A91-54008
Modular avionics retrofit applications
p 1058 A91 -54676
Research in flight dynamics
[AD-A226123] p 100 N91-12639
Integrated diagnostics for fault-tolerant systems
p129 N91-12694
C-130 electronic cockpit: Reliability And Maintainability
Technology Insertion Program (RAMTIP)
p396 N91-18073
The wild weasel development programs, one run, one
hit, one error
[RAND-P-7661-RGS] p 778 N91-26431
Design considerations based upon low temperature
starting tests on military aircraft turbo engines
p1071 N91-31157
WEAPONS DELIVERY
Escort helicopter (BSH) concept and operational
aspects p 787 A91-45402
WEAR
Oil monitoring technology p 1089 A91-53052
Mechanical design problems associated with turbopump
fluid film bearings p 422 N91-18979
Analysis of foil bearings for high speed operation in
cryogenic applications p 875 N91 -28231
WEAR RESISTANCE
The wear mechanisms occurring in abradable seals of
gas turbines p 768 A91-41508
S-61N free wheel unit malfunctioning
p867 A91-45418
Applications of thermally sprayed coating systems in
aero engines
[PNR-90750] p48 N91-10072
WEAR TESTS
An appraisal of the Ball-on-Cylinder technique for
measuring aviation turbine fuel lubricity
[STLE PREPRINT 90-AM-3C-1 ] p 229 A91-19718
Wear measurement of ceramic bearings in gas
turbines
[AD-A227505] p 324 N91-16382
Advanced thermally stable jet fuels development
program annual report. Volume 3: Fuel lubricity
[AD-A232793] p 673 N91-24453
WEATHER
Radiation transmission in adverse weather
p675 A91-37880
Terminal weather information management
p64 N91-10960
A flight test facility design for examining digital
information transfer p 28 N91-10962
Summer 1988 TDWR microburst analysis
p 104 N91-11701
Contributions to the American Meteorological Society
16th Conference on Severe Local Storms
[AD-A226316] p 154 N91-13047
Aircraft accident report: Aloha IslandAir, Inc.. Flight 1712,
de Havilland Twin Otter, DHC-6-300, N707PV. Halawa
Point, Molokai, Hawaii, October 28. 1989
[PB90-910405] p 191 N91-13425
Beam filling loss adjustments for ASR-9 weather channel
reflectivity estimates
[AD-A228654] p 420 N91-17264
STARS structure (DoD AAS IOM document version 1.3)
for the Software Technology for Adaptable. Reliable
Systems (STARS) program
[AD-A228479] p 428 N91-17597
A study of dry microburst detection with airport
surveillance radars
[AD-A230060] p 530 N91 -20591
Clutter rejection for Doppler weather radars with
multirate sampling schemes
[AD-A229762] p 530 N91-20595
Air ambulance helicopter operational analysis
[OOT/FAA/RD-91/7] p 652 N91-23134
WEATHER FORECASTING
Aviation experiments and the NOAA Wind Profiler
Demonstration Network
[AIAA PAPER 91-0259] p 189 A91-19206
Observations of severe turbulence near thunderstorm
tops p324 A91-20695
A program to improve aircraft icing forecasts - Status
report
[AIAA PAPER 91-0557] p 325 A91-21530
Modern aviation weather systems for efficient flight
management p 602 A91-33648
Developments to enhance meteorological forecasting
for air traffic services p 64 N91-11006
Fine scale analysis of the kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic features of a multiple microburst-producing
storm
[AD-A227733] p 325 N91-15657
Results of the Kansas City 1989 Terminal Doppler
Weather Radar (TDWR) operational evaluation testing
[AD-A228784] p 323 N91-16206
Integration of weather sensing devices
p639 N91-24174
WEATHER STATIONS
TABS - An automated pre-flight planning system
p733 A91-42783
Pilot's Automated Weather Support System (PAWSS)
concepts p915 A91-50942
WEAVING
Angular weaving for turbine engine composite
components
[AD-A236288] p 844 N91-27161
WEBBING
Development of Kevlar parachute webbings
IDE91-007513] p415 N91-18285
WEBS (SHEETS)
Dynamics of the parachute sling - Testing procedures
and evaluations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0846) p 460 A91-32164
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
Nonlinear analysis of composite shear webs with holes
and correlation with tests p 684 N91-24642
Lightning protection design and testing of an all
composite wet wing for the Egrett p 1033 N91 -32642
WEDGE FLOW
Strip blowing from a wedge at hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-0032] p 257 A91-21346
Viscous supersonic flow past a wedge-shaped body
p348 A91-24522
Variable-property effects in supersonic wedge flow
p616 A91 -37832
On the instability of hypersonic flow past a wedge
p621 A91-39922
Rate of formation of oblique shock waves
p806 A91-46196
Shock shapes over slightly blunted wedges traveling at
hypersonic speed p 1018 A91-55736
WEDGES
Numerical simulation of vortex-wedge interaction
[AIAA PAPER 90-3918] p6 A91-12434
Large-scale aeroacoustic research feasibility and
conceptual design of test-section inserts for the Ames 80-
by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-3020] p 538 N91-19824
WEIBULL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-2494) p 747 A91-41799
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engines
[NASA-TM-103651] p213 N91-13456
Transmission overhaul estimates for partial and full
replacement at repair
[NASA-TM-104395] p 981 N91-30533
WEIGHT (MASS)
Apparent mass - Its history and its engineering legacy
for parachute aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0827] p 450 A91-32154
Experimental investigation of added mass during
parachute deceleration - Preliminary results
[AIAA PAPER 91-0853) p 450 A91-32170
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
Derivation of a fuselage weight estimating relationship
[SAWE PAPER 1901] p289 A91-22319
Analytical weight estimation of unconventional landing
gear designs
[SAWE PAPER 1905] p 289 A91-22320
WEIGHT INDICATORS
Advances in the development of external 6-component
windtunnel balances p 225 A91-19670
WEIGHT REDUCTION
Wings for the 21st century p 250 A91-21218
Analytical weight estimation of unconventional landing
gear designs
[SAWE PAPER 1905] p 289 A91-22320
Rotorcraft structural weight and cost aspects
[SAWE PAPER 1908] p 289 A91-22321
Aluminum lithium for the F/A-18. Hornet 2000
[SAWE PAPER 1913] p289 A91-22326
Optimization and validation of a fuselage fuel tank
structural concept for the NASP
[AIAA PAPER 90-5262) p 300 A91-22885
Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission program - A status
report p514 A91-30575
Not black aluminium — Boeing helicopter design using
composite materials p 437 A91 -30727
Minimum-weight design of laminated composite plates
for postbuckling performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0969] p 520 A91-31857
Fin structures of the Airbus family experience with
advanced composites p 570 A91-32455
Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission (ART) program
status
[AIAA PAPER 91-1909] p 769 A91-41650
A-346
SUBJECTINDEX WIND SHEAR
Thermostructural concepts for hypervelocity vehicles
p 764 A91-43311
Application of aluminum-lithium alloys to fighter aircraft
p 766 A91-43916
Structural weight savings on the EH101 using
aluminum-lithium alloys p 858 A91-45416
Bending of titanium tubes
ISME PAPER MF91-237] p 971 A91-49274
The photoelastic diet - Weight and stress reduction
experiences on the A330/340 Airbus project
p925 A91-51911
Optimum structural design of cantilevered rectangular
elastic wing with gust load alleviation system
p 1093 A91-55456
The development of aluminum lithium alloys: An
overview p 139 N91-11906
Review of the transmissions of the Soviet helicopters
(NASA-TM-103634] p 291 N91-15146
Impact response of composite materials
[NASA-CR-187896] p 414 N91-17157
Minimum weight optimization of composite laminated
struts
(BU-409] p510 N9M9246
Design and testing of a circumferential and longitudinal
joint of the A320 fuselage section 13/14 in GLARE
[LR-645J p 525 N91-19494
WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
Effective optimal control of an aircraft engine
p399 A91-27440
Selection of weights in optimal control
[RR-397J p 330 N91-15796
WEIGHTLESSNESS
Weightless test balancing of elastic rotors with the help
of interchangeable longitudinal bearing stiffnesses
p592 A91-34015
Economical test method and ease of access under
microgravity: The zero-g Caravelle p 322 N91-15276
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
Low-g measurements by NASA p 149 N91-12408
Economical test method and ease of access under
microgravity: The zero-g Caravelle p 322 N91-15276
WELD STRENGTH
Review of NDE methodology of adhesive bond strength
determination p 147 A91-16827
WELDABILITY
Aluminium-lithium weldable alloy 1420 - Alloying system
AI-Li-Mg-Zr p765 A91-43891
WELDED JOINTS
Nickel-alloy consumable selection for severe service
conditions p 143 A91-14332
WEST GERMANY
Air rescue in the Federal Republic of Germany
[ETN-90-97878] p 28 N91-10963
Thirty years of structural dynamic investigations at
MBB-UF
[MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0399] p118 N91-12676
Documents on the history of the Aerodynamic Research
Establishment at Goettmgen. 1907 - 1925
[DLR-MITT-90-05] p 251 N91-15977
Activities report of the German Federal Institute for Flight
Safety
[ETN-91-98644] p 281 N91-16002
WHEEL BRAKES
Finite element thermal model of an aircraft wheel and
carbon brake assembly
[SAE PAPER 901909] p 921 A91-48593
WHEELS
Failure analysis case histories of Canadian forces aircraft
landing gear components p 830 N91-28151
WHISKER COMPOSITES
Creep of monolithic and SiC whisker-reinforced MoSi2
p 1087 A91-56947
WHITE NOISE
Acoustic background noise variation in Air Force
platforms and its effect on noise removal algorithms
[AD-A238279] p 990 N91-29863
WIDE ANGLE LENSES
Strapdown astro-inertial navigation utilizing the optical
wide-angle lens startracker p 463 A91-28826
WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION
Global Positioning System integrity channel - A system
design analysis p 1034 A91-54668
WIDMANSTATTEN STRUCTURE
Raising the high temperature limit of IN718 - Designing
Ticolloy p965 A91-52541
WINCHES
Innovations in aircraft based dipping sonar winch
systems
[SAE PAPER 901797] p 920 A91-48535
A cable vehicle barrier for alert aircraft protection
[DE91-001723] p 227 N91-14354
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p825 A91-45404
WIND DIRECTION
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of windshear
hazards P 103 N91-11694
Aerodynamic effect of strakes on two-dimensional tail
boom models of the OH-58A and the OH-58D
helicopters
[NASA-TM-4248] p 183 N91-13406
Effect of wind over deck conditions on aircraft approach
speeds for carrier landings
[AD-A239511] p 1053 N91-31141
WIND EFFECTS
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p200 A91-18364
Load alleviation and ride smoothing investigations using
ATTAS — Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft
System p 383 A91-24442
A theoretical model for predicting the blade sailing
behaviour of a semi-rigid rotor helicopter
p466 A91-28470
LTASIM - A desktop nonlinear airship simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1275] p 536 A91-31731
Theoretical investigation of gliding parachute trajectory
with deadband and non-proportional automatic homing
control
[AIAA PAPER 91-0834] p 501 A91-32156
Practical flight paths for microwave-powered airplanes
[NAL-TR-1052T) p 40 N91-10054
Contributions to the improvement of flight safety in wind
shear
[ESA-TT-1141] p28 N91-10965
Critical aspects of trajectory prediction: Flight in
non-uniform wind p 41 N91-10971
Effect of wind and wind variation on aircraft
flight-paths p41 N91-10972
Aircraft flight in wind-shear p 41 N91-10973
Wind models for flight simulation p 53 N91-10975
Ground-based 4-D guidance of flights in strong wind
p33 N91-10999
Developments to enhance meteorological forecasting
for air traffic services p 64 N91-11006
Effect of wind over deck conditions on aircraft approach
speeds for carrier landings
[AD-A239511] p 1053 N91-31141
WIND MEASUREMENT
Simulations of the concept of using a small nonscanning
Doppler radar for wind shear detection
p 423 A91-25478
Test and calibration of the DLR Falcon wind measuring
system by maneuvers p 479 A91 -30360
Analysis of a radome air-motion system on a twin-jet
aircraft for boundary-layer research p 479 A91 -30361
A three-aircraft intercomparison of two types of air
motion measurement systems p 479 A91 -30362
An application of Kalman filtering to airborne wind
measurement p 480 A91 -30363
A simple, analytical, axisymmetric microburst model for
downdraft estimation
[NASA-TM-104053] p 573 N91-21132
Air motion measurement uncertainties: Their impact on
atmospheric studies p603 N91 -22654
Fast response gust measurement device
p603 N91-22659
NAE Twin Otter operations in the 1988 Eulerian model
evaluation field study
[NAE-LTR-FR-107] p 983 N91-29651
Uncertainty analysis of a radome flush orifice air motion
system for the measurement of aircraft incident angles
[PB91-198176J p 1054 N91-32133
WIND PROFILES
Aviation experiments and the NOAA Wind Profiler
Demonstration Network
[AIAA PAPER 91-0259] p 189 A91-19206
Remote measurements of supercooled integrated liquid
water and high resolution Richardson number during
WISP/FAA aircraft icing program
[AIAA PAPER 91-0351] p 240 A91-19247
Fatigue damage of an aircraft from the ground-air-ground
cycle p387 A91-27517
Analysis of numerical solutions for three-dimensional
lifting wing flows p 625 A91-40498
Robust Kalman filter design for predictive wind shear
detection
[AIAA PAPER 91-2778] p 932 A91-49729
Investigation of ATP blades, part 1
[DE91-750103] p506 N91-20144
A simple, analytical, axisymmetric microburst model for
downdraft estimation
[NASA-TM-104053] p 573 N91-21132
Guide to measurement of winds with instrumented
aircraft
[NASA-CR-188601] p 780 N91-25553
NAE Twin Otter operations in the 1988 Eulerian model
evaluation field study
[NAE-LTR-FR-107] p 983 N91-29651
WIND SHEAR
Inertia! energy distribution error control for optimal
wind-shear penetration p217 A91-19008
Conditions associated with large drop regions
[AIAA PAPER 91-0353] p 241 A91-19249
Windshear detection - Airborne system perspective
p209 A91-19807
How safe is flying? Or - The AIMS onboard integrated
monitoring systems p 294 A91-20609
Reducing windshear risk through airborne systems
technology p 394 A91-24466
A low cost CW CO2 lidar system for low-level wind shear
detection p 417 A91-24810
Simulations of the concept of using a small nonscanning
Doppler radar for wind shear detection
p423 A91-25478
Wind measurements from four airliners in 1988 Denver
microburst p 423 A91-26114
Aircraft low altitude wind shear detection and warning
system p 395 A91-27005
The evolution and fine-scale structure of a
microburst-producing cell p 423 A91-28198
Windshear: Proceedings of the Conference, London,
England, Nov. 1, 1990 p 459 A91-29476
Microburst wind shear - Integration of ground-based
sensors to produce effective aircraft avoidance
p459 A91-29477
Flight test aspects of airborne windshear system FAA
certification p 467 A91-29478
Windshear detection and recovery guidance - An
equipment manufacturer's perspective
p479 A91-29479
Windshear detection and recovery guidance on the BAE
146 p479 A91-29480
Windshear in airline operations p 459 A91 -29481
Optimal aircraft performance during microburst
encounter p 467 A91-29787
Modern aviation weather systems for efficient flight
management p 602 A91 -33648
Clutter rejection in Doppler weather radars used for
airport wind shear detection p 685 A91-37104
Coherent lidar airborne windshear sensor - Performance
evaluation p 655 A91-39873
Perspectives on wind shear flight p 819 A91-45673
Escape strategies for turboprop aircraft in microburst
windshear
[AIAA PAPER 91-2945] p 851 A91-47831
Assessment of microburst models for downdraft
estimation
(AIAA PAPER 91-2947] p 877 A91-47833
Abort landing in the presence of windshear as a minimax
optimal control problem. I - Necessary conditions
p852 A91-48046
Aircraft control for flight in an uncertain environment -
Takeoff in windshear p 852 A91-48047
Windshear - Optimum trajectory, human factors and
miscellaneous information
[SAE PAPER 901995] p 907 A91-48654
Robust Kalman filter design for predictive wind shear
detection
[AIAA PAPER 91-2778] p 932 A91-49729
Abort landing in the presence of windshear as a minimax
optimal control problem. II - Multiple shooting and
homotopy p 950 A91-50082
Control and dynamic systems. Vol. 34 - Advances in
control mechanics. R. 1 — Book p 985 A91-50601
Aircraft control under conditions of windshear
p950 A91-50602
Experimental investigation of the wind shear effect on
the aerodynamic forces on a wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3216] p 999 A91-53738
Assessing information transfer in full mission flight
simulations p 26 N91-10946
Terminal weather information management
p64 N91-10960
Contributions to the improvement of flight safety in wind
shear
[ESA-TT-1141] p28 N91-10965
Aircraft flight in wind-shear p 41 N91-10973
How to fly windshear p 41 N91-10974
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems.
Second Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, pad 1
[NASA-CP-10050-PT-1] p 101 N91-11682
Tools lor the trade p 101 N91-11683
Flight experience with windshear detection
p 101 N91-11684
Interlace standards for integrated
forward-looking/predictive/reactive windshear systems
p 101 N91-11685
A proposed definition for a pitch attitude target for the
microburst escape maneuver p 102 N91-11687
The 11 July 1988 Denver windshear encounters
p 102 N91-11688
Airborne Doppler radar detection of low altitude
windshear p 102 N91-11689
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WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS SUBJECTINDEX
Clutter filter design considerations for Airborne Doppler
radar detection of windshear p 102 N91 -11690
Ramifications of the recent FAA rule for windshear
systems on the development of forward-looking systems
p 103 N91-11691
Status of the Oelco Systems Operations forward looking
windshear detection program p 103 N91-11692
Infrared thermal imaging of atmospheric turbulence
p 154 N91-11693
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of windshear
hazards p 103 N91-11694
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems.
Second Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10050-PT-2) p 103 N91-11695
Flight guidance research for recovery from microburst
windshear p 103 N91-11696
Analysis of guidance law performance using personal
computers p 104 N91-11697
An expert system for wind shear avoidance
p 104 N91-11698
The effect of windshear during takeoff roll on aircraft
stopping distance p 104 N91-11699
Wind shear predictive detector technology study
status p 104 N91-11700
Automatic detection of low altitude wind shear due to
gust fronts in the terminal Doppler weather radar
operational demonstration p 104 N91-11702
Wind shear procedures and the instrumentation
ptOS N91-11703
Airbus windshear warning and guidance system
p 105 N91-11704
Mathematical modelling of flight in turbulence and
windshear p 154 N91-11769
Contributions to the American Meteorological Society
16th Conference on Severe Local Storms
[AD-A226316] p 154 N91-13047
Fine scale analysis of the kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic features of a multiple microburst-produting
storm
[AD-A227733] p 325 N91-15657
Progress on intelligent guidance and control for wind
shear encounter p 461 N91-19034
Flight simulation for wind shear encounter
p505 N9M9035
A simple, analytical, axisymmetric microburst model for
downdraft estimation
[NASA-TM-104053] p 573 N91-21132
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-2] p636 N91-24140
CLASS: Coherent Lidar Airborne Shear Sensor.
Windshear avoidance
[LMSC-F-415048) p 636 N91-24141
Continuous wave laser for wind shear detection
p637 N91-24142
Status of 2 micron laser technology program
p637 N91-24143
Avionic laser multisensor program at Litton Aero
Products p637 N91-24144
Status of NASA's IR wind shear detection research
p637 N91-24145
Status of turbulence Prediction System's AWAS 3
p637 N91-24146
An airborne FLIR detection and warning system tor low
altitude wind shear p 637 N91-24147
Saberliner flight test for airborne wind shear forward
looking detection and avoidance radar systems
p 637 N91-24149
Wind Shear radar program future plans
p637 N91-24151
Clutter modeling of the Denver Airport and surrounding
areas p 638 N91-24152
Signal processing techniques for clutter filtering and wind
shear detection p 638 N91-24154
Airborne radar simulation studies of the Denver July 11,
1988 microburst p 638 N91-24155
Description, characteristics and testing of the NASA
airborne radar p 638 N91-24156
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-1J p 639 N91-24166
LIDAR studies on microbursts p 639 N91-24167
RADAR performance experiments
p639 N91-24168
MEGASODAR experiment p 639 N91-24169
Microburst avoidance simulation tests
p639 N91-24172
Wind shear training applications for 91/135
p639 N91-24173
NASA Langley flight test program p 639 N91-24175
TDWR information on the flight deck
p640 N91-24176
Orlando experiment p 640 N91-24177
Integration of the TDWR and LLWAS wind shear
detection system p640 N91-24178
Thermodynamic Alerter for Microbursts (TAMP)
p640 N91-24179
Status of Sundstrand research p&40 N91-24183
Temperature lapse rate as an adjunct to wind shear
detection p640 N91-24184
Terminal Doppler weather radar operational test and
evaluation, Orlando 1990
[AD-A236108] p872 N91-27413
WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
Instrumentation systems for the Langley Research
Center 8-foot high temperature tunnel
p228 A91-19654
Wind tunnel computer control system and
instrumentation p 224 A91-19656
The automation of an inlet mass flow control system
p225 A91-19661
Advances in the development of external 6-component
windtunnel balances p225 A91-19670
Data acquisition system development for the
NASA-Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
p225 A91-19674
Eight channel pressure measuring system for cryogenic
use in the European Transonic Wind-tunnel over the
temperature range 78-300 K p 318 A91-21722
Constant swirl angle inlet guide vanes
p3S6 A91-26123
Theory and practice of the aerodynamic experiment —
Russian book p357 A91-26448
Slowdown wind tunnels P 409 A91-28098
An impulse wind tunnel with chemical heating
p409 A91-28100
Factors affecting the design of a new transonic wind
tunnel for Australia p 854 A91-46315
Characteristics of piping interference elimination unit
used in the high-speed wind tunnel test of ASUKA seven
percent semi-bom prototype
[NAL-TM-588] p 13 N91-10003
Turbulence and pressure loss characteristics of the inlet
vanes for the 80- by 120-fl wind tunnel
[ NASA-TM-102808] p 226 N91-13466
Electro-optical spin measurement system
(NASA-CASE-LAR-13629-t) p 227 N91-14356
Wind tunnel balance
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11877-1-SB] p 227 N91-14357
Modeling and control design of a wind tunnel model
support
[NASA-TM-103829] p 240 N91-14540
Aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a
high-pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
p400 N91-17061
Large-scale aeroacoustic research feasibility and
conceptual design of test-section inserts for the Ames 80-
by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-3020] p 538 N91-19824
Propulsion simulator for magnetically-suspended wind
tunnel models p 586 N91-21198
A solid-state controllable power supply for a magnetic
suspension wind tunnel p 585 N91 -21199
Instrumentation for ASE experiments in the dynamic
wind tunnel
(PD-FC-9112] p961 N91-29197
Instrumentation under development for the ONERA F4
wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-11 ] p 1083 N91-31187
A relative-intensity two-color phosphor thermography
system
[NASA-TM-104123] p 1099 N91-31595
Nozzle diffuser for use with an open test section of a
wind tunnel
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14424-1-SB] p 1084 N91-32149
WIND TUNNEL CALIBRATION
Calculation of support interferences on the aerodynamic
coefficients for a windtunnel calibration model
p505 A91-32274
The construction and commissioning of a flexible walled
windtunnel p 1083 A91-56824
Half-model tests on an ONERA calibration model in the
transonic wind tunnel. Goettingen (Federal Republic of
Germany)
(ESA-TT-11951 p94 N91-11680
Result of ONERA standard model test in 2m x 2m
transonic wind tunnel
[OE91-750115] p455 N91-19066
WIND TUNNEL DRIVES
Wind tunnel computer control system and
instrumentation p 224 A91-19656
Combustion-driven blowdown facilities for chemical laser
research
[AIAA PAPER 91-1455] p 772 A91-43528
An efficient supersonic wind tunnel drive system for
Mach 2.5 flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3260] p 1080 A91-53769
Structural integrity of wind tunnel wooden fan blades
[NASA-TM-104059] p 602 N91-22589
WIND TUNNEL MODELS
Determination of kinetic heating on wind tunnel models
by the surface temperature method
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-104] p4 A91-11779
The design of two sonic boom wind tunnel models from
conceptual aircraft which cruise at Mach numbers of 2.0
and 3.0
[AIAA PAPER 90-4026] p 52 A91-12536
Lateral oscillations of sting-mounted models at high
alpha p112 A91-14242
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3121 ] p 113 A91 -16678
Aerodynamic results of a pressure-instrumented model
rotor test at the DNW p 165 A91 -17258
Results of wake surveys on advanced rotor planforms
p 166 A91-17263
An introduction to the theory of flutter — Russian
book p232 A91-18079
Analytical study of wind-tunnel acoustic testing of
propellers p 211 A91-18902
The application of numerical techniques to model the
response and integration of thermal sensors in wind tunnel
models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0063] p 223 A91-19123
Vane support system (VSS) - A new generation wind
tunnel model support system
[AIAA PAPER 91-0398] p 224 A91-19280
Wind tunnel model computer control at AEDC
(AIAA PAPER 91 -0657] p 224 A91-19400
The RADAC system for measuring model deformations
- First experimental results obtained in the F1 wind
tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-03] p 237 A91-19595
Airframe-engine integration - Task for future commercial
aircraft evolution p 251 A91-20615
A composite grid approach to study the flow surrounding
a pitch-up airfoil in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-0599] p 263 A91-21550
Predicting the aeroelastic behavior of a wind-tunnel
model using transonic small disturbance theory
p407 A91-24305
Mass flow effects on the low speed characteristics of
an advanced combat aircraft p 339 A91-24315
Design, implementation, simulation, and testing of digital
flutter suppression systems for the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 402 A91-24346
Laminar flow experiments with a large half model in
transonic flow p 343 A91-24413
Roll and maneuver load alleviation control law design
for a wind tunnel model by LQG/LTR methodology
p495 A91-30079
Modeling of flow parameters in a cryogenic wind
tunnel p 584 A91-33919
Supersonic wind tunnel diffuser performance with high
model blockage at moderate to low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-2274] p 761 A91-44183
Model order reduction applied to a hot-bench simulation
of an aeroelastic wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 91-2935) p 851 A91-47822
High angle of attack control law development for a
free-flight wind tunnel model using direct eigenstructure
assignment
[AIAA PAPER 91-2627] p 944 A91-49603
Active flutter suppression - Control system design and
experimental validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2629] p 944 A91-49605
Slotted-wall blockage corrections for disks and
parachutes p 956 A91-52283
Adaptive wall wind tunnels with adjustable permeability
- Experience of exploitation and possibilities of
development p 957 A91-52779
The cryogenic adaptive wall wind tunnel T2 - Quality
of the adaptation with 2-D and 3-D strategies, residual
corrections, assessment of sidewall effect in 2-D case
p 957 A91-52780
Preliminary comparative assessment on 2-D and 3-D
wall adaptation for low supersonic 3-D flows
p958 A91-52787
Panel-method corrections for half-model wind-tunnel
interference p 901 A91-52791
Numerical design and analysis of slotted-walls in a
rectangular transonic test-section p 959 A91-52793
Analysis of sidewall influence on airfoil and half-model
testing ana the theory of boundary layer control
p902 A91 -52802
Determination of dynamic stability parameters in a low
speed wind tunnel
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -3245 ] p 1080 A91 -53757
Liquid crystal thermography for aerodynamic heating
Study p 1095 A91-55758
Vortex lattice code for computation of wind tunnel and
support effects on models p 1082 A91-56369
Analytical aerodynamic model of a high alpha research
vehicle wind-tunnel model
[NASA-CR-187469] p 183 N91-13404
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SUBJECT INDEX WIND TUNNEL TESTS
A unified approach to buffet response of fighter aircraft
empennage p219 N91-14326
Wind tunnel balance
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11877-1-SB] p 227 N91-14357
Modeling and control design of a wind tunnel model
support
[NASA-TM-103829) p 240 N91-14540
Experimental studies of general aviation wings at high
angles of attack p390 N91 -18023
Low-speed wind-tunnel test of an empowered high-speed
stoppable rotor concept in fixed-wing mode
[NASA-TM-4250] p 365 N9M8033
Fuselage aerodynamic design issues and rotor/fuselage
interactional aerodynamics. Part 1: Practical design
issues p368 N91-180S2
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102758J p 582 N9T-21144
Propulsion simulator for magnetically-suspended wind
tunnel models p 586 N91-21198
An overview of the active flexible wing program
p583 N91-22332
Aeroelastic modeling of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 575 N91 -22333
Roll plus maneuver load alleviation control system
designs for the active flexible wing wind-tunnel model
p584 N91-22335
A study of residual interference effects in adaptive wall
testing of a 7-inch chord CAST-10-2/DOA 2 airfoil model
[NASA-CR-4390] p818 N91-28138
F/A-18 l/9th scale model tail buffet measurements
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-188] p 954 N91-30149
The effect of jet bleed on base pressure distribution,
shedding frequency, and mean velocity profiles in the wake
behind a two-dimensional blunt model
[MPIS-12/1990] p 1024 N91-31085
RADAC model deformation measurement system: First
results at the F1 wind tunnel
(AAAF-NT-89-03] p 1025 N91-31098
WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
Using impulse wind tunnels at M less than 8
p409 A91 -28095
High-speed quiet tunnels p 505 A91-31306
An isentropic compression-heated Ludweig tube
transient wind tunnel p 673 A91-36450
Goertler instability and hypersonic quiet nozzle design
[AIAA PAPER 91-1648] p 708 A91-42542
Supersonic wind tunnel diffuser performance with high
model blockage at moderate to low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-2274] p 761 A91-44183
Hypervelocity flow in axisymmetric nozzles
p809 A91-46372
An efficient supersonic wind tunnel drive system for
Mach 2.5 flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3260] p 1080 A91-53769
A quiet flow Uudwieg tube for study of transition in
compressible boundary layers: Design and feasibility
[NASA-CR-188499] p 731 N91-25107
Improved method and apparatus for Mach number
change in wind tunnel
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13548-1] p 855 N91-28175
WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Flight investigations of Tollmien-Schlichting waves on
an aircraft wing p 339 A91 -24325
High-speed quiet tunnels p 505 A91-31306
Transition research using flight experiments
p 444 A91-31310
The effect of jet bleed on base pressure distribution,
shedding frequency, and mean velocity profiles in the wake
behind a two-dimensional blunt model
[MPIS-12/1990] p1024 N91-31085
WIND TUNNEL TESTS
NACA/NASA supersonic flight research
p1 A91-10953
Development of the Griffon II turbo-ramjet
p 45 A91-10954
Transonic buffet on a supercritical aerofoil
p2 A91-11157
Comparison of different calculation methods as applied
to a fuselage of lenticular section
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-66] p3 A91-11755
Comparison of afterbody test setups for combat aircraft
model
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-70] p 51 A91-11758
The CEPRA 19 anechoic wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-72] p 51 A91-11760
Experimental study of high-speed impulsive rotor noise
in a wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-123] p 66 A91-117B6
The design of two sonic boom wind tunnel models from
conceptual aircraft which cruise at Mach numbers of 2.0
and 3.0
[AIAA PAPER 90-4026] p 52 A91-12536
The acoustic results of a United Techologies scale model
helicopter rotor tested at ONW
[AIAA PAPER 90-4035) p 75 A91-12543
Elements of airfoil design methodology
p9 A91-12757
Euler and potential computational results for selected
aerodynamic configurations p 10 A91-12760
Navier-Stokes methods for internal and integrated flow
prediction p 10 A91 -12763
CFD applications to complex configurations - A survey
pit A91-12766
Experimental study of instability modes in a
three-dimensional boundary layer p 59 A91 -12888
Newly constructed high speed wind tunnel at the Institute
of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) and related
activities
[AIAA PAPER 90-5226] p 130 A91-14452
Experimental investigation of a single flush-mounted
hypermixing nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 90-5240] p 123 A91-14466
Flow past perforated plate placed perpendicularly on
ground plane P 89 A91 -15035
Shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions
induced by a sine-shaped protuberance
p 143 A91-15041
Interaction of a streamwise vortex with a turbulent mixing
layer p90 A91-15165
Effects of a base cavity on subsonic near-wake flow
p90 A91-16056
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3121] p 113 A91-16678
The aerodynamic effect of heavy rain on airplane
performance
[AIAA PAPER 90-3131] p 113 A91-16686
Icing tests of a model main rotor p 168 A91-17218
Validation of a new general Aerospatiale aeroelastic
rotor model through the wind tunnel and flight tests data
p 195 A91-17227
Aerodynamic results of a pressure-instrumented model
rotor test at the DNW p 165 A91-17258
Aerodynamic and acoustic test of a United Technologies
model scale rotor at DNW p 167 A91-17299
Advanced experimental techniques for transonic
testing p 221 A91-17564
Cryogenicwindtunnels.il p 222 A91-17566
Typical testing experience in cryogenic wind tunnels
p222 A91-17568
Adaptive wall testing sections (AWTS)
p222 A91 -17569
Magnetic suspension and balance systems (MSBSs)
p222 A91-17570
Advanced experimental techniques for transonic wind
tunnels - Final lecture p 222 A91-17571
Flight dynamics research for highly agile aircraft
[SAE PAPER 892235] p216 A91-17700
Sting corrections to zero-lift drag of axisymmetric bodies
in transonic flow p 169 A91-18051
Designs of a gust load alleviation system for a
cantilevered elastic rectangular wing and wind-tunnel
tests p217 A91-18067
Experimental study of rotor/body aerodynamic
interactions p 169 A91-18256
Analytical study of wind-tunnel acoustic testing of
propellers p211 A91-18902
Turbulent diffusion flame properties behind a step
[AIAA PAPER 91-0079] p 229 A91-19126
Wind tunnel support system effects on a fighter aircraft
model at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[AIAA PAPER 91-0396] p 223 A91-1927B
Computational improvement of interference and iterative
functions in adaptive wall wind tunnel testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0400] p 224 A91-19282
A summary of effects of heat transfer on aerodynamics
and possible implications for wind tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 91-0401] p 236 A91-19283
Constructing nonlinear aerodynamic databases
[AIAA PAPER 91-0552] p 178 A91-19357
30 x 60 foot wind tunnel test highlights for an over-the-tail
advanced turboprop configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-0681] p 201 A91-19409
Unsteady wind-tunnel interference in dynamic testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0682] p 179 A91-19410
Methods for detecting and measuring boundary layer
transition employed at CERT/DERAT
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-14] p 182 A91-19592
The RADAC system for measuring model deformations
- First experimental results obtained in the F1 wind
tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-03] p 237 A91-19595
Measurement of the six aerodynamic coefficients in
transient flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-01 ] p 182 A91-19596
Stagnation temperature probes, numerical predictions
and wind tunnel results p 208 A91-19657
A voice-actuated wind tunnel model leak checking
system p 224 A91-19659
An airfoil pitch apparatus-modeling and control design
p225 A91-19668
Simulation and study of shear flows surrounding propfan
engine models p 297 A91-20612
A three-dimensional visualization technique applied to
How around a delta wing p315 A91-20728
Experimental measurements of the flow in a scramjet
inlet at Mach 4 p 251 A91-20750
Experimental and theoretical investigation of a vortex
street in the wake of a flat plate p 252 A91 -20935
The aerodynamic characteristics of power-law bodies
in continuum and transitional hypersonic flow
p253 A91-21180
Small-scale experiments in STOVL ground effects
[SAE PAPER 901060] p 287 A91-21256
CFD validation and wind tunnel test for a NASP single
expansion ramp nozzle in the transonic regime
[AIAA PAPER 91-0015] p 256 A91-21334
Aerodynamic effects of distributed roughness on a NACA
63(2)-015 airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-0443) p 262 A91-21492
Directivity and prediction of low frequency rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 91-0592] p 331 A91-21545
Flight and wind tunnel tests of the aerodynamic effects
of aircraft ground deicing/anti-icing fluids
[AIAA PAPER 91-0762] p 267 A91-21608
Wind tunnel tests of aerodynamic effects of type I and
II ground de/anti-icing fluids on small transport and general
aviation aircraft during takeoff
[AIAA PAPER 91-0763] p 288 A91-21609
The method for extending the range of attack angle
and blockage in transonic wind tunnel testing - Using low
supersonic nozzle instead of sonic nozzle
p 273 A91-24163
Recent wind tunnel testing experience of contra-rotating
propellers p 339 A91-24316
The windtunnel as a tool for laminar flow research
p407 A91-24324
Concepts and results for laminar flow research in wind
tunnel and flight experiments p 339 A91-24327
Status of adaptive wall technology for minimization of
wind tunnel boundary interferences p 408 A91-24342
Control law synthesis and wind tunnel test of gust load
alleviation for a transport-type aircraft
p402 A91-24345
Experiments on the establishment of fully attached
aerofoil flow from the fully stalled condition during
ramp-down motions p 341 A91-24374
A study of propeller-wing-body interference for a low
speed twin-engined pusher configuration
p341 A91-24382
Design and validation of advanced transonic wings using
CFD and very high Reynolds number wind tunnel testing
p343 A91-24408
Laminar flow experiments with a large half model in
transonic flow p 343 A91-24413
In-flight pressure distribution measurements
Instrumentation, data handling and comparison with
windtunnel data p 383 A91-24454
Aerodynamic analysis of the flow characteristics of a
delta-canard configuration p 346 A91-24472
Controlling the leading-edge vortex on the vortex flap
using mass injection p 348 A91-24513
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of a Mach 6 viscous
optimized waverider p352 A91 -25748
Transonic wind-tunnel wall interference prediction
code p408 A91-26112
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics of the
mission adaptive wing p 356 A91-26118
Icing characteristics of a natural-laminar-flow, a
medium-speed, and a swept, medium-speed airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-0447] p 356 A91-26327
Theory and practice of the aerodynamic experiment —
Russian book p 357 A91-26448
Development of models for calculating heat transfer
under conditions of supersonic turbulent separated flows
p360 A91-28106
Behind the secrets of wind tunnel technology - The most
prominent aircraft of Europe undergo initial flight testing
in the DA low-speed tunnel p 504 A91-29026
Aerodynamic/combustion tests in high speed duct flows
at University Komaba facility p 504 A91-29400
An experimental study of flow separation over a
sphere p 442 A91-29921
Effect of the separation zone length on the
completeness of combustion in supersonic flow
0508 A91-29940
A scheme for theoretical and experimental evaluation
of multivariable system stability robustness
p533 A91-30240
Dominance of 'noise' on boundary layer transition in
conventional wind tunnels - A place for the 'quiet' ballistic
range in future studies p 505 A91-31309
Hypersonic transition testing in wind tunnels
p444 A91-31311
Transition research opportunities at subsonic and
transonic speeds p444 A91-31312
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The role of the low-speed wind tunnel in transition
research p 505 A91-31315
Experiments on a separation bubble over an Eppler 387
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers using thin-film arrays
p445 A91-31332
Airship response to turbulence - Results from a flight
dynamics simulation combined with a wind tunnel
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1276) p 499 A91-31732
A status report on a model for Benchmark active controls
testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1011) p 499 A91-31901
A parametric sensitivity and optimization study for the
active flexible wing wind-tunnel model flutter
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 91-1054] p 521 A91-32013
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-1107] p 449 A91-32023
Aerodynamics of spheres for Mach numbers from 0.6
to 10.5 including some effects of test conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-0894) p 451 A91-32171
Parachute deployment experiment in transonic and
supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 91-0859] p 451 A91-32174
Performance data acquisition from flexible aerodynamic
decelerators
[AIAA PAPER 91-0861] p 439 A91-32176
Parametric study of unicross parachute under infinite
and finite mass conditions
(AIAA PAPER 91-0872] p 452 A91-32184
Panel stabilized square parachute flight testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0873] p 452 A91-32185
An impulse approach for determining parachute opening
loads for canopies of varying stiffness
(AIAA PAPER 91-0874] p 460 A91-32186
Design and performance of a parachute for the recovery
of a 760-lb payload
[AIAA PAPER 91-0882] p 461 A91-32192
The location of acoustic blade-vortex interaction - A
further step toward an understanding of helicopter noise
p607 A91-33368
Rotors in the wind tunnel - OLR helicopter research
methods in the German-Dutch Wind Tunnel
p 584 A91-33371
Interdisciplinary cooperative aerospace research •
Examples of scientific cooperation with Braunschweig
Technical University p 543 A91-33372
Effects of heat transfer on aerodynamics and possible
implications for wind tunnel tests p 545 A91-33802
HYTEX - Demonstrator for hypersonic flight up to Mach
5 p 571 A91-34260
Modeling of surface roughness effects on glaze ice
accretion p 562 A91-35107
Mach 4 testing of scramjet inlet models
p615 A91-37418
Experimental investigation of loading effects on
compressor trailing-edge flowfields p615 A91-37420
ACT wind-tunnel experiments of a transport-type wing
p615 A91-37772
A comparison between computation and experiment for
flows around airfoil with slat and flap
p616 A91-37780
Structure of the compressible turbulent shear layer
p 616 A91-37830
Forebody vortex control with the unsteady bleed
technique p617 A91-37859
High subsonic flow about a moving spoiler identifying
a novel problem of wind tunnel interference
p619 A91-38710
Investigations on flow instabilities on airfoils by means
of piezofoil-arrays p 621 A91-39911
Experiments on swept-wing boundary layers
p622 A91-39932
On the stability of swept wing laminar boundary layers
including curvature effects p 622 A91-39933
Development and interaction of instabilities in the
crossflow field p 622 A91-39938
Aerodynamic characteristics of crescent and elliptic
wings at high angles of attack p 624 A91-40219
Effects of canard position on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a close-coupled canard configuration at
low speed p 649 A91-40495
An introduction to testing parachutes in wind tunnels
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -0858 ] p 668 A91 -40556
Low Altitude High Speed Cargo Parachute system
development - A status report
[AIAA PAPER 91-0880] p 635 A91-40558
A parametric experimental study of isolated rectangular
nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2136] p 738 A91-41706
Experimental investigation of the near wake structure
of a helicopter rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 91-1753] p711 A91-42575
Synthesis of experimental riblet studies in transonic
conditions p 716 A91-43142
An efficient DSMC algorithm applied to a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1316] p717 A91-43388
Study of cluster formation and its effects on Rayleigh
and Raman scattering measurements in a Mach 6 wind
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-1496j p718 A91-43547
A numerical study on wind tunnel interference effects
in external burning test at M = 1.5
(AIAA PAPER 91-1675] p 749 A91-43585
Planar laser-induced fluorescence imaging of
underexpanded free jet flow in a shock tunnel facility
[AIAA PAPER 91-1687] p 761 A91-43592
Hypersonic waverider analysis - A comparison of
numerical and experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 91-1696] p 739 A91-43596
Mixing enhancement in compressible mixing layers - An
experimental study
[AIAA PAPER 91-1721] p 723 A91-43612
Observations of supersonic transverse jets
[AIAA PAPER 91-1723] p 772 A91-43613
Evaluation of a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver
for transonic flow over a low-aspect-ratio wing mounted
in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-1725] p 723 A91-43615
A powered lift experiment for CFD validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1731) p 723 A91-43619
Effects of streamwise pressure gradient on the suction
surface boundary layer of a turbine airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-2030] p 727 A91-44097
Supersonic wind tunnel diffuser performance with high
model blockage at moderate to low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-2274] p 761 A91-44183
The influence of curvature on film cooling
performance
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-10) p 860 A91-44507
Wake measurements and loss evaluation in a controlled
diffusion compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-129] p 791 A91-44579
Proposed modifications to ice accretion/icing scaling
theory p819 A91-45289
Initial results of a model rotor higher harmonic control
(HHC) wind tunnel experiment on BVI impulsive noise
reduction p 882 A91-45353
A consideration of low-speed dynamic stall onset
p801 A91-45357
An analytical model of unsteady profile aerodynamics
and its application to a rotor simulation program
p 801 A91-45358
Hypersonic test facilities
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-47) p 854 A91-45628
The effect of varying Mach number on crossing, glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary-layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2157] p 804 A91-45792
Base pressure measurements on a conical cylinder at
free-stream Mach numbers from 3.15 to 6.83
p805 A91-46073
Generation of swiri in an open-circuit wind tunnel
p809 A91-46344
Interference between two two-dimensional circular
cylinders in turbulent How p 809 A91-46361
Transonic Euler solutions of a wing-pylon-finned body
configuration using blocked and overlapping grid
schemes
[AIAA PAPER 91-2854] p 812 A91-47159
Hybrid laminar flow control tests in the Boeing Research
Wind Tunnel
ISAE PAPER 901978] p 955 A91-48640
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
maneuvering canard-controlled missile with fixed and
free-rolling tail fins
[SAE PAPER 901993) p 894 A91-48653
Flow blocking during model testing in the porous working
section of a wind tunnel for freest/earn Mach approaching
1 P896 A91-49511
Moving surface boundary-layer control - Studies with
bluff bodies and application p 897 A91-50339
NASA 'flies1 F/A-18 in Ames' largest wind tunnel
p925 A91-51422
The MHD accelerator — transatmospheric flight regime
simulation p 962 A91-51750
Grounding, bonding and shielding for safety and signal
interference control p 974 A91-51864
A modular 64 channel pressure scanner for aerospace
test p 974 A91-51877
Another look at high-alpha support interference in rotary
tests p 956 A91 -52282
ICAW 1991: International Conference on Adaptive Wall
Wind Tunnel Research and Wall Interference Correction,
Xian, People's Republic of China, June 10-14, 1991,
Proceedings p 956 A91-52776
Adaptive wall technology for minimization of wind tunnel
boundary interferences - A review p 956 A91-52777
Recent developments in two-dimensional testing at low
supersonic speeds in an adaptive flexible-walled wind
tunnel p 957 A91-52784
Reducing shock wave reflection for 3-D models testing
in 2-D adaptive flexible wall test section at M = 1.2
p958 A91-52786
Towards further development of adaptive wall
technology p 958 A91-52788
High speed wind tunnel wall interference correction
research at NAI p 958 A91-52789
Wall interference corrections for high speed wind tunnel
tests using wall pressure method p 959 A91-52797
Study on sidewall suction in two-dimensional wind
tunnel p 960 A91-52804
Artificial and natural icing conditions flight tests on the
Piaggio P. 180 Avanti aircraft
[ SAE PAPER 911004 ] p 908 A91 -52938
Aerodynamic impact of deicing/anti-icing fluids on
commuter aircraft
(SAE PAPER 911026) p 926 A91-52951
Investigation of the vortex flow over a 76/60-deg double
delta wing at 20 deg incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-3208] p 998 A91-53733
An experimental investigation on spoiler effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-3214] p 999 A91-53737
Experimental investigation of the wind shear effect on
the aerodynamic forces on a wing
(AIAA PAPER 91-3216] p 999 A91-53738
Aerodynamic measurements on a finite wing with
simulated ice
[AIAA PAPER 91-3217] p 999 A91-53739
Tail venting for enhanced yaw damping at spinning
conditions
{AIAA PAPER 91-3220) p 1076 A91-53741
Effect of canard deflection on enhanced lift for a
close-coupled-canard configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-3222] p 1000 A91-53743
An experimental investigation of empennage buffeting
[AIAA PAPER 91-3224] p 1000 A91-53744
Determination of dynamic stability parameters in a low
speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-3245) p 1080 A91-53757
An experimental investigation of the effects of leading
edge extensions and forebody flow separators on the
forebody-vortex induced aerodynamics of a generic fighter
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-3251] p 1002 A91-53761
An experimental study of the effects of aft blowing on
a 3.0 caliber tangent ogive body at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-3252] p 1002 A91-53762
Some separation characteristics on the ogive nosed
slender body in supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3258] p 1002 A91-53767
A study of high alpha dynamics and flow visualization
for a 2.5-percent model of the F-18 HARV undergoing
wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 91-3267] p 1003 A91-53775
Experimental study of shock-vortex interaction in a Mach
3 stream
(AIAA PAPER 91-3270] p 1003 A91-53777
Control of asymmetric vortical flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3272] p 1003 A91-53779
Strake vortex control using pneumatic blowing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3274] p 1004 A91-53781
Sonic boom predictions for three generic models using
a solution-adaptive full-potential code
[AIAA PAPER 91-3278] p 1004 A91-53783
An experimental investigation of the turbulence effect
of a leading wing on a trailing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3309) p 1007 A91-53800
Predictions and measurements of internal and external
flow fields of a generic hypersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPER 91-3320) p 1008 A91-53807
A computational study of the F-5A forebody emphasizing
directional stability
[AIAA PAPER 91-3289] p 1009 A91-53823
Effect of periodic blowing on attached and separated
supersonic turbulent boundary layers
p 1010 A91-53839
Aerodynamic characteristics of the HL-20 and HL-20A
lifting-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3215] p 1010 A91-53865
Evaluation of tunnel sidewall boundary-layer-control
systems for high-lift airfoil testing
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -3243 ] p 1081 A91 -53866
Reattachment studies of an oscillating airfoil dynamic
stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-3225] p1011 A91-53873
A preliminary investigation of inlet unstart effects on a
high-speed civil transport concept
[AIAA PAPER 91-3327] p1011 A91-53876
Computations of the supersonic flow over an HSCT type
configuration and comparison with wind tunnel data
[AIAA PAPER 91-3290] p 1012 A91-53877
Experimental and numerical analysis on ventilated
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 91-3335] p 1012 A91-53878
Improving the lift to drag characteristics of SST
[AIAA PAPER 91-3105] p 1046 A91-54030
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Aircraft performance sensitivities to-ejector nozzle
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 91-3135] p 1060 A91-54053
UH-60 Airloads Program - Status and plans
(AIAA PAPER 91-3142) p 1047 A91-54058
The development of a system for real-time, full-field
surface shear stress measurements using liquid crystals
p 1091 A91-S4276
Aerodynamics of multiple wing systems for low Reynolds
number RPV's p 1014 A91-54711
Advanced ducted engines nacelle aerodynamics and
integration testing p 1050 A91-56228
An auxiliary intake system for an unmanned aircraft
p 1051 A91-56230
Vortex lattice code for computation of wind tunnel and
support effects on models p 1082 A91 -56369
Characteristics of piping interference elimination unit
used in the high-speed wind tunnel test of ASUKA seven
percent semi-born prototype
[NAL-TM-588] p 13 N91-10003
Euler and potential expenment/CFD correlations for a
transport and two delta-wing configurations
[NASA-TM-102208J p 14 N91-10014
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack
(DLR-FB-90-15] p 16 N91-10027
Wind tunnel test of redundant vane-type flow-direction
sensing systems
[NAL-TM-590] p44 N91-10057
Measurement of unsteady blade surface pressure on
a single rotation large scale advanced prop-tan with
angular and wake inflow at Mach numbers from 0.02 to
0.70
INASA-CR-182123] • p 47 N91-10065
A laser-sheet flow visualization technique for the large
wind tunnels of the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics
Complex
[NASA-TM-102793 J p 60 N91-10268
Prediction of effects of wing contour modifications on
low-speed maximum lift and transonic performance for the
EA-6B aircraft
[NASA-TP-3046] p 22 N91-10902
A numerical study of the effects of wind tunnel wall
proximity on an airfoil model
[NASA-CR-187322] p 25 N91-10934
Noise measurements from an ejector suppressor nozzle
in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot low speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-103628] p 76 N91-11493
The effect of swirl recovery vanes on the cruise noise
of an advanced propeller
[NASA-TM-103625] p 77 N91-11494
Half-model tests on an ONERA calibration model in the
transonic wind tunnel. Goettingen (Federal Republic of
Germany)
[ESA-TT-1195] p94 N91-11680
Mapping the airwake of a model 00-963 along specific
helicopter flight paths
[AD-A225327] p 94 N91-11681
Heavy rain effects on airplane performance
p 102 N91-11686
DLR aircraft noise research and testing techniques
related to propeller driven aeroplane noise certification
p158 N91-11718
Wake geometry effects on rotor blade-vortex interaction
noise directivity
[NASA-TP-3015] p159 N91-12315
Numerical simulation of flow fields around an airplane
of complex geometries p 95 N91-12544
Comparative study on wing pressure distribution of high
speed jet airplane between numerical simulation and flight
test p 95 N91-12550
Simulant gas test technique feasibility
[AD-A224878] p 99 N91-12634
Novel, post-stall, thrust-vectored F-15 RPVs: Laboratory
and flight tests
[AD-A225717] p116 N91-12667
Close-range photogrammetric measurement of static
deflections for an aeroelastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-4194J p 182 N91-13400
Analytical aerodynamic model of a high alpha research
vehicle wind-tunnel model
[NASA-CR-187469) p 183 N9M3404
Aerodynamic effect of strakes on two-dimensional tail
boom models of the OH-58A and the OH-58D
helicopters
[NASA-TM-4248] p 183 N91-13406
The IAR high Reynolds number two-dimensional test
facility: A description of equipment and procedures
common to most 2-D airfoil tests
[AQ-A226629] p 184 N91-13409
Some buffet response characteristics of a
twin-vertical-tail configuration
[NASA-TM-102749] p 184 N91-13412
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional aerofoil
sections: Determination of pressure distribution and drag
for an aerofoil of type SAAB 7301 in FFA wind tunnel S5
[FFA-TN-1989-47] p 184 N91-13416
Wind-tunnel survey of an oscillating flow field for
application to model helicopter rotor testing
[NASA-TM-4224] p 226 N91 -13462
Dual strain gage balance system for measuring light
loads
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14419-1] p 239 N91-13687
Wind tunnel investigation and flight tests of tail buffet
on the CF-18 aircraft p218 N91-14325
A unified approach to buffet response of fighter aircraft
empennage p219 N91 -14326
Investigation of a semi-empirical method to predict limit
cycle oscillations of modem fighter aircraft
p220 N91-14333
New method to determine in wind tunnel the buffeting
forces p220 N91-14337
Modeling and control design of a wind tunnel model
support
[NASA-TM-103829] p 240 N91-14540
Static internal performance of an axisymmetric nozzle
with multiaxis thrust-vectoring capability
[NASA-TM-4237] p 274 N91-15125
An introduction to aircraft excrescence drag
[ESDU-90029] p275 N91-15132
Simulated rotor test apparatus dynamic characteristics
in the 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-102870] p 291 N91-15147
Wind tunnel tests on flutter control of a high-aspect-ratio
cantilevered wing: Control with leading-edge and
trailing-edge control surfaces
[NAL-TR-1070] p276 N91-15982
Investigation of the influence of constant adverse
pressure gradients on laminar boundary-layer stability at
Mach number 8
[AD-A228231] p 324 N91-16293
Experimental studies of general aviation wings at high
angles of attack p 390 N91-18023
Low-speed wind-tunnel test of an unpowered high-speed
stoppable rotor concept in fixed-wing mode
[NASA-TM-4250] p 365 N91-18033
Aerodynamics of Rotorcraft
[AGARD-R-781 ] p 367 N91-18048
Fuselage aerodynamic design issues and rotor /fuselage
interactional aerodynamics. Part 1: Practical design
issues p-368 N91-18052
Considerations on wind-tunnel testing techniques for
rotorcraft p 369 N91-18057
Sea level static calibration of a compact multimission
aircraft propulsion simulator with inlet flow distortion
[NASA-TM-102838] p 370 N91-18066
Dynamic wind tunnel testing of a flexible wing model
[NAL-PD-FC-9010] p 409 N91-18119
F-18 high alpha research vehicle surface pressures:
Initial in-flight results and correlation with flow visualization
and wind-tunnel data
[NASA-TM-101724] p 453 N91-19051
Result of ONERA standard model test in 2m x 2m
transonic wind tunnel
(DE91-750115] p455 N91-19066
Wind tunnel wall effects in a linear oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-103690] p 490 N91-19098
J-85 jet engine noise measured in the ONERA S1 wind
tunnel and extrapolated to far field
INASA-TP-3053] p 538 N91-19823
Large-scale aeroacoustic research feasibility and
conceptual design of test-section inserts for the Ames 80-
by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-3020] p 538 N91-19824
Design and performance of a parachute for the recovery
of a 760-lb payload
[DE91-007509] p458 N91-20059
Investigation of ATP blades, part 1
[DE91-750103] p 506 N91-20144
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of propeller
slipstream aerodynamic effects on different nacelle/wing
combinations. Part 2: Propeller slipstream flow field surveys
(velocity components, dynamic, total and static pressure
distributions) at zero angle of attack and high power
[FFA-TN-1990-24-PT-2] p 555 N91-21109
Wind tunnel test of a propeller working in a low Reynolds
number range
[NAL-TR-1071] p556 N91-21112
An experimental study of a three-dimensional
swept-back wing with suction laminar-flow-control
(NAL-TR-1072] p556 N91-21113
Span reduction effects on the flutter characteristics of
arrow-wing supersonic transport configurations
[NASA-TP-3077] p 572 N91-21127
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102758] p 582 N91-21144
Possibilities of trajectory modification
[ISL-CO-209/90] p582 N91-21151
Results of the HHC wind tunnel tests. 1986 - 1986
[DLR-FB-90-42] p 582 N91-21152
Description and evaluation of an interference
assessment for a slotted-wall wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-4352] p 585 N91-21155
Propulsion simulator for magnetically-suspended wind
tunnel models p 586 N91-21198
CFD research and systems in Kawasaki Heavy Industries
and its future prospects p 596 N91 -21382
Numerical study of the aerodynamic effects of using
sulfur hexafluoride as a test gas in wind tunnels
[NASA-TP-3086] p 558 N91-22070
Small-scale experiments in STOVL ground effects
I NASA-TM-102813] p 560 N91-22091
An introduction to testing parachutes in wind tunnels
[DE91-009166] p 560 N91-22094
Oscillatory data for typical configurations
p561 N91-22109
An overview of the active flexible wing program
p583 N91 -22332
Aeroelastic modeling of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 575 N91-22333
Design and test of three active flutter suppression
controllers p 583 N91-22334
Interterometric investigation of supersonic flow fields
with shock-shock interactions p 627 N91-23082
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius on vortex flaps and the wing
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9004] p 628 N91-23092
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius and vortex flaps
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9002] p 653 N91-23140
A study of supersonic and hypersonic ramjet engines
in France from 1950 to 1974 (application on combined
cycle aircraft engines) p 658 N91-23149
Transonic Symposium: Theory. Application and
Experiment, volume 2
[NASA-CP-3020-VOL-2] p 634 N91-24132
Laminar-flow wind tunnel experiments
p634 N91-24136
Computational support of the X-29A Advanced
Technology Demonstrator flight experiment
p653 N91-24137
Status of heavy rain tests p 640 N91-24180
Low-speed, powered ground effects of a generic,
hypersonic configuration
[NASA-TP-3092] p 730 N91-25103
An investigation of a two-dimensional hybrid laminar flow
control airfoil at high subsonic flow. Part ^: Aerodynamic
characteristic of a basic airfoil NLAM78
[NAL-TR-1076] p 732 N91-25116
Performance optimization of helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-1040541 p 741 N91-26137
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[ITN-91-85104] p 779 N91-26482
NASP aeroservothermoelasticity studies
[NASA-TM-104058] p815 N91-27127
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
[NASA-TM-104088] p817 N91-28132
A study of residual interference effects in adaptive wall
testing ol a 7-inch chord CAST-10-2/DOA 2 airfoil model
[NASA-CR-4390] p818 N91-28138
Subsonic aerodynamic coefficients of the SDM at angles
of attack up to 90 deg
[NAE-LTR-UA-93] p 903 N91-29144
Instrumentation for ASE experiments in the dynamic
wind tunnel
[PD-FC-9112] p961 N91-29197
Full-scale semispan tests of a business-jet wing with a
natural laminar flow airfoil
[ NASA-TP-3133 ] p 904 N91 -30098
Aerodynamic analysis of the flow characteristics of a
delta-canard configuration
[ETN-91-99774] p 905 N91-30099
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack
[ESA-TT-1226] p906 N91-30105
F/A-18 1/9th scale model tail buffet measurements
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-188] p 954 N91-30149
The NASA aircraft noise prediction program improved
propeller analysis system
INASA-CR-4394] p 990 N91-30903
A European collaborative investigation of the
three-dimensional turbulent shear layers of a swept wing
[NLR-MP-88054-U] p 1024 N91-31084
Exploitation of OAT15A profile tests in the T2 wind
tunnel: Experimental determination of the wave drag
[ONERA-RSF-88/1685-AY-158-A] p 1024 N91-31092
Validation of two dimensional drag prediction methods
(ONERA-RSF-85/1685-AY] p 1025 N91-31093
Study of the flow around the GARTEUR AD/AGO? wing:
First F2 test campaign results
[ONERA/DERAT-37/5025-26] p 1025 N91-31096
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RAOAC model deformation measurement system: First
results at the Ft wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-03] p 1025 N91-31098
Conditional sampling
[AAAF-NT-89-04] p 1025 N91-31099
Airfoil-vortex interaction: Unsteady wall pressure
measurement
[AAAF-NT-89-13] p 1026 N91-31104
Second generation supersonic transport aircraft: Low
speed aerodynamics
[AAAF-NT-89-02] p 1053 N91-31137
Instrumentation under development for the ONERA F4
wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-11] p 1083 N91-31187
A first hot wire scanner
[AAAF-NT-89-16] p 1083 N91-31188
Review of typical applications: Wind tunnels
p 1084 N91-31632
Numerical simulation analysis of sidewall effects in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 1026 N91-32050
Determination of aerodynamic characteristics from
ATT AS flight data gathering for ground-based simulator
[OLR-FB-91-15] p 1027 N91-32076
A laser velocimeter investigation of the normal
shock-wave boundary layer interaction
[NASA-TM-105201] p1101 N91-32440
WIND TUNNEL WALLS
Residual interference and wind-tunnel wall adaptation
p52 A91-12890
Adaptive wall testing sections (AWTS)
p222 A91-17569
An experimental study of wall adaptation and
interference assessment using Cauchy integral formula
[AIAA PAPER 91-0399] p 224 A91-19281
Computational improvement of interference and iterative
functions in adaptive wall wind tunnel testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0400] p 224 A91-19282
Experimental investigation of the transonic flow on a
supercritical wing profile p 252 A91 -20934
Boundary layer three-dimensionality in plane
compression flows p 321 A91-23905
Recent wind tunnel testing experience of contra-rotating
propellers p 339 A91-24316
Status of adaptive wall technology for minimization of
wind tunnel boundary interferences p 408 A91 -24342
Viscous flow around an airfoil including wall effects
p810 A91-46402
Flow blocking during model testing in the porous working
section of a wind tunnel for freestream Mach approaching
1 p896 A91-49511
Slotted-wall blockage corrections for disks and
parachutes p 956 A91 -52283
ICAW 1991; International Conference on Adaptive Wall
Wind Tunnel Research and Wall Interference Correction.
Xian, People's Republic of China. June 10-14. 1991.
Proceedings p 956 A91-52776
Two-dimensional wall adaptation for three-dimensional
flows p957 A91-52778
Adaptive wall wind tunnels with adjustable permeability
- Experience of exploitation and possibilities of
development p 957 A91-52779
The cryogenic adaptive wall wind tunnel T2 - Quality
of the adaptation with 2-D and 3-D strategies, residual
corrections, assessment of sidewall effect in 2-D case
p957 A91-52780
First experimental results from the adaptive-walls
wind-tunnel in Naples p 957 A91-52781
Integration of wall interference assessment and wall
adaptation p 957 A91 -52782
Unsteady boundary pressure studies for adaptive wind
tunnel wall interference p 957 A91 -52783
Recent developments in two-dimensional testing at low
supersonic speeds in an adaptive flexible-walled wind
tunnel p 957 A91-52784
2-0 wall adaptation for 3-D models in supersonic flow
p 958 A91-52785
Reducing shock wave reflection for 3-D models testing
in 2-D adaptive flexible wall test section at M = 1.2
p 958 A91-52786
Preliminary comparative assessment on 2-D and 3-D
wall adaptation for low supersonic 3-D flows
p958 A91-52787
Towards further development of adaptive wall
technology P 958 A91-52788
High speed wind tunnel wall interference correction
research at NAI p 958 A91-52789
Recent research on wind tunnel wall interference at the
National Research Council of Canada
p 958 A91-52790
Acoustic fluctuations in transonic wind tunnel test
sections P 958 A91-52792
Experimental and theoretical investigations of wall
interference in slotted test sections p 959 A91-52794
A numerical assessment of wall interference in 2-D
p959 A91-52795
Combined four-wall interference correction in
two-dimensional transonic airfoil tests
p959 A91-52796
Wall interference corrections for high speed wind tunnel
tests using wall pressure method p 959 A91-52797
Investigation for wall interference oi slotted wind tunnel
at high angle of attack p959 A91-52798
A method of calculating the factors of ground effect
and wall interference at high lift coefficient
p901 A91 -52799
2D wall interferences of the transonic wind tunnel of
DLR Braunschweig (TWB) p960 A91-52801
Effect of wall friction on sidewall interference in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 960 A91 -52803
Study on sidewall suction in two-dimensional wind
tunnel p 960 A91-52804
New advances in wind tunnel wall interference correction
for pressure measurements p 960 A91-52805
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference corrections of
semispan wing data p 902 A91-52806
A method for assessing transonic wind tunnel wall
interference - 2-D assessing computation using wall
pressure p 960 A91-52807
The simulation and correction of wind tunnel wall
interference on delta wing lift using Navier-Stokes and
Euler solutions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3300] p 1006 A91-53796
Compressible equilibrium turbulent boundary layers at
nonadiabatic wall conditions p 1009 A91 -53829
Vortex lattice code for computation of wind tunnel and
support effects on models p 1082 A91 -56369
The construction and commissioning of a flexible walled
wind tunnel p 1083 A91-56824
Wall interference studies
[PD-CF-9012] p59 N91-10232
Unsteady wind tunnel wall interferences in subsonic and
transonic profile flows p 53 N91 -10928
A numerical study of the effects of wind tunnel wall
proximity on an airfoil model
[NASA-CR-187322] p 25 N91-10934
Frequencies of resonance in wind tunnels with ventilated
walls and plenum chamber
[ESDU-90005] p 133 N91-12707
Calibration of the 13- by 13-inch adaptive wall test
section for the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TP-3049] p 226 N91-13461
Investigation of transonic flow over segmented slotted
wind tunnel wall with mass transfer
[NASA-CR-187760] p 276 N91-15981
Wind tunnel wall effects in a linear oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-103690] p 490 N91-19098
Wall-interference assessment and corrections for
transonic NACA 0012 airfoil data from various wind
tunnels
[NASA-TP-3070] p 455 N91-20043
A review of near-wall Reynolds-stress
[NASA-CR-4369] p 559 N91-22080
Procedure for determination of three-dimensional wind
tunnel wall interferences and wall adaptation in
compressible subsonic flow using measured wall
pressures
[DLR-FB-90-46] p 628 N91-23088
A study of residual interference effects in adaptive wall
testing of a 7-inch chord CAST-10-2/DOA 2 airfoil model
(NASA-CR-4390] p 818 N91-28138
Numerical simulation analysis of sidewall effects in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 1026 N91 -32050
WIND TUNNELS
The CEPRA 19 anechoic wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-72] p 51 A91-11760
3-D LDV measurements of particle rebound
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0011] p 229 A91-19103
An isentropic compression-heated Ludweig tube
transient wind tunnel p 673 A91-36450
Design problems of three-dimensional contractions --
lor wind tunnels p 899 A91-51612
Systems safety monitoring using the National Full-Scale
Aerodynamic Complex Bar Chart Monitor
p975 A91-51884
Determination of the geometrical position of vortices in
flow fields visualized by laser light sheet
P1094 A91-55738
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel. 5: Vortex shedding
behind an inclined flat plate p 95 N91-12548
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel
p97 N91-12618
Aerodynamics support of research instrument
development p 153 N91-13331
Fine-tuning of process conditions to improve product
uniformity of polystyrene particles used for wind tunnel
velotimetry p 133 N91-13338
Turbulence and pressure loss characteristics of the inlet
vanes for the 80- by 120-ft wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-102808] p 226 N91-13466
A quiet flow Ludwieg tube for study of transition in
compressible boundary layers: Design and feasibility
[NASA-CR-187374] p 239 N91-13676
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[AD-A226532] p 247 N91-14080
New method to determine in wind tunnel the buffeting
forces p220 N91-14337
Wind tunnel balance
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11877-1-SB] p 227 N91-14357
Aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a
high-pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
p400 N91 -17061
LDV measurements of a jet in a crossflow
p421 N91-18027
Recent advances in Lewis aeropropulsion facilities
p506 N91-20121
Initial review of research into the application of modified
stepwise regression for the estimation of aircraft stability
and control procedures
[CRANFIELD-AERO-8903] p 503 N91-2013S
Propulsion simulator for magnetically-suspended wind
tunnel models p 586 N91-21198
NASA Ames aerospace systems directorate research
[NASA-TM-103844] p 608 N91-22066
Overview of the Applied Aerodynamics Division
[NASA-TM-102698] p 855 N91-27169
An experimental investigation of the effect of vortex
generators on the aerodynamic characteristics of a NACA
0021 airfoil undergoing large amplitude pitch oscillations
[DE91-012102] p817 N91-28133
Improved method and apparatus for Mach number
change in wind tunnel
(NASA-CASE-LAR-13548-1] p 855 N91-28175
Instrumentation for ASE experiments in the dynamic
wind tunnel
[PD-FC-9112] p961 N91-29197
Numerical model of evolution in supercooled cloud of
water droplets in a case of icing p 1073 N91-31169
Instrumentation under development for the ONERA F4
wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-11] p 1083 N91-31187
A first hot wire scanner
[AAAF-NT-89-16] p 1083 N91-31188
Review of typical applications: Wind tunnels
p 1084 N91-31632
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel 6: Delta wing
p 1084 N91-32039
Numerical simulation analysis of sidewall effects in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 1026 N91-32050
Nozzle diffuser for use with an open test section of a
wind tunnel
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14424-1-SB] p 1084 N91-32149
WIND TURBINES
Preference for an inertial degree of freedom describing
the teeter motion of windturtaine and helicopter rotors
p679 A91 -40239
Two methods for calculating the velocities induced by
a constant diameter far-wake p 895 A91-48822
Aerodynamic pressure measurements on a rotating wind
turbine blade p 974 A91-5187S
An experimental investigation of the effect of vortex
generators on the aerodynamic characteristics of a NACA
0021 airfoil undergoing large amplitude pitch oscillations
[DE91-012102] p817 N91-28133
WIND VANES
Air motion measurements: Past and future
p 603 N91-22653
WIND VARIATIONS
Effect of wind and wind variation on aircraft
flight-paths p 41 N91-10972
Wind models for flight simulation p 53 N91-10975
WIND VELOCITY
Digital generation of two-dimensional field of turbulence
for flight simulation p 354 A91-25842
Ground-based 4-D guidance of flights in strong winds
p 734 A91-41438
Clutter filter design considerations for Airborne Doppler
radar detection of windshear p 102 N91 -11690
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of windshear
hazards p 103 N91-11694
Automatic detection of low altitude wind shear due to
gust fronts in the terminal Doppler weather radar
operational demonstration p 104 N91-11702
Effect of wind over deck conditions on aircraft approach
speeds for carrier landings
[AD-A239511] p 1053 N91-31141
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Infrared thermal imaging of atmospheric turbulence
p 154 N91-11693
WINDOWS (APERTURES)
Structural tests of aircraft window assembly equipped
with smoke evacuation valve
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/44] p 39 N91-10051
A-352
SUBJECT INDEX WING PROFILES
WINDOWS (INTERVALS)
The selection of window functions for the calculation
of time domain averages on the vibration of the individual
gears in an epicyclic gearbox
[OUEL-1818/90] p 524 N91-19457
WINDS ALOFT
Application-based requirements for data linked winds
aloft p 1034 A91-54665
WINDSHIELDS
Windshields and canopies - A pilot's best friends
p286 A91-21125
The nonlinear dynamic response analysis of the front
windshield of Y12 under 'bird-impact' loads
p648 A91-401S8
WING CAMBER
All-electric flight control experiments and experiments
with a sidestick on the Concorde p 49 A91-10955
Superconvergence in two-dimensional vortex-lattice
methods p 322 A91-24153
Aerodynamic stability theory of hypersonic wings
p 351 A91-25739
Tailoring of composite wing structures for elastically
produced camber deformations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1186] p 473 A91-32039
Flow visualization study of a 1/48-scale AFTI/F111
model to investigate horizontal tail flow disturbances
[NASA-TM-101698] p 633 N91-24128
WING FLAPS
Navier-Stokes computation of wing/rotor interaction for
a tilt rotor in hover
[AIAA PAPER 91-0707] p 265 A91-21593
Static and dynamic aeroelastic characterization of an
aerodynamically heated generic hypersonic aircraft
configuration p 61 N91-10320
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering p 151 N91-12610
Laser velocimetry at the CEAT aerodynamic group:
Application to unsteady measurements on a fluid flap
profile
[AAAF-NT-89-05] p 1025 N91-31100
WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
Effects of a fillet on the flow past a wing-body junction
p 268 A91 -22476
A review of scale effects in unsteady aerodynamics
p 341 A91-24372
WING LOADING
Model tilt-rotor hover performance and surface pressure
measurement p 197 A91-17261
Aeroelastic characteristics of a highly flexible aircraft
p200 A91 -18909
Accurate method for calculating initial development of
vortex sheets p 171 A91-18911
An improved three-dimensional aerodynamics model for
helicopter airloads prediction
(AIAA PAPER 91-0767] p 267 A91-21610
A mechanism of fretting fatigue failure in the joining lug
of a wing structure p319 A91 -22252
Calculation of unsteady aerodynamic loads on wings
with an oscillatory leading edge flap p 270 A91-22764
A Green's Function Method for calculating the transonic
pressure distribution of wing p 273 A91-24157
Load alleviation and ride smoothing investigations using
ATTAS — Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft
System p383 A91-24442
In-flight pressure distribution measurements
Instrumentation, data handling and comparison with
windtunnel data p 383 A91 -24454
An experimental data based computer code for the
normal force characteristics of wings up to high angles
of attack p441 A91-28513
Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small-disturbance
Code p617 A91-38544
Unsteady aerodynamic loading of delta wings for low
and high angles of attack p617 A91-38680
Fuzzy logic for control of roll and moment for a flexible
wing aircraft p 757 A91-43932
The loading characteristics of finite wings undergoing
rapid unsteady motions - A theoretical treatment
IAIAA PAPER 91-3263] p 1002 A91-53771
Static aeroelastic effects upon wing span loads
(AIAA PAPER 91-3316] p 1007 A91-53805
An airfoil for general aviation applications
p96 N91-12572
TF89 tactical fighter outer wing design
(ETN-91-98580] p 294 N91-16019
Structural dynamics division research and technology
accomplishments for fiscal year 1990 and plans for fiscal
year 1991
(NASA-TM-102770] p 456 N91-20046
Nonlinear Aerodynamics and the Design of Wing Tips
[NASA-CR-188044] p 630 N91-24105
WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS
Measurement of unsteady pressures and forces on an
engine and a wing/engine combination including jet
Simulation p 338 A91-24312
Experimental investigation of low speed model propeller
slipstream aerodynamic characteristics including flow field
surveys and nacelle/wing static pressure measurements
p 339 A91-24314
Recent progress on mesh optimization
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-81 ] p 997 A91-53242
Advanced ducted engines nacelle aerodynamics and
integration testing p 1050 A91-56228
Effect of location of aft-mounted nacelles on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a high-wing
transport airplane
[NASA-TP-3047] p 183 N91-13402
WING OSCILLATIONS
Unsteady surface pressure measurements on a slender
delta wing undergoing limit cycle wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 91-0434] p 177 A91-19299
Unsteady vortex-dominated flow around wings with
oscillating leading-edge flaps
[AIAA PAPER 91-0435] p 177 A91-19300
Periodic flows on rigid aerofoils at transonic speeds
(AIAA PAPER 91-0598] p 178 A91-19378
Slender wing rock revisited
[AIAA PAPER 91-0417] p 262 A91-21484
Measurement of unsteady pressures and forces on an
engine and a wing/engine combination including jet
simulation P 338 A91-24312
Nonlinear flutter analysis of wings at high angle of
attack p402 A91-24366
A study of wing rock p 404 A91 -24504
Aerodynamic stability theory of hypersonic wings
p351 A91-25739
Adaptive controller for wing flutter with unmeasurable
excitations and unmodelled dynamics
p406 A91-27114
Flutter stability of annular wings in incompressible flow
p359 A91-27562
Pitch and roll derivatives of a delta wing with curved
leading edge in high speed flow p441 A91-28514
Sensitivity of free vibration characteristics of cantilever
plates to geometric parameters p 519 A91-31700
Influence of the aerodynamic load model on glider wing
flutter p519 A91-31755
Studies in integrated aeroservoelastic optimization of
actively controlled composite wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-1098] p 471 A91-31877
Aileron buzz investigated on several generic NASP wing
configurations
(AIAA PAPER 91-0936] p 499 A91-32006
Unsteady supersonic flow around delta wings with
symmetric and asymmetric flaps oscillation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1105] p 449 A91-32021
Unsteady shock-vortex interaction on a flexible delta
wing
(AIAA PAPER 91-1109] p 449 A91-32024
Free vibration and aeroelastic divergence of aircraft
wings modelled as composite thin-walled beams
[AIAA PAPER 91-1187] p 522 A91-32040
Optimal design of metal and composite thin-walled
structures with flutter constraint p 591 A91 -32650
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
laminated wing P 571 A91-34144
Asymptotic theory of bonding-torsion flutter of high
aspect ratio wing in the torsion controlled domain
p675 A91-37846
The vortex kinematics associated with an oscillating
delta wing
(AIAA PAPER 91-1797] p712 A91-42596
Navier-Stokes solutions for an oscillating double-delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1624] p 718 A91-43556
Effects of leading-edge flap oscillation on unsteady delta
wing flow and rock control
[AIAA PAPER 91-1796] p 725 A91-43647
Design of fast-sampling digital controllers for active
flutter suppression
[AIAA PAPER 91-2814] p 949 A91-49757
Hybrid doublet lattice/doublet point method for lifting
surfaces in subsonic flow p 900 A91-52280
Further studies of harmonic gradient method for
supersonic aeroelastic applications p 900 A91-52284
Three-dimensional flow field kinematics near the root
of an oscillating wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3264) p 1002 A91-53772
A study of high alpha dynamics and flow visualization
for a 2.5-percent model of the F-18 HARV undergoing
wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 91-3267] p 1003 A91-53775
Streamwise upwind algorithm for computing unsteady
transonic flows past oscillating wings
p 1010 A91-53841
Design of an active flutter suppression system for the
Active Flexible Wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3111] p 1077 A91-54035
An airworthiness certification procedure for the L-410
UVP-E aircraft from the standpoint of aeroelasticity
p 1029 A91-55560
The effects of icing on the dynamic response of thick
aerofoils p 1023 A91-56784
Conical Euler simulation and active suppression of delta
wing rocking motion
[NASA-TM-102683] p 22 N91-10904
Numerical simulation of unsteady aerodynamics around
an oscillating wing in elastic modes p 98 N91-12622
Wind tunnel tests on flutter control of a high-aspect-ratio
cantilevered wing: Control with leading-edge and
trailing-edge control surfaces
(NAL-TR-1070) p 276 N91-15982
Euler flow predictions for an oscillating cascade using
a high resolution wave-split scheme
[NASA-TM-104377] p 630 N91-24107
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 3: Unsteady
[AD-A233569] p 631 N91-24115
WING PANELS
Buckling analysis and test con-elation of hat stiffened
panels for hypersonic vehicles
(AIAA PAPER 90-5219] p 143 A91-14445
Buckling analysis and test con-elation of high
temperature structural panels p 145 A91-16039
Applications of the structural optimization program
OPTSYS p427 A91-24310
Study of thermal-expansion-molded, graphite-epoxy
hat-stiffened sandwich panels p 675 A91-37845
Structural development of laminar flow control aircraft
chordwise wing joint designs
[NASA-CR-181888) p 205 N91-14346
Analysis of the interiaminar stress components at the
skin/stiffener interface of an advanced-concept stiffened
panel p 421 N91-17421
WING PLANFORMS
A simple unified expression of airload-singularity
resulting from kinked-wing-platforms p 89 A91-15027
Results of wake surveys on advanced rotor planforms
p 166 A91-17263
Comparison of experimental results with the Non-Linear
Vortex Lattice Method calculations for various wing-canard
configurations p 340 A91-24355
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics p 342 A91-24407
Design and validation of advanced transonic wings using
CFD and very high Reynolds number wind tunnel testing
p343 A91 -24408
Impacts of volumetric constraints on waverider design
and performance p 351 A91 -25740
The waverider wing in retrospect and prospect - A
personalised view p 352 A91-25744
A review of force measurements on delta and caret wings
made at Imperial College, London 1965-1975
p352 A91-25745
Pitch and roll derivatives of a delta wing with curved
leading edge in high speed flow p 441 A91-28514
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
(AIAA PAPER 91-1103] p448 A91-31882
Conical Euler simulation of wing rock for a delta wing
planform p 580 A91-33536
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of vortex sheet
roll-up and wing-vortex interaction p 546 A91-34052
Design of aircraft wings subjected to gust loads - A safety
index based approach p 675 A91-37851
A unified unsteady lifting-line theory
p898 A91-51013
An experimental study of double delta wings in
sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 91-3308) p 1010 A91-53854
Effect of planform on induced drag
(BU-500] p559 N91-22086
WING PROFILES
Development of high-lift wing modifications for an
advanced capability EA-6B aircraft p 10 A91-12762
Aerodynamic shape optimization by the method of
inverse boundary value problems p 85 A91-13594
Wing-man — profile of aerodynamical engineer
p 79 A91-16579
Calculation of flow past wings with allowance for flow
separation using a nonviscous gas model
p 163 A91-17103
Static aeroelastic analysis of fighter aircraft using a
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes algorithm
p 169 A91-18260
Theory of a deep dynamic stall on a wing
p 171 A91-18860
Drag calculations of wings using Euler methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-0338] p 176 A91-19240
Computation of unsteady viscous flows around wing
profiles p 251 A91-20933
Experimental investigation of the transonic flow on a
supercritical wing profile p 252 A91-20934
Turbulent-flow calculations for flow over wings near
maximum lift p 355 A91-26115
Airfoils with similar boundary layers
p 443 A91-30732
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Towards integrated multidisciplinary synthesis of actively
controlled fiber composite wings p 469 A91-31576
Integrated aerodynamic-structural design of a transport
wing p469 A91-31584
Aeroelasticity of anisotropic composite wing structures
including the transverse shear flexibility and warping
restraint effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-0934] p 472 A91-32004
Incipient torsional stall flutter aerodynamic experiments
on a swept three-dimensional wing
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -0935 ] p 448 A91 -32005
Stabilizing pylon whirl flutter on a tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-1259] p 501 A91-32037
Vibration characteristics of anisotropic composite wing
structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-1185] p 473 A91-32038
Progress in the prediction of the laminar-turbulent
transition for laminar wings - The profile and wing
geometries determine the friction drag of an aircraft
p544 A91-33369
An inverse boundary layer procedure with application
to 3-D wing flow p 550 A91-34229
Discontinuous solutions for a three-dimensional
hypersonic boundary layer with interaction
p614 A91-37176
Instability features appearing on swept wing
configurations p 622 A91-39937
Aerodynamic characteristics of scissor-wing
geometries p 624 A91-40216
Analysis of circular elastic membrane wings
p625 A91-40472
Using implicit displacement expressions for obtaining
a solution in the transition zone of a hybrid computation
scheme p 768 A91-41168
Multigrid solutions of the three-dimensional grid
equations p 706 A91-42098
Reduction of the RCS of the leading edge of a conducting
wing-shaped structure by means of lossless dielectric
material p 770 A91-42241
Chine forebody vortex manipulation by mechanical and
pneumatic techniques on a delta wing configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1812] p 713 A91-42605
Flow field structure and development near the root of
a straight wing pitching at constant rate
[AIAA PAPER 91-1793] p 725 A91-43646
Passive control of unstable characteristics of a high
specific speed diagonal-flow fan by an annular wing
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-159] p 792 A91-44597
The optimal design with local instability
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Accuracy of an unstructured-grid upwind-Euler algorithm
for the ONERA M6 wing p 800 A91-45295
Calculation and measurement of induced drag at low
speeds
[SAE PAPER 901935] p 893 A91-48613
An aircraft model for the AIAA Controls Design
Challenge
[AIAA PAPER 91-2631) p 924 A91-49779
Experimental results of a propeller/wing interaction
study
[SAE PAPER 910998] p 902 A91-52933
Streamwise upwind algorithm for computing unsteady
transonic flows past oscillating wings
p 1010 A91-53841
Analysis of flight-measured boundary-layer stability and
transition data
[AIAA PAPER 91-3282] p 1010 A91-53863
Unsteady aerodynamics of rapidly pitched flat plate
wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-3262] p1011 A91-53868
Analysis of non-planar wings with constrained-span
design applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-3317] p 1012 A91-53881
Wing design code using three-dimensional Euler
equations and optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-3190] p 1013 A91-54094
A composite turbine blade optimization for maximum
strength
[AIAA PAPER 91-3192] p 1091 A91-54096
Development and testing of a high aspect ratio wing
p 1049 A91-54712
Range performance of wing-in-ground effect vehicle
p 1093 A91-55043
Slightly curved thin wings with a maximum lift-drag
ratio p 1016 A91-55264
Some aerodynamic aspects of wings near ground
p 1023 A91-57002
A formula to estimate lift curve slopes of elliptic wings
in ground effect p 1023 A91-57005
Euler and potential experiment/CFD correlations for a
transport and two delta-wing configurations
[NASA-TM-102208] p 14 N9M0014
The use of « Clavier-Stokes code in the wing design
process p 21 N91-10889
Prediction of effects of wing contour modifications on
low-speed maximum lift and transonic performance for the
EA-6B aircraft
[NASA-TP-3046] p 22 N91-10902
Calculation of nonstationary two and three dimensional
flows around a carrying wing using an implicit relaxation
process, in order to solve the Euler equations
IMBB/FE122/S/PUB/394) p 99 N91-12635
Transonic shock free wing design
p366 N91 -18040
One point and multi-point design optimization for airplane
and helicopter application p 367 N91-18045
The development of very thick multi-foil wings for high
speed, powered lift transport aircraft applications
p390 N91-18082
An experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer
on a transport wing in subsonic and transonic flow
[NASA-TM-102206] p 454 N91-19062
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the vortex flow
structures on the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-CR-186938] p815 N91-27126
WING SLOTS
A comparison between computation and experiment for
flows around airfoil with slat and flap
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WING SPAN
Digital generation of two-dimensional field of turbulence
for flight simulation p 354 A91 -25842
The Rockwell/MBB X-31A experimental aircraft in flight
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Consideration of the local singularities of a vortex lifting
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design applications
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Span reduction effects on the flutter characteristics of
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WING TANKS
Fluoro-silicones and fuel containment
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In-flight and simulated aircraft fuel temperature
measurements
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Lightning protection design and testing of an all
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WING TIP VORTICES
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between induced drag and vortex drag
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Calculation of vortex flowfields around forebodies and
delta wings
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Velocity measurements and stability investigations on
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Nonlinear development of crossflow vortices
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at high alpha
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Experimental study of shock-vortex interaction in a Mach
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Strake vortex control using pneumatic blowing
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Air flow visualization applied to the study of vortex
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[AGARD-AR-283] p 537 N91-19731
Rotary-balance testing for aircraft dynamics
fAGARD-AR-265] p 585 N91-21156
Application of mesh generation to complex 3-D
configurations
[AGARD-AR-268] p 598 N91-21464
The human factors relating to escape and survival from
helicopters ditching in water
[AGARD-AG-305(F)] P 563 N91-22099
Special Course on Aircraft Dynamics at High Angles of
Attack: Experiments and Modelling
[AGARD-R-776] p 573 N91-22104
Flying Qualities
[AGARD-CP-508J p649 N91-23108
Hypersonic Combined Cycle Propulsion
[AGARD-CP-479] p 657 N91-23147
AGARD highlights 91/1, March 1991
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-91/1] p 691 N91-24084
Analytical Qualification of Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-R-772] p 683 N91-24638
AGARD flight test techniques series. Volume 9: Aircraft
exterior noise measurement and analysis techniques
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-9] p 689 N91-24843
Technical evaluation report on the flight mechanics
panel symposium on progress in military airlift
[AGARO-AR-300) p 733 N91-25119
Knowledge Based System Applications for Guidance
and Control
[AGARD-CP-474] p736 N91-25121
Handling qualities of unstable highly augmented
aircraft
[AGARD-AR-279] p 740 N91-25146
AGARD handbook on advanced casting
[AGARD-AG-299] p 775 N91-25302
Mission planning systems for tactical aircraft (pre-flight
and in-flight)
[AGARD-AR-296] p 783 N91-25750
Experimental techniques in the field of low density
aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-318(E)J p 733 N91-26124
Manual on the flight of flexible aircraft in turbulence
[AGARD-AG-317] p 758 N91-26150
Digital signal conditioning for flight test, volume 19
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-19] p 778 N91-26432
Landing Gear Design Loads
[AGARD-CP-484] p 829 N91-28150
Low Temperature Environment Operations of
Turboengines (Design and User's Problems)
[AGARD-CP-480] p 1069 N91-31144
Aerodynamics of combat aircraft controls and of ground
effects
[AGARD-AR-271] p 1027 N91-32082
AEDAR Corp., Landover, MD.
Control of helicopter rotorblade aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-4350] p903 N91-30080
Aerltalla S.p.A., Naples (Italy).
Advanced technology application in the flight deck
design for military transport aircrafts
p 374 N91-18075
Aerltalla S.p.A., Turin (Italy).
Flying qualities experience on the AMX aircraft
p650 N91-23112
Aerodynamic analysis of the flow characteristics of a
delta-canard configuration
[ETN-91-99774] p 905 N91-30099
Inviscid calculations by an upwind finite element method
of hypersonic flows over a double (simple) ellipse
[ETN-91-99776] p 905 N91-30100
Simulation of hypersonic flows on unstructured grids
[ETN-91-99778] p 905 N91-30102
Numerical simulation of viscous turbulent flows past
aerospace configurations
[ETN-91-99779] p 905 N91-30103
Comparison of solution of various Euler solvers and one
Navier-Stokes solver for the flow about a sharp-edged
cropped delta wing
[ETN-91-99508] p 906 N91-30106
Vortical flow simulation by using structured and
unstructured grids
(ETN-91-99509] p 906 N91-30107
On-line assistance in flight simulation
[ETN-91-99772] p 961 N91-30164
Automatic treatment of flight test images using modern
tools: SAAB and Aeritalia joint approach
[ETN-91-99773] p 981 N91-30492
Inlet edge funnel of a civil aircraft gondola engine
[ETN-91-99775]
 > p 1052 N91-31130
Aero and Industrial Technology Ltd., Burnley
(England).
Icing test programmes and techniques
p 1073 N91-31171
AeroChem Research Labs., Inc., Princeton, NJ.
Time-dependent jet flow and noise computations
[AIAA PAPER 90-3961J p 70 A91-12475
Three-dimensional jet noise computations
[AIAA PAPER 91-2256] p 784 A91-44174
Aerodyne Research, Inc., Blllerlca, MA.
Plume and wake dynamics, mixing, and chemistry behind
an HSCT aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3158] p1103 A91-54072
Aerojet-General Corp., Sacramento, CA.
Lightweight ceramic components for propulsion
applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-2217] p 774 A91-44159
Aerojet TechSystems Co., Sacramento, CA.
Design considerations for combined air breathing-rocket
propulsion systems
[AIAA-90-0098] p 659 N91-23158
Aerometrics, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA.
A Study of dynamic stall using real time interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 91-0007] p 256 A91-21329
A quantitative study of unsteady compressible flow on
an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-1683] p 722 A91-43590
Aeronautics Macchl S.p.A., Varese (Italy).
Aircraft control system design, synthesis, analysis, and
simulation tools at Aermacchi p 328 N9M5729
Aeronautical Radio, Inc., Annapolis, MD.
Digitized voice trials p 1039 N91-32103
Aeronautical Radio, Inc., Washington, DC.
The FAA/ARINC initial implementation of AMSS
p 1041 N91-32112
C-1
Aeronautical Research Inst. of Sweden CORPORA TE SOURCE
Evaluation of oceanic flight deck workload and error
reductions through the use of data communications
p 1043 N91-32128
Aeronautical Research Inst of Sweden, Bromma.
Snort crack growth under realistic flight loading: Model
predictions and experimental results for Al 2024 and AI-U
2090 p62 N91-11246
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft p 831 N91-281S7
Aeronautical Research InsL of Sweden, Stockholm.
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional aerofoil
sections: Determination of pressure distribution and drag
for an aerofoil of type SAAB 7301 in FFA wind tunnel S5
[FFA-TN-1989-47] p 184 N91-13416
FE analyses of aircraft model with interior trim
[FFA-TN-1990-21] p 184 N91-13417
Damage tolerance analysis and testing of the fighter
aircraft 37 Viggen
(FFA-TN-1990-35] p 203 N91-13448
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of propeller
slipstream aerodynamic effects on different nacelle/wing
combinations. Part 2: Propeller slipstream flow field surveys
(velocity components, dynamic, total and static pressure
distributions) at zero angle of attack and high power
(FFA-TN-1990-24-PT-2] p 555 N91-21109
MATGRID, a program for generation of C-H and C-O
topology grids around wing/body configurations: User's
guide
[FFA-TN-1991-03] p 556 N91-21110
Some treatments on boundary conditions for quasi
one-dimensional Euler equations
(FFA-TN-1990-36] p 598 N91-21469
Stability analysis of a fuselage side
[FFA-TN-1990-32] p 599 N91-21568
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft
[FFA-TN-1990-53] p 653 N91-23138
Methods to enhance the accuracy of finite volume
schemes 2
[FFA-147] p 779 N91-26466
Investigation of speech systems for ground collision
warning in military aircraft
[FFA-TN-1991-05] p 919 N91-30119
Aeronautical Research Labs., Melbourne (Australia).
Flight testing of two Allison T56 engines modified to
the ARL developed low smoke configuration
(ARL-PROP-TM-449J p 47 N91-10064
Programmable cockpit-flight dynamic model
[AD-A227748] p 296 N91-15171
Programmable cock pit-head-up display and outside
view
[AD-A227751] P 297 N91-15172
Flight flutter test techniques at ARL
[AD-A227754] p 306 N91-15178
IFDIS: An expert system for diagnosis of failures in jet
aircraft engines
[AD-A227757] p 302 N91-16020
Design and preliminary development of an engine for
small unmanned air vehicles
[ARL-PROP-R-184] p 400 N91-18110
Ensuring the integrity and veracity of an interactive fault
diagnosis and isolation system for a gas turbine engine
[AD-A230724] p 529 N91-20497
Aerothermodynamic design appraisal of noise
suppressors for F/A-18 engine run-up facilities at RAAF
Williamtown
[ARL-PROP-R-177] p 585 N91-22136
Water tunnel flow visualisation of vortex breakdown over
the F/A-18
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-179] p 600 N91-22511
A review of Australian and New Zealand investigations
on aeronautical fatigue during the period April 1989 to
March 1991
[AD-A236016] P 829 N91-27152
F-111C flight data reduction and analysis procedures
[AD-A236025] P 829 N91-27153
Programmable cockpit: Inter-computer communications
and data flow
[AD-A236028] P 829 N91-27154
F/A-18 1/9th scale model tail buffet measurements
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-188] p 954 N91-30149
Reid evaluation of six protective coatings applied to T56
turbine blades after 500 hours of engine use
[ARL-MAT-TM-405] p 1074 N91-31179
Time-frequency domain analysis of helicopter
transmission vibration
[ARL-PROP-R-180] p 1080 N91-32146
Aeronautical Systems Dlv, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
C-17 piloted cockpit testing p 390 N91-18076
Do civil frying qualities requirements address military
missions for off-the-shelf procurement
p650 N91-23115
KC-135 ground collision avoidance system
questionnaire
[AD-A234385] p 733 N91-26125
Evaluation of the C/EC/KC-135 Ground Collision
Avoidance System (GCAS). study 1
[AD-A235301] p 737 N91-26130
A look at digital nose wheel steering
[AD-A233944] p 741 N91-26131
Results of the aeronautical systems division critical
process team on integrated product development
[AD-A235419] p 785 N91-26995
Application of the Air Force guide specification 87221A
to ground loads p830 N91-281S2
Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment,
Boscombe Down (England).
Problems in converting civil aircraft to the military tanker
role p391 N91-18087
Aerospace Engineering and Research Associates, Inc.,
Landover, MD.
Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) Program
summary p 1038 N91-32094
Aerospace Medical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH.
BASEOPS default profiles for transient military aircraft
[AD-A229184] p 389 N91-17019
A spatial disorientation predictor device to enhance pilot
situations) awareness regarding aircraft attitude
p440 N91-20710
Aerospatiale, Marlgnane (France).
Algorithms development methodology for
performance-optimized multicyclic rotor commands
p327 N91-15716
Rotor and blade aerodynamic design
p368 N91-18051
Aerospatiale, Suresnes (France).
The evolution of regional air traffic
p 108 N91-11721
Proceedings of a French-Japanese Seminar on
Composite Materials: Processing, Use and Databases
pS89 N91-22380
Aerospatiale, Toulouse (France).
Towards a single certification action within Europe
plOS N91-11711
ATR 72: The first civil aircraft with a carbon fibre
reinforced plastic wing p 114 N91-11714
Choice of propulsion for next generation aircraft
p124 N91-11732
Civil applications trends p 127 N91-12684
Application of new technologies in the design of the
cockpit in future military transport aircraft
p 374 N91 -18074
Integration of propulsive systems: Selection and
compromise
[REPT-911-111-101] p661 N91-23187
The certification of the aircraft integrated propulsive
system
[REPT-911-111-102] p661 N91-23188
The electrical flight control system of A320 Airbus: A
fault tolerant system
[REPT-911-111-103] p667 N91-23192
Observatory of new materials. Evolution perspectives
for the materials used in civil transportation aircraft
[REPT-911-111-107] p672 N91-23248
Noise inside aircraft fuselages subjected to airborne
excitations
[REPT-911-111-104] p689 N91-23853
Validation of in-house and external software systems
at Aerospatiale p 687 N91-24640
Aerospatiale Aqultalne, Salnt-Medard en Jalles
(France).
Oxidation resistant carbon/carbon materials
[REPT-911-430-105] p 672 N91-23251
How to know CMC
[REPT-911-430-130] p 672 N91-23262
Agency for Defense Development Daejon (Republic of
Korea).
Minimum-weight design of laminated composite plates
for postbuckling performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0969] p 520 A91-31857
Air Force Academy, CO.
An experimental investigation into the use of hot-film
anemometry to measure vortical velocity behind a pitching
wing
[AO-A227177] p 187 N91-14313
Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH.
A Navier-Stokes study of shock-boundary layer
interaction and flow separation inside a transonic
compressor p 1018 A91-56115
Air Force Engineering and Services Center, Tyndall
AFB, Fl_
A controlled-environment chamber for atmospheric
chemistry studies using FT-IR spectroscopy
[AD-A227532] p 309 N91-15185
Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH.
MIL-STD-1797 is not a cookbook p 650 N91-23111
The effects on aerodynamic performance of designing
supersonic wings for laminar flow control
[AD-A233040] p 654 N91-24197
URV multiprocessor control system and ground station
controller software design
[AD-A237532] p 988 N91-30841
Air Force Right Test Center, Edwards AFB, CA.
AFTI/F-111 airplane mission adaptive wing operational
flight evaluation technique using uplinked pilot command
cues p285 A91-20993
Air Force Geophysics Lab., Hanscom AFB, MA.
Observations of severe turbulence near thunderstorm
tops p324 A91-20695
Air Force Inst of Tech, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Numerical solutions for a cylindrical laser diffuser
flow-field p274 N91-15127
Fine scale analysis of the kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic features of a multiple microburst-producing
storm
[AD-A227733] p 325 N91-15657
Optimal Kalman filter integration of a global positioning
system receiver and an LN-94 inertia! navigation system
[AD-A227222] p 283 N9M6003
Productivity measurement in aircraft maintenance
organizations
[AD-A229239] p 337 N91-16989
An experimental study of a sting-mounted single-slot
circulation control wing
[AD-A229867] p 506 N91-19111
Investigation of the high angle of attack dynamics of
the F-15B using bifurcation analysis
[AD-A230462] p 457 N91-20053
Brightness invariant port recognition for robotic aircraft
refueling
[AD-A230468] p 478 N91-20078
Dynamic analysis of a combat aircraft with control
surface failure
[AD-A230517] p 478 N91-20079
An evaluation of an Ada implementation of the Rete
algorithm for embedded flight processors
[AD-A230443] p 485 N91-20082
Automatic flight control system design for an unmanned
research vehicle using discrete quantitative feedback
theory
[AD-A230364] p 502 N91-20131
Multi-input multi-output flight control system design for
the YF-16 using nonlinear OFT and pilot compensation
[AD-A230465] p 503 N91-20134
Predicting the performance of airborne antennas in the
microwave regime
[AD-A230501] p 527 N91-20363
Detection of high altitude aircraft wake vortices using
infrared Doppler lidar: An assessment
[AD-A230534] p 527 N91 -20369
Characterization of an air-to-air optical heterodyne
communication system
[AD-A230681] p 527 N91-20378
Adaptive filtering and smoothing for tracking a
hypersonic aircraft from a space platform
[AD-A230603] p 528 N91-20409
Bifurcation analysis of the longitudinal dynamics of a
simple powered lifting hypersonic vehicle
[ AD-A230826] p 557 N91 -21118
Vortex bursting over a unit area aspect ratio delta wing
using vortex paneling methods
[AD-A231028] p 557 N91-21119
Speech recognition using Kohonen neural networks,
dynamic programming, and multi-feature fusion
[AD-A230951] p597 N91-21410
Status of PAVER implementation within the US Air
Force
[AD-A231158] p 585 N91-22137
Application of transformational ideas to automatic flight
control design
[AD-A234758] p 758 N91-26148
Titanium alloy integrated centrifugal impeHer 5
coordinate computer assisted manufacturing technology
[AD-A234797] p 766 N91-26300
Agility: Presentation and flight test methods for the
operational fighter pilot
[AD-A238456] p 928 N91-29174
Generalized simplified analytic solution of optimum cycle
parameters for land and aircraft gas turbine engines and
its applications
[AD-A237414] p 940 N91-29182
A common interface real-time multiprocessor operating
system for embedded systems
[AD-A238445] p 988 N91-29770
A knowledge-base for rehabilitation of airfield concrete
pavements
[AD-A239354] p 1083 N91-31191
On the maximum range of flying wings
[AD-A229487] p 1054 N91-32130
C-2
CORPORA TE SOURCE Arizona State Univ.
Cost effectiveness of two versus three levels of
maintenance for turbine engines in the Air Force
inventory
[AD-A229622] p 1075 N91-32137
Air Force Materials Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Proceedings of the 1989 Structural Integrity Program
Conference
[AD-A2255411 p 125 N91-11757
The effect of jet fuel exposure on advanced aerospace
composites 2: Mechanical properties
(AD-A227529) p 413 N91-17144
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Boiling AFB,
Washington, DC.
Three real-time architectures - A study using reward
models p 427 A91-24371
Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH.
Wingtip vortex turbine investigation for vortex energy
recovery
[SAE PAPER 901936) p 893 A91-48614
Propulsion technology for National Aero-Space Plane
[SAE PAPER 902005) p 937 A91-48662
Experimental research on digital control of engine
JT15D-4
(AD-A225342) p 126 N91-12681
Some analysis of decision-making in the test
manufacture of military aircraft
[AD-A233111] 0613 N91-24093
Design and implementation of real-time computer
coordinated force actuating system with
multi-input/output
(AD-A233114] p 687 N91-24768
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A237175] p 891 N91-29141
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A237232J p 891 N91-29142
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH.
AFTI/F-111 mission adaptive wing flight test
instrumentation overview p209 A91-19710
Three-dimensional composite velocity solutions for
subsonic/transonic flow p616 A91-37841
The impact of LO-configured forebodies on inlet
approach flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 91-2599] p 730 A91-44304
Investigation of vortex development on a pitching slender
body of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 91-3273] p 1004 A91-53780
Pressure and temperature fluctuations in an
axisymmetric flowfield due to shock-boundary layer
interactions at high Reynolds numbers at Mach 6
[AIAA PAPER 91-3321) p 1008 A91-53808
Air Force Wright Research and Development Center,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Numerical simulation of an F-16A at angle of attack
p171 A91-18907
Nonlinear disturbances in a hypersonic laminar boundary
layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0320] p 261 A91-21457
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0988) p 501 A91-32019
Air Line Pilots Association, International, Washington,
DC.
Wind shear procedures and the instrumentation
p 105 N91-11703
Air Navigation Technical Service, Paris (France).
French SATCOM program and related international
activities p 1039 N91-32102
Air Research and Development Command,
Washington, DC.
Designing low bandwidth propulsive-only flight
controllers
[AIAA PAPER 91-2628] p 944 A91-49604
Air Transport Association of America, Washington, DC.
Satellite surveillance and communications airline
benefits: The telephone myth p 1042 N91-32124
Airbus Industrie, Blagnac (France).
How to fly windshear p 41 N91-10974
Airbus windshear warning and guidance system
p 105 N91-11704
Aircrarts, requirements for ground installations from the
aircraft point of view p 506 N91-19108
Airport Authority, Munich (Germany, F.R.).
Regional air traffic into international airports: The
development in regional air traffic p 108 N91-11722
Akron Univ., OH.
Statistical structural analysis of rotor impact ice
shedding
[AIAA PAPER 91-0663] p 279 A91-21581
Influence of aerodynamic forces in ice shedding
[AIAA PAPER 91-0664) p 279 A91-21582
Partitioning methods for global controllers
p531 A91-30043
Impact ice stresses in rotating airfoils
p819 A91-45322
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low rpm using a tapered-plug
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 91-3390] p 869 A91-45820
Effects of gear box vibration and mass imbalance on
the dynamics of multistage gear transmission
p870 A91-47213
Real-time simulation of supersonic inlets
p898 A91 -50990
Drive system life and reliability p 38 N91-10044
Life and dynamic capacity modeling for aircraft
transmissions
[NASA-CR-4341] p 523 N91-19438
Alabama Univ., Birmingham.
Influence of a magnetic field during directional
solidification of MAfl-M 246 + HI superalloy
[NASA-CR-184114J p 590 N91-22416
Alabama Univ., Tuscaloosa.
Mechanical design problems associated with turbopump
fluid film bearings p 422 N91-18979
Allgemelner Deutscher Automobll-Club-e.V., Munich
(Germany, F.R.).
Air rescue in the Federal Republic of Germany
[ETN-90-97878] p 28 N91-10963
Allied-Signal Aerospace Co., Phoenix, AZ.
ATTAP/AGT101 - Year 2 progress in ceramic technology
development
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-305] p 857 A91-44689
Allied-Signal Aerospace Co., Torrance, CA.
Development of silicon nitride engine components for
advanced gas turbine applications
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-248] p 863 A91-44659
American Airlines, Inc., Fort Worth, TX.
Tools for the trade p 101 N91-11683
American Inst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, New
York, NY.
Proceedings of the 1990 AlAA/FAA Joint Symposium
on General Aviation Systems
(DOT/FAA/CT-90/11) p 79 N91-12563
American Inst of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Washington, DC.
General aviation - Transportation in transition
p889 A91 -52836
Analatom, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA.
Method for measuring temperatures and densities in
hypersonic wind tunnel air flows using laser-induced O2
fluorescence p 232 A91-18345
Analytic Engineering Co., Lincoln, NE.
Surface acoustic wave technique for craze detection
and stress measurement of aircraft transparencies
[AD-A235943] p 982 N91-30543
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., Mountain View,
CA.
Kalman filter based range estimation for autonomous
navigation using imaging sensors p 410 A91-26612
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA.
Modeling the pilot in visually controlled flight
p155 A91-14859
Analytical Methods, Inc., Redmond, WA.
Thermal analysis of engine inlet anti-icing systems
p 35 A91-10341
Zonal approach to V/STOL aerodynamics
p 171 A91-18904
Mach number validation of a new zonal CFD method
(ZAP2D) for airfoil simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0185] p 173 A91-19169
A novel potential/viscous flow coupling technique for
computing helicopter flow fields
[NASA-CR-177568] p 454 N91-19060
Analytical Services and Materials, Inc., Hampton, VA.
Applied aspects of laminar-flow technology
p8 A91-12690
CFD support of NASP design
(AIAA PAPER 90-5249] p 135 A91-14472
Preliminary thermal/structural analysis of a
carbon-carbon/refractory-metal heat-pipe-cooled wing
leading edge p112 A91-16037
An enhanced integrated aerodynamic load/dynamic
approach to optimum rotor blade design
p195 A91-17232
An evaluation of the pressure proof test concept for
thin sheet 2024-T3 p315 A91-20788
Design limits of compressible NLF airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 91-0067] p 257 A91-21355
Cross-flow vortex structure and transition measurements
using multi-element hot films
[AIAA PAPER 91-0166) p 258 A91-21389
Nonparallel instability of supersonic and hypersonic
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0324] p 261 A91-21461
Flux-difference split scheme for turbulent transport
equations
[AIAA PAPER 90-5251) p 270 A91-22878
Supersonic laminar flow control on commercial
transports p 343 A91-24412
Control of the vortical structure in the early stages of
transition in boundary layers p 446 A91-31359
Comparison of two transition models
p447 A91-31361
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0925) p 519 A91-31855
Integrated aerodynamic load/dynamic optimization of
helicopter rotor blades p 571 A91-33532
On the stability of swept wing laminar boundary layers
including curvature effects p 622 A91-39933
Blunt-nosed swept supercritical LFC wings without nose
flaps p622 A91-39936
Multigrid for hypersonic viscous two- and
three-dimensional flows
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -1572 ] p 699 A91 -40746
Least-squares/parabolized Navier-Stokes procedure for
optimizing hypersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[AIAAPAPER91-2273] p760 A91-41741
Prediction of internal performance for two-dimensional
convergent-divergent nozzles
| AIAA PAPER 91-2369) p 706 A91-41762
Mach 2 and Mach 3 mixing and combustion in
scramjets
[AIAA PAPER 91-2394] p 747 A91-41768
A generalized patched-grid algorithm with application
to the F-18 forebody with actuated control strake
p715 A91-42736
Flight experiments measuring boundary-layer
disturbances in laminar flow and correlation with stability
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1635) p 719 A91-43563
Secondary instability of high-speed flows and the
influence of wall cooling and suction
[AIAA PAPER 91-1647] p 720 A91-43572
Opportunities for applications of natural laminar flow
technology at high-subsonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-1773] p 724 A91-43638
CFD code validation for nozzle flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 91-2565] p 775 A91-44295
Boundary-layer stability analysis of flight-measured
transition data
[ SAE PAPER 901809) p 892 A91 -48542
Flight experiments studying the growth of the
disturbances in the laminar boundary layer
[SAE PAPER 901979] p 894 A91-48641
Nonparallel instability of supersonic and hypersonic
boundary layers p 898 A91-50668
Navier-Stokes simulation of nozzle-afterbody flows with
jets at off-design conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3207] p 998 A91-53732
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18
wing-LEX-fuselage configuration with multi-block
structured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3291] p 1005 A91-53789
Supersonic mixing and combustion in scramjets
p 1065 A91-56195
Zonal analysis of two high-speed inlets
p596 N91-21089
Applied and Theoretical Mechanics, Inc., Oakland, CA.
Heat transfer predictions of hypersonic transitional
flows
[AD-A230748) p 457 N91-20054
Applied Research Associates, Inc., Raleigh, NC.
Probabilistic structural mechanics research for parallel
processing computers
[NASA-CR-187162] p 877 N91-28644
Arcon Corp., Waltham, MA.
Acoustic background noise variation in Air Force
platforms and its effect on noise removal algorithms
[AD-A238279] p 990 N91-29863
Argonne National Lab., ll_
Copper contamination effects on hydrogen-air
combustion under SCRAMJET (Supersonic Combustion
Ramjet) testing conditions
[DE91-006545] p401 N91-18111
The potential role of maglev in short-haul airline
operations
[DE91-010813J p777 N91-25408
Assessing the risk of transporting hazardous materals
by aircraft: A case study
[DE91-014016] p820 N91-28147
Arizona State Univ., Tempe.
Modeling and model simplification of aeroelastic
vehicles p 402 A91-24367
Experiments on a separation bubble over an Eppler 387
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers using thin-film arrays
p445 A91-31332
Experiments on swept-wing boundary layers
p 622 A91-39932
A sequential approach to multivariable stability
robustness analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-2771 ] p 948 A91-49724
Analysis of airframe/engine interactions in integrated
flight and propulsion control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2794) p 948 A91-49740
C-3
Arizona Univ. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Error dynamics and perfect model following with
application to flight control p 951 A91-52015
Numerical and literal aeroelastic-vehicle-model
reduction for feedback control synthesis
p 952 A91-52019
Integrated structure/control law design by multilevel
optimization p 986 A91-52026
Three-dimensional unsteady separation at low Reynolds
numbers
[AD-A225167] p 148 N91-12043
Near-wall modelling of compressible turbulent flows
(NASA-CR-187731] p 362 N91-16992
A review of near-wall Reynolds-stress
[NASA-CR-4369] p 559 N91-22080
Numerical simulation of swept-wing flows
[NASA-CR-188201] p 560 N91-22095
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant(s)
in a crash environment: Program SOM-LA/SOM-TA user
manual
[CR-R-90026] p820 N91-28146
Arizona Unlv.t Tucson.
Influence of airfoil nose radius on sound generated by
gust interactions
[AIAA PAPER 90-3912] p 66 A91-12428
DFW micraburst model based on AA-539 data
p423 A91-26113
Effects of compressibility on dynamic stall
p360 A91-27919
Boundary layer receptivity due to three-dimensional
corrected gusts p 445 A91-31333
Computational studies of compressibility effects on
dynamic stall
[AD-A229007] p 364 N91-17004
Leading-edge receptivity for blunt-nose bodies
[NASA-CR-188063] p 456 N91-20047
Army Aeromedlcal Research Lab., Fort Rucker, AL.
A test of the American Safety Flight Systems. Inc.
prebreather/portable oxygen system
[AD-A232723] p 636 N91-23100
The airbag as a supplement to standard restraint
systems in the AH-1 and AH-64 attack helicopters and
its role in reducing head strikes of the copilot/gunner,
volume 2
[AD-A232907] p 641 N91-24187
The airbag as a supplement to standard restraint
systems in the AH-1 and AH-64 attack helicopters and
its role in reducing head strikes of the copilot/gunner,
volume 1
(AD-A233349] p 641 N91-24188
Army Aerostructures Directorate, Hampton, VA.
Status of integrated multidisciplinary rotorcraft
optimization research at the Langley Research Center
p 196 A91-17233
Inflow velocity perturbations due to fuselage effects in
the presence of a fully interactive wake
p 166 A91-17291
Flight investigation of the effect of tail boom strakes
on helicopter directional control p 216 A91-17294
Obtaining consistent models of helicopter flight-data
measurement errors using kinematic-compatibility and
state-reconstruction methods p216 A91-17298
Behavior of composite/metal aircraft structural elements
and components under crash type loads - What are they
telling us? p 382 A91-24425
Nonlinear static and dynamic finite element analysis of
an eccentrically loaded graphite-epoxy beam
[AIAA PAPER 91-1227] p 523 A91-32105
Army Air Corps, Stockbrtdge (England).
Low temperature environment operation of turbo
engines: A military operator's experience and
requirements p 1070 N91-31145
Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Hampton, VA.
Crashworthy design of helicopter composite airframe
structures p 825 A91-45414
Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Moffett Field, CA.
A flight-dynamic helicopter mathematical model with a
single flap-lag-torsion main rotor
[NASA-TM-102267] p 440 N91-19041
Euler solutions to nonlinear acoustics of non-lifting
hovering rotor blades
[NASA-TM-103837] p 539 N91-19826
Army Aviation Systems Command, Cleveland, OH.
Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission Program
p230 A91-17214
An update of engine system research at the Army
Propulsion Directorate p 486 A91-29452
An expert system to perform on-line controller
restructuring for abrupt model changes
p494 A91-29466
Jet-A reaction mechanism study for combustion
application
[AIAA PAPER 91-2355] p 859 A91-45810
The NASA Lewis integrated propulsion and flight control
simulator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2969] p 855 A91-47847
Experimental and analytical evaluation of efficiency of
helicopter planetary stage
[NASA-TP-3063] p 152 N91-12956
Review of the transmissions of the Soviet helicopters
[NASA-TM-103634] p 291 N91-15146
Advanced rotorcraft transmission technology
p527 N91-20115
Advanced rotorcraft transmission program
[NASA-TM-103276] p 598 N91-21531
Effects of gear box vibration and mass imbalance on
the dynamics of multi-stage gear transmissions
[NASA-TM-103695] p 599 N91-21534
Effects of inlet distortion on the development of
secondary flows in a subsonic axial inlet compressor
rotor
[NASA-TM-104356] p 660 N91-23179
Small Engine Component Technology (SECT) study
[NASA-CR-175079] p 663 N91-24208
Army Aviation Systems Command, Hampton, VA.
Directivity and prediction of low frequency rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 91-0592) p 331 A91-21545
Computational rotorcraft flowfield research at the U.S.
Army AeroStructures Directorate p 703 A91-41148
Army Aviation Systems Command, Moffett Reid, CA.
The acoustic results of a United Techologies scale model
helicopter rotor tested at DNW
[AIAA PAPER 90-4035] p 75 A91-12543
The acoustic results of a United Technologies scale
model helicopter rotor tested at DNW
p244 A91-17224
Model tilt-rotor hover performance and surface pressure
measurement p 197 A91-17261
An in-flight investigation of symbology drive law
improvements to an operational attack helicopter
p206 A91-17277
Formulation and validation of high-order linearized
models of helicopter flight mechanics
p215 A91-17280
Aerodynamic and acoustic test of a United Technologies
model scale rotor at DNW p 167 A91-17299
A study of dynamic stall using real time interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 91-0007] p 256 A91-21329
An improved three-dimensional aerodynamics model for
helicopter airloads prediction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0767] p 267 A91-21610
A quantitative study of unsteady compressible flow on
an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-1683] p 722 A91-43590
Time and frequency-domain identification and
verification of BO-105 dynamic models
p824 A91-45393
Identification and simulation evaluation of an AH-64
helicopter hover math model
[AIAA PAPER 91-2877] p 826 A91-47176
Helicopter flight-control design using an H(2) method
[AIAA PAPER 91-2753] p 947 A91-49710
Simulation evaluation of the effects of time delay and
motion on rotorcraft handling qualities
[AIAA PAPER 91-2892] p 950 A91-49825
General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program
(GRASP): Theory manual
[NASA-TM-102255] p 239 N91-13762
Flowfield of a lifting hovering rotor: A Navier-Stokes
simulation
[ NASA-TM-102862 ] p 274 N91 -15128
Army Avionics Research and Development Activity,
Fort Eustls, VA.
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
(AIAA PAPER 91-0988] p 501 A91-32019
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab.,
Hanover, NH.
Predicting the behavior of asphalt concrete pavements
in seasonal frost areas using nondestructive techniques
[CRREL-90-10] p420 N91-17253
Snow roads and runways
[AD-A231490] p 586 N91-22138
Performance of asphalt concrete airport pavements
during thaw weakening periods: A field study
[AD-A237441] p961 N91-29198
Army Electronics Technology and Devices Lab., Fort
Uonmouth, NJ.
Low-noise oscillators for airborne radar applications
p296 N91-15159
Army Engineer Topographic Labs., Fort Beh/olr, VA.
Automated extraction of airport runway patterns from
radar imagery
[AD-A231809] p600 N91-22480
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vlcksburg, US.
Condition survey and PAVER implementation. Edwards
Air Force Base (north base), California
[AD-A224978] p 132 N91-11772
Condition survey and PAVER implementation. Edwards
Air Force Base, California
[AD-A224979] p 132 N91-11773
Literature review on geotextiles to improve pavements
for general aviation airports
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/26] p 226 N91-13464
Evaluation procedure for reinforced concrete box
culverts under airfield pavements
[AD-A227920] p 310 N91-16031
Analytical study of the effects of weight on Light
Helicopter (LH) exposure to ground-based weapons
[AD-A232024] p 653 N91-23141
Literature review on geotextiles to improve pavements
for general aviation airports
[AD-A232871] p 669 N91-23199
Geogrid reinforced base course for flexible pavements
for light aircraft: Literature review and test section
design
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/28] p 763 N91-26160
Army Lab. Command, Watertown, MA.
Failure analysis of a main rotor pitch horn bolt located
on the AH-1 Cobra helicopter
(AD-A227679) p 292 N91-16007
Model sensitivity in stress-strength reliability
computations
[AD-A232023] p 681 N91-23554
Army Military Personnel Center, Alexandria, VA.
Numerical simulation of fluid flow in a simple rotor/stator
pair
(AD-A236720) p 873 N91-27497
Army Natick Labs., MA.
Evaluation of an alternative rotorcraft cargo lowering
device for the delivery of 500-lb ammunition loads
[AD-A230995] p 573 N91-21133
Army War Coll., Carlisle Barracks, PA.
What fuels our future?
[AD-A233674] p 767 N91-26387
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air
Force Station, TN.
Some subsonic and transonic buffet characteristics of
the twin-vertical-tails of a fighter airplane configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1049] p 500 A91-32009
Some buffet response characteristics of a
twin-vertical-tail configuration
[NASA-TM-102749] p 184 N91-13412
Development of a tree-jet forebody simulator design
optimization method
(AD-A230162) p457 N91-20050
Computation of inlet reference plane flow-field for a
subscale free-jet forebody/inlet model and comparison to
experimental data
[AD-A232101] p680 N91-23445
AS4M, Inc., Hampton, VA.
The design and flight testing of a long endurance RPV
p384 A91-24460
Design aspects of long range supersonic LFC airplanes
with highly swept wings p 345 A91-24468
Domain decomposition methods in aerodynamics
p604 A91-33056
Association Aeronautlque et Astronautlque de France,
Paris.
RADAC model deformation measurement system: First
results at the F1 wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-03] p 1025 N91-31098
Conditional sampling
[AAAF-NT-89-04] p 1025 N91-31099
Laser velocimetry at the CEAT aerodynamic group:
Application to unsteady measurements on a fluid flap
profile
(AAAF-NT-89-05) p 1025 N91-31100
Low level turbulence detection by a laser velocimetry
technique: Application to transonic flows
[AAAF-NT-89-07] p 1025 N91-31101
Airfoil-vortex interaction: Unsteady wall pressure
measurement
[AAAF-NT-89-13] p 1026 N91-31104
Boundary layer transition detection and measurement
methods at CERT/DERAT
[AAAF-NT-89-14] p 1026 N91-31105
Second generation supersonic transport aircraft: Low
speed aerodynamics
[AAAF-NT-89-02] p 1053 N91-31137
Instrumentation under development for the ONERA F4
wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-11] p 1083 N91-31187
A first hot wire scanner
[AAAF-NT-69-16] p 1083 N91-31188
Flow visualization and simulation
[AAAF-NT-89-18] p 1098 N91-31590
The development of a specific image analysis technique
for exploiting flow visualization negatives
[AAAF-NT-69-26] p 1099 N91-31593
Post processing of three dimensional aerothermal
computation
[AAAF-NT-89-21] p1112 N91-31848
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CORPORA TE SOURCE British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co.
Astrldge (Derek) and Associates, Langport (England).
Helicopter transmissions: Design (or safety and
reliability p 38 N91 -10043
Atlantic Research Corp., Arlington, VA.
An assessment of tailoring of lightning protection design
requirements for a composite wing structure on a metallic
aircraft p 1033 N91-32641
Atlantic Research Corp., Landover, MD.
Current Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT)
deficiencies and potential improvements utilizing
TSO-C9U ELTs
(NASA-CR-4330) p 28 N91-10964
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.,
Cambridge, MA.
Effects of engine emissions from high-speed civil
transport aircraft: A two-dimensional modeling study, part
2
[NASA-CR-4346-PT-2J p 426 N91-18490
Aurora Flight Sciences Corp., Alexandria, VA.
Advanced aircraft for atmospheric research
[AIAA PAPER 91-3162] p 1047 A91-54076
Avco Lycomlng Dlv., Stratford, CT.
Small Engine Component Technology (SECT) study.
Program report
[NASA-CR-175077] p 662 N91-24204
Aviation Planning Associates, Inc., Cincinnati, OH.
Economic impact of aviation in Pennsylvania
[PB91-128264] pS43 N91-22067
Avlons Marcel Dassault, Saint-Cloud (France).
Formal tools and simulation tools: A coherent
workshop p 328 N91-15728
B
Ballistic Research Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MO.
Navier-Stokes predictions of pitch damping for
axisymmetric shell using steady coning motion
[AIAA PAPER 91-2855] p812 A91-47160
Bath Univ. (England).
Control of vibration in a flexible rotor-bearing system
p 981 N91-30519
Battelle Columbus Labs., Mountain View, CA.
Non-airborne conflicts: The causes and effects of runway
transgressions
[NASA-CR-177372] p 562 N91-21121
Battelle Columbus Labs., Research Triangle Park, NC.
An evaluation of shape methods for helicopter
classification and orientation determination
[AD-A227326] p 291 N91-15148
BBN Systems and Technologies Corp., Cambridge, MA.
Jet noise predictions from unsteady Navier-Stokes
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0493] p 245 A91-19329
Fault recovery recommendation p 27 N91 -10952
Beech Aircraft Corp., Boulder, CO.
Method for fastening aircraft frame elements to sandwich
skin panels covering same using woven fiber connectors
[PATENT-1-274-075] p 1051 N91-31126
Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita, KS.
Design and certification of aircraft for the HERF
environment p115 N91 -12575
Aging aircraft: Issues and partial answers
p 338 N91-16008
Beechcraft starship strength certification
p 684 N91-24643
Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, TX.
Airfoil design method using the Navier-Stokes
equations p646 A91-38550
Conclusions from high-speed rotorcraft studies
[AIAA PAPER 91-2149] p 693 A91-41711
Computational and experimental evaluation of helicopter
rotor tips for high-speed flight p 800 A91-45296
Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., Mlddletown, NJ.
Systematic methods for knowledge acquisition and
expert system development p 781 A91 -43926
Bllkent Univ., Ankara (Turkey).
A decentralized controller for highly augmented
aircraft p 327 N91-15717
Blonetlcs Corp., Hampton, VA.
Oscillation of high-altitude balloons
p900 A91-5228S
Birmingham Univ. (England).
The fatigue response of the aluminium-lithium alloy.
8090 p 765 A91-43857
BMW-A.G., Munich (Germany, F. R.).
Actively damped landing gear system
p832 N91-28165
Boeing Aerospace and Electronics Co., Seattle, WA.
X ray computed tomography of composites
[AD-A227227] p314 N91-15322
Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, WA.
Integrated control-structure design
[NASA-CR-182020] p 307 N91-15180
Boeing Canada, Toronto (Ontario).
Propulsion-induced aerodynamics of an
ejector-configured STOVL fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0765] p 181 A91-19457
Analysis by the statistical discrete gust method
p 759 N91-26156
Ice tolerant engine inlet screens tor CH113/113A search
and rescue helicopters p 1070 N91-31149
Segmented rotatatale nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-63] p 1074 N91-31174
Segmented vectoring cruise nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-63] p 1074 N91-31175
Ventral segmented nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-63] p 1074 N91-31176
Boeing Co., Seattle, WA.
Local grid refinement for transonic flow problems
p83 A91-13267
Solution adaptive local rectangular grid refinement for
transonic aerodynamic flow problems
p 547 A91-34179
Integrated technology development laboratories
p330 N91-15743
Personnel launch system autoland development study
[NASA-CR-187495] • p 407 N91-18116
Software: Where we are and what is required in the
future p606 N91-22729
Removable slider shoe for a translating sleeve used on
a jet engine cowl and duct
[PATENT-1-247-868] p 1074 N91-31177
An example of requirements for Advanced Subsonic Civil
Transport (ASCT) flight control system using structured
techniques
[NASA-CR-187526] p 1054 N91-32132
Boeing Co., Wichita, KS.
Experimental water droplet impingement data on modern
aircraft surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 91-0445) p 262 A91-21493
Methods for obtaining and reducing experimental droplet
impingement data on arbitrary bodies
p771 A91-43310
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, WA.
Global convergence of inexact Newton methods for
transonic flow p 169 A91-18225
Design and validation of advanced transonic wings using
CFD and very high Reynolds number wind tunnel testing
p343 A91-24408
High-Speed Civil Transport research and technology
needs
[SAE PAPER 901925] p 922 A91-48607
Hybrid laminar flow control tests in the Boeing Research
Wind Tunnel
(SAE PAPER 901978] p 955 A91-48640
Experimental results of a propeller/wing interaction
study
[SAE PAPER 910998] p 902 A91-52933
HSCT designs for reduced sonic boom
[AIAA PAPER 91-3103] p 1045 A91-5402B
Boeing flight deck design philosophy
p40 N91-10937
Use of 4-D RNAV in time-based en route arrival
metering p 33 N91-10997
Civil tiltrotor missions and applications
[NASA-CR-177452] p 190 N91-13424
Life-critical digital flight control systems
p406 N91-17561
Aircraft Command in Emergency Situations (ACES).
Phase 1: Concept development
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/21] p 636 N91-23097
Developing and utilizing an Euler computational method
for predicting the airframe/propulsion effects for an
aft-mounted turboprop transport. Volume 1: Theory
document
[NASA-CR-181924-VOL-1] p 632 N91-24118
Developing and utilizing an Euler computational method
for predicting the airframe/propulsion effects for an
aft-mounted turboprop transport. Volume 2: User guide
[NASA-CR-181924-VOL-2] p 632 N91-24119
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 1: Theory document
[ NASA-CR-187484-VOL-1 ] p 632 N91 -24120
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 2: User guide for BOON, pre-processor
for grid generation and GMBH
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-2] p 632 N91-24121
A general multiblock Euler code for propulsion
integration. Volume 3: User guide for the Euler code
[NASA-CR-187484-VOL-3] p 632 N91-24122
Variable Sweep Transition Flight Experiment (VSTFE):
Unified Stability System (USS). Description and users'
manual
[NASA-CR-181918] p 634 N91-24139
Environmental exposure effects on composite materials
for commercial aircraft
[NASA-CR-187478] p 672 N91-24358
Civil tiltrotor missions and applications. Phase 2: The
commercial passenger market
[NASA-CR-177576] p 734 N91-26126
Communications needs of the future air-ground
interface p 1042 N91-32125
Boeing Computer Services Co, Seattle, WA.
Global convergence of inexact Newton methods for
transonic flow p 169 A91-18225
Boeing Helicopter Co., Philadelphia, PA.
Boeing Helicopters Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission
(ART) program status p 512 A91-29455
Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission program - A status
report p 514 A91-30575
V-22 operational capabilities p 375 N91-18092
Aircraft quality high temperature vacuum carburizing
[AD-A229980] p 510 N91-20271
Technology needs for high-speed rotorcraft. volume 1
[NASA-CR-177585] p 742 N91-26139
Boeing Military Airplane Development, Seattle, WA.
3-D imagery cockpit display development
[AD-A226411] p 120 N91-12680
Advanced embedded processing: Present and future
p390 N91-17562
Intelligent real-time knowledge based inflight mission
management p 737 N91-25128
Structured representation for requirements and
specifications
[NASA-CR-187522] p 783 N91-26797
Boeing Military Airplane Development, Wichita, KS.
Water droplet impingement on airfoils and aircraft engine
inlets for icing analysis p 634 A91-38543
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA.
Situational awareness in the commercial aircraft cockpit
• A cognitive perspective p 1111 A91 -54658
Bradford Univ. (England).
Separated flow on a high lift wing: A study of the turbulent
characteristics of the separated flow region on a high lift
wing under normal and wing body conditions by means
of a flying hot-wire technique p 99 N91-12632
Bristol Univ. (England).
The forward mounted spoiler as a source of buffet
excitation p 219 N91-14332
The effect of body shape on the development of vortex
asymmetry in the flow past slender bodies
[BU-413] p455 N91-19068
An expert system for laminated plate design using
composite materials
[BU-406] p 510 N91-19245
Minimum weight optimization of composite laminated
struts
[BU-409] p510 N91-19246
Effect of planform on induced drag
[BU-500] p559 N91 -22086
A leading-edge control surface
[BU-508] p559 N91-22087
An investigation into the extent and effects of spanwise
flow in the boundary layer of a helicopter rotor in hover
[BU-519] p560 N91-22089
The preliminary aerodynamic design of light aircraft
[BU-504] p 574 N91-22119
A quantitative investigation into the aerodynamic
coupling effects in a coaxial contra-rotating rotor system
[BU-517] p574 N91-22120
Signal blending in control systems structural
interactions
(BU-505J p583 N9I-22132
Flutter suppression of an aircraft wing using a control
surface
[BU-506] p583 N91-22133
The flexural strength of unidirectional carbon fibre
composites
[BU-509] p 589 N91-22399
Flow investigation of a ground effect vehicle
[BU-516] p600 N91-22528
The use of axisymmetric flow for investigation of shock
wave-boundary layer interactions
[BU-520] p600 N91-22529
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Woodford (England).
The powerplant options for a future large aircraft
p400 N91-18080
FIMA and EUROFLAG: Progress in meeting military airlift
and FLA requirements for the 21 st century
p 375 N91-18091
British Aerospace Commercial Aircraft, Hatfleld
(England).
Next generation of regional aircraft
p 105 N91-11710
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co.,
Klngston-upon-Thames (England).
The special requirements of a VSTOL aircraft
p830 N91-28155
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Preston (England).
The development of alternate criteria for FBW handling
qualities p 666 N91 -23113
A review of high angle of attack requirements for combat
aircraft p 651 N91-23130
C-5
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co. CORPORA TE SOURCE
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Woodford (England).
The certification of the avionic systems on the ATP to
' JAR 25 p119 N91-11715
Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY.
A cable vehicle barrier for alert aircraft protection
[DE91-001723) p 227 N91-14354
Brown Univ., Providence, Rl.
Secondary frequencies in the wake of a circular cylinder
with vortex shedding p 620 A91-39736
Parameter identification for nonlinear aerodynamic
systems
[NASA-CR-187410] p 274 N91-15126
Micromechanisms of quasi-static and fatigue crack
growth in titanium-aluminides p 602 N91 -22583
Bundesanstalt fuer Flugslcherung, Frankfurt am Main
(Germany, F.R.).
Activities report of the German Federal Institute for Flight
Safety
[ETN-91-98644] p 281 N91-16002
Bundesmlnisterium fuer Verkehr, Bonn (Germany,
F.R.).
High-speed trains in competition with regional air
transport p 105 N91-11709
Cairo Univ. (Egypt).
Heat transfer in oscillating flows p 676 A91 -38698
California Inst of Tech., Pasadena.
Internally mounted thin-liquid-film skin-friction meter -
Comparison with floating element method with and without
pressure gradient
[AIAA PAPER 91-0060] p317 A91-21352
Application of dynamical systems theory to nonlinear
aircraft dynamics p 43 N91-11014
Investigations into shock-induced enhancement of
mixing and combustion in supersonic burners
[AD-A231750] p 589 N91-22407
Simulation of the flow past an impulsively started cylinder
using a discrete vortex method
[AD-A233066J p 683 N91-24533
An experimental investigation of structure, mixing, and
combustion in compressible turbulent shear layers
[AD-A235278J p 766 N91-26281
California Polytechnic State Univ., San Luis Oblspo.
Designing low bandwidth propulsive-only flight
controllers
[AIAA PAPER 91-2628] p 944 A91-49604
Experimental analysis of vortex trapping techniques
[AIAA PAPER 91-3271] p 1003 A91-53778
The California corridor transportation system: A design
summary p 392 N91-18163
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the vortex flow
structures on the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-CR-186938] p815 N91-27126
The power induced effects module: A FORTRAN code
which estimates lift increments due to power induced
effects for V/STOL flight
[NASA-CR-188081] p 904 N91-30095
California State Polytechnic Univ., Pomona.
High altitude reconnaissance aircraft
p392 N91-16162
California State Univ., Long Beach.
Prediction of ice shapes and their effect on airfoil
performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0264] p 357 A91-26330
Essential ingredients for the computation of steady and
unsteady blade boundary layers
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-160] p 793 A91-44598
Fortified LEWICE with viscous effects
p908 A91-52279
California Univ., Berkeley.
A study of flow separation on an aspect ratio three flap
at Mach number 2.4
[AIAA PAPER 91-1620] p 718 A91-43554
Ramjet combustion instabilities: An analytical and
numerical model p 124 N91-11754
Low-frequency pressure oscillations in a model ramjet
dump combustor p125 N91-11755
Modeling of micromechanisms of fatigue and fracture
in hybrid materials
[AD-A225042] p 149 N91-12126
Interferometric investigation of supersonic flow fields
with shock-shock interactions p 627 N91-23082
Near midair collisions as an indicator of general aviation
collision risk p 635 N91 -23096
Micromechanisms of monotonic and cyclic subcritical
crack growth in advanced high melting point low-ductility
intermetallics
[AD-A238151] p 967 N91-29317
California Univ., Berkeley. Lawrence Berkeley Lab.
Soot in the stratosphere - The impact of current and
HSCT aircraft emissions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3161) p1104 A91-54075
California Univ., Davis.
Drag calculations of wings using Euler methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-03381 p176 A91-19240
Closed-loop assessment of flight simulator fidelity
p311 A91-22960
Technique for predicting longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillations p 305 A91-22961
Effect of stiffness characteristics on the response of
composite grid-stiffened structures
[AIAA PAPER 91-1087) p 521 A91-31969
Tailoring of composite wing structures for elastically
produced camber deformations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1186] p 473 A91-32039
Identification of pilot-vehicle dynamics from simulation
and flight test p664 A91-37598
Aerodynamic characteristics of crescent and elliptic
wings at high angles of attack p624 A91-40219
Collar grids for intersecting geometric components within
the Chimera overlapped grid scheme
[AIAA PAPER 91-1587) p 700 A91-40761
Convergence acceleration of viscous and inviscid
hypersonic flow calculations p 806 A91-46178
Calculation and measurement of induced drag at low
speeds
[SAE PAPER 901935] p 893 A91-48613
Precise flight-path control using a predictive algorithm
p951 A91-52018
Wing design code using three-dimensional Euler
equations and optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-3190] p 1013 A91-54094
The formal verification of generic interpreters
[NASA-CR-4403] p1112 N91-32853
California Univ., Irvine.
Gas and drop behavior in reacting and non-reacting
air-blast atomizer sprays p 976 A91-52305
California Univ., Los Angeles.
Influence of unsteady aerodynamics on rotor blade
aeroelastic stability and response p 37 A91 -12894
Nonlinear coupled rotor-fuselage helicopter vibration
studies with higher harmonic control
p 214 A91-17230
The compressible vortex pair p 168 A91-17658
The analysis and simulation of compressible
turbulence p 170 A91-18599
A new approach to computational aeroelasticity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0939] p 521 A91-32007
Transonic adaptive flutter suppression using
approximate unsteady time domain aerodynamics
(AIAA PAPER 91-0986] p 500 A91-32017
Coupled rotor-flexible fuselage vibration reduction using
open loop higher harmonic control
[AIAA PAPER 91-1217) p 501 A91-32031
Helicopter vibration reduction using structural
optimization with aeroelastic/multidisciplinary constraints
•A survey p 570 A91-33527
Euler calculations of unsteady transonic flow in
cascades
[AIAA PAPER 91-1104] p 626 A91-40562
Constrained optimization approach to feedback control
of state-augmented systems p 66 N91-11433
A finite difference approximation method for flexible flight
structures p 389 N91-17017
Integrated multidisciplinary optimization of actively
controlled fiber composite wings p 667 N91-23190
Size dependence of gaseous cluster reactivity and
evaporation dynamics as a mechanistic probe
[AD-A233811] p 766 N91-26249
Ouadrupole phenomena of noise from a subsonic jet
impinging on a large, rigid, and flate plate
p 883 N91-28818
Nonlinear coupled rotor-fuselage vibration analysis and
higher harmonic control studies for vibration reduction in
helicopters p 929 N91-30129
California Univ., San Olego, La Jolla.
Comparison of NASTRAN analysis with ground vibration
results of UH-60A NASA/AEFA test configuration
[NASA-CR-184565] p 61 N91-10333
Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, NY.
The flying qualities influence of delay in the fighter pilot's
cuing environment p 650 N91-23120
Calspan Corp., Arnold AFS, TN.
Investigation of the influence of constant adverse
pressure gradients on laminar boundary-layer stability at
Mach number 8
[AD-A228231] p 324 N91-16293
Calspan Corp., Buffalo, NY.
Studies of shock/shock interaction on smooth and
transpiration-cooled hemispherical nosetips in hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1765] p 724 A91-43634
Calspan-State Untv. of New York Joint Venture,
Buffalo, NY.
Interaction of feel system and flight control system
dynamics on lateral flying qualities
[NASA-CR-179445] p 221 N91-14353
Cambridge Univ. (England).
The role of the low-speed wind tunnel in transition
research p 505 A91-31315
Canadalr Ltd., Montreal (Quebec).
The role of analysis in the design and qualification of
composite aircraft structures p 684 N91-24648
Canadian Forces Base Cold Lake, Medley (Alberta).
Low temperature environment operations of turbo
engines p 1070 N91-31146
Canadian Forces Headquarters, Ottawa (Ontario).
Climatic considerations in the life cycle management
of the CF-18 engine p 1071 N91-31158
Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto (Ontario).
Ventral segmented nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-63] p 1074 N91-31176
Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA.
Time-dependent jet flow and noise computations
[AIAA PAPER 90-3961 ] p 70 A91-12475
Generic avionics software specification
[AD-A235752] p 881 N91-27802
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH.
Bifurcation analysis of axial flow compressor stability
p44 A91-10245
Molecular dynamics computations of two dimensional
supersonic rarefied gas flow past blunt bodies
[AIAA PAPER 91-0322] p 261 A91-21459
Transitiomresearch using flight experiments
p444 A91-31310
Feedback linearization for control of air breathing
engines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2000) p 745 A91-41671
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low rpm using a tapered-plug
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 91-3390] p 869 A91-45820
O-THREE: A high altitude, remotely piloted vehicle
p392 N91-18164
CCS Associates, Bethel Park, PA.
Heat pipe radiation cooling of advanced hypersonic
propulsion system components
| AIAA PAPER 91-2358] p 746 A91-41759
Central Research Inst of Electric Power Industry,
Tokyo (Japan).
Water-cooling technique of high temperature gas turbine
blade
[DE91 -764238] p 681 N91 -23506
Centre d'Essals Aeronautlque Toulouse (France).
Influence of configuration effects on multiple burst
simulation testing p 1032 N91-32631
Centre d'Essals dea Propulseurs, Orsay (France).
Numerical model of evolution in supercooled cloud of
water droplets in a case of icing p 1073 N91-31169
Centre d'Essals en Vol, Bretlgny-sur-Orge (France).
Technical presentation of the Merlin's radome:
Calibration and data processing p 603 N91 -22656
Centre d'Etudes de Gramat (France).
A real scale simulator for high frequency LEMP
p 1084 N91-32700
A theoretical analysis of the electromagnetic
environment of the AS330 super Puma helicopter external
and internal coupling p1102 N91-32701
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches, Toulouse (France).
Four dimensional navigation in air traffic with 4-O
navigation aircraft p 31 N91-10991
Three dimensional shear flow: Flow visualisation around
a highly swept back and high incidence wing
[ONERA-RT-35/5025-28] p 1098 N91-31584
Calculation of turbulent compressible flows
p1101 N91-32445
Centre Europeen Recherche et de Formation Advance
en Calcul Scientific, Toulouse (France).
The origin of a characteristic frequency in hard thermal
turbulence p 870 A91-46618
Cessna Aircraft Co., Wichita, KS.
Flight test investigation of certification requirements for
laminar-flow general aviation airplanes
p 1049 A91-54372
Designing aircraft structures for tolerance to fatigue
damage p390 N91-18012
Airframe corrosion p 390 N91-18013
CFD Research Corp., Huntsvllle, AL.
A CFD study of jet mixing in reduced flow areas for
lower combustor emissions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2460] p 747 A91-41788
Rapid mix concepts for low emission combustors in gas
turbine engines
(NASA-CR-185292] p 453 N91-19048
Charles River Analytics, Inc., Cambridge, MA.
An expert system approach to global fault detection and
isolation design
[AD-A238494] p 988 N91-29808
Christian Brothers Coll., Memphis, TN.
Fine-tuning of process conditions to improve product
uniformity of polystyrene particles used for wind tunnel
velocimetry p 133 N91-13338
C-6
CORPORA TE SOURCE Cranfield Inst. of Tech.
Chung-Ang Univ., Seoul (Republic of Korea).
Adhesive bond evaluation using phase sensitive
detection techniques p 147 A91-16839
Cincinnati Univ., OH.
Orthogonal series generalized likelihood ratio test for
failure detection and isolation p 200 A91 -19023
Deterministic multi-zone ice accretion modeling
[AIAA PAPER 91-0265] p 189 A91-19209
Inviscid steady/unsteady flow calculations
p267 A91-21748
Three-dimensional composite velocity solutions for
subsonic/transonic flow p 616 A91-37841
Analysis and control of low-speed forced unsteady
flow p676 A91-38697
A pressure flux-split technique for computation of inlet
flow behavior p 595 N91-21068
Direct solution techniques for viscous flow and their
control
[AD-A236201] p 873 N91-27493
City Coll. of the City Univ. of New York, NY.
Eigenstructure assignment with gain suppression using
eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives
p218 A91-19016
Turbulent molecular processes and structures in
supersonic free shear layers
(AD-A236922] p 873 N91-27500
Civil Aeromedlcal Inst., Oklahoma City, OK.
Correlates of two experimental tests with performance
in the FAA academy air traffic control nonradar screen
program
[AD-A226419] pt10 N91-12658
Development of a crashworthy seat for commuter
aircraft
[AD-A227486] p 281 N91-15999
Civil Aviation Authority, Canberra (Australia).
Australian experiments in Automatic Dependent
Surveillance (ADS) including the Pacific Engineering Trials
(PET) p 1039 N91-32101
Civil Aviation Authority, London (England).
The European certification process
p106 N91-11735
UK airmisses involving commercial air transport, January
- April 1990
[ISSN-0951-6301] p919 N91-30121
UK airmisses involving commercial air transport. May -
August 1990
[ISSN-0951-6301] p919 N91-30122
Clemson Univ., SC.
Clutter filter design considerations for Airborne Doppler
radar detection of windshear p 102 N91-11690
Analysis of the interiaminar stress components at the
skin/stiffener interface of an advanced-concept stiffened
panel p 421 N91-17421
Signal processing techniques for clutter filtering and wind
shear detection p 638 N91-24154
Cleveland State Univ., OH.
Resistivity of pristine and intercalated graphite fiber
epoxy composites p 589 A91-35949
Testing, analysis, and code verification of aerodynamics
and heat transfer related to turbomachinery
[NASA-CR-188640] p 844 N91-27160
Coherent Technologies, Inc., Boulder, CO.
Coherent lidar airborne windshear sensor - Performance
evaluation p 655 A91-39873
College of William and Mary, Wllllamsburg, VA.
Automatic determination of fault effects on aircraft
functionality
[NASA-CR-181352] p 37 N91-10039
Design of an intelligent information system for in-flight
emergency assistance p 606 N91 -22792
Cologne Univ. (Germany, F.R.).
The origin of a characteristic frequency in hard thermal
turbulence p 870 A91-46618
Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins.
An airborne FLIR detection and warning system for low
altitude wind shear p 637 N91-24147
Colorado Univ., Boulder.
Numerical simulation of powered-lift flows
p 165 A91-17210
Hypersonic waverider design from given shock waves
p351 A91-25733
Flight test and numerical simulation of transonic flow
around YAV-8B Harrier II wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1628] p 719 A91-43559
Hypersonic waverider analysis - A comparison of
numerical and experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 91-1696] p 739 A91-43596
Interactive design of hypersonic waverider geometries
[AIAA PAPER 91-1697] p 740 A91-43597
Computation of transonic flow over elastic rotor blade
p 23 N91-10906
Experimental investigation of the mechanisms
underlying vortex kinematics in unsteady separated
flows p 23 N91-10907
Application of computational fluid dynamics to
three-dimensional bodies in hypersonic flow
p62 N91-11174
A multiple frames of reference approach to aeroelastic
computations: Application to airfoil flutter analysis
p363 N91-16995
Theoretical studies of the kinematics, dynamics, stability,
and control of unsteady/vortical flows
(AD-A235190J p 779 N91-26477
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
(U.S. Senate).
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1992
(S-REPT-102-97] p884 N91-28048
Committee on Science, Space and Technology (U.S.
House).
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Multiyear Authorization Act of 1991 p 785 N91-27046
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Multiyear Authorization Act of 1991
[H-REPT-102-41] p884 N91-28047
Communications Satellite Corp., Washington, DC.
Operational SATCOM: Moving from trials to service
p 1041 N91-32111
Complere, Inc., Palo Alto, CA.
Transition and turbulence measurements in hypersonic
(lows
[AIAA PAPER 90-5231 ] p 87 A91-14457
Computational Logic, Inc., Austin, TX.
What can formal methods offer to digital flight control
systems design p 406 N91 -17566
Report on the formal specification and partial verification
of the VIPER microprocessor
[NASA-CR-187540] p 881 N91-27786
Computer Resource Management, Inc., Hemdon, VA.
National airspace system. Communications operational
concept NAS-SR-136
[DOT/FAA/SE-91/1] p 640 N91-24185
Navigation operational concept
[NAS-SR-134] p919 N91-30117
Computer Resource Management, Inc., Pleasantvllle,
NJ.
Software quality metrics
[DOT/FAA/CT-91M] p1112 N91-31814
Computer Sciences Corp., Hampton, VA.
Analytic Patch Configuration (APC) gateway version 1.0
user's guide
[NASA-CR-187464] p 330 N91-15751
Computer Sciences Corp., Moffett Field, CA.
Implicit solvers for unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 91-1537] p 696 A91-40712
The NAS parallel benchmarks p 1111 A91-56099
Computer Technology Associates, Inc., McKee City,
NJ.
Summary of the FAA low data rate voice CODEC
evaluation and demonstration program
p 150 N91-12578
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) capacity
analysis and protocol performance simulation plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/35] p311 N91-15295
Simulation of quadruple simultaneous parallel ILS
approaches at D/FW, phase 3
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/15] p 379 N91-18102
CODEC test plan, phase 3
[AD-A230395) p 465 N91-20068
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) message
and voice access request transit delay
p 1040 N91-32107
A model human engineering approach to the
development of regulatory standards for digital
communication technologies: Defining safety from a
human-machine systems perspective
p 1043 N91-32126
Conslgllo Nazlonale delle Rlcerche, Rome (Italy).
Optimization models and techniques to improve air traffic
management p 31 N91-10988
Construcclones Aeronautlcas S.A., Madrid (Spain).
General configuration aspects on airlifter design
p374 N91-18070
Nonlinear analysis of composite shear webs with holes
and correlation with tests p 684 N91 -24642
Tests of salinic clouds in test tube of the 7075 carbon
fiber with metal mesh (Airbus 330/340)
[INFORME-l-520/90] p 1088 N91-32175
Resistance of perished paints to Skydrol
[INFORME-l-536/90] p 1088 N91 -32223
Continuum Dynamics, Inc., Princeton, NJ.
General flow field analysis methods for helicopter rotor
aeroacoustics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0591] p 245 A91-19376
Optimization of rotor performance in hover using a free
wake analysis p 646 A91 -38548
Proposed modifications to ice accretion/icing scaling
theory p819 A91-45289
The influence of the rotor wake on rotorcraft stability
and control p 847 A91-45396
Computation of rotor aerodynamic loads with a constant
vorticity contour free wake model
| AIAA PAPER 91-3229] p 1000 A91-53747
Free wake analysis of hover performance using a new
influence coefficient method
[NASA-CR-4309] p 453 N91-19050
A new methodology for free wake analysis using curved
vortex elements
[NASA-CR-3958] p 455 N91-19067
Feasibility of an onboard wake vortex avoidance
system
[NASA-CR-187521] p 462 N91-19074
Coordinating Research Council, Inc., Atlanta, GA.
Survey of current aircraft engine conditions
[AD-A235143] p 756 N91-26144
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY.
Analysis and prediction of tilt rotor hover noise
p244 A91-17641
Optimal aircraft performance during microburst
encounter p 467 A91-29787
Diagonal implicit multigrid solution of compressible
turbulent flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1571 ] p 699 A91-40745
Theory of finite disturbances in a centrifugal compression
system with a vaneless radial diffuser
[NASA-CR-187049] p 213 N91-134S8
Prediction of XV-15 tilt rotor discrete frequency
aeroacoustic noise with WOPWOP
[NASA-CR-187684] p 246 N91-14803
A study of rotor broadband noise mechanisms and
helicopter tail rotor noise
[NASA-CR-177565] p 607 N91-21829
Block implicit multigrid solution of the Euler equations
p680 N91-23413
Council for National Academic Awards (England).
Simulation and detection of transverse cracks in
rotors. p 149 N91-12086
Far-field boundaries and their numerical treatment
p323 N91-16281
Prediction of the flow and heat transfer between a
rotating and a stationary cone p 877 N91-28536
Vibration control in rotating machinery using variable
dynamic stiffness hydrostatic squeeze-films
p981 N91-30521
Cranfield Inst. of Tech., Bedford (England).
A passenger's view of commuter aircraft
p106 N91-11720
TF89 aircraft centre fuselage
[ETN-91-98579] p 294 N91-16018
TF89 tactical fighter outer wing design
[ETN-91 -98580] p 294 N91-16019
TF89 design project airbrake and arrester hook design
[ETN-91-98853] p 477 N91-19092
S87 close air support aircraft fatigue analysis
[ETN-91-98854] p 477 N91-19093
The application of aero gas turbine engine monitoring
systems to military aircraft
[ETN-91-98852] p 485 N91-19096
Preliminary studies for aircraft parameter estimation
using modified stepwise recognition
[CRANFIELD-AERO-8911] p 458 N91-20057
Application of modified stepwise regression for the
estimation of aircraft stability and control parameters
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9008] p 458 N91-20058
Initial review of research into the application of modified
stepwise regression for the estimation of aircraft stability
and control procedures
[CRANFIELD-AERO-8903] p 503 N91-20135
Measurement of the longitudinal static stability and the
moments of inertia of a 1/12th scale model of a B.Ae
Hawk
(CRANFIELD-AERO-9009) p 503 N91-20136
Steady-state experiments for measurements of
aerodynamic stability derivatives of a high incidence
research model using the College of Aeronautics whirling
arm
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9014] p 503 N91-20137
Approximate methods for predicting the lifting
characteristics of wing-body combinations
p558 N91-22074
Variable camber wings for transport aircraft
p574 N91-22112
Experimental study of radiation from coated turbine
blades p 580 N91-22122
Damage accumulation and degradation of composite
laminates under aircraft service loading: Assessment and
prediction, volumes 1 and 2 p 589 N91-22381
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius on vortex flaps and the wing
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9004] p 628 N91-23092
The performance of 60 deg delta wings: The effects
of leading edge radius and vortex flaps
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9002] p 653 N91-23140
Some aspects of shock-wave boundary layer interaction
relevant to intake flows p 628 N91-23161
C-7
Cray Research, Inc. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Cray Research, Inc., Mendota Heights, MN.
Application of a new Navier-Stokes inverse method to
the design ol advanced airfoils p 166 A91 -17289
Crouzet Aerospace and Systems, Valence (France).
Breakdown methodology for flight critical applications
into elementary components p 121 N91-12698
A high integrity flight data system p 111 N91-12704
Cryolab, Inc., San Luis Oblspo, CA.
Cost-effective use of liquid nitrogen in cryogenic wind
tunnels, phase 2
[NASA-CR-182088] p 309 N91-15188
Dassault (E. M.) Co., Saint Cloud (France).
Calculation of interactions between air and ground of
landing p 831 N91-28161
Dassautt-Breguet Aviation, Saint Cloud (France).
Influence of the refinement of structural calculation on
aircraft qualification procedures p 684 N91 -24649
David Taylor Research Center, Bethesda, MO.
A differential turbomachinery equation with viscous
correction
[AD-A226183] p 152 N91-12909
Dayton Univ., OH.
Composites supportability rapid test and evaluation
[AD-A225243] p 138 N91-11881
High-temperature lubricant analyses using the System
for Thermal Diagnostic Studies (STDS): A feasibility
study
[AD-A22S242] p 139 N91-11929
Research on advanced NDE methods for aerospace
structures
[AD-A226858] p 524 N91-19460
Computer menu task performance model development
[AD-A230278] p 537 N91-20759
Study of bird ingestions into small inlet area aircraft
turbine engines
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/13] p 562 N91-21122
Crew chief CAD system interface guide (version 2 -
SI)
[AD-A231433] p 606 N91-22734
Hypersonic aerodynamics fellowships
[AD-A233584] p 632 N91-24116
DCW Industries, La Canada, CA.
Progress in hypersonic turbulence modeling
[AIAA PAPER 91-1785] p 724 A91-43642
De HavHIand Aircraft Co. of Canada Ltd., Downsvlew
(Ontario).
The development of very thick multi-foil wings for high
speed, powered lift transport aircraft applications
p390 N91-18082
Defence and Civil Inst of Environmental Medicine,
Downsvlew (Ontario).
The dynamic performance of a variety of seat cushion
materials under vertical impact loads
[DCIEM-88-TR-53J p 909 N91-30111
Canadian aircrew fresh water survival 1952-1987
[DCIEM-88-RH-51) p910 N91-30112
Evaluating the effectiveness of active noise reduction
in flight helmets
[DCIEM-88-RR-34] p 990 N91-30906
Delco Systems Operations, Milwaukee, Wl.
Status of the Delco Systems Operations forward looking
windshear detection program p 103 N91-11692
Department of Agriculture, Beltsvllle, MO.
The L-band PBMR measurements of surface soil
moisture in FIFE p 154 A91-14840
Department of Energy, Idaho Falls, ID.
Environmental assessment for the FAA explosive
detection system independent validation and verification
program
[DE91-013190] p908 N91-29152
Department of National Defence, Ottawa (Ontario).
Evaluation of a new fuel with higher energy density
p414 N91-18079
Techniques to assess the state of health of sealed lead
acid batteries
[CTN-91-60214] p 1098 N91-31515
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC.
All-weather approach and landing guidance system
using passive dihedral reflectors
[AD-D014749] p466 N91-20070
Pivoting seat for fighter aircraft
[AD-O014822] p 733 N91-25120
Stabilized square parachute
[AD-D014946] p903 N91-29149
Department of Transportation, Cambridge, MA.
Aircraft wake vortices: An annotated bibliography
(1923-1990)
[AD-A233161] p 631 N91-24111
Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, IN.
Fatigue and fracture of titanium aluminides. volume 2
[AD-A227353] p213 N91-14351
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 3: Advanced fan section grid generator final report
and computer program user's manual
[NASA-CR-1871291 p 1075 N91-32138
Deutsche Airbus G.m.b.H., Bremen (Germany, F.R.).
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 2: Transport
airplanes and other civil applications p 40 N91-10932
Experimental investigation and semi-empirical prediction
of the dynamic response of a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal
wing due to flow separation p 219 N91-14330
C 160-Transall life time extension p 391 N91 -18088
Fast response gust measurement device
p603 N91-22659
Operational loads on landing gear
p831 N91-28158
Protection of electrical and electronic equipment against
lightning indirect effects on the Airbus A340 wing
p 1032 N91-32613
Deutsche Airbus G.m.b.H., Hamburg (Germany, F.R.).
The use of system simulation during the definition phase
of the passenger transport aircraft MPC75
p330 N9M5741
Air traffic simulation with a view to system
interpretation p 506 N91-19110
Gust design procedures p 759 N91-26155
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Brunswick (Germany, F.R.).
Time and frequency-domain identification and
verification of BO-105 dynamic models
p824 A91-45393
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Goettlngen (Germany, F.R.).
The stability of a three dimensional laminar boundary
layer over a swept flat plate p 446 A91-31351
Nonlinear development of crossflow vortices
p446 A91-31353
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Wessellng (Germany, F.R.).
Range optimization for a supersonic aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 91-2712] p 923 A91-49673
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Brunswick (Germany, F.R.).
Directivity and prediction of low frequency rotor noise
|AIAA PAPER 9143592] p331 A91-21545
Cell centered and cell vertex multigrid schemes for the
Navier-Stokes equations p 674 A91 -37834
DLR aircraft noise research and testing techniques
related to propeller driven aeroplane noise certification
p 158 N91-11718
Laminar flow wing p94 N91-11727
Investigation of the dynamic behavior and the frequency
response of the laser gyro GG 1342
[DLR-FB-90-22J p 148 N91-12070
Flight testing of a redundant FBW/ FBL helicopter control
system p 129 N91-12703
Analytic formulations of unsteady profile aerodynamics
and its application to simulation of rotors
(DLR-FB-90-28] p 184 N91-13415
Real-time hardware-in-the-loop simulation for ATTAS
and ATTHES advanced technology flight test vehicles
p 329 N91-15732
A new approach to hardware-in-the-loop simulation
(FALKE shuttle) p 329 N91 -15735
Fuselage aerodynamics design issues and
rotor/fuselage interactional aerodynamics. Part 2:
Theoretical methods p 368 N91-18053
Flight path reconstruction using extended Kalman
filtering techniques
[DLR-FB-90-41 ] p 555 N91-21108
Identification of the aerodynamic model of the DLR
research aircraft ATTAS from flight test data
[DLR-FB-90-40] p572 N91-21130
Results of the HHC wind tunnel tests. 1986 - 1988
[DLR-FB-90-42] p 582 N91-21152
Flow visualization ion helicopter blades using
Acenaphthen
[DLR-FB-90-37] p 598 N91-21466
Development of MIL-8785C into a handling qualities
specification for a new European fighter aircraft
p666 N91-23114
Handling qualities evaluation for highly augmented
helicopters p 651 N91-23128
Evaluation techniques for highly augmented aircraft
[DLR-FB-90-35) p667 N91-23191
Constraint management requirements for on-line aircraft
route planning p 737 N91-25126
The airport and airspace simulation model SIMMOD of
the FAA; Features, examples, and experiences
[DLR-MITT-91-01] p919 N91-30120
Some results of ATTAS flight data analysis using
maximum likelihood parameter estimation method
[DLR-FB-91-04] p 930 N91-30133
A multiple-block multigrid method for the solution of the
three-dimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[DLR-FB-90-45] p 980 N91-30478
Comparison of the ICAO Annex 16 Chapter 10 and
Chapter 6 noise certification procedures on the basis of
flight noise measurements of ten light propeller-driven
aeroplanes
[OLR-MITT-90-17J p991 N91-30910
The effects of different sequencing strategies on the
capacity of airports
[DLR-MITT-90-18] p 1083 N91-31185
Determination of aerodynamic characteristics from
ATTAS flight data gathering for ground-based simulator
[DLR-FB-91-15] p 1027 N91-32076
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Cologne (Germany, F.R.).
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack
[DLR-FB-90-15] p 16 N91-10027
Flight mechanics/air navigation research field. A 1990
Scientific report of the German Air and Space Research
Organization
[ISSN-0720-7808] p 643 N91-23103
The limits of the landing process of aircraft
[DLR-FB-90-49] p 653 N91-23137
Trajectory optimization considerations for ramjet
engines p 658 N91-23151
Aerodynamics and stabilization of combustion of
hydrogen jets injected into subsonic airflow
p629 N91-23164
Activities report of the DLR
[ISSN-0938-2194] p 691 N91-24086
Flight mechanical model for performance calculations
and interactions between flight vehicle and ramjet in regard
to the flight orbit
[DLR-FB-91-03] p 1054 N91-32131
Thermodynamic flow description of a ramjet for
determination of engine forces and moments
(DLR-FB-91-021 p 1075 N91-32139
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Goettlngen (Germany, F.R.).
Hypersonic rarefied flow about a compression corner -
DSMC simulation and experiment
[AIAA PAPER 91-1313] p 716 A91-43385
A contribution to the numerical solution of transonic flow
around a delta wing by solving Navier-Stokes equations
[DLR-FB-90-13] p 16 N91-10026
Contributions in the field of aeroelastics on the occasion
of the 60th anniversary of Professor Dr.-lng. Habil. Hans
Wilhelm Foersching
[ETN-90-97630] p 24 N91-10920
The calculation of unsteady compressible flow about
oscillating airfoil profiles using the Euler upwind method
p25 N91-10921
Design of the derivative balance for the transonic wind
tunnel p 53 N91-10925
Calculation of the pressure distribution on an oscillating
airfoil in incompressible flow considering nonlinear
effects p 25 N91-10926
Determination of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
engines with a view to flutter investigations
p 48 N91-10927
Unsteady wind tunnel wall interferences in subsonic and
transonic profile flows p 53 N91-10928
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 1: Fighter
airplanes and helicopters p 78 N91-10931
Systematic investigations of body-wing-tail interference
at high angles of attack p 186 N91-14290
Experimental investigation of buffet onset and
penetration on a supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
p 219 N91-14328
Experimental investigations of buffet excitation forces
on a low aspect ratio trapezoidal half wing in
incompressible flow p 219 N91-14329
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on an oscillating wing at
high incidences and flow separation
p 187 N91-14331
Documents on the history of the Aerodynamic Research
Establishment at Goettingen, 1907 -1925
[DLR-MITT-90-05] p 251 N91-15977
Procedure for determination of three-dimensional wind
tunnel wall interferences and wail adaptation in
compressible subsonic flow using measured wall
pressures
[DLR-FB-90-46] p 628 N91-23088
Aeroelastic flutter prevention in gliders and small
aircraft
[DLR-MITT-91-03] p 1079 N91-32142
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany, F.R.).
Analysis of three icing test flights reaching the
aircraft-referred icing degree severe
[DLR-FB-90-34] p 562 N91-21123
C-8
CORPORA TE SOURCE European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation
Air motion measurement uncertainties: Their impact on
atmospheric studies P 603 N91-22654
The improvement of the installation of the DLR research
aircraft Falcon: Description and first results
p603 N91 -22657
Turbulence profiling in the atmospheric boundary layer
using three powered gliders P 604 N91 -22663
A documentation of vertical and horizontal aircraft
soundings of icing relevant cloudphysical parameters
p1104 N91-31172
Deutsche Forachungsanstalt fuer Luff- und Raumfahrt,
Stuttgart (Germany, F.R.).
Development and real-test of a ramjet nozzle made of
liquid-silicon-infiltrated C/SiC p 136 N91-11856
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt, Bonn
(Germany, F.R.).
European Forum: The Evolution of Regional Aircraft
Technologies and Certification
[DGLR-BERICHT-89-02] p 105 N91-11707
Digital glass cockpit for commuter aircraft
p119 N9M1729
Deutsche Lufthansa A.G., Hamburg (Germany, F.R.).
Aircraft standstill, requirements for ground handling from
the point of view of aircraft operation
p506 N91-19109
Deutsche Luftverkehrsgellschaft m.b.H., Frankfurt
(Germany, F.R.).
Maintainability of regional aircraft p 79 N91-11724
Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Stuttgart (Germany, F.R.).
Crashworthy design of helicopter composite airframe
structures p 825 A91-45414
Direction Generate de L'Aviation Civile, Toulouse
(France).
Wind shear predictive detector technology study
status p 104 N91-11700
Domler System G.m.b.H., Friedrichshafen (Germany,
F.R.).
Dornier 328: Technology versus certification aspects of
program philosophy p 106 N91-11716
Interior noise control program for the advanced
commuter aircraft Dornier 328 and first results
p 158 N91-11717
Handling qualities of highly augmented unstable aircraft
summary of an AGARD-FMP working group effort
p666 N91-23116
Integration of handling quality aspects into the
aerodynamic design of modern unstable fighters
p667 N91-23125
Domler-Werke G.m.b.H., Friedrichshafen (Germany,
F.R.).
Application of civil air transport technology to military
airlift p375 N91-18086
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach, CA.
Estimation of the turbulent boundary layer pressure
wavenumber-frequency spectrum using a fixed probe
pair
[AIAA PAPER 90-3926] p 67 A91-12442
The use of spatial coherence techniques for identifying
noise transmission paths on the MDC-UHB demonstrator
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 90-3968] p 71 A91-12482
Interpreting the handling qualities of aircraft with stability
and control augmentation
[AIAA PAPER 90-2825] p 127 A91-16285
Cabin noise control ground tests for ultra high bypass
aircraft p200 A91-18908
Interior noise of the McDonnell Douglas UHB
demonstrator p 388 A91-28257
New airfoil design concept p 716 A91-43307
Considerations for the retrofit of data link
[ SAE PAPER 901886 ] p 910 A91 -48582
Multi-element airfoil optimization for maximum lift at high
Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3332] p 1008 A91-53814
Environmental constraints imposed on High-Speed Civil
Transport (HSCT) designs
(AIAA PAPER 91-3331] p 1043 A91-53857
Evaluation of tunnel sidewall boundary-layer-control
systems tor high-lift airfoil testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3243) p 1081 A91-53866
Al in manufacturing p 1093 A91-55547
Douglas flight deck design philosophy
p40 N91-10939
Procedure for generating global atmospheric engine
emissions data from future supersonic transport aircraft.
The 1990 high speed civil transport studies
[NASA-CR-181882] p 203 N91-13447
Structural development of laminar flow control aircraft
chordwise wing joint designs
[NASA-CR-181888] P 205 N91-14346
The C-17: Modern airlifter requirements and
capabilities P 391 N91-18090
The 1989 high-speed civil transport studies
[NASA-CR-4375] p 654 N91-24195
Test results for composite specimens and elements
containing joints and cutouts
[NASA-CR-178246] p 967 N91-29254
The 1989 high-speed civil transport studies
[NASA-CR-187545] p 930 N91-30136
Fuselage shell and cavity response measurements on
a DC-9 test section
[NASA-CR-187557J p1114 N91-31926
Analysis of interior noise ground and flight test data for
advanced turboprop aircraft applications
[NASA-CR-187558] p1114 N91-31927
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Saint Louis, MO.
Design methodology for a community response
questionnaire on sonic boom exposure
[NASA-CR-187503) p 608 N91-22830
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab., Inc., Cambridge, MA.
A rigorous testing methodology for control systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-0085] p 242 A91-19127
The role of time-limited dispatch operation in
fault-tolerant flight critical control systems
p 127 N91-12687
A highly reliable, autonomous data communication
subsystem for an advanced information processing
system p 151 N91-12696
Dynamic modelling and analysis of a magnetically
suspended flexible rotor p 587 N91-21208
Duke Univ., Durham, NC.
General flow field analysis methods for helicopter rotor
aeroacoustics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0591] p 245 A91-19376
Role of artificial viscosity in Euler and Navier-Stokes
solvers p 547 A91-34135
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loads in cascades
using the linearized Euler equations on deforming grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3378] p 730 A91-44318
Aircraft interior noise reduction by alternate resonance
tuning
[NASA-CR-186879] p 76 N91-11488
Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Dynamics and
Aeroelastic Stability Modeling of Rotorcraft Systems
[AD-A227930] p 365 N91-18034
Aircraft interior noise reduction by alternate resonance
tuning
[NASA-CR-185453] p 785 N91-26889
Calculation of unsteady linearized Euler flows in
cascades using harmonically deforming grids
[NASA-CR-188916] p1101 N91-32442
Dynamet Technology, Inc., Burlington, MA.
Feasibility study for the qualification of an economically
advantageous TI-6AI-4V bearing housing for gas turbine
engine application by powder metal manufacturing
technology
(AD-A231666J p 601 N91-22564
Eagle Engineering, Inc., Hampton, VA.
Influence of vehicle configuration and flight profile on
X-30 sonic booms
[AIAA PAPER 90-5224] p 135 A91-14450
East Anglla Univ., Norwich (England).
Effect of aircraft emissions on atmospheric ozone in
the Northern Hemisphere
[PB91-172072] p878 N91-27628
Ebasco Services, Inc., Lyndhurst, NJ.
Software supplier evaluation and assessment
p157 N91-12564
Ecole Polytechnique Feminine, Sceaux (France).
Carrier aircraft p 393 N91-18168
EG and G Energy Measurements, Inc., Las Vegas, NV.
The in-flight calibration of a helicopter-mounted
Daedalus multispectral scanner
[DE91-013054] p834 N91-28170
Eldetlcs International, Inc., Torrance, CA.
Aerodynamic control using forebody strakes
[AIAA PAPER 91-0618] p 178 A91-19386
Aerodynamic control using forebody blowing and
suction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0619] p 179 A91-19387
Forebody vortex control as a complement to thrust
vectoring
[SAE PAPER 901851] p 892 A91-48566
Wing rock suppression using forebody vortex control
[AIAA PAPER 91-3227] p 1000 A91-53745
Forebody vortex control p 573 N91-22110
Eldgenoesslache Technische Hochschule, Zurich
(Switzerland).
Summary of aircraft measuring activities at LAPETH
p604 N91-22661
Electrical Research Association, Leatherhead
(England).
Lightning induced currents in aircraft wiring using low
level injection techniques p1102 N91-32694
Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc., Denver, CO.
Development and application of linear and nonlinear
methods for interpretation of lightning strikes to in-flight
aircraft
[NASA-CR-3974] p 64 N91-10548
Electronic System G.m.b.H., Munich (Germany, F.R.).
Cockpit Mock Up (CMU): A design and development
tool p328 N91-15730
Elizabeth City State Univ., NC.
A three-dimensional application with the numerical grid
generation code: EAGLE (utilizing an externally generated
surface) p 158 N91-13319
Eloret Corp., Moffett Field, CA.
Evolution of coherent structures in the reattachment
region of a separated flow p 808 A91-46322
Eloret Corp., Palo Alto, CA.
Trim angle measurements in free-flight facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-1632] p719 A91-43561
Eloret Corp., Sunnyvale, CA.
Application of a solution adaptive grid scheme, SAGE,
to complex three-dimensional flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1594] p 701 A91-40768
EMA, Mansfield, TX.
Evaluation of rotorwash characteristics for tiltrotor and
tiltwing aircraft in hovering flight
[SCT-90RR-18] p277 N91-15989
Analysis of rotorwash effects in helicopter mishaps
[DOT/FAA/HD-90/17] p 1030 N91-32086
Engineering Analysis, Inc., Ames, IA.
Three-dimensional upwind, parabolized Navier-Stokes
code for chemically reacting flows p 799 A91-45178
Engineering and Economics Research, Inc., Vienna,
VA.
Air traffic control and airspeed systems 2010 air traffic
control operational concept
[AD-A229003] p 378 N91-18097
Department of Defense air traffic control and airspace
systems interface with the national airspace system
[AD-A229088] p 379 N91-18098
Environmental Research Inst of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
P-3 SAR calibration activity at Andres Island
[AD-A237357] p 978 N91-29412
Synthetic aperture radar imagery of airports and
surrounding areas: Study of clutter at grazing angles and
their polarimetric properties
[NASA-CR-4398] p 1031 N91-32088
ESDU International Ltd., London (England).
Introduction to transonic aerodynamics of aerofoils and
wings
[ESDU-90008] p98 N91-12631
Pitching moment and lift force derivatives due to rate
of pitch for aircraft at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90010] p116 N91-12663
Frequencies of resonance in wind tunnels with ventilated
walls and plenum chamber
[ESDU-90005] p 133 N91-12707
Fatigue of aluminum alloy joints with various fastener
systems
[ESDU-90009] p 152 N91-12966
Airframe-induced upwash at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90020] p275 N91-15130
Performance of conical diffusers in subsonic
compressible flow
[ESDU-90025] p275 N91-15131
An introduction to aircraft excrescence drag
[ESDU-90029] p 275 N91-15132
A method of estimating a separation boundary of
two-dimensional aerofoil sections in transonic flow
[ESDU-81020-AMEND-A] p 275 N91-15133
Energy height method for flight path optimisation
[ESDU-90012] p 291 N91-15151
Normal force and pitching moment of low aspect ratio
cropped-delta wings up to high angles of attack at
supersonic speeds
[ESDU-90013] p292 N91-15152
Fatigue of aluminium alloy joints with various fastener
systems. High load transfer
[ESDU-90018] p322 N91-15597
Airtrame noise prediction
[ESDU-90023] p 332 N91-15843
Computer program for the calculation of normal force
and pitching moment of forebody-cylinder combinations
at angles of attack up to 90 degrees and Mach numbers
up to 5, including effects of conical boat-tailing
[ESDU-90034] p555 N91-21102
Lift and rolling moment due to spoilers on wings at
subsonic speeds
[ESDU-90030] p572 N91-21129
Eurocontrol Agency, Brussels (Belgium).
Air traffic control aspects for the time beyond 1992
p 108 N91-11723
European Organization for the Safety of Air
Navigation, Brussells (Belgium).
Optimum on-line handling of air traffic over Western
Europe p 30 N91 -10982
C-9
European Regional Airlines Organization CORPORA TE SOURCE
The EUROCONTROL future ATS system concept and
the programme of studies, tests, and trials
p 30 N91-10983
Generation of aircraft trajectories for on-line operation:
Methods, techniques, and tools p 42 N91 -10987
The high-resolution graphic display: A possible
man/machine interlace for a computer assisted ATC
management system p 31 N91-10989
The 4-D control of current air carriers in the present
environment: Objectives, status, and plans
p 31 N91-10990
The control of inbound flights p 32 N91 -10992
Air traffic management and aircraft guidance in a zone
of convergence p 33 N91-10998
Ground-based 4-D guidance of flights in strong wind
p 33 N91-10999
The air traffic controller facing automation: Conflict or
cooperation p 34 N91-11001
Aircraft trajectory reconstitution on the basis of
multi-radar plot information p 34 N91-11002
Developments to enhance meteorological forecasting
for air traffic services p 64 N91-11006
Integration of aircraft capability in air traffic handling
simulations p 35 N91-11007
Integration of a realistic airiine/aircrew/aircrafl
component in ATC simulations p 329 N91-15738
European Regional Airlines Organization, Chobham
(England).
Regional air traffic after 1992 p 105 N91-11708
European Space Agency, Paris (France).
Contributions to the improvement of flight safety in wind
shear
[ESA-TT-1141] p28 N91-10965
Parallelization on a multi-processor system of a solving
method for the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations at high
Reynolds numbers
[ESA-TT-1116] p62 N91-11197
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by a
finite volume discretization on unstructured triangular
meshes
[ESA-TT-1135] p66 N91-11473
Half-model tests on an ONERA calibration model in the
transonic wind tunnel, Goettingen (Federal Republic of
Germany)
[ESA-TT-1195] p94 N91-11680
Testing of a GPS receiver
[ESA-TT-1146] p 109 N91-11742
Equipment and methods employed for calibration of the
sensors and measurement lines in the ATT AS flight test
platform
[ESA-TT-1208] p 148 N91-12069
Generalised similarity solutions for three dimensional,
laminar, steady compressible boundary layer flows on
swept, profiled cylinders
[ESA-TT-1190] p529 N91-20441
The propagation of acoustic disturbances in the
transonic flow fields of wings
[ESA-TT-1126] p689 N91-23854
A contribution to the numerical simulation of transonic
flow around a delta wing by solving the Navier-Stokes
equations
[ESA-TT-1225] p 905 N91-30104
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at ar-jle of attack
[• -,A-TT-1226] p906 N91-30105
Study of an electrothermal de-icer: Numerical simulation
and measurement of the skin temperature by infrared
technique in an icing wind tunnel
[ESA-TT-1231] p961 N91-30165
Physical mechanisms and disturbances related to the
attachment of an electric arc to a conductive cylinder
[ESA-TT-1168] p980 N91-30431
Transmission of sound inside an axisymmetric
structure
(ESA-TT-1218] p991 N91-30908
Executive Resource Associates, Inc., Arlington, VA.
General aviation pilot and aircraft activity survey
[AD-A236497] p 891 N91-30075
Exeter Univ. (England).
Amplitude-dependent neutral modes in compressible
boundary layer flows p 445 A91-31336
On the Goertler vortex instability mechanism at
hypersonic speeds p 623 A91-39940
Failure Analysts Associates, Inc, Westborough, MA.
Failure analysis techniques for the evaluation of
electrical and electronic components in aircraft accident
investigations
[AD-A226381] p 107 N91-12647
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlanta, GA.
Designs for surge immunity in critical electronic
facilities p 1102 N91-32635
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, NJ.
Tests of the general fire suppression concentrate
Pyrocap B-136
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/21] p 26 N91-10029
Operational evaluation of initial data link air traffic control
services. Volume 2: Appendices
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/1-VOL-2] p 29 N91-10033
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) test
plan
[OOT/FAA/CT-TN90/15] p 29 N91-10034
Structural tests of aircraft window assembly equipped
with smoke evacuation valve
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/44] p 39 N91-10051
Airplane systems modifications for improved cabin
smoke evacuation
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/24] p 39 N91-10052
FAA air traffic operational evaluation of Automated
Surface Observing System (ASOS)
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/42] p 52 N91-10084
Generation of a buoyant plume of artificial smoke for
airplane tests
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/9] p 43 N91-11015
Proceedings of the 1990 AIAA/FAA Joint Symposium
on General Aviation Systems
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/11] p 79 N91-12563
Flight testing with etanol in turboprop engines
p 140 N91-12566
The FAA technical center's avionics data link initiative
p 120 N9M2576
General aviation and TCAS p 109 N91 -12577
Smoke and extinguisher agent dissipation in a small
pressurized fuselage
[DOT/FAA/CT-89/31] p 191 N91-14317
Using simulation to evaluate the safety of proposed ATC
operations and procedures
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/22] p 193 N91-14318
Effects of runway anti-icing chemicals on traction
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/53] p 310 N91-15189
Flight evaluation of several ground deicing/anti-icing
fluids on general aviation aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/31] p 372 N91-17005
Investigation of accidental DC-7 fire damage occurring
June 28. 1989
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/55] p 372 N91-17008
Microwave Landing System (MLS) back azimuth
operational issues flight tests
[AD-A228659] p 378 N91-17011
NAS (HOST/ARTS 3A) to VME Modem interface ATC
interface. Hardware manual
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/46] p 429 N91-17609
Differential GPS terminal area test results
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/48] p 379 N91-18100
Chicago O'Hare simultaneous ILS approach data
collection and analysis
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/11] p 379 N91-18101
Evaluation of magnetic fuel treatment for aircraft fuel
systems
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/54) p 392 N91-18106
Report of study on airlines' anticipated near future
cockpit control and display capabilities and plans for data
link communication
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/7] p 396 N91-18109
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1987
[DOT/FAA/CT-90/19] p 401 N91-18112
Controller evaluation of initial data link terminal air traffic
control services
(DOT/FAA/CT-90/29) p 422 N91-18340
Development and growth of inaccessible aircraft fires
under inflight airflow conditions
(DOT/FAA/CT-91/2] p 462 N91-20064
Data link test and analysis system/TCAS monitor user's
guide
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/62] p 527 N91-20337
Model rocketry hazard study
[OOT/FAA/CT-TN90/28] p 587 N91-21238
Comparison of 14 decibels versus 20 decibels desired
to undesired signal protection ratios
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/69] p 608 N91-21833
Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) Model 1 Full
Capacity (M1FC) Operational Test and Evaluation
(OT/E)/integration test report
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/45) p 569 N91-22100
Air traffic control memory: A field survey
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/60) p 569 N91-22101
Differential GPS terminal area test results
IAD-A232668] p 644 N91-23106
An investigation into the use of side-arm control for civil
rotorcraft applications p 667 N91-23123
Determination of decision-height windows for
decelerating IMC approaches in helicopters
p667 N91-23124
MLS mathematical model validation study using airborne
MLS data from Atlantic City International Airport Boeing
727 elevation shadowing flight tests
[DOT-FAA/CT-TN90/55] p 644 N91-24190
NAS operational test and evaluation/integration of the
Maintenance Management System (MMS) test
procedures
JDOT/FAA/CT-TN90/63) p 694 N91-25100
Airport capacity and delay analyses
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/18] p 762 N91-25152
Demonstration Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) proof
of performance test results
(DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/3] p 762 N91-25153
New York area control facility/metroplex control facility
vulnerability analysis
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/21) p 821 N91-27146
Evaluation of external filters in reducing type B1 and
B2 FM broadcast interference to VHP communications
avionics receivers
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/16] p 872 N91-27389
Controller evaluation of initial data link en route air traffic
control services: Mini study 3
1DOT/FAA/CT-91/11] p 872 N91-27404
Runway Visual Range (RVR) Operational Test and
Evaluation (OT and E)/integration test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/4) p 855 N91-28176
Effectiveness of water spray within the cabin overhead
area
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/29I p910 N91-30113
Air traffic operational evaluation plan for the limited
production Automated Surface Observing System
(ASOS)
(DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/13) p 919 N91-30116
Evaluation of desired to undesired signal protection
ratios of 14 dB versus 20 dB with frequency offset
(DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/15) p 980 N91-30384
Solid-State Radar Beacon Decoder (SSRBD) Master
Test Plan (MTP)
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/33] p 1097 N91-31494
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/20] p 1097 N91-31495
Results of MLS/ILS comparison flight test at the Yuma
MCAS, Arizona
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/10] p 1038 N91-32092
Automatic dependent surveillance Pacific engineering
trials p 1039 N91-32099
Operational oceanic air traffic control using satellite data
link: Initial implementation p 1042 N91-32121
Satellite data link validation test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/6] p1100 N91-32282
Data Multiplexing Network (DMN). phase 3: Equipment
Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E)/lntegration test
plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/24r p1101 N91-32283
Federal Aviation Administration, Cambridge, MA.
Aircraft wake vortices: An assessment of the current
situation
(AD-A231658) p 626 N91-23079
Unified methodology for airport pavement analysis and
design. Volume 1: State of the art
(DOT/FAA/RD-91/15-VOL-1) p 762 N91-25154
Federal Aviation Administration, Long Beach, CA.
Seat dynamic performance standards for a range of
sizes
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/23) p 26 N91-10028
Repairs to damage tolerant aircraft
[AD-A225742] pt17 N91-12668
Federal Aviation Administration, Seattle, WA.
Certification procedures and requirements
p759 N91-26154
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, DC.
National airspace system: In-flight assistance
operational concept
(PB90-233115) p28 N91-10032
Location of commercial aircraft accidents/incidents
relative to runways
[AD-A225225] p 106 N91-11738
Terminal area forecasts: FY 1990-2005
(AD-A225227) p 109 N91-11743
FAA air traffic activity: Fiscal year 1989
[AD-A226063] p110 N91-12655
Guide to Federal Aviation Administration publications,
12th edition
(PB90-247297] p 160 N91-13365
Literature review on geotextiles to improve pavements
for general aviation airports
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/26] p 226 N91-13464
Laboratory investigation of the use of geotextiles to
mitigate frost heave
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/13] p 226 N91-13465
Study of the relationships between Near Midair Collisions
(NMAC's). Midair Collisions (MAC'S) and some potential
causal factors
[PB90-268491] p 372 N91-17007
Capital investment plan p 465 N91-20067
Automatic barometric updates from ground-based
navigational aids
{AD-A230508 ] p 465 N91 -20069
A guide to ground vehicle operations on the airport
[AD-A231077] p 585 N91-21158
C-10
CORPORA TE SOURCE Georgia Inst. of Tech.
FAA aviation forecasts: Fiscal years 1991-2002
[AD-A231721] p543 N91-22068
Flight test to determine feasibility of a proposed airborne
wake vortex detection concept
[NASA-TM-102672] p 563 N91-22096
Precision runway monitor demonstration report
[AD-A232671] p 669 N91-23198
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-2] p 636 N91-24140
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-1] p639 N91-24166
Aviation system capital investment plan
[PB91-150268) p644 N91-24189
Obstruction marking and lighting
[AC-70/7460-1H] p 820 N91-27142
Federal aviation regulations. Part 1: Definitions and
abbreviations, change 14
[PB91 -176644] p 884 N91-28049
Rotorcraft master plan
(AD-A239444) p 1027 N91-32081
Satellite Communications (SATCOM)
P1038 N91 -32095
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Automatic Dependent Surveillance Panel (ADSP)
activities p 1038 N91 -32097
International program summary p 1039 N91-32098
Near-term satellite-based oceanic air traffic control:
Ground system description p 1041 N91-32116
US oceanic air traffic control: Past, present, and future
p 1042 N91-32118
Flight operations and air traffic management
integration p 1042 N91-32122
Fiat Avlazlone S.p.A., Turin (Italy).
Airbreathing propulsion for transatmospheric flight
p659 N91-23156
Flchtel und Sachs, Schwefnfurt (Germany, F.R.).
Investigation of actions to reduce noise emissions in
ultralight aircrafts
[UBA-FB-105-05-303] p 159 N91-13224
Flight Digital Co., Las Cruces, NM.
Development of a geographic navigational display device
for general aviation aircraft
[PB91-170282] P1037 N91-31114
Flight Safety Foundation, Inc., Arlington, VA.
Wind shear training applications for 91/135
p639 N91-24173
Flinders Univ., Bedford Park (Australia).
The FIAMS research aircraft or small is beautiful
p 603 N91-22655
Florence Univ. (Italy).
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes analysis of turbine
passage heat transfer
[AIAA PAPER 91-2241] p 774 A91-44167
Florida Atlantic Univ., Boca Raton.
A ray-acoustics approach to fuselage scattering of rotor
noise
(AIAA PAPER 90-4013] p 75 A91-12525
Nonideal isentropic gas flow through
converging-diverging nozzles p 252 A91-21064
Effects of rotating frame turbulence and dynamic stall
on gust response of helicopter blades
p 802 A91-45377
Prediction of blade wake interaction noise based on a
turbulent vortex model p1113 A91-53826
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
(NASA-CR-187352] p 61 N91-10335
Dynamics of elastic bending and torsion of hingeless
rotors with dynamic stall
[AD-A2347751 p 741 N91-26134
Experimental measurement of structural power flow on
an aircraft fuselage
[NASA-CR-187560] p 882 N91-27909
Florida Inst. of Tech., Melbourne.
Green's function solution to radiative heat transfer
between longitudinal gray fins p 593 A91 -35117
Computational analysis of flow in 3D propulsive transition
ducts p153 N91-13341
Florida State Univ., Tallahassee.
Some aeroacoustic and aerodynamic applications of the
theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics
(AIAA PAPER 90-3989] p 73 A91-12502
Application of a patched-grid algorithm to the F/A-18
forebody-leading-edge extension configuration
p 199 A91-18252
Relationship between the instability waves and noise
of high-speed jets
(AIAA PAPER 91-0492] p 245 A91-19328
Performance characteristics of an underexpanded
multiple jet ejector p 749 A91 -42821
Spectral methods for the Euler equations - The blunt
body problem revisited p 897 A91-50346
Computation of broadband mixing noise from
turbomachinery
[AD-A226559] p 246 N91-13969
Confined supersonic mixing layers: A computational
investigation of instability and mixing enhancement
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Johns Hopkins Univ., Columbia, MD.
Computational Fluid Dynamics Code
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Johns Hopkins Univ., Laurel, MD.
International Hypersonic Waverider Symposium, 1st,
University of Maryland, College Park, MD, Oct. 17-19,1990,
Proceedings p 351 A91-25728
Several families of viscous optimized waveriders - A
review of waverider research at the University of
Maryland p 352 A91-25749
Design techniques for dual mode ram-scramjet
combustors p 659 N91-23166
Johnson Aeronautics, Palo Alto, CA.
Analysis and correlation of SA349/2 helicopter
vibration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1222] p 501 A91-32036
Feasibility investigation of general time-domain unsteady
aerodynamics of rotors
[NASA-CR-177570] p 186 N91-14311
Airloads, wakes, and aeroelasticity
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Joint Air Transport Establishment, Brlze Norton
(England).
Recent improvements to the RAF air transport force
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Laws of heat transfer in three-dimensional viscous shock
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Constructing mathematical model of adaptive anti-flutter
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Jordan Univ. of Science and Technology, Irbld.
Unsteady aerodynamic loading of delta wings for low
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Fourier functional analysis for unsteady aerodynamic
modeling
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[AIAA PAPER 91-2880] p 849 A91-47179
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[AIAA PAPER 91-2883] p 850 A91-47182
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A revolutionary approach to general aviation airplane
design
(AIAA PAPER 91-3126] p 1047 A91-54046
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modeling
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Some far-field acoustics characteristics of the XV-15
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status
[AIAA PAPER 91-1906] p 769 A91-41648
High-speed rotorcraft propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 91-2147] p 746 A91-41709
Low-speed aerodynamics of the trailed-rotor high-speed
rotorcraft concept in cruise configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-3230] p 1010 A91-53862
Advanced technology landing gear. Volume 1: Design
[ AD-A227196 ] p 204 N91 -14343
Advanced technology landing gear. Volume 2: Test
[AD-A227197) p 205 N91-14344
Development and application of a technique for reducing
airframe finite element models for dynamics analysis
[NASA-CR-187448] p 323 N91-15607
Finite element modeling of the higher harmonic
controlled OH-6A helicopter airframe
[NASA-CR-187449) p 421 N91-17428
Aeroacoustics of rotorcraft p 369 N91 -18056
Plan, formulate, and discuss a NASTRAN finite element
model of the AH-64A helicopter airframe
[NASA-CR-187446] p 422 N91-18445
Development and applications of a multi-level strain
energy method for detecting finite element modeling
errors
[NASA-CR-187447] p 525 N91-I9478
ADFCS and NOTAR (trademark): Two ways to fix flying
qualities p650 N91-23110
Technology needs for high-speed rotorcraft
[NASA-CR-177578] p 652 N91-23136
McDonnell-Douglas Research Labs., Saint Louis, MO.
Jet noise predictions from unsteady Navier-Stokes
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0493] p 245 A91-19329
Flow visualization studies of the internal flow
characteristics in a simulated mixed flow vectored thrust
ASTOVL engine configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1689] p 748 A91-42556
VSTOL ground effects testing with flow visualization and
image enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 91-3145] p 1013 A91-54061
McDonnell-Douglas Technologies, Inc., San Diego, CA.
On the prediction of far field computational
aeroacoustics of advanced propellers
[AIAA PAPER 90-3996] p 73 A91-12509
Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham, NY.
Computer-assisted strain-gage monitoring and data
reduction system
[AD-A226894] p 240 N91-14589
Merkel Aircraft Co., Wichita, KS.
Sport aviation and safety p 373 N91-18029
Messerschmltt-Boelkow-Blohrn G.m.b.H., Hamburg
(Germany, F.R.).
Full scale fatigue and damage tolerance testing of
modern transport aircraft p114 N91-11728
Messerschmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Munich
(Germany, F.R.).
MSB'S BO 108 design and development
[MBB-UD-0568-90-PUB] p 40 N91-10055
Review of active structural control systems and flight
test techniques for dynamic stability investigations
[MBB/FYT256/S/PUB/361/A] p 51 N91-11025
Use of the VP-200 computer for aerothermodynamic
problems
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/388] p 65 N91-11424
EFA development: Key technology and design
features
[MBB/FE44/S/PUB/0402] p115 N91-11749
Calculation of nonstationary two and three dimensional
flows around a carrying wing using an implicit relaxation
process, in order to solve the Euler equations
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/394] p 99 N91-12635
MBB BO 108 helicopter ground and flight test
evaluation
[MBB-UD-0546-89-PUB] p 116 N91-12664
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures
[MBB-UD-0569-90-PUB] p116 N91-12666
Thirty years of structural dynamic investigations at
MBB-UF
(MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0399) p118 N91-12676
Methods to preserve the integrity of a combat aircraft
flight control system through major upgrade programmes
p 128 N91 -12692
Influence of thermodynamical modelization for
chemically reacting air flow
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/400] p 184 N91-13418
Integrated design analysis and optimization
[MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0398] p 291 N91-15145
Computer aided design and simulation of the automatic
approach and landing phase of a combat aircraft
p328 N91-15719
Numerical analysis of viscous hypersonic flow past a
generic forebody
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0407) p 278 N91-15997
Aerothermodynamic phenomena and the design of
atmospheric hypersonic airplanes
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0408] p 293 N91-16015
Hypersonic model configurations
(MBB/FE122/S/PUB/411) p 293 N91-16016
The integration of structural optimization in the general
design process for aircraft
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0405) p 293 N91-16017
Bump examinations of integrally strengthened carbon
fiber reinforced plastic panels
[MBB/FE281/CFK/PUB/0013] p314 N91-16076
Propulsion system concept for the Eurofar tilt rotor
aircraft
[MBB-UD-0573-90-PUB] p 475 N91-19084
BO 108 development status and prospects
(MBB-UD-0574-90-PUB) p 475 N91-19085
Development of bearingless tail rotors
[MBB-UD-0575-90-PUB] p 475 N91-19086
Design and first tests of individual blade control
actuators
[MBB-UD-0577-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19087
Crashworthiness investigations in the preliminary design
phase of the NH90
[MBB-UD-0579-90-PUB) p 476 N91-19088
New computer codes for the structural analysis of
composite helicopter structures
[MBB-UD-0580-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19089
MSB's involvement in military helicopter programmes
[MBB-UD-OS88-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19091
I'm all 'light' Jack
(MBB-UD-0576-90-PUB] p 502 N91-19101
Airport apron research and development
[MBB-Z-0168-90-PUB] p 506 N91-19106
Airport system technical aspects p 506 N91-19107
Noise level reduction inside helicopter cabins
[MBB-UD-0578-90-PUB] p 539 N91-19828
An iterative procedure for the design of
pressure-specified 3-dimensional configurations at
subsonic and supersonic speeds by means of a
higher-order panel method
(MBB-FE122/S/PUB/375) p 574 N91-22118
X-31A at first flight p 651 N91-23131
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures p 684 N91-24650
Development of undercarriage design loads
p830 N91-28153
Considerations on optimality of landing gear
arrangement and design p 830 N91-28156
Avionics systems for future helicopters
[MBB-UD-0591-90-PUB] p 936 N91-30139
Manufacturing and mechanical properties of fiber
composite materials with textile preforms
[MBB-Z-0325-90-PUB] p 968 N91-30286
Thermal analysis for the examination and determination
of processing conditions for structural fiber composite
materials and bonding agents in air and space
navigation
[MBB-Z-0344-90-PUB] p 968 N91-30288
Utilization of Computer Aided Design (CAD)/Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE) systems in an aircraft industrial
plant
[MBB-UD-0583-90-PUB] p 988 N91-30761
A shock-fitting algorithm for the simulation of inviscid
flows in chemical non-equilibrium
[MBB-UK-0131-90-PUB] p 1024 N91-31087
Viscous effects
[MBB-FE202/S/PUB/441] p 1024 N91-31088
Noxious matter minimization as a project criterion for
aircraft
[MBB-Z-0337-90-PUBJ p 1053 N91-31134
Enhanced fighter maneuverability aircraft (X-31 A) wing
and thrust vectoring vane design
[MBB-FE22/S/PUB/0433/A] p 1053 N91-31135
Simulation of distance-dependent functions in visual
systems for training simulators using the z-buffer
technique
(MBB-UA-1190-90-PUBJ p 1083 N91-31186
Messerschmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Ottobrunn
(Germany, F.R.).
The electric power feeding on signal/electric power
supply circuits, as a process for the simulation of external
radio-frequency interferences
[MBB/TE324/S/PUB/378J p 148 N91-12023
System design for the Tiger helicopter
[MBB-UD-0581-90-PUB] p 476 N91-19090
Monolithic CFC-main landing gear door for Tornado
(MBB/FE212/CFK/PUB/014/1] p 828 N91-27150
Messler-Hlspano-Bugattl S.A., Montrouge (France).
Numerical simulation of the dynamic behavior of landing
gears p 831 N91-28160
C-16
CORPORA TE SOURCE National Aeronautical Lab.
Miami Univ., Coral Gables, FL.
Human factors of flight-deck checklists: The normal
checklist
[NASA-CR-177549] P 820 N91-27144
Michigan Technological Univ., Houghton.
Ceramic composition
[PATENT-1-249-609] p 1087 N91-31294
Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.
A grid-independent approximate Riemann sofver with
applications to the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
IAIAA PAPER 91-0239] p 174 A91-19195
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies - Mode localization and loss of
eigenstructure
[AIAA PAPER 91-1218] P 522 A91-32032
Effect of a multi-dimensional flux function on the
monotonicity of Euler and Navier-Stokes computations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1530] P 696 A91-40705
An adapth/ely-refined Cartesian mesh solver for the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1542] p 697 A91-40717
Numerical flux formulas for the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations. II - Progress in flux-vector splitting
[AIAA PAPER 91-1566] P 698 A91-40740
Localization of aeroelastic modes in mistuned
high-energy turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-3379] p 775 A91-44319
Essential ingredients for the computation of steady and
unsteady blade boundary layers
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-160] P 793 A91-44598
Optimal plane change during constant altitude
hypersonic flight P 856 A91-45138
Oscillation of high-altitude balloons
p900 A91-52285
Hypersonic aerodynamics and control
[AD-A225058] p 94 N91-11678
An experimental investigation of vortex pair interaction
with a clean or contaminated free surface
p 680 N91-23419
Use of a rotated Riemann solver for the two-dimensional
Euler equations p 876 N91-28530
Micro Craft, Inc., Tullahoma, TN.
Unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions for a low aspect ratio
delta wing
[AD-A233201] p631 N91-24112
Midwest Research Inst, Golden, CO.
Smoothing and scaling airfoil coordinates on a personal
computer
[DE89-000878] P 330 N91-16582
Military Academy, West Point, NY.
Calculation of rotor impedance for use in design analysis
of helicopter airframe vibrations p 118 N91-13333
Military Airlift Command, Scon AFB, IL.
C-130 electronic cockpit: Reliability And Maintainability
Technology Insertion Program (RAMTIP)
p396 N91-18073
C-130 rear vision device (bubble) p 391 N91-18084
Ministry of Defence, London (England).
Fuels and oils as factors in the operation of aero gas
turbine engines at low temperatures
p1072 N91-31163
Ministry of Transportation, Tokyo (Japan).
ADS (Automatic Dependent Surveillance) PET (Pacific
Engineering Trial) program in Japan
p 1039 N91-32100
Satellite data link research and development program
in Japan p 1040 N91-32108
Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis.
Generalized gradient algorithm for trajectory
optimization p 242 A91-19040
Wake interference behind two flat plates normal to the
flow - A finite-element study p 866 A91-44810
The origin of a characteristic frequency in hard thermal
turbulence p 870 A91-46618
Optimization of lateral-directional dynamics for an
aircraft operating at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-27111 P 946 A91-49672
Study of the noise mechanisms of transonic blade-vortex
interactions p1113 A91-53828
Transonic blade-vortex interactions noise: A parametric
study
[NASA-CR-187713] P 185 N91-13422
Eigenspace design of helicopter flight control systems
[AD-A231588] p 582 N91-21153
A study of the noise mechanisms of transonic
blade-vortex interactions
[NASA-CR-188199] p 627 N91-23084
A parametric study of transonic blade-vortex interaction
noise
[NASA-CR-188811] p1114 N91-31928
Mississippi State Univ., Mississippi State.
Delay compensation in integrated communication and
control systems. I - Conceptual development and
analysis P 532 A91-30175
Delay compensation in integrated communication and
control systems. II - Implementation and verification
p532 A91-30176
Flutter analysis of cascades using a two dimensional
Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 91-1681) p 802 A91-45548
Mississippi State Univ., Starkvllle.
A drag analysis of the early stages of large-scale
high-altitude free balloon ascents p 731 N91-25108
Mississippi Univ., University.
Comparison of shock wave rise time prediction
techniques
(AIAA PAPER 90-4001) p 74 A91-12514
Missouri Univ., Rolls.
Analytical study of wind-tunnel acoustic testing of
propellers p211 A91-18902
Aerodynamic characteristics of scissor-wing
geometries p 624 A91-40216
Analysis of losses in supersonic mixing and reacting
flows
(AIAA PAPER 91-2266) p 774 A91-44180
MITech, Inc., Washington, DC.
Automatic dependent surveillance benefit and cost
analysis
[DOT/FAA/RD-90/34] p 193 N91-14320
The 1990-1991 aviation system capacity plan
[AD-A229863J p 462 N91-19075
Mitre Corp., Bedford, MA.
Examination of RTCA/DO-198 position reconstruction
algorithms for area navigation with the microwave landing
system
[AD-A224B04] p110 N91-12648
A Gaussian algorithm using coordinate rotation for area
navigation operations with the microwave landing system
[AD-A225642] p110 N91-12653
A successive partial-relaxation Gaussian algorithm for
area navigation operations with the Microwave Landing
System (MLS)
[AD-A228871] p 283 N91-16004
Mobile Microwave Landing System (MMLS) user
interlace
[AD-A237470] p 918 N91-29162
Mitre Corp., McLean, VA.
Thermodynamic Alerter for Microbursts (TAMP)
p640 N91-24179
Functional baseline specification tor ATC data link
service implementation in the host computer system
[DOT/FAA/CT-91/12) p 779 N91-26433
Impact of automation and data link enhancements on
oceanic air traffic control p 1041 N91 -32117
Preliminary evaluation of ADS/radar correlation
p 1042 N91-32119
Ground automation processing of near-term oceanic
ATC data link messages p 1043 N91-32127
Mitsubishi Heavy-Industries Ltd., Nagoya (Japan).
Status and outlook of CFD technology at Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries. Nagoya p 597 N91-21384
Mitsubishi Heavy-Industries Ltd., Tokyo (Japan).
Comparison with computation using panel method and
wind tunnel test around transonic complete aircraft
p97 N91-12612
Numerical simulations of flow around ATP engine
p98 N91-12627
Montana State Univ., Bozeman.
Transition in high-speed free shear layers
p 444 A91-31307
Motoren- und Turblnen-Unlon Muenchen G.m.b.H.
(Germany, F.R.).
Aircraft engine noise p 159 N91-11719
Engine maintainability: Objectives and methods
p 124 N91-11725
Propfan technology p 124 N91-11730
Requirements for turboprop and turbofan engines in
regional aircraft ' p 124 N91-11733
PW300: Powerplant for regional aircraft
p 124 N91-11734
The 2-D supersonic nozzle design
p660 N91-23176
N
Nagoya Univ. (Japan).
Calculation of high speed flow about winged body
p97 N91-12613
Naples Univ. (Italy).
Parameter space design of robust flight control
systems p 328 N91-15718
NASP Joint Program Office, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
A configuration development strategy for the NASP
p 1085 A91-56156
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Washington, DC.
Airport system capacity strategic choices
[SR-226] p30 N91-10979
National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa (Ontario).
A summary of transonic natural laminar flow airfoil
development at NAE
(AD-A225102] p94 N91-11679
Wind tunnel investigation and flight tests of tail buffet
on the CF-18 aircraft p 218 N91-14325
The effect of wing planform on low speed buffet
p220 N91-14336
An initial study into the influence of control stick
characteristics on the handling qualities of a fiy-by-wire
helicopter p 651 N91-23122
An investigation into the use of side-arm control for civil
rote-reran applications p 667 N91-23123
Determination of decision-height windows for
decelerating IMC approaches in helicopters
p667 N91-23124
Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research
Council. First Canadian newsletter on systems. 1989
[NAE-LTR-FR-108] p 890 N91-29139
Flight Research Laboratory. Institute for Aerospace
Research
[CTN-91-60105] o890 N91-29140
Subsonic aerodynamic coefficients of the SDM at angles
of attack up to 90 deg
[NAE-LTR-UA-93] p 903 N91-29144
Evaluation of a pre-production version of Canadian
Marconi CMA-786 GPS receiver
[NAE-LTR-FR-106] p918 N91-29158
Flight evaluation of complex approaches in a Twin Otter
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[NAE-LTR-FR-114] p918 N91-29159
NAE participation in the United States FAA vertical
separation study
[NAE-LTR-FR-105] p918 N91-29160
Review of Canadian aeronautical fatigue work:
1987-1989
[NAE-LTR-ST-1706] p 927 N91-29165
A full function checkout test for the NAE full scale
structural test control and data acquisition system
[NAE-LTR-ST-1696] p 927 N91-29166
Tutor aft fuselage and empennage full-scale test:
Procedures for creating a damage log
[NAE-ST-576] p927 N91-29167
A new look at the Tobak-Schiff model of nonplanar
aircraft dynamics
[NAE-LTR-UA-101] p927 N91-29168
The failure of components in power generation
equipment
[NAE-LTR-ST-1774] p 940 N91-29180
Assessment of impact damage in toughened resin
composites
[NAE-LTR-ST-1695] p 966 N91-29236
Laboratory evaluation of portable and walk-through
explosives vapour detectors
[NAE-LTR-UA-104] p 979 N91-29533
Strain gauge cabling, conditioning, and sensitivity
calculations for the CT-114 (Tutor) aircraft an fuselage
and empennage full-scale fatigue test
[NAE-LTR-ST-1758] p 979 N91-29534
NAE Twin Otter operations in the 1988 Eulerian model
evaluation field study
[NAE-LTR-FR-107] p 983 N91-29651
QBDATAMT: A computer program to read Datamyte
recorder data into an IBM PC or compatible computer
[NAE-LTR-ST-547] p 987 N91-29742
Description of computer programs used to analyze and
plot Spectrapot data files
[NAE-ST-557] p987 N91-29744
Photoelastic coating study of redesigned CT114 coupon
joint test specimen for horizontal stabilizer rear attachment
fitting to vertical stabilizer rear spar
[NAE-LTR-ST-1701] p 1051 N91-31125
National Aeronautical Lab., Bangalore (India).
Active flutter suppression - Control system design and
experimental validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2629] p 944 A91-49605
Wall interference studies
[PD-CF-9012] p59 N91-10232
Precision mechanics of actuators in aircraft and
rockets
(NAL-SP-9016) p407 N91-18117
Dynamic wind tunnel testing of a flexible wing model
(NAL-PD-FC-9010) p 409 N91-18119
Prediction of flow within supercritical compressor
cascade using a time marching method
[NAL-PD-PR-9013J p422 N91-18398
Performance of an airfoil at low Reynolds number
[NAL-PD-CF-9102] p 903 N91-29145
AEROWING - The software for aerodynamic analysis
of a large aspect-ratio finite wing at low speeds
[NAL-PD-CF-9101] p 903 N91-29146
Instrumentation for ASE experiments in the dynamic
wind tunnel
[PD-FC-9112] p961 N91-29197
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Proposed modifications. Improvements to the draft
specifications of DGCA, New Delhi, on requirements for
airworthiness certification of experimental aircraft
[NAL-PD-FE-9101] p 929 N91-30127
Graphic display of cockpit instruments for flight
simulation
[NAL-PD-FC-9111J p935 N91-30137
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC.
Computational technology for flight vehicles;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Washington, DC. Nov. 5-7,
1990 p58 A91-11813
International Hypersonic Waverider Symposium, 1st,
University of Maryland. College Park. MD, Oct. 17-19.1990,
Proceedings p 351 A91-25728
Advances and trends in computational structures
technology p418 A91-26228
Computational technology for flight vehicles;
Proceedings of the Symposium on Computational
Technology on Flight Vehicles, Washington, DC. Nov. 5-7,
1990 p780 A91-42703
NASA's High Speed Research Program - An introduction
and status report
(SAE PAPER 901923] p 887 A91-48605
Technical bases for High Speed Civil Transport
environmental acceptability
[AIAA PAPER 91-3326) P1103 A91-53864
Prospects for future hypersonic air-breathing vehicles
p 1061 A91-56102
Atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft - A status
report from NASA's High-Speed Research Program
p 995 A91-56121
Engines and innovation: Lewis Laboratory and American
propulsion technology
[NASA-SP-4306] p333 N91-15975
The atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft: A
topical review
[NASA-RP-1250) p 325 N91-16466
National Space Transportation System (NSTS)
technology needs p411 N91-17021
Flight elements subpanel introduction and overview
P411 N91-17030
Operations management system p 428 N91-17036
NASA Aerodynamics Program
[NASA-TM-4312] P1104 N91-31751
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA.
Some aeroacoustic and aerodynamic applications of the
theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics
| AIAA PAPER 90-3989] p 73 A91-12502
Application of CFD to sonic boom near and mid flow-field
prediction
(AIAA PAPER 90-3999] p7 A91-12512
The acoustic results of a United Techologies scale model
helicopter rotor tested at DNW
| AIAA PAPER 90-4035] p 75 A91-12543
Euler and potential computational results for selected
aerodynamic configurations p 10 A91-12760
Computational analysis of rotor-stator interaction in
turbomachinery using zonal techniques
p 10 A91-12764
Toward the routine aerodynamic analysis of complex
configurations p11 A91-12770
Navier-Stokes computations about complex
configurations including a complete F-16 aircraft
p 12 A91-12772
Nonequilibrium hypersonic aerothermodynamics
p88 A91-14483
Modeling the pilot in visually controlled flight
P155 A91-14859
Interaction of a streamwise vortex with a turbulent mixing
layer p 90 A91-15165
Improvements to a nonequilibrium algebraic turbulence
model p 91 A91-16074
Analyzing time delays in a flight simulation
environment
I AIAA PAPER 90-3174] p157 A91-16719
Development of UMARC (University of Maryland
Advanced Rotorcraft Code) p 194 A91-17205
Preliminary assessment of a supersonic STOVL flight
research and demonstration aircraft p 194 A91-17209
Numerical simulation of powered-lift flows
p 165 A91-17210
Flight data acquisition methodology for validation of
passive ranging algorithms for obstacle avoidance
P206 A91-17222
An assessment of full potential and Euler solutions for
self-generated rotor blade-vortex interactions
p 165 A91-17260
Model tilt-rotor hover performance and surface pressure
measurement p 197 A91-17261
An in-flight investigation of symbology drive law
improvements to an operational attack helicopter
p206 A91-17277
Formulation and validation of high-order linearized
models of helicopter flight mechanics
p215 A91-17280
Application of the wide-field shadowgraph technique to
helicopters in forward flight p 167 A91 -17297
Obtaining consistent models of helicopter flight-data
measurement errors using kinematic-compatibility and
state-reconstruction methods p 216 A91-17298
Aerodynamic and acoustic test of a United Technologies
model scale rotor at DNW p 167 A91-17299
A comparison of real-time blade-element and rotor-map
helicopter simulations using parallel processing
p 198 A91-17307
Validation of the dynamic response of a blade-element
UH-60 simulation model in hovering flight
p 198 A91-17648
Method for measuring temperatures and densities in
hypersonic wind tunnel air flows using laser-induced O2
fluorescence p 232 A91-18345
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
a viscous-inviscid interaction approach
p170 A9M8363
Automated domain decomposition for computational
fluid dynamics p 170 A91-18413
TranAir applications to transonic flowfield predictions
| AIAA PAPER 91-0201 ] p 173 A91-19181
Drag calculations of wings using Euler methods
(AIAA PAPER 91-0338] p 176 A91-19240
On the design of decoupling controllers for advanced
rotorcraft in the hover case
(AIAA PAPER 91-04211 p 218 A91-19293
Three-dimensional shock wave-turbulent boundary layer
interactions generated by a sharp fin at Mach 4
(AIAA PAPER 91-0648) p 179 A91-19393
Crossing shock wave-turbulent boundary layer
interactions
| AIAA PAPER 91-0649) p 179 A91-19394
A multiblock/multigrid Euler analysis of a propfan
transport with wing-mounted nacelles, including slipstream
effects
| AIAA PAPER 91-0706) p 180 A91-19425
Propulsion-induced aerodynamics of an
ejector-configured STOVL fighter aircraft
|AIAA PAPER 91-0765) p 181 A9M9457
An airfoil pitch apparatus-modeling and control design
p225 A91 -19668
Prediction of transitional (laminar-turbulent) hypersonic
flows using the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations
p255 A91-21195
The prediction of STOVL noise - Current semiempirical
methods and comparisons with jet noise data
I SAE PAPER 901058] p 331 A91-21255
Small-scale experiments in STOVL ground effects
|SAE PAPER 901060] p 287 A91-21256
A study of dynamic stall using real time interferometry
| AIAA PAPER 91-0007] p 256 A91-21329
Numerical prediction of the unsteady flowfield around
the F-18 aircraft at large incidence
| AIAA PAPER 91-0020] p 256 A91-21338
Progress in laser-spectroscopic techniques for
aerodynamic measurements - An overview
(AIAA PAPER 91-0059] p317 A91-21351
Navier-Stokes simulation of a close-coupled
canard-wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-0070) p 257 A91-21356
Numerical algorithm comparison for the accurate and
efficient computation of high-incidence vortical flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0175] p 259 A91-21395
Numerical, experimental, and theoretical study of
convective instability of flows over pointed bodies at
incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0291 ] p 260 A91-21443
Calculation of flow about two-dimensional bodies by
means of the velocity-vorticity formulation on a staggered
grid
(AIAA PAPER 91-0600) p 263 A91-21551
Unstructured Euler flow solutions using hexahedral cell
refinement
[ AIAA PAPER 91-0637 ] p 264 A91 -21574
Infrared imaging - A validation technique for
computational fluid dynamics codes used in STOVL
applications
[AIAA PAPER 91-0675] p318 A91-21587
Numerical investigation of the flow over a double delta
wing at high incidence
I AIAA PAPER 91-0753) p 266 A91-21605
An improved three-dimensional aerodynamics model for
helicopter airloads prediction
(AIAA PAPER 91-0767] p267 A91-21610
Vortical flow computations on swept flexible wings using
Navier-Stokes equations p 269 A91-22483
The aerospace plane design challenge • Credible
computational fluid dynamics results
|AIAA PAPER 90-52481 p310 A91-22877
The civil tiltrotor aircraft's potential in developing
economies p280 A91-24122
Numerical simulation of high-incidence flow over the
F-18 aircraft p 340 A91-24353
Static aeroelastic analysis of composite wing
p381 A91-24365
A transonic/supersonic CFD analysis of a generic
fighter p 342 A91-24385
Design and validation of advanced transonic wings using
CFD and very high Reynolds number wind tunnel testing
p343 A91 -24408
Numerical investigation of the origin of vortex asymmetry
of flows over bodies at large angle of attack
p343 A91-24422
Hypersonic waverider configurations from the 1950's to
the 1990's p351 A91-25729
Wind measurements from four airliners in 1988 Denver
microburst p 423 A91-26114
Kalman filter based range estimation for autonomous
navigation using imaging sensors p 410 A91-26612
Effects of compressibility on dynamic stall
p360 A91-27919
ENSAERO - A multidisciplinary program for
fluid/structural interaction studies of aerospace vehicles
p361 A91-28151
Application of higher harmonic control to hingeless rotor
systems p 466 A91-28471
Newton's method applied to finite-difference
approximations for the steady-state compressible
Navier-Stokes equations p 443 A91-30021
The Traffic Management Advisor p 464 A91-30063
Simulator evaluation of the Final Approach Spacing
Tool p459 A91-30064
Integration of motion and stereo sensors in passive
ranging systems p 533 A91-30195
The automatic human p 459 A91-30769
Software safety - A user's practical perspective
p438 A91-31073
Modal analysis of UH 60A instrumented rotor blades
p468 A91-31290
Rotor and control system loads analysis of the XV-15
with the advanced technology blades
p468 A91-31291
NASA/ Army rotor system flight research leading to the
UH-60 airloads program p 468 A91-31295
Computation of instability and transition
p445 A91-31319
Numerical simulation of the effect of spatial disturbances
on vortex asymmetry p 448 A91-31529
Vortical flow computations on a flexible blended
wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1013] p 448 A91-31903
Unsteady shock-vortex interaction on a flexible delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1109] p 449 A91-32024
Analysis and correlation of SA349/2 helicopter
vibration •
[AIAA PAPER 91-1222] p 501 A91-32036
Measurement of the static and dynamic coefficients of
a cross-type parachute in subsonic flow
(AIAA PAPER 91-0871 | p 451 A91-32183
Fully coupled implicit method for thermochemical
nonequilibrium air at suborbital flight speeds
p544 A91-33380
Aerodynamic and structural studies of joined-wing
aircraft p 571 A91-33534
Reduction of aerodynamic augmented states in active
flutter suppression systems p 580 A91-33535
Effect of geometrical disturbance on vortex asymmetry
p547 A91-34136
A streamwise upwind algorithm applied to vortical flow
over a delta wing p 548 A91-34192
Simulation of glancing shock wave and boundary layer
interaction p 548 A91-34195
Effect of exhaust plume/afterbody interaction on
installed scramjet performance p615 A91-37770
Asymmetric vortices on a slender body of revolution
p616 A91-37827
Temporally and spatially resolved flow in a two-stage
axial compressor. II - Computational assessment
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-299] p 620 A91-39048
Direct numerical study of crossflow instability
p678 A91-39956
Static measurements of slender delta wing rolling
moment hysteresis p 625 A91-40223
Higher order accuracy lor upwind methods by using the
compatibility equations
(AIAA PAPER 91-1543) p 697 A91-40718
A 3-D upwind Euler solver for unstructured meshes
(AIAA PAPER 91-1548] p 697 A91-40723
An implicit three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver for
compressible flow
| AIAA PAPER 91-1555) p 698 A91-40729
Surface reconstruction from scattered data through
pruning of unstructured grids
(AIAA PAPER 91-1584] p 700 A91-40758
C-18
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA, Ames Research Center
Collar grids for intersecting geometric components within
the Chimera overlapped grid scheme
|AIAA PAPER 91-1587) p 700 A91-40761
Direct numerical simulation of transition and turbulence
in a spatially evolving boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-1607) p 702 A91-40779
A numerical investigation of turbulent baseflow
p703 A91-40799
Comment on 'Critique of turbulence models for
shock-induced flow separation' p 707 A91-42307
Unsteady fluid dynamic model for propeller induced flow
fields
[AIAA PAPER 91-1664] p 709 A91-42550
Static aeroelastic analysis of a three-dimensional oblique
wing p714 A91-42711
Performance characteristics of an underexpanded
multiple jet ejector p 749 A91-42821
A parametric study of the leading edge attachment line
for the F-16XL
[AIAA PAPER 91-1621] p 718 A91-43555
Navier-Stokes solutions for an oscillating double-delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1624] p 718 A91-43556
Flight test and numerical simulation of transonic flow
around YAV-8B Harrier II wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1628] p 719 A91-43559
Trim angle measurements in free-flight facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-1632] p 719 A91-43561
Potential flow applications to complex configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1634] p 719 A91-43562
Numerical study of juncture flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1660] p 720 A91-43575
A quantitative study of unsteady compressible flow on
an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-1683] p 722 A91-43590
Numerical performance estimates for a generic
hypersonic forebody
IAIAA PAPER 91-1695] p 722 A91-43595
A powered lift experiment for CFD validation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1731] p 723 A91-43619
Laser velocimetry measurements of oscillating airfoil
dynamic stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-1799] p 725 A91-43648
Application of an unsteady Navier-Stokes solver to
transonic turbine design
[AIAA PAPER 91-2468] p 729 A91-44254
Optimal trajectory synthesis for terrain-following flight
p845 A91-45139
Design and evaluation of an air traffic control Final
Approach Spacing Tool p 821 A91-45144
Three-dimensional upwind, parabolized Navier-Stokes
code for chemically reacting flows p 799 A91-45178
Numerical solutions of forward-flight rotor flow using an
upwind method p 800 A91-45292
Computational and experimental evaluation of helicopter
rotor tips for high-speed flight p 800 A91-45296
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
boundary-layer equations p 801 A91-45359
Time and frequency-domain identification and
verification of BO-105 dynamic models
p 824 A91-45393
Convergence acceleration of viscous and inviscid
hypersonic flow calculations p 806 A91-46178
Solution-adaptive grid procedure for high-speed
parabolic flow solvers p 806 A91-46180
The topology and vorticity dynamics of a
three-dimensional plane compressible wake
p807 A91-46302
The simulation of hypersonic flow using a zonal
approach p 807 A91-46307
Hypersonic 3-0 flow past winged bodies
p 807 A91-46308
Transonic viscous flow computations about a complete
aircraft using the Navier-Stokes equations
p808 A91-46319
Evolution of coherent structures in the reattachment
region of a separated flow p 808 A91-46322
Numerical investigation of hypersonic exhaust
plume/afterbody flow fields p 869 A91-46373
Terrain modeling for microwave landing system
p821 A91-4 7082
Navier-Stokes predictions of pitch damping for
axisymmetric shell using steady coning motion
(AIAA PAPER 91-2855] p 812 A91-47160
Unsteady Navier-Stokes computations on a wing-body
configuration in ramp motions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2865] p 813 A91-47168
Identification and simulation evaluation of an AH-64
helicopter hover math model
[AIAA PAPER 91-2877] p 826 A91-47176
Escape strategies for turboprop aircraft in microburst
windshear
(AIM PAPER 91-2945] p 851 A91-47831
Integrated flight-propulsion control concepts for
supersonic transport airplanes
[SAE PAPER 901928) p 942 A91-48609
The computation of induced drag with nonplanar and
deformed wakes
[ SAE PAPER 901933] p 893 A91-48611
Estimation of optical flow in airborne electro-optical
sensors by stochastic approximation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2723) p 932 A91-49614
Passive obstacle location for rotorcraft guidance
[AIAA PAPER 91-2638] p 912 A91-49646
Helicopter flight-control design using an H(2) method
[AIAA PAPER 91-2753] p 947 A91-49710
Vision-based optimal obstacle-avoidance guidance for
rotorcraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2755] p912 A91-49712
Status of automated nap-of-the-earth rotorcraft
guidance
[AIAA PAPER 91-2756] p913 A91-49713
Simulation evaluation of the effects of time delay and
motion on rotorcraft handling qualities
[AIAA PAPER 91-2892] p 950 A91-49825
Effect of vortex core distortion on blade-vortex
interaction p 897 A91-50332
Helicopter Airborne Laser Positioning System (HALPS)
p913 A91-50461
Aircraft automatic flight control system with model
inversion p 951 A91-50619
Grounding, bonding and shielding for safety and signal
interference control p 974 A91 -51864
Systems safety monitoring using the National Full-Scale
Aerodynamic Complex Bar Chart Monitor
p975 A91-51884
Flying quality analysis and flight evaluation of a highly
augmented combat rotorcraft p 952 A91-52020
Comparison of motion and stereo methods in passive
ranging systems p 935 A91-52126
Computational optimization of a pneumatic forebody flow
control concept
[AIAA PAPER 91-3249] p 1001 A91-53760
An efficient supersonic wind tunnel drive system for
Mach 2.5 flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3260] p 1080 A91-53769
Aerodynamics of airfoils with vortex trapped by two
spanwise fences
[AIAA PAPER 91-3269] p 1003 A91-53776
Euler/expenment correlations of sonic boom pressure
signatures
[AIAA PAPER 91-3276] p 1004 A91-53782
Sonic boom predictions for three generic models using
a solution-adaptive full-potential code
[AIAA PAPER 91-3278] p 1004 A91-53783
Numerical simulation of a complete STOVL aircraft in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 91-3293] p 1005 A91-53791
Asymmetric turbulent vortical flows over slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 91-3296] p 1006 A91-53793
Calculation of unsteady airfoil loads with and without
flap deflection at -90 degrees incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-3336] p 1009 A91-53817
Skin-friction measurements and computational
comparison of swept shock/boundary-layer interactions
p 1009 A91-53838
Slreamwise upwind algorithm for computing unsteady
transonic flows past oscillating wings
p 1010 A91-53841
Low-speed aerodynamics of the trailed-rotor high-speed
rotorcraft concept in cruise configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-3230] p 1010 A91-53862
Reattachment studies of an oscillating airfoil dynamic
stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-32251 p1011 A91-53873
Design and piloted simulation evaluation of integrated
flight/propulsion controls for STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3108] p 1077 A91-54032
An efficient tip jet drive
[AIAA PAPER 91-3124) p 1060 A91-54044
UH-60 Airloads Program - Status and plans
(AIAA PAPER 91-3142] p 1047 A91-54058
Soot in the stratosphere - The impact of current and
HSCT aircraft emissions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3161 | p1104 A91-54075
Advanced aircraft for atmospheric research
[AIAA PAPER 91-3162] p 1047 A91-54076
Body weight of advanced concept hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-31801 p 1048 A91-54089
Evaluation of the longitudinal stability and control
characteristics of a mixed-flow remote-lift STOVL aircraft
in transition and hover
[AIAA PAPER 91-3185] p 1078 A91-54091
Wing design code using three-dimensional Euler
equations and optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-3190] p 1013 A91-54094
Numerical simulation of high-incidence flow over the
F-18 fuselage forebody p 1014 A91 -54366
Active turbulence control in wallbounded flow using
direct numerical simulations p 1094 A91-55641
The NAS parallel benchmarks p 1111 A91-56099
Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 3:
Three-dimensional, quasi-steady. Euler calculation
(NASA-TP-2375) p 13 N91-10007
Wake coupling to full potential rotor analysis code
1NASA-TM-102805] p 14 N91-10013
Euler and potential experimenl/CFD correlations for a
transport and two delta-wing configurations
[NASA-TM-102208] p 14 N91-10014
Application of CFD to sonic boom near and mid flow-field
prediction
[NASA-TM-102867) p 14 N91-10015
Rotor systems research aircraft risk-reduction shake
test
[NASA-TM-4186] p 38 N91-10045
Body weight of hypersonic aircraft, part 1
[NASA-TM-101028] p 39 N91-10049
A laser-sheet flow visualization technique for the large
wind tunnels of the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics
Complex
(NASA-TM-1027931 p 60 N91-10268
NASA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference.
Volume 1: Sessions 1-6
[NASA-CP-10038-VOL-1] p 16 N91-10839
Computational Fluid Dynamics Program at NASA Ames
Research Center p 16 N91-10840
More accurate predictions with transonic Navier-Stokes
methods through improved turbulence modeling
p 17 N91-10850
CFD for applications to aircraft aeroelasticity
p 17 N91-10855
A zonal Navier-Stokes methodology for flow simulation
about a complete aircraft p 18 N91-10858
Numerical simulation of F-18 fuselage forebody flows
at high angles of attack p 18 N91-10859
TranAir: Recent advances and applications
p 19 N91-10862
Numerical simulation of rotorcraft p 19 N91-10863
Three-dimensional viscous drag prediction for rotor
blades p 19 N91-10865
NASA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference.
Volume 2: Sessions 7-12
[NASA-CP-10038-VOL-2] p 20 N91-10868
Prediction of turbine rotor-stator interaction using
Navier-Stokes methods p 20 N91-10881
Simulation of powered-lift flows p 21 N91-10886
Unstructured mesh solution of the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations ' p 22 N91-10892
The calculation of rotor/fuselage interaction for
two-dimensional bodies
[NASA-TM-102855] p 25 N91-10933
Summary of the industry/NASA/FAA workshop on
philosophy of automation: Promises and realities
p 44 N91-10942
Assessing information transfer in full mission flight
simulations p 26 N91-10946
A function-based approach to cockpit procedure aids
p27 N91-10953
ATC automation concepts p 29 N91-10957
Time-based operations in an advanced ATC
environment p 29 N91-10958
Terminal weather information management
p64 N91-10960
A piloted simulator evaluation of a ground-based 4-D
descent advisor algorithm p 33 N91-11000
A proposed definition for a pitch attitude target for the
microburst escape maneuver p 102 N91-11687
Integrated flight-propulsion control concepts for
supersonic transport airplanes
[NASA-TM-101728] p218 N91-13460
Turbulence and pressure loss characteristics of the inlet
vanes for the 80- by 120-ft wind tunnel
| NASA-TM-1028081 p 226 N91-13466
General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program
(GRASP): Theory manual
[NASA-TM-1022551 p 239 N91-13762
Tabulation of data from the tip aerodynamics and
acoustics test
[NASA-TM-1022801 p 163 N91-14273
Flight data acquisition methodology for validation of
passive ranging algorithms for obstacle avoidance
(NASA-TM-102809] p 193 N91-14322
Wind tunnel balance
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11877-1-SB] p 227 N91-14357
Modeling and control design of a wind tunnel model
support
[NASA-TM-103829] p 240 N91-14540
Dynamic analysis of rotor blade undergoing rotor power
shutdown
[NASA-TM-102865] p 251 N91-15124
Flowfield of a lifting hovering rotor: A Navier-Stokes
simulation
[NASA-TM-102862] p 274 N91-15128
Simulated rotor test apparatus dynamic characteristics
in the 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-102870] p 291 N91-15147
C-19
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An integrated approach to system design, reliability, and
diagnosis
[NASA-TM-102861] p 322 N91-15426
Simulation of nap-of-Earth flight in helicopters
p330 N91-15744
Potential use of tiltrotor aircraft in Canadian aviation
[NASA-TM-102245] p 281 N91-16001
An evaluation of three two-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics codes including low Reynolds numbers and
transonic Mach numbers
[NASA-TM-102840] p 364 N91-17001
Aviation safety and automation technology for subsonic
transports
(NASA-TM-103831) p 372 N91-17009
The application of CFD to rotary wing flow problems
p368 N91-18054
Sea level static calibration of a compact multimission
aircraft propulsion simulator with inlet flow distortion
(NASA-TM-102838] p 370 N91-18066
Modal analysis of UH-60A instrumented rotor blades
[NASA-TM-4239] p 454 N91-19052
An experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer
on a transport wing in subsonic and transonic flow
[NASA-TM-102206] p 454 N91-19062
Introduction of the M-85 high-speed rotorcraft concept
[NASA-TM-102871] p 474 N91-19078
State estimation applications in aircraft flight-data
analysis: A user's manual for SMACK
[NASA-RP-1252] p 475 N91-19082
Development of a fatigue-life methodology for composite
structures subjected to out-of-plane load components
[NASA-TM-102885] p 510 N91-19241
J-85 jet engine noise measured in jhe ONERA $1 .prind
tunnel and extrapolated to far field
[NASA-TP-3053) p 538 N91-19823
Large-scale aeroacoustic research feasibility and
conceptual design of test-section inserts for the Ames 80-
by 120-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-3020] p 538 N91-19824
Hypervelocity atmospheric flight: Real gas flow fields
[NASA-RP-1249] p 528 N91-20418
Simulation of nap-of-the-Earth flight in helicopters
[NASA-TM-102830] p 572 N91-21131
Suppression of biodynamic interference in head-tracked
teleoperation
[NASA-TM-103833] p 577 N91-21134
Digital signal conditioning for flight test instrumentation
[NASA-TM-101739] p 577 N91-21135
Acoustic and aerodynamic study of a pusher-propeller
aircraft model
[NASA-TP-3040] p 607 N91-21828
NASA Ames aerospace systems directorate research
[NASA-TM-103844] p 608 N91-22066
Forces and pressures induced on circular plates by a
single lifting jet in ground effect
[NASA-TM-102816] p 558 N91-22077
Small-scale experiments in STOVL ground effects
[NASA-TM-102813] p 560 N91-22091
The NASA-ER2 meteorological measurement system:
Instrumentaion. calibration and intercomparison results
p603 N91-22658
Lightweight, fire-retardant, crashworthy aircraft seat
cushioning P 563 N91-23052
Microwave landing system modeling with application to
air traffic control
[NASA-TM-102832] p 636 N91-23099
Analytical and experimental investigations of the oblique
detonation wave engine concept p 660 N91-23169
The computation of induced drag with nonplanar and
deformed wakes P 630 N91-24106
Suckdown, fountain lift, and pressures induced on
several tandem jet V/STOL configurations
[NASA-TM-102817] p 630 N91-24108
Simulation evaluation of a speed-guidance law for Harrier
approach transitions
[NASA-TM-102853] p 668 N91-24209
ALDAS user's manual
[NASA-TM-102831] p 687 N91-24757
Applications of higher harmonic control to hingeless rotor
systems
[NASA-TM-103846] p 694 N91-25102
Computer aiding for low-altitude helicopter flight
[NASA-TM-103861] p 737 N91-25142
Sensitivity of inlet performance predictions to CFD
numerical and physical modeling p 776 N91-25345
Aeroacoustic and aerodynamic applications of the theory
of nonequilibrium thermodynamics
[NASA-TP-3118] p 776 N91-25352
NASA/Ames Research Center DC-8 data system
p 782 N91-25458
Science requirements and feasibility/design studies of
a very-high-altitude aircraft for atmospheric research
p740 N91-25481
C-130 Automated Digital Data System (CADDS)
p780 N91-25482
Format and basic geometry of a perspective display of
air traffic for the cockpit
(NASA-TM-86680) p 743 N91-26142
Rotor and control system loads analysis of the XV-15
with the advanced technology blades
[NASA-TM-102876] p817 N91-28134
Vibration analysis of the SA349/2 helicopter
[NASA-TM-102794] p 996 N91-31078
Airborne rescue system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11909-1] p 1030 N91-31113
Prediction techniques for jet-induced effects in hover
on STOVL aircraft
(NASA-TM-102818] p 996 N91-32070
Comparisons of elastic and rigid blade-element rotor
models using parallel processing technology for piloted
simulations
[NASA-TM-102859] p 997 N91-32071
Aeroelastic loads and stability investigation of a full-scale
hingeless rotor
[NASA-TM-103867] p 1054 N91-32134
Human-centered aircraft automation: A concept and
guidelines
[NASA-TM-103885] p 1059 N91-32135
Development and evaluation of an inverse solution
technique for studying helicopter maneuverability and
agility
| NASA-TM-102B89] p 1080 N91-32145
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Inst for Space Studies, New York, NY.
NASA's High Speed Research Program - An introduction
and status report
[SAE PAPER 901923] p 887 A91-48605
Atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft - A status
report from NASA's High-Speed Research Program
p995 A91-56121
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.
The L-band PBMR measurements of surface soil
moisture in FIFE p 154 A91-14840
The dynamics of the stratospheric polar vortex and its
relation to springtime ozone depletions
p325 A91-21712
Airborne lidar for profiling of surface topography
p 295 A91-23134
The dynamics of the HSCT environment
(AIAA PAPER 91-3156] p1103 A91-54071
The atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft: A
current consensus
[NASA-RP-1251] p325 N91-16467
Improved superconducting bearings
[NASA-CASE-GSC-13346-1] p 877 N91-28578
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Hugh
L Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards, CA.
NACA/NASA supersonic flight research
p 1 A91-10953
The need for a hypersonic demonstrator
p54 A91-10977
Development of the HIDEC inlet integration mode
p 121 A91-13028
Buckling analysis and test correlation of hat stiffened
panels for hypersonic vehicles
(AIAA PAPER 90-5219] p 143 A91-14445
Influence of vehicle configuration and flight profile on
X-30 sonic booms
[AIAA PAPER 90-52241 p 135 A91-14450
Techniques for hot structures testing
p 144 A91-16035
Buckling analysis and test correlation of high
temperature structural panels p 145 A91-16039
Interpreting the handling qualities of aircraft with stability
and control augmentation
(AIAA PAPER 90-2825] p 127 A91-16285
Preliminary assessment of a supersonic STOVL flight
research and demonstration aircraft p 194 A91-17209
A system for testing airdata probes at high angles of
attack using a ground vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 91-0088] p 223 A91-19129
The effects of pressure sensor acoustics on airdata
derived from a high-angle-of-attack flush airdata sensing
(HI-FADS) system
(AIAA PAPER 91-0671] p 207 A91-19404
Preliminary results from an airdata enhancement
algorithm with application to high-angle-of-attack flight
(AIAA PAPER 91-0672] p 207 A91-19405
AFTI/F-111 mission adaptive wing flight test
instrumentation overview p 209 A91-19710
AFTI/F-111 airplane mission adaptive wing operational
flight evaluation technique using uplinked pilot command
Cues p285 A91-20993
The development of a Flight Test Engineer's Workstation
for the Automated Flight Test Management System
p326 A91-20999
National aerospace plane longitudinal long-period
dynamics p 305 A91-22962
Optimizing aircraft performance with adaptive, integrated
flight/propulsion control
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-252] p 290 A91-23644
Buffet induced structural/flight-control system
interaction of the X-29A aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-1053] p 500 A91-32012
Correlation of boundary layer stability analysis with flight
transition data p 621 A91-39929
A preliminary investigation of the use of throttles for
emergency flight control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2222) p 756 A91-41731
A parametric study of the leading edge attachment line
for the F-16XL
[AIAA PAPER 91-1621] p 718 A91-43555
Preliminary flight evaluation of an engine performance
optimization algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 91-1998] p 751 A91-44089
A simulation evaluation of a four-engine jet transport
using engine thrust modulation for flightpath control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2223] p 757 A91-44162
In-flight simulation at the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Facility
[AIAA PAPER 91-2916] p 827 A91-47803
The role of the remotely augmented vehicle (RAV)
laboratory in flight research
[AIAA PAPER 91-2977] p 854 A91-47804
Propulsion modeling techniques and applications for
NASA Dryden X-30 real-time simulator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2937] p 828 A91-47824
Integrated flight-propulsion control concepts for
supersonic transport airplanes
[SAE PAPER 901928] p 942 A91-48609
Flight tests of external modifications used to reduce blunt
base drag p 895 A91-48821
Formulation of a minimum variance deconvolution
technique for compensation of pneumatic distortion in
pressure sensing devices p 985 A91-50621
Overview of the NASA Ames-Oryden Integrated Test
Facility p 956 A91-51885
An automated calibration laboratory - Requirements and
design approach p 956 A91-51888
In-flight leading-edge vortex flow-field survey
measurements on a F-18 aircraft at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-3248] p 1001 A91-53759
A study of high alpha dynamics and flow visualization
for a 2.5-percent model of the F-18 HARV undergoing
wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 91-3267] p 1003 A91-53775
Advanced aircraft for atmospheric research
[AIAA PAPER 91-3162) p 1047 A91-54076
Techniques used in the F-14 variable-sweep transition
flight experiment p 1048 A91 -54368
Validation of the F-18 high alpha research vehicle flight
control and avionics systems modifications
p 1078 A91-54577
Flight control system design factors for applying
automated testing techniques p 1078 A91-54610
Flight characteristics of a modified Schweizer SGS1-36
sailplane at low and very high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-3022] p 50 N91-10079
Flight demonstration of a self repairing flight control
system in a NASA F-15 fighter aircraft
p 129 N91-12702
A preliminary look at techniques used to obtain airdata
from flight at high angles of attack
[NASA-TM-101729] p 210 N91-13453
Integrated flight-propulsion control concepts for
supersonic transport airplanes
(NASA-TM-1017281 p 218 N91-13460
Initial flight test of a ground deployed system for flying
qualities assessment
[NASA-TM-101700] p 307 N91-15182
The effects of pressure sensor acoustics on airdata
derived from a High-angle-of-attack Flush Airdata Sensing
(HI-FADS) system
[NASA-TM-101736] p 396 N91-17060
F-18 high alpha research vehicle surface pressures:
Initial in-flight results and correlation with flow visualization
and wind-tunnel data
[NASA-TM-101724] p 453 N91-19051
Summary of in-flight flow visualization obtained from the
NASA high alpha research vehicle
[NASA-TM-101734] p 454 N91-19055
A simple dynamic engine model for use in a real-time
aircraft simulation with thrust vectoring
[NASA-TM-4240] p 474 N91-19079
Techniques for hot structures testing
[NASA-TM-101727] p 474 N91-19080
Monitoring techniques for the X-29A aircraft's
high-speed rotating power takeoff shaft
[NASA-TM-101731J p 475 N91-19081
Thermoelastic vibration test techniques
[NASA-TM-101742] p 475 N91-19083
Preliminary results from an airdata enhancement
algorithm with application to high-angle-of-attack flight
[NASA-TM-101737] p 485 N91-19095
C-20
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA, Langley Research Center
A proposed Kalman filter algorithm for estimation of
unmeasured output variables for an F100 turbofan
engine
[NASA-TM-4234] p 490 N91-19099
Real-time application of advanced three-dimensional
graphic techniques for research aircraft simulation
[NASA-TM-101730] p 537 N91-19742
In-flight flow visualization characteristics of the NASA
F-18 high alpha research vehicle at high angles of
attack
[NASA-TM-4193] p 457 N91-20055
Proceedings of the X-15 First Flight 30th Anniversary
Celebration
(NASA-CP-3105]
 P477 N91-20071
X-15 concept evolution p 477 N91-20072
X-15 hardware design challenges p 477 N91-20073
X-15: The perspective of history p 477 N91-20074
The legacy of the X-15 p 477 N91 -20075
X-15 contributions-to-the-X-SO- . p 478 N91-20076
What is the X-30 p 478 N91-20077
A preliminary evaluation of an FlOO engine parameter
estimation process using flight data
[NASA-TM-4216] p 597 N91-21446
STARS: An integrated general-purpose finite element
structural, aeroelastic, and aeroservoelastic analysis
computer program
[NASA-TM-101709-REV] p 599 N91-21587
Multiaxis thrust vectoring using axisymmetric nozzles
and postexit vanes on an F/A-18 configuration vehicle
[NASA-TM-101741] p 559 N91-22083
Research flight-control system development for the F-18
high alpha research vehicle
[NASA-TM-104232] p 583 N91-22131
Flying qualities of the X-29 forward swept wing aircraft
p 651 N91-23127
Buffet induced structural/flight-control system
interaction of the X-29A aircraft
[NASA-TM-101735] p 652 N91-23133
Flow visualization study of a 1/48-scale AFTI/F111
model to investigate horizontal tail flow disturbances
[NASA-TM-101698] p 633 N91-24128
Effects of wing sweep on in-flight boundary-layer
transition for a laminar flow wing at Mach numbers from
0.60 to 0.79
[NASA-TM-101701] p 683 N91-24555
Effects of wing sweep on boundary-layer transition for
a smooth F-14A wing at Mach numbers from 0.700 to
0.825
[NASA-TM-101712] p 683 N91-24556
A knowledge-based system design/information tool for
aircraft flight control systems p 757 N91-25139
A simulation study of turbofan engine deterioration
estimation using Kalman filtering techniques
[NASA-TM-104233] p 755 N91-25147
Combined compressive and shear buckling analysis of
hypersonic aircraft structural sandwich panels
[NASA-TM-4290] p 778 N91-25422
Development of an integrated aeroservoelastic analysis
program and correlation with test data
[NASA-TP-3120] p 694 N91-26113
Preliminary flight-determined subsonic lift and drag
characteristics of the X-29A forward-swept-wing airplane
[NASA-TM-100409] p 928 N91-29177
Controlling crippled aircraft-with throttles
[NASA-TM-104238] p 953 N91-29191
A simulation evaluation of a four-engine jet transport
using engine thrust modulation for flightpath control
[NASA-TM-4324] p 953 N91-29194
The role of the Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV)
laboratory in flight research
[NASA-TM-104235] p 929 N91-30128
A preliminary investigation of the use of throttles for
emergency flight control
[NASA-TM-4320] p 929 N91-30130
Real-time ip-«i;hi engine performance and health
monitoring techniques for flight research application
[NASA-TM-104239] p 930 N91-30132
Modeling, simulation, and flight characteristics of an
aircraft designed to fly at 100.000 feet
[NASA-TM-104236] p 954 N91-30153
Application and flight test of linearizing transformations
using measurement feedback to the nonlinear control
problem
(NASA-TP-3154] p 954 N91-30154
A knowledge based application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system
[NASA-TM-4327] p1112 N91-31874
Preliminary flight evaluation of an engine performance
optimization algorithm
[NASA-TM-4328] p 1075 N91-32140
A NASA/RAE cooperation in the development of a
real-time knowledge-based autopilot
[NASA-TM-104234] p1112 N91-32850
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. John
F. Kennedy Space Center, Cocoa Beach, Fl_
The 1991 International Aerospace and Ground
Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity, volume 1
[NASA-CP-3106-VOL-1] p1104 N91-32599
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX.
Computational aspects of chemically reacting flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1574] p 699 A91-40748
Linear quadratic regulator approach to the stabilization
of matched uncertain linear systems
p986 A91-52041
Implementation of wall boundary conditions for
transpiration in F3D thin-layer Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 91-3204] p 998 A91-53729
Al in manufacturing p 1093 A91 -55547
Metamorphoses of ONAV console operations: From
prototype to real time application p 606 N91-22794
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.
The potential for a new era of supersonic and hypersonic
aviation p 1 A91-10961
Computational technology for flight vehicles;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Washington. DC, Nov. 5-7,
1990 p58 A91-11813
Active control of interior noise in model aircraft fuselages
using piezoceramic actuators
[AIAA PAPER 90-3922] p 67 A91-12438
State-of-the-art of high-speed propeller noise prediction
- A multidisciplinary approach and comparison with
measured data
[AIAA PAPER 90-3934] p 68 A91-12450
Boundary element analysis of sound scattered by a
moving surface
[AIAA PAPER 90-3944] p 69 A91-12460
Removing spurious reflections from CFD solutions by
using the Complex Cepstrum
[AIAA PAPER 90-3947] p 69 A91-12463
Instability of a supersonic shock-free elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 90-3959] p 7 A91-12473
Noise transmission characteristics of a large scale
composite fuselage model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3965] p 71 A91-12479
Some far-field acoustics characteristics of the XV-15
tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 90-3971 ] p 71 A91-12484
Sound transmission through a high-temperature acoustic
probe tube
[AIAA PAPER 90-3991 ] p 73 A91-12504
An Euler code prediction of near field to midfield sonic
boom pressure signatures
[AIAA PAPER 90-4000] p7 A91-12513
Transition control of instability waves over a flexible
surface in the presence of an acoustic field
(AIAA PAPER 90-4008] p 74 A91-12520
The design of two sonic boom wind tunnel models from
conceptual aircraft which cruise at Mach numbers of 2.0
and 3.0
(AIAA PAPER 90-4026] p 52 A91-12536
Aircraft en route noise annoyance
[AIAA PAPER 90-4028] p 63 A91-12537
The acoustic results of a United Techologies scale model
helicopter rotor tested at DNW
[AIAA PAPER 90-4035] p 75 A91-12543
Viscous drag reduction in boundary layers
p58 A91-12688
Applied aspects of laminar-flow technology
p8 A91-12690
Riblets p59 A91-12694
Outer-layer manipulators for turbulent drag reduction
p8 A91-12695
Convex curvature concept of viscous drag reduction
p8 A91 -12696
Viscous drag reduction via surface mass injection
p9 A91-12698
Development of high-lift wing modifications for an
advanced capability EA-6B aircraft p 10 A91-12762
An overview of selected NASP aeroelastic studies at
the NASA Langley Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 90-5218] p 134 A91-14444
Boundary layer transition in hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 90-5232] p 87 A91-14458
Shock interference heating in scramjet engines
(AIAA PAPER 90-5238] p 88 A91-14464
Analysis of generic scramjet external nozzle flowfields
employing simulant gases
[AIAA PAPER 90-5242] p 123 A91-14467
CFD support of NASP design
[AIAA PAPER 90-5249] p 135 A91-14472
A patched-grid algorithm for complex aircraft
configurations p 88 A91-14759
Correlation autoregressive processes with application
to helicopter noise p 158 A91-15086
Advanced metallics for high temperature airframe
Structures p 137 A91-16032
Transient thermal-structural analysis using adaptive
unstructured remeshing and mesh movement
p 144 A91-16033
Finite-element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures p 144 A91-16034
Preliminary thermal/structural analysis of a
cartaon-carbon/refractory-metal heat-pipe-cooled wing
leading edge p112 A91-16037
Vortex-dominated conical-flow computations using
unstructured adaptively-refined meshes
p 90 A91-16061
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3121] p113 A91-16678
The aerodynamic effect of heavy rain on airplane
performance
[AIAA PAPER 90-3131) p113 A91-16686
High performance processors for real-time flight
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 90-3140] p 156 A91-16695
Design, development and testing of an ambient lighting
simulator for external illumination of a transport simulator
cockpit
[AIAA PAPER 90-3146] p 131 A91-16699
Adhesive bond evaluation using phase sensitive
detection techniques p 147 A91-16839
Can shock waves on helicopter rotors generate noise?
- A study of the quadrupole source p 244 A91-17223
The acoustic results of a United Technologies scale
model helicopter rotor tested at DNW
p244 A91-17224
Status of integrated multidisciplinary rotorcrafl
optimization research at the Langley Research Center
p 196 A91-17233
Application of a new Navier-Stokes inverse method to
the design of advanced airfoils p 166 A91-17289
Inflow velocity perturbations due to fuselage effects in
the presence of a fully interactive wake
p 166 A91-17291
Flight investigation of the effect of tail boom strakes
on helicopter directional control p 216 A91-17294
Aerodynamic and acoustic test of a United Technologies
model scale rotor at DNW p 167 A91-17299
Advanced experimental techniques for transonic
testing p 221 A91-17564
Cryogenic wind tunnels. I p 221 A91-17565
Cryogenicwindtunnels.il p 222 A91-17566
Cryogenic wind tunnels. Ill p 222 A91-17567
Typical testing experience in cryogenic wind tunnels
p222 A91-17568
Adaptive wall testing sections (AWTS)
p222 A91-17569
Magnetic suspension and balance systems (MSBSs)
p222 A91-17570
Advanced experimental techniques for transonic wind
tunnels • Final lecture p 222 A91-17571
Flight dynamics research for highly agile aircraft
[SAE PAPER 892235] p 216 A91-17700
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18
forebody-leading-edge extension configuration
p 169 A91-18251
Application of a patched-grid algorithm to the F/A-18
forebody-leading-edge extension configuration
p 199 A91-18252
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
small-disturbance theory p 169 A91-18254
Ideal efficiency of propellers - Theodorsen revisited
p 169 A91-18259
The analysis and simulation of compressible
turbulence p 170 A91 -18599
Application of Lagrangian blending functions for grid
generation around airplane geometries
p200 A91-18905
Combined effects of nose bluntness and surface
perturbations on asymmetric flow past slender bodies
p 171 A91-18910
Eigenstructure assignment with gain suppression using
eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives
p218 A91-19016
Time-marching methods for three-dimensional steady
and unsteady viscous tmcompressible flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0024] p 172 A91-19106
A fast upwind solver for the Euler equations on
three-dimensional unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 91-0102] p 172 A91-19136
Turbulence modeling in aerodynamic shear flows -
Status and problems
[AIAA PAPER 91-0214] p 174 A91-19189
Second-order closure models for supersonic turbulent
flows
(AIAA PAPER 91-0217] p 174 A91-19190
Comments on Reynolds number effects in wall-bounded
shear layers
[AIAA PAPER 91-0231] p 174 A91-19194
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A grid-independent approximate Riemann solver with
applications to the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
(AIAA PAPER 91-0239] p 174 A91-19195
Relationship between the instability waves and noise
of high-speed jets
(AIAA PAPER 91-04921 p 245 A91-19328
Active sound attenuation across a double wall
structure
[AIAA PAPER 91-0498) p 245 A91-19331
Feasibility of using a knowledge-based system concept
for in-flight primary-flight-display research
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -0503 ] p 207 A91 -19335
Nonadiabatic and three-dimensional effects in
compressible turbulent boundary layers
| AIAA PAPER 91-0528] p 178 A91-19345
Thin-layer and full Navier-Stokes. locally-conical and
three-dimensional asymmetric solutions
[AIAA PAPER 91-05471 p 178 A91-19355
Application of a new K-tau model to near wall turbulent
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0614] p 178 A91-19383
30 x 60 foot wind tunnel test highlights for an over-the-tail
advanced turboprop configuration
| AIAA PAPER 91-0681] p 201 A91-19409
Engineering calculations of three-dimensional inviscid
hypersonic flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 91-0701] p 180 A91-19421
Conical Euler methodology for unsteady vortical flows
about rolling delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-0730) p 181 A91-19438
Use of finite volume schemes for transition simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0743) p 181 A91-19444
Application of a parallel DSMC method to hypersonic
rarefied flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0772] p 182 A91-19461
Aerothermodynamics of a 1,6-m-diameter sphere in
hypersonic rarefied flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0773] p 182 A91-19462
Instrumentation systems for the Langley Research
Center 8-foot high temperature tunnel
p228 A91-19654
A voice-actuated wind tunnel model leak checking
system p 224 A91-19659
The automation of an inlet mass flow control system
p225 A91-19661
Automated thermal mapping techniques using chromatic
image analysis p 237 A91-19671
Remote, PCM-controlled, multi-channel radio frequency
FM telemetry system for cryogenic wind tunnel
application p 225 A91 -19693
A method for monitoring nuclear absorption coefficients
of aviation fuels p 238 A91-19712
Windshear detection - Airborne system perspective
p209 A91-19807
Structures technology development for hypersonic
vehicles p 202 A91-19808
Advanced cockpit technology for future civil transport
aircraft p 209 A91 -19810
An evaluation of the pressure proof test concept for
thin sheet 2024-T3 p315 A91-20788
Exploratory study of vortex-generating devices for
turbulent flow separation control
[AIAA PAPER 91-00421 p317 A91-21348
Effects of sweep angle and passive relaminarization
devices on a supersonic swept-cylinder boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0066] p 257 A91-21354
Design limits of compressible NLF airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 91-0067] p 257 A91-21355
Cross-flow vortex structure and transition measurements
using multi-element hot films
[AIAA PAPER 91-0166] p 258 A91-21389
Analysis of flow on cones and cylinders using discrete
vortex methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-0288] p 260 A91-21442
Radiative interactions in a hydrogen-fueled supersonic
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 91-0373] p312 A91-21473
A study of loudness as a metric for sonic boom
acceptability
| AIAA PAPER 91-04961 p 331 A91-21511
Directivity and prediction of low frequency rotor noise
| AIAA PAPER 91-05921 p 331 A91 -21545
Computation of steady and unsteady compressible
quasi-axisymmetric vortex flow and breakdown
(AIAA PAPER 91-0752) ' P 266 A91-21604
Progress in hypersonic combustion technology with
computation and experiment
| AIAA PAPER 90-52541 p 300 A91-22879
Boundary layer receptivity phenomena in
three-dimensional and high-speed boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 90-52581 p 270 A91-22882
Airframe/propulsion integration at transonic speeds
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-338] p 271 A91-23640
Advanced composites research and development for
transport aircraft p 380 A91-24303
Predicting the aeroelastic behavior of a wind-tunnel
model using transonic small disturbance theory
p407 A91-24305
NASA programs in advanced sensors and measurement
technology for aeronautical applications
p415 A91-24331
Rotorcraft blade/vortex interaction noise - Its
generation, radiation, and control p430 A91-24340
Design, implementation, simulation, and testing of digital
flutter suppression systems for the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 402 A91-24346
Optimization of aircraft configurations in a
multidisciplinary environment p 381 A91-24350
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
p340 A91-24351
Application of advanced multidisciplinary analysis and
optimization methods to vehicle design synthesis
p381 A91-24352
Modeling and model simplification of aeroelastic
vehicles p402 A91-24367
A flight experiment to measure rarefied-flow
aerodynamics p 342 A91-24403
Supersonic laminar flow control on commercial
transports p343 A91-24412
Behavior of composite/metal aircraft structural elements
and components under crash type loads - What are they
telling us? p 382 A91-24425
Advanced fabrication technology for high speed aircraft
structures p 335 A91-24457
Reducing windshear risk through airborne systems
technology p 394 A91-24466
Integrated fluid-thermal-structural analysis using
adaptive unstructured meshes p416 A91-24469
Development of unstructured grid methods for steady
and unsteady aerodynamic analysis p 347 A91-24486
DSMC calculations for the delta wing
p349 A91-24650
A synchronous strobed laser light sheet for helicopter
model rotor flow visualization p 416 A91 -24779
Flow field analysis for a class of waverider
configurations p 353 A91-25751
Prediction of vortical flows on wings using
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
p355 A91-26111
Measurements and implications of vortex motions using
two flow-visualization techniques p 418 A91 -26121
Advances and trends in computational structures
technology p418 A91-26228
Aircraft landing gear systems
ISAEPT-37) p387 A91-26700
Condensation effects on Rayleigh scattering
measurements in a supersonic wind tunnel
p420 A91-27911
Advanced turboprop aircraft flyover noise annoyance
p431 A91-28261
En route noise test preliminary results
p 388 A91-28270
Aircraft noise induced building vibration and effects on
human response p 423 A91-28282
An airfoil design method for viscous flows
p441 A91-28602
Computational fluid dynamics prediction of the reacting
flowfield inside a subscale scramjet combustor
p487 A91-30009
A proposed computational technique for obtaining
hypersonic air data on a sharp-nosed vehicle
p443 A91-30081
A scheme for theoretical and experimental evaluation
of multivariable system stability robustness
p533 A91-30240
State reduction for semi-Markov reliability models
p516 A91-31058
Suggested future directions in high-speed transition
experimental research p 444 A91-31305
High-speed quiet tunnels p 505 A91-31306
Transition research opportunities at subsonic and
transonic speeds p 444 A91-31312
Experiments on a separation bubble over an Eppler 387
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers using thin-film arrays
p445 A91-31332
Bounded free shear flows - Linear and nonlinear
growth 0446 A91-31344
On the design of a new Mach 3.5 quiet nozzle
p446 A91-31349
A study o! turbulence models for prediction of transitional
boundary layers p 446 A91-31355
Comparison of two transition models
p 447 A91-31361
Unsteady Euler algorithm with unstructured dynamic
mesh for complex-aircraft aerodynamic analysis
p469 A91-31527
Sensitivity analysis and multidisciplinary optimization for
aircraft design - Recent advances and results
p469 A91-31577
Application of global sensitivity equations in
multidisciplinary aircraft synthesis p 536 A91-31578
Structural efficiency study of graphite-epoxy aircraft rib
structures p 518 A91-31579
Integrated aerodynamic-structural design of a transport
wing p 469 A91-31584
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
(AIAA PAPER 91-0925) p519 A91-31855
A Taguchi study of the aeroelastic tailoring design
process
(AIAA PAPER 91-1041) p 470 A91-31868
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
(AIAA PAPER 91-1103) p 448 A91-31862
Experimental flutter boundaries with unsteady pressure
distributions for the NACA 0012 Benchmark Model
[AIAA PAPER 91-1010) p 499 A91-31900
A status report on a model for Benchmark active controls
testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1011] p 499 A91-31901
Effect of stiffness characteristics on the response of
composite grid-stiffened structures
(AIAA PAPER 91-1087) p 521 A91-31969
An overview of NASA research related to the aging
commercial transport fleet
| AIAA PAPER 91-0952) p 439 A91-32001
Some subsonic and transonic buffet characteristics of
the twin-vertical-tails of a fighter airplane configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1049] p 500 A91-32009
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0988] p 501 A91-32019
Spatial adaption procedures on unstructured meshes
for accurate unsteady aerodynamic flow computation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1106) p 449 A91-32022
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 91-1107) p 449 A91-32023
A methodology for using nonlinear aerodynamics in
aeroservoelastic analysis and design
(AIAA PAPER 91-1110] p 449 A91-32025
A vector unsymmetric eigenequation solver for nonlinear
flutter analysis on high-performance computers
[AIAAPAPER91-1169] p522 A91-32027
Controlling panel flutter using adaptive materials
[AIAA PAPER 91-1067] p 537 A91-32049
A frequency based approach to dynamic stress intensity
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-1176] p 523 A91-32097
Nonlinear static and dynamic finite element analysis of
an eccentrically loaded graphite-epoxy beam
[AIAA PAPER 91-1227) p 523 A91-32105
Structural dynamic and aeroelastic considerations for
hypersonic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 91-1255) p 523 A91-32133
Aerodynamics of spheres for Mach numbers from 0.6
to 10.5 including some effects of test conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-08941 p 451 A91-32171
Domain decomposition methods in aerodynamics
p604 A91-33056
Flowfield and vehicle parameter influence on results of
engineering aerothermal methods p 544 A91-33378
Integrated multidisciplinary design optimization of
rotorcraft p 570 A91-33528
Integrated aerodynamic load/dynamic optimization of
helicopter rotor blades p 571 A91-33532
Conical Euler simulation of wing rock for a delta wing
planform p 580 A91-33536
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
laminated wing p 571 A91-34144
A numerical study of hypersonic stagnation heat transfer
predictions at a coordinate singularity
p 548 A91-34193
Numerical simulation of turbulent flows around airfoil and
wing p 549 A91-34203
Real gas effects on hypersonic boundary-layer stability
p614 A91-36453
Control law synthesis and stability robustness
improvement using constrained optimization techniques
p686 A91-37591
Interactive three-dimensional boundary-layer method for
transonic flow over swept wings p 616 A91-37829
Cell centered and cell vertex multigrid schemes for the
Navier-Stokes equations p 674 A91 -37834
Study of thermal-expansion-molded, graphite-epoxy
hat-stiffened sandwich panels p 675 A91-37845
Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small-disturbance
code p617 A91-38544
Effects of horizontal tail ice on longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives p 665 A91-3854 7
Airfoil design method using the Navier-Stokes
equations p 646 A91 -38550
Flight tests show potential benefits of data link as primary
communication medium p 643 A91-38577
Aeronautical research in the United States - Challenges
fortne1990's p 612 A91-38580
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Numerical simulation of steady and unsteady asymmetric
vortical flow p618 A91-38583
Helicopter in-flight stores jettison p 671 A91-39389
Secondary frequencies in the wake of a circular cylinder
with vortex shedding p 620 A91-39736
Coherent lidar airborne windshear sensor - Performance
evaluation p 655 A91-39873
Transition research in low-disturbance high-speed wind
tunnels p 621 A91-39919
Correlation of boundary layer stability analysis with flight
transition data p 621 A91-39929
Experiments on swept-wing boundary layers
p622 A91 -39932
On the stability of swept wing laminar boundary layers
including curvature effects p 622 A91-39933
Second mode interactions in supersonic boundary
layers p 623 A91-39957
Euler analysis of a High-Speed Civil Transport concept
at Mach 3 p624 A91-40217
Aerodynamic characteristics of crescent and elliptic
wings at high angles of attack p 624 A91-40219
Effect of a multi-dimensional flux function on the
monotonicity of Euler and Navier-Stokes computations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1530) p 696 A91-40705
Implicit solvers for unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 91-1537] p 696 A91-40712
Multigrid for hypersonic viscous two- and
three-dimensional flows
(AIAA PAPER 91-1572] p 699 A91-40746
A Runge-Kutta discontinuous finite element method for
high speed flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1575] p 699 A91-40749
Asynchronous, macrotasked relaxation strategies for the
solution of viscous, hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1579] p 700 A91-40753
Grid convergence for adaptive methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-1592] p 701 A91-40766
Computational rotorcraft flowfield research at the U.S.
Army AeroStructures Directorate p 703 A91-41148
A parametric experimental study of isolated rectangular
nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2136] p 738 A91-41706
Static performance of a multiaxis thrust vectoring
cruciform nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 91-2137] p 745 A91-4.1707
Use of the PARC code for generic NASP nozzles
operating at off-design transonic conditions
(AIAA PAPER 91-2154] p 705 A91-41713
Least-squares/parabolized Navier-Stokes procedure for
optimizing hypersonic wind tunnel nozzles
(AIAA PAPER 91-2273] p 760 A91-41741
Prediction of internal performance for two-dimensional
convergenUdivergent nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2369] p 706 A91-41762
Mach 2 and Mach 3 mixing and combustion in
scramjets
[AIAA PAPER 91-2394] p 747 A91-41768
Effect of nose bluntness on flowfield over slender bodies
in hypersonic flows p 707 A91-42256
Comparison of cryogenic wind tunnel, flight, and
computational results for a thin, low-aspect-ratio wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1626] p 708 A91-42536
Goertler instability and hypersonic quiet nozzle design
[AIAA PAPER 91-1648] p 708 A91-42542
Super/hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics for a
transatmospheric vehicle concept having a minimum drag
forebody
[AIAA PAPER 91-1694] p 709 A91-42558
Computational and experimental aftbody flow fields for
hypersonic, airbreathing configurations with scramjet
exhaust flow simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1709] p 709 A91-42561
Structured and unstructured refreshing method for
high-speed flows p 713 A91-42630
Computational technology for flight vehicles;
Proceedings of the Symposium on Computational
Technology on Flight Vehicles. Washington, DC, Nov. 5-7,
1990 p780 A91-42703
A generalized patched-grid algorithm with application
to the F-18 forebody with actuated control strake
p 715 A91-42736
Recent advances in hypersonic technology
p716 A91-43103
Calculating time-correlated gust loads using matched
filter and random process theories p 739 A91-43312
Hypersonic rarefied flow about a compression comer -
DSMC simulation and experiment
[AIAA PAPER 91-1313] p 716 A91-43385
Hypersonic rarefied flow about a delta wing - Direct
simulation and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 91-1315] p716 A91-43387
An efficient DSMC algorithm applied to a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1316] p 717 A91-43388
An analytical comparison of convectrve heat transfer
correlations in supercritical hydrogen
[AIAA PAPER 91-1382] p 771 A91-43446
Viscous equilibrium computations using program
LAURA
[AIAA PAPER 91-1389] p 717 A91-43452
Enhancements to the high speed convective heating
and viscous drag prediction techniques of the Aerodynamic
Preliminary Analysis System (APAS)
[AIAA PAPER 91-1435] p717 A91-43494
Study of cluster formation and its effects on Rayleigh
and Raman scattering measurements in a Mach 6 wind
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-1496] p 718 A91-43547
CFD prediction of the near-field sonic boom environment
for two low boom HSCT configurations
(AIAA PAPER 91-1631) p 784 A91-43560
Flight experiments measuring boundary-layer
disturbances in laminar flow and correlation with stability
analysis
(AIAA PAPER 91-1635] p 719 A91-43563
Compressible stability of growing boundary layers using
parabolized stability equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1636] p 720 A91-43564
Instantaneous planar visualization of reacting supersonic
flows using silane seeding
[AIAA PAPER 91-1690] p 772 A91-43593
Hypersonic waverider analysis - A comparison of
numerical and experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 91-1696] p 739 A91-43596
Evaluation of a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver
for transonic flow over a low-aspect-ratio wing mounted
in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-1725] p 723 A91-43615
Studies of shock/shock interaction on smooth and
transpiration-cooled hemispherical nosetips in hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1765] p 724 A91-43634
Opportunities for applications of natural laminar flow
technology at high-subsonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-1773] p 724 A91-43638
Mach 3.5 boundary-layer transition on a cone at angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-1804] p 725 A91-43650
Vortex breakdown in a supersonic jet
[AIAA PAPER 91-1815] p 726 A91-43656
The fatigue response of the aluminium-lithium alloy,
8090 p765 A91-43857
Mixing enhancement of reacting parallel fuel jets in a
supersonic combustor
(AIAA PAPER 91-1914] p 750 A91-44055
Scale model test results of several STOVL ventral nozzle
concepts
[AIM PAPER 91-2134] p 752 A91-44134
Analysis of losses in supersonic mixing and reacting
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-2266] p 774 A91-44180
Enhanced capability of the Combustion-Heated
Scramjet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 91-2502] p 762 A91-44267
CFD code validation for nozzle flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 91-2565] p 775 A91-44295
The impact of LCD-configured forebodies on inlet
approach flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 91-2599] p 730 A91 -44304
Supersonic rectangular jet impingement noise
experiments p 882 A91-45103
Computation of laminar hypersonic compression-corner
flows p799 A91-45110
Experimental and predicted pressure and heating
distributions for aeroassist flight experiment vehicle
p799 A91-45181
Transonic Navier-Stokes solutions about a generic
hypersonic configuration p 800 A91-45293
Accuracy of an unstructured-grid upwind-Euler algorithm
for the ONERA M6 wing p 800 A91-45295
Wing leading-edge droop/slot modification for stall
departure resistance p 823 A91-45320
New device for controlling asymmetric flowfields on
forebodies at large alpha p800 A91-45323
Experimental transition investigation of a free-shear layer
above a cavity at Mach 3.5 p 800 A91 -45348
Crashworthy design of helicopter composite airframe
structures p 825 A91-45414
Hypersonic rarefied flow about plates at incidence
p 606 A91-46182
Maximized gust loads for a nonlinear airplane using
matched filter theory and constrained optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-2848] p 848 A91-47155
Optimal input design for aircraft instrumentation
systematic error estimation
(AIAA PAPER 91-2850] p 848 A91-47157
Control design for future agile fighters
[AIAA PAPER 91-2882] p 849 A91-47181
Wind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic and tail buffet
characteristics of leading-edge extension modifications to
the F/A-18
(AIAA PAPER 91-2889] p 826 A91-47187
Effect of lift-to-drag ratio upon pilot rating for a
preliminary version of the HL-20 lifting body
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -2890 ] p 826 A91 -47188
Model order reduction applied to a hot-bench simulation
of an aeroelastic wind-tunnel model
(AIAA PAPER 91 -2935 ] p 851 A91 -47822
Assessment of microburst models for downdraft
estimation
[AIAA PAPER 91-2947] p 877 A91-47833
Use of piloted simulation for high-angle-of-attack agility
research and design criteria development
[AIAA PAPER 91-2954] p 851 A91-47837
Utilization of simulation tools in the HL-20 conceptual
design process
[AIAA PAPER 91-2955] p 856 A91-47838
A method for determining transport delays in the flight
simulation environment
(AIAA PAPER 91-2964] p 880 A91-47843
High performance computing system for flight simulation
at NASA Langley
[AIAA PAPER 91-2971] p 880 A91-47848
Boundary-layer stability analysis of flight-measured
transition data
[SAE PAPER 901809] p 892 A91-48542
Flight tests using data link for air traffic control and
weather information exchange
[SAE PAPER 901888] p910 A91-48584
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance
(SAE PAPER 901911] p921 A91-48595
Tire/runway friction interface
[SAE PAPER 901912] p 887 A91-48596
Aircraft radial-belted tire evaluation
[SAE PAPER 901913] p 921 A91-48597
Supersonic jet noise - Its generation, prediction and
effects on people and structures
[SAE PAPER 901927] p 989 A91-4B608
Prospects for drag prediction using computational fluid
dynamics
[SAE PAPER 901932] p 893 A91-48610
Wingtip vortex turbine investigation for vortex energy
recovery
[SAE PAPER 901936] p 893 A91-48614
Advanced Transport Operating Systems Program
[SAE PAPER 901969] p 888 A91-48632
Flight experiments studying the growth of the
disturbances in the laminar boundary layer
[SAE PAPER 901979] p 894 A91-48641
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
maneuvering canard-controlled missile with fixed and
free-rolling tail fins
(SAE PAPER 901993] p 894 A91-48653
Propulsion technology for National Aero-Space Plane
(SAE PAPER 902005] p 937 A91-48662
Rarefied-flow aerodynamics measurement experiment
on the Aeroassist Flight Experiment vehicle
p961 A91-48836
High angle of attack control law development for a
free-flight wind tunnel model using direct eigenstructure
assignment
[AIAA PAPER 91-2627] p 944 A91-49603
Active flutter suppression - Control system design and
experimental validation
[AIAA PAPER 91 -2629] p 944 A91-49605
Range optimization for a supersonic aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 91-2712] p 923 A91-49673
Spectral methods for the Euler equations - The blunt
body problem revisited p 897 A91 -50346
Design of a blade-stiffened composite panel with a
hole p972 A91-50651
Integrated structure/control law design by multilevel
optimization p 986 A91 -52026
MDO can help resolve the designer's dilemma
p 987 A91-52831
General aviation - Transportation in transition
p889 A91-52836
In-flight off-surface flow visualization using infrared
imaging
[SAE PAPER 911006] p 926 A91-52939
A study of data-link compatible communication for
unequipped aircraft p 918 A91-52953
Navier-Stokes simulation of nozzle-afterbody flows with
jets at off-design conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3207] p 998 A91-53732
Generic hypersonic inlet module analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-3209] p 999 A91-53734
Tail venting for enhanced yaw damping at spinning
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 91-3220] p 1076 A91-53741
The spatial characteristics of the B helical mode for a
choked axisymmetric nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 91-3279] p 1004 A91-53784
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18
wing-LEX-fuselage configuration with multi-block
structured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3291] p 1005 A91-53789
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Aerodynamic analysis of complex configurations using
unstructured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3292] p 1005 A91-53790
Supersonic quasi-axisymmetric vortex breakdown
[AIAA PAPER 91-3311 ] p 1007 A91-53802
Multi-element airfoil optimization for maximum lift at high
Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 91-3332] p 1008 A91-53814
Compressible equilibrium turbulent boundary layers at
nonadiabatic wall conditions p 1009 A91-53829
Analysis of flight-measured boundary-layer stability and
transition data
[AIAA PAPER 91-3282] p 1010 A91-53863
Aerodynamic characteristics of the HL-20 and HL-20A
lifting-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3215] p 1010 A91-53865
Evaluation of tunnel sidewall boundary-layer-control
systems for high-lift airfoil testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3243] p 1081 A91-53866
Reynolds number effects on supersonic asymmetrical
flows over a cone at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-3295] p1011 A91-53870
An assessment of current methods for drag-due-to-lift
minimization at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-3302] p1011 A91-53872
Overview of airframe technology in the NASA
High-Speed Research Program
[AIAA PAPER 91-3100] p 994 A91-54025
A comparison of arrow, trapezoidal and M wing concepts
using a Mach 2 supersonic cruise transport mission
[AIAA PAPER 91-3102] p 1013 A91-54027
Design of an active flutter suppression system for the
Active Flexible Wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3111] p 1077 A91-54035
Flight test investigation of certification requirements for
laminar-flow general aviation airplanes
p 1049 A91-54372
Fault recovery characteristics of the fault tolerant
multi-processor p 1109 A91-54611
Application of industry-standard guidelines for the
validation of avionics software p 1110 A91-54616
Determination of washout performance of various
monochrome displays under simulated flight ambient and
solar lighting conditions p 1057 A91-54646
Recent research results in stereo 3-D pictorial displays
at Langley Research Center p 1057 A91 -54660
Boundary layer manipulators at high Reynolds
numbers p 1017 A91-55644
Developments in flow visualization methods for flight
research p 1058 A91-55744
Vapor-screen technique applied to a delta-wing
aircraft p 1058 A91-55746
Supersonic mixing and combustion in scramjets
p 1065 A91-56195
A spectral collocation method for compressible,
non-similar boundary layers p 1022 A91-56433
Aeroelastic analysis of wings using the Euler equations
with a deforming mesh
[NASA-TM-102733] p 15 N91-10020
NASA transport systems research vehicle B-737 data
link system and display formats
[NASA-TM-102717] p 44 N91-10058
Determination of the pressure drag of airfoils by
integration of surface pressures
[NASA-TM-102722] p 50 N91-10078
Research in Structures. Structural Dynamics and
Materials. 1990
[NASA-CP-3064] p60 N91-10301
Direct use of linear time-domain aerodynamics in
aeroservoelastic analysis: Aerodynamic model
p60 N91-10316
Computation of maximum gust loads in nonlinear aircraft
using a new method based on the matched filter approach
and numerical optimization p 60 N91-10317
Static and dynamic aeroelastic characterization of an
aerodynamically heated generic hypersonic aircraft
configuration p 61 N91-10320
Helicopter far-field acoustic levels as a function of
reduced main-rotor advancing blade-tip Mach number
[NASA-TM-102684] p 76 N91-10699
Computational fluid dynamics research and applications
at NASA Langley Research Center p 17 N91-10841
Recent advances in Runge-Kutta schemes for solving
3-D Navier-Stokes equations p 17 N91-10851
Application of unstructured grid methods to steady and
unsteady aerodynamic problems p 17 N91-10856
Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about
aircraft geometries p 18 N91-10857
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18 forebody-LEX
configuration p 18 N91-10860
Navier-Stokes solutions for flows related to store
separation p 18 N91-10861
A comparative study of Navier-Stokes codes for
high-speed flows p 20 N91-10869
Application of CFD codes for the simulation of scramjet
combustor flowfields p 20 N91-10873
The use of a Navier-Stokes code in the wing design
process p 21 N9M0889
Applications of a transonic wing design method
p21 N91-10890
An embedded grid formulation applied to delta wings
p22 N91-10891
Three dimensional unstructured grids for the solution
of the Euler equations p 22 N91-10893
Prediction of effects of wing contour modifications on
low-speed maximum lift and transonic performance for the
EA-6B aircraft
[NASA-TP-3046] p 22 N91-10902
Conical Euler simulation and active suppression of delta
wing rocking motion
[NASA-TM-102683] p 22 N91-10904
Implicit flux-split Euler schemes for unsteady
aerodynamic analysis involving unstructured dynamic
meshes
[NASA-TM-102732] p 24 N91-10918
Temporal-adaptive Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm for
unsteady aerodynamic analysis of airfoils using
unstructured dynamic meshes
[NASA-TM-102734] p 24 N91-10919
Aviation Safety/Automation Program Conference
[NASA-CP-3090] p 26 N91-10936
Aviatipn safety/automation program overview
p26 N91-10941
Overview of error-tolerant cockpit research
p40 N91-10949
Fault monitoring p 44 N91-10950
Fault diagnosis p26 N91-10951
Inflight replanning for diversions p 27 N91-10955
Time-based aircraft/ATC operations study
p29 N91-10959
Information management p 27 N91-10961
A flight test facility design for examining digital
information transfer p 28 N91-10962
Guidance concepts for time-based flight operations
p32 N91-10993
The 4-D descent trajectory generation techniques under
realistic operating conditions p 32 N91-10994
A description and evaluation of TIMER: A time-based
terminal flow-control concept p 32 N91-10996
The growth of short cracks in 4340 steel and
aluminum-lithium 2090 p 62 N91-11247
Three-dimensional flux-split Euler schemes involving
unstructured dynamic meshes
[NASA-TM-102731] p 93 N91-11674
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems.
Second Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10050-PT-1] p 101 N91-11682
Heavy rain effects on airplane performance
p 102 N91-11686
Airborne Doppler radar detection of low altitude
windshear p 102 N91-11689
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of windshear
hazards p 103 N91-11694
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems.
Second Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10050-PT-2] p 103 N91-11695
Flight guidance research for recovery from microburst
windshear p 103 N91-11696
Wake geometry effects on rotor blade-vortex interaction
noise directivity
[NASA-TP-3015] p159 N91-12315
An evaluation of automatic control system concepts for
general aviation airplanes p 127 N91-12570
An airfoil for general aviation applications
p96 N91-12572
The Integrated Airframe/Propulsion Control System
Architecture program (IAPSA) p118 N91-126B9
Flight test results of failure detection and isolation
algorithms for a redundant strapdown inertia! measurement
unit p111 N91-12701
Hypersonic vehicle simulation model: Winged-cone
configuration
[NASA-TM-102610] p 129 N91-12705
A user's guide to the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
complex. Revision 1
[NASA-TM-102750] p 133 N91-12712
Design and fabrication of instrumented composite airfoils
for a cryogenic wind tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102740] p 152 N91-12971
Close-range photogrammetric measurement of static
deflections for an aeroelastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-4194] p 182 N91-13400
Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for lee-side flows over
supersonic delta wings. A con-elation with experiment
[NASA-TP-3035] p 183 N91-13401
Effect of location of aft-mounted nacelles on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a high-wing
transport airplane
[NASA-TP-3047] p 183 N91-13402
Aerodynamic effect of strakes on two-dimensional tail
boom models of the OH-58A and the OH-58D
helicopters
[NASA-TM-4248] p 183 N91-13406
Some observations on the Houbolt-Rainey and
peak-hold methods of flutter onset prediction
[NASA-TM-102745] p 184 N91-13411
Some buffet response characteristics of a
twin-vertical-tail configuration
[NASA-TM-102749] p 184 N91-13412
Concept development of a Mach 4 high-speed civil
transport
[NASA-TM-4223] p 202 N91-13432
A semiempirical method for obtaining fuselage normal
areas from fuselage Mach sliced areas
[NASA-TM-4228] p 202 N91-13433
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance
[NASA-TM-102741] p 203 N91-13445
Calibration of the 13- by 13-inch adaptive wall test
section for the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TP-3049] p 226 N91-13461
Wind-tunnel survey of an oscillating flow field for
application to model helicopter rotor testing
[NASA-TM-4224] p 226 N91-13462
Simulation of pressure and temperature responses for
the 20 Inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel
[NASA-TM-102647] p 226 N91-13467
Dual strain gage balance system for measuring light
loads
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14419-1] p 239 N91-13687
Failure behavior of generic metallic and composite
aircraft structural components under crash loads
[NASA-RP-1239] p 239 N91-13751
Flow visualization studies of blowing from the tip of a
swept wing
[NASA-TM-4217] p 185 N91-14274
Internal performance of a hybrid
axisymmetric/nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent
nozzle
[NASA-TM-4230] p 185 N91-14275
Asymmetric supersonic flow around cones with
noncircular sections p 186 N91-14292
Parametric study of afterbody/nozzle drag on twin
two-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzles at Mach
numbers from 0.60 to 1.20
[NASA-TP-2640] p 187 N91-14316
A method for the design of transonic flexible wings
[NASA-TP-3045] p 204 N91-14323
Unsteady airloads due to separated flow on airfoils and
wings p 187 N91-14340
Wingtip vortex turbine
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14116-1] p 205 N91-14345
Electro-optical spin measurement system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13629-1] p 227 N91-14356
Static internal performance of an axisymmetric nozzle
with multiaxis thrust-vectoring capability
[NASA-TM-4237] p 274 N91-15125
Report of the workshop on Aviation Safety/Automation
Program
[NASA-CP-10054] p281 N91-15141
Effect of shaping sensor data on pilot response
[NASA-TM-102737] p 297 N91-15173
A comparison of fatigue life prediction methodologies
for rotorcraft
[NASA-TM-102759] p 323 N91-15604
Probabilistic fatigue methodology for six nines
reliability
[NASA-TM-102757] p 323 N91-15605
Finite element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures
[NASA-TM-102761] p 324 N91-16407
Long-range vertical propagation p 332 N91-16693
A parametric experimental investigation of a scramjet
nozzle at Mach 6 with Freon and argon or air used for
exhaust simulation
[NASA-TP-3048] p 362 N91-16990
Static footprint local forces, areas, and aspect ratios
for three type 7 aircraft tires
[NASA-TP-2983] p 388 N91-17014
NASA Formal Methods Workshop, 1990
[NASA-CP-10052] p428 N91-17ES9
Digital avionics: A cornerstone of aviation
p396 N91-17560
Design for validation, based on formal methods
p428 N91 -17564
GCS programmer's manual
[NASA-TM-102721] p 429 N91-17612
Challenges in aeronautical research for the 1990's
p338 N91-18005
Future regional/commuter challenges
p373 N91-18006
Doppler global veloctmetry p 378 N91-18007
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Detailed flow-field measurements over a 75 peg swept
delta wing
[NASA-TP-2997] p 364 N91-18030
Physically weighted approximations of unsteady
aerodynamic forces using the minimum-state method
[NASA-TP-3025] p 365 N91-18031
An explicit upwind algorithm for solving the parabolized
Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TP-3050] p 365 N91-18032
Low-speed wind-tunnel test of an unpowered high-speed
stoppable rotor concept in fixed-wing mode
[NASA-TM-4250J p 365 N91-18033
Application of advanced technologies to future military
transports p 375 N91-18083
Airborne four-dimensional flight management in a
time-based air traffic control environment
[NASA-TM-4249] p 378 N91-18096
A methodology for designing aircraft to low sonic boom
constraints
[NASA-TM-4246] p 391 N91-18105
Candidate control design metrics for an agile fighter
[NASA-TM-4238] p 406 N91-18115
Mechanical properties of the fiberglass prepreg system
used for the National Transonic Facility replacement blade
set
(NASA-TM-102756] p 410 N91-18120
Research and technology 1990, Langley Research
Center
[NASA-TM-4243] p 433 N91-18966
Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1989-1990
[NASA-CP-3095] p 440 N91-19024
Robust fault diagnosis of physical systems in
operation
[NASA-TM-102767] p 462 N91-19073
Wall-interference assessment and corrections for
transonic NACA 0012 airfoil data from various wind
tunnels
[NASA-TP-3070] p 455 N91-20043
Structural dynamics division research and technology
accomplishments for fiscal year 1990 and plans for fiscal
year 1991
[NASA-TM-102770] p 456 N91-20046
Spatial adaption procedures on unstructured meshes
for accurate unsteady aerodynamic flow computation
[NASA-TM-104039] p 456 N91-20048
A controls engineering approach for analyzing airplane
input-output characteristics
[NASA-TP-3072] p 502 N91-20128
A highly efficient engineering tool for three-dimensional
scramjet flowfield and heat transfer computations
p 596 N91-21098
Span reduction effects on the flutter characteristics of
arrow-wing supersonic transport configurations
[NASA-TP-3077] p 572 N91-21127
A simple, analytical, axisymmetric microburst model for
downdraft estimation
[NASA-TM-104053] p 573 N91-21132
Hot-bench simulation of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model
[NASA-TM-102758] p 582 N91-21144
Propulsion simulator for magnetically-suspended wind
tunnel models p 586 N91-21198
A solid-state controllable power supply for a magnetic
suspension wind tunnel p 585 N91-21199
Aeropropulsive characteristics of canted twin
pitch-vectoring nozzles at Mach 0.20 to 1.20
[NASA-TP-3060] p 558 N91-22069
Numerical study of the aerodynamic effects of using
sulfur hexafluoride as a test gas in wind tunnels
[NASA-TP-3086] p 558 N91-22070
Flight test to determine feasibility of a proposed airborne
wake vortex detection concept
[NASA-TM-102672] p 563 N91-22096
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS):
Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) investigation.
Phase 1: Feasibility study
[NASA-TM-104956] p 569 N91-22102
Computer program for estimating performance of
air-breathing aircraft engines
[NASA-TM-4254] p 573 N91-22103
Dynamic stall effects and applications to high
performance aircraft p 573 N91-22106
Fourth NASA Workshop on Computational Control of
Flexible Aerospace Systems, part 2
[NASA-CP-10065-PT-2] p 587 N91-22331
An overview of the active flexible wing program
p583 N91-22332
Aeroelastic modeling of the active flexible wing
wind-tunnel model p 575 N91-22333
Design and test of three active flutter suppression
controllers p 583 N91-22334
Development and testing of controller performance
evaluation methodology for multi-input/multi-output digital
control systems p 584 N91-22337
A synchronous strobed laser light sheet for rotor flow
visualization
[NASA-TM-4266] p 601 N91-22540
Computational methods for Motionless contact with
application to Space Shuttle Ortaiter nose-gear tires
[NASA-TP-3073] p 601 N91-22576
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
[NASA-TM-104042] p 602 N91-22578
Structural integrity of wind tunnel wooden fan blades
[NASA-TM-104059] p 602 N91-22589
Cost-efficient manufacturing of composite structures
p590 N91-23048
Application of multidisciplinary optimization methods to
the design of a supersonic transport
[NASA-TM-104073] p 652 N91-23135
Hypersonic propulsion: Status and challenge
p658 N91-23153
Passive laminar flow control of crossflow vorticity
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13563-1] p 679 N91-23410
Quantitative nondestructive evaluation: Requirements
for tomorrow's reliability p 681 N91-24074
A field-deployable digital acoustic measurement
system p 689 N91-24078
The NASA Langley laminar-flow-control experiment on
a swept, supercritical airfoil: Suction coefficient analysis
[NASA-TM-4267] p 629 N91-24098
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application and
Experiment, volume 2
[NASA-CP-3020-VOL-2] p 634 N91-24132
National Transonic Facility status p 669 N91-24133
Reynolds number effects on the transonic aerodynamics
of a slender wing-body configuration
p 634 N91-24134
Laminar-flow flight experiments p 634 N91-24135
Laminar-flow wind tunnel experiments
p634 N91-24136
Computational support of the X-29A Advanced
Technology Demonstrator flight experiment
p653 N91-24137
Results of correlations for transition location on a
clean-up glove installed on an F-14 aircraft and design
studies for a laminar glove for the X-29 aircraft accounting
for spanwise pressure gradient p 654 N91-24138
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-2] p 636 N91-24140
Status of 2 micron laser technology program
p637 N91-24143
Status of NASA's IR wind shear detection research
p637 N91-24145
Clutter modeling of the Denver Airport and surrounding
areas p638 N91-24152
Airborne radar simulation studies of the Denver July 11,
1988 microburst p 638 N91-24155
Description, characteristics and testing of the NASA
airborne radar p 638 N91-24156
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
Third Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10060-PT-1] p 639 N91-24166
Integrated data analysis of July 7, 1990 microburst
p685 N91-24170
NASA Langley flight test program p639 N91-24175
TDWR information on the flight deck
p640 N91-24176
Status of heavy rain tests p640 N91-24180
Estimate of heavy rain performance effect
p640 N91-24182
A system approach to aircraft optimization
[NASA-TM-104074] p 654 N91-24196
Evaluation of cloud detection instruments and
performance of laminar-flow leading-edge test articles
during NASA Leading-Edge Flight-Test Program
[NASA-TP-2888] p 655 N91-24199
NASA-LaRc Flight-Critical Digital Systems Technology
Workshop
[NASA-CP-10028] p655 N91-24200
Advanced Hypervelocity Aerophysics Facility
Workshop
[NASA-CP-10031] p669 N91-24211
Low-speed, powered ground effects of a generic,
hypersonic configuration
[NASA-TP-3092] p 730 N91-25103
Development of an adaptive failure detection and
identification system for detecting aircraft control element
failures
[NASA-TP-3051] p758 N91-25151
Tests in helium illustrate high Mach number
inlet-forebody interactions p 776 N91-25338
A numerical study of hypersonic forebody/inlet
integration problem p 732 N91-25343
Introduction to the LaRC central scientific computing
complex
[NASA-TM-104092] p 782 N91-25623
Langley aerospace test highlights, 1990
[NASA-TM-104090] p 786 N91-26112
Performance optimization of helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-104054] p 741 N91-26137
Measurement of atmospheric turbulence
p780 N91-26151
Vibratory loads data from a wind-tunnel test of
structurally tailored model helicopter rotors
[NASA-TM-4265] p 787 N91-27120
NASP aeroservothermoelasticity studies
[NASA-TM-104058] p815 N91-27127
Suggestions for CAP-TSD mesh and time-step input
parameters
[NASA-TM-104083] p815 N91-27128
RWF rotor-wake-fuselage code software reference
guide
[NASA-TM-104078] p816 N91-27132
Structural dynamic and aeroelastic considerations for
hypersonic vehicles
[NASA-TM-104110] p816 N91-27133
Selectable towline spin chute system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14322-1] p817 N91-27139
Evaluation of the concept of pressure proof testing
fuselage structures
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/31] p 829 N91-27155
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13875-1] p 829 N91-27156
Overview of the Applied Aerodynamics Division
[NASA-TM-102698] p 855 N91-27169
Evaluation of on-board hydrogen storage methods for
hypersonic vehicles p 859 N91-2B108
A methodology for using nonlinear aerodynamics in
aeroservoelastic analysis and design
[NASA-TM-104087] p817 N91-28131
Transonic shock-induced dynamics of a flexible wing
with a thick circular-arc airfoil
[NASA-TM-104088] p817 N91-28132
Experimental flutter boundaries with unsteady pressure
distributions for the NACA 0012 Benchmark Model
[NASA-TM-104072] p817 N91-28137
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a subsonic,
energy-efficient transport configuration in the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TP-2922] p818 N91-28143
F-106B airplane active control landing gear drop test
performance p 832 N91-28164
Improved method and apparatus for Mach number
change in wind tunnel
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13548-1] p 855 N91-28175
Test of superplastically formed corrugated aluminum
compression specimens with beaded webs
[NASA-TM-104119] p 859 N91-28373
Method and apparatus for cleaning rubber deposits from
airport runways and roadways
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14483-1] p 875 N91-28455
Unstructured-grid methods development: Lessons le
arned
[NASA-TM-104137] p 904 N91-30090
Full-scale semispan tests of a business-jet wing with a
natural laminar flow airfoil
[NASA-TP-3133] p 904 N91-30098
User's guide to a system of finite-element supersonic
panel flutter programs
[NASA-TM-104109] p 1024 N91-31082
Airplane takeoff and landing performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-1-CU] p 1038 N91-31120
Rotatable non-circular forebody flow controller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14212-1-CU] p 1053 N91-31140
Flight tests with a data link used for air traffic control
information exchange
[NASA-TP-3135] p 1059 N91-31143
A relative-intensity two-color phosphor thermography
system
[NASA-TM-104123] p 1099 N91-31595
Review of typical applications: Wind tunnels
p 1084 N91-31632
Improved finite-element methods for rotorcraft
structures
[NASA-TM-104104] p 1100 N91-31687
Unstructured-grid methods development for unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses
[NASA-TM-104143] p 1028 N91-32084
An experimental investigation of a supersonic vortical
flow
[NASA-TM-105102] p 1028 N91-32085
Nozzle diffuser for use with an open test section of a
wind tunnel
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14424-1-SB] p 1084 N91-32149
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH.
Oscillating cascade aerodynamics by an experimental
influence coefficient technique p2 A91 -10339
Acoustic radiation from lifting airfoils in compressible
subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 90-3911 ] p 66 A91-12427
C-25
NASA, Lewis Research Center CORPORA re SOURCE
The effect of swirl recovery vanes on the cruise noise
of an advanced propeller
[AIAA PAPER 90-3932) P 68 A91-12448
Aeroacoustic effects of reduced aft tip speed at constant
thrust for a model counterrotation turboprop at takeoff
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 90-3933] p 68 A91-12449
Near-field noise of a single rotation propfan at an angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 90-3953] p 70 A91-12469
Prediction of the noise from a propeller at angle of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 90-3954] p 70 A91-12470
Noise measurements from an ejector suppressor nozzle
in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot low speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 90-3983] p 73 A91 -12496
Effect of acoustic excitation on stalled flows over an
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 90-4009] p 7 A91-12521
Unsteady blade pressure measurements for the SR-7A
propeller at cruise conditions
[AIAA PAPER 90-4022] p 75 A91-12533
Optical measurement of unducted fan blade
deflections
(ASME PAPER 89-GT-298] p 141 A91-13046
The aerodynamics of an oscillating cascade in a
compressible flow field
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-271 ] p 81 A91-13047
3D computation of hypersonic nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 90-5203] p 87 A91-14429
Numerical study of supersonic combustors by
multi-block grids with mismatched interfaces
[AIAA PAPER 90-5204] p 123 A91-14430
A unique high heat flux facility for testing hypersonic
engine components
[AIAA PAPER 90-5228] p 130 A91-14454
PdCr based high temperature static strain gage
[AIAA PAPER 90-5236] p 143 A91-14462
Experimental investigation of a single flush-mounted
hypermixing nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 90-5240] p 123 A91-14466
Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission Program
p 230 A91-17214
Icing tests of a model main rotor p 188 A91-17218
Prediction of unsteady blade surface pressures on an
advanced propeller at an angle of attack
p245 A91-18257
Cascade flutter analysis with transient response
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0747] p 212 A91-19448
Digital angular position sensor using wavelength division
multiplexing p 207 A91 -19580
Navier-Stokes simulation of transonic blade-vortex
interactions p 253 A91-21065
Flow studies in close-coupled ventral nozzles for STOVL
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 901033] p 255 A91-21242
An algebraic RNG-based turbulence model for
three-dimensional turbomachinery flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0172] p 259 A91-21393
Experimental water droplet impingement data on modem
aircraft surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 91-0445] p 262 A91-21493
In-flight source noise of an advanced full-scale
single-rotation propeller
[AIAA PAPER 91-0594] p 331 A91-21547
A steadying effect of acoustic excitation on transitory
stall
[AIAA PAPER 91-0043] p 269 A91-22499
A review of ice accretion data from a model rotor icing
test and comparison with theory
[AIAA PAPER 91-0661] p 280 A91-22500
Integrated flight/propulsion control system design based
on a centralized approach p 305 A91-22950
STOVL Hot Gas Ingestion control technology
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-323] p 301 A91-23642
Solution and sensitivity analysis of a complex
transcendental eigenproblem with pairs of real
eigenvalues p 320 A91 -23685
Aeroacoustics of advanced propellers
p429 A91-24317
Control of flow separation and mixing by aerodynamic
excitation p 341 A91-24360
Modem developments in shear How control with swirl
p 348 A91-24519
Transonic wind-tunnel wall interference prediction
code P408 A91-26112
Results of a sub-scale model rotor icing test
(AIAA PAPER 91-0660] p 371 A91-26190
The aerodynamic characteristics of vortex ingestion for
the F/A-18 inlet duct
[AIAA PAPER 91-0130] p 356 A91-26192
Numerical simulation of ice growth on a MS-317 swept
wing geometry
[AIAA PAPER 91-0263] p 372 A91-26193
Icing characteristics of a natural-laminar-flow, a
medium-speed, and a swept, medium-speed airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-0447) p 356 A91-26327
Turbulent boundary layer separation over a rearward
facing ramp and its control through mechanical
excitation
(AIAA PAPER 91-0253] p418 A91-26328
Prediction of ice shapes and their effect on airfoil
performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0264] p 357 A91-26330
Improved visualization of flow field measurements
[AIAA PAPER 91-0273] p 357 A91-26331
Experimental investigation of oscillating cascade
aerodynamics p 360 A91-27801
Cruise noise of an advanced single-rotation propeller
measured from an adjacent aircraft p 400 A91 -28265
Numerical simulations of supersonic flow through
oscillating cascade sections p 441 A91-2B590
An update of engine system research at the Army
Propulsion Directorate p 486 A91-29452
An expert system to perform on-line controller
restructuring for abrupt model changes
p494 A91-29466
Turbofan engine demonstration of sensor failure
detection p487 A91-29775
Three-dimensional viscous flow computations of high
area ratio nozzles for hypersonic propulsion
p443 A91-30014
Experimental investigation of propfan aeroelastic
response in off-axis flow with mistuning
p487 A91-30015
Partitioning methods for global controllers
p 531 A91-30043
Civil air transport - A fresh look at power-by-wire and
fly-by-light p 499 A91-31030
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies - Mode localization and loss of
eigenstructure
(AIAA PAPER 91-1218] p 522 A91-32032
Role of artificial viscosity in Euler and Navier-Stokes
solvers p 547 A91-34135
Modeling of surface roughness effects on glaze ice
accretion p 562 A91-35107
Elevator deflections on the icing process
p572 A91-35427
Resistivity of pristine and intercalated graphite fiber
epoxy composites p 589 A91-35949
Computational analysis of underexpanded jets in the
hypersonic regime p615 A91-37421
Sensor failure detection for jet engines
p656 A91 -37593
Effects of horizontal tail ice on longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives p665 A91-38547
Heat transfer in oscillating flows p 676 A91-38698
Hot gas ingestion test results of a two-poster vectored
thrust concept with flow visualization in the NASA Lewis
9- by 15-foot low speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 90-2268] p 626 A91-40561
A new Lagrangian random choice method for steady
two-dimensional supersonic/hypersonic (low
[AIAA PAPER 91-1546] p 697 A91-40721
Generalized conjugate-gradient methods for the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1556] p 698 A91-40730
Numerical flux formulas for the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations. II - Progress in flux-vector splitting
[AIAA PAPER 91-1566] p 698 A91-40740
Development of a new flux splitting scheme
p768 A91-40793
CFD analysis of a hydrogen fueled ramjet engine at Mach
3.44
[AIAA PAPER 91-1919] p 745 A91-41653
Feedback linearization for control of air breathing
engines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2000] p 745 A91-41671
Supersonic jet mixing enhancement by vortex
generators
[AIAA PAPER 91-2263] p 705 A91-41738
A CFD study of jet mixing in reduced flow areas for
lower combustor emissions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2460] p 747 A91-41788
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-2494] p 747 A91-41799
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes stage analysis of the
flow through a compact radial turbine
[AIAA PAPER 91-2564] p 748 A91-41815
Flow visualization studies of the internal flow
characteristics in a simulated mixed flow vectored thrust
ASTOVL engine configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1689] p 748 A91-42556
Influence of thickness and camber on the aeroelastic
stability of supersonic throughflow fans
p 715 A91-42814
Large-scale advanced propeller blade pressure
distributions - Prediction and data p 715 A91-42820
3-D Navier-Stokes analysis of crossing, glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 91-1758] p 723 A91-43631
Static performance tests of a flight-type STOVL
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 91-1902] p 750 A91-44050
Navier-Stokes simulation of the supersonic combustion
flowfield in a ram accelerator
[AIAA PAPER 91-1916] p 773 A91-44057
Effects of nozzle lip geometry on spray atomization and
emissions advanced gas turbine combustors
(AIAA PAPER 91-2201 ] p 753 A91-44153
Fuel-rich, catalytic reaction experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 91-2463] p 754 A91-44250
A design strategy for the use of vortex generators to
manage inlet-engine distortion using computational fluid
dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-2474] p 729 A91-44259
Localization of aeroelastic modes in mistuned
high-energy turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-3379] p 775 A91-44319
Navier-Stokes analysis of turbine blade heat transfer
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-42] p 860 A91-44529
An analysis of the viscous flow through a compact radial
turbine by the average passage approach
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-64] p 790 A91-44545
Control of laminar separation over airfoils by acoustic
excitation p 882 A91-45106
Transient flow thrust prediction for an ejector propulsion
concept p 841 A91-45326
Computation of a circular-to-rectangular transition duct
flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-1741] p 867 A91-45547
Flutter analysis of cascades using a two dimensional
Euler solver
(AIAA PAPER 91-1681] p 802 A91-45548
Numerical simulation of Jet-A combustion approximated
by improved propane chemical kinetics
[AIAA PAPER 91-1859] p 858 A91-45777
A linear control design structure to maintain loop
properties during limit operation in a multi-nozzle turbofan
engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-1997] p 842 A91-45780
Three-dimensional calculation of the mixing of radial jets
from slanted slots with a reactive cylindrical crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 91-2081] p 842 A91-45782
Design and experimental evaluation of compact
radial-inflow turbines
(AIAA PAPER 91-2127] p 842 A91-45788
Comparison of a quasi-3D analysis and experimental
performance for three compact radial turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2128] p 842 A91-45789
Experimental and analytical studies of flow through a
ventral and axial exhaust nozzle system for STOVL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2135] p 842 A91-45791
The effect of varying Mach number on crossing, glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary-layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 91-2157] p 804 A91-45792
Analytical combustion/emissions research related to the
NASA High-Speed Research Program
[AIAA PAPER 91-2252] p 843 A91-45799
Progress toward synergistic hypermixing nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2264] p 843 A91-45800
Jet-A reaction mechanism study for combustion
application
[AIAA PAPER 91-2355] p 859 A91-45810
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic crossflow
- Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
[AIAA PAPER 91-2458] p 804 A91-45813
Results from computational analysis of a mixed
compression supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPER 91-2581] p 804 A91-45818
Evaluation of panel code predictions with experimental
results of inlet performance for a 17-inch ducted prop/fan
simulator operating at Mach 0.2
[AIAA PAPER 91-3354] p 804 A91-45819
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low rpm using a tapered-plug
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 91-3390] p 869 A91-45820
Primitive variable, strongly implicit calculation procedure
for viscous flows at all speeds p 806 A91-46181
Effects of gear box vibration and mass imbalance on
the dynamics of multistage gear transmission
p870 A91-47213
The NASA Lewis integrated propulsion and flight control
simulator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2969] p 855 A91-47847
NASA's High Speed Research Program - An introduction
and status report
[SAE PAPER 901923] p 887 A91-48605
Semianalytical technique for sensitivity analysis of
unsteady aerodynamic computations
p 894 A91-48816
C-26
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA, Lewis Research Center
A resistance strain gage with repeatable apparent strain
to 800 C P970 A91-48899
Neural network application to aircraft control system
design
(AIAA PAPER 91-2715) p 946 A91-49676
Application of an integrated flight/propulsion control
design methodology to a STOVL aircraft
IAIAA PAPER 91-2792) p 949 A91-49793
An Electronic Pressure Profile Display system for
aeronautic test facilities p 955 A91-51858
In-service health monitoring of composite structures
p975 A91-51926
Application of an efficient hybrid scheme for aeroelastic
analysis of advanced propellers p 900 A91-52315
Gear noise, vibration, and diagnostic studies at NASA
Lewis Research Center p 977 A91-52811
V/STOL gets a lift p 926 A91-52835
Overview of the NASA-sponsored HSCT propulsion
system studies
(AIAA PAPER 91-3329) p 1044 A91-53871
A comparison of arrow, trapezoidal and M wing concepts
using a Mach 2 supersonic cruise transport mission
[AIAA PAPER 91-3102) p 1013 A91-54027
Comparison of turbine bypass and mixed flow turbofan
engines for a high-speed civil transport
[AIAA PAPER 91-3132) p 1060 A91-54051
VSTOL ground effects testing with flow visualization and
image enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 91-3145) p 1013 A91-54061
Hot corrosion of silicon carbide and silicon nitride at
1000C p 1086 A91-55698
Propulsion challenges for a 21 st century economically
viable, environmentally compatible High-Speed Civil
Transport p 1062 A91-56109
A Navier-Stokes study of shock-boundary layer
interaction and flow separation inside a transonic
compressor p 1018 A91-56115
Enhancing aeropropulsion research with high-speed
interactive computing p 1112 A91-56129
Three-dimensional flows in a transonic compressor
rotor p 1020 A91-56152
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep and cyclic life
analysis of a cowl lip p 1097 A91-56365
Aeroacoustic effects of reduced aft tip speed at constant
thrust for a model counterrotation turboprop at takeoff
conditions
[NASA-TM-103608) p 76 N91-10703
Progress toward the development of an airfoil icing
analysis capability p 19 N91-10866
The breakup of trailing-line vortices
p 20 N91-10867
Automated design of controlled diffusion blades
p 21 N91-10883
A numerical study of the hot gas environment around
a STOVL aircraft in ground proximity p 21 N91-10887
CFD analysis for high speed inlets p 21 N91-10888
Noise measurements from an ejector suppressor nozzle
in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot low speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-103628] p 76 N91-11493
The effect of swirl recovery vanes on the cruise noise
of an advanced propeller
[NASA-TM-103625] p 77 N91-11494
Prediction of the noise from a propeller at angle of
attack
[NASA-TM-103627] p 77 N91-11495
Effect of acoustic excitation on stalled flows over an
airfoil
[NASA-TM-103183] p 93 N91-11675
Unsteady blade-surface pressures on a large-scale
advanced propeller: Prediction and data
[NASA-TM-103218] p 136 N91-11799
Near-field noise of a single-rotation propfan at an angle
of attack
[NASA-TM-103645] p 159 N91-12316
Experimental and analytical evaluation of efficiency of
helicopter planetary stage
[NASA-TP-3063) p 152 N91-12956
Stirling engine: Available tools for long-life assessment
[NASA-TM-103660] p 152 N91-12980
A steadying effect of acoustic excitation on transitory
stall
[NASA-TM-103689] p 185 N91-13420
A review of ice accretion data from a model rotor icing
test and comparison with theory
[NASA-TM-103712] p 185 N91-13421
Thermal and structural assessments of a ceramic wafer
seal in hypersonic engines
[NASA-TM-103651] p 213 N91-13456
An AD100 implementation of a real-time STOVL aircraft
propulsion system
[NASA-TM-103683) p 213 N91-13457
Results of a sub-scale model rotor icing test
[NASA-TM-103709] p 186 N91-14309
Numerical simulation of ice growth on a MS-317 swept
wing geometry
[NASA-TM-103705] p 186 N91-14310
Combustor technology for future aircraft
[NASA-TM-103268) p213 N91-14349
Review of the transmissions of the Soviet helicopters
[NASA-TM-103634) p 291 N91-15146
Optical measurement of unducted fan flutter
(NASA-TM-103285) p 302 N91 -15174
The aerodynamic characteristics of vortex ingestion for
the F/A-18 inlet duct
[NASA-TM-103703] p311 N91-15303
Thermal barrier coating evaluation needs
[NASA-TM-103708] p314 N91-15390
In-flight and simulated aircraft fuel temperature
measurements
[NASA-TM-103611] p314 N91-15418
Potential reduction of en route noise from an advanced
turboprop aircraft
[NASA-TM-103635] p 332 N91-15842
Optical measurement of propeller blade deflections in
a spin facility
[NASA-TM-103115] p 364 N91-17002
Inflight source noise of an advanced full-scale
single-rotation propeller
[NASA-TM-103687] p 452 N91-19045
Icing characteristics of a natural-laminar-flow, a
medium-speed, and a swept, medium-speed airfoil
[NASA-TM-103693] p 452 N91-19046
Prediction of ice shapes and their effect on airfoil
performance
[NASA-TM-103701] p 453 N91-19047
Acoustic radiation from lifting airfoils in compressible
subsonic flow
[NASA-TM-103650] p 454 N91-19053
The selection of convertible engines with current gas
generator technology for high speed rotorcraft
[NASA-TM-103774] p 490 N91-19097
Wind tunnel wall effects in a linear oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-103690] p 490 N91-19098
Automatic control study of the icing research tunnel
refrigeration system
[NASA-TM-4257] p 507 N91-19115
Heat transfer in rotating serpentine passages with trips
normal to the flow
[NASA-TM-1037581 p 524 N91-19443
NDE standards for high temperature materials
[NASA-TM-103761] p 524 N91-19464
Cascade flutter analysis with transient response
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-103746] p 525 N91-19475
Unsteady blade pressure measurements for the SR-7A
propeller at cruise conditions
[NASA-TM-103606] p 539 N91-19S25
NASA low-speed centrifugal compressor for 3-D viscous
code assessment and fundamental flow physics
research
[NASA-TM-103710] p 456 N91-20044
Transonic aerodynamics of dense gases
(NASA-TM-103722) p 456 N91-20045
Aeropropulsion 1991
[NASA-CP-10063] p490 N91-20086
Lewis aeropropulsion technology: Remembering the
past and challenging the future p 540 N91 -20087
Overview of supersonic cruise propulsion research
p490 N91-20088
Overview of high performance aircraft propulsion
p491 N91-20089
Flow visualization and hot gas ingestion characteristics
of a vectored thrust STOVL concept
p491 N91 -20090
High alpha inlets p 491 N91 -20091
Overview of hypersonic/transatmospheric vehicle
propulsion technology p 491 N91 -20092
A comparison of CFD predictions and experimental
results for a Mach 5 inlet p 491 N91-20094
Internal fluid mechanics research p 526 N91 -20095
Inlets, ducts, and nozzles p 526 N91-20096
Propulsion instrumentation research
p526 N91-20100
High temperature electronics p 526 N91-20101
Fiber-optic-based controls p 539 N91-20102
Advanced aeropropulsion controls technology
p492 N91-20103
Overview of structures research p 527 N91-20104
Propulsion aeroelasticity, vibration control, and dynamic
system modeling p 492 N91-20105
Computational simulation of propulsion structures
performance and reliability p 492 N91-20106
Progress in modeling deformation and damage
p527 N91-20108
Advanced high temperature engine materials technology
program p510 N91-20110
Overview of rotorcraft and general aviation propulsion
technology p492 N91-20112
Turbomachinery and combustor technology for small
engines p 492 N91-20113
Rotary engine technology p 492 N91-20114
Overview of subsonic transport propulsion technology
p493 N91-20116
Ultra-high bypass research p 493 N91-20117
High-efficiency core technology p 493 N91 -20118
Multidisciplinary research overview (IHPTET/NPSS)
p493 N91-20119
NASA's aircraft icing technology program
p462 N91-20120
Recent advances in Lewis aeropropulsion facilities
p506 N91-20121
IMPAC: An Integrated Methodology for Propulsion and
Airirame Control
(NASA-TM-103805] p 493 N91-20122
Performance of a high-work, low-aspect-ratio turbine
stator tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature
gradient
(NASA-TM-103738) p 494 N91-20126
A method for partitioning centralized controllers
[NASA-TM-4276] p 503 N91-20133
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils
[NASA-TM-103742] p 554 N91-21060
Computational Fluid Dynamics Symposium on
Aeropropulsion
[ NASA-CP-3078 ] p 554 N91 -21062
A finite-difference, frequency-domain numerical scheme
for the solution of the linearized unsteady Euler
equations p 595 N91-21067
Transonic cascade flow calculations using non-periodic
C-type grids p 596 N91-21071
Hot gas ingestion test results of a two-poster vectored
thrust concept with flow visualization in the NASA Lewis
9- x 15-foot low speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-103258] p 556 N91-21116
Integrated flight/propulsion control system design based
on a decentralized, hierarchical approach
[NASA-TM-103678] p 579 N91-21137
Integrated flight/propulsion control design for a STOVL
aircraft using H-infinity control design techniques
[NASA-TM-104340] p 579 N91-21140
CFD for hypersonic propulsion
[NASA-TM-103791] p 597 N91-21447
Application of computational fluid dynamics in high
speed aeropropulsion
[NASA-TM-103780] p 598 N91-21458
Advanced rotorcraft transmission program
[NASA-TM-103276J p 598 N91-21531
Effects of gear box vibration and mass imbalance on
the dynamics of multi-stage gear transmissions
[NASA-TM-103695) p 599 N91-21534
High temperature performance evaluation of a
hypersonic engine ceramic wafer seal
[NASA-TM-103737] p 601 N91-22567
Civil air transport: A fresh look at power-by-wire and
fly-by-light p 584 N91-23053
NASA aeropropulsion research in support of propulsion
systems of the 21st century
[NASA-TM-104403] p 627 N91-23083
Simulation of iced wing aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-104362] p 628 N91-23086
Icing simulation: A survey of computer models and
experimental facilities
[NASA-TM-104366] p 628 N91-23087
A study of three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
separation and vortex flow control using the reduced Navier
Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-104407] p 628 N91-23089
Engine technology challenges for a 21st century high
speed civil transport
(NASA-TM-104363] p 636 N91-23098
Effects of inlet distortion on the development of
secondary flows in a subsonic axial inlet compressor
rotor
[NASA-TM-104356] p 660 N91-23179
Multi-heat addition turbine engine
[ NASA-CASE-LEW-15094-1 ] p 660 N91 -23180
Advanced ice protection systems test in the NASA Lewis
icing research tunnel
[NASA-TM-103757] p 661 N91-23183
Model rotor icing tests in the NASA Lewis icing research
tunnel
[NASA-TM-104351] p 661 N91-23184
A CFD study of jet mixing in reduced flow areas for
lower combustor emissions
[NASA-TM-104411] p 661 N91-23185
Simulation of brush insert for leading-edge-passage
convective heat transfer
[NASA-TM-103801) p 679 N91-23409
Modal analysis of multistage gear systems coupled with
gearbox vibrations
[NASA-TM-103797] p 681 N91-23513
Euler flow predictions for an oscillating cascade using
a high resolution wave-split scheme
[NASA-TM-104377] p 630 N91-24107
C-27
NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center CORPORA TE SOURCE
The 3-D Navier-Stokes analysis of crossing, glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[NASA-TM-104469] p 633 N91-24130
A design strategy for the use of vortex generators to
manage inlet-engine distortion using computational fluid
dynamics
[NASA-TM-104436) p 633 N91-24131
Static performance tests ol a flight-type STOVL
ejector
(NASA-TM-104437) p 662 N91-24201
Mixing of multiple jets with a confined subsonic
crossflow. Summary of NASA-supported experiments and
modeling
[NASA-TM-104412] p 662 N91-24202
Fuel-rich, catalytic reaction experimental results
[NASA-TM-104423] p 662 N91-24203
Average-passage flow model development
p682 N91-24338
Probability approach for strength calculations
p68S N91-24652
Enhancing aeropropulsion research with high-speed
interactive computing
[NASA-TM-104374] p 687 N91-24796
Evaluation of panel code predictions with experimental
results of inlet performance for a 17-inch ducted prop/fab
simulator operating at Mach 0.2
[NASA-TM-104428] P 731 N91-25106
The design/analysis of flows through turbomachinery:
A viscous/inviscid approach
[NASA-TM-104447] p 755 N91-25148
Acoustical analysis of gear housing vibration
[NASA-TM-103691 ] P 777 N91-25411
Advanced Rotorcrafl Transmission (ART)
program-Boeing helicopters status report
[NASA-TM-104474] p 778 N91-25412
Magnetic bearings-state of the art
[NASA-TM-10446S] P 778 N91-25413
CFD analysis of jet mixing in low NOx flametube
combustors
[NASA-TM-104466] P 756 N91-26146
Applied high-speed imaging for the icing research
program at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-104415] P 779 N91-26490
The NASA Lewis integrated propulsion and flight control
simulator
[NASA-TM-105147] p 834 N91-27157
Effect of tabs on the evolution of an axisymmetric jet
[NASA-TM-104472] P 844 N91-27159
Analytical combustion/emissions research related to the
NASA high-speed research program
[NASA-TM-104521] P 845 N91-27165
Neural network application to aircraft control system
design
[NASA-TM-105151] P 853 N91-27167
Visualization techniques to experimentally model flow
and heat transfer in turbine and aircraft flow passages
[NASA-TM-4272] P 873 N91-27489
Some preliminary results of brush seal/rotor interference
effects on leakage at zero and low RPM using a
tapered-plug rotor
[NASA-TM-104396] P 874 N91-27559
High-temperature, flexible, thermal barrier seal
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14672-1] p 874 N91-27560
Quick action clamp
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14887-1] p 875 N91-27561
Aeroelastic modal characteristics of mistuned blade
assemblies: Mode localization and loss of eigenstructure
[NASA-TM-104519] P 875 N91-27591
ASTROP2 users manual: A program for aetoelastic
stability analysts of preplans
[NASA-TM-4304] p 877 N91-28627
A linear control design structure to maintain loop
properties during limit operation in a multi-nozzle turbofan
engine
[NASA-TM-105163] P 941 N91-29188
Calculated performance of the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[NASA-TM-105173] P 961 N91-29199
Numerical propulsion system simulation: An
interdisciplinary approach
[NASA-TM-105181] P 962 N91-29221
The Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP89): A user's
manual
[NASA-TM-105186] P 941 N91-30141
A qualitative view of cryogenic fluid injection into high
speed flows
[NASA-TM-105139] P 980 N91-30473
Transmission overhaul estimates for partial and full
replacement at repair
[NASA-TM-104395] P 981 N91-30533
PM200/PS200: Self-lubricating bearing and seal
materials for applications to 900 C
[NASA-TM-103776] P 982 N91-30539
Jet-A reaction mechanism study for combustion
application
[NASA-TM-104441] p 1074 N91-31181
Recent manufacturing advances for spiral bevel gears
[NASA-TM-104479] p 1099 N91-31654
Application of an integrated flight/propulsion control
design methodology to a STOVL aircraft
[NASA-TM-105254] p 1080 N91-32143
A laser velocimeter investigation of the normal
shock-wave boundary layer interaction
[NASA-TM-105201 ] p 1101 N91-32440
National Aeronautic* and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsvllle, Al_
Prediction of the aerodynamic and thermal environment
in turbines
[ ASM E PAPER 90-GT-227] p 794 A91 -44642
The MAMS Quick View System-2 (OVS2) - A workstation
for NASA aircraft scanner data evaluation
p878 A91-45219
Probabilistic methods for rotordynamics analysis
[SAE PAPER 911110] p1043 A91-53554
Low-g measurements by NASA p 149 N91-12408
Electrostatically suspended rotor for angular encoder
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28294-1] p 240 N91-14508
Turbomachinery rotor support with damping
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28345-1] p 240 N91-14608
Dynamic tester for rotor seals and bearings
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28493-1] p 763 N91-25155
National Aeronautic* and Space Administration.
Wallops Right Facility, Wallops Island, VA.
Airborne lidar for profiling of surface topography
p295 A91-23134
National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam (Netherlands).
The application of trajectory prediction algorithms for
planning purposes in the Netherlands ATC-system
p65 N91-10986
Bayesian multi-sensor tracking for advanced air traffic
control systems p 34 N91-11003
Short and long fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 under
Fokker 100 spectrum loading p 63 N91-11248
Phase 2 flight simulator mathematical model and
data-package, based on flight test and simulation
techniques p 132 N91-11763
Twelfth Plantema memorial lecture on assessment of
service load experience
[NLR-TP-89097-U] p 117 N91-12674
Re-assessing the F-16 damage tolerance and durability
life of the RNLAF F-16 aircraft
[NLR-TP-89184-U] p118 N91-12675
Investigation of a semi-empirical method to predict limit
cycle oscillations of modern fighter aircraft
p220 N91-14333
Optimization of target pressure distributions
p366 N91-18038
Constrained spanload optimization for minimum drag of
multi-lifting-surface configurations p 367 N91-18046
A measurement system for production flight tests of new
aircraft
[NLR-TP-89222-U] p 930 N91-30134
High temperature research at NLR
[NLR-MP-88051-U] p 942 N91-30143
Validation of digital simulation methods in CAE
[NLR-TP-89026-U] p 988 N91-30785
A European collaborative investigation of the
three-dimensional turbulent shear layers of a swept wing
[NLR-MP-88054-U] p 1024 N91-31084
Bayesian multi-sensor tracking for advanced air-traffic
control systems
[NLR-MP-88056-U] p 1037 N91-31119
Design and testing of a multiblock grid-generation
procedure for aircraft design and research
[NLH-TP-89146-U] p 1052 N91-31131
Activities report of the National Aerospace Laboratory
[ETN-91-99438] p 1052 N91-31132
Flight testing in the Netherlands: An overview
[NLR-MP-88053-U] p 1052 N91-31133
Corrosion fatigue crack arrest in aluminium alloys
[NLR-MP-88050-U] p 1087 N91-312B2
Development of an advanced panel method for complex
configurations in subsonic compressible flow: application
to the computation of the potential flow through ducts
[NLR-TR-88001-U] p 1098 N91-31579
National Aerospace Lab., Emmeloord (Netherlands).
Acquisition of statistical gust load data by commercial
airplanes p 758 N91-26152
National Aerospace Lab., Tokyo (Japan).
Characteristics of piping interference elimination unit
used in the Ngh-speed wind tunnel test of ASUKA seven
percent semi-bom prototype
[NAL-TM-588] p 13 N91-10003
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane. Part 3: Analysis of aerothermodynamic heating
[NAL-TR-1027T] p 14 N91-10011
The establishment and performance test of PAPI
(Precision Approach Path Indicator) System for NAL STOL
aircraft
[NAL-TM-579] p 28 N91-10030
Application of flight path reconstruction algorithms for
flight data of helicopter
[NAL-TM-582] p 28 N91-10031
The actuator for the low-noise STOL test plane flight
control system and its development test
[NAL-TM-574] p 37 N91-10038
A consideration on flight paths tor microwave-powered
airplanes
[NAL-TR-1051] p39 N91-10053
Practical flight paths for microwave-powered airplanes
[NAL-TR-1052T] p 40 N91-10054
Wind tunnel test of redundant vane-type flow-direction
sensing systems
[NAL-TM-590] p 44 N91-10057
Effects of coolant injection on turbine aerodynamic
characteristics. Part 1: Test turbine and apparatus
[NAL-TM-585-PT-1] p 47 N91-10059
Experimental investigation on the effect of coolant
injection on turbine aerodynamic characteristics. Part 2:
Effects of injection from rotor casing with 30 deg slanted
holes
[NAL-TM-587-PT-2] p 47 N91-10060
The full-body ground vibration tests using the low-noise
STOL test plane
[NAL-TM-576] p 50 N91-10077
Configuration, function and performance of the flight
simulation test facility and its motion simulation system
[NAL-TM-575] p 52 N91 -10080
Function and performance of visual simulation unit of
flight simulation test facility
[NAL-TM-S81] p52 N91 -10082
Flight evaluation test of the PAPI (Precision Approach
Path Indicator) System
[NAL-TM-592] p 29 N91-10966
Flight simulator evaluation test of multi-functional display
unit
[NAL-TM-596] p 53 N91-11026
Flight simulation programs for space plane
[NAL-TM-594] p 55 N91-11035
Proceedings of the 7th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-10] p79 N91-12514
Turbulence models for transonic flows with separation
p95 N91-12519
Numerical computation of flow for scramjet
p 125 N91-12529
A numerical simulation for supersonic intake
p95 N91-12535
A new algorithm for generating block-structured grid and
its application to complex aircraft configurations
p 157 N91-12543
Numerical simulation of flow fields around an airplane
of complex geometries p 95 N91-12544
Generation of 3-D grid using boundary element
method p 157 N91-12545
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel. 5: Vortex shedding
behind an inclined flat plate p 95 N91 -12548
Comparative study on wing pressure distribution of high
speed jet airplane between numerical simulation and flight
test p95 N91-12550
Numerical simulation of transonic flows over Boeing-747
and its validation by comparison with experimental data
p95 N91-12551
Effects of blade tip planforms on rotor performance in
hover p 96 N91-12553
Transonic aerodynamics analyses of unconventional
wing configurations by 3D-Euler code
p96 N91-12555
Aerodynamic simulation of flows about a space-plane
3 p 96 N91-12556
On the numerical simulations of flow around a body of
complex configurations p 150 N91-12557
Verification of numerical simulation codes for hypersonic
viscous flow around a space plane p 150 N91-12556
Finite element solution of Navier-Stokes flow around
aerofoils: Active use of block tridiagonal matrix
p 150 N91-12562
Proceedings of the 6th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[DE89-910195] p 96 N91-12591
Numerical calculation of chemically reacting
compressible flow p 97 N91-12596
On a new difference scheme-ATVD2
p150 N91-12609
Navier-Stokes simulations of a winged vehicle using
upwind scheme p 97 N91-12615
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane p97 N91-12617
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel
p97 N91-12618
Numerical simulation of unsteady aerodynamics around
an oscillating wing in elastic modes p 98 N91-12622
Verification of 2D-viscous flow simulation codes using
airfoil with very small leading edge radius
p98 N91-12625
C-28
CORPORA TE SOURCE Naval Postgraduate School
Design of ultra high bypass Ian with numerical solution
of Navier-Stokes equations p 126 N91 -12628
Wind tunnel tests on flutter control ol a high-aspect-ratio
cantilevered wing: Control with leading-edge and
trailing-edge control surfaces
[NAL-TR-1070J p 276 N91-15982
An experiment on supersonic turbulent mixing layers:
Supersonic-subsonic two-stream layers
[NAL-TR-1066] p 276 N91-15983
Large-scale numerical aerodynamic simulations lor
complete aircraft configurations
[NAL-TR-1073-T] p 277 N91-15984
Calculations for unsteady aerodynamic characteristics
on a 3-D lifting body in subsonic flow using boundary
element method
[NAL-TR-1065] p 277 N91-15985
Result of ONERA standard model test in 2m x 2m
transonic wind tunnel
[DE91-750115] p455 N91-19066
Strength test of CFRP box beam model
(NAL-TR-1057] p 525 N91-19469
Investigation of ATP blades, part 1
[DE91-750103] p 506 N91-20144
Parallel processing using multitasking on CRAY X-MP
system
[NAL-TR-1069] p 538 N91-20806
Coning motion of slender bodies at high angles of
attack
[NAL-TR-1059] p 556 N91-21111
Wind tunnel test of a propeller working in a low Reynolds
number range
[NAL-TR-1071] p556 N91-21112
An experimental study of a three-dimensional
swept-back wing with suction laminar-flow-control
[NAL-TR-1072] p 556 N91-21113
Blunt trailing edge analysis of supercritical airfoils by a
Navier-Stokes code
[NAL-TR-1075-T] p 556 N91-21114
Proceedings of the 8th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics: Prospects of Computational
Fluid Dynamics and Super Computers in Aerospace
Science and Technology
[NAL-SP-13] p596 N91-21379
Analysis of laminar separation bubbles using a simple
eddy-viscosity turbulence modei
[NAL-TR-1079] p 600 N91-22520
Research on aerodynamic control of blade tip clearance
flow in air-cooled turbine
[DE91-764223] p 660 N91-23182
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics
[NAL-TR-1088T] p 732 N91-25114
Velocity measurements inside the leading edge vortex
formed on a delta wing
[NAL-TR-1087] p 732 N91-25115
An investigation of a two-dimensional hybrid laminar flow
control airfoil at high subsonic flow. Part 1: Aerodynamic
characteristic of a basic airfoil NLAM78
[NAL-TR-1076] p 732 N91-25116
Estimation of the aeroelastic characteristics from flight
test data of the STOL research aircraft ASKA
[NAL-TR-1083] p 740 N91-25145
Observation of laminar boundary layer transition on light
monoplane wing surface
[NAL-TR-1077] p 777 N91-25366
The reduction of cavity noise at subsonic speeds
[NAL-TR-1081] p 784 N91-25815
Proceedings of the 8th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-14] p996 N91-32032
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel 6: Delta wing
p 1084 N91 -32039
Aerodynamic design of non-planar wing by inverse
method with Navier-Stokes equation
p 1053 N91 -32045
Navier-Stokes simulation for complete aircraft
configuration p 1053 N91 -32046
Numerical simulation analysis of sidewall effects in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 1026 N91-32050
Unsteady flow analysis in two-dimensional compressor
cascade P1100 N91 -32064
Analysis of the aerodynamic performance of
counter-rotating propeller by means of vortex lattice
method p 1026 N91-32065
Navier-Stokes analysis for flowfield around hovering
rotor p 1026 N91-32066
Application of 3-D Navier-Stokes computation to turbine
vane design p 1100 N91 -32069
National Center (or Advanced Technologies,
Washington, DC.
The prospects of aeronautics p 80 N91-12580
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
CO.
Air motion measurements: Past and future
p603 N91-22653
Integration of the TDWR and LLWAS wind shear
detection system p 640 N91-24178
Uncertainty analysis of a radome flush orifice air motion
system for the measurement of aircraft incident angles
[PB9M98176] p 1054 N91-32133
National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa (Ontario).
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
{AIAA PAPER 91-0988] p 501 A91-32019
Failure analysis case histories of Canadian forces aircraft
landing gear components p 830 N91-28151
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Boulder, CO.
Remote sensor observations during WISP90: The use
of microwave radiometers, RASS, and ceilometers for
detection of aircraft icing conditions
[PB91-131839] p604 N91-22670
National Physical Lab., Teddlngton (England).
Noise levels of USAF aircraft in exercise Luce Belle
[NPL-RSA(EXT)-16] p1114 N91-32873
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario).
The IAR high Reynolds number two-dimensional test
facility: A description of equipment and procedures
common to most 2-D airfoil tests
[AD-A226629] p 184 N91-13409
Large amplitude oscillations p 561 N91-22108
Compressor fault modelling for engine health monitoring:
Review and recommendations
(NRC-TR-ENG-004] p 940 N91-29178
An investigation into the use of side-arm control for civil
rotorcraft applications
[AD-A226628] p 953 N91-29190
National Severe Storms Lab., Norman, OK.
Lightning threat to aircraft: Do we know all we need to
know? p1031 N91 -32600
Intracloud development of lightning strikes to aircraft
P1031 N91-32602
National Technical Univ., Athens (Greece).
Arbitrary blade section design based on viscous
considerations p 366 N91 -18037
National Transportation Safety Board, Washington,
DC.
Aircraft accident report: Aloha IslandAir, Inc.. Flight 1712,
de Havilland Twin Otter, DHC-6-300, N707PV, Halawa
Point, Molokai, Hawaii, October 28, 1989
[PB90-910405] p 191 N91-13425
Aircraft incident report: USAir flight 105, Boeing 737-200,
N283AU, Kansas City International Airport, Missouri,
Septembers, 1989
[PB90-910404] p280 N91-15140
Aircraft accident report: United Airlines flight 232,
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10. Sioux Gateway Airport,
Sioux City, Iowa. 19 July 1989
[PB90-910406] p281 N91-15143
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US general
aviation, calendar year 1988
[PB91-156851] p788 N91-27123
Annual review of aircraft accident data. US air carrier
operations, calendar year 1987
[PB91-119693] p820 N91-27143
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US civil and foreign
aviation issue Number 1 of 1989 accidents
[PB90-916901] p909 N91-29157
Aircraft accident report: Runway collision of Eastern
Airlines Boeing 727, flight 111 and Epps Air Service
Beechcraft King Air A100, Atlanta Hartsfield International
Airport, 18 January 1990
[PB91-910403] p909 N91-30110
Annual review of aircraft accident data. US air carrier
operations, calendar year 1988
[PB91-176040] p 1030 N91-31110
Aircraft accident report: Avianca, the Airline of Columbia,
Boeing 707-321B, HK 2016, fuel exhaustion. Cove Neck,
New York, January 25. 1990
[PB91-910404J p 1031 N91-32087
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab., Pensacola,
Fl_
Sustained flight operations in Navy P-3 aircraft
[AD-A226412] p117 N91-12672
Naval Air Development Center, Warmlnster, PA.
TranAir applications to transonic flowfield predictions
[AIAA PAPER 91-0201] p 173 A91-19181
Impact of active controls technology on structural
integrity
[AIAA PAPER 91-0988] p 501 A91-32019
Potential flow applications to complex configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1634] p 719 A91-43562
Low-speed aerodynamics of the trailed-rotor high-speed
rotorcraft concept in cruise configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-3230] p 1010 A91-53862
Optimal control and model reduction using a
finite-interval H upsilon criterion
[AD-A226490] p 130 N91-12706
Agility: A rational development of fundamental metrics
and their relationship to flying qualities
p 651 N91-23129
Flight control law synthesis using neural network
theory
[AD-A234990] p 758 N91-26149
Fundamentals and methods of high angle-of-attack
flying qualities research
[AD-A235994] p 828 N91-27151
The 270 volt direct current generator performance
evaluation
(AD-A236946) p 873 N91-27472
Rapid solidification processing of AI3TI and AI3Ti plus
copper
[AD-A236600] p 859 N91-28343
Effect of wind over deck conditions on aircraft approach
speeds for carrier landings
[AD-A239511] p 1053 N91-31141
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Trenton, NJ.
The development of a computational model to predict
low temperature fuel flow phenomena
p 1073 N91-31166
Environmental icing testing at the Naval Air Propulsion
Center p 1073 N91-31167
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD.
Results of the recent precipitation static flight test
program on the Navy P-3B antisubmarine aircraft
p 1032 N91-32626
Activation of the Navy's indirect effects lightning
simulation laboratory p 1084 N91 -32628
Naval Civil Engineering Lab., Port Hueneme, CA.
Rapid Runway Repair (RRR) techniques: A systems
analysis
[AD-A225238] p 133 N91-11776
Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility,
Monterey, CA.
Impact of icing on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
operations
[AD-A231191] p562 N91-21124
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.
A study of dynamic stall using real time interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 91-0007] p 256 A91-21329
Numerical investigation of the flow over a double delta
wing at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0753] p 266 A91-21605
Performance characteristics of an underexpanded
multiple jet ejector p 749 A91-42821
Navier-Stokes solutions for an oscillating double-delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1624] p718 A91-43556
Laser velocimetry measurements of oscillating airfoil
dynamic stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-1799] p 725 A91-43648
Essential ingredients for the computation of steady and
unsteady blade boundary layers
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-160] p 793 A91-44598
Escape strategies for turboprop aircraft in microburst
windshear
[AIAA PAPER 91-2945] p 851 A91-47831
Reattachment studies of an oscillating airfoil dynamic
stall flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-3225] p1011 A91-53873
Mapping the airwake of a model DD-963 along specific
helicopter flight paths
[AD-A225327] p 94 N91-11681
Application of H infinity method to modern fighter
configuration
[AD-A225400] p115 N91-11748
An electromagnetic radome model using an interactive
micro-computer finite element algorithm
[AD-A225370] p 148 N91-12002
Applications of neural networks to adaptive control
[AD-A225408] p 243 N91 -13938
Numerical studies of compressible flow over a
double-delta wing at high angles of attack
[AD-A226931] p 187 N91-14312
Development of an unmanned air research vehicle for
supermaneuverability studies
[AD-A227165] p 204 N91-14342
Aircraft configuration study for experimental 2-place
aircraft and RPVs
[AD-A227604] p 291 N91-15149
Application of chaos methods to helicopter vibration
reduction using higher harmonic control
[AD-A226736] p 306 N91-15177
Separating boundary layer response to an unsteady
turbulent environment
[AD-A231483] p 559 N91-22081
An experimental investigation into NO(x) control of a
gas turbine combustor and augmentor tube incorporating
a catalytic reduction system
[AD-A231427] p 580 N91-22124
Design and construction of a composite airtrame for
UAV research
[AD-A232422] p 653 N91-23143
C-29
Naval Research Lab. CORPORA TE SOURCE
An engineering study of altitude determination
deficiencies of the Service Aircraft Instrumentation
Package (SAIP)
[AD-A232055] p 656 N91-23145
Establishment of a remotely piloted helicopter test flight
program for higher harmonic control research
[AD-A234978] p 741 N91-26135
A flow visualization study of LEX generated vortices on
a scale model of a F/A-18 fighter aircraft at high angles
of attack
[AD-A236534] p 816 N91-27138
An aeronautical engineering user's manual to the
HP-28S handheld calculator
[AD-A236618] p 881 N91-27777
The design and construction of a shiplaunched VTOL
unmanned air vehicle
[AD-A238053] p 928 N91-29173
Evaluation of aircraft turbine engine redesigns
[AD-A237599] p 941 N91-29184
Near-stall loss measurements in a CO compressor
cascade with exploratory leading edge flow control
[AD-A237497] p 978 N91-29509
Numerical study of non-impulsively started flow around
a circular cylinder
[AO-A238051] p 978 N91-29519
Control of flow over a backward facing step
[AO-A238638] p 978 N91-29521
An integer programming model for Navy's maritime patrol
aviation fleet
[AD-A239464] p 996 N91-31079
Touch screen use on flight simulator instructor/operator
stations
[AD-A239524] p 1084 N91-31192
Naval Research Lab., Washington, DC.
Experimental investigation of a unique airtareathing
pulsed laser propulsion concept
[AIAA PAPER 91-1922] p 751 A91-44059
Manual fire suppression methods on typical machinery
space spray fires
[AD-A225311] p 147 N91-11950
Compressibility effects on dynamic stall of oscillating
airfoils
[NASA-CR-187870] p 362 N91-16993
Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Bethesda, MD.
TranAir applications to transonic flowfield predictions
[AIAA PAPER 91-0201] p 173 A91-19181
Naval Test Pilot School, Patuxent River, MD.
Numerical investigation of the flow over a double delta
wing at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-0753] p 266 A91-21605
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA.
Broadband coupling structures for microwave arithmetic
circuits and phased arrays p 322 N91-15163
Logarithmic amplification for passive airborne direction
finding in the 1990s p 296 N91-15164
Laser obstacle and cable update sensor
p296 N91-15169
Nebraska Univ., Lincoln.
MAFT: The Multicomputer Architecture for
Fault-Tolerance p 428 N91 -17563
Comparison of UNL laser imaging and sizing system
and a phase Doppler system for analyzing sprays from a
NASA nozzle
[ NASA-CR-185239] p 598 N91-21485
Netrologlc, Inc., San Diego, CA.
Neural networks and robotics applied to the
non-destructive inspection of aircraft
[AD-A238312] p 979 N91-29609
Nevada Univ., Reno.
Numerical investigations in three-dimensional internal
flows
[NASA-CR-186958J p 52 N91-10083
New Hampshire Univ., Durham.
Infrared thermal imaging of atmospheric turbulence
p 154 N91-11693
New Jersey InsL of Tech., Newark.
The stability to two-dimensional wakes and shear layers
at high Mach numbers p614 A91-36452
New Mexico InsL of Mining and Technology, Socorro.
Electrical emissions of airplanes flying in electrified
clouds and their effect on airplane measurements of cloud
electric fields p 1105 N91-32609
Charge control experiments on a CH-53E helicopter in
a dusty environment p 1032 N91-32625
New York Univ., New York.
A comparison of the potential and the Euler formulations
of the equations of motion for transonic flow
[DE91-014731] p818 N91-28142
Newcastle Univ. (Australia).
Evolution of coherent structures in the reattachment
region of a separated flow p 808 A91-46322
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Univ. (England).
The effect of rotational oscillation on vortex shedding
for a circular cylinder in uniform flow
p 148 N91-12035
Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc., Mountain
View, CA.
Jet noise predictions from unsteady Navier-Stokes
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 91-0493] p 245 A91-19329
Estimation of additive forces and moments for
supersonic inlets
[AIAA PAPER 91-0712] p 180 A91-19429
Prediction of unsteady transonic separated flow for
missile applications
[AD-A231259] p 557 N91-21120
North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh.
Interaction between rotors of a counter rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 90-3976] p 7 A91-12489
Combined effects of nose bluntness and surface
perturbations on asymmetric flow past slender bodies
p 171 A91-18910
Flow interaction and noise from a counter rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 91-0596] p 178 A91-19377
An efficient solution technique for Shockwave-boundary
(ayer interactions with flow separation and slot suction
effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-0652] p 179 A91-19395
30 x 60 foot wind tunnel test highlights for an over-the-tail
advanced turboprop configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-0681] p 201 A91-19409
Engineering calculations of three-dimensional inviscid
hypersonic flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 91-0701] p 180 A91-19421
Use of finite volume schemes for transition simulation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0743] p 181 A91-19444
Experiments on a separation bubble over an Eppler 387
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers using thin-film arrays
p445 A91-31332
Interactive three-dimensional boundary-layer method for
transonic flow over swept wings p 616 A91-37829
An explicit, rotated upwind algorithm for solution of the
Euler/Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1531] p 696 A91-40706
Comparison of cryogenic wind tunnel, flight, and
computational results for a thin, low-aspect-ratio wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-1626] p 708 A91-42536
An approximate viscous shock layer approach to
calculating hypersonic flows about blunt-nosed bodies
[AIAA PAPER 91-1348] p 717 A91-43417
Evaluation of a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver
for transonic flow over a low-aspect-ratio wing mounted
in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-1725] p 723 A91-43615
Computation of weakly ionized hypersonic flows in
thermochemical nonequilibrium p 866 A91-4S177
Wing leading-edge droop/slot modification for stall
departure resistance p 823 A91-45320
New device for controlling asymmetric flowfields on
forebodies at large alpha p 800 A91-45323
An experimental study of the effects of aft blowing on
a 3.0 caliber tangent ogive body at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-3252] p 1002 A91-53762
Aerodynamic interaction of counter rotating propellers
p23 N91-10910
Analyses of composite fuselage structure under various
loading conditions p 153 N91-13346
Theoretical evaluation of engine auxiliary inlet design
for supersonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-186610] p 202 N91-13443
Nonequilibrium radiative heating prediction method for
aeroassist flowfields with coupling to flowfield solvers
[NASA-CR-188112] p 528 N91-20419
Theoretical evaluation of engine auxiliary inlet design
for supersonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-187098] p 633 N91-24123
An abbreviated Reynolds stress turbulence model for
airfoil flows p818 N91-28140
An approximate viscous shock layer technique for
calculating chemically reacting hypersonic flows about
blunt-nosed bodies
[NASA-CR-187617] p1101 N91-32441
North Dakota Univ., Grand Forks.
Production of jet fuels from coal-derived liquids. Volume
14: Oxygenates content of coal-derived jet fuels
[AD-A224848) p 140 N91-11939
Northeastern Univ., Boston, MA.
Improving system reliability through formal analysis and
use of checks in software p 158 N91-13343
Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, CA.
Al in manufacturing p 1093 A91-55547
Northrop Services, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA.
Helicopter Airborne Laser Positioning System (HALPS)
p913 A91-50461
Northwest Research Associates, Inc., Bellevue, WA.
Measurements and implications of vortex motions using
two flow-visualization techniques p 418 A91-26121
Norton Co., Northboro, MA.
A comparison of forming technologies for ceramic
gas-turbine engine components
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-184| p 863 A91-44607
Notre Dame Univ., IN.
Acoustic radiation from lifting airfoils in compressible
subsonic flow
[ AIAA PAPER 90-3911 ] p 66 A91 -12427
Unsteady surface pressure measurements on a slender
delta wing undergoing limit cycle wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 91-0434) p 177 A91-19299
Separated flowfield on a slender wing undergoing
transient pitching motions p 894 A91-48817
A study of high alpha dynamics and flow visualization
for a 2.5-percent model of the F-18 HARV undergoing
wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 91-3267] p 1003 A91-53775
Compressible flows with periodic vortical disturbances
around lifting airfoils p 93 N91 -11670
Visualization of leading edge vortices on a series of flat
plate delta wings
[NASA-CR-4320] p 458 N91-20062
Unsteady aerodynamics of slender wings
p560 N91-22105
Breaking down the delta wing vortex: The role of vorticity
in the breakdown process
[NASA-CR-188235] p 630 N91-24109
An experimental analysis of critical factors involved in
the breakdown process of leading edge vortex flows
[NASA-CR-188231 ] p 631 N91-24110
Compressible flows with vortical disturbances around
a cascade of airfoils p 1027 N91-32083
Nottingham Univ. (England).
Electrostatic transducers for airborne ultrasonics
p936 N91-30138
Novespace, Parts (France).
Economical test method and ease of access under
microgravity: The zero-g Caravelle p 322 N91-15276
Oak Ridge National Lab., TN.
Energy efficiency improvement potential of commercial
aircraft to 2010
(DE90-014767J p 39 N91-10046
Commercial aircraft fuel efficiency potential through
2010
(DE91-000720) p117 N91-12671
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[OE91-001004] p 140 N91-12823
Radioluminescent (RL) airfield lighting system program
[DE91-001007] p309 N91-15186
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
(DE91-005644) p414 N91-17244
Evaluation of thermographic phosphor technology for
aerodynamic model testing
[DE91-005631] p 369 N91-18060
Radioluminescent (RL) lighting system development
program
[DE91-009743] p 679 N91-23381
Fiber-sensor design for turbine engines
[DE91-010787] p 755 N91-25150
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE91-010451] p 766 N91-26384
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatlales, Modane (France).
A study of supersonic and hypersonic ramjet engines
in France from 1950 to 1974 (application on combined
cycle aircraft engines) p 658 N91-23149
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatlales, Paris (France).
Computation of unsteady transonic flows using an
implicit centered Euler solver without artificial viscosity
[ONERA-NT-1990-8] p 99 N91-12633
Comparison of different calculation methods applied to
a lenticular fuselage section p 186 N91-14293
New method to determine in wind tunnel the buffeting
forces p220 N91-14337
Coupled aerodynamic loads due to unsteady stall on a
large aspect ratio wing oscillating at great amplitude
p220 N91-14338
One point and multi-point design optimization for airplane
and helicopter application p 367 N91-18045
Considerations on wind-tunnel testing techniques for
rotorcraft p 369 N91 -18057
Compact heat exchanger for an inverse components
engine p 659 N91-23157
Supersonic-hypersonic inlet studies for
aerospaceplane p 659 N91-23160
LIDAR studies on microbursts p 639 N91-24167
Improved reduction of gust loads data for gust
intensity p 758 N91-26153
C-30
CORPORA TESOURCE Pennsylvania State Univ.
Exploitation ol OAT ISA profile tests in the T2 wind
tunnel: Experimental determination of the wave drag
IONERA-RSF-88/1685-AY-158-A) p 1024 N91-31092
Validation of two dimensional drag prediction methods
[ONERA-RSF-85/1685-AYj p 1025 N91-31093
ATSF supersonic aircraft intake. Review of the analyses
of some particular problems, technicar*summary
[ONERA-RTS-134/2149-AY-640-] p 1025 N91-31094
Study of lightning strikes on an aircraft in flight.
Electromagnetic measurements
(ONERA-RF-25/7234-PY) p 1030 N91-31111
Study of lightning strikes on an aircraft in flight. Electric
measurements
(ONERA-RF-98/7154-PY| p 1030 N91-31112
Vortex-blade interaction on a helicopter principal rotor.
Validation of the S2DI computation program and study
of vortex models
[ONERA-RT-92/5094-PY) p 1053 N91-31136
Compressible two dimensional boundary layer strong
perfect fluid coupling in the case of sharp leading edge
profiles. Stationary case
[ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R) p 1098 N91-31586
Description and interpretation of aircraft lightning
attachment electric and magnetic field measurements and
video observation p 1031 N91-32601
Current wave-form observed during lightning strikes on
aircraft p 1104 N91 -32603
Modeling of electrically thick materials theoretical and
experimental aspects p 1088 N91-32605
VHP discharges in storm cells producing microbursts
pi 105 N91-32620
FD-TD calculation with composite materials. Application
to C160 aircraft measurements p 1032 N91-32637
FD-TD numerical simulation of an entire lightning strike
on the C160 aircraft p 1033 N91-32648
Observations of bi-directional leader development in a
triggered lightning flash p 1105 N91-32649
Application of surface electrical discharges to the study
of lightning strikes on aircraft p 1033 N91 -32650
Office National d'Etudes et da Recherche*
Aerospatiale*, Toulouse (France).
Some transition problems in three-dimensional flows
p445 A91-31313
Study of the flow around the GARTEUR AD/AG07 wing:
First F2 test campaign results
[ONERA/DERAT-37/5025-26] p 1025 N91-31096
Office of the Under Secretary ol Defense
(Acquisitions), Washington, DC.
DOD responsibilities on Federal aviation and national
airspace system matters
[PB90-218827] p2 N91-10001
Ohio Aerospace Inst., Brook Park.
Results from computational analysis of a mixed
compression supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPER 91-2581] p 804 A91-45818
Ohio State Univ., Cleveland.
The effect of approximations to the thermodynamic
properties on the stability of compressible boundary layer
flow P445 A91-31338
Ohio State Univ., Columbus.
Linear and non-linear dynamic models of a geared
rotor-bearing system p 594 A91-35536
Force and moment transmissibilities through rolling
element bearings in a single-stage rotor system
p594 A91-35537
Supersonic jet mixing enhancement by vortex
generators
[AIAA PAPER 91-2263) p 705 A91-41738
Pressure and temperature fluctuations in an
axisymmetric flowfield due to shock-boundary layer
interactions at high Reynolds numbers at Mach 6
[AIAA PAPER 91-3321] p 1008 A91-53808
Project HyBuJET
[NASA-CR-187011] p38 N91-10040
OVRhyp, scramjet test aircraft
[NASA-CR-187009] p 38 N91-10041
Supersonic combustion engine testbed, heat lightning
[NASA-CR-187010] p47 N91-10061
Graphical interfaces for cooperative planning systems
p27 N91-10956
Hypersonic aircraft design
[NASA-CR-187008] p115 N91-12661
STB-White
[NASA-CR-187012] p115 N91-12662
Modelling and performance analysis of four and eight
element TCAS
[NASA-CR-187414] p 192 N91-13428
A hypersonic research vehicle to develop scramjet
engines p 393 N91-18167
SATCOM antenna siting study on a P-3C using the
NEC-BSC V3.1
(NASA-CR-187949J p 422 N91-18307
Vibration transmission through rolling element bearings
in geared rotor systems
[NASA-CR-4334] p 523 N91-19435
Ohio Univ., Athens.
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1989-1990 p 461 N91-19028
Integrated inertial/GPS p 465 N91-19032
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center, Tinker AFB, OK.
Proceedings of the 2nd E-3 AWACS Corrosion
Prevention Advisory Board (CPAB)
IAD-A227627) p 291 N91-15150
Oklahoma State Univ., Stlllwater.
Flow and acoustic properties of low Reynolds number
underexpanded supersonic jets p3 A91-11198
A new approach to the flight control system
reconfiguration following a battle damage and/or generic
failure on a control surface p 50 N91-11023
Oklahoma Univ., Norman.
Analysis of cone-derived waveriders by hypersonic
small-disturbance theory p 351 A91-25730
Idealized tip-to-tai) waverider model
p410 A91-25755
Performance of an aerospace plane propulsion nozzle
p 615 A91-37769
An integrated aerodynamic/propulsion study for generic
aero-space planes based on waverider concepts
[NASA-CR-188691J p 929 N91-30125
Computational analysis of hypersonic flows past
elliptic-cone waveriders p 1023 N91-31080
Model of an aerospace plane based on an idealized
cone-derived waverider forebody p 1052 N91 -31129
Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk, VA.
Magnetic suspension and balance systems (MSBSs)
p222 A91-17570
Application of Lagrangian blending functions for grid
generation around airplane geometries
p200 A91-18905
Unsteady vortex-dominated flow around wings with
oscillating leading-edge flaps
[AIAA PAPER 91-0435] p 177 A91-19300
Thin-layer and full Navier-Stokes, locally-conical and
three-dimensional asymmetric solutions
[AIAA PAPER 91-0547) p 178 A91-19355
A method for monitoring nuclear absorption coefficients
of aviation fuels p 238 A91 -19712
2-D and 3-D mixing flow analyses of a scramjet-afterbody
configuration p 253 A91-21188
Exploratory study of vortex-generating devices for
turbulent flow separation control
[AIAA PAPER 91-0042) p317 A91-21348
Radiative interactions in a hydrogen-fueled supersonic
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 91-0373] p312 A91-21473
Aerodynamic design optimization using sensitivity
analysis and computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0471] p 262 A91-21505
Computation of steady and unsteady compressible
quasi-axisymmetric vortex flow and breakdown
[AIAA PAPER 91-0752] p 266 A91-21604
Kinematic domain decomposition to simulate flows past
moving objects
[AIAA PAPER 91-0725] p 362 A91-28400
Unsteady supersonic flow around delta wings with
symmetric and asymmetric flaps oscillation
[AIAA PAPER 91-1105] p 449 A91-32021
A vector unsymmetric eigenequation solver for nonlinear
flutter analysis on high-performance computers
[AIAA PAPER 91-1169] p 522 A91-32027
Finite element analysis of nonlinear flutter of composite
panels
[AIAA PAPER 91-1173] p 522 A91-32030
Interference-free measurements of the subsonic
aerodynamics of slanted-base ogive cylinders
p547 A91-34130
Numerical simulation of steady and unsteady asymmetric
vortical flow p 618 A91-38683
Airfoil transition and separation studies using an infrared
imaging system p 624 A91 -40215
Aerodynamic shape optimization using sensitivity
analysis on third-order Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1577] p 699 A91-40751
Effect of nose bluntness on flowfield over slender bodies
in hypersonic flows p 707 A91-42256
Multigrid and upwind viscous flow solver on
three-dimensional overlapped and embedded grids
p 707 A91-42284
An efficient method for estimating neighboring
steady-state numerical solutions to the Euler equations
(AIAA PAPER 91-1680] p 722 A91-43589
Application of a Reynolds Stress turbulence model to
a supersonic hydrogen-air diffusion flame
(AIAA PAPER 91-1786] p 725 A91-43643
Effects of leading-edge flap oscillation on unsteady delta
wing flow and rock control
(AIAA PAPER 91-1796) p 725 A91-43647
Supersonic quasi-axisymmetric vortex breakdown
[AIAA PAPER 91-3311] p 1007 A91-53802
Compressible equilibrium turbulent boundary layers at
nonadiabatic wall conditions p 1009 A91-53829
Sensitivity analysis, approximate analysis, and design
optimization for internal and external viscous flows
(AIAA PAPER 91-3083] p 1012 A91-54015
Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic flows past
cavities p1015 A91-54860
Impact response of composite materials
(NASA-CR-187896] p414 N91-171S7
New devices for flow measurements: Hot film and burial
wire sensors, infrared imagery, liquid crystal, and
piezoelectric model
(NASA-CR-187911) p529 N91-20450
Twenty-five years of aerodynamic research with IR
imaging: A survey
(SPIE-1467-59) p529 N91-20452
Investigation of nose bluntness and angle of attack
effects on slender bodies in viscous hypertension flows
[NASA-CR-188153] p 557 N91-21117
An experimental study of an axisymmetric turbulent
boundary layer disturbed by a periodic freestream
p 626 N91-23078
An extension of essentially nonoscillatory
shock-capturing schemes to multidimensional systems of
conservation laws p 776 N91-2S355
Navier-Stokes simulations of flows about complex
configurations using domain decomposition techniques
p 777 N91-25362
Viscous flow simulations of internal store carriage and
separation
[NASA-CR-185343] p 732 N91-26123
Operational Test and Evaluation Force, Norfolk, VA.
Follow-on operational test and evaluation of the
CPU-152/A Standard Central Air Data Computer
(SCADC)
(AO-A226310) p 120 N91-12679
Ophlr Corp., Lakewood, CO.
Continuous wave laser for wind shear detection
p637 N91-24142
Optech, Inc., Downsvlew (Ontario).
Helicopter lidar bathymeter system. Conceptual design
[AD-A227057] p 210 N91-14348
ORA Corp., Ithaca, NY.
Verification of the FtCayuga fault-tolerant
microprocessor system. Volume 1: A case study in theorem
prover-based verification
[NASA-CR-4381] p 988 N91-29778
Oregon State Univ., Corvallls.
Nonlinear stability and control study of highly
maneuverable high performance aircraft
[NASA-CR-188721] p 954 N91-30150
Oxford Univ. (England).
The aerodynamic effects of nozzle guide vane shock
wave and wake passing on a transonic turbine rotor
p24 N91-1091S
H infinity-design and the improvement of helicopter
handling qualities p 51 N9M1024
Aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a
high-pressure turbine stage in a transient wind tunnel
p400 N91-17061
The selection of window functions for the calculation
of time domain averages on the vibration of trie individual
gears in an epicyclic gearbox
[OUEL-1818/90] p524 N91-19457
Time-frequency domain analysis of vibration signals for
machinery diagnostics. 1: Introduction to the Wigner-Ville
distribution
I DUEL-1859/901 p 525 N91-19495
Pallen-Johnson Associates, Inc., Vienna, VA.
Criteria for the use of Lime-Cement-Ftyash on airport
pavements
[AD-A225226] p 132 N91-11775
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
Weak shock propagation through a turbulent
atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 90-40311 p 75 A91-12540
Computation and turbulence modeling for '
three-dimensional boundary layers including
turbomachinery rotor flows p 90 A91-16053
A multi-point inverse airfoil design method based on
conforms! mapping
[AIAA PAPER 91-0069] p 172 A91-19124
Three-dimensional shock wave-turbulent boundary layer
interactions generated by a sharp fin at Mach 4
[AIAA PAPER 91-0648) p 179 A91-19393
Delay compensation in integrated communication and
control systems. I - Conceptual development and
analysis p 532 A91-30175
Delay compensation in integrated communication and
control systems. II - Implementation and verification
p532 A91-30176
Inception length to a fully developed, fin-generated,
shock-wave, boundary-layer interaction
p617 A91-37842
C-31
Physical Sciences, Inc. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Experiments on the unsteadiness associated with a
ground vortex p 624 A91-40220
Mach 2 and Mach 3 mixing and combustion in
scramjets
[AIAA PAPER 91-2394] p 747 A91-41768
Hypersonic shock/boundary-layer interaction database
[AIAA PAPER 91-1763] p711 A91-42581
Prediction of cascade performance using an
incompressible Navier-Stokes technique
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-261 ] p 796 A91-44666
Upstream-influence scaling of sharp fin interactions
p 799 A91-45121
Validation of engineering methods for predicting
hypersonic vehicle controls forces and moments
[AIAA PAPER 91-2845] p 812 A91-47152
Robust and real-time rotor control with magnetic
bearings
[AIAA PAPER 91-3626] p 976 A91-52490
Generalized multi-point inverse airfoil design
[AIAA PAPER 91-3333] p 1008 A91-53815
Skin-friction measurements and computational
comparison of swept shocK/boundary-layer interactions
p 1009 A91-53838
Supersonic mixing and combustion in scramjets
p 1065 A91-56195
Thermal stability of jet fuel
[DE90-016801] p56 N91-10188
Hypersonic shock/boundary-layer interaction database
INASA-CR-187769) p 277 N91-15986
Aerodynamic shape design p 365 N91-18036
A Stream-Function-Coordinate (SFC) concept in
aerodynamic shape design p 366 N91 -18041
Advanced thermally stable jet fuels development
program annual report. Volume 2: Compositional factors
affecting thermal degradation of jet fuels
[ AD-A229693) p 511 N91 -20323
Computation of supersonic and low subsonic cascade
flows using an explicit Navier-Stokes technique and the
kappa-epsilon turbulence model p 596 N91-21072
A computationally efficient modelling of laminar
separation bubbles p 680 N91-23411
A new facility to study three dimensional viscous flow
and rotor-stator interaction in turbines
p682 N91-24336
Linear models for the shock cell structure of supersonic
jets with noncircular exit geometries
p815 N91-27125
Analysis and design of planar and non-planar wings for
induced drag minimization
[NASA-CR-188656] p 816 N91-27131
A review of liquid rocket propulsion programs in Japan
p856 N91-28219
Analysis of foil bearings for high speed operation in
cryogenic applications p 875 N91-28231
Translation of airfoil trailing edge noise article from
Revue d'Acoustique
[AD-A237811] p 891 N91-29143
Unsteady force calculations in turbomachinery
[AD-A237937] p 978 N91-29515
An experimental study of fluctuating pressure loads
beneath swept shock/boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-CR-188919] P 1027 N91-32080
Physical Sciences, Inc., Andover, MA.
Propulsion simulation for magnetically suspended wind
tunnel models
(NASA-CR-182093) p 53 N91-11027
Pisa Unrv. (Italy).
Metrics for roll response flying qualities
p650 N91-23118
Planning Research Corp., Edwards, CA.
In-flight leading-edge vortex flow-field survey
measurements on a F-18 aircraft at high angle of attack
(AIAA PAPER 91-3248] p 1001 A91-53759
Flight control system design factors for applying
automated testing techniques p 1078 A91-54610
Planning Research Corp., Hampton, VA.
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
small-disturbance theory p 169 A91-18254
Plans du Transport Aerien Mllltalre, Vellzy-VIIIacoublay
(France).
Lessons drawn from France's recent operational
experiences regarding the design of military transport
aircraft P 374 N91 -18071
Planungsbuero Luftraumnutzer, Frankfurt (Germany,
F.R.).
The European flight safety crisis: Costs and solution
[ETN-91-98490] p 281 N91-160OO
Poitiers Univ. (France).
Automatic analysis of visualization negatives
[ETN-91-99971] p 1099 N91-31603
Polltecnlco dl Mllano (Italy).
Design landing loads evaluation by dynamic simulation
of flexible aircraft p 832 N91-28163
Polltscnlco dl Torino (Italy).
Inverse methods for 3D internal flows
p367 N91-18043
Polytechnic Inst of New York, Brooklyn.
Development of a computer technique for the prediction
of transport aircraft flight profile sonic boom signatures
[NASA-CR-188117] p560 N91-22093
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical Coll., TX.
Subcooled lreon-11 flow boiling in top-heated finned
coolant channels with and without a twisted tape
p875 N91-28116
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, CT.
Heat transfer in rotating passages with smooth walls
and radial outward flow
(ASME PAPER 89-GT-272] p 320 A91-23659
Ceramic thermal barrier coatings for commercial gas
turbine engines p 509 A91-31745
Evaluation of panel code predictions with experimental
results of inlet performance for a 17-inch ducted prop/fan
simulator operating at Mach 0.2
[AIAA PAPER 91-3354] p 804 A91-45819
Application of cyclic damage accumulation life prediction
model to high temperature components
p681 N91-24309
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, West Palm Beach, FL
Preliminary flight evaluation of an engine performance
optimization algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 91-1998] p 751 A91-44089
Fatigue and fracture of titanium aluminides
[AD-A226737] p 314 N91-15374
Coolant side heat transfer with rotation. Task 3 report:
Application of computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-182109] p 683 N91-24551
Control system design considerations for starting
turbo-engines during cold weather operation
p 1071 N91-31155
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, CT.
Flow visualization studies of the internal flow
characteristics in a simulated mixed flow vectored thrust
ASTOVL engine configuration
[AIAA PAPER 91-1689] p 748 A91-42556
Prediction of the aerodynamic and thermal environment
in turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-227] p 794 A91-44642
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach,
Fl_
Application of an unsteady Navier-Stokes solver to
transonic turbine design
[AIAA PAPER 91-2468] p 729 A91-44254
Design and experimental evaluation of compact
radial-inflow turbines
[AIAA PAPER 91-2127] p 842 A91-45788
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of Canada Ltd., Mlsslssauga
(Ontario).
Cold weather ignition characteristics of advanced small
gas turbine combustion systems p 1070 N91-31152
Cold Stan development of modern small gas turbine
engines at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of Canada Ltd.
p 1071 N91-31156
PRC Kentron, Inc., Edwards, CA.
The development of a Flight Test Engineer's Workstation
for the Automated Flight Test Management System
p326 A91-20999
PRC Systems Services Co., Edwards, CA.
AFTI/F-111 airplane mission adaptive wing operational
flight evaluation technique using uplinked pilot command
cues p285 A91-20993
Autonomous aircraft initiative study
[NASA-CR-186013] p 742 N91-26140
Princeton Univ., NJ.
Time-dependent jet flow and noise computations
[AIAA PAPER 90-3961 ] p 70 A91-12475
An exploratory study of a three-dimensional shock wave
turbulent boundary layer interaction in a comer
[AIAA PAPER 91-0525] p 177 A91-19343
Crossing shock wave-turbulent boundary layer
interactions
(AIAA PAPER 91-0649] p 179 A91-19394
Optimal aircraft performance during microburst
encounter p 467 A91-29787
Aerospace plane guidance using geometric control
theory p 507 A91-30161
Systematic methods for knowledge acquisition and
expert system development p 781 A91-43926
Three-dimensional jet noise computations
[AIAA PAPER 91-2256] p 784 A91-44174
Optimal plane change during constant attitude
hypersonic flight p 856 A91-45138
The influence of the rotor wake on rotorcraft stability
and control p 847 A91 -45396
Aerospace plane guidance using time-scale
decomposition - A geometric approach
(AIAA PAPER 91-2722] p 962 A91-49613
Computer-aided design of flight control systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-2677] p 983 A91-49645
Robust Kalman filter design for predictive wind shear
detection
[AIAA PAPER 91-2778] p 932 A91-49729
Nonoveriapping composite meshes for multielement
air-foils p 23 N91-10908
An expert system for wind shear avoidance
p 104 N91-11698
Solution of the Euler equations in multibody flow fields
using the overiapping-mesh method p 151 N91-12902
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1989-1990 p 461 N91-19033
Progress on intelligent guidance and control for wind
shear encounter p 461 N91-19034
Flight simulation for wind shear encounter
p 505 N91-19035
Neural networks in nonlinear aircraft control
p502 N91-19037
Prtns Maurits Lab. TNO, Rljswljk (Netherlands).
Theoretical and experimental performance of a solid fuel
ramjet combustion cycle for hypersonic flight conditions
p660 N91-23170
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN.
Oscillating cascade aerodynamics by an experimental
influence coefficient technique p2 A91-10339
The aerodynamics of an oscillating cascade in a
compressible flow field
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-271 ] p 81 A91-13047
Navigation path planning for autonomous aircraft -
Voronoi diagram approach p 192 A91-19035
Development of a solution adaptive unstructured
scheme for quasi-3D inviscid flows through advanced
turbomachinery cascades
[AIAA PAPER 91-0132] p 258 A91-21374
Experimental investigation of oscillating cascade
aerodynamics p 360 A91-27801
Spatial adaption procedures on unstructured meshes
for accurate unsteady aerodynamic flow computation
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -1106 ] p 449 A91 -32022
Controlling panel flutter using adaptive materials
[AIAA PAPER 91-1067] p 537 A91-32049
Active unsteady aerodynamic suppression of rotating
stall in an incompressible flow centrifugal compressor with
vaned diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 91-1898] p 704 A91-41644
Flutter control of incompressible flow turbomachine
blade rows by splitter blades
[AIAA PAPER 91-1900] p 704 A91-41645
The vortex interaction in a propeller/stator flow field
[AIAA PAPER 91-1818] p 726 A91-43657
Transient performance of fan engine with water
ingestion
[AIAA PAPER 91-1897] p 750 A91-44049
Panel method for counter-rotating preplans
p841 A91-45344
Experimental results of a propeller/wing interaction
study
[ SAE PAPER 910998 ] p 902 A91 -52933
Design of a turbofan powered regional transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3080] p 1045 A91-54012
Aerodynamic detuning for aeroelastic control of stability
and forced response of supersonic rotors
p 1066 A91-56202
Development and application of the time domain panel
method p 43 N91-11010
Three-dimensional full potential method for the
aeroelastic modeling of preplans p 93 N91-11672
A quiet flow Ludwieg tube for study of transition in
compressible boundary layers: Design and feasibility
[NASA-CR-187374] p 239 N91-13676
Research as part of the Air Force Research in
Aero-Propulsion Technology (AFRAPT) program
[AD-A226893] p213 N91-14350
Propfan supersonic panel method analysis and flutter
predictions p 278 N91-15993
Applications of fuzzy theories to multi-objective system
optimization
[NASA-CR-177573] p 293 N91-16012
Aeroservoelastic tailoring for lateral control
enhancement p 307 N91-16025
Aerodynamics of a linear oscillating cascade
p363 N91-16997
Design of a high speed business transport
p393 N91-18169
A quiet flow Ludwieg tube for study of transition in
compressible boundary layers: Design and feasibility
[NASA-CR-188499] p 731 N91-25107
The integrated manual and automatic control of complex
flight systems
[NASA-CR-188664) p 853 N91-27168
Unstructured-grid methods development for unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses
[NASA-TM-104143] p 1028 N91-32084
C-32
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Q
Qatar Univ., Doha.
The failure of components in power generation
equipment
[NAE-LTR-ST-1774] p 940 N91-29180
Queensland Univ., Brisbane (Australia).
Supersonic combustion with transverse, circular wall
jets P 1086 A91-56231
Measurements of fluctuating effects on a circular cylinder
in a uniform flow at subcritical Reynolds number, part 1
[PB91-177865] p 874 N91-27507
Measurements of fluctuating effects on a circular cylinder
in a uniform flow at subcritical Reynolds number, part 2
(PB9M77873-PT2) p 874 N91-27508
Queensland Univ., Saint Lucia (Australia).
A drag measurement technique for free piston shock
tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 91-0549) P 224 A91-19356
Hypervelocity flow in axisymmetric nozzles
P809 A91-46372
Shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena,
Supplement 5
[NASA-CR-182096-SUPPL-5] p 238 N91-13651
Rafael Armament Development Authority, Haifa
(Israel).
Mach 2 and Mach 3 mixing and combustion in
Scramjets
(AIAA PAPER 91-2394] p 747 A91-41768
Supersonic mixing and combustion in scramjets
p 1065 A91-56195
RAND Corp., Santa Monica, CA.
How low can an unmanned air vehicle fly?
tRAND-P-7680-RGS] P 741 N91-26138
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Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18
forebody-leading-edge extension configuration
p 169 A91-18251
Application of a patched-grid algorithm to the F/A-18
forebody-leading-edge extension configuration
p 199 A91-182S2
Time-marching methods for three-dimensional steady
and unsteady viscous imcompressible flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0024] p 172 A91-19106
A fast upwind solver for the Euler equations on
three-dimensional unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 91-0102] p 172 A91-19136
An experimental study of wall adaptation and
interference assessment using Cauchy integral formula
[AIAA PAPER 91-0399] p 224 A91-19281
Aerothermodynamics of a 1.6-m-diameter sphere in
hypersonic rarefied flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0773) p 182 A91-19462
A shock-layer theory based on thirteen-moment
equations and DSMC calculations of rarefied hypersonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0783] p 267 A91-21616
DSMC calculations for the delta wing
p349 A91-24650
Flat plate at incidence as a waverider in rarefied
hypersonic flow p 353 A91-25750
Prediction of vortical flows on wings using
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
p355 A91-26111
Computational fluid dynamics prediction of the reacting
flowfield inside a subscale scramjet combustor
p 487 A91-30009
A study of turbulence models for prediction of transitional
boundary layers p 446 A91-31355
Periodic blade loads of a high speed propeller at small
angle of attack
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -2250 ] p 705 A91 -41735
Hypersonic rarefied flow about a delta wing - Direct
simulation and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 91-1315] p 716 A91-43387
Assessment of meanflow solutions for instability analysis
of transitioning flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1638] p 720 A91-43565
Transonic Navier-Stokes solutions about a generic
hypersonic configuration p 800 A91-45293
Hypersonic rarefied flow about plates at incidence
p806 A91-46182
Use of piloted simulation for high-angle-of-attack agility
research and design criteria development
[AIAA PAPER 91-2954] p 851 A91-47837
Pilot's Automated Weather Support System (PAWSS)
concepts p915 A91-50942
Structured background grids for generation of
unstructured grids by advancing front method
[AIAA PAPER 91-3233] p1107 A91-53750
Euler study on porous transonic airfoils with a view
toward multipoint design
[AIAA PAPER 91-3286] p 1005 A91-53786
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18
wing-LEX-fuselage configuration with multi-block
structured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3291] ' p 1005 A91-S3789
Aerodynamic analysis of complex configurations using
unstructured grids
[AIAA PAPER 91-3292] p 1005 A91-53790
A real time dynamic data acquisition and processing
system for velocity, density, and total temperature
fluctuation measurements
[NASA-CR-182069] p 375 N91-18094
Description and evaluation of an interference
assessment for a slotted-wall wind tunnel
(NASA-CR-4352) p 585 N91-21155
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 1: Steady
[AD-A233482] p 631 N91-24113
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 2: User manual for
VORSTAB-2
[AD-A233483] p 631 N91-24114
Calculation of high angle of attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations. Volume 3: Unsteady
[AD-A233569] p631 N91-24115
A study of residual interference effects in adaptive wall
testing of a 7-inch chord CAST-10-2/DOA 2 airfoil model
[NASA-CR-4390] p818 N91-28138
Virginia Commonwealth Univ., Richmond.
Facilitating researcher use of flight simulators
p 133 N91-13340
Virginia Polytechnic InsL and State Univ., Blacksburg.
Active control of interior noise in model aircraft fuselages
using piezoceramic actuators
[AIAA PAPER 90-3922] p 67 A91-12438
The identification of helicopter noise using a neural
network
[AIAA PAPER 90-3973] p 72 A91-12486
Identification of aerospace acoustic sources using
sparse distributed associative memory
[AIAA PAPER 90-3992] p 73 A91-12505
Analysis of generic scramjet external nozzle flowfields
employing simulant gases
[AIAA PAPER 90-5242] p 123 A91-14467
A patched-grid algorithm for complex aircraft
configurations p 88 A91-14759
Effect of suction on the stability of subsonic flows over
smooth backward-facing steps p 90 A91-16060
Application of a patched-grid algorithm to the F/A-18
forebody-leading-edge extension configuration
p 199 A91-18252
Combined effects of nose bluntness and surface
perturbations on asymmetric flow past slender bodies
p 171 A91-18910
Effects of yaw on low angle injection into a supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0014] p 235 A91-19104
Infrared imaging - A validation technique for
computational fluid dynamics codes used in STOVL
applications
IAIAA PAPER 91-0675] p 318 A91-21587
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
p340 A91-24351
Prediction of inlet drag for aircraft conceptual design
p 340 A91-24358
Dynamic response of anisotropic composite panels to
time-dependent external excitations p416 A91-24521
Static and dynamic response of graphite-epoxy curved
frames p419 A91-26767
Pattern recognition system for automatic identification
of acoustic sources p 428 A91-27904
A singular perturbation approach to pitch-loop design
p507 A91-30159
Structural efficiency study of graphite-epoxy aircraft rib
structures p 518 A91-31579
Integrated aerodynamic-structural design of a transport
wing p469 A91-31584
Sensitivity-based scaling for correlating structural
response from different analytical models
[AIAA PAPER 91-0925] p519 A91-31855
Minimum-weight design of laminated composite plates
for postbuckling performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0969] p 520 A91-31857
Sensitivity analysis of a wing aeroelastic response
[AIAA PAPER 91-1103] p 448 A91-31882
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
laminated wing p 571 A91-34144
Generalized conjugate-gradient methods for the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 91-1556] p 698 A91-40730
Mixing studies of helium in air at Mach 6
[AIAA PAPER 91-2268) p 705 A91-41739
Least-squares/parabolized Navier-Stokes procedure for
optimizing hypersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2273] p 760 A91-41741
A prediction of 3-D viscous flow and performance of
the NASA Low-Speed Centrifugal Compressor
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-234] p 795 A91-44647
Range optimization for a supersonic aircraft
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -2712 ] p 923 A91 -49673
Design of a blade-stiffened composite panel with a
hole p972 A91-50651
A computational study of the F-5A forebody emphasizing
directional stability
[AIAA PAPER 91-3289] p 1009 A91-53823
Advanced transport design using multidisciplinary design
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 91-3082] p1107 A91-54014
Multidisciplinary optimization in aircraft design using
analytic technology models
[AIAA PAPER 91-3187] p 1048 A91-54093
Optimal rigid-body rotational maneuvers
p 389 N91-17015
Runway exit designs for capacity improvement
demonstrations. Phase 1: Algorithm development
[NASA-CR-187955] p 409 N91-17065
Velocity measurements in a turbulent trailing vortex and
their application to BWI noise prediction
[NASA-CR-188083] p 554 N91-21100
Critical speeds and forced response solutions for active
magnetic bearing turbomachinery. part 1
p587 N91-21209
Critical speeds and forced response solutions for active
magnetic bearing turbomachinery, part 2
p 587 N91-21210
The transient development of vortices over a delta
wing
[AD-A231946] p 559 N91-22082
Optimal control problems with switching points
p782 N91-25694
State space models for aeroelastic and viscoelastic
systems
[AD-A234730] p 732 N91-26117
Modeling and response analysis of thin-walled beam
structures constructed of advanced composite materials
p979 N91-29615
An experimental investigation of the flow past an
idealized wing-body junction
[AD-A229602] p 903 N91-30079
Virginia Univ., Charlottesvllle.
Computational technology for flight vehicles;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Washington, DC, Nov. 5-7,
1990 p58 A91-11813
Finite-element thermo-viscoplastic analysis of
aerospace structures p 144 A91-16034
Intelligent processing of intermetallic composite
consolidation p 145 A91 -16045
Combustion efficiency determined from wall pressure
and temperature measurement in a Mach 2 combustor
[AIAA PAPER 91-0017] p 298 A91-21336
Advances and trends in computational structures
technology p418 A91-26228
Structured and unstructured remeshing method for
high-speed Hows p 713 A91-42630
The microstructure and properties of aluminum-lithium
alloys p 139 N91-11907
NASA-UVA Light Aerospace Alloy and Structures
Technology Program (LA2ST)
[NASA-CR-188626] p 859 N91-27285
Voelkov Main Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad
(USSR).
On error sources during airborne measurements of the
ambient electric field p1103 N91-32719
Von Karman InsL for Fluid Dynamics,
Rhode-Salnt-Genese (Belgium).
Subsonic and transonic cascade design
p366 N91-18042
Aero-thermal investigation of a highly loaded transonic
linear turbine guide vane cascade. A test case for inviscid
and viscous flow computations
[VKI-TN-174) p680 N91-23437
VRA, Inc., Blacksburg, VA.
Comparison of hypersonic experiments and PNS
predictions. I - Aerothermodynamics. II - Aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 90-3068] p 895 A91-48837
w
Washington State Univ., Pullman.
DFW microburst model based on AA-539 data
p423 A91-26113
Closed-loop transfer recovery with observer-based
controllers. I - Analysis
[AIAA PAPER 91-2727] p 984 A91-49685
Washington Untv, Seattle.
Symmetry plane model for turbulent flows with vortex
generators
[AIAA PAPER 91-0723] p 266 A91-21598
The dynamics of the stratospheric polar vortex and its
relation to springtime ozone depletions
p325 A91-21712
Total energy control system autopilot design with
constrained parameter optimization p 495 A91-30120
Transonic adaptive flutter suppression using
approximate unsteady time domain aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 91-0986] p 500 A91-32017
Experiments on hypersonic ramjet propulsion cycles
using a ram accelerator
[AIAA PAPER 91-2489] p 762 A91-44264
Closed-loop transfer recovery with observer-based
controllers. I - Analysis
(AIAA PAPER 91-2727] p 984 A91-49685
Optimal discrete-time dynamic output-feedback design
- A w-domain approach
[AIAA PAPER 91-2811] p 984 A91-49754
Design of a total energy control autopilot using
constrained parameter optimization p 951 A91-52017
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Natural laminar flow application to transport aircraft
pi 18 N91-13314
Multirate sampled-data yaw-damper and modal
suppression system design
[NASA-CR-188017] p 502 N91-20130
Robust integrated autopilot/autothrottle design using
constrained-parameter optimization
[NASA-CR-188011] p 583 N91-22127
Self-propelled slender axisymmetric body flows: Errors
in the Poisson equation field calculation
p 731 N91-25110
Resonant jets for turbine cooling
[AD-A236755] p 844 N91-27162
Progress in multirate digital control system design
[NASA-CR-187561] p 881 N91-27877
Waterloo Univ. (Ontario).
A new Lagrangian random choice method for steady
two-dimensional supersonic/hypersonic flow
| AIAA PAPER 91-1546) p 697 A91-40721
Wayne State Univ., Detroit, Ml.
Multi-dimensional modelling of gas turbine combustion
using a flame sheet model in KIVA II
[AIAA PAPER 91-04141 p 299 A91-21483
Active control of panel vibrations induced by
boundary-layer flow
[NASA-CR-18B7331 p 877 N91-28643
Weapons Systems Research Lab., Adelaide (Australia).
A generic inertial navigation system model for computer
simulation studies
[AD-A236849) p 822 N91-27149
Wenrtechnlsche Dlenststelle fuer Luftfahrzeuge,
Manchlng (Germany, F.R.).
Design considerations based upon low temperature
starting tests on military aircraft turbo engines
p 1071 N91-31157
West Virginia Univ., Morgantown.
Winglet effectiveness on low aspect ratio wings at
supersonic Mach numbers
| AIAA PAPER 91-3305) p 1006 A91-53798
Westlnghouse Defense and Electronic Systems
Center, Baltimore, MD.
Saberliner flight test for airborne wind shear forward
looking detection and avoidance radar systems
p 637 N91-24149
Westland Helicopters Ltd., Yeovll (England).
Fuselage aerodynamic design issues and rotor/fuselage
interactional aerodynamics. Part 1: Practical design
issues p 368 N91-18052
Tactical support EH101 p 375 N91-18093
Wichita State Univ., KS.
Experimental water droplet impingement data on modern
aircraft surfaces
| AIAA PAPER 91-0445] p 262 A91-21493
Water droplet impingement on airfoils and aircraft engine
inlets for icing analysis p 634 A91-38543
Methods for obtaining and reducing experimental droplet
impingement data on arbitrary bodies
p771 A91-43310
The enhancement of air traffic control safety through
pre-hire university based training programs
p 109 N91-12567
Edge delamination of composite laminates subject to
combined tension and torsional loading
p 140 N91-13318
Aerodynamics support of research instrument
development p 153 N91-13331
Resin transfer molding of composite aircraft interior
furnishings
INIAR-90-19] p292 N91-15153
International aircraft operator information system, phase
2
INIAR-90-31] p333 N91-15928
Proceedings: Techfest 17
INIAR-91-1] p337 N91-18004
Automated inspection system for aging aircraft
p338 N91-18009
Four-legged surface-climbing robot for the inspection
of aging aircraft p 338 N91-18010
Neural networks in flaw detection p 421 N91-18011
Environmental effects on delamination of graphite epoxy
composites p 414 N91-18014
Use of natural particles for the removal of paint from
aeronautical composite materials p 421 N91-18015
Analysis of residual stress in plastic-media-blasted thin
aluminum skin by x-ray double crystal diffractometry
p 421 N91-18016
Aviation safety enhancements through the international
aircraft database research project p 373 N91-18020
Computer simulations of an aircraft occupant-restraint
system p 373 N91-18021
An overview of information resources in aviation
p433 N91-18022
Experimental studies of general aviation wings at high
angles of attack p 390 N91-18023
Modeling high angle-ot-attack forces and moments using
a neural network p 390 N91 -18024
Computational fluid dynamics in aerospace engineering
at Wichita State University p 421 N91-18025
Experimental study of inlet lips designed to create a
uniform exit velocity profile p 390 N91 -18026
LDV measurements of a jet in a crossflow
p421 N91-18027
Dedication of National Institute for Aviation Research
INIAR-90-21] p440 N91-19040
Airline quality rating
INIAR-91-11] p563 N91-22098
Business plans for the Institute for Aviation Research,
FY 1990 - FY 1995
IIAR-89-15] p609 N91-23020
Kansas Aviation Review
INIAR-91-3] p613 N91-24087
Evaluation of automation for inspection of aging
aircraft p 613 N91-24088
An overview of information resources in aviation
p 690 N91-24091
Program plans for aviation safety research
INIAR-90-32) p638 N91-24157
Feasibility study in crack detection in aircraft stiffened
panels by pulse probing and deconvolution
p654 N91-24158
Bonded/fusion repair of aircraft structures
p613 N91-24160
Crashworthiness experiments p 638 N91-24161
Mechanical paint removal techniques for composite
aircraft p613 N91-24163
A brief examination and comparison between the
Federal motor vehicle safety standards and the Federal
aviation regulations
INIAR-91-25] p991 N91-31020
Electromagnetic emissions from an electro-impulse
deicing system in a composite wing equipped with lightning
protection
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/32] p1101 N91-32284
Williams International, Walled Lake, Ml.
Small Engine Component Technology (SECT) studies
| NASA-CR-1750801 p 663 N91-24206
Woodslde Summit Group, Inc., Mountain View, CA.
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
a viscous-inviscid interaction approach
p170 A91-18363
An improved three-dimensional aerodynamics model for
helicopter airloads prediction
IAIAA PAPER 91-0767] p 267 A91-21610
Three-dimensional viscous rotor flow calculations using
boundary-layer equations p 801 A91 -45359
Worcester Polytechnic Inst., MA.
High altitude, microwave-powered atmospheric sampling
aircraft p 393 N91-18170
Wright Lab., Eglln AFB, FL.
Thin layer Navier-Stokes solutions for transonic
multibody interference
IAD-A234252] p 1027 N91-32072
Wright Research Development Center,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Stage effects on stalling and recovery of a high-speed
10-stage axial-flow compressor
IAD-A225662] p 125 N91-11758
Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator (IESS)
post run analysis with DECALC/DECGRAPH and a truth
data formatting program written in FORTRAN
IAD-A226116] p 151 N91-12866
Technology and design considerations for an advanced
theater transport p 391 N91-1B085
An experimental study of exit flow patterns in a multistage
compressor in rotating stall
IAD-A231353] p 580 N91-21143
The handling qualities of the STOL and maneuver
technology demonstrator from specification to flight test
p666 N91-23117
Turbojet potential for hypersonic flight
p658 N91-23155
An experimental evaluation of combustor liner materials
for solid fuel ramjet testing p 670 N91 -24289
Analytical certification of aircraft structures
p 684 N91-24641
Perceptual limitations of peripherally displayed colors
on CRTs
IAD-A236289] p 872 N91-27460
Investigation into the failure cause of a double acting,
leading edge groove, tilting pad thrust bearing
IAD-A235613] p 874 N91-27549
Recent developments in the area of aircraft rough field
performance p 830 N91-28154
Landing gear improvements for transport aircraft
p831 N91-28159
Aircraft operations from runways with inclined ramps
(ski-jump)
|AD-A237265| p 927 N91-29171
Wright State Univ., Dayton, OH.
A computer aided multivariable control systems design
technique with application to aircraft flying qualities
IAD-A232549] p 653 N91-23144
Wyle Labs., Inc., El Segundo, CA.
Evaluation of potential damage to unconventional
structures by sonic booms
IAD-A225029] p 149 N91-12125
Wyle Labs., Inc., Hampton, VA.
Design methodology for a community response
questionnaire on sonic boom exposure
[NASA-CR-1875031 p 608 N91-22830
Wyoming Univ., Laramie.
Production of jet fuels from coal derived liquids. Volume
16: Analysis of phenolic species in coal derived aviation
fuels
IAD-A224656] p 139 N91-11938
A comparison of surface sensible and latent heat fluxes
from aircraft and surface measurements in FIFE 1987
(NASA-CR-1873651 p 154 N91-12136
Review of Air Force compressor blade and vane rework
and it's impact on performance and costs
IAD-A229518] p 1075 N91-32136
Yale Univ., New Haven, CT.
Three real-time architectures - A study using reward
models p 427 A91-24371
Aircraft automatic flight control system with model
inversion p 951 A91-50619
Youngstown State Univ., OH.
Real-time simulation of supersonic inlets
p898 A91-50990
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ALGERIA
Creep of a Co-rich Ni base superalloy
p 136 A91-14268
ARGENTINA
Collaboration among enterprises and Article 83 bis of
the Chicago convention P 160 A91-16603
A concept of stall warning system
p395 A91-24516
AUSTRALIA
The effects of aerofoil profile on wing buffet at low
speeds p2 A91-11151
Fibre composite repairs to damaged structural
components p 232 A91-17377
A drag measurement technique for free piston shock
tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 91-0549] p 224 A91-19356
Turbulent shear flow over surface mounted obstacles
p252 A91-21057
Parametric study on thrust production in the two
dimensional scramjet
[AIAA PAPER 91-0227] P 298 A91-21417
Velocity field of an axisymmetric pulsed, subsonic air
(et P 269 A91-22479
Identification of time delays in flight measurements
p327 A91-22953
Investigations into the flow behind castellated blunt
trailing edge aerofoils in supersonic flow
p346 A91-24473
A criterion for leading-edge separation
p358 A91-27251
General procedures to determine the composition of
commercial, two-part polysulfide aircraft sealants
p413 A91-28184
Co-operation is crucial to success of aging aircraft review
programmes P 435 A91-29054
Modelling residual stresses and fatigue crack growth
at cold-expanded fastener holes p515 A91-30805
Considerations in the application of dynamic
programming to optimal aircraft trajectory generation
p498 A91-30919
Stress analysis of interference-fit fastener holes using
a penalty finite element method p 519 A91-31809
The glancing interaction of a Prandtl-Meyer expansion
fan with a supersonic wake p 452 A91-32272
Fault detection and diagnosis in gas turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-339] p 578 A91-34814
A compression ignition driver for a free piston shock
tunnel p 759 A91 -40638
New generation of free-piston shock tunnels
p760 A91-40640
Laminar heat transfer to spherically blunted cones in
high enthalpy hyper velocity flows p 695 A91 -40646
Experimental and computational investigation of
isothermal swirling flow in an axisymmetric dump
combustor p 749 A91 -42806
Organization in a turbulent near-wake
p799 A91-45161
Identification of rotor dynamic effects in flight data
p324 A91-45395
Mechanisms of active noise control by vibration
sources p 882 A91 -45438
Computation of turbulent conical diffuser flows using a
non-orthogonal grid system p 806 A91-46199
Measurements of glancing shock wave/boundary layer
interaction from Mach 1.9 to 3.8 p807 A91-46290
Investigation of hypersonic injection
p807 A91-46298
Vortex shedding from cylinders in near axial flow
p807 A91-46309
Factors affecting the design of a new transonic wind
tunnel for Australia p 854 A91-46315
Visualisation of vortex flows around canard
configurations with highly-swept leading edges
p808 A91-46334
The excitation of acoustic resonances by flow around
two circular cylinders in tandem in a duct
p869 A91-46336
An experimental study of transonic flow past a sphere
p809 A91-46341
Base flow behind a castellated blunt trailing edge aerofoil
in supersonic flow p 809 A91-46343
Generation of swirl in an open-circuit wind tunnel
p809 A91-46344
Real gas effects in hypervelocity flows over an inclined
cone p809 A91-46356
Dissociating flows in hypervelocity aerodynamics
p809 A91-46359
Interference between two two-dimensional circular
cylinders in turbulent flow p 809 A91-46361
Investigation into the wakes of blunt trailing edge
aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers p 809 A91-46365
Hypervelocity flow in axisymmetric nozzles
p809 A91-46372
Two methods for calculating the velocities induced by
a constant diameter far-wake p 895 A91-48822
Heat transfer measurements on a biconic in
hypervelocity nitrogen flow p 896 A91-49238
Aerothermodynamic design of noise suppressors for
ground running of afterburning engines
P1082 A91-56125
The reduction of smoke from the Allison T56 gas turbine
engine p 1065 A91-56166
An auxiliary intake system for an unmanned aircraft
P1051 A91-56230
Supersonic combuslion with transverse, circular wall
jets p 1086 A91-56231
International air navigation system functional
requirements p 1035 A91-56467
Airborne computer technology initiatives
p 1059 A91-56474
The effects of icing on the dynamic response of thick
aerofoils p 1023 A91 -56784
Flight testing of two Allison T56 engines modified to
the ARL developed low smoke configuration
[ARL-PROP-TM-449] p 47 N91-10064
Shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena,
supplement 5
[NASA-CR-182096-SUPPL-5] p 238 N91-13651
Programmable cockpit-flight dynamic model
[AD-A227748] p 296 N91-15171
Programmable cockpit-head-up display and outside
view
[AD-A227751] p 297 N91-15172
Flight flutter test techniques at ARL
[AD-A227754] p 306 N91-15178
tFDIS: An expert system for diagnosis o1 failures in jet
aircraft engines
[AD-A227757] p 302 N91-16020
Design and preliminary development of an engine for
small unmanned air vehicles
[ARL-PROP-R-184] p 400 N91-18110
Ensuring the integrity and veracity of an interactive fault
diagnosis and isolation system for a gas turbine engine
1AD-A230724] p 529 N91-20497
Aerothermodynamic design appraisal of noise
suppressors for F/A-18 engine run-up facilities at RAAF
Williamtown
[ARL-PROP-R-177] p 585 N91-22136
Water tunnel flow visualisation of vortex breakdown over
the F/A-18
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-179] p 600 N91-22511
The FIAMS research aircraft or small is beautiful
p603 N91-22655
A generic inertial navigation system model for computer
simulation studies
[AD-A236849] p 822 N91-27149
A review of Australian and New Zealand investigations
on aeronautical fatigue during the period April 1989 to
March 1991
[AD-A236016] p829 N91-27152
F-111C flight data reduction and analysis procedures
[AD-A236025] p 829 N91-27153
Programmable cockpit: Inter-computer communications
and data flow
IAD-A236028) p 829 N91-27154
Measurements of fluctuating effects on a circular cylinder
in a uniform flow at subcritical Reynolds number, part 1
[PB91-177865] p 874 N91-27507
Measurements of fluctuating effects on a circular cylinder
in a uniform flow at subcritical Reynolds number, part 2
[PB91-177873-PT2] p 874 N91-27508
A novel epoxy lacquer for high strength steel in F-111
aircraft during overhaul
[AD-A236828] p 967 N91-29326
F/A-18 1/9th scale model tail buffet measurements
[ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-188] p 954 N91-30149
Tropical tests of a seawater marker
[MRL-TR-90-19] p 1030 N91-31109
Field evaluation of six protective coatings applied to T56
turbine blades after 500 hours of engine use
[ARL-MAT-TM-405] p 1074 N91-31179
Australian experiments in Automatic Dependent
Surveillance (ADS) including the Pacific Engineering Trials
(PET) p 1039 N91-32101
Time-frequency domain analysis of helicopter
transmission vibration
[ARL-PROP-R-180] p 1080 N91-32146
AUSTRIA
Interacting laminar boundary layers in
quasi-two-dimensional flow p 86 A91-14381
B
BELGIUM
Numerical solution of 3-D laminar compressible subsonic
flows in ducts p82 A91-13260
Composite repair - An airlines point of view
p336 A91-24489
A frequency domain maximum likelihood identification
scheme with application to flight flutter data analysis
p581 A91-35576
Accurate prediction of three dimensional intake flow
p 1021 A91-56175
Optimum on-line handling of air traffic over Western
Europe p 30 N91-10982
The EUROCONTROL future ATS system concept and
the programme of studies, tests, and trials
p30 N91-10983
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Aircraft dynamics for air traffic control
p42 N91-10985
Generation of aircraft trajectories for on-line operation:
Methods, techniques, and tools p 42 N91-10987
The high-resolution graphic display: A possible
man/machine interface for a computer assisted ATC
management system p 31 N91-10989
The 4-0 control of current air carriers in the present
environment: Objectives, status, and plans
p31 N91-10990
The control of inbound nights p 32 N91-10992
Air traffic management and aircraft guidance in a zone
of convergence p 33 N91-10998
Ground-based 4-0 guidance of flights in strong wind
p33 N91-10999
The air traffic controller facing automation: Conflict or
cooperation p 34 N91-11001
Aircraft trajectory reconstitution on the basis of
multi-radar plot information p 34 N91-11002
Developments to enhance meteorological forecasting
for air traffic services p 64 N91 -11006
Integration of aircraft capability in air traffic handling
simulations p 35 N91-11007
Air traffic control aspects for the time beyond 1992
p 108 N91-11723
Symbolic generation of aircraft simulation programmes
p328 N91-15727
Integration of a realistic airline/aircrew/aircraft
component in ATC simulations p 329 N91-15738
Subsonic and transonic cascade design
p366 N91-18042
Aero-thermal investigation of a highly loaded transonic
linear turbine guide vane cascade. A test case for inviscid
and viscous flow computations
[VKI-TN-174] p680 N91-23437
BRAZIL
Minimum control speed - A 'thrustless' approach
p285 A91-20980
Experimental investigation of a 2-0 scramjet inlet at
Mach numbers of 8 to 18 and stagnation temperatures
of 4.100K
[AIAA PAPER 91-0013) p 256 A91-21333
Whirl-flutter suppression in advanced turboprops and
propfans by active control techniques
p402 A91-24347
A study of propeller-wing-body interference for a low
speed twin-engined pusher configuration
p 341 A91-24382
An algorithm for decoupling vertical/horizontal motions
of non-symmetric rolling aircraft p 403 A91-24421
Kernel function occurring in subsonic unsteady potential
flow p707 A91-42280
An investigation of hypersonic shock tunnel testing at
an equilibrium interface condition of 4100 K - Theory and
experiment
I AIAA PAPER 91-1707] p 761 A91-42560
A small gas turbine for Drone aircraft - Design
philosophy
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-196] p 836 A91-44616
Insights on the whirl-flutter phenomena of advanced
turboprops and propfans p 823 A91-45324
CANADA
Transonic buffet on a supercritical aerofoil
p2 A91-11157
Low Mach number Euler computations
p5 A91-11900
Residual interference and wind-tunnel wall adaptation
p 52 A91-12890
Transonic computations on a natural grid
p 13 A91-12904
Adaptive simulator motion software with supervisory
control
(AIAA PAPER 90-3133) p 156 A91-16688
Validation and verification of flight simulators - The facts
and fictions
[AIAA PAPER 90-3173] p 131 A91-16718
International aspects of civil helicopter operators
p 162 A91-17283
NATC Manned Flight Simulator VTOL ship motion
simulation and application p 198 A91-17308
Unsteady wind-tunnel interference in dynamic testing
[AIAA PAPER 91-0682] p 179 A91-19410
Assessment of impact damage in toughened resin
composites p 312 A91-20776
VASI systems for helicopter operations
p 294 A91-21221
Optimization studies for the PW305 turbofan
p297 A91-21222
Simulation, testing and optimization of a new low cost
electronic fuel control unit for small gas turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 901027] p 298 A91-21239
New family of low cost electronic fuel control units for
small gas turbine engines
I SAE PAPER 901039] p 298 A91-21245
Wind tunnel tests of aerodynamic effects of type I and
II ground de/anti-icing fluids on small transport and general
aviation aircraft during takeoff
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -0763 ] p 288 A91 -21609
Engine performance monitoring and troubleshooting
techniques for the CF-18 aircraft
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-357] p 301 A91-23635
Development of a three dimensional unsteady transonic
aerodynamics computer code for flutter analysis
p338 A91-24307
Performance of the new roll-in roll-out transonic test
sections of the NAE 1.5 m x 1.5 m blowdown wind
tunnel p 408 A91-24343
Analysis and optimization of scramjet inlet
performance p 345 A91-24437
Finite element method for computing turbulent propeller
flow p416 A91-24584
Aerodynamic stability theory of hypersonic wings
p351 A91-25739
A new Lagrangian method for steady hypersonic flow
computation p 353 A91-25756
Damage-tolerance-based life prediction of aeroengine
compressor discs. I - A deterministic fracture mechanics
approach p417 A91-25796
Damage-tolerance-based life prediction of aeroengine
compressor discs. II - A probabilistic fracture mechanics
approach p417 A91-25797
Aerodynamic design of low-drag fuselages
p386 A91-25897
A review of high-performance thermoplastic resins and
their composites p 413 A91 -25898
Three-dimensional isothermal flow modelling of a
gas-turbine, reverse-flow annular combustor
p 398 A91-25899
An application of Kalman filtering to airborne wind
measurement p 480 A91-30363
Landing gear steer-by-wire control system - Digital vs
analog study p 467 A91-31057
Significance of residual curing strains in composite
structure repair technology p 590 A91-32461
Motion compensation for ASTOR long range SAR
p575 A91-33625
Test program for Honeywell/DND Helicopter Integrated
Navigation System (HINS) p 565 A91-33626
INS reset removal for enhanced post-flight performance
analysis p 565 A91-33628
Airborne gravimetry and the Global Positioning System
p602 A91-33634
The design, simulation and implementation of an
accurate positioning system for automatic flight
inspection p 566 A91-33646
Decoupled flight control via a model-following technique
using the Euler operator p 664 A91 -37595
Moving surface boundary-layer control as applied to
two-dimensional airfoils p 615 A91 -37768
Actual stresses in notches - How applicable are the
common stress concentration factors?
p676 A91-38775
An update on SKAD (survival kit air droppable)
systems p 635 A91-39384
406 MHz ELT signal spectra for Sarsat
p643 A91-39778
Tiltrotor developments p 612 A91-40180
Viscous airfoil computations using Richardson
extrapolation
|AIAA PAPER 91-1559] p 698 A91-40733
Interoperability versus integration of Omega and GPS
p 735 A91-41443
Performance implications of gas-turbine pressure-gain
combustors
| AIAA PAPER 91-1879] p 744 A91-41641
Design optimization of an electronic fuel control unit
featuring two digital actuators
| AIAA PAPER 91-20031 p 745 A91-41672
Low profile Satcom aircraft antenna development
p736 A91-42781
TABS - An automated pre-flight planning system
p733 A91-42783
Visual systems for ATC training p 761 A91-42792
Computer modelling of implanted component faults in
a gas turbine engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-1912] p 750 A91-44053
Further development of an improved pulse, pressure
gain, gas-turbine combustor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-841 p 834 A91-44558
Analytical and experimental simulation of fan blade
behaviour and damage under bird impact
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-126] p 835 A91-44577
Prediction of tip-leakage losses in axial turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-154] p 792 A91-44595
Inlet flow distortion effects on rotating stall
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-215] p 794 A91-44632
Off-design performance of a linear cascade of turbine
blades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-314] p 798 A91-44695
Adaptation of a small commercial fan jet trainer for
military applications
I ASME PAPER 90-GT-391 ] p 841 A91-44727
Over forty years of continuous research at UTIAS on
nonstationary flows and shock waves
p866 A91-44831
Interactive airfoil calculations with higher-order
viscous-flow equations p 798 A91-45101
Finite-element analysis of ring gear/casing spline
contact p866 A91-45345
An in-flight investigation into the relationships among
control sensitivity, control bandwidth and disturbance
rejection bandwidth using a variable stability helicopter
p847 A91-45390
The PW200 engine design focus on reliability and
maintainability p 841 A91-45410
Thin uncambered aerofoils with a leading-edge
separation bubble p 808 A91-46321
The stability of two-dimensional membranes in streaming
flow p871 A91-48037
Instrument aircraft flight test - A simulator manufacturer's
experience
[AIAA PAPER 91-29311 p 924 A91-49989
Moving surface boundary-layer control - Studies with
bluff bodies and application p 897 A91-50339
Cockpit displays and visual simulation; Proceedings of
the Meeting, Orlando. FL, Apr. 17. 18, 1990
[SPIE-1289] ' p933 A91-50459
Transient thermographic NDE of turbine blades
p973 A91-51581
Artificial intelligence in the eddy current inspection of
aircraft engine components p 975 A91-51895
A pre-run-time scheduling algorithm for hard real-time
systems p 986 A91-52159
Classification of radar clutter in an air traffic control
environment p917 A91-52163
Numerical investigation of high-temperature effects in
the UTIAS-RPI hypersonic impulse tunnel
p 962 A91-52251
Recent research on wind tunnel wall interference at the
National Research Council of Canada
p958 A91-52790
Helicopter gearbox vibration analysis in the Canadian
Forces - Applications and lessons p 977 A91-52818
Full authority digital electronic control of Pratt and
Whitney 305 turbofan engine
|SAE PAPER 911018] p 940 A91-52946
Aerodynamic impact of deicing/anti-icing fluids on
commuter aircraft
ISAE PAPER 911026] p 926 A91-52951
Smart laser hole drilling for gas turbine combustors
[SAE PAPER 911140] p 1089 A91-53572
Roll-induced cross-loads on a delta wing at high
incidence
[AIAA PAPER 91-32231 p1011 A91-53874
Aircraft configurations with outboard horizontal
Stabilizers p 1049 A91 -54375
Fiber optic smart structures - Structures that see the
light p 1093 A91-55515
Fiber optic damage detection for an aircraft leading
edge p 1093 A91-55518
Measurements of the effects of winglets on tip-leakage
losses in a linear turbine cascade p 1018 A91-56112
On the performance of a small, conventional ccmbustor
burning a variety of fuels p 1064 A91-56140
Some investigations into the condition monitoring of
mechanical components in gas turbine engines
p 1064 A91-56160
Boundary linear integral method for compressible
potential flows p 1022 A91-56432
Surface modelling of a fighter aircraft fuselage with
B-splme skeletal lines p 1051 A91-56822
Flight evaluation of curved instrument approaches using
precision guidance provided by a Microwave Landing
System p 1036 A91-56823
The construction and commissioning of a flexible walled
wind tunnel p 1083 A91-56824
Critical aspects of trajectory prediction: Flight in
non-uniform wind p 41 N91-10971
A summary of transonic natural laminar flow airfoil
development at NAE
[AD-A225102] p 94 N91-11679
The IAR high Reynolds number two-dimensional test
facility: A description of equipment and procedures
common to most 2-D airfoil tests
IAD-A226629] p 184 N91-13409
Wind tunnel investigation and flight tests of tail buffet
on the CF-18 aircraft p 218 N91-14325
The effect of wing planform on low speed buffet
p 220 N91-14336
NAVPACK: Simulation tools for design of high
performance integrated navigation systems
p329 N91-15739
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Evaluation of a new fuel with higher energy density
p414 N91-18079
The development of very thick multi-foil wings for high
speed, powered lift transport aircraft applications
p 390 N91-18082
Large amplitude oscillations p 561 N91-22108
An initial study into the influence of control stick
characteristics on the handling qualities of a fly-by-wire
helicopter p 651 N91-23122
An investigation into the use of side-arm control for civil
rotorcraft applications p 667 N91-23123
Determination of decision-height windows for
decelerating IMC approaches in helicopters
p667 N91-23124
Performance characteristics of hypersonic detonation
wave ramjets p 659 N91-23168
The role of analysis in the design and qualification of
composite aircraft structures p 684 N91-24648
Analysis by the statistical discrete gust method
p759 N91-26156
Failure analysis case histories of Canadian forces aircraft
landing gear components p 830 N91-28151
Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research
Council. First Canadian newsletter on systems, 1989
[NAE-LTR-FR-1081 p 890 N91-29139
Flight Research Laboratory. Institute for Aerospace
Research
[CTN-91-60105) p890 N91-29140
Subsonic aerodynamic coefficients of the SDM at angles
of attack up to 90 deg
[NAE-LTR-UA-93] p 903 N91-29144
Evaluation of a pre-production version of Canadian
Marconi CMA-786 GPS receiver
INAE-LTR-FR-106) p918 N91-29158
Flight evaluation of complex approaches in a Twin Otter
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[NAE-LTR-FR-114] p918 N91-29159
NAE participation in the United States FAA vertical
separation study
[NAE-LTR-FR-105] p 918 N91-29160
Review of Canadian aeronautical fatigue work:
1987-1989
[NAE-LTR-ST-17061 p 927 N91-29165
A full function checkout test for the NAE full scale
structural test control and data acquisition system
[NAE-LTR-ST-1696) p 927 N91-29166
Tutor aft fuselage and empennage full-scale test:
Procedures for creating a damage log
[NAE-ST-576] p927 N91-29167
A new look at the Tobak-Schiff model of nonplanar
aircraft dynamics
[NAE-LTR-UA-101J p 927 N91-29168
Compressor fault modelling for engine health monitoring:
Review and recommendations
[NRC-TR-ENG-004] p 940 N91-29178
The failure of components in power generation
equipment
[NAE-LTR-ST-1774J p 940 N91-29180
An investigation into the use of side-arm control for civil
rotorcraft applications
[AD-A226628J p 953 N91-29190
Assessment of impact damage in toughened resin
composites
[NAE-LTR-ST-16951 p 966 N91-29236
Laboratory evaluation of portable and walk-through
explosives vapour detectors
[NAE-LTR-UA-104] p 979 N91-29533
Strain gauge cabling, conditioning, and sensitivity
calculations for the CT-114 (Tutor) aircraft aft fuselage
and empennage full-scale fatigue test
(NAE-LTR-ST-1758] p 979 N91-29534
NAE Twin Otter operations in the 1988 Eulerian model
evaluation field study
(NAE-LTR-FR-107J p 983 N91-29651
QBDATAMT: A computer program to read Datamyte
recorder data into an IBM PC or compatible computer
INAE-LTR-ST-547] p 987 N91-29742
Description of computer programs used to analyze and
plot Spectrapot data files
INAE-ST-557] p 987 N91-29744
The dynamic performance of a variety of seat cushion
materials under vertical impact loads
(DCIEM-88-TR-53J p 909 N91-30111
Canadian aircrew fresh water survival 1952-1987
(DCIEM-88-RR-51) p 910 N91-30112
Investigation of the fatigue crack growth characteristics
of Ti-17
(DREP-89-321 p968 N91-30316
Development of structural optimization capability at
RMC
[DREA-CR-89-413] p 982 N91-30564
Evaluating the effectiveness of active noise reduction
in flight helmets
[DCIEM-88-RR-34] p 990 N91-30906
Beacon activation device
IPATENT-1-256-916] p 1030 N91-31108
Photoelastic coating study of redesigned CT114 coupon
joint test specimen for horizontal stabilizer rear attachment
fitting to vertical stabilizer rear spar
[NAE-LTR-ST-1701] p 1051 N91-31125
Low temperature environment operations of turbo
engines p 1070 N91-31146
Ice tolerant engine inlet screens for CH113/113A search
and rescue helicopters p 1070 N91-31149
Cold weather ignition characteristics of advanced small
gas turbine combustion systems p 1070 N91-31152
Cold start development of modern small gas turbine
engines at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of Canada Ltd.
p 1071 N91-31156
Climatic considerations in the life cycle management
of the CF-18 engine p 1071 N91-31158
The influence of fuel characteristics on heterogeneous
flame propagation p 1073 N91-31165
Segmented rotatable nozzles
ICA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-63) p 1074 N91-31174
Segmented vectoring cruise nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-631 p 1074 N91-31175
Ventral segmented nozzles
[CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-631 p 1074 N91-31176
Techniques to assess the state of health of sealed lead
acid batteries
[CTN-91-60214] p 1098 N91-31515
International standardization of future air navigation
systems Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) ICAO
ADS Panel activities p 1038 N91-32096
Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) development
in Canada p 1040 N91-32104
CHILE
Experimental and analytical study of shaft cracking
response in rotatory machines p 594 A91-35516
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Optimization of the arrangement of the front and rear
blade rows of a tandem blade cascade
p46 A91-11349
A study of implicit space-marching method for the
supersonic viscous flow over the blunt cone
p4 A91-11831
A study of cylindrical interaction of turbulent boundary
layer/shock with swept compression corners
p4 A91-11836
Finite element method for computation of transonic flow
about wings from the pressure minimum integral
p4 A91-11838
An efficient method for solving transonic flow about
plane cascades with a large nosing p4 A91-11839
Calculation of boundary-layer flows on low Reynolds
number and transonic airfoils p5 A91-11840
A three-dimensional incompressible Euler flow solution
in turbomachinery pS A91-11841
Vortex development on cruciform canard configurations
at supersonic speeds p 5 A91-11843
The calculation method for subsonic longitudinal and
lateral aerodynamic characteristics of complete aircraft
configuration p5 A9J-11844
An approximate calculating method of
supersonic/hypersonic unsteady aerodynamic forces of
airfoils p5 A91-11845
Application of LU-ADI algorithm in two-dimension
transonic flow p5 A91-11848
Application of cryogenic wind tunnel with liquid nitrogen
and selection of its temperature level p 52 A91-12724
Localized linearization method for wings at high angle
of attack p 12 A91-12896
The moment function formulation of inverse and hybrid
problems for blade-to-blade compressible viscous flow
along axisymmetric stream sheet p 83 A91-13267
A variational finite element method with variant domain
for solving fully 3-D flow in turbomachine
p 83 A91-13288
Numerical study of three-dimensional turbulent flow
through a rectangular-round S-shaped diffuser
p 84 A91-13294
A synthetic research for aircraft active flutter
suppression p 126 A91-14227
Dynamic substructuring analysis of composite structures
with nonlinear links p 142 A91-14228
Optimization design for suppressing 'ground resonance'
of the helicopter p 111 A9M4229
An experimental study of rotor aerodynamics in ground
effect at low speeds p 86 A91-14315
The application of dynamic schlieren-photon correlation
technique to a supersonic shear layer
p86 A91-14319
Mathematical model and digital simulation of turbojet
acceleration p 123 A91-14320
Computation of transonic viscous flow in nozzle
p89 A91-14937
Experimental research on autoignition of fuel injected
transversely into supersonic airstream
p 123 A91-14938
A study on combustion of boron-contained fuel for solid
fuel ramjets p 137 A91-14948
Adaptive robust control for continuous time systems and
its application p 155 A91 -15151
Analysis of dynamic behaviour of 2K-H planetary
gearing p 144 A91-16018
Influence of alteration layer created by creep-feed
grinding on fatigue life of M17 superalloy
p 137 A91-16023
Expert coordinating control of position/force for
interconnected rigid structures p 155 A91-16024
System reliability of a rotating shaft of an aircraft
tailplane p 232 A91-18064
Analytical and experimental investigation of bird impact
on blades p 212 A91-20387
Effect of inlet distortion on blade vibration and inlet
distortion tolerance p212 A91-20388
Natural vibration analysis of turbomachinery disk with
small mistuned blades p213 A91-20393
Analysis for typical stator blade structure and its
implementation p 238 A91-20396
Reliability analysis of structure and control mechanism
of aircraft flap p315 A91-20916
Estimation of aerodynamic and mode parameters of
aircraft's open and closed-loop system
p303 A91-20992
Control law study of aircraft maneuvers at high attack
angle p305 A91-22251
A mechanism of fretting fatigue failure in the joining lug
of a wing structure p319 A91-22252
Measurements of vorticity field p319 A91-22259
Definition of service life for frame of an airplane
p288 A91-22262
Air-to-ground attack and Integrated Flight/Fire Control
p305 A91-22265
Improved design of the error-proof filler cover of aircraft
fuel system p 288 A91-22266
Determination of rivet diameter and edge distance in
aircraft riveted structure p 319 A91-22267
Development of cast superalloys for gas turbines in
China p 313 A91-22340
Magnetron sputtered CoCrAlY coatings on superalloy
IN738 p313 A91-22346
A new method for subsonic lifting-surface theory
p268 A91-22351
A calculating method of the kill probability attack area
lorAAM p305 A91 -22352
The fuzzy synthetic judgement of correlating parameter
of fighter design p 289 A91-22354
Nonlinear multi-point modeling and parameter estimation
of the DO 28 research aircraft p 289 A91-22357
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum lifts
in separated flow p 268 A91-22367
An equivalent calculation of load spectrums
p319 A91-22369
The interim prediction for aircraft noise
p 332 A91-22370
Predictive control of optimal path terrain following
system p 305 A91-22371
A maximum likelihood method for flight test data
compatibility check p 327 A91-22373
A method of developing load spectrum for a fighter
aircraft p 290 A91-22381
Flowfield computation of 2-C-D nozzle
p268 A91-22382
Corrosion fatigue crack growth of 30CrMnSiNi2A-steel
in airplane environments p 313 A91-22383
A practical method for the aerodynamic calculations of
blunt bodies of revolution p 268 A91-22392
A closed form solution of stress intensity factors for the
shaft of aeroplane all-moving stabilizer with comer cracks
emanating from a hole p 319 A91 -22752
Numerical analyses of stress near the hole of
compressor disk by boundary element method
p319 A91-22754
An adaptive filter for tracking the maneuvering target
p 327 A91-22756
The compatibility check of the flight test data of the
DO 28 research aircraft p 290 A91-22757
An identification method of fast time varying parameters
adapted to aircraft control systems p 327 A91 -22758
The influences of forced oscillations toward
vortex-breakdown p 270 A91 -22762
AF-2 iteration and its parallel algorithm for transonic flow
with large disturbances in freestream-direction around
axisymmetric bodies at zero angle of attack
p 270 A91-22763
Calculation of unsteady aerodynamic loads on wings
with an oscillatory leading edge flap p 270 A91 -22764
Calculations on total temperature and pressure in
hypersonic air flow p 271 A91 -23095
An application of automatic ignitor DDK-1 to turbojet
engine test under simulated altitude condition
p300 A91-23100
A new method of predicting the performance of gas
turbine engines
[ASME PAPER gO-GT-SS1?] p 302 A91-23647
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Solution of Euler equations to 2-0 and axisymmetric
compressible flows using conformal mapping
coordinates p 272 A91-24152
Superconvergence in two-dimensional vortex-lattice
methods p 322 A91-24153
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for multiple
oscillating airfoil p 273 A91-24154
A method for calculating the aerodynamic forces of
elliptical circulation control airfoils p 273 A91-24155
The effects of canard position aerodynamic
characteristics of forward-swept wing
p273 A91-24156
A Green's Function Method for calculating the transonic
pressure distribution of wing p 273 A91-24157
Curved vortex elements for numerical wake modeling
p273 A91-24162
The method for extending the range of attack angle
and blockage in transonic wind tunnel testing - Using low
supersonic nozzle instead of sonic nozzle
p273 A91-24163
Numerical computation of shock in the front of blunt
body p273 A91-24164
Calculation of transonic nozzle flow
p273 A91-24167
Viscous-inviscid interactive semi-inverse code for three
dimensional transonic flow p 274 A91-24168
Active control experimental investigation about
aerodynamic characteristics at high incidence
p401 A91-24336
Aeroelastic stability of composite bearingless rotor
blades p 380 A91 -24341
Nonlinear flutter analysis of wings at high angle of
attack p402 A91-24366
Transonic wing design for transport aircraft
p 344 A91-24435
An analysis of reduced order system for airplane gust .
alleviation p 403 A91-24440
Structure and method of the expert system for sensor
failure detection of aircraft p 394 A91-24467
The effect of electric properties of advanced composites
on the design of modem aircraft p 412 A91-24500
A study of wing rock p 404 A91-24504
Controlling the leading-edge vortex on the vortex flap
using mass injection p 348 A91-24513
Subsonic steady, unsteady aerodynamic calculation for
wings at high angle of attack p 348 A91-24518
An efficient finite-difference algorithm for computing
axisymmetric transonic nacelle flow fields
p353 A91-25840
Digital generation of two-dimensional field of turbulence
for flight simulation p 354 A91-25842
Numerical modeling of turbulent evaporating gas-droplet
two-phase flows in an afterburner dirtusor of turbo-fan jet
engines P 418 A91-25844
The eigenvalue sensitivity analysis and design for
integrated flight/propulsion control system
p405 A91 -25846
A ground simulation-inspection system for avionic
devices p 408 A91 -25847
Numerical optimization program for designing controlled
diffusion compressor blading p 397 A91-25877
Experimental investigation of turbulent drag reduction
in compress cascade p 354 A91-25878
Prediction of stall margin for multistage axial flow
compressors p 354 A91-25879
Effect of hub treatment on performance of an axial flow
compressor p 397 A91-25880
Aerodynamical design for small gasturbines
p397 A91-25882
Influence of downstream distortion on performance of
axial compressor p 354 A91-25883
Throughflow calculation in an axial-flow compressor
stage using averaged Navier-Stokes equations
p 354 A91-25884
A research on cracked failures of fir-tree serration in
aeroengine turbine disc p 418 A91-25887
A flux vector splitting explicit scheme and simulation
of 2-0 nozzle's propulsive jet p 398 A91-25889
An analytical study of component matching regularity
of turbojet engine p 398 A91-25890
A review and prospect of pulsating combustion
p413 A91-25893
Embedded structure of recirculatjon zones in coaxial
dump combustor with inner swirl inlet
p 398 A91-25894
Development of a intelligent force meter by automatic
electro-magnetic balancing p 398 A91-25895
Development study on an air-turbo-ramjet (ATR) for a
future Japanese space plane p 398 A91-26217
The development and application of radar altimeters in
China p 395 A91-26224
Influence of exit-boundary conditions on
transonic-diffuser flow fields p 357 A91-26564
The numerical Navier-Stokes solution of
two-dimensional flow with transverse injection
p419 A91 -26565
A inviscid-viscous interaction method to predict the
three-dimensional transonic viscous flow performance of
axial turbine p 357 A91-26679
Pressure based calculation method used for nozzle
flows p357 A91-26680
A throughflow calculating method of axial compressor
with turbulent mixing p 358 A91-26682
Research of onset of rotating stall for compressible
flow p358 A91-26683
Numerical simulation of transonic flow in cascades
p3S8 A91-26686
The application of bowed blade to compressor
p398 A91-26687
Numerical simulation of vortex breakdown onset
p358 A91-27508
Similarity rules for transformation between high- and
low-speed models of high pressure axial compressor
bladings p359 A91-27783
Signal analysis technique for surge-detonation of a
turbojet engine p 399 A91-27785
Investigation of intelligent measurement system for
aero-engine experiments p 420 A91-27786
Sub-matrices analysis applied to engine faults
diagnosis p 399 A91-27787
Experimental technique for investigation on foreign
object damage of aeroengine p 399 A91 -27790
Vibration diagnosis and vibration source analysis of
aircraft engine p 420 A91-27791
Experimental research on distortion tolerance capacity
of a twin-spool turbojet p 399 A91-27792
Rotating stall and surge in axial flow compressor
p359 A91-27795
Study on the secondary flow and it's control in
compressor p 360 A91-27796
A power correction formula for piston aeroengines
p399 A91-27799
Performance evaluation of motion compensation
methods in ISAR by computer simulation
p515 A91-30860
Theoretical investigation of gliding parachute trajectory
with deadband and non-proportional automatic homing
control
[AIAA PAPER 91-0834] p 501 A91-32156
Flow field characteristics around cup-like bluff bodies,
parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 91-0855) p 451 A91-32172
ICCM-VII; Proceedings of the 7th International
Conference on Composite Materials, Guangzhou, People's
Republic of China, Nov. 22-24, 1989. Vols. 1-3
p588 A91-32451
Cumulative damage problem in pull-through fatigue of
C.F.R.P. laminate p 588 A91-32576
Optimal design of metal and composite thin-walled
structures with flutter constraint p 591 A91-32650
Analysis and optimal design of composite structures
p 591 A91-32651
Dynamic analysis technique of centrifugal impeller with
split blades • p 593 A91-35498
A new method for estimating airspeed, attack angle and
sideslip angle p 664 A91 -37051
The planar elements method for computing the
scattering field of flight vehicle p 674 A91 -37052
CAPP imitative system of aircraft assembly
p611 A91-37061
Experimental investigation on supersonic combustion
p657 A91-38203
Cycle analysis for a supersonic through flow fan
engine p 657 A91-38207
On digital electronic control system of aircraft engine
p657 A91-38209
Flow around an unsteady thin wing close to curved
ground p 620 A91-39744
Synchronous iterative method for computation of vortex
flows at high angles of attack p 624 A91-40126
The transient dynamic performances of a rotor-SFDB
system during passage through resonance
p678 A91-40130
The design and simulation of an intelligent flight control
system p 665 A91-40133
Transonic analysis and design using an improved grid
p624 A91-40137
Air surveying and data analysis for dynamic response
of missiles at swept-back wing tip p 647 A91-40156
Modal analysis for fibre-carbon composite parts of an
airplane p 679 A91-40157
The nonlinear dynamic response analysis of the front
windshield of Y12 under 'bird-impact' loads
p648 A91-40158
Application of acoustically treated honeycomb sandwich
panels in noise control of aircraft cabin
p648 A91-40160
Numerical analysis of solid-fuel interactive vibration on
an aircraft integral tank p 648 A91-40161
Calculation and experimental study on sonic fatigue life
of aircraft structural panels p 648 A91-40162
Further research on mechanical model for 'ground
resonance'of helicopters p 665 A91-40164
Vibration problems in an aircraft design
p648 A91-40165
Similarities and differences between environment tests
and reliability tests in view of vibration
p 665 A91-40166
Application of identification method of modal parameters
to flight flutter lest p 665 A91-40167
Integration of vibration test and flutter analysis - A brief
introduction to 'a real-time flutter analysis system'
p665 A91-40163
Transonic flutter analysis of 2-0 airfoils with 2 degrees
of freedom p 665' A91-40169
Identification of nacelle modes from airplane GVT
results p648 A91-40170
A study on sonic load of the vertical tail of F-7 aircraft
p648 A91-40171
Flexure vibration test method of aviation tube
p648 A91-40172
A numerical method for simulating drop test of landing
gears p648 A91-40174
Prediction of test spectrum for gunfire vibration
p666 A91-40175
A new pseudo-potential function model for rotational
flow and its application to transonic-supersonic flow
p625 A91-40373
Computation of three-dimensional flow fields through
compressor blade rows p 625 A91-40375
An application of topological method to analysing the
three-dimensional flow in cascades. II - Topological
analysis on the vector field patterns of skin-frictions and
section streamlines p 694 A91-40569
Experimental investigation of the shock wave and
turbulent boundary layer interaction induced by a cylindrical
protuberance p 695 A91-40604
Application of shock tunnel at pressure and heat transfer
experiments on turbine blade p 760 A91-40649
Correlative behaviours of shock/boundary layer
interaction induced by sharp fin and semicone
(AIAA PAPER 91-1756] p711 A91-42577
An approach to aerodynamic characteristics of low radar
cross-section fuselages p 718 A91-43501
A primary study of Reynolds number effect in transonic
flow p718 A91-43502
Prediction of helicopter rotor rotational noise
p 784 A91-43503
Synchronization device of digital flight controlling
computer and the algorithm for system scheduling
p742 A91-43508
An approximate computation method to compute
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of wing with
separation p 718 A91-43510
A study on the stiffness simulation calculation method
of flutter models of after body and horizontal tail of a new
type aeroplane p 739 A91-43511
Failure analysis of structural systems
p739 A91-43512
A new method for the vibration of thin-walled beams
p 772 A91-43706
A new concept on compressor and turbine for aerospace
propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 91-2591] p 755 A91-44303
Three-dimensional rotational flow in transonic
turbomachines. I - Solution obtained by using a number
of S1 stream filaments of revolution and a central S2 stream
filament
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-12J p 788 A91-44509
Three-dimensional rotational flow in transonic
turbomachines. II - Full 30 flow in CAS rotor obtained by
using a number of S1 and S2 stream filaments
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-13] p 788 A91-44510
Basic analysis of counter-rotating turbines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-108) p 835 A91-44570
An experimental investigation of loss reduction with
riblets on cascade blade surfaces and isolated airfoils
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-207] p 793 A91-44624
The interaction between the axial compressor and the
downstream distorting component
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-209] p 837 A91-44626
An investigation of the dynamic characteristic of axial
flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-210J p 837 A91-44627
Basic features of speed induced transient behaviour of
axial flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-211 ] p 793 A91-44628
Vortex control over end wall flow in compressor
cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-228] p 795 A91-44643
Development of an efficient oil film damper for improving
the control of rotor vibration
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-257) p 864 A91-44664
Numerical prediction of turbine profile loss
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-311) p 797 A91-44692
Multigrid solutions of 3-D inviscid flows through
circular-to-rectangular ducts p 798 A91-44758
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Numerical solution of turbulent flow field through a
tandem cascade using finite analytic method
p798 A91-44759
A study and analysis of launching apparatus for CK1-M
model of pilotless aircraft p 854 A91 -44760
A brief analysis of design and manufacture of major
components of some aircraft landing gears
p822 A91-44761
The optimal design with local instability
p865 A91-44762
A federated filter structure and algorithm for a
fault-tolerant navigation system p 820 A91-44765
Control law design of gust response alleviation for
helicopters p 822 A91-44766
An improved method of airfoil design
p798 A91-44768
Experimental study on cascade similarity transformation
rules p805 A91-46151
The numerical simulation and analysis of passage
vortices in 3-0 compressor cascade
p805 A91-46152
Application of tandem blades to an aeroengine
p843 A91-46153
Analytical method for subsonic cascade profile
p805 A91-46154
An experimental study of 3-D flow in a cascade
p805 A91-46155
Experimental investigation of a small two-stage transonic
axial compressor p 843 A91-46156
Numerical study of end-wall boundary layer and blade
force defect in cascades p 805 A91-46157
Numerical study of viscous flows in complex
geometries p 805 A91-46158
Calculation of modal characteristics for a propeller-gear
box-engine couple system p 869 A91-46163
Digital real-time simulation of a twin-spool turbojet
p843 A91-46165
Design and experimental study of a combined pilot
flameholder p 843 A91-46166
An experimental investigation of hydrogen-air
supersonic combustion p 844 A91-46168
Combustion processes of hydrogen in a supersonic air
flow p859 A91-46169
Numerical method for solving the Euler equation for
unsteady transonic flows over oscillating airfoils
p811 A91 -46451
A unified approximate feedback solution of coplanar
variable-speed interception games p 679 A91 -46452
The fuzzy synthetic judgement of correlating parameter
of fighter design p 826 A91-46453
Numerical calculations of gaseous reacting flows in a
model of gas turbine combustors p 869 A91-46454
A reversed-frame normalization design of robust flight
control system p 847 A91 -46455
Fuzzy clustering analysis of gas turbine engine mission
profiles p923 A91 -49061
An acoustic method for measuring characteristics of
rotating stall in a compressor p 989 A91 -49062
Experimental investigation on jet noise
p989 A91-49063
A distributed five-hole probe rake on stator blades for
rotor exit measurement of a compressor
p970 A91-49064
Finite analytic solution of turbulent flow field through
cascade of airfoil p 896 A91-49065
Effect of abrupt inlet distortion on engine stability
p937 A91-49070
Experimental investigation on liquid-cooling mechanism
for turbine vane p 970 A91-49072
A new algorithm of fixed-interval smoother and its
application to flight test p 984 A91-49868
A numerical calculation of the two-dimensional nozzle
jet p897 A91-50301
Design problems of three-dimensional contractions
p899 A91-51612
The experimental investigation of rotating stall of an
installed compressor p 938 A91-51613
Transonic airfoil analysis based on the interaction of
Euler and integral boundary-layer equation
p899 A91-52187
An AF3 algorithm for the calculation of transonic
nonconservative full potential flows over wings or
wing/body combinations p 899 A91-52189
Some problems about the atmospheric turbulence
spectrum and aircraft response p 952 A91-52190
The model reference fault tolerant control in aircraft
p 952 A91-52195
Discussion on the integration approaches and navigation
performance of integrated GPS/lnertial Navigation
Systems p917 A91-52196
Derivation of the two dimensional transonic time
linearized integral equation p 900 A91-52200
The investigation of the drag force of the rigid hollow
hemispherical parachute models in the starting flow
p900 A91-52207
Compressible lamina! and turbulent boundary-layer
computations for the three-dimensional wing
p900 A91-52208
YIDOYU and its application aircraft design
p987 A91-52209
A simulation study on takeoff and landing dynamics of
fly-by-wire control system aircraft p 952 A91-52212
A computer simulation for a helicopter carrying an
externally suspended load p 925 A91-52219
A dynamic model of two-spool turbo-jet engine with
post-stall capability p939 A91 -52220
The selection of impeller parameters for small centrifugal
refrigerating compressor p 976 A91 -52221
ICAW 1991; International Conference on Adaptive Wall
Wind Tunnel Research and Wall Interference Correction,
Xian, People's Republic of China. June 10-14, 1991,
Proceedings p 956 A91-52776
Reducing shock wave reflection for 3-D models testing
in 2-D adaptive flexible wall test section at M = 1.2
p958 A91-52786
Preliminary comparative assessment on 2-D and 3-D
wall adaptation for low supersonic 3-D flows
p958 A91-52787
High speed wind tunnel wall interference correction
research at NAI p 958 A91 -52789
Panel-method corrections tor half-model wind-tunnel
interference p 901 A91 -52791
Combined four-wall interference correction in
two-dimensional transonic airfoil tests
p 959 A91-52796
Wall interference corrections for high speed wind tunnel
tests using wall pressure method p 959 A91-52797
Investigation for wall interference of slotted wind tunnel
at high angle of attack p 959 A91-52798
A method of calculating the factors of ground effect
and wall interference at high lift coefficient
p901 A91-52799
A wall pressure correction method for subsonic wind
tunnel p 959 A91 -52800
Analysis of sidewall influence on airfoil and half-model
testing and the theory of boundary layer control
p902 A91-52802
Effect of wall friction on sidewall interference in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 960 A91-52803
Study on sidewall suction in two-dimensional wind
tunnel p 960 A91-52804
New advances in wind tunnel wall interference correction
for pressure measurements p 960 A91-52805
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference corrections of
semispan wing data p 902 A91-52806
A method for assessing transonic wind tunnel wall
interference - 2-D assessing computation using wall
pressure p 960 A91-52807
The impact of apex-flap on vortex-flapped delta and
double delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 91-3218) p 999 A91-53740
Some separation characteristics on the ogive nosed
slender body in supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-3258] p 1002 A91-53767
Improved mode-superposition technique for modal
frequency response analysis of coupled acoustic-structural
systems p1113 A91 -53847
Visualization of the wing-tip vortex in temporal and spatial
pressure gradients p 1015 A91-54870
Stalled flow behaviour in an axial flow compressor
p 1022 A91-56201
Analysis on design characteristic and key techniques
of a certain type of super-low altitude pilotless aircraft
p 1079 A91-S6454
Design and experimental study of the diffuser for the
exhaust duct of a gas turbine engine
p 1069 A91-56455
Experimental research on digital control of engine
JT15D-4
[AD-A225342] p 126 N91-12681
Some analysis of decision-making in the test
manufacture of military aircraft
[AD-A233111] p613 N91-24093
Design and implementation of real-time computer
coordinated force actuating system with
multi-input/output
[AD-A233114] p 687 N91-24768
Application of transformational ideas to automatic flight
control design
[AD-A234758] • p 758 N91-26148
Titanium alloy integrated centrifugal impeller 5
coordinate computer assisted manufacturing technology
[AD-A234797] p 766 N91-26300
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A237175] p 891 N91-29141
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A237232] p 891 N91-29142
Generalized simplified analytic solution of optimum cycle
parameters for land and aircraft gas turbine engines and
its applications
[AD-A237414] p 940 N91-29182
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Jet trainer aerofoil selection p 344 A91 -24432
Approximate inverse method of computing airfoil section
shape p358 A91-27515
Finite difference method for two- and three-dimensional
inviscid steady transonic flows in a channel
p359 A91-27516
Fatigue damage of an aircraft from the ground-air-ground
cycle p387 A91-27517
Aerodynamic modification of MS airfoil sections
p359 A91-27518
Numerical solution of steady viscous compressible flows
over a flat plate p 359 A91-27519
Experimental investigation of the transonic centrifugal
compressor inducer cascades p 359 A91 -27524
Airfoils with similar boundary layers
P443 A91-30732
Force spectra in aircraft control p 497 A91-30733
Three-dimensional prescribed velocity blade, row
design
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-68] p 790 A91-44549
The turbine regime of a rear axial compressor stage
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-74] p 791 A91-44S52
The effect of low Reynolds number on straight
compressor cascades
[ ASME PAPER 90-GT-221] p 794 A91 -44636
Experimental analysis data on the transonic flow past
a plane turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-313] p 797 A91-44694
Role of cyclic testing in the development of aircraft gas
turbine engines p 1061 A91-55559
An airworthiness certification procedure for the L-410
UVP-E aircraft from the standpoint of aeroelasticity
p 1029 A91-55560
Extreme forces in the propeller p 1017 A91 -55561
Numerical computation and mathematical modelling of
flow through transonic compressor cascades
p 1020 A91-56151
EGYPT
Heat transfer in oscillating flows p 676 A91 -38698
Stability analysis of intershaft squeeze film dampers
p971 A91 -50240
Combustion and emissions of steady and intermittent
high injection pressure sprays in a gas turbine
combustor p 1096 A91-56163
FINLAND
A multigrid LU factorization scheme for the thin-layer
Navier-Stokes equations p 347 A91-24508
Three-dimensional viscous/inviscid coupling in subsonic
flow
[REPT-B-24] p15 N91-10023
Calculation of three-dimensional viscous/inviscid
interaction in subsonic flow
[REPT-B-25] p 16 N91-10024
Evaluation of the ZONA51D program
[REPT-B-28] p 16 N91-10025
Material degradation of steam turbine rotors in long term
operations
[VTT-RR-692] p 230 N91-13530
Numerical simulation of transonic flow around airfoils
at high Reynolds numbers using algebraic turbulence
models
[B-29] p370 N91-18065
FRANCE
European Symposium on the Future of High Speed Air
Transport, Strasbourg, France, Nov. 6-8, 1989.
Proceedings p 1 A91-10951
Supersonic air transport programs in the 60's
p 1 A91-10952
Development of the Griffon II turbo-ramjet
p45 A91-10954
All-electric flight control experiments and experiments
with a sidestick on the Concorde p 49 A91-10955
Concorde-1958-1975 p 35 A91-10956
The Rolls Royce/SNECMA Olympus 593 engine
operational experience and the lessons learned
p45 A91-10958
Twenty years of Concorde - The experience of Air
France p 25 A91-10959
The sonic boom problem
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-154] p1 A91-10964
SST airframe integration for a Mach 2 transport
p36 A91-10967
The variable-cycle engine - A solution to the economical
and environmental challenge of the future supersonic
transport p 45 A91-10969
Hypersonic aircraft studies p 2 A91 -10971
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Hypersonic space transport system - Cruiser or
accelerator? p 54 A91 -10973
Propulsion systems for hypersonic transportation
p45 A91-10975
An accurate acoustic emission location method adapted
for composite materials p 57 A91-11027
Thermal barrier coatings - Microstructural investigation
after annealing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-62] p 55 A91-11751
Calculations of the service life of components under
severe thermomechanical loads
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-63) p 58 A91-11752
Comparison of different calculation methods as applied
to a fuselage of lenticular section
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-66] p3 A91-11755
Comparison of afterbody test setups for combat aircraft
model
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-70] p 51 A91-11758
The CEPRA 19 anechoic wind tunnel
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-72] p 51 A91-11760
S4MA hypersonic facility - Flow angularities
measurements in the S4MA wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-85] p 51 A91-11766
Research and development of high-pressure-exponent
fuel-rich propellants
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-91 ] p 55 A91-11770
L.O.V. applied to measurements between two discs in
high speed rotation
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-94] p 58 A91-11773
Influence of chromium and molybdenum on the structural
stability of a high strength damage tolerant P/M nickel
based alloy for turbine disks
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-100) p 55 A91-11776
Detailed measurements of the flow field at the outlet
of a backswept transonic centrifugal impeller equipped with
a vaned diffuser
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-101] p4 A91-11777
Determination of kinetic heating on wind tunnel models
by the surface temperature method
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-104) p4 A91-11779
Estimation of the turbulent spectral densities of the
mass-density using two-dimensional Fourier transform of
digitized schlieren pictures
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-110] p4 A91-11782
Experimental study of high-speed impulsive rotor noise
in a wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-123) p 66 A91-11786
A technique for measuring unsteady aerodynamics in
turbomachinery p 58 A91-12421
Experimental study of noise sources and acoustic
propagation in a turbofan model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3950] p 69 A91-12466
Space-structure determination of the acoustic field
generated by a helicopter turboshaft engine
[AIAA PAPER 90-4012] p 46 A91-12524
Theory of slightly blunted axisymmetric power-law
bodies at small angle of attack in hypersonic flow
p8 A91-12559
A unified unsteady lifting-line theory p8 A91 -12575
Inviscid flow models for prediction of the wake of an
airfoil in rotary motion p 81 A91-13253
A numerical method for the computation of low Mach
number reactive flows p 82 A91-13256
Methods for the efficient computation of the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent
flows p83 A91 -13289
Application of an implicit numerical method to the
computation of laminar and turbulent nozzle flows
p84 A91-13297
The influence of the lateral walls on vortex shedding
characteristics p 84 A91-13322
Study of three dimensional separated flows, relation
between induced drag and vortex drag
p85 A91-13374
Metallic leading edge with active thermal protection
[IAF PAPER 90-284] p 136 A91-13929
Air intake integration by CFD at high Mach number
[AIAA PAPER 90-5205] p 87 A91-14431
Compressible viscous flow calculations using compatible
finite element approximations p 89 A91 -15103
Approaches to analytical solutions of laminar
compressed free jets p 90 A91-16052
Geostationary complement to GPS - Problem analysis
and main results
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-140] p 108 A91-16729
Hypersonic delta wing flow calculations using a
multidomain MUSCL Euler solver
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-152] p 92 A91-16735
Similitude in hypersonic aerodynamics
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-153] p 92 A91-16736
Experiments on shock-wave/boundary-layer
interactions produced by two-dimensional ramps and
three-dimensional obstacles
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-155] p 92 A91-16737
Ice accumulation on intake guide vanes
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-161] p 101 A91-16740
Predicting unsteady aerodynamic forces in linearized
supersonic conditions
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-164] p 92 A91-16743
Direct fluid-structure coupling in transonic flutter
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-165] p114 A91-16744
Interaction between an oblique shock wave and a
turbulent boundary layer developing on a heated wall
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-166] p 92 A91-16745
Investigation of aeroelasticity using numerical
simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-167] p 146 A91-16746
Electrical and optical interconnects for aeronautical
systems p 147 A91-16991
Validation of a new general Aerospatiale aeroelastic
rotor model through the wind tunnel and flight tests data
p195 A91-17227
GPS availability. II - Evaluation of state probabilities for
21 satellite and 24 satellite constellations
p192 A91-17365
Influence of the entropy layer on viscous hypersonic
interaction scales p 167 A91-173 73
Dynamical behavior of an elastic rotor with squeeze film
damper p 232 A91-17870
Modern engineering achievements in the field of
automatic fluorescent penetrant inspection process lines
p233 A91-18536
Eddy current technique for the detection and sizing of
fatigue cracks in rivet bore holes on aircraft
p 234 A91-18553
Explosives detection raises complex issues
p 189 A91-18916
Recent studies on transition and turbulence at
ONERA/CERT
|AIAA PAPER 91-0332) p 176 A91-19235
Direct and large-eddy simulations of transitioning and
turbulent shear flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0335] p 176 A91-19237
Postprocessing of experimental and numerical results
on two- and three-dimensional shear flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-25] p 182 A91-19585
Postprocessing tools for aerodynamic calculations
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-20] p 243 A91-19588
Flow visualization and simulation
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-18] p 237 A91-19589
Methods for detecting and measuring boundary layer
transition employed at CERT/DERAT
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-14] p 182 A91-19592
Interaction between a vortex and a profile - Unsteady
wall pressure measurements
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-13] p 182 A91-19593
Measurement of the average local density around a
model from which a lateral jet issues into supersonic
flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-08] p 237 A91-19594
The RADAC system for measuring model deformations
- First experimental results obtained in the F1 wind
tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-03] p 237 A91-19595
Measurement of the six aerodynamic coefficients in
transient flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 89-01) p 182 A91-19596
Viscous non equilibrium flow calculations by an implicit
finite volume method
[AIAA PAPER 91-0702) p 265 A91-21592
Soviet ATC research p 309 A91-22172
Testing Soviet civil aircraft p 288 A91-22173
Future aeronautic environment - FMS/ATC/pilot
p283 A91-23548
SNECMA M88 engine development status
[ ASME PAPER 90-GT-118] p 301 A91 -23636
Flight simulation and digital flight controls
p407 A91-24302
Conceptual design of civil transport aircraft by a
numerical optimization technique
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-147] p 380 A91-24309
Structural optimization of aircrafts - Practice and
trends p 380 A91-24328
Aerodynamic design of a tilt-rotor blade
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-115) p 340 A91-24339
New avionics architecture concept for commercial
aircraft p 394 A91 -24368
Aerodynamic calculation of complex three-dimensional
configurations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-112) p 342 A91-24386
Avionic systems functional analysis and specification
p 394 A91-24391
ONERA activities on drag reduction
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-114] p 343 A91-24410
Characterization and modelling of the anisotropic
mechanical behaviour of nickel-based single crystal
superalloys for turbine blades
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-117] p412 A91-24416
Transport aircraft aerodynamic improvement by
numerical optimization
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-113] p 345 A91-24446
Certification of large airplane composite structures -
Recent progress and new trends in compliance
philosophy p371 A91 -24447
Bifurcation theory in flight dynamics - An application to
a real combat aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-116] p 404 A91-24505
GPS inadequacies - Comparative study into solutions
for civil aviation p 377 A91-24694
The turbofan handbook p 398 A91-26025
Navier-Stokes calculations of hypersonic flow
configurations with large separation by an implicit
non-centered method
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-172] p 354 A91-26076
Determination of vortex-breakdown criteria by solving
the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-180] p 355 A91-26081
The design of civil transport aircraft - What evolution
factors should be considered and what approach should
be taken
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-186] p 336 A91-26087
Modeling compressible turbulent flow in propulsion -
Possibilities, limitations and requirements
[ONERA. TP NO. 1990-187] p418 A91-26088
The use of turbulence models to calculate compressible
flows in turbomachines
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-192] p 355 A91-26093
Experimental study of the shock/boundary layer
interaction at high Mach number
[ONERA, TP NO. 1990-198] p 355 A91-26096
Structural optimization of aircrafts p 386 A91-26650
Influence of fuselage on rotor inflow performance and
trim p440 A91-28473
MAESTRO - A metering and spacing tool
p463 A91-30061
Computation of hypersonic flows round a blunt body
p443 A91-30541
Fundamental properties and specific uses of high
performance corrosion protectives in the aerospace
industry p 437 A91-30572
Numerical simulation in hypersonic aerodynamics -
Taking into account the equilibrium chemical composition
of air using a vectorized equation of state
P444 A91-30766
Phased array antenna - Is it worth the cost on a fighter
aircraft? p 482 A91-30886
Electromagnetic topology - Junction characterization
methods p517 A91-31212
Some transition problems in three-dimensional flows
p445 A91-31313
'Certification and validation process for HUMS in new
generation helicopters p 439 A91-31505
Parametric study of thermal and chemical nonequilibrium
nozzle flow p 447 A91-31528
Uliss G, a fully integrated 'all-in-one' and 'all-in-view'
inertia-GPS unit p 566 A91-33644
Numerical simulation of compressible Euler flows
p544 A91-33675
Oceanic clearance trial proves utility of data link
communications for ATC p 568 A91-33775
Non-equilibrium hypersonic flow computations by implicit
second-order upwind finite-elements
p548 A91-34191
On the relation between TVD and mesh adaption and
application to Navier-Stokes calculations
p550 A91-34215
Computation of the viscous flow past a prolate spheroid
at incidence p 550 A91-34216
A functional method for the approximate solution of a
transonic problem p 550 A91 -34398
Simulation of two- and three-dimensional internal
subsonic flows using a finite element method
p595 A91-35986
ASTRE improvements expand usefulness of surface
movement radar p 569 A91-36012
Aeronautical meteorology - Safety and economics of
commercial air transports p 685 A91-38323
A new system for unsteady aerodynamics of moving
wall p618 A91-38695
A model for the experimental study of curvature effects
on transition of the boundary layer on a swept wing -
Preliminary results p 620 A91-39691
Quantitative analysis of flow visualizations in ONERA
water tunnels p 677 A91-39694
Stream functions for the hypersonic flow around
quasi-pointed slender bodies at low angles of attack
p621 A91-39832
Laminar-turbulent transition; Proceedings of the IUTAM
Symposium, Ecole Nationale Superieure de I'Aeronaut' que
et de I'Espace. Toulouse. France. Sept. 11-15. 1989
p677 A91-39901
Experimental and theoretical analysis of natural
transition on'infinite'swept wing p 621 A91-39927
Theoretical study of Goertler vortices - Linear stability
approach p 623 A91-39950
Boundary layer tripping in supersonic flow
p623 A91-39960
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A new vertical shock tube for Rayleigh-Taylor instability
measurements p 759 A91-40637
Finite element simulation of compressible flows with
shocks
[AIAA PAPER 91-1551 ] p 767 A91-40725
Reflections on the spaceplane p 785 A91-41548
Leading edge effect on rarefied hypersonic flow over
a flat plate
[AIAA PAPER 91-1749] p 710 A91-42573
Investigation of the tip shape influence on the flowfield
around hovering rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 91-1754] p711 A91-42576
A general method for practical conformal mapping of
aerodynamic shapes p 715 A91-42902
A method for correcting wall pressure measurements
in subsonic compressible flow p 715 A91-42957
Synthesis of experimental riblet studies in transonic
conditions p 716 A91-43142
A multidomain Euler code applied to hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-1699] p 722 A91-43598
Properties of commercially available AI-Li alloys'
possible use on civil aircraft p 766 A91-43920
Performance prediction of subsonic separated
cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-65] p 790 A91-44546
Viscous flow computations in turbomachine cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-76] p 791 A91-44554
Model adjustment of small rotors for high speed gas
turbines
I ASME PAPER 90-GT-93] p 861 A91-44565
Flowfield calculation in compressor operating with
distorted inlet flow
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-212] p 793 A91-44629
Laser two-focus anemometry investigation of the flow
field within a supersonic axial compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-298] p 797 A91-44683
Comparison of inviscid computations with theory and
experiment in vibrating transonic compressor cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-373] p 840 A91-44717
Experimental and numerical study of the propeller/fixed
wing interaction p 799 A91-45291
Experimental and numerical study of the flow around a
helicopter fuselage - Determination of drag coefficient
p800 A91-45354
High-speed Dauphin fuselage aerodynamics
pBOO A91-45355
The fly-by-wire concept and its application to the NH90
helicopter p 846 A91 -45369
Calculated dynamic response and loads for an advanced
tip rotor in forward flight p 824 A91-45384
Active expansion of helicopter flight envelope
p824 A91-45386
Development of thermoplastic parts for Aerospatiale
helicopters p 858 A91-45397
Crew and cockpit equipment lor NOE night flight -
Practical solutions as seen by Aerospatiale
p 787 A91-45401
Computerized test analysis system
p879 A91-45417
The surface impedance - A pertinent parameter to
describe finite conductivity materials in numerical codes
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-20] p 867 A91-45603
Electromagnetic topology - Coupling of two wires through
an aperture
(ONERA. TP NO. 1991-21) p 868 A91-45604
A 3-D finite difference solution of the external and
internal responses of an aircraft during in-flight lightning
strikes
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-23] p 819 A91-45606
Three-dimensional unsteady flow computation through
a transonic axial flow turbine stage with viscous effects -
Comparison with experimental data
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-24] p 802 A91-45607
Current wave-form observed during lightning strikes on
aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-28] p819 A91-45610
Description and interpretation of aircraft lightning
attachment from electric and magnetic field measurements
and video observation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-29] p 819 A91-45611
Application of surface electrical discharges to the study
of lightning strikes on aircraft
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-30] p 819 A91-45612
Blade-vortex interaction noise of a helicopter main
rotor
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-32] p 802 A91-45614
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the large
deflections of beams
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-35] p 868 A91-45617
Integration of piloting and landing system aids for carrier
aircraft
(ONERA. TP NO. 1991-36] p 821 A91-45618
FD-TD numerical simulation of an entire lightning strike
on the C160 aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-37] p819 A91-45619
Hypersonic delta wing flow calculations using a
multidomain MUSCL Euler solver
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-38] p 802 A91-45620
Eighty years of aerospace technology through ATMA
bulletins
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-39] p 884 A91-45621
Combustion behavior of boron-based solid propellents
in a ducted rocket
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-43] p 858 A91-45624
Hypersonic test facilities
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-47] p 854 A91-45628
Integration of flight and landing aid systems for shipboard
' operations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-50] p 821 A91-45631
Heat transfer measurements in ONERA supersonic and
hypersonic wind tunnels using passive and active infrared
thermography
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-51 ] p 868 A91-45632
Validation of the CANARI code by calculating 3D
turbulent flow through a turbine reactor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-52] p 803 A91-45633
Helicopter aerodynamics - Problems and prospects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-53] p 803 A91-45634
Computation techniques for the simulation of
turbomachinery compressible flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-54] p 868 A91-45635
VHF discharges in storm cells producing microbursts
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-57] p 877 A91-45637
Influence of unsteady effects on the measurements in
a transonic axial compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-60] p 803 A91-45640
Solution of 3D Euler equations with unstructured meshes
for aeroelasticity problems
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-62] p 803 A91-45642
Mesh generation in aerodynamics
(ONERA, TP NO. 1991-68] p 803 A91-45646
A 3D compressible flow computation code for channels
and cavities of complex shape
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-73] p 803 A91-45650
Steady and unsteady 3D flow computations for a
transonic turbine stage
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-75] p 803 A91-45651
A finite element inverse method for the design of
turbomachinery blades
[ASME PAPER 91-GT-80] p 868 A91-45653
An overview of the electromagnetic topology
[ONERA. TP NO. 1991-78] p 868 A91-45654
FD-TD calculation with composite materials - Application
to C160 aircraft measurements
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-79) p 858 A9M5655
The origin of a characteristic frequency in hard thermal
turbulence p 870 A91-46618
Design and integration of airborne systems - Experience
of avionics systems development at Dassault Aviation,
Saint-Cloud, France p 880 A91-47759
Experimental study of vortex flow by LDA
p815 A91-48275
Future supersonic transport studies at Aerospatiale
[SAE PAPER 901890] p 920 A91-48585
Carbon epoxy perforated skin for nacelle acoustic
treatment
[SAE PAPER 901982] p 969 A91-48644
Optimized definition of aeronautical materials
p888 A91-48794
Advanced materials and the pivoting door reverser
p937 A91-48799
Application of the aeronautical mobile satellite service
(AMSS) and the providers of the service
p971 A91-49182
A unified unsteady lifting-line theory
p898 A91-51013
Vortex-airfoil interaction by numerical solution of
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations p 898 A91-51297
Preliminary tests of an ultrasonic thermoanemometer
for aircraft measurements p 973 A91-51354
Comparison of the X-ray diffraction method and the hole
drilling method for the measurement of residual stress on
the aeronautical materials p 975 A91-51923
Tracking a 3D maneuvering target with passive
sensors p 917 A91-52125
Response of an airplane to non-Gaussian atmospheric
turbulence p 952 A91-52281
Intelligent processing, a key factor to performance and
quality p 976 A91-52510
N18, a new generation PM superalloy for critical turbine
components p 965 A91.52547
Comparison of the cleanliness assessment techniques
in P.M. superalloys p 965 A91-52558
The cryogenic adaptive wall wind tunnel T2 - Duality
of the adaptation with 2-D and 3-D strategies, residual
corrections, assessment of sidewall effect in 2-D case
p 957 A91-52780
Recent progress on mesh optimization
(ONERA, TP NO. 1991-81] p 997 A91-53242
Numerical study of 2D supersonic mixing layers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-85] p 997 A91-53244
Unsteady interactional effects between a propeller and
a fixed wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3231] p 1001 A91-53748
Scale models for measurement of aircraft acoustic
noise p 1049 A91-54720
Numerical simulations of supersonic plane Gouette flow
instability p 1094 A91-55590
Analysis of the wake of an outer layer manipulator
p 1094 A91-55645
Three-dimensional wake visualization in water tunnel by
a selective large scale structures thermal marking
p 1094 A91-55719
Air flow visualization applied to the study of vortex
breakdown p 1017 A91-55733
Turbine engine combustor design at SNECMA
p 1062 A91-56108
3D Navier-Stokes computations in transonic compressor
bladings p 1020 A91-56153
Three-dimensional inviscid compressible calculations
around axial flow turbine blades p 1020 A91-56154
Design and test results of a high performance single
stage compressor p 1065 A91-56171
Flow field simulation, without propeller, of the flow
around the UDF GE 36 engine afterbody, and UDF
afterbody studies p 1021 A91-56172
Prediction methods for supersonic inlets
[ONERA, TP NO. 1991-128] p 1021 A91-56178
Vortex lattice code for computation of wind tunnel and
support effects on models p 1082 A91-56369
Dissociation-vibration coupling application to hypersonic
nozzle flows p 1022 A91 -56371
Numerical simulations of three-dimensional supersonic
flows p 1023 A91-56548
Calculation of the vortex sheets downstream of propeller
blades using non-linear theory p 1023 A91-56549
Modeling blade/vortex interactions
[ISL-R-107/89] p14 N91-10016
Rotor loads computation using singularity methods and
application to the noise prediction
[ISL-PU-301/90] p15 N91-10018
Rotorcraft drivetrain life safety and reliability
[AGARD-R-775] p 38 N91-10042
The ISL hypersonic shock tunnel and its
instrumentation
[ISL-CO-213/89] p52 N91-10086
Aircraft trajectories: Computation, prediction, control,
volume 1. Part 1: Fundamentals. Part 2: Flight in critical
atmospheric conditions. Part 3: Impact of new on-board
technologies on aircraft operation
[AGARD-AG-301-VOL-1-PT-1-3] p 29 N91-10967
How to fly windshear p 41 N91-10974
Aircraft trajectories: Computation, prediction, control.
Volume 3. Part 9: Book of abstracts. Part 10: Bibliography.
Part 11: List of contributors
[AGARD-AG-301-VOL-3-PT-9-11] p 30 N91-10978
Aircraft trajectories: Computation, prediction, control,
volume 2: Air traffic handling and ground-based guidance
of aircraft. Part 4: Air traffic handling. Part 5: Guidance
of aircraft in a time-based constrained environment. Part
6: Surveillance. Part 7: Meteorological forecasts. Part 8:
Aircraft operation in air traffic handling simulation
(AGARD-AG-301-VOL-2-PT-4-8] p 42 N91-10981
Four dimensional navigation in air traffic with 4-D
navigation aircraft p 31 N91-10991
Contribution of the satellite techniques to the
surveillance of air traffic p 35 N91-11005
Test cases for computation of internal flows in aero
engine components
(AGARD-AR-275) p 49 N91-11022
Parallelization on a multi-processor system of a solving
method for the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations at high
Reynolds numbers
[ESA-TT-1116] p62 N91-11197
Wind shear predictive detector technology study
status p 104 N91-11700
Airbus windshear warning and guidance system
p 105 N91-11704
Occupant crash protection in military air transport
[AGARD-AG-306] p 105 N91-11706
Towards a single certification action within Europe
p 105 N91-11711
ATR 72: The first civil aircraft with a carbon fibre
reinforced plastic wing p 114 N91-11714
The evolution of regional air traffic
p 108 N91-11721
New technologies and customer acceptance
p114 N91-11726
Choice of propulsion for next generation aircraft
p 124 N91-11732
Aircraft operations on repaired runways
[AGARD-R-731] p 132 N91-11771
Noise prediction for a three-dimensional blade/line
vortex interaction
[ISL-CO-226/89] p 159 N91-12322
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Computation of unsteady transonic flows using an
implicit centered Euler solver without artificial viscosity
[ONERA-NT-1990-8] p 99 N91-12633
Fault Tolerant Design Concepts for Highly Integrated
Flight Critical Guidance and Control Systems
(AGARD-CP-456) p 127 N91-12682
Civil applications trends p 127 N91-12684
Breakdown methodology for flight critical applications
into elementary components p 121 N91-12698
A high integrity flight data system p 111 N91 -12704
Applications of Superconductivity to Avionics
[AGARD-CP-481 ] p246 N91-14030
AGARD highlights 90/2, September 1990. part 2
[AD-A226532] p 247 N91-14080
Comparison of different calculation methods applied to
a lenticular fuselage section p 186 N91 -14293
Aircraft Dynamic Loads Due to Flow Separation
[AGARD-CP-483] p 204 N91-14324
New method to determine in wind tunnel the buffeting
forces p220 N91-14337
Coupled aerodynamic loads due to unsteady stall on a
large aspect ratio wing oscillating at great amplitude
p220 N91-14338
Advances in Components for Active and Passive
Airborne Sensors
[AGARD-CP-482] p 295 N91-15154
Specific aspects of advanced components for airborne
applications p 295 N91-15155
Microwave and millimeter wave components:
Performances, perspectives, and applications to avionics
p295 N91-15156
Special optical fibres and sensors for aeronautics
p332 N91-15167
Economical test method and ease of access under
microgravity: The zero-g Caravefle p 322 N91-15276
Computer Aided System Design and Simulation
[AGARD-CP-473] p 327 N91-15715
Algorithms development methodology for
performance-optimized multicyclic rotor commands
p327 N91-15716
Formal tools and simulation tools: A coherent
workshop p 328 N91 -15728
Advances in navigation support systems based on
operational pilot's heuristics
[RAE-TRANS-2184] p 378 N91-17012
Special Course on Inverse Methods for Airfoil Design
for Aeronautical and Turbo-machinery Applications
[AGARD-R-780] p 365 N91-18035
One point and multi-point design optimization for airplane
and helicopter application p 367 N91-18045
Aerodynamics of Rotorcraft
[AGARD-R-781] p 367 N91-18048
Rotor and blade aerodynamic design
p368 N91-18051
Considerations on wind-tunnel testing techniques for
rotorcraft p 369 N91-18057
Lessons drawn from France's recent operational
experiences regarding the design of military transport
aircraft p 374 N91-18071
Application of new technologies in the design of the
cockpit in future military transport aircraft
p374 N91-18074
Improving military transport aircraft through highly
integrated engine-wing design p 374 N91-18081
Carrier aircraft p 393 N91-18168
Aircrafts, requirements for ground installations from the
aircraft point of view p 506 N9M9108
Space Vehicle Flight Mechanics
[AGARD-AR-294] p 507 N91-19124
Computer Aided System Design and Simulation
[AGARD-AR-283] p 537 N91-19731
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements in a turbojet
exhaust
[ISL-CO-244/89] p494 N91-20124
Infrared thermography for the qualitative aerodynamic
study of a slender body
[ISL-R-122/89] p555 N91-21104
Practical methods to evaluate the friction drag coefficient
of a projectile in free flight
[ISL-R-123/89] pSSS N91-21105
Comparison study of the aerodynamic coefficients
measured on models with circular or squared section and
large elongation in supersonic flow
[ISL-R-125/89] p555 N91-21106
Possibilities of trajectory modification
[ISL-CO-209/90] p582 N91-21151
Rotary-balance testing for aircraft dynamics
[AGARD-AR-265] p 585 N91-21156
Propagation of helicopter noise in the low atmosphere
layers
[ISL-CO-203/90] p607 N91-21830
Calculation of thickness and charge noise radiated by
a rotor in forward flight
[ISL-FM19/89J p607 N91-21831
Blade-wake interaction on a two blade rotor with
prediction of the radiated noise stationary and forward
flight, comparison between calculation, and experiment
[ISL-R-120/89] p608 N91-21832
The human factors relating to escape and survival from
helicopters ditching in water
(AGARD-AG-305(F)] p 563 N91-22099
Special Course on Aircraft Dynamics at High Angles of
Attack: Experiments and Modelling
(AGARD-R-776] p 573 N91-22104
Technical presentation of the Merlin's radome:
Calibration and data processing p 603 N91-22656
Flying Qualities
[AGARD-CP-508] p 649 N91-23108
Hypersonic Combined Cycle Propulsion
[AGARD-CP-4791 p 657 N91-23147
A study of supersonic and hypersonic ramjet engines
in France from 1950 to 1974 (application on combined
cycle aircraft engines) p 658 N91-23149
Comparative study of different systems of combined
cycle propulsion p 658 N91-23152
Compact heat exchanger for an inverse components
engine p 659 N91-23157
Supersonic-hypersonic inlet studies for
aerospaceplane p659 N91-23160
Integration of propulsive systems: Selection and
compromise
(REPT-911-111-101) p661 N91-23187
The certification of the aircraft integrated propulsive
system
[REPT-911-111-102] p661 N91-23188
The electrical flight control system of A320 Airbus: A
fault tolerant system
[REPT-911-111-103J p667 N91-23192
Observatory of new materials. Evolution perspectives
for the materials used in civil transportation aircraft
[REPT-911-111-107] p672 N91-23248
Oxidation resistant carbon/carbon materials
[REPT-911-430-105] p 672 N91-23251
How to know CMC
[REPT-911-430-130] p 672 N91-23262
Noise inside aircraft fuselages subjected to airborne
excitations
(REPT-911-111-104] p689 N91-23853
AGARD highlights 91/1. March 1991
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-91/1] p 691 N91-24084
LI DAR studies on microbursts p 639 N91-24167
RADAR performance experiments
p639 N91-24168
MEGASODAR experiment p 639 N91-24169
Analytical Qualification of Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-R-772] p 683 N91-24638
Validation of in-house and external software systems
at Aerospatiale p687 N91-24640
Influence of the refinement of structural calculation on
aircraft qualification procedures p 684 N91-24649
AGARD flight test techniques series. Volume 9: Aircraft
exterior noise measurement and analysis techniques
(AGARD-AG-300-VOL-9] p 689 N91-24843
Technical evaluation report on the flight mechanics
panel symposium on progress in military airlift
[AGARD-AR-300J p 733 N91-25119
Knowledge Based System Applications for Guidance
and Control
[AGARD-CP-474] p 736 N91-25121
A neural network for the analysis of aircraft test data
p 781 N91-25133
SEAN: A navigation aid expert system for combat
aircraft p 737 N91-25137
Handling qualities of unstable highly augmented
aircraft
(AGARD-AR-279) p 740 N91-25146
AGARD handbook on advanced casting
[AGARD-AG-299] p 775 N91-25302
Mission planning systems for tactical aircraft (pre-flight
and in-flight)
[AGARD-AR-296] p 783 N91-25750
Experimental techniques in the field of low density
aerodynamics
(AGARD-AG-318(E)] p 733 N91-26124
Manual on the flight of flexible aircraft in turbulence
[AGARD-AG-317] p 758 N91-26150
Improved reduction of gust loads data for gust
intensity p 758 N91-26153
Digital signal conditioning for flight test, volume 19
(AGARD-AG-160-VOL-19) p 778 N91-26432
Landing Gear Design Loads
tAGARD-CP-484] p 829 N91-28150
Numerical simulation of the dynamic behavior of landing
gears p 831 N91-28160
Calculation of interactions between air and ground of
landing p 831 N91-28161
Translation of airfoil trailing edge noise article from
Revue d'Acoustique
[AD-A237811] p 891 N91-29143
Study of an electrothermal de-icer: Numerical simulation
and measurement of the skin temperature by infrared
technique in an icing wind tunnel
[ESA-TT-1231] p961 N91-30165
Physical mechanisms and disturbances related to the
attachment of an electric arc to a conductive cylinder
[ESA-TT-1168] p980 N91-30431
Transmission of sound inside an axisymmetric
structure
[ESA-TT-1218] p991 N91-30908
Exploitation of OAT15A profile tests in the T2 wind
tunnel: Experimental determination of the wave drag
[ONERA-RSF-88/1685-AY-15B-A] p 1024 N91-31092
Validation of two dimensional drag prediction methods
[ONERA-RSF-85/1685-AY] p 1025 N91-31093
ATSF supersonic aircraft intake. Review of the analyses
of some particular problems, technical summary
[ONERA-RTS-134/2149-AY-640-] p 1025 N91-31094
Study of the flow around the GARTEUR AD/AG07 wing:
First F2 test campaign results
[ONERA/DERAT-37/5025-26] p 1025 N91-31096
RADAC model deformation measurement system: First
results at the F1 wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-03] p 1025 N91-31098
Conditional sampling
[AAAF-NT-89-04] p 1025 N91-31099
Laser velocimetry at the CEAT aerodynamic group:
Application to unsteady measurements on a fluid flap
profile
[AAAF-NT-89-05] p 1025 N91-31100
Low level turbulence detection by a laser velocimetry
technique: Application to transonic flows
[AAAF-NT-89-07] p 1025 N91-31101
Airfoil-vortex interaction: Unsteady wall pressure
measurement
[AAAF-NT-89-13] p 1026 N91-31104
Boundary layer transition detection and measurement
methods at CERT/DERAT
[AAAF-NT-89-14] p 1026 N91-31105
Study of lightning strikes on an aircraft in flight.
Electromagnetic measurements
[ONERA-RF-25/7234-PY] p 1030 N91-31111
Study of lightning strikes on an aircraft in flight. Electric
measurements
[ONERA-RF-98/7154-PY] p 1030 N91-31112
Vortex-blade interaction on a helicopter principal rotor.
Validation of the S2DI computation program and study
of vortex models
[ONERA-RT-92/5094-PY] p 1053 N91-31136
Second generation supersonic transport aircraft: Low
speed aerodynamics
[AAAF-NT-89-02] p 1053 N91-31137
Low Temperature Environment Operations of
Turboengines (Design and User's Problems)
[AGARD-CP-480] p1069 N91-31144
Numerical model of evolution in supercooled cloud of
water droplets in a case of icing p 1073 N91-31169
Robustness and techniques of multivariable control for
helicopter piloting. Dispatch 3: Inclusion regions technique
on linear model
[RD/PA-14-227] p 1079 N91-31184
Instrumentation under development for the ONERA F4
wind tunnel
[AAAF-NT-89-11] p 1083 N91-31187
A first hot wire scanner
[AAAF-NT-89-16] p 1083 N91-31188
Three dimensional shear flow: Flow visualisation around
a highly swept back and high incidence wing
[ONERA-RT-35/5025-28] p 1098 N91-31584
Compressible two dimensional boundary layer strong
perfect fluid coupling in the case of sharp leading edge
profiles. Stationary case
[ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R] p 1098 N91-31586
Flow visualization and simulation
[AAAF-NT-89-18] p 1098 N91-31590
The development of a specific image analysis technique
for exploiting flow visualization negatives
IAAAF-NT-89-26] p 1099 N91-31593
Numerical simulation of three dimensional unsteady flow
by multiprocessor solving of the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-91-99974] p 1099 N91-31594
Automatic analysis of visualization negatives
[ETN-91-99971] p 1099 N91-31603
Post processing of three dimensional aerothermal
computation
[AAAF-NT-89-21 ] p1112 N91-31848
French SATCOM program and related international
activities p 1039 N91-32102
Calculation of turbulent compressible flows
P1101 N91-32445
Description and interpretation of aircraft lightning
attachment electric and magnetic field measurements and
video observation p 1031 N91-32601
Current wave-form observed during lightning strikes on
aircraft p 1104 N91-32603
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Modeling of electrically thick materials theoretical and
experimental aspects p 1088 N91 -32605
VHP discharges in storm cells producing microbursts
p 1105 N91-32620
Influence of configuration effects on multiple burst
simulation testing p 1032 N91-32631
FD-TO calculation with composite materials. Application
to C160 aircraft measurements p 1032 N91-32637
FO-TD numerical simulation of an entire lightning strike
on the C160 aircraft p 1033 N91 -32648
Observations of bi-directional leader development in a
triggered lightning flash p 1105 N91-32649
Application of surface electrical discharges to the study
of lightning strikes on aircraft p 1033 N91-32650
A real scale simulator for high frequency LEMP
p 1084 N91-32700
A theoretical analysis of the electromagnetic
environment of the AS330 super Puma helicopter external
and internal coupling p1102 N91-32701
GERMANY.FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
Hydrogen in high-speed air transportation
p 55 A91-10966
System optimization structure and propulsion of a
hypersonic space transportation system (Saenger)
p 54 A91-10972
Basic materials and structures aspects for hypersonic
transport vehicles (HTV) p 54 A91-10974
Optimisation of hybrid propulsion systems
p46 A91-10976
The case of a hypersonic flight demonstrator
p54 A91-10978
Noise mechanisms of transonic vortex airfoil
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 90-3972] p 71 A91-12485
Experimental study of instability modes in a
three-dimensional boundary layer p 59 A91-12888
Simulation of bird strikes on turbine engines
p 121 A91-13029
On the mechanism of dangerous blade vibration due
to blade flow interactions on centrifugal compressors
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-291 ] p 121 A91-13042
A time-accurate interactive method for computing
transonic airfoil flow p 82 A91-13263
50 years of jet-powered flight; DGLR-Symposium,
Munich, Federal Republic of Germany, Oct. 26, 27. 1989.
Reports
[DGLRBERICHT 89-05] p 160 A91-13500
Vortex shedding mechanism from a triangular prism in
a subsonic flow p 86 A91-14382
Materials and structural concepts for new space
transportation systems p 137 A91-14410
Towards a probabilistic lifetime prediction model for
aircraft engine disks p 145 A91-16334
Special vortices at a helicopter rotor blade
p91 A91-16545
Flight demonstration of fiber optic gyros AHRS
p119 A91-16910
A Kalman filter concept for an augmented low-cost
inertial navigation system based on fiber optic gyros
p 108 A91-16911
LMK-2000 - A new aerial survey camera system
p119 A91-16922
The new gyro-stabilized mount for LMK Aerial Survey
Cameras p 119 A91 -16923
MSB's BO 108 design and development
p 196 A91-17234
The Franco-German Tiger program - A development
status p 196 A91-17235
Computation of downstream flow angles and losses for
sub- and transonic turbine cascades flows
p 168 A91-17625
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p200 A91-18364
Qualification of an eddy current and a radiographic crack
inspection for a multilayer aluminium structure
p233 A91-18534
Automated inspection systems for ultrasonic testing of
large aircraft components p 234 A91 -18554
Ultrasonic field modelling for complex shaped aerospace
components p 234 A91-18557
US-inspection of CFRP-laminates with high resolution
p234 A91-18569
Effect of thrust/speed dependence on long-period
dynamics in supersonic flight p 201 A91-19039
Application and specification of de-/anti-icing fluids for
aircraft with different short takeoff time and rotation
speed
[AIAAPAPER91-0560] p190 A91-19360
Viscous drag reduction on transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0685] p 179 A91-19412
Development of an international standard for
de-/anti-icing fluids, procedures and equipment for safe
winter operation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0758] p 190 A91-19454
Advances in the development of external 6-component
windtunnel balances p 225 A91-19670
Flight safety - Police or private enterprise?
0247 A91-19954
Possibilities of reforming European flight safety
p247 A91-20008
The decision of the U.S. Supreme Court on April 18,
1989 in the case of Chan v. Korean Air Lines on the
limitation of liability of air freight carriers
p247 A91-20009
Shock wave generation by transonic vortex-profile
interaction p 246 A91-20014
Influence ol flow mixing on the performance of a turbofan
engine of high by-pass ratio p212 A91-20015
New general guidance method in constrained optimal
control. I - Numerical method p 326 A91-20506
How safe is flying? Or - The AIMS onboard integrated
monitoring systems p 294 A91-20609
DISCUS • A failure-tolerant Fbw/Fbl-experimental
system p 303 A91 -20610
Simulation and study of shear flows surrounding propfan
engine models p 297 A91-20612
Profile measurements in transonic wind tunnel
Braunschweig p 308 A91-20613
Propeller noise minimization without thrust loss due to
asymmetric blade distribution p 331 A91-20614
Airframe-engine integration - Task for future commercial
aircraft evolution p 251 A91-20615
The stability of light structures - An area of research
with a tradition and a future p 315 A91 -20616
Computer communication using Logic Cell Arrays (LCA)
inATTAS p294 A91-20617
Concept and specification for the Hermes Training
Aircraft (HTA) p310 A91-20618
The development and design integration of a variable
camber wing for long/medium range aircraft
p 284 A91-20898
Computation of unsteady viscous flows around wing
profiles p251 A91-20933
Experimental investigation of the transonic flow on a
supercritical wing profile p 252 A91 -20934
Experimental and theoretical investigation of a vortex
street in the wake of a flat plate p 252 A91 -20935
High precision real time airplane positioning system with
full navigational capabilities for flight testing
p282 A91-20985
The equipment of a research aircraft with emphasis on
meteorological experiments p 249 A91-21001
Application of an implicit relaxation method solving the
Euler equations for time-accurate unsteady problems
p253 A91-21066
Three-dimensional simulations of hypersonic flows
p253 A91-21184
Numerical influence of upwind TVD schemes on
transonic airfoil drag prediction
[AIAA PAPER 91-0184] p 259 A91-21402
A systematic comparative study of several high
resolution schemes for complex problems in high speed
flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-0636] p 264 A91-21573
A three-dimensional Euler code for calculating flow fields
in centrifugal compressor diffusers p 267 A91-21744
Flight Management/Guidance System in air transport
using Airbus A320 as an example p 304 A91-22201
Control concept of modern avionics in the service of
pilot relief - Presented using the example of DO 328
p 295 A91 -22202
Planning support system for air traffic control
p 282 A91 -22203
Structural tests for the Domier 328
p 309 A91 -22863
Modulation and coding for the aeronautical satellite
channel p 283 A91-22904
Linear stability analysis of measured near-wake profiles
for a flat plate in longitudinal flow p 271 A91-23189
The integration of structural optimization in the general
design process for aircraft p 380 A91 -24308
Measurement of unsteady pressures and forces on an
engine and a wing/engine combination including jet
simulation p 338 A91-24312
Increased noise emission of propellers and preplans
due to pusher installation p 429 A91-24318
Reducing flyover noise of propeller-driven aeroplanes
by superposition of propeller- and exhaust-noise
p429 A91-24319
Flight investigations of Tollmien-Schlichting waves on
an aircraft wing p 339 A91-24325
Concepts and results for laminar flow research in wind
tunnel and flight experiments p 339 A91 -24327
Formation of tip vortices and vortex wake alleviation
by tip devices p339 A91 -24335
Identification of dynamic response, simulation and
design of a highly nonlinear digital load alleviation system
for a modem transport aircraft p 402 A91-24348
Theoretical and experimental investigation of stringer
peeling effects at stiffened shearioaded composite panels
in the postbuckling range p 415 A91-24356
Laminar flow experiments with a large half model in
transonic flow p 343 A91-24413
Aerodynamic design for a new regional aircraft
p382 A91-24429
Aspects of theoretical and experimental investigations
on airframe/engine integration problems
p 383 A91-24431
Load alleviation and ride smoothing investigations using
ATT AS p383 A91-24442
Numerical analysis of viscous hypersonic flow past a
generic forebody p 345 A91-24444
Aerodynamics, performance and control of airplanes in
formation flight p 404 A91-24481
Nonlinear modelling in airborne simulations
p 384 A91-24502
Finite element application to interior noise prediction in
aircraft fuselage p 385 A91-24517
Flight test validation of the Operational Loads Monitoring
System (OLMS) p 395 A91-24520
Two-step-method for the calculation of wall
interferences in slotted test sections
p 348 A91-24523
Computeraided conceptual aircraft configuration
development by an integrated optimization approach
p 385 A91-24524
The analysis of three icing flights with various ice
accretion structures when reaching icing degree severe
p371 A91-24527
The design of intercontinental supersonic transport
aircraft of second generation by using global optimization
techniques p 385 A91-24528
Air incidents without end? I p 371 A91-24698
DLR. Annual Report 1989/90 p 336 A91-24775
Estimating the residual error of the reflectivity
displacement method for aircraft motion error extraction
from SAP raw data p 377 A91-25413
Simulation of hypersonic waverider flow
p 353 A91-25754
Saenger throttles up p 410 A91-25774
Feasibility study on the design of a laminar flow
nacelle p 386 A91-26119
The Cassini Titan probe's adaptive descent control
p411 A91-26635
Optimization: Methods and applications, possibilities and
limitations; Proceedings of the International Seminar,
Bonn. Federal Republic of Germany, June 7, 8, 1989
p419 A91-26645
The Rockwell/MBB X-31A experimental aircraft in flight
test p 386 A91-26695
Dormer and Aeritalia - Studies for the new AAA
amphibious aircraft p 387 A91-26696
Does Europe need a new flight safety system?
p372 A91-26697
Structural analysis and optimization of a propfan-blade
by use of the finite element method p 399 A91 -27372
Flutter stability of annular wings in incompressible flow
p359 A91-27562
Second-stage trajectories of air-breathing space
planes p411 A91-27809
Unsymmetrical blade-spacing - Propeller noise reduction
without performance penalty p 400 A91 -28267
The effect of air traffic increase and phasing-out of stage
2 aircraft on the noise exposure around airports
p425 A91-28290
Urban planning of industrial and commercial sites inside
aircraft noise inflicted areas of airports
p433 A91-28296
Experimental investigation of vortex formation in the
wake of a flat plate for subsonic and supersonic freest/earn
Mach numbers p 362 A91-28385
Recent results of in-flight simulation for helicopter ACT
research p494 A91 -28472
Behind the secrets of wind tunnel technology - The most
prominent aircraft of Europe undergo initial flight testing
in the DA low-speed tunnel p 504 A91-29026
European transporter concepts today for tomorrow's
twenty-first-century missions - High technology serves as
a pacesetter in the ambitious aircraft design
P435 A91-29027
The BK 117 composite helicopter fuselage
p 466 A91-29438
MTR390 turboshaft development programme update
p 486 A91-29453
Aircraft trajectory optimization with direct collocation
using movable gridpoints p 495 A91-30050
Arrival planning and sequencing with COMPAS-OP at
the Frankfurt ATC-Center p 463 A91-30060
A taxi and ramp management and control system
(TARMAC) p464 A91-30065
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Test and calibration of the DLR Falcon wind measuring
system by maneuvers p 479 A91-30360
Velocity measurements and stability investigations on
bursting tip vortices p 443 A91 -30530
Inspection of corrosion and corrosion cracking on
airframes p 514 A91-30567
Resonance and control response tests using a control
stimulation device p 468 A91-31292
The stability of a three dimensional laminar boundary
layer over a swept flat plate p 446 A91-313S1
On the numerical simulation of spatial disturbances in
blunt-nose flat plate flow p 447 A91-31360
Peak values p 507 A91-31775
9DOF-simulation of rotating parachute systems
(AIAA PAPER 91-0877] p 460 A91-32188
Calculation of support interferences on the aerodynamic
coefficients for a windtunnel calibration model
p505 A91-32274
Fin structures of the Airbus family experience with
advanced composites p 570 A91 -32455
Advanced composite technology of West German
general aviation aircraft p 543 A91-32648
The location of acoustic blade-vortex interaction - A
further step toward an understanding of helicopter noise
p607 A91-33368
Progress in the prediction of the laminar-turbulent
transition for laminar wings - The profile and wing
geometries determine the friction drag of an aircraft
p544 A91-33369
An airworthy experimental system for modern navigation
and remote-sensing methods - Reduction, storage, and
transmission of aerial photography scenes
p 575 A91-33370
Rotors in the wind tunnel - DLR helicopter research
methods in the German-Dutch Wind Tunnel
p584 A91-33371
Interdisciplinary cooperative aerospace research -
Examples of scientific cooperation with Braunschweig
Technical University p 543 A91-33372
Process control to set Mach number ratios for jet-engine
intake measurements - Development of an automatic
Mach-number regulator p 584 A91-33373
Failure management in spatio-temporal redundant,
integrated navigation and flight control
reference-systems p 581 A91-33640
ISS - A combined terrain topography referenced
navigation system p 566 A31-33649
On management and control of turbulent shear flows
p 545 A91-33803
Method for calculating boundary region corrections in
multistep axial turbomachines p 592 A91-34014
Weightless test balancing of elastic rotors with the help
of interchangeable longitudinal bearing stiffnesses
p592 A91-34015
Laminar shock/boundary-layer interaction - A numerical
test problem p 545 A91-34033
Comparison of upwind and central finite-difference
methods for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
p545 A91-34034
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of vortex sheet
roll-up and wing-vortex interaction p 546 A91-34052
A method to calculate the influence of vortex roll-up
on the induced drag of wings p 546 A91 -34055
Numerical calculation of the unsteady separating flow
on oscillating airfoils (dynamic stall) p 546 A91-34057
Closed-coupled zonal solution for viscous flow
problems p 546 A91 -34063
An implicit predictor-corrector relaxation method for
viscous transonic flows p 592 A91-34064
Hypersonic flow simulation for blunt bodies at
incidence p 546 A91-34070
Airfoils in two- and three-dimensional gust fields
p 546 A91-34073
Computation of unsteady incompressible viscous flow
around airfoils p 546 A91-34074
Numerical simulation of laminar hypersonic flow past
blunt bodies including high temperature effects
p547 A91-34180
Solution of the 3-D, incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations for the simulation of vortex breakdown
p593 A91-34181
Viscous, hypersonic flows over compression ramps
p 548 A91-34194
Split-matrix marching methods for three-dimensional
viscous and inviscid hypersonic flows
p549 A91-34206
Numerical investigation of three dimensional laminar
flows in a channel with a built-in circular cylinder and
wing-type vortex generators p 550 A91-34218
Some aspects of the numerical simulation of
compressible viscous flow around bluff bodies at low
Ma-number . p 550 A91-34220
An inverse boundary layer procedure with application
to 3-D wing How p 550 A91-34229
HYTEX - Demonstrator for hypersonic flight up to Mach
5 p 571 A91-34260
Three-dimensional wake decay inside of a compressor
cascade and its influence on the downstream unsteady
flow field. I - Wake decay characteristics in the flow
passage. II - Unsteady flow field downstream of the
stator
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-21) p 551 A91-34786
Experimental and numerical investigation of
three-dimensional viscous flows and vortex motion inside
an annular compressor blade row
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-155] p 551 A91-34787
The influence of inlet swirl distortions on the performance
of a jet propulsion two-stage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-147] p 552 A91-34790
Application of sensitivity methods for error localization
in finite element systems p 594 A91-35529
Forward sweep - A favorable concept for a laminar flow
wing p615 A91-37767
Equation decoupling - A new approach to the
aerodynamic identification of unstable aircraft
p664 A91-37773
Orientation measurements and transmission via Mode
S at airports p 643 A91-38526
Air travel - System relating flight safety, aircraft, and
airports p 634 A91-38527
Canopy breaking system for non-delay pilot rescue
p647 A91-39398
A general method for rotordynamic analysis
p 677 A91-39585
Investigations on flow instabilities on airfoils by means
of piezofoil-arrays p 621 A91-39911
Instability features appearing on swept wing
configurations p 622 A91-39937
Identification strategies for crack shape determination
in rotors p 679 A91 -40234
Preference for an inertia! degree of freedom describing
the teeter motion of windturbine and helicopter rotors
p679 A91-40239
Vibration behavior of a labyrinth seal with through-flow
p679 A91-40241
Effects of canard position on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a close-coupled canard configuration at
low speed p649 A91-40495
Analysis of numerical solutions for three-dimensional
lifting wing flows p 625 A91 -40498
Upwind implicit residual smoothing method for
multi-stage schemes
[AIAA PAPER 91-1533] p 696 A91-40708
Meat management concepts for hypersonic propulsion
systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-2493] p 769 A91-41798
Experimental X-band synthetic aperture radar in
aircraft p 735 A91-41825
Concept and results of the Azimuth Quick-Look
Processor for aircraft SAR of the DLR
p 735 A91-41828
Specification of an inertial navigation system for
experimental SAR p 735 A91-41829
The development of 'Radar data quality control and
Radar Analysis Support System RDQC/RASS'
p 735 A91-41834
Determination of orientation accuracy in curved flight
paths p 736 A91-41835
Estimating the period length of periodic signals
p770 A91-41846
Intelligent radar data processing p 770 A91-41849
A knowledge-based tracker for aircraft formations
p 736 A91-41851
A radar-data communication network for ATC in the
Benelux nations and northern Germany
p736 A91-41853
Accurate airborne surface temperature measurements
with chopper-stabilized radiometers p 742 A91-42142
Drag and lift in nonadiabatic transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-1716] p 710 A91-42564
MBB Bo 108 - Serial construction begins
p739 A91-43117
IAE V2500 - Technology for the environment
p 749 A91-43118
Piaggio P180 Avanti - Efficiency using three levels of
aerodynamic lift p739A91-43119
In-flight measurement of static pressures and
boundary-layer state with integrated sensors
p742 A91-43306
With us you fly right - The influence of modem technology
on the development and operation of new aircraft
p 771 A91-43326
Velocity measurements in turbine engines - New
developments using the laser two-focus method
p 771 A91-43328
Structural mechanics research in the DLR
p 771 A91-43334
Transition predictions using Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes and linear stability analysis methods
[AIAA PAPER 91-1641] p 720 A91-43567
Navier-Stokes results for hypersonic inlet flows
[AIAA PAPER 91-2472] p 729 A91-44257
Local heat transfer in turbine disk-cavities. II - Rotor
cooling with radial location injection of coolant
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-26] p 860 A91-44520
Design of ceramic gas turbine components
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-48] p 861 A91-44535
Aerodynamic analysis of a two stage transonic
compressor with variable stator vanes
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-73] p 790 A91-44551
Development and testing of an axial silicon nitride gas
turbine rotor
| ASME PAPER 90-GT-96] p 862 A91-44568
The effect of incident wake conditions on the mean heat
transfer of an airfoil
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-1211 p 862 A91-44574
A simple and reliable combustion control system
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-173] p 863 A91-44604
Unsteady velocity and turbulence measurements with
a fast response pressure probe
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-232] p 863 A91-44645
Influence of periodically unsteady wake flow on the flow
separation in blade channels
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-253] p 796 A91-44660
Dynamic decrease of drag by optimal periodic control
p822 A91-45147
Metallic thermal protection concept for hypersonic
vehicles p 856 A91-45297
Initial results of a model rotor higher harmonic control
(HHC) wind tunnel experiment on BVI impulsive noise
reduction p 882 A91-45353
An analytical model of unsteady profile aerodynamics
and its application to a rotor simulation program
p801 A91-45358
Application of 3D-Euler code to rotor blade tips
p801 A91-45361
BK 117 single pilot IFR certified with Honeywell Inc.
DAFCS p846 A91-45371
New aspects of higher harmonic control at a four bladed
hingeless model rotor p 846 A91-45379
A new approach in helicopter real-time simulation
p879 A91-45391
Time and frequency-domain identification and
verification of BO-105 dynamic models
p 824 A91-45393
Advances in composite manufacturing of heli
components - Impacts on factory installations and
methods p 867 A91-45398
Escort helicopter (BSH) concept and operational
aspects p 787 A91-45402
Wind effects on helicopter takeoff and landing
p825 A91-45404
MTR390 - A new generation turtaoshaft engine
p841 A91-45411
An advanced structural concept for the NH90 composite
fuselage p 825 A91-45412
EMC characteristics of composite structure -
Electric/electromagnetic shielding attenuation
p867 A91-45415
Stabilization of hydrogen-air flames in supersonic flow
p858 A91-45658
Deposit formation in flight engines. Ill - Beginning of
formation p 843 A91-46070
Base pressure measurements on a conical cylinder at
free-stream Mach numbers from 3.15 to 6.83
p 805 A91-46073
Noise rating of fans on the basis of the specific sound
power level p 882 A91-46287
Open separation and vortex formation - Numerical
simulation and analysis of a delta wing flow
p 808 A91-46326
On the role of mean-flow three-dimensionality in
turbulence modelling p 869 A91-46352
Development of an upwind relaxation method to solve
the 3D Euler and Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic
How p810 A91-16393
Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
delta wings with supersonic leading edges in
supersonic-hypersonic flow and its agreement with
experimental results p 810 A91-46399
An original three-dimensional presentation of theoretical
and experimental aerodynamical characteristics of delta
wings with subsonic leading edges, in transonic-supersonic
flow p810 A91-46400
Inverse calculation of transonic cascade flows on a
rotating flow plane of variable thickness
p810 A91-46403
Investigation of an upwind-TVD method for numerical
simulation of hyperbolic equations with source terms
p810 A91-46405
Calculation of frictional transonic flows using a
time-stepping method p811 A91-46406
Improving the convergence of a time-stepping scheme
for calculating internal flow p 811 A91 -46407
Abort landing in the presence of windshear as a minima*
optimal control problem. I - Necessary conditions
p852 A91 -48046
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Legal issues involved in the transmission to an airport
ol radar data via the Federal Ministry of Aviation Safety
p 884 A91-48346
No end to air incidents? II p 820 A91-48349
Increase in the PSC-formation probability caused by
high-flying aircraft p 878 A91-48352
Leading-edge methods of making near-net shape
airframe parts p 969 A91-48673
Two complementary approaches to estimate downwash
lag effects from flight data p 895 A91-48824
Bending of titanium tubes
[SME PAPER MF91-237] p 971 A91-49274
Endurance increase by periodic optimal camber
control
[AIAA PAPER 91-2670] P 945 A91-49641
DIVA/MIMO flight test data analysis for the X-31A
demonstrator
(AIAA PAPER 91-2852) p 924 A91-49817
X-31A model evaluation and validation via system
identification
[AIAA PAPER 91-2875] p 950 A91-49822
X-31A initial flying qualities results using equivalent
modeling flight test evaluation techniques
[AIAA PAPER 91-2891] p 950 A91-49824
Abort landing in the presence of windshear as a minimax
optimal control problem. II - Multiple shooting and
homotopy p 950 A91-50082
HF-Data/Voice Link System p 915 A91-50939
The role of data link within the Cooperative Air Traffic .
Management Concept - CATMAC p 915 A91-50943
Requirements of an HMS/D for a night-flying
helicopter p 934 A91-51086
Near-net-shape production techniques in aircraft
construction - Innovative production methods reduce costs
and enhance competitiveness p 889 A91-51247
Improvement through simplification - The BO 108's
bearingless main rotor is a breakthrough in integrated
design p 924 A91-51248
Artificial stability in aircraft - Failsafe flight-control
systems considerably increase performance
p951 A91-51250
Specific problems in advanced stationary gas turbine
design p 939 A91 -52507
Advanced blading p 964 A91-52509
Damage mechanisms in an ODS-superalloy during
isothermal and thermal-mechanical fatigue
p964 A91-52527
Burner rig tests of coated single crystal superalloys at
1100C p965 A91-52533
Oxidation and hot corrosion of intermetallics
p966 A91 -52562
Development of high temperature Ti-base disc materials
in competition to Ni-base superalloys
p966 A91-52564
2-D wall adaptation for 3-D models in supersonic flow
p958 A91-52785
2D wall interferences of the transonic wind tunnel of
DLR Braunschweig (TWB) p 960 A91-52801
Generic supersonic and hypersonic configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3301] p 1006 A91-53797
Air transport research in Germany
p994 A91-53926
German-Italian cooperation p 994 A91-53927
Airbus A321 - Final spurt to the finish line
p 994 A91-53928
German airports - Capacity crisis p 994 A91-53929
Saenger Project in the Soviet Union
p1116 A91-53932
Flight quality criteria and long-term dynamics in
supersonic and hypersonic flight p 1078 A91-54448
Integrated toolset for high-integrity system verification
and validation support p 1110 A91 -54615
Flight safety in reunified Germany - Organization and
upgrading of flight safety p 1116 A91 -54749
Measurements and stability calculations of the
disturbance growth in an unstable three-dimensional
boundary layer p 1015 A91-54954
Determination of the geometrical position of vortices in
flow fields visualized by laser light sheet
P1094 A91-55738
The effects on the characteristics of gas turbine
components during thermal transition
p 1062 A91-56110
Potential of ultra high bypass fan engine heat cycle on
the reduction of fuel consumption and NOx emission
p 1062 A91-56111
Compact heat exchanger technology for aero engines
p 1095 A91-56120
Experimental analysis of the dynamic performance of
turboiet engines p 1063 A91-56128
Combustor development for advanced helicopter
engine p 1063 A91-56136
Engine technologies for future spaceplanes
p 1064 A91-56155
Transonic flow through turbine cascades with 3 different
pitch to chord ratios p 1020 A91 -56169
All-composite fan blade for advanced ducted engines
p 1065 A91-56183
Geometrical dependence of the fluid dynamic
performance parameters of plane combustor model
diffusers p 1066 A91-56205
Optimization of hypersonic thrust nozzles
p 1067 A91-56217
Advanced ducted engines nacelle aerodynamics and
integration testing p 1050 A91-56228
Aerodynamic development of an HP-turbine for
advanced turboshaft engines p 1068 A91-56237
The roles of pilot and air traffic controller in future air
transport systems p 1058 A91-56351
Validation of transonic turbulent flows past delta wing
configurations p 1023 A91-56783
Some aerodynamic aspects of wings near ground
p 1023 A91-57002
A contribution to the numerical solution of transonic flow
around a delta wing by solving Navier-Stokes equations
[DLR-FB-90-13] p 16 N9t-10026
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack
[DLR-FB-90-15) p 16 N91-10027
MSB'S BO 108 design and development
[MBB-UD-0568-90-PUB] p 40 N91-10055
Contributions in the field of aeroelastics on the occasion
of the 60th anniversary of Professor Dr.-lng. Habil. Hans
Wilhelm Foersching
[ETN-90-97630] p 24 N91-10920
The calculation of unsteady compressible flow about
oscillating airfoil profiles using the Euler upwind method
p25 N91-10921
Design of the derivative balance for the transonic wind
tunnel p 53 N91-10925
Calculation of the pressure distribution on an oscillating
airfoil in incompressible flow considering nonlinear
effects p25 N91-10926
Determination of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
engines with a view to flutter investigations
p48 N91-10927
Unsteady wind tunnel wall interferences in subsonic and
transonic profile flows p 53 N91-10928
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 1: Fighter
airplanes and helicopters p 78 N91-10931
A quarter of a century of aeroelastic cooperation
between research and industry (a review). Part 2: Transport
airplanes and other civil applications p 40 N91-10932
Air rescue in the Federal Republic of Germany
[ETN-90-97878] p 28 N91-10963
Contributions to the improvement of flight safety in wind
shear
[ESA-TT-1141] p28 N91-10965
Comparison of a mathematical one-point model and a
multi-point model of aircraft motion in moving air
p41 N9M0969
Effect of wind and wind variation on aircraft
flight-paths p 41 N91-10972
Wind models for flight simulation p 53 N91-10975
Simulation of automated approach procedures
considering dynamic flight operations
p35 N91-11008
Test launch for turboaircraft engine. Description of the
installation
[ILA-87-A-02] p48 N91-11018
Integration of model and knowledge based diagnosis,
with the example of a turbojet engine
[ETN-90-97900] p 49 N91-11019
Review of active structural control systems and flight
test techniques for dynamic stability investigations
[MBB/FYT256/S/PUB/361/A] p 51 N91-11025
Use of the VP-200 computer for aerothermodynamic
problems
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/388] p 65 N91-11424
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by a
finite volume discretization on unstructured triangular
meshes
[ESA-TT-1135] p66 N91-11473
Half-model tests on an ONERA calibration model in the
transonic wind tunnel, Goettingen (Federal Republic of
Germany)
[ESA-TT-1195] p94 N91-11680
European Forum: The Evolution of Regional Aircraft
Technologies and Certification
[DGLR-BERICHT-89-02) p 105 N91-11707
High-speed trains in competition with regional air
transport p 105 N91-11709
Dornier 328: Technology versus certification aspects of
program philosophy p 106 N91-11716
Interior noise control program for the advanced
commuter aircraft Dornier 328 and first results
p158 N91-11717
DLR aircraft noise research and testing techniques
related to propeller driven aeroplane noise certification
p 158 N91-11718
Aircraft engine noise p 159 N91-11719
Regional air traffic into international airports: The
development in regional air traffic p 108 N91-11722
Maintainability of regional aircraft p 79 N91-11724
Engine maintainability: Objectives and methods
p 124 N91-11725
Laminar flow wing p 94 N91-11727
Full scale fatigue and damage tolerance testing of
modern transport aircraft p 114 N91-11728
Digital glass cockpit for commuter aircraft
p119 N91-11729
Propfan technology p 124 N91 -11730
Requirements for turboprop and turbofan engines in
regional aircraft p 124 N91-11733
PW300: Powerplant for regional aircraft
p 124 N91-11734
Certification process for aeroplane type Dornier Do
328 p 106 N91-11737
Utilization of a testing unit for the examination of SSR
mode S, following a TCAS presentation
[ETN-90-97891) p 109 N91-11740
Report on the state of standardization of mode S, and
mode S applications
[ETN-90-97892] p 109 N91-11741
Testing of a GPS receiver
[ESA-TT-1146] p 109 N91-11742
A modulus for flight simulation in a computer aided
project ol commercial airplanes
[ILR-MITT-235(1990)| p114 N91-11747
EFA development: Key technology and design
features
[MBB/FE44/S/PUB/0402] p115 N91-11749
Development and real-test of a ramjet nozzle made of
liquid-silicon-infiltrated C/SiC p 136 N91-11856
The electric power feeding on signal/electric power
supply circuits, as a process for the simulation of external
radio-frequency interferences
[MBB/FE324/S/PUB/378) p 148 N91-12023
Equipment and methods employed for calibration of the
sensors and measurement lines in the ATT AS flight test
platform
[ESA-TT-1208] p 148 N91-12069
Investigation of the dynamic behavior and the frequency
response of the laser gyro GG 1342
[DLR-FB-90-22J p 148 N91-12070
Calculation of nonstationary two and three dimensional
flows around a carrying wing using an implicit relaxation
process, in order to solve the Euler equations
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/394] p 99 N91-12635
Calculation of transonic, friction between affected
channels and profile flows with passive influence
[ETN-90-98192] p 100 N91-12645
A vortex lattice method for the calculation of interference
effects between wings and free vortex sheets in subsonic
flow
[ETN-90-98196] p 100 N91-12646
The calculation of the ultimate capacity of a one runway
main system. A new arrangement on the basis of a radar
data evaluation
[ETN-90-98189] p110 N91-12660
MBB BO 108 helicopter ground and flight test
evaluation
[MBB-UD-0546-89-PUBI p116 N91-12664
Analytical methods for the qualification of helicopter
structures
[MBB-UD-0569-90-PUB] p116 N91-12666
Thirty years of structural dynamic investigations at
MBB-UF
[MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0399] p118 N91-12676
Methods to preserve the integrity of a combat aircraft
flight control system through major upgrade programmes
p 128 N91-12692
Flight testing of a redundant FBW/FBL helicopter control
system p 129 N91-12703
Enhancement of the Stuttgart altitude test facility
[ETN-90-97860] p 133 N91-12708
Investigation of actions to reduce noise emissions in
ultralight aircrafts
[UBA-FB-105-05-303] p 159 N91-13224
Analytic formulations of unsteady profile aerodynamics
and its application to simulation of rotors
[DLR-FB-90-28] p 184 N91-13415
Influence of thermodynamical moderation for
chemically reacting air flow
[MBB/FE122/S/PUB/400] p 184 N91-13418
Systematic investigations of body-wing-tail interference
at high angles of attack p 186 N91-14290
Experimental investigation of buffet onset and
penetration on a supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
p219 N91-14328
Experimental investigations of buffet excitation forces
on a low aspect ratio trapezoidal half wing in
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EH101 - Automatic flight control system: Autopilot cable
hover mode computer aided design and assessment
p 846 A91-45370
The A129 LAH project p 823 A91-45372
Helicopter configuration selection - A procurement point
of view p883 A91-45375
Simplified inverse simulation for preliminary design
purposes p 646 A91-45388
Engine power influenced by vertical tip wings at rotor
blades p841 A91-45392
Computational fluid dynamics 3-D analysis for advanced
transonic turbine design p 841 A91 -45409
Modem research topics in aerospace propulsion - In
honor of Corrado Casci p 868 A91 -45656
An upwind formulation for hypersonic nonequilibrium
flows p803 A91-45667
Dynamics of a towed sailplane
[AIAA PAPER 91-2862] p 949 A91-49818
Influence of environment on high temperature low cycle
fatigue of an oxide dispersion strengthened nickel base
superalloy p 964 A91-52529
A CO2 laser approach to remanufacturing of turbine
vanes and blades p 977 A91 -52566
First experimental results from the adaptive-walls
wind-tunnel in Naples p 957 A91-52781
Development and certification flight test on the Piaggio
P. 180 Avanti aircraft - A general overview
[SAE PAPER 911003] p 926 A91-52937
Artificial and natural icing conditions flight tests on the
Piaggio P. 180 Avanti aircraft
[SAE PAPER 911004] p 908 A91-52938
Determination of dynamic stability parameters in a low
speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-3245] p 1080 A91-53757
Application of Euler equations to computation of vortex
flow on wing-body and dose-coupled wing-body-canard
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 91-3306] p 1007 A91-S3799
Vortex detaching in several spoilers - Experimental
data p 1018 A91-55747
Infrared thermography applications in convective heat
transfer . p 1095 A91-55756
Simulation of engines for high-speed civil aircrafts
p 1063 A91-56127
Combustion and NO emissions in a turbulent dump
combustor p 1065 A91-56165
Optimization models and techniques to improve air traffic
management p 31 N91-10988
Parameter space design of robust flight control
systems p 328 N91-15718
Aircraft control system design, synthesis, analysis, and
simulation tools at Aermacchi p 328 N91-15729
Inverse methods for 3D internal flows
p367 N91-18043
Advanced technology application in the flight deck
design for military transport aircrafts
p 374 N91-18075
Flying qualities experience on the AMX aircraft
p650 N91-23112
Metrics for roll response flying qualities
p650 N91-23118
Airbreathing propulsion for transatmospheric flight
p659 N91-23156
Reacting shock waves in hypersonic propulsion
applications p629 N91-23174
Design landing loads evaluation by dynamic simulation
of flexible aircraft p 832 N91-28163
Aerodynamic analysis of the flow characteristics of a
delta-canard configuration
[ETN-91-99774] p 905 N91-30099
Inviscid calculations by an upwind finite element method
of hypersonic flows over a double (simple) ellipse
[ETN-91-99776] p 905 N91-30100
Simulation of hypersonic flows on unstructured grids
[ETN-91-99778] p 905 N91-30102
Numerical simulation of viscous turbulent flows past
aerospace configurations
[ETN-91-99779] p 905 N91-30103
Comparison of solution of various Euler solvers and one
Navier-Stokes solver for the flow about a sharp-edged
cropped delta wing
[ETN-91-99508] p 906 N91-30106
Vortical flow simulation by using structured and
unstructured grids
[ETN-91-99509] p 906 N91-30107
On-line assistance in flight simulation
[ETN-91-99772] p 961 N91-30164
Automatic treatment of flight test images using modem
tools: SAAB and Aeritalia joint approach
[ETN-91-99773] p 981 N91-30492
Inlet edge funnel of a civil aircraft gondola engine
[ETN-91-99775] p 1052 N91-31130
JAPAN
Motion analysis of RPRVs using on-board and
ground-based measurements p 37 A91-12224
Aerodynamic heating in the interaction regions of shock
waves and turbulent boundary layers induced by
sweptback blunt fins p6 A91 -12226
Configuration control and airworthiness management
p 77 A91-12233
Noise characteristics of the Japan's experimental
powered lift STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 90-4014] p 75 A91-12526
Unsteady aerodynamic damping measurement of
annular turbine cascade with high deflection in transonic
flow p 122 A91 -13044
Annular cascade study of low back-pressure supersonic
fan blade flutter
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-297] p 122 A91-13048
On the von Neumann paradox of weak Mach
reflection p 86 A91-14377
Computational study of the shock-wave/boundary-layer
interaction in a duct p 86 A91-14387
Concept and technology development for HOPE
spaceplane
[AIAA PAPER 90-5223] p 135 A91-14449
Conceptual study of space plane powered by hypersonic
airbreathing propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 90-5225] p 135 A91-14451
Newly constructed high speed wind tunnel at the Institute
of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) and related
activities
[AIAA PAPER 90-5226] p 130 A91-14452
A simple unified expression of airload-singularity
resulting from kinked-wing-platforms p 89 A91-15027
Characteristics of a cryogenic wind tunnel at National
Defense Academy. I - The operation with manual
controls p 130 A91-15029
An investigation on DME-based navigation system
p 108 A91-15031
A study on the helicopter rotortalade coating micro-wave
absorber p 112 A91-15033
Flow past perforated plate placed perpendicularly on
ground plane p 89 A91-15035
Measurements of short bubble and long bubble formed
on NACA 63-009 airfoil p 89 A91-15036
Shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions
induced by a sine-shaped protuberance
p 143 A91-15041
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Experiments on transition process of laminar separation
bubble on airfoils p89 A91-15042
A note on the weight vs dynamic stability relations of
subsonic airplanes p 126 A91-15045
A note on the velocity vs dynamic stability relations of
aircrafts P 126 A91-15050
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
p 90 A91 -16059
Tensile strength and fracture defects expanded by
subcritical crack growth of silicon nitride at high
temperatures p 137 A91-16093
5-inch-size liquid crystal flat panel display evaluation test
by flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 90-3144] p 146 A9M6698
Designs of a gust load alleviation system for a
cantilevered elastic rectangular wing and wind-tunnel
tests P 217 A91-18067
Growth and decay of vortex street in the wake ot a
two-dimensional body p 169 A91-18068
Characteristics of a cryogenic wind tunnel at National
Defense Academy. II - Tunnel characteristics at ambient
and cryogenic temperatures p 223 A91-18071
Proposal and flight evaluation of a new pitch-mode
decoupling system p217 A91-19010
Numerical investigation of supersonic inlet with realistic
bleed and bypass systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-0127] p 172 A91-19150
The 10cm x 10cm magnetic suspension and balance
system at the National Aerospace Laboratory
[AIAA PAPER 91-0397] p 223 A91-19279
Numerical study on mixing and combustion of injecting
hydrogen jet in a supersonic air flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-0574] p 229 A91-19365
Free vibration of a cantilever annular sector plate with
curved radial edges and varying thickness
p316 A91-20943
Downwash measurement at the horizontal tail
p286 A91-21000
Theoretical analysis of supersonic gas-particle
two-phase flow and its application to relatively complicated
flow fields P255 A91-21198
Experimental study on mixing phenomena in supersonic
flows with slot injection
[AIAA PAPER 91-0016] p 256 A91-21335
Optimum spacing control of the marching grid
generation
[AIAA PAPER 91-0103] p 258 A91-21368
Determination of cycle configuration of gas turbines and
aircraft engines by an optimization procedure
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-115] p 302 A91-23646
Double linearization theory for a rotating subsonic
annular cascade of oscillating blades. I - Mathematical
expressions of disturbance flow field. II - Numerical study
of unsteady aerodynamic forces p 272 A91-24115
Transonic flutter/divergence characteristics of
aeroelastically tailored and non-tailored high-aspect-ratio
forward swept wings p 401 A91-24306
A Navier-Stokes calculation of the flow passing through
a cascade with tip clearance p 339 A91 -24338
Control law synthesis and wind tunnel test of gust load
alleviation for a transport-type aircraft
p402 A91 -24345
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics p 342 A91 -24407
Robust control system design with multiple model
approach and its application to flight control system
p427 A91-24418
Blunt trailing edge analysis of supercritical airfoils by a
Navier-Stokes code p344 A91-24424
Quiet STOL research aircraft Asuka - Development and
flightiest P 382 A91-24430
Large-scale numerical aerodynamic simulations for
complete aircraft configurations p 345 A91-24445
Design and flight test on high AOA/spin characteristics
of XT-4 intermediate jet trainer p 384 A91-24492
Experimental study on drag reduction of hypersonic
transport configuration p 347 A91 -24494
Applicability of Euler analysis to prop-fan aerodynamic
design p348 A91-24514
Experimental study on matching between characteristics
of control-manipulator system and controlled element
dynamics. I - The case of 1 st order unstable controlled
element. II - The case of 3rd order controlled element
p405 A91-24728
Numerical simulations of separated flows around bluff
bodies by the discrete vortex method
p350 A91-25333
Double linearization theory for a rotating supersonic
annular cascade of oscillating blades
p350 A91-25335
A study of aerodynamic performance ot cone-derived
waverider configuration p 352 A91-25746
Controller designs of a gust load alleviation system for
an elastic rectangular wing p 405 A91-26626
Study on integrated cockpit display using flight
simulator p 395 A91-26627
PAR-WIG (power-augmented-ram wing-in-ground) -
Some considerations for conceptual design of PAR-WIG
effect vehicle p432 A91-26694
A noise suppressor using co-axial perforated tubes
p431 A91 -28276
Noise induced vibration of dwelling construction around
the airport p 424 A91-28289
Unattended monitoring and source identification of
aircraft noise p 432 A91-28301
Aerodynamic/combustion tests in high speed duct flows
at University Komaba facility p 504 A91-29400
Analytical prediction of height-velocity diagram of a
helicopter using optimal control theory
p495 A91-29789
Hypersonic turbomachinery-based air-breathing engines
for the earth-to-ortait vehicle p 487 A91-30017
Estimation accuracy of close approach probability for
establishing a radar separation minimum
p464 A91-30534
Application of numerical analysis to jet engine combustor
design p 489 A91-31401
Numerical computation of internal flows for supersonic
inlet p447 A91-31402
Parachute deployment experiment in transonic and
supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 91-0859] p 451 A91-32174
Analysis of laminar separation bubble using a simple
eddy-viscosity turbulence model p 591 A91 -33227
Interaction between two jets exhausted from nozzles
arranged in parallel p 593 A91 -34439
Detection of a rotating stall precursor in isolated axial
flow compressor rotors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-157] p 552 A91-34795
Coping with dramatic air transport growth
p562 A91-36011
All solid-state ASR with adaptive pulse Doppler
processing p 641 A91-37107
SSR signal discrimination from garbled replies
p642 A91-37121
Track initiation using MHT in dense environments
p674 A91-37141
Mach 4 testing of scramjet inlet models
p615 A91-37418
ACT wind-tunnel experiments of a transport-type wing
p615 A91-37772
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender wing-gap-body
combinations p615 A91-37777
Re-entry flight control of space plane using approximate
perfect servo p664 A91-37778
Improvement of atmospheric flight performance of a
space vehicle through sensitivity minimization
p 664 A91-37779
A comparison between computation and experiment for
flows around airfoil with slat and flap
p616 A91-37780
The development and research on CAD for education
on aircraft design p686 A91-38234
Further experiments on vortex formation around an
oscillating and translating airfoil at large incidences
p 620 A91 -39738
High gain airborne antenna for satellite
communications p 643 A91 -39776
Cross-flow instability of 3-D boundary layers on a flat
plate p622 A91-39931
Development and interaction of instabilities in the
crossflow field p 622 A91-39938
Visual study of boundary layer transition on rotating flat
plate p623 A91-39941
NKK premium quality titanium master alloy
p672 A91-40425
Analysis of circular elastic membrane wings
p625 A91-40472
Modeling for unsteady aerodynamics of rectangular wing
in incompressible flow using step responses
p625 A91 -40473
A numerical analysis of the flow passing through a
cascade with tip clearance - Subsonic flow through a linear
cascade composed of flat plates p 695 A91 -40575
Surface heat transfer change induced by unsteady shock
reflections and numerical simulations on shock reflection
p695 A91 -40647
Unified zonal method based on the fortified
Navier-Stokes concept
[AIAA PAPER 91-1558] p 698 A91-40732
Development of a vitiated air heater for engine test
facilities
[AIAA PAPER 91-2501 ] p 761 A91-41802
Supersonic inlet flow computations using fortified
Navier-Stokes approach
[AIAA PAPER 91-1730] p 710 A91-42567
Parametric study of airframe-integrated scramjet cooling
requirement p 749 A91-42817
A study of supersonic aerodynamic mixing in the
scramjet combustor p 771 A91-43000
Numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous flow for the
design of H-ll orbiting plane (HOPE). II
[AIAA PAPER 91-1390] p717 A91-43453
Multigrid solution of hypersonic flows using rational
Runge-Kutta scheme
[AIAA PAPER 91-1703] p 722 A91-43602
Detailed measurements on unsteady properties in
three-dimensional show wave/turbulent boundary layer
interaction induced by blunt fin at Mach number 4
[AIAA PAPER 91-1755] p 723 A91-43629
Spherical particle impact damage behaviour of a SiC
fibre-reinforced chemical vapour infiltrated SiC
composite p 765 A91-43752
A numerical study of surge and rotating stall in axial
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 91-1896] p 727 A91-44048
Aerodynamic characteristics of Mach-3 air-intake tested
in supersonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 91-2011) p 727 A91-44091
Supersonic air-intake study aiming at future airbreathing
engine
[AIAA PAPER 91-2012] p 751 A91-44092
Computations of three-dimensional viscous flows in
turbomachinery cascades
[AIAA PAPER 91-2237] p 728 A91-44164
A numerical investigation for supersonic inlet with throat
cavity
[AIAA PAPER 91-2477] p 729 A91-44260
Mechanics on the tip clearance loss of impeller blades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-37] p 789 A91-44527
Flow behavior in a dump diffuser with distorted flow at
the inlet
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-90] p 791 A91-44562
Passive control of unstable characteristics of a high
specific speed diagonal-flow fan by an annular wing
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-159] p 792 A91-44597
Effects of chordwise displacement and nonrigid section
deformation on unsteady aerodynamic response of
subsonic and supersonic oscillating cascades
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-246] p 796 A91-44657
A zonal approach for Navier-Stokes computations of
compressible cascade flow fields using a TVD finite volume
method
iASME PAPER 90-GT-260] p 796 A91-44665
Generalized high speed simulation of gas turbine
engines
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-270] p 838 A91-44672
Accelerated mission tests and reliability improvement
of F3-30 engine
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-322] p 839 A91-44700
Automatic flight system for helicopters
p845 A91-45367
Optimal takeoff and landing of helicopters for
one-engine-inoperative operation p 846 A91-45387
Experimental and numerical studies of weak blast waves
in air p 802 A91-45420
Topology of a computed incompressible
three-dimensional separated flow field around a
high-angle-of-attack cone-cylinder p 806 A91-46198
Development of the intermediate jet trainer (XT-4)
p826 A91-46592
The role of intelligence for aircraft
p879 A91 -46594
The 747-400 aircraft monitoring system
p833 A91-46595
Computer technology of the A320-200 aircraft
p833 A91 -46596
The data processing system for air traffic control - Its
present and future p 879 A91 -46597'
The development of the FJR710 turbofan engine and
its operation with the STOL research aircraft Asuka
p844 A91-46598
Numerical aerodynamics simulation techniques for
aerospace engineering p811 A91-46600
Study on afterburner of aircraft engine
p844 A91 -46621
Numerical calculation of hypersonic flows with
nonequilibrium air chemistry around a reentry vehicle
p811 A91-46624
Experimental study on interacting flow fields induced
by normally injected secondary flow through a slot nozzle
into supersonic flow p811 A91-46625
Fundamental philosophy of PAR-WIG design at
USA-DTNSRDC p870 A91-46819
Practical application of the wing-in-ground (WIG) effect
vehicle p 870 A91-46820
Maneuver simulation model of an experimental
hovercraft for the Antarctic p 870 A91-46821
Stress intensity factors of multiple cracked sheet with
riveted stiffeners p 870 A91-47219
Aerodynamics of a thin airfoil flying over and in proximity
to a wavy-wall surface - Lifting surface theory
p 813 A91-47255
A synthesis of reduced-order compensators for active
flutter suppression systems based on the optimal
projection method p 850 A91-47256
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Double linearization theory of three-dimensional
cascades with vibrating blades under
spanwise-nonuniform mean loading. I - Subsonic flow. II
- Supersonic flow p 871 A91-47882
Quick automatic evaluation of propeller performance
combined to an engine p 938 A91-49178
The loading capability of axial flow compressor with wide
chord rotor blade p 896 A91-49179
Re-evaluation of dynamic lift generation due to gas
envelope itself of airship p 923 A91 -49180
Robust flight path control system design with multiple
delay model approach
[AIAA PAPER 91-2671] p 946 A91-49642
Application of feedback linearization method in a digital
restructurable flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 91-2714] p 984 A91-49675
The effect of clutter on missiles at a low altitude
[AIAA PAPER 91-2697] p 949 A91-49785
Simulation of reduction characteristics of scattering from
aircraft model coated with thin-type absorber by spatial
network method p 972 A91 -50765
Evaluation report of an experimental Satcom operation
p 914 A91-50935
A numerical calculation of a rarefied gas flow at low
Mach numbers p 899 A91-51557
Supersonic opposing jets p 899 A91-51559
A study of aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicle
p962 A91-51560
Design of restructurable flight control systems using
feedback linearization p 951 A91-520U
Experimental study on autoignition in a scramjet
combustor p 939 A91 -52301
Feasibility study of air-breathing turboengines for
horizontal takeoff and landing space planes
p962 A91-52322
Effect of a sail on augmenting attitude stability of
hovering VTOL vehicle supported by one-ducted-fan
p953 A91-52824
Validation of 3-D Navier-Stokes simulations for transonic
flows about Boeing 747-200 wing-fuselage combination
[ AIAA PAPER 91 -3202 ] p 998 A91 -53728
Experimental and numerical analysis on ventilated
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 91-3335] p 1012 A91-53878
Feasibility study on the second generation SST
[AIAA PAPER 91-3104] p 1045 A91-54029
Improving the lift to drag characteristics of SST
[AIAA PAPER 91-3105] p 1046 A91-54030
Conceptual study of supersonic propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 91-3133] p 1060 A91-54052
Theory and shock tunnel experiments on flow past
hypersonic vehicles p 1014 A91-54354
Flight test of the Japanese Upper Surface Blowing STOL
experimental aircraft ASKA p 1048 A91-54369
A synthesis of reduced-order compensators for active
flutter suppression system based on the optimal projection
method p 1079 A91-55040
Given flight trajectory controller for aircraft
p 1079 A91-55042
Range performance of wing-in-ground effect vehicle
P1093 A91-55043
Aircraft design experience p 1050 A91-55451
Aerodynamic response of a thin airfoil flying over and
in proximity to a wavy wall surface - Lifting surface
theory p 1016 A91-55453
Optimum structural design of cantilevered rectangular
elastic wing with gust load alleviation system
p 1093 A91-55456
A small airship is economical for commuter transport
(A Copernican change) p 1116 A91 -55458
Flow analysis around rotary wing .
p 1017 A91-55716
Visualization of a translating and oscillating airfoil with
different cross sections p 1017 A91-55722
Flows around rectangular prisms with the oscillating flaps
at leading edges p 1017 A91 -55725
Shock shapes over slightly blunted wedges traveling at
hypersonic speed p 1018 A91-55736
Space plane program in Japan p 1085 A91-56106
The effect of hub passage on the performance of
transonic rotor p 1062 A91-56113
A numerical study on three dimensional viscous flows
of a radial-inflow turbine p 1019 A91-56144
Lifting surface theory for supersonic through-flow fan
p 1020 A91-56170
Experimental investigation of side dump type
combustors for integral rocket ramjets
p 1085 A91-56210
A numerical study on thrust limits and flight simulation
of air-breathing rocket p 1085 A91-56211
Aspect-ratio effects on infrared radiation intensity of 2-D
nozzle exhaust plume p 1067 A91-56219
Effects of injector geometry on scramjet combustor
performance p 1067 A91 -56232
Combustion test and thermal analysis of fuel injection
struts of a scramjet combustor p 1068 A91-56233
Airlines' view to take advantage of satellite
communication p 1029 A91-56468
A formula to estimate lift curve slopes of elliptic wings
in ground effect p 1023 A91-57005
Characteristics of piping interference elimination unit
used in the high-speed wind tunnel test of ASUKA seven
percent semi-bom prototype
(NAL-TM-588) p13 N91-10003
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane. Part 3: Analysis of aerothermodynamic heating
[NAL-TR-1027T] p 14 N91-10011
The establishment and performance test of PAPI
(Precision Approach Path Indicator) System for NAL STOL
aircraft
[NAL-TM-579] p 28 N91-10030
Application of flight path reconstruction algorithms for
flight data of helicopter
[NAL-TM-582] p 28 N91-10031
The actuator for the low-noise STOL test plane flight
control system and its development test
[NAL-TM-574] p 37 N91-10038
A consideration on flight paths for microwave-powered
airplanes
[NAL-TR-1051] p39 N91-10053
Practical flight paths for microwave-powered airplanes
[NAL-TR-1052T] p 40 N91-10054
Wind tunnel test of redundant vane-type flow-direction
sensing systems
[NAL-TM-590] p 44 N91-10057
Effects of coolant injection on turbine aerodynamic
characteristics. Part 1: Test turbine and apparatus
[NAL-TM-585-PT-1] p 47 N91-10059
Experimental investigation on the effect of coolant
injection on turbine aerodynamic characteristics. Part 2:
Effects of injection from rotor casing with 30 deg slanted
holes
[NAL-TM-587-PT-2] p 47 N91-10060
The full-body ground vibration tests using the low-noise
STOL test plane
(NAL-TM-576) p 50 N91-10077
Configuration, function and performance of the flight
simulation test facility and its motion simulation system
[NAL-TM-575] p 52 N91-10080
Function and performance of visual simulation unit of
flight simulation test facility
[NAL-TM-581J p 52 N91-10082
Flight evaluation test of the PAPI (Precision Approach
Path Indicator) System
[NAL-TM-592] p 29 N91-10966
Flight simulator evaluation test of multi-functional display
unit
[NAL-TM-596] p 53 N91-11026
Flight simulation programs for space plane
[NAL-TM-594] p 55 N91-11035
Proceedings of the 7th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-10] p79 N91-12514
Numerical calculations of separated flows around a wing
section at unsteady motion by a discrete vortex method
p94 N91-12517
Unsteady calculation of the transonic flow over
ONERA-M6 wing with a side wall p 95 N91-12518
Turbulence models for transonic flows with separation
p95 N91-12519
Numerical computation of flow for scramjet
p 125 N91-12529
Aerothermal analysis for gas turbine combustion liner
cooling slots p 126 N91-12534
A numerical simulation for supersonic intake
p95 N91-12535
Numerical simulations of transonic cascade flow and
their visualizations p 149 N91-12538
A new algorithm for generating block-structured grid and
its application to complex aircraft configurations
p 157 N91-12543
Numerical simulation of flow fields around an airplane
of complex geometries p 95 N91 -12544
Generation of 3-D grid using boundary element
method p 157 N91-12545
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel. 5: Vortex shedding
behind an inclined flat plate p 95 N91 -12548
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering. 7: A simple analysis method of separating
flows p 149 N91-12549
Comparative study on wing pressure distribution of high
speed jet airplane between numerical simulation and flight
test p95 N91-12550
Numerical simulation of transonic flows over Boeing-747
and its validation by comparison with experimental data
p95 N91-12551
Numerical simulation of wing in grand effect 2
p96 N91-12552
Effects of blade tip planforms on rotor performance in
hover p 96 N91-12553
Transonic aerodynamics analyses of unconventional
wing configurations by 3D-Euler code
p96 N91-12555
Aerodynamic simulation of flows about a space-plane
3 p96 N91-12556
On the numerical simulations of flow around a body of
complex configurations p 150 N91-12557
Verification of numerical simulation codes for hypersonic
viscous flow around a space plane p 150 N91-12558
Finite element solution of Navier-Stokes flow around
aerofoils: Active use of block tridiagonal matrix
p 150 N91-12562
Proceedings of the 6th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[DE89-910195] p 96 N91-12591
Numerical calculation of chemically reacting
compressible flow p 97 N91 -12596
An implicit time-marching method for the
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations of
contravariant velocity components p 150 N91 -12603
On a new difference scheme-ATVD2
P150 N91-12609
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering p 151 N91-12610
Navier-Stokes simulation of transonic flow around
ventilated airfoils p97 N9M2611
Comparison with computation using panel method and
wind tunnel test around transonic complete aircraft
p97 N91-12612
Calculation of high speed flow about winged body
p97 N91-12613
Upwind differencing for viscous flow computations
p 151 N91-12614
Navier-Stokes simulations of a winged vehicle using
upwind scheme p 97 N91-12615
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane p 97 N91-12617
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel
p97 N91-12618
Numerical simulation of unsteady aerodynamics around
an oscillating wing in elastic modes p 98 N91-12622
On the computation of viscous flows around a
three-dimensional wing p 98 N91 -12623
Numerical simulation of flow around the aircraft designed
to utilize ground effect p 98 N91-12624
Verification of 2D-viscous flow simulation codes using
airfoil with very small leading edge radius
p98 N91-12625
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulation of flow
around ATP p98 N91-12626
Numerical simulations of flow around ATP engine
p98 N91-12627
Design of ultra high bypass fan with numerical solution
of Navier-Stokes equations p 126 N91-12628
Wind tunnel tests on flutter control of a high-aspect-ratio
cantilevered wing: Control with leading-edge and
trailing-edge control surfaces
[NAL-TR-1070] p 276 N91-15982
An experiment on supersonic turbulent mixing layers:
Supersonic-subsonic two-stream layers
[NAL-TR-1066] p 276 N91-15983
Large-scale numerical aerodynamic simulations for
complete aircraft configurations
[NAL-TR-1073-T] p 277 N91-15984
Calculations for unsteady aerodynamic characteristics
on a 3-D lifting body in subsonic flow using boundary
element method
[NAL-TR-1065] p 277 N91-15985
Numerical simulation of separated flows around a wing
section at steady and unsteady motion by a discrete vortex
method p 278 N91-16268
Unsteady vortex lattice calculation of the flow around
a slender delta wing p 278 N91-16272
Result of ONERA standard model test in 2m x 2m
transonic wind tunnel
[DE91-750115] p455 N91-19066
Strength test of CFRP box beam model
[NAL-TR-1057] p 525 N91-19469
Investigation of ATP blades, part 1
[OE91-750103] p 506 N91-20144
Parallel processing using multitasking on CRAY X-MP
system
[NAL-TR-1069] p 538 N91-20806
Coning motion ol slender bodies at high angles of
attack
[NAL-TR-1059] p 556 N91-21111
Wind tunnel test of a propeller working in a tow Reynolds
number range
[NAL-TR-1071] p556 N91-21112
An experimental study of a three-dimensional
swept-back wing with suction laminar-flow-control
[NAL-TR-1072) p 556 N91-21113
Blunt trailing edge analysis of supercritical airfoils by a
Navier-Stokes code
[NAL-TR-1075-T] p 556 N91-21114
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Proceedings of the 8th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics: Prospects of Computational
Fluid Dynamics and Super Computers in Aerospace
Science and Technology
[NAL-SP-13] p596 N91-21379
Present and future of CFD on the aero-engine
development in IHI p 596 N91-21381
CFD research and systems in Kawasaki Heavy Industries
and its future prospects p 596 N91-21382
The CFD analysis related aerospace in Fuji Heavy
Industries, Ltd, P 597 N91-21383
Status and outlook of CFD technology at Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries. Nagoya p 597 N91-21384
Proceedings of a French-Japanese Seminar on
Composite Materials: Processing, Use and Databases
p 589 N91 -22380
Analysis of laminar separation bubbles using a simple
eddy-viscosity turbulence model
(NAL-TR-1079) p 600 N91-22520
Research on aerodynamic control of blade tip clearance
flow in air-cooled turbine
[DE91-764223) P 660 N91-23182
Water-cooling technique of high temperature gas turbine
blade
[DE91-764238] p 681 N91-23506
A computational and experimental analysis of
joined-wing aerodynamics
[NAL-TR-1088T] p 732 N91-25114
Velocity measurements inside the leading edge vortex
formed on a delta wing
[NAL-TR-1087] p 732 N91-25115
An investigation of a two-dimensional hybrid laminar flow
control airfoil at high subsonic flow. Part 1: Aerodynamic
characteristic of a basic airfoil NLAM78
[NAL-TR-1076] p 732 N91-25116
Estimation of the aeroelastic characteristics from flight
test data of the STOL research aircraft ASKA
[NAL-TR-1083] p 740 N91-25145
Observation of laminar boundary layer transition on light
monoplane wing surface
[NAL-TR-1077] p 777 N91-25366
The reduction of cavity noise at subsonic speeds
[NAL-TR-1081] p784 N91-25815
Proceedings of the 8th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-14] p996 N91-32032
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel 6: Delta wing
p 1084 N91-32039
Aerodynamic design of non-planar wing by inverse
method with Navier-Stokes equation
p 1053 N91-32045
Navier-Stokes simulation for complete aircraft
configuration p 1053 N91-32046
Blended wing-body configuration design using transonic
inverse code p 1054 N91-32047
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering (8): A mixed compression inlet for a supersonic
airplane p 1100 N91-32048
Supersonic inlet flow computations with cavity
p 1026 N91-32049
Numerical simulation analysis of sidewall effects in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 1026 N91-32050
The three dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of flow
over a wing without any turbulent modelling
p 1026 N91-32051
Numerical turbulent simulations of unsteady transonic
cascade flows P1100 N91-32063
Unsteady flow analysis in two-dimensional compressor
cascade p1100 N91-32064
Analysis of the aerodynamic performance of
counter-rotating propeller by means of vortex lattice
method p 1026 N91-32065
Navier-Stokes analysis for flowfield around hovering
rotor p 1026 N91 -32066
Application of 3-D Navier-Stokes computation to turbine
vane design P1100 N91 -32069
ADS (Automatic Dependent Surveillance) PET (Pacific
Engineering Trial) program in Japan
p 1039 N91-32100
Satellite data link research and development program
in Japan p 1040 N91-32108
JORDAN
Visualization of the flow about a delta wing maneuvering
in pitch to very high angle of attack p 618 A91-38684
The assumed mode method in structural dynamics of
bladed-disk-shaft systems
(ASME PAPER 90-GT-315) p 864 A91-44696
Vibration of mistuned bladed disks supported by flexible
continuous shafts p 1097 A91-56359
K
KOREA(SOUTH)
Numerical simulation of vortex-wedge interaction
[AIAA PAPER 90-3918] p6 A91-12434
Boundary element analysis of thermal stress intensity
factors for cusp cracks p 145 A91-16221
Performance analysis of PNG laws for randomly
maneuvering targets p 216 A91-17427
Vibration analysis of composite plate wing
p238 A91-20335
Inviscid analysis of two-dimensional airfoils in unsteady
motion using conformal mapping p 268 A91-22477
Static aeroelastic analysis of composite wing
p381 A91 -24365
Finite element analysis of composite panel flutter
p519 A91-31814
Minimum-weight design of laminated composite plates
for postbuckling performance
[AIAA PAPER 91-0969] p 520 A91-31857
Aeroelastic optimum design ot composite rotor blade
with returning wake effect p 570 A91-32646
Euler analysis of transonic stator-rotor interaction using
a finite volume method p 554 A91 -35984
Supersonic flutter analysis of clamped symmetric
composite panels using shear deformable finite
elements p 675 A91-37847
Static aeroelastic analysis of a three-dimensional oblique
wing p714 A91-42711
Numerical analysis of compressible flow around
three-dimensional fin-body combination
[SAE PAPER 901812] p 892 A91-48545
Efficient Euler analysis of transonic flow around
advanced turbo-prop
(SAE PAPER 901855] p 892 A91-48569
N
NETHERLANDS
Experimental/theoretical investigation of the sound field
of an isolated propeller, including angle of incidence
effects
[AIAA PAPER 90-3952] p 69 A91-12468
Auto-correlation measurements in three-dimensional
fluid flow datasets p 145 A91-16317
The composition of flight simulation models - Flight
testing versus DATCOM techniques
[AIAA PAPER 90-3120] p113 A91-16677
The Fokker Bondtester inspection of Arall laminates
p234 A91-18559
Characterization of inspection performance
p235 A91-18579
Comparison of combustion experiments and theory in
polyethylene solid fuel ramjets p 297 A91 -20744
A measurement system for production flight tests of new
aircraft p 308 A91-20984
Aerodynamic effects of distributed roughness on a N ACA
63(2)-015 airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 91-0443] p 262 A91-21492
Certification of Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 for operation
in icing conditions
(AIAA PAPER 91-0561 ] p 279 A91-21532
Flight tests of the aerodynamic effects of type I and
type II ground de-/anti-icing fluids on the Fokker 50 and
Fokker 100 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-0785] . p 288 A91-21617
The windtunnel as a tool for laminar flow research
p407 A91-24324
Numerical simulation of vortical flow over a delta wing
at subsonic and transonic speeds p 340 A91 -24354
Monitoring load experience of individual aircraft
p335 A91-24379
Some new developments on the Aircraft Design and
Analysis System (ADAS) p 427 A91 -24409
Tools and methods used for certification of the Fokker
100 automatic landing system performance
p383 A91-24439
Four-dimensional fuel-optimal flights into and out of the
terminal area p427 A91 -24451
In-flight pressure distribution measurements
Instrumentation, data handling and comparison with
windtunnel data p 383 A91-24454
Development and validation of a characteristic boundary
condition for a cell-centered Euler method
p347 A91 -24485
A predictive controller for the Mach number in a transonic
windtunnel p 408 A91 -26927
Acoustical phenomena of ground run-up noise in
combination with screens p 431 A91-28271
A feedback guidance law for time-optimal zoom
interception p 496 A91-30192
Damage tolerance aspects of ARALL fuselage skin
structure (philosophy and experiments)
p588 A91-32573
GAMM-Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
Mechanics, 8th, Delft University of Technology,
Netherlands, Sept. 27-29. 1989, Proceedings
p592 A91-34176
Development and validation of characteristic boundary
conditions for cell-centered Euler flow calculations
p592 A91-34178
Aspects of the application of an Euler-equation method
to the simulation of leading-edge vortex flow
p549 A91-34196
3D Euler flows around modern airplanes
p549 A91-34201
Experimental verification of an improved actuator disc
concept p 802 A91 -45363
New transmission components for helicopter
applications p867 A91 -45373
Integrated logistic support in the NH90 project
p787 A91-45399
S-61N free wheel unit malfunctioning
p867 A91-45418
Bermuda bias - Substantial ownership and effective
control 45 years on p 884 A91 -45449
Two recent German cases of privatization - Air traffic
control and the space agency p 884 A91 -45450
Predictions on fatigue p 870 A91-46811
Take-Off Performance Monitoring system algorithm and
display development
[AIAA PAPER 91-2863] p 833 A91-47166
Aircraft performance engineering p 828 A91-48075
Evaluation of the flyability of MLS curved approaches
for wide-body aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-2668] p912 A91-49639
Fractographic observations and predictions on fatigue
crack growth in an aluminium alloy under miniTWIST
flight-simulation loading p 963 A91-49953
Integration of wall interference assessment and wall
adaptation p 957 A91 -52782
Aerodynamic performance of wing-body configurations
and the flying wing
[SAE PAPER 911019] p902 A91-52947
Investigation of the vortex flow over a 76/60-deg double
delta wing at 20 deg incidence
(AIAA PAPER 91-3208] p 998 A91-53733
Application of an Euler-equation method to a
sharp-edged delta-wing configuration with vortex flow
[AIAA PAPER 91-3310] p 1007 A91-53801
Flow gradient corrections on hot-wire measurements
using an X-wire probe p 1091 A91-54278
The application of trajectory prediction algorithms for
planning purposes in the Netherlands ATC-system
p65 N91-10986
Bayesian multi-sensor tracking for advanced air traffic
control systems p 34 N91-11003
Short and long fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 under
Fokker 100 spectrum loading p 63 N91-11248
Fokker 50: Technology versus certification experience
p106 N91-11713
Essays on stability and control
[LR-600] p131 N91-11759
Instrumentation requirements and presample filter
design for measurements during non steady maneuvers
with the Hawker Hunter MK 7, PH-NLH
p120 N91-11761
Phase 2 flight simulator mathematical model and
data-package, based on flight test and simulation
techniques p 132 N91-11763
Flight deck development and the engineering pilot
p 132 N91-11764
Optimal inputs for aircraft parameter estimation
p115 N91-11768
Mathematical modelling of flight in turbulence and
windshear p 154 N91-11769
Twelfth Plantema memorial lecture on assessment of
service load experience
[NLR-TP-89097-U] p117 N91-12674
Re-assessing the F-16 damage tolerance and durability
life of the RNLAF F-16 aircraft
[NLR-TP-89184-U] p118 N91-12675
The effect of stereoscopic presentation on a simulated
air traffic control task
[IZF-1989-53] p 193 N91-13431
Simulator flight as a selection device: Effects of test
anxiety on subjective and objective measures of
performance
[IZF-1989-57] p227 N91-13468
Investigation of a semi-empirical method to predict limit
cycle oscillations of modem fighter aircraft
p220 N91 -14333
Activities report of the Dutch Civil Aeronautics Board
[ETN-91-98472) p 283 N91-16005
Optimization of target pressure distributions
p366 N91-18038
Constrained spanload optimization for minimum drag of
multi-lifting-surface configurations p 367 N91-18046
Activities report of the Civil Aeronautics Board
[ETN-91-98773] p 379 N91-18103
Bulging of fatigue cracks in a pressurized aircraft
fuselage
[LR-647] p477 N91-19094
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Design and testing of a circumferential and longitudinal
joint of the A320 fuselage section 13/14 in GLARE
(LR-645J p 525 N91-19494
Fatigue, static tensile strength, and stress corrosion of
aircraft materials and structures. Part 1: Text
[PB91-114S53) p530 N91-20504
Theoretical and experimental performance of a solid fuel
ramjet combustion cycle for hypersonic flight conditions
p660 N91-23170
Evaluation of the qualification of the structure of a
passenger aircraft by analysis and full-scale testing
p684 N91 -24645
Acquisition of statistical gust load data by commercial
airplanes p 758 N91-26152
Effect of aircraft emissions on atmospheric ozone in
the Northern Hemisphere
[PB91 -172072] p878 N91-27628
The use of Monte Carlo simulation in determining landing
gear loads during landing p 832 N91-28162
A measurement system for production flight tests of new
aircraft
[NLR-TfJ-89222-U] p 930 N91-30134
High temperature research at NLR
[NLR-MP-88051-U] p 942 N91-30143
Numerical definition document for the ISNaS
time-impficit flow solver
[MEMO 935] p981 N91-30488
Validation of digital simulation methods in CAE
[NLR-TP-89026-U] p 988 N91-30785
A European collaborative investigation of the
three-dimensional turbulent shear layers of a swept wing
[NLR-MP-88054-U1 P 1024 N91-31084
Bayesian multi-sensor tracking for advanced air-traffic
control systems
[NLR-Mp-88056-U] p 1037 N91-31119
Design and testing of a multiblock grid-generation
procedure for aircraft design and research
[NLR-TP>-89146-U] p 1052 N91-31131
Activities report of the National Aerospace Laboratory
[ETN-91.99438] p 1052 N91-31132
Flight testing in the Netherlands: An overview
[NLR-MP-88053-U] p 1052 N91-31133
Vulnerability of a small powerplant to wet snow
conditions p 1070 N91-31148
Corrosion fatigue crack arrest in aluminium alloys
[NLR-Mp-88050-U] p 1087 N91-31282
Development of an advanced panel method for complex
configurations in subsonic compressible flow; application
to the computation of the potential flow through ducts
[NLR-TH-88001-U] p 1098 N91-31579
Lightning protection of the Fokker 100 CFRP rudder
p 1032 N91-32612
NEW ZEALAND
The waverider wing in retrospect and prospect - A
personalised view p 352 A91-25744
Airport noise control - New Zealand's radical new
approach the 'aimoise boundary' principle
p 425 A91-28291
An instrumented aircraft for atmospheric research in
New Zealand and the South Pacific p 479 A91-29499
NORWAY
Aircraft noise annoyance p 425 A91-28298
Modification of the van Driest damping function to
include the effects of surface roughness
p770 A91-42282
OTHER
Toward automating the design of centrifugal impellers
p676 A91-38874
PAKISTAN
The role of primary carbides in fatigue crack propagation
in aeroengine bearing steels p 55 A91-11806
POLAND
Helicopter ground resonance p 36 A91-11723
Simulation investigations of the helicopter ground
resonance p36 A91-11724
The ground resonance of a helicopter with a rotor of
ideal a.nd approximate symmetry considering the
rotor-blade vibration in the thrust plane
p36 A91-11725
Numerical analysis of forced vibrations of a
crankshaft-airscrew system p 210 A91-17985
Inflight early detection of cracks in turbine aero-engine
compressor blades p 233 A91 -18542
Method of strength evaluation of radial fan rotors
p316 A91-20932
Early in-flight detection of fatigue cracks in aero-engine
compressor and turbine blades with vibroacoustic and
discrete-phase methods p 397 A91-24448
Viscous supersonic flow past a wedge-shaped body
p348 A91-24522
Simulation studies of the pilot-helicopter system under
abnormal conditions p405 A91-25793
Some remarks on the theory of irregular reflection of a
shock wave from a surface p 419 A91 -27368
Modelling of supersonic flow for the calculation of the
main aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft
p448 A91-31751
Self-excited vibration of an aircraft tire
p470 A91-31752
Influence of the aerodynamic load model on glider wing
flutter p519 A91-31755
Mathematical model of a hang glider during flight
p470 A91-31756
The effect of shear and rotary inertia of a rotor at its
critical speeds p 592 A91-34125
Biodynamic and optimization aspects of emergency
ejection from an aircraft p 561 A91-34341
Investigation of helicopter rotor blade motion stability
by direct Liapunov method p823 A91-45382
Single-parameter method for calculating transonic flow
p810 A91-46398
Transonic potential flow by least squares and finite
element method p 810 A91-46401
Analysis of aircraft controllability p 943 A91-49275
Some methods for improving the convergence of
iterative solutions of transonic flow equations
p 1015 A91-55029
PORTUGAL
On the effects of shear flow on sound transmission
across boundary layers p 429 A91-24337
On the development of the BAFR (Basic Aircraft for
Flight Research) in Portugal p 381 A91-24363
Numerical and experimental study of fountain flows
produced by multijet impingement on a ground plane
[AIAA PAPER 91-1806] p 771 A91-42602
Short crack behaviour in AI-LJ alloy 2090
p62 N91-11243
ROMANIA (RUMANIA)
Numerical solution of the equation for a thin airfoil in
ground effect p 269 A91 -22491
On the improvement of the supersonic lifting line
theory p614 A91 -36695
New developments in the dynamic aeroelastic stability
study of rotor blades p 673 A91-36698
New methods in the theory of subsonic flows past thin
airfoil configurations p614 A91-36699
Wing calculation in supersonic flow by means of the
supersonic lifting line theory p614 A91-36700
The influence of altitude and speed variations over the
aircraft flight control response during the longitudinal
nonlinear manoeuvres p 664 A91-36722
Aerodynamic calculation of tandem wings in supersonic
flow by means of SLLT p614 A91-36724
Steady linearised aerodynamics. Ill - Transonic
p620 A91-39223
On the acoustical performances of noise suppressors
with depressive networks for jet engines test rigs and
supersonic wind tunnel facilities p 784 A91-42999
SAUDI ARABIA
Waverider configurations according to thin shock-layer
theory p 91 A91 -16293
Hypersonic aircraft and inlet configurations derived from
axisymmetric flowfields p 92 A91-16646
Series complex-potential solution of flow around arbitrary
airfoils p355 A91-26116
Performance of improved thin aerofoil theory for modem
aerofoil sections p452 A91-32275
A numerical technique for solving the coupled-equations
of motion of an airplane
[AIAA PAPER 91-2962] p 852 A91-47842
An experimental investigation on spoiler effects
[AIAA PAPER 91-3214) p 999 A91-53737
Experimental investigation of the wind shear effect on
the aerodynamic forces on a wing
[AIAA PAPER 91-3216] p 999 A91-53738
An experimental investigation of the turbulence effect
of a leading wing on a trailing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 91-3309] p 1007 A91-53800
SINGAPORE
Corrosion experience on in-service airplanes - An
operator's viewpoint p 436 A91-30559
Stability study of coupling responses in laminates
p 1093 A91-55133
A smoke wires flow visualization study of the wakes of
bluff bodies with different afterbodies
p 1018 A91-55735
SOUTH AFRICA, REPUBLIC OF
Reduction of the RCS of the leading edge of a conducting
wing-shaped structure by means of lossless dielectric
material p 770 A91-42241
The development of axial turbine leakage loss for two
profiled tip geometries using linear cascade data
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-152] p 792 A91-44594
Dawes and Denton codes applied to a transonic
compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-304] p 797 A91-44688
Helicopter pitot intake performance and flow coefficient
relationship p 932 A91-48831
CARS temperature measurements in a gas turbine
combustor p 1096 A91-56139
Aerotek's turbine design and analysis capability
p 1065 A91-56173
A tri-sonic cascade tunnel p 1082 A91-56192
SPAIN
Availability - A practical approach on aerospace
industry p 57 A91-11202
Extended range operation of two and three turbofan
engined airplanes p 383 A91-24452
Thermal spikes on CFRP laminates - Assessment of
microdamage and its consequences on fatigue life
p588 A91-32549
Economic considerations of aircraft turbines
manufacturing
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-278] p 883 A91-44677
General configuration aspects on airlifter design
p374 N91-18070
Hypersonic propulsion: Past and present
p657 N91-23148
Nonlinear analysis of composite shear webs with holes
and correlation with tests p 684 N91 -24642
Tests of salinic clouds in test tube of the 7075 carbon
fiber with metal mesh (Airbus 330/340)
[INFORME-l-520/90] p 1088 N91-32175
Resistance of perished paints to Skydrol
[INFORME-l-536/90] p 1088 N91-32223
SRI LANKA
Taxation in the field of international air transport - Legal
aspects p883 A91-45448
SWEDEN
The wave drag of delta wings at supersonic speeds: A
recent study - 30th Lanchester Memorial Lecture
p85 A91-13383
Inverse scattering analysis of diffraction limited SAR
p 108 A91-14904
Solving the Navier-Stokes equations on the ETA-10 for
vortex flow around a delta wing p 167 A91-17596
Testing the new Swedish multirole A/C - The JAS 39
Gripen p 285 A91-20990
Applications of the structural optimization program
OPTSYS p 427 A91-24310
Experimental investigation of low speed model propeller
slipstream aerodynamic characteristics including flow field
surveys and nacelle/wing static pressure measurements
p339 A91-24314
The AEREL flutter prediction system
p427 A91-24330
The FFA T1500 injection driven transonic wind tunnel
p 408 A91-24344
Computer aided fatigue and damage tolerance sizing
p415 A91-24378
A propeller slipstream model in subsonic linearized
potential flow p341 A91-24383
Flow simulation around a realistic fighter airplane
configuration p 342 A91-24384
Damage tolerance analysis and testing of the fighter
aircraft 37 Viggen p 382 A91-24398
Hypersonic flow fields around Hermes computed by
Euler codes p 348 A91-24525
Modelling of turbulent transonic flow around aerofoils
and wings p 442 A91-29752
Analysis of a radome air-motion system on a twin-jet
aircraft for boundary-layer research p 479 A91-30361
Multi-point excitation of damped modes in a sine dwell
modal test and their transformation to real modes
p 514 A91-30531
Applications of structural optimization software in the
design process p 519 A91-31S85
Hypersonic leeside flow computations using centered
schemes for Euler equations p 548 A91-34187
On the development of turbulent spots in plane Poiseuille
flow P678 A91 -39904
Navier-Stokes computations of hypersonic flow past a
blunt edge delta wing at several angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-1698] p 709 A91-42559
Design of guide vanes for minimizing the pressure loss
in sharp bends p 870 A91-46610
Various optimal dimb profiles
[AIAA PAPER 91-2859] p 812 A91-47163
On speed-turn agility
(AIAA PAPER 91-2881] p 849 A91-47180
Using knowledge-based techniques in systems for
structural design p 985 A91-49985
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Dynamic scheduling of actions in a plan guided
aircraft p 986 A91-51214
Numerical design and analysis of slotted-walls in a
rectangular transonic test-section p 959 A91-52793
Aerodynamic design evolution of the SAAB 39 Gripen
aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 91-31951 p 1048 A91-54098
Validation rig - A tool for flame studies
p 1082 A91-56138
Short crack growth under realistic flight loading: Model
predictions and experimental results for Al 2024 and AI-LJ
2090 p62 N91-11246
Experiences gained in the SF340 airworthiness
process p 105 N91-11712
The certification of the SAAB 340
p 106 N91-11736
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional aerofoil
sections: Determination of pressure distribution and drag
for an aerofoil of type SAAB 7301 in FFA wind tunnel 55
[FFA-TN-1989-47] p 184 N91-13416
FE analyses of aircraft model with interior trim
(FFA-TN-1990-21] p 184 N91-13417
Damage tolerance analysis and testing of the fighter
aircraft 37 Viggen
[FFA-TN-1990-35] p 203 N91-13448
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of propeller
slipstream aerodynamic effects on different nacelle/wing
combinations. Part 2: Propeller slipstream flow field surveys
(velocity components, dynamic, total and static pressure
distributions) at zero angle of attack and high power
[FFA-TN-1990-24-PT-2] p 555 N91-21109
MATGRID. a program for generation of C-H and C-O
topology grids around wing/body configurations: User's
guide
(FFA-TN-1991-03] p 556 N91-21110
Some treatments on boundary conditions for quasi
one-dimensional Euler equations
[FFA-TN-1990-36] p 598 N91-21469
Stability analysis of a fuselage side
[FFA-TN-1990-32] p 599 N91-21568
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft
(FFA-TN-1990-53J p 653 N91-23138
Methods to enhance the accuracy of finite volume
schemes 2
[FFA-147] p779 N91-26466
Long time measurements of landing gear loads on SAAB
SF-340 commuter aircraft p831 N91-28157
Investigation of speech systems for ground collision
warning in military aircraft
IFFA-TN-1991-05] p919 N91-30119
Process for detecting the likelihood of ice formation,
ice warning system for carrying out the process, and
utilization thereof
| PATE NT-1-250-926] p 1029 N91-31107
SWITZERLAND
Modeltization and calculation of laminar hypersonic
boundary layer flows p 254 A91-21190
Analysis of precision sandwich structures under thermal
loading p 416 A91-24456
Longitudinal handling improvements of Pilatus PC-9
Advanced Turbo Trainer p 404 A91-24480
Military trainer aircraft - Turboprop or jet?
p384 A91-24490
The wear mechanisms occurring in abradable seals of
gas turbines p 768 A91-41508
Analysis of experimental time-dependent blade surface
pressures from an oscillating turbine cascade with the
influence-coefficient technique
IASME PAPER 90-GT-225] p 838 A91-44640
Semi-inverse design of compressor cascades, including
supersonic inflow
IASME PAPER 90-GT-237] p 795 A91-44649
Numerical simulation of laminar hypersonic boundary
layer flows p 807 A91-46297
Towards robust tracking of maneuvering targets
|AIAA PAPER 91-2699] p 983 A91-49662
Expert systems for materials related problems
p987 A91-52557
Reevaluation of the performance of gas turbine axial
compressor cascades based on the influence of the
Reynolds number p 1092 A91-54574
Summary of aircraft measuring activities at LAPETH
p604 N91-22661
SYRIA
Kinetic study of a homogeneous propellant primary
flame, with and without additive p 671 A91-39690
TAIWAN
Forcing level effect of internal acoustic excitation on
the improvement of airfoil performance
(AIAA PAPER 90-4010) p 74 A91-12522
Numerical simulation of supersonic mixing layer using
high resolution scheme
[AIAA PAPER 90-4025] p8 A91-12535
Numerical optimization design of transonic airfoils
p82 A91-13264
The viscous effects on the aerodynamic characteristics
of multistage compressors p 83 A91-13286
Optimum design of composite wing structures by a
refined optimafity criterion p 143 A91-14422
Design for strength and rigidity of a thermoplastic
composite speed brake p 284 A91-20783
Composite patch reinforcement of cracked aircraft upper
longeron - Analysis and specimen simulation
p249 A91-20784
A computational investigation of dump combustor
performance p 300 A91-23106
Unsteady transonic computations on porous aerofoils
p349 A91-24595
On waverider shapes applied to hypersonic
configurations p 352 A91-25743
Terminal control monitor for ATC using
knowledge-based system p 463 A91-29138
Optimization of rotating blades with dynamic-behavior
constraints p 489 A91-31426
Application of multipliers method in multilevel structural
optimization for laminated composites
[AIAA PAPER 91-0974] p 520 A91-31861
Computations for a jet impinging obliquely on a flat
surface p 554 A91-35985
Numerical investigation of
airfoil/jet/fuselage-undersurtace flowfields in ground
effect p617 A91-38541
Computation of axisymmetric slender bodies enclosing
a jet efflux in pitching oscillatory motion
p618 A91-38681
High resolution nonoscillatory schemes for unsteady gas
dynamics p 702 A91-40795
Control of vortex structure on a delta wing by small
amplitude perturbations of angle-of-attack
p706 A91-42094
A block-structured solution scheme with the multigrid
method for three-dimensional inviscid transonic flows
p706 A91-42096
Multigrid solutions of the three-dimensional grid
equations p 706 A91-42098
Repair of F-104 aircraft nosedome by composite
patching p 693 A91-43009
Design of shroud interface-angle to minimize the forced
vibration of blades
IASME PAPER 90-GT-247] p 838 A91-44658
Inviscid and viscous solutions for airfoil/cascade flows
using a locally implicit algorithm on adaptive meshes
IASME PAPER 90-GT-262] p 796 A91-44667
Control of separated flow by a two-dimensional
oscillating fence p 799 A91-45115
Calculation of transonic flows by a field integral equation
method p 799 A91-45290
Comparisons of TVD schemes for turbulent transonic
projectile aerodynamics computations with a two-equation
model of turbulence
(AIAA PAPER 91-2858) p812 A91-47162
Numerical solutions for axisymmetric bodies of
revolution in pitching oscillatory motion
ISAEPAPER901811] p892 A91-48544
Locally implicit total-variation-diminishing schemes on
unstructured triangular meshes p 1009 A91-53835
Effects of bond coat preoxidation on the properties of
ZrO2-8 wt. pet Y2O3/Ni-22Cr-10AI-1Y thermal-barrier
coatings p 1087 A91-57023
TURKEY
The effect of periodical flap motion on boundary layer
and wake p 341 A91-24375
The lift and pitching moment characteristics of an airfoil
in isolated and tandem cases p 344 A91 -24433
Supersonic separated flow over a swept compression
corner p 806 A91-46288
Unsteady boundary pressure studies for adaptive wind
tunnel wall interference p 957 A91-52783
Second law approach to combustion in ramjet
p 1068 A91-56242
A decentralized controller for highly augmented
aircraft p 327 N91-15717
Computational turbulence studies in Turkey
p1102 N9L32449
u
U.S.S.R.
A self-organizing stochastic control system adaptable
to changing perturbation characteristics
p65 A91-11353
A three-dimensional boundary layer on bodies with a
slight cross-sectional asymmetry at small angles of
attack p5 A91-11909
Detection of concealed corrosion damage in aircraft
structures using the eddy current method
p58 A91-11974
An experimental study of the laminar-turbulent transition
behind three-dimensional roughness in a boundary layer
on a sharp cone p6 A91-12014
Effect of energy release in the shock layer on supersonic
flight p6 A91-12016
Shock wave formation during interaction with a weak
discontinuity at the boundary of a local subsonic region
p6 A91-12017
Interaction of two supersonic radial gas flows
p6 A91-12018
Fluctuations of a shock wave generated by boundary
layer separation p6 A91-12019
Flow of a rarefied gas around a sphere in the presence
of injection p6 A91-12020
Reliability of results of the capillary testing of gas turbine
engine components during repairs p 58 A91-12036
Practical aerodynamics and flight dynamics of Yak-52
and Yak-55 aircraft p 13 A91-12911
Jets and lifting surfaces: Computer simulation
p 13 A91-12913
Diagnostics of aviation electric machines
p37 A91-12919
Experiments on the stability of supersonic laminar
boundary layers p 80 A91 -12974
Experimental studies of flow microstructure in the blading
of axial-flow turbo-machines (Review)
p 142 A91-13501
Heat transfer and hydrodynamics at the end surfaces
of curvilinear turbine passages and nozzle rings
p 142 A91-13502
Temperature fields of gas turbine blades during the
spraying of heat-resistant coatings p 142 A91 -13503
Possibilities of small-passage systems of internal
convective blade cooling for gas turbines
p 142 A91-13505
Possibility of modeling thermal and force loading of the
lateral surface of a body in the path of a high-velocity
gas flow p 85 A91-13546
Selection of optimal conditions in gasdynamic methods
for determining the possibility of heterogeneous atomic
recombination p 85 A91-13547
Development of jet engines for high-speed flight -
Synthesis of achievements in various fields of science and
technology p 122 A91-13549
Selection of the optimal orientation of single crystal axes
in gas turbine engine blades p 122 A91-13575
Aerodynamic shape optimization by the method of
inverse boundary value problems p 85 A91-13594
Features characterizing the provision of azimuth
resolution for a synthetic-aperture radar while generating
radar images of flight vehicles p 142 A91-13640
Non-Navier-Stokes models in problems of super- and
hypersonic flow of a viscous gas past bodies
p85 A91-13659
Supersonic flow past a body with heat input ahead of
it p86 A91-13669
Determination of the most stressed blade of a mistuned
turbomachine rotor p 123 A91-13711
Methods of optimization of aircraft structures
p 111 A91-13716
Reusable aerospace system with horizontal take-off
11AF PAPER 90-176] p 134 A91-13851
A study of the errors of a mechanical data processing
and measuring system p 119 A91-15349
Prediction of dangerous damage in specimens and
thin-walled structural elements under cyclic loading
p 144 A91-15395
Role of colloid systems in the formation of sludge in
jet fuels p 137 A91-15400
Dynamics of control systems p 244 A91-17001
Programming the motion of flight vehicles in an
encounter process p 227 A91-17009
Experimental determination of the hydrodynamic force
moment during the nonsymmetric entry of a disk into an
incompressible fluid p 230 A91-17022
Hypersonic flow past delta wings with blunted edges
p 163 A9M7023
Effect of the shape of the blunt leading edges of a delta
wing on the heat transfer coefficient distribution over the
wing surface p 163 A91-17024
Determination of the motion parameters of a flight
vehicle with a significantly van/ing surface shape
p228 A91-17088
Modeling of the combined operation of the helicopter
rotor and fuselage p 193 A91-17101
Modeling of turbulent boundary layers
p 163 A9M7102
Calculation of flow past wings with allowance for flow
separation using a nonviscous gas model
p 163 A91-17103
Numerical modeling of viscous effects in the analysis
of three-dimensional flow in turbomachine cascades
p 164 A91-17104
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Consideration of a velocity defect in the wake of a rotor
blade in the calculation of an axial-flow compressor stage
under prestall conditions p 164 A91-17107
Flow control in the transition duct of a two-stage
compressor p 164 A91-17108
Determination of the flow rate of centrifugal nozzles
p210 A91-17109
Equations of motion of a towed body - Characteristics
of the numerical solution algorithm p 194 A91-17110
A study of the effect of flight conditions and main aircraft
parameters on the thrust-weight ratio requirements of
second-generation supersonic passenger aircraft at the
supersonic stage of the accelerating climb
p 164 A91-17112
A study of the effect of flight conditions and main aircraft
parameters on the flight values of the lift-drag ratio and
lifting force of second-generation supersonic passenger
aircraft at the supersonic stage of the accelerating climb
p 164 A91-17113
Tracking of aircraft flight characteristics by the method
of periodic motion prediction p214 A91-17114
Development of computer-oriented means of nomogram
processing for solving aerodynamics problems during
preflight aircraft preparation p 241 A91 -17115
Probability characteristics of aircraft struck by lightning
p 188 A91-17173
Effect of lightning on the on-board equipment of flight
vehicles p 188 A91-17174
Critical regimes of the turbine flow path at high
velocities p 164 A91-17175
Airborne equipment of short-range navigation radio
systems p 192 A91-18077
An introduction to the theory of flutter
p232 A91-18079
Automatic control and diagnostics of flight vehicle
powerplant control systems p211 A91-18080
Flight safety p 188 A91-18084
Standardization of aviation engines: A technical and
economic justification p211 A91-18085
Calculation of beam-airfoil integrals in the problem of
motion for a high-lift wing with a flexible aileron
p235 A91-18777
Flow of a plane shock wave past a thermal adjacent
to a rigid wall p 235 A91 -18856
Solution of the problem of flow of an ideal fluid near
the apexes of bodies and wings p 171 A91 -18859
Theory of a deep dynamic stall on a wing
p 171 A91-18860
Effect of lonol on the formation of deposits by directly
distilled jet fuels p 230 A91-19915
Calculation of three-dimensional compressible boundary
layers on slender bodies p 252 A91-20936
Additional fuel component application for hydrogen
scramjet boosting
[SAE PAPER 900990] p312 A91-21226
Analysis of rarefied gas flow near a critical point
p268 A91-21879
Maximum-rate deceleration of an object during
controlled motion under the effect of aerodynamic drag
and gravity forces p 268 A91-21940
Effect of the penetration depth of fuel jets on combustion
in a supersonic combustion chamber
p312 A91-21962
Macroscopic model of vibrational relaxation in heat
transfer problems for supersonic flow past hard bodies
p268 A91-21979
Painting technology for civil aircraft and helicopters (2nd
revised and enlarged edition) p 250 A91-22102
Assembly of aircraft components p 250 A91-22104
Aerospace system development directions and some
aspects of their construction and application
[AIAA PAPER 90-5266] p311 A91-22889
Gasdynamic features of supersonic kerosene
combustion in a model combustion chamber
(AIAA PAPER 90-5268] p313 A91-22891
Experimental investigation of a 2-D dual mode scramjet
with hydrogen fuel at Mach 4-6
[AIAA PAPER 90-5269] p 300 A91-22892
The investigation of the hypersonic vehicle
aerothermodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 90-5271] p 270 A91-22893
Theory of the resonance method for the quality control
of adhesive joints p 321 A91-23814
Optimization of process routes in the repair of gas turbine
engine components using capillary testing
p321 A91-23817
An experimental study of the evolution of harmonic
perturbations in a boundary layer on a flat plate at Mach
4 p 272 A91-23842
Effect of surface temperature on the stability of the
attachment line boundary layer of a swept wing
p 272 A91-23845
A study of flow structure in nozzles with a constant-height
section in the throat region p 272 A91 -23848
Effect of the initial flow conditions on the aerodynamic
and acoustic characteristics of turbulent jets
p272 A91-23903
Optimal conditions for controlling the intensity of
turbulent flow by means of screens p 321 A91-23904
Boundary layer three-dimensionality in plane
compression flows p 321 A91-23905
Three-dimensional boundary layer effects in convergent
compression flows p 321 A91-23910
Turbulent three-dimensional separated flows in a
supersonic stream near obstacles at the edge of dihedral
corners p 272 A91-23913
Calculation of averaged axisymmetric flow of an ideal
gas in turbomachine stages p 321 A91-23938
Application of methods and tools for computer-aided
design in investigation of prospects for civil aircraft
progress p 380 A91-24311
In-flight simulator for evaluation of perspective control
concepts of the transport airplane p 381 A91-24362
Integration - The basis of the integrated approach to
passenger aircraft control system design
p403 A91-24369
High-strength structural steels for landing gear parts
p412 A91-24417
Development of structural strength finite-element
analysis techniques p416 A91-24477
Convergence acceleration and wave drag determination
in transonic airfoil calculations p 346 A91-24484
Flow structure near the surface of a flat barrier in a
rarefied-gas jet flow p 350 A91-25129
Comparison of different gasdynamic approximations
during the numerical modeling of hypersonic flow of a
rarefied gas past bodies p 350 A91 -25264
Formation of zones of elevated particle concentration
during focused injection in a two-phase medium
p417 A91-25288
Modeling and optimization of flight vehicle assembly
p 337 A91-26438
Fundamentals of metrology in avionics
p386 A91-26441
Amplifiers in the radio-electronic equipment of aircraft
p 418 A91-26442
Fixtures for the manufacture of aircraft engines
(Structural design) p 419 A91-26444
Theory and practice of the aerodynamic experiment
p357 A91-26448
A study of stability to steady-state boundary layer
perturbations using a swept wing model
p360 A91-28091
Using impulse wind tunnels at M less than 6
p409 A91-28095
Stabilization of gas parameters in the plenum chamber
of a hypersonic impulse wind tunnel p 409 A91-28096
Methods for the comprehensive study of stresses acting
on the tail section of flight vehicles in piston-type wind
tunnels with powerplant jet modeling
p411 A91-28097
Slowdown wind tunnels p 409 A91-28098
An impulse wind tunnel with chemical heating
p409 A91-28100
Development of models for calculating heat transfer
under conditions of supersonic turbulent separated flows
p360 A91-28106
Effect of wave processes on viscous-nonviscous
interaction of subsonic and supersonic jets with supersonic
and subsonic wakes in a duct and a pipe
p360 A91-28107
Instability of an entropic layer on a blunted plate in the
path of supersonic gas flow p 361 A91-28113
Consideration of the local singularities of a vortex lifting
surface in the discrete vortex method
p361 A91-28116
Mutual effects of vibrational-dissociation relaxation in
supersonic flow of a viscous gas past blunt bodies
p361 A91-28118
Effect of an entropic layer on the stability of a supersonic
shock layer and the laminar-turbulent boundary layer
transition p 361 A91-28121
Numerical method for solving the parabolized
Navier-Stokes equations in problems of supersonic flow
past bodies p 361 A91-28141
Method for determining heat fluxes and friction in
three-dimensional hypersonic flow past bodies using
two-dimensional solutions p 361 A91-28150
Characteristics of the interaction of shock waves with
a turbulent boundary layer under conditions of transonic
and supersonic velocities p 442 A91-29830
Interaction between a supersonic underexpanded jet and
a screen with an opening coaxial with the jet
p442 A91-29834
An experimental study of flow separation over a
sphere p 442 A91-29921
Effect of the separation zone length on the
completeness of combustion in supersonic flow
p 508 A91-29940
Flow gas dynamics during the mixing and combustion
of supersonic flows p 508 A91-29941
Asymptotic methods in problems of optimal design and
motion control p 531 A91-29947
Fluctuations of balloon altitude p 495 A91-29971
Radio communications in aviation: Handbook
p463 A91-30000
Nonlinear filtering of a trajectory message
p568 A91-33868
Modeling of flow parameters in a cryogenic wind
tunnel p 584 A91-33919
Effect of a single three-dimensional surface roughness
on the transition in a supersonic boundary layer
p545 A91-33920
An approximate method for determining friction and heat
transfer in chemically nonequilibrium flow past bodies at
angle of attack p 5S3 A91-35660
Optimization of radio-measuring devices incorporated in
onboard laser velocimeters p 576 A91-35738
Using a locally one-dimensional method for solving the
heat conductivity equation to determine the thermal state
of cooled rotor disks p 594 A91-35742
Calculation of the cooling system of small-size blades
of high-temperature gas turbine engines
p 594 A91-35743
Inertial aerosol precipitation on ogival bodies of
revolution in high-velocity flow p 553 A91-35784
State stability of a system of integro-differential
equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
p595 A91-35785
An approach to the numerical solution of
two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations by a finite
difference method p 595 A91-35787
MHD drag and heat transfer of a sphere in supersonic
flow of a partially ionized gas p 607 A91-35791
Calculation of a compressible laminar boundary layer
on a tapered body of bielliptical cross section
p 553 A91-35796
Methods for the optimization of the testing and modeling
of control systems for gas turbine engines
p579 A91-35815
Control of the working cycle of gas turbine engines (2nd
revised and enlarged edition) p 579 A91-35822
Discontinuous solutions for a three-dimensional
hypersonic boundary layer with interaction
p614 A91-37176
Entropy effects of hypersonic flow past blunt delta
wings p615 A91-37181
Detection of traces of water in aviation kerosenes by
gas chromatography p 670 A91-37182
Characteristics of the reception by the antenna systems
of a descending aircraft of signals from radio-beacon
landing systems p 642 A91-37200
Residual stress control in developing processes for the
manufacture of compressor blades for gas turbine
engines p 674 A91-37269
Evaluation of the phase distortions of the input signal
of a synthetic-aperture radar p 677 A91-39144
Functional-adaptive data processing in airborne radio
navigation and landing systems p 643 A91-39187
Design and development of aviation gas turbine
engines p 657 A91-39201
Sensitivity analysis, optimization, and data support in
finite element systems p 677 A91-39230
Boundary layer control by a local heating of the wall
p678 A91-39909
The experimental investigation of stability and receptivity
of a swept-wing flow p 623 A91 -39944
Receptivity and stability of the boundary layer at a high
turbulence level p 678 A91 -39945
Multi-cascade compression - Effective means to obtain
high temperature dense gas in piston gas dynamic units
(PGU) p 760 A91-40641
Wave processes occurring in supersonic motion of
blunted body through dust layer p 695 A91-40656
A method for calculating the characteristics of a rotor
with allowance for shaft vibrations p 768 A91-41155
A chart of unstable aircraft motions due to cross
constraints of various origins p 756 A91-41156
Gasdynamic interaction of flow with an oscillating shell
p703 A91-41157
Limiting thermal loads in porous structures
p 768 A91-41159
An integrated automatic ramjet engine control system
tolerant to failures of the functional components
p780 A91-41163
Design of a language processor for aviation engine
testing p 760 A91-41164
Using implicit displacement expressions for obtaining
a solution in the transition zone of a hybrid computation
scheme p 768 A91-41168
Stabilization of the sling load of a helicopter
p 756 A91-41169
Optimization of the turbofan engine control program
during the cruising flight of subsonic transport aircraft
p743 A91-41170
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Thermodynamic analysis of gas turbine engines and
plants at high air pressure levels p 743 A91-41171
Release of benz(a)pyrene with the exhaust gases of
gas turbine engines burning natural gas
p764 A91-41173
Characteristics of the working cycle of a low-pressure
pneumatic nozzle with a sector structure of the fuel jet
p744 A91-41174
The level of self-oscillations of aerodynamic control
surfaces under nonseparating transonic gas flow
p703 A91-41218
Determination of the stress-strain state of a soft lifting
system p 704 A91-41320
Pareto-optimal shapes of axisymmetric bodies moving
at high supersonic velocities p 707 A91-42330
Nonlinear oscillations of a heavy axisymmetric body in
a resistant medium with drag p 784 A91-43169
Aluminium-lithium weldable alloy 1420 - Alloying system
AI-LJ-Mg-Zr p 765 A91-43891
Comparative analysis of turbofan effective thrust with
mixed and separated flows engines
(AIAA PAPER 91-2376] p 754 A91-44216
Combined cycle aircraft engines
(AIAA PAPER 91-2377] p 754 A91-44217
Thermogasdynamic effects of the engine turbines with
the contra-rotating rotors
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-63) p 790 A91-44544
New generation of the small turboshaft and turboprop
engines in the U.S.S.R
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-195] p 836 A91-44615
Radio-electronic equipment p 866 A91-44953
Estimation of the algorithmic error of digital filters with
a random discretization interval p 866 A91 -44967
Aerodynamics of bodies with injection
p798 A91-45094
Robust optimal control p 879 A91 -47451
Synthesis of a class of nonlinear multiconnected
automatic systems by the frequency method
0851 A91-47453
Filtering and smoothing in indeterminately stochastic
systems with partially observable inputs
p880 A91-47454
Implicit unfactorized method for computing the turbulent
viscous heat-conducting gas flows in turbomachine
cascades p814 A91-47481
An iterative method for calculating subsonic and
transonic internal flows p 814 A91-47482
Solution of the inverse problem for the internal flows
of a viscous gas with a supersonic core
p814 A91-47483
Fatigue strength of structural elements
p871 A91-47600
Methods and means of measurement in the strength
experiment p 871 A91-47603
Longitudinal vortex structures and heat transfer in the
reattachment region of a supersonic turbulent boundary
layer p 896 A91-49402
Calculation of flow past a spherically blunted cone for
different flow regimes in a shock layer and surface gas
injection p 896 A91-49404
Using quaternion algebra to determine the coordinates
and orientation of a flight vehicle using data from aerial
photography and navigation system p 961 A91-49453
A three-dimensional boundary layer on a flat delta wing
under conditions of moderate interaction with hypersonic
flow p896 A91-49506
Flow blocking during model testing in the porous working
section of a wind tunnel for freestream Mach approaching
1 p896 A91-49511
Unsteady aerodynamic interaction of two annular rows
of weakly loaded blades rotating relative to each other
in subsonic flow p 897 A91-49513
A study of supersonic flow past bodies at low altitudes
with allowance for radiation p 897 A91-49514
Development of methods for optimizing turbine
cascades p 898 A91-50776
A head section of a given volume with optimal wave
resistance in the approximation of Newton's law of
resistance p 898 A91-50842
Synthesis of the optimal digital control of a gate engine
for a test rig p 938 A91-50920
Computation of a transonic airfoil flow considering
viscous effects and thin separated regions
p898 A91-51295
Numerical simulation of the change in the supersonic
flow past a body produced by switching on a nearby heat
source p 899 A91-51844
Acoustic-emission monitoring of ceramic turbine blade
strength p 976 A91-52565
A study of the transition from supercritical to subcritical
viscous-nonviscous interaction in the wake of a plate
p 901 A91-52655
An iteration-marching scheme for calculating flow past
three-dimensional surfaces at low supersonic velocities
p901 A91 -52695
Gliders. Airplanes p 889 A91-52714
Aircraft carriers p 992 A91 -52722
Adaptive wall wind tunnels with adjustable permeability
- Experience of exploitation and possibilities of
development p 957 A91-52779
Acoustic fluctuations in transonic wind tunnel test
sections p 958 A91-52792
Propulsion systems with air precooling for
aerospaceplane
[SAE PAPER 911182] p 1059 A91-53589
Cryogenic heat exchangers - Key technologies for
precooled turbojet engines
[SAE PAPER 911183] p 1089 A91-53590
Supersonic laminar flow past the windward side of
infinite-span swept wings over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers p 1016 A91-55253
Excitation of unstable modes in a supersonic boundary
layer by acoustic waves p 1016 A91-55257
Slightly curved thin wings with a maximum lift-drag
ratio p 1016 A91-55264
Effect of a longitudinal magnetic field on the transition
of a high-velocity boundary layer p 1093 A91-55267
A cone in supersonic flow near a surface with a turbulent
boundary layer p 1016 A91-55268
A program of equivalent laboratory tests for turbine
blades p 1061 A91-55374
Modeling of the service conditions of coated materials
in aircraft structures p 1093 A91 -55396
Two-layer MeCrAIY/ZrO2 coatings for the protection of
high-temperature nickel alloys p 1086 A91 -55400
Effect of anticorrosion coatings in tanks on the quality
Of jet fuels p 1086 A91-55410
Radio air navigation (Handbook) p 1035 A91-55415
Precision of the gyroscopic devices of flight vehicle
control systems p 1084 A91-55418
Monitoring and diagnosis of civil aviation equipment
p995 A91-55424
Influence of an acoustic field of the flow structure behind
a LEBU in a turbulent boundary layer
p 1094 A91-55646
Kamov Ka-62 - The new Soviet helicopter for the
1990'S p 1050 A91-55694
Tomography of aerodynamic objects
p 1094 A91-55742
Liquid crystal thermography for aerodynamic heating
study p 1095 A91 -55758
Quasi-3D numerical model of a flow passage of the
aviation gas turbine engines p 1019 A91-56130
Distinguishing the air-breathing jet engine thrust and the
aerodynamic forces p 1063 A91-56131
The influence of water injection into the combustor on
the thrust and emission performance of the by-pass
engine p 1065 A91-56167
Precombustion shock wave as a means of the working
process control in a supersonic combustion chamber
p 1097 A91-56249
Study of propulsion for high velocity flight
p 1069 A91-56899
The effect of a splitter plate on the symmetry of
separated flow around a delta wing of low aspect ratio
[BR115576] p364 N91-16998
Laws of heat transfer in three-dimensional viscous shock
layer of stream flowing past blunt bodies at some angles
of attack and glide p 526 N91-19801
Constructing mathematical model of adaptive anti-flutter
system p 502 N91-19810
On error sources during airborne measurements of the
ambient electric field p 1103 N91-32719
UNITED KINGDOM
Commercial supersonic operations - Thirteen years of
experience with Concorde p 36 A91-10957
British Airways operational experience with Concorde
p 26 A9M0960
Future supersonic transport propulsion optimisation
p45 A91-10968
Practical developments in holographic interierometry
p57 A91-11152
Mixed structured-unstructured meshes for aerodynamic
flow simulation p 65 A91-11154
The aerodynamic interference between tanker and
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling
p3 A91-11159
Comparison of modal parameter estimation techniques
on aircraft structural data p 57 A91-11219
Application of the vortex cloud method to cascades
p3 A91-11347
Holographic interferometry for flow visualization studies
in high speed fans p 46 A91-11351
Harrier - The next 30 years p 36 A91-11715
Soviet space planes p 54 A91-11737
A process model for age hardening of aluminium alloys.
I - The model p 56 A91-11883
A superlative from Sukhoi - The SU-27
p37 A91-12063
Procurement and testing of a 1/5 scale advanced
counter rotating preplan model
[AIAA PAPER 90-3975] p 46 A91-12488
Radiation integrals for sound generation by the Lighthill
quadruples in propeller acoustics
[AIAA PAPER 90-3993] p 73 A91-12506
Diffraction patterns in the acoustic field of a propeller
(AIAA PAPER 90-3994] p 73 A91-12507
Shock capturing using a pressure-correction method
p 59 A91-12887
The response of a laminar boundary layer in supersonic
flow to small-amplitude progressive waves
p80 A91-12970
Modeling unsteady transition and its effects on profile
loss p81 A91-13041
An Euler solution for unsteady flows around oscillating
blades
[ASME PAPER 89-GT-279] p 81 A91-13043
Predictions of aerodynamic performance of Wells
turbines from aerofoil data p 154 A91-13051
Cell-vertex algorithm for turbulent transonic flow
p82 A91-13261
On the development of a numerical prediction procedure
for compressible flows p 83 A91-13266
High Mach number impinging jets in cross-flow -
Comparison of computation with experiment
p84 A91-13296
Fascinating facets p111 A91-13431
Masterfully digital 11 p111 A91-13724
The contra-rotating Kamovs p112 A91-16575
New bite from composites p 124 A91-16973
An evaluation of Active Control of Structural Response
as a means of reducing helicopter vibration
p214 A91-17202
Some experiences of computational aerodynamics on
highly parallel processors p 167 A91-17597
Advanced composites p 228 A91-17610
Inviscid-viscous interaction on triple-deck scales in a
hypersonic flow with strong wall cooling
p 168 A91-17657
Robust variable structure control of model reference
systems p 242 A91-17972
Advancing the ATF p 199 A91-18150
Vector pushes ahead with TPF351
p211 A91-18250
Flying very long distances with two engines
p 188 A91-18525
NOT of Carbon Fibre Composite aircraft structure in the
RAF p 234 A91-18562
Boeing's 777 - Breaking the habits of a lifetime
p 163 A91-18899
Symmetric and asymmetric vortex flows at high angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 91-0276] ..p 175 A91-19214
A summary of effects of heat transfer on aerodynamics
and possible implications for wind tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 91-0401] p 236 A91-19283
Wavelet analysis of gust structure in measured
atmospheric turbulence data
[AIAA PAPER 91-0448] p 241 A91-19305
Periodic flows on rigid aerofoils at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 91-0598] p 178 A91-19378
An appraisal of the Ball-on-Cylinder technique for
measuring aviation turbine fuel lubricity
[SUE PREPRINT 90-AM-3C-1 ] p 229 A91-19718
Aerodynamic design for supersonic nozzles of arbitrary
cross section p 251 A91-20745
Prediction of penetration of curved metal stiffened
panels due to birdstrike p 315 A91 -20899
North Atlantic air traffic control p 282 A91-20900
The development and testing of active control
techniques to minimise helicopter vibration
p284 A91-20946
The Radio Trials Centre at A&AEE Boscombe Down,
United Kingdom - A description p 308 A91-20978
International Conference on Hypersonic Aerodynamics,
Victoria University of Manchester, England, Sept. 4-6,
1989. Proceedings p 253 A91-21176
Ground facilities for hypersonic simulation
p308 A91-21179
The aerodynamic characteristics of power-law bodies
in continuum and transitional hypersonic flow
p253 A91-21180
Hypersonic flow calculations using locally body-fitting
and overlapping grids p 253 A91-21183
Hypersonic viscous interaction revisited
p254 A91-21191
Dynamic effects of hypersonic separated flow
p254 A91-21192
Hypersonic interactions and flow transition
p254 A91-21193
Boundary-layer transition and heat transfer on slender
delta wings p 254 A91-21194
Airport technology international 1990/1991
p309 A91-21200
Maintenance of modern avionics systems; Proceedings
of the Conference, Heathrow, England, May 9, 1989
p250 A91-21201
Limitations of BITE p 250 A91-21202
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ACARS p282 A91-21203
The aircraft avionic interconnection system
p317 A91-21204
Testing air data systems on aircraft - Problems and
solutions p297 A91-21205
1989 Spring Convention - Flight Simulation: Assessing
the Benefits and Economics. London, England, May 17.
18, 1989. Proceedings p 250 A91-21324
The ground vortex formed by impinging jets in
cross-flow
(AIAA PAPER 91-0768] P 267 A91-21611
Eight channel pressure measuring system for cryogenic
use in the European Transonic Wind-tunnel over the
temperature range 78-300 K p 318 A91-21722
Composite materials in aircraft structures
p313 A91-22109
The inviscid stability of supersonic flow past a sharp
cone p269 A91-22511
Maintenance standards P 250 A91-23546
Prediction of the dynamic characteristics of helicopters
in constrained flight p 290 A91-23549
An investigation of supersonic oscillatory cavity flows
driven by thick shear layers p 271 A91-23550
EJ200 - The engine for the new European Fighter
Aircraft
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-119] p 301 A91-23637
Introduction to the basic technology of stealth aircraft.
I - Basic considerations and aircraft self-emitted signals
(passive considerations). II • Illumination by the enemy
(active considerations)
[ASME PAPER 90-GT-116] P 290 A91-23643
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p876 N91-28505
DE-AC04-76DR-00789 p 274 N91-15129
DE-AC05-84OR-21400 p 39 N91-10046
p117 N91-12671
p 140 N91-12823
p309 N91-15186
p414 N91-17244
p369 N91-18060
p679 N91-23381
p755 N91-25150
p766 N91-26384
DE-AC07-76ID-01570 p 56 N91-11128
p908 N91-29152
DE-AC07-90ID-12916 p 872 N91-27438
DE-AC08-88NV-10617 p 834 N91-28170
DE-AC22-87PC-90016 p 140 N91-11939
DE-AC22-88PC-88827 p 56 N91-10188
DE-AI01-85CE-50111 p 302 N91-16021
DE-FC05-85ER-25000 p 263 A91-21550
p897 A91 -50346
DE-FG02-88ER-25053 p 818 N91-28142
DE-FG02-89ER-25071 p 155 A91-14751
DEN3-335 p 863 A91-44659
p857 A91-44689
p992 N91-31022
DEN3-336 p 863 A91-44659
p302 N91-16021
DFG-HU-254/10 p 404 A91-24481
DFG-HU-254/5 p 404 A91-24481
DFG-HU-254/8 p 649 A91-40495
DFG-KO-956/1-1 p592 A91-34064
DFG-LA-553/2 p 447 A91-31360
DFG-SFB-212 p 825 A91-45404
DFG-SFB-255 p 1078 A91-54448
DFG-SFB-25 p 339 A91-24335
p362 A91-28385
p443 A91 -30530
DFG-WA-424/3 p 100 N91-12646
DFG-WA-424/4 p 546 A91-34052
DFG-ZI-18/31 p 710 A91-42564
DLA900-84-C-0910 p 147 A91-16827
DOD/FA7INA-AP-98 p 401 N91-18112
DREA-FE-311F121 p 982 N91-30564
DREP-W7708-6700-01-SB p 968 N91-30316
DRET-500-276 p 1023 A91-56548
DRET-85-115 p799 A91-45291
DRET-86-104 p 550 A91-34216
DRET-86-107 p83 A91-13289
DRET-86-175 p 143 A91-14753
DRET-87-1187 p 1025 N91-31101
DRET-87-212 p 1099 N91-31603
ORET-87-227 p 790 A91-44546
DRET-87-229 p 443 A91-30541
DRET-87-272 p618 A91-38695
DRET-87-286 p 1023 A91-56549
DRET-88-047 p898 A91-51297
DRET-88-103 p 89 A91-15103
DRET-88-150 p 176 A91-19237
DRET-88-197 p711 A91-42576
DRET-88/214 p607 N91-21831
DRET-89-001-19 p 1030 N91-31111
p 1030 N91-31112
DRET-89-34-001 p 1024 N91-31092
p 1053 N91-31136
DRET-89-357 p917 A91-52125
DRET/LIMSI-88-047 p 1099 N91-31594
DT-RS57-87-C-00111 p417 A91-24810
DTCG23-86-A-20022 p 737 N91-25141
DTEA03-89-P-01022 p1101 N91-32284
DTFA-01-L-83-4-10579 p 154 N91-13047
DTFA-01-84-2-02038 p 961 N91-29198
DTPA01-L-83-10579 p 530 N91-20595
DTPA01-L-83-4-10579 p 420 N91-17264
p872 N91-27413
DTFA01-82-Y-10513 p 423 A91-28198
p459 A91-29477
DTFA01-83-4-10579 p 323 N91-16206
p 530 N91-20591
DTFA01-85-C-01047 p 132 N91-11775
DTFA01-86-C-00035 p 505 N91-19102
DTFA01-87-C-00014 p 277 N91-15989
p373 N91-17010
p652 N91-23134
p821 N91-27145
p928 N91-30124
p 1030 N91-32086
DTFA01-88-Y-D-01025 p 193 N91-14320
DTFA01-88-Y-01026 p 891 N91-30075
DTFA01-89-C-00001 p 779 N91-26433
DTFA01-89-Y-01047 p 462 N91-19075
DTFA01-89-Z-02029 p 226 N91-13464
p 763 N91-26160
DTFA01-89-Z-02039 p919 N91-30115
DTFA01-90-Z-02005 p 240 A91-19247
p325 A91-21530
DTFA01-90-4-01019 p 915 A91-50942
DTFA01-91-Y-01004 p 640 N91-24185
p919 N91-30117
DTFA03-85-C-00007 p 908 N91-29154
p909 N91-291S5
p909 N91-29156
DTFA03-86-C-00042 p 1112 N91-31814
DTFA03-87-A-00021 p 1031 N91-32602
DTFA03-88-C-O0024 p 562 N91-21122
DTFA03-89-A-00004 p 820 N91-28146
DTFA03-89-C-O0023 p311 N91-15295
p 379 N91-18102
p465 N91-20068
OTFA03-89-C-00057 p 333 N91-15928
DTFA03-89-C-O0061 : p 636 N91-23097
DTFA03-90-C-00050 p 638 N91-24157
DTFA03-90-P-O0804 p 372 N91-17005
DTRS-57-85-C-000123 p 462 N91-19074
DTRS-57-85-C-00088 p 192 A91-17436
ERIPROJ. 1874 p 15 N91-10019
F-2006E p821 N91-27146
FAA-F2006-D p 193 N91-14318
FAA-T06039 p 378 N91-17011
FAA-T2001-F p 527 N91-20337
FMV-82223-72-004 p 184 N91-13416
FMV-82250-89-156-73-001 p 203 N91-13448
FMV-82420-89-325-73-001 p919 N91-30119
FY1455-86-N-0657 p 139 N91-11938
p 140 N91-11939
FY1455-89-N-0635 p511 N91-20322
p511 N91-20323
p673 N91-24453
FY1456-88-O-S065 p 872 A91-48269
F01620-87-D-0259 p 483 A91-30982
F04606-87-D-0051 p 1056 A91-54623
F04606-87-D-0056 p 993 A91-53056
F04606-89-D-0034 p 1058 A91-54676
F04611-89-X-0091 p 132 N91-11772
p 132 N91-11773
F04701-90O0023 p 1033 N91-32651
F08635-86-C-0309 p 792 A91-44589
p 865 A91-44728
F08635-87-K-0031 p 290 A91-22956
p 157 N91-12283
F08635-89-C-0044 p 149 N91-12125
F08635-89-C-0196 p 762 A91-44264
p854 A91-44826
F08635-90-CO362 p 943 A91-49591
F09603-85-G-3104 p 1055 A91-54583
F09603-89-G-0077 p 1055 A91-54583
F19628-85-C-0002 p 569 N91-22102
p822 N91-27147
F19628-87-C-0172 p 378 N91-18097
p379 N91-18098
F19628-88-C-0190 p 990 N91-29863
F19628-88-D-0032 p 428 N91-17591
p428 N91-17597
F19628-89-C-0001 p110 N91-12648
p110 N91-12653
p283 N91-16004
F19628-89-C-0099 p 379 N91-18099
F19628-89-0001-5420 p 918 N91-29162
F19628-90-C-0002 p 108 A91-14773
p 154 N91-13047
p778 N91-26412
p872 N91-27413
F19628-90-C-0003 p 881 N91-27802
F2006A p379 N91-18101
F29601-88-C-0001 p 147 N91-11992
F30602-87-D-0185 p 1106 A91-53045
F30602-88-C-0031 p 983 A91-48723
F30602-88-D-0027 p 1090 A91-53980
F33601-89-C-0045 p 631 N91-24112
F33615-78-C-3145 p 406 A91-26720
F33615-83-C-2330 p 324 N91-16330
F33615-83-C-2331 p 552 A91-34794
p862 A91-44581
F33615-83-C-3232 p 518 A91-31580
F33615-83-C-3603 p 650 N91-23120
F33615-83-C-5034 p312 A91-20864
F33615-84-C-0519 p 606 N91-22734
F33615-84-C-2411 p 139 N91-11929
F33615-84-C-2445 p 788 A91-44508
F33615-84-C-2475 p 861 A91-44555
p 797 A91-44691
F33615-84-C-3005 p 355 A91-26117
F33615-84-C-3607 p 129 N91-12700
F33615-84-C-532 p 145 A91-16040
F33615-85-C-2503 p 240 N91-14589
F33615-85-C-2515 p 866 A91-45329
F33615-85-C-3022 p 764 A91-43311
F33615-85-C-3613 p 533 A91-30911
p 129 N91-12694
F33615-85-C-5029 p 670 A91-38809
p314 N91-15374
F33615-85-C-5111 p 213 N91-14351
F33615-85-C-5167 p 230 N91-13524
F33615-86-C-2604 p 55 A91-10345
F33615-86-C-2609 p 510 N91-20319
F33615-86-C-2695 p941 N91-29183
F33615-86-C-3015 p 866 A91-45177
F33615-86-C-3601 p 120 N91-12680
F33615-86-C-3623 p 892 A91-48566
F33615-86-C-5016 p 524 N91-19460
F33615-86-C-5031 p 138 N91-11881
F33615-86-C-5044 p611 A91-36895
p673 A91-36896
F33615-86-C-5139 p 590 N91-22424
F33615-86-D-3800 p 100 N91-12639
F33615-87-C-1550 p 218 A91-19316
p739 A91-42738
F33615-87-C-2739 p 941 N91-29186
F33615-87-C-2755 p 580 N91-22125
F33615-87-C-2767 p 853 A91-44590
p 1064 A91-56137
F33615-87-C-2793 p 844 N91-27161
F33615-87-C-2807 p 937 A91-48663
F33615-87-C-2822 p 853 A91-44590
p 1064 A91-56137
F33615-87-C-3006 p 299 A91-21418
F33615-87-C-3209 p 169 A91-18260
F33615-87-C-3212 p 1014 A91-54373
E-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NAG2-461
F33615-87-C-3223 p117 N91-12673
F33615-87-C-3606 p 739 A91-42818
F33615-87-C-3607 p 403 A91-24394
p 544 A91-33382
p999 A91-S3742
p 1002 A91-53761
F3361S-87-C-3615 p 653 N91-23144
F33615-87-C-3616 p 631 N91-24113
p631 N91-24114
p631 N91-24115
F33615-87-C-5336 p 1091 A91-54096
F33615-87-G-0015 p 985 A91-50405
F33615-88-C-2823 p 125 N91-11756
F33615-88-C-2832 p 235 A91-19251
p211 A91-19366
F33615-88-C-2889 p 772 A91-43613
F3361S-88-C-2904 p 723 A91-43612
F33615-88-C-3011 p 99 N91-12634
F33615-88-C-3014 p 87 A91-14457
F33615-88-C-3020 p 800 A91-45346
F33615-88-C-3606 p 496 A91-30146
F33615-88-C-3615 p 497 A91-30910
F33615-88-C-5404 p314 N91-15322
F33615-88-C-5504 p 601 N91-22564
F33615-89-C-2931 p 723 A91-43612
F33615-89-C-2932 p 140 N91-11942
F33615-89-C-2942 p 324 N91-16382
F33615-89-C-3001 p 1004 A91-53781
F33615-89-C-3402 p 982 N91-30543
F33615-89-C-3606 p 988 N91-29808
F33615-89-C-3608 p 503 N91-20132
F33615-89-C-3610 p 605 N91-21735
F33615-89-C-5647 p 1091 A91-54566
p 107 N91-12647
F33616-90-C-0005 p 537 N91-20759
F33615-90-C-2033 p 1064 A91-56137
F33657-82-C-226S p 121 A91-13027
F33657-84-C-2137 p 57 A91-10336
F33657-85-C-2131 p 121 A91-13027
F33657-86-C-2137 p 123 A91-14443
F33657-87-C-2214 p 749 A91-43585
p749 A91-43586
p 724 A91-43635
F40600-82-C-0005 p 762 A91-44334
F40600-84-C-0010 p 762 A91-44334
F47920-85-C-0063 p 793 A91-44598
F49620-79-C-0189 p 749 A91-42821
F49620-79-C-0226 p318 A91-21391
F49620-84-C-0007 p 170 A91-18414
F49620-84-C-0065 p 513 A91-30355
p 514 A91-30357
p 1013 A91-54284
p 1017 A91-55730
F49620-85-C-0027 p 267 A91-21748
p616 A91-37841
pS95 N91-21068
F49620-85-C-0049 p 544 A91-32958
p860 A91-44507
F49620-86-C-0008 p 743 N91-26143
F49620-86-C-0020 p 789 A91-44540
p789 A91-44541
F49620-B6-C-0040 p 825 A91-46189
F49620-86-C-0113 p 589 N91-22407
F49620-86-C-0130 p 1023 A91-56548
F49620-86-C-0133 p617 A91-37859
F49620-86-C-0134 p 620 A91-39708
F49620-86-K-0020 p 315 A91-20728
p403 A91-24420
p 547 A91-34139
p675 A91-38693
F49620-87-C-0016 p 495 A91-29780
p946 A91-49671
p924 A91-49674
F49620-87-C-0081 p 212 A91-19368
F49620-87-C-0088 p 321 A91-23745
F49620-87-C-0116 p 923 A91-49673
F49620-87-K-0003 p 469 A91-31576
p471 A91-31877
p500 A91-32017
F49620-87-R-0004 p 871 A91-48192
F49620-88-C-0022 p2 A91-10337
p354 A91-25876
p553 A91-34798
F49620-88-C-0041 p 844 N91-27162
F49620-88-C-0053 p 236 A91-19446
p496 A91-30174
p686 A91-39417
p800 A91-45347
p 1002 A91-53772
F49620-88-C-0061 p 256 A91-21331
p 187 N91-14315
F49620-88-C-0082 p318 A91-21601
F49620-88-C-0098 p 779 N91-26477
F49620-89-C-0045 p 522 A91-32082
F49620-89-C-0049 p 1090 A91-53846
F49620-90-C-0004 p 457 N91-20054
F49620-90-C-0076 p 1002 A91-53772
F49642-83-C-0223 p 74
GHI-5083-242-0930 p 875
GRI-5084-271-0987 p 601
JPL-956415 p29
JPL-956416 p 856
MDA903-87-0-0056 p 132
MIPR-ARO-137-86 p 362
MIPR-EY-7483-89-0007 p 369
MIPR-FY1456-8905052 p116
MOD-AE/12A/89 p 339
MOD-2048/XR/STR p 801
MOD-2048/46/XR/STR p 801
MOESC-01550532 p 255
p593
NADC PROJ. RS-3-4-A50 p 859
NAGW-1022 p 181
NAGW-1061 p 168
p254
p267
p353
NAGW-1072 p 179
NAGW-1089 p814
NAGW-1331 p 181
p696
NAGW-1356 p 976
NAGW-1692 p 145
NAGW-1809 p 554
NAGW-2146 p351
NAGW-674 p 224
p809
A91-12516
N91-27563
N91-22550
N91-10968
A91-45138
N91-11774
N91-16993
N91 -18060
N91-12667
A91-24316
A91-45357
A91-45362
A91-21198
A91-34439
N91-28343
A91 -19444
A91-17657
A91-21189
A91-21616
A91-25750
A91-19395
A91-47621
A91 -19444
A91-40706
A91-52490
A91-16045
N91-21101
A91-25728
A91-19356
A91-46372
p 1086 A91-56231
p238 N91-13651
N91-21139
A91-21576
A91-21578
'A91-45177
A91-12903
A91-21576
A91-32126
N91-19750
N91 -13449
N91-16010
N91-16011
N91-16013
A91-39932
. p579
NAGW-964 p264
p265
NAGW-965 p 866
NAGW-966 p 12
NAG1-1005 p264
NAG1-1007 .-,.... p 523
p537
NAG1-1027 p203
NAG1-1029 p292
p292
p293
NAG1-1032 p622
NAG1-1037 p 1009 A91-53823
NAG1-1055 p502 N91-20130
p881 N91-27877
NAG1-1061 p 762 A91-44264
NAG1-1065 p274 N91-15126
NAG1-1070 p 1027 N91-32080
NAG1-1080 p362 N91-16992
p 559 N91-22080
NAG1-1081 p954 N91-30150
NAG1-1087 p813 A91-47170
p370 N91-18064
NAG1-1096 p 70 A91-12477
NAG1-10 p3 A91-11198
NAG1-1119 p554 N91-21100
NAG1-1132 p65 N91-11430
NAG1-1133 p239 N91-13676
p 731 N91-25107
NAG1-1135 p456 N91-20047
NAG1-1138 p 724 A91-43634
NAG1-1150 p362 A91-28400
NAG1-1156 p630 N91-24109
p631 N91-24110
NAG1-1158 p560 N91-22095
NAG1-1175 p877 N91-28643
NAG1-1188 p262 A91-21505
p699 A91-40751
NAG1-1198 •. p816 N91-27131
NAG1-1210 p 984 A91-49685
p984 A91-49754
NAG1-1265 p722 A91-43589
p 1012 A91-54015
NAG1-159 p3
NAG1-168 p 972
NAG1-193 p 583
NAG1-199 p686
NAG1-224 p519
p521
NAG1-321 p 946
NAG1-327 p 762
NAG1-343
 P419
NAG1-363 p312
p557
NAG1-421 p245
NAG1-423
 P312
p725
NAG1-507
 P714
NAG1-513 p209
A91-11198
A91-50651
N91-22127
A91-37591
A91-31855
A91-32013
p 1107 A91-54014
p 1048 A91-54093
p602 N91-22578
A91-49672
A91-44264
A91-26767
A91-21473
N91-21117
A91 -19328
A91-21473
A91 -43643
A91-42721
N91 -13452
NAG1-516
NAG1-569
NAG1-603
NAG1-643
NAG1-645
NAG1-648
NAG1-657
NAG1-664
NAG1-675
NAG1-685
NAG1-710
NAG1-714
NAG1-715
NAG1-716
NAG1-722
NAG1-727
NAG1-732
NAG1-735
NAG1-739
NAG1-745
NAG1-749
NAG1-753
NAG1-758
NAG 1-762
NAG1-768
NAG1-787
NAG1-793
NAG1-795
NAG1-807
NAG1-811
NAGt-833
NAG1-834 ... .
NAG1-849
NAG1-850
NAG1-855
NAG1-858
NAG1-862
NAG1-866
NAG1-867
NAG1-869
NAG1-880
NAG1-886
NAG1-891
NAG1-897
NAG1-8
NAG1-907
NAG1-913
NAG1-922
NAG1-937
NAG1-946
NAG1-951
NAG1-959
NAG1-975
NAG1-991
NAG1-994
NAG2-191
NAG2-193
NAG2-209
NAG2-221
NAG2-258
NAG2-283
NAG2-297
NAG2-379
NAG2-398
NAG2-409
NAG2-413
NAG2-461
p29 N91-10968
p414 N91-17157
p469 A91-31584
p520 A91-31857
p972 A91-50651
p 15 N91-10019
p 177 A91-19300
p449 A91 -32021
p 725 A9 1-43647
p 7 A91-12473
p707 A91-42284
p732 N91-26123
p 520 A91-31857
p 61 N91-10335
p882 N91 -27909
p846 A91-45380
p558 N9 1-22078
p90 A91-16060
p 75 A91-12525
p 1113 A91 -53826
p 547 A91-34130
p76 N91-11488
p785 N91 -26889
p894 A91-48817
p624 A91-40219
p624 A91-40215
p 529 N91-20450
p570 A91-33529
p570 A91-33531
p859 N91-27285
p 416 A91-24521
p 676 A91-38697
p948 A91-49724
p952 A91-52019
p 73 A91-12505
p428 A9 1-27904
p 158 A91-15086
p65 N91-11430
p629 N91-24099
p816 N91-27130
p298 A91-21336
p 1100 N91-31679
p253 A91-21188
p570 A91 -33527
p932 A91-49729
p812 A91-47152
p536 A91-31578
p714 A91-42721
p522 A91 -32027
p897 A91-50346
p 199 A91-18252
p331 A91-20747
p697 A91-40717
P351 A91 -25733
p 739 A91 -43596
p740 A91-43597
p351 A91-25730
p410 A91-25755
p615 A91-37769
p929 N91-30125
p617 A91-37842
p696 A91 -40672
p 799 A91-45121
p427 A91 -24371
p616 A91-37841
p507 A91-30161
p 856 A91-45138
p962 A9 1-496 13
p 495 A91-30120
P951 A91-52017
p923 A91 -49648
p622 A91-39932
p507 A91-30159
p923 A9 1-49673
p 1006 A91-53798
p39 N91-10047
p 183 N91-13404
p624 A91-40216
p203 N91-13446
p 178 A9M9355
p266 A91-21604
p 1007 A91-53802
p242 A91-19040
p276 N91-15981
p37 A91-12894
p951 A91-52018
P458 N91-20062
p266 A91-21598
p290 A91-22956
p 845 A91-45141
p607 N91-21829
p236 A91-19442
p 194 A91-17205
p201 A91-19172
pS37 N91-20708
p 340 A91-24358
E-3
NAG2-463 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
NAG2-463 p 845 A91-45139
NAG2-477 p 37 A91-12894
p214 A91-17230
p 501 A91-32031
NAG2-482 p311
NAG2-484 p 624
A91 -22960
A91-40220
NAG2-492 p 530 N91-20709
NAG2-529 p 175 A91-19201
NAG2-542 p 422 N91-18307
NAG2-554 p244 A91-17641
p246 N91 -14803
NAG2-561 p847 A91-45396
NAG2-565 p711 A91-42581
p277 N91-15986
NAG2-588 p 1113 A91-53828
p 185 N91-13422
p 627 N91-23084
NAG2-592 p 179 A91-19393
NAG2-596 p 781 A91-44266
NAG2-607 p 166 A91-17288
p 1000 A91-53746
p 1001 A91-53749
NAG2-621 p317 A91-21352
NAG2-646 p 1113 A91-53828
p627 N91-23084
NAG2-665 p 699 A91-40745
NAG3-1023 P265 A91-21578
NAG3-1066 p 72 A91-12495
NAG3-1092 p971 A91-49702
NAG3-1098 p348 A91-24519
NAG3-1112 p858 A91-45777
NAG3-1115 p842 A91-45782
NAG3-1127 p258 A91-21374
NAG3-1137 p802 A91-45548
p525 N91-19475
NAG3-1140 p299
NAG3-1144 p745
NAG3-1163 p522
A91-21483
A91-41705
A91 -32032
p775 A91-44319
p875 N91-27591
NAG3-1192 p730 A91-44318
p 1101 N91-32442
NAG3-1194
NAG3-1232
NAG3-181
NAG3-284
NAG3-3139
NAG3-349
NAG3-354
NAG3-357
p 774 A91-44167
p 745 A91-41671
p 513 A91-29469
p-676 A91-38776
p 802 A91 -45548
p 44 A91-10245
p213 N91-13458
p 73 A91-12509
p990 A91-52931
P66 A91-12428
p432 N91-17671
NAG3-479 p279 A91-21581
p279 A91-21582
p819 A91-45322
NAG3-481 p750 A91-44049
NAG3-499 p 841 A91-45344
NAG3-55 p 523 N91-19438
p 787 N91-27120
NAG3-566 p 262 A91-21493
p634 A91-38543
p 771 A91-43310
NAG3-571 p 207 A91-19580
NAG3-608 p202 N91-13443
p633 N91-24123
NAG3-621 p673 A91-36450
NAG3-634 p 598 N91-21485
NAG3-666 P 189 A91-19209
p562 A91-35107
NAG3-716 P267 A91-21748
p595 N91-21068
NAG3-724 p 547
NAG3-730 p 180
A91-34135
A91-19422
NAG3-732 p 66
NAG3-742 p 775
p 900 A91-52315
A91-12427
A91-44319
NAG3-768 p 265
NAG3-773 p 523
NAG3-823 p 532
p 875 N91-27591
NAG3-855
A91-21580
N91-19435
A91-30175
p532 A91-30176
p 7 A91-12489
p 178 A91-19377
A91 -44051
A91-50990
A91-44647
A91 -19343
NAG3-860 p 750
NAG3-904 p 898
NAG3-919 p 795
NAG3-926 p 177
NAG3-927 p 188 A91-17217
p 190 A91 -19402
NAG3-935 p 908 A91-52279
NAG3-957 p683 N91-24583
NAG3-983 p802 A91-45548
NAG5-1044 p 537 N91-20708
NAG5-913 ... p 154 N91-12136
NAG6-626 p 1114 N91-31928
NAG8-109 p593 A91-35117
NAG8-751 p 1105 N91-32609
NAG9-380 p986 A91-52041
NAG9-385 p 986 A91-52041
NAG9-449 p866 A91-44810
NASA ORDER A-43049-C p 221 N91-14353
NASA ORDER A-97524-C p 1104 A91-54075
NASA ORDER C-30002-M p 746 A91-41759
NASA ORDER C-99066-G p 596 N91-21071
p875 N91-27591
NASA ORDER L-39627C p 881 N91-27786
NASA ORDER SA-25821 p 490 N91-20085
NASA ORDER T-0604L p 1038 N91-32092
NASA ORDER T-0704-F p 1097 N91-31495
NASA ORDER T-0704F p 1100 N91-32282
NASW-4228 p 28 N91-10964
NASW-4430 p 1104 N91-31751
NAG3-998 p 948
NAG4-1 p 951
A91-49740
A91-52015
p853 N91-27168
NAS1-18471 p 72 A91-12486
p 340 A91-24351
p 448 A91-31882
p 571 A91-34144
p 409 N91-17065
NAS1-18481 p309 N91-15188
NAS1-18565 p 151 N91-12696
NAS1-18570 p724 A91-43634
NAS1-18584
NAS1-18585
p 178
p522
p 522
p618
p 186
p529
p 172
p224
p355
p705
p720
p800
p915
NAS1-18586
NAS1-18599
NASW-4518 p28 N91-10964
NAS1-15148 p672 N91-24358
NAS1-15325 p955 A91-48640
p634 N91-24139
NAS1-15327 p716 A91-43307
NAS1-16542 p 138 N91-11808
NAS1-17145 p244 A91-17225
p 165 A91-17260
p 442 A91-28622
NAS1-17498 p194 A91-17208
p323 N91-15607
p421 N91-17428
p422 N91-18445
p 525 N91-19478
NAS1-17556 p200 A91-19023
NAS1-17666 p 151 N91-12696
NAS1-17699 p967 N91-29253 NAS1-18605
NAS1-17701 p967 N91-29254
NAS1-17742 p462 N91-19074
NAS1-17748 p64 N91-10548
NAS1-17919 p 169 A91-18251
p 199 A91-18252
p 487 A91-30009
NAS1-17964 p 1110 A91-54616
p928 N91-29176
NAS1-18000 p195 A91-17232
p443 A91 -30081
p686 A91-37591
NAS1-1800 p469 A91-31583
NAS1-18015 p626 N91-23080
p627 N91-23081
NAS1-18029 p655 A91-39873
p120 N91-12677
NAS1-18036 p388 A91-28259
p690 N91 -24844
NAS1-18037 p67 A91-12442
p 71 A91-12482
p 200 A91-18908
p388 A91-28257
p 205 N91-14346
p 1114 N91-31926
p 1114 N91-31927
NAS1-18107 p620 A91-39736
p623 A91-39940
NAS1-18235 p8 A91-12696
p345 A91-24468
NAS1-18240 p87 A91-14458
p 176 A91-19240
p27O A91-22882
p446 A91-31351
p446 A91-31353
p624 A91-40219
p 720 A91-43564
p720 A91-43571
p815 A91-48286
p892 A91-48542
p893 A91-48613
NAS1-18302 p819 A91-45289
NAS1-18377 p922 A91-48607
p 1045 A91-54028
NAS1-18378 p 203 N91-13447
p654 N91-24195
p 930 N91-30136
NAS1-18420 p 1010 A91-53863
NAS1-18444 p 606 N91-22805
NAS1-18458 p726 A91-43656
NAS1-18460 p 426 N91-18490
NAS1-18465 p 1031 N91-32088
NAS1-18616
NAS1-18703
NAS1-18745
NAS1-18754
NAS1-18762
NAS1-18763
NAS1-18788
NAS1-18799
NAS1-18845
NAS1-18849
NAS1-18925
NAS1 -18969
NAS1-18972
NAS1-19000
A91-19355
A91-32027
A91-32030
A91-38683
N91-14292
N91-20452
A91-19106
A91-19281
A91-26111
A91-41735
A91-43565
A91-45293
A91-50942
p 1107 A91-53750
p 1005 A91-53786
p 1005 A91-53789
p375 N91-18094
p 585 N91-21155
p818 N91-28138
p783 N91-26797
p 1054 N91-32132
p 1112 N91 -32853
p8 A91-12696
A91-17232
A91-19194
A91-21461
A91-22878
A91-24460
A91-24468
A91-31332
A91-31359
A91-31361
A91-39936
A91-48542
A91-50668
N91-21089
A91-19190
A91 -19383
A91-22511
A91-31307
A91-31308
A91-31310
A91-31313
A91-31315
A91-31332
A91-31333
A91-31336
A91-31338
A91-31340
A91-31343
A91-31351
A91-31353
A91-31360
A91-36452
A91-39736
A91-43564
A91-50346
N91-10010
N91-10022
N91-11430
N91-13649
N91-18397
N91-20063
N91-21139
N91-24125
N91-27490
N91-27501
N91-30088
N91-30093
p 1098 N91-31576
p 1102 N91-32463
p53 N91-11027
N91-24118
N91-24119
N91-24120
N91-24121
N91-24122
A91-12528
A91-19329
A91-32039
N91-15180
N91-18116
N91-30156
p 1111 A91-54658
p 162 A91-17252
N91-21198
A91-12475
A91-44174
N91-24153
N91-27868
N91-29778
A91-33533
A91-41735
A91-47157
A91-48542
p 195
p 174
p261
p270
p384
p345
p445
p446
p 447
p622
p892
p898
p596
. p 174
p178
p269
p444
p444
p444
p445
p505
p445
p445
p445
p445
p445
p518
p446
p446
p447
p614
p 620
p720
p897
p14
p15
p65
p238
p422
p458
p579
p633
p873
p874
p904
p904
p632
p632
p632
p632
p632
p75
p245
p473
p307
p407
p954
p586
p70
p784
p638
p881
p988
p571
p705
p848
p892
p 1011 A91-53876
E-4
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NSF DMS-87-03971
p558 N91-22078
p690 N91-24845
p990 N91-30903
p 1114 N91-31923
NAS1-19023 p245 A91-19376
NAS1-19038 p330 N91-15751
NAS1-19060 p608 N91-22830
NAS1-19161 p 1103 A91-54072
NAS1-19320 p720 A91-43572
p 1005 A91-53789
NAS1-19345 p 1043 A91-53857
NAS2-11S95 p455 N91-19067
NAS2-11420 p220 N91-14335
NAS2-11555 p 170 A91-18362
p 252 A91-21064
NAS2-11934 p562 N91-21121
NAS2-11960 p113 A91-16713
NAS2-12148 p453 N91-19050
NAS2-12166 p 171 A91-18904
NAS2-12211 p668 N91-24210
NAS2-12343 p 536 A91-31889
NAS2-12393 p 190 N91-13424
p 734 N91-26126
NAS2-12513 p11 A91-12770
p 83 A91-13267
p 169 A91-18225
p547 A91-34179
NAS2-12635 p 253 A91-21065
NAS2-12640 p582 N91-21149
p582 N91-21150
NAS2-12670 p574 N91-22117
NAS2-12722 p 742 N91-26140
NAS2-12789 p 646 A91-38548
NAS2-12838 p 1000 A91-53747
NAS2-12853 p87 A91-14457
NAS2-12861 p799 A91-45178
NAS2-12913 p216 A91-17306
NAS2-12915 p 168 A91-17646
NAS2-12961 p 173 A91-19169
p696 A91-40712
p1111 A91-56099
NAS2-12962 p454 N91-19060
NAS2-12989 p 1000 A91-5374S
NAS2-13041 p742 N91-26139
NAS2-13058 p 832 N91-28168
NAS2-13070 p746 A91-41709
p652 N91-23136
NAS2-13095 p 903 N91-30080
NAS2-13125 p 186 N91-14311
NAS2-13127 p950 A91-49825
NAS2-13155 p 178 A91-19386
p179 A91-19387
p892 A91-48566
NAS2-13157 p654 N91-24198
NAS2-13194 p173 A91-19169
NAS3-23051 p47 N91-10065
NAS3-23288 p 681 N91-24309
NAS3-23691 p 320 A91-23659
p524 N91-19443
p683 N91 -24551
NAS3-23717 p 788 A91-44511
NAS3-23720 p 67 A91-12430
p453 N91-19049
p688 N91-23849
p688 N91-23850
p688 N91-23851
p689 N91 -23852
NAS3-23939 p 682 N91-24310
NAS3-23940 p 145 A91-16040
p671 A91-38819
NAS3-23944 p 509 A91-31745
NAS3-24080 p121 A91-13039
NAS3-24105 p87 A91-14429
p443 A91-30014
p136 N91-11799
p S39 N91-19825
p 1076 N91-32141
NAS3-24339 p 388 A91-28259
NAS3-24350 p976 A91-52305
NAS3-24384 p 672 N91-24451
NAS3-24389 p 1043 A91-53554
NAS3-24541 p663 N91-24208
NAS3-24542 p 663 N91-24207
NAS3-24543 p 663 N91-24206
NAS3-24544 p 662 N91-24205
NAS3-24545 p 662 N91-24204
NAS3-24816 p779 N91-26490
NAS3-25266 p 87 A91-14429
p 123 A91-14430
p245 A91-18257
p259 A91-21393
p443 A91-30014
p775 A91-44319
p642 A91-45789
p 185 N91-13421
p322 N91 -15598
p454 N91-19056
p525 N91-19479
p 579 N91-21138
p877 N91-28627
p941 N91-29188
p982 N91 -30562
NAS3-25270 p 1075 N91-32138
NAS3-25366 p 723 A91-43631
NAS3-26416 p 774 A91-44159
NAS3-25421 p 512 A91-29455
p514 A91-30575
NAS3-25423 p 513 A91-29458
p769 A91-41650
NAS3-2S425 p897 A91-50347
NAS3-25448 p 136 A91-13350
NAS3-25450 p895 A91-48837
NAS3-25453 p 845 N91-27163
NAS3-25454 p 513 A91-29457
p 769 A91-41648
NAS3-25455 p 512 A91-29456
NAS3-25574 p 521 A91-32007
p626 A91-40562
NAS3-25629 p 1013 A91-54061
NAS3-25824 p 877 N91-28644
NAS3-25829 p 70 A91-12475
p784 A91-44174
NAS3-25834 p 453 N91-19048
p756 N91-26146
NAS3-2S967 p 747 A91-41788
p661 N91-23185
NAS8-36461 p 590 N91-22416
NAS8-36950 p 794 A91-44642
NAS8-37821 p 577 A91-32700
NAS8-37893 p 780 N91-25553
NAS8-40000 p595 N91-21070
NAS9-17900 p 135 A91-14450
p998 A91-53729
NATO-0885/89 p917 A91-52125
NCA2-192 p617 A91-37842
p696 A91-40672
p799 A91-45121
p 1009 A91 -53838
NCA2-196 p360 A91-27919
NCA2-216 p423 A91-26113
NCA2-223 p293 N91-16012
NCA2-287 p 617 A91-38680
p618 A91-38684
p 814 A91-48035
NCA2-309 p 218 A91-19293
NCA2-310 p215 A91-17280
NCA2-326 p806 A91-46180
NCA2-387 p 176 A91-19240
NCA2-397 p893 A91-48613
NCA2-406 p 177 A91-19299
NCA2-446 p718 A91-43554
NCA2-513 p 1003 A91-53775
NCA2-540 p696 A91-40706
NCA2-578 p 1006 A91-53793
NCA2-84 p 571 A91-33534
NCC1-100 p717 A91-43417
p 1101 N91-32441
NCC1-121 p 1015 A91-54860
NCC1-122 p37 N91-10039
NCC1-14 p69 A91-12460
p 989 A91-50336
NCC1-22 p 181 A91-19444
NCC1-24 : p726 A91-43656
NCC1-46 p 1002 A91-53762
NCC1-47 p893 A91-48613
NCC1-68 p 200 A91-18905
p557 N91-21117
NCC1-98 p723 A91-43615
NCC2-055 p25 N91-10934
NCC2-276 p438 A91-31073
NCC2-315 p324 A91-20695
NCC2-329 p423 A91-26113
NCC2-367 p 192 A91-19035
NCC2-374 p 168 A91-17658
p 521 A91-32007
p500 A91-32017
NCC2-377 p 820 N91-27144
NCC2-387 p1111 A91-56099
NCC2-390 p487 A91-30016
NCC2-420 p 701 A91-40768
p719 A91-43561
NCC2-458 ;.... p709 A91-42550
NCC2-490 p305 A91-22961
NCC2-493 p 742 A91-43482
NCC2-507 p52 N91-10083
NCC2-55 p90 A91-15165
p264 A91-21561
p 265 A91-21593
p813 A91-47171
p 1002 A91-53763
p954 N91-30152
NCC2-575 p912 A91-49646
P912 A91-49712
NCC2-579 p277 N91-15987
NCC2-583 p719 A91-43561
NCC2-588 p849 A91-47179
p850 A91-47182
NCC2-596 p617 A91-38680
p625 A91-40223
p814 A91-48035
NCC2-598 p61 N91-10333
NCC2-604
 P669 N91-23195
NCC2-605 p 876 N91-28503
NCC2-609 p438 A91-31073
NCC2-616 p558 N91-22071
NCC2-620 p 815 N91-27126
NCC2-622 p 600 N91-22475
NCC2-630 p719 A91-43559
NCC2-664 : p 904 N91-30095
NCC2-683 p630 N91-24105
NCC2-684 p 1003 A91-53778
NCC2-711 p944 A91-49604
NCC3-135 p529 N91-20457
NCC3-195 p844 N91-27160
NCC3-19 p589 A91-35949
NCC3-56 p348 A91-24519
NCC9-16 p605 N91-22728
NFR-G-GU-1775-300 p 479 A91-30361
NFR-G-GU-2684-120 p 479 A91-30361
NFR-G-GU-2684-302 p 479 A91-30361
NGL-05-020-243 p 236 A91-19447
p522 A91-32029
NGL-22-009-640 p 207 A91-19207
p 189 A91-19209
p562 A91-35107
p465 N91-19026
NGL-31-001-252 p 467 A91-29787
p781 A91-43926
p983 A91-49645
NGT-01-002-099 p 422 N91-18979
NGT-50172 p724 A91-43633
NGT-50259 p 445 A91-31338
NGT-50341 p 172 A91-19124
p 1008 A91-53815
p96 N91-12572
NGT-50406 p 449 A91-32022
p456 N91-20048
NIVR-RB-3111-01201N p 1098 N91-31579
NIVR-1604N p 1052 N91-31131
NOAA-43RANR503966 p 395 A91-27005
NR PROJ. W13-55 p 873 N91-27472
NSC-77-0401-E006-38 p 799 A91-45115
NSC-78-0210-D002-11 p 702 A91-40795
NSC-79-0210-D006-03 p 74 A91-12522
NSC-79-0401-E006-44 p8 A91-12535
NSERC-A-1080 p405 A91-26626
NSERC-A-1671 p792 A91-44595
p 1018 A91-56112
NSERC-A-2181 p615 A91-37768
p897 A91-50339
NSERC-A-2939 "p 676 A91-38775
NSERC-A-5625 p 405 A91-26626
NSERC-A-7928 p 744 A91-41641
p 834 A91-44558
NSERC-OGPIN-013 p 895 A91-48935
NSF ASC-85-19353 p 169 A91-18225
NSF ASC-88-19373 p 65 N91-11430
NSF ATM-82-05468 p 1105 N91-32609
NSF ATM-82-18621 p 1105 N91-32609
NSF ATM-84-20980 p 395 A91-27005
NSF ATM-86-00526 p 1105 N91-32609
NSF ATM-86-11185 p 530 A91-29013
NSF ATM-89-19697 p 1105 N91-32609
NSFCBT-86-57131 p 236 A91-19264
NSF CBT-87-13833 p 864 A91-44661
p 1095 A91-55797
NSF CBT-88-14364 p317 A91-21388
NSFCDR-88-03012 p 218 A91-19293
p496 A91-30183
p488 A91-30184
NSF CEE-84-10532 p 899 A91-51867
NSF CTS-89-06432 p 263 A91-21517
NSF CTS-89-14422 p 263 A91-21517
NSF CTS-89-57213 p 707 A91-42534
NSF CTS-90-12309 p 1067 A91-56226
NSF DDM-90-08451 p 1048 A91-54093
NSF DMC-84-51515 p 218 A91-19293
NSF DMC-86-04412 p 532 A91-30176
NSF DMC-86-15336 p 469 A91-31584
NSF DMC-86-57917 p 173 A91-19166
p448 A91-31880
p767 A91-40743
p 722 A91-43589
NSF DMC-87-07648 p 532 A91-30175
p532 A91-30176
NSF DMR-90-13337 p 589 A91-34841
NSF DMS-87-03397 p 1023 A91-56548
NSF DMS-87-03971 p 708 A91-42544
E-5
NSF DMS-88-03669 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
NSF DMS-88-03669 p 804 A91-45689
NSF DMS-88-06099 p 605 N91-22313
NSF DMS-88-10150 p 620 A91-39736
NSF DMS-88-13744 p 155 A91-14751
NSF DMS-88-22522 p 143 A91-14753
NSF DMS-89-01884 p 80 A91-12967
NSF DMS-89-06292 p 707 A91-42534
NSF ECE-85-16915 p 770 A91-42292
p 1090 A91-53845
NSF ECE-86-13554 p 899 A91-51867
NSF ECS-86-02524 p 950 A91-50602
NSF ECS-86-10714 p217 A91-19009
NSF ECS-86-57561 p 496 A91-30183
p488 A91-30184
NSF ECS-89-00499 p 878 A91-44730
NSF ECS-89-02528 p412 N91-17134
NSF EET-88-12958 p 983 A91-48723
NSF EET-88-57SOO p 697 A91-40717
NSF ENG-78-12901 p 770 A91-42258
NSF INT-86-12680 p 143 A91-14753
p89 A91 -15103
NSF INT-88-21843 p 847 A91-46455
NSF ISI-89-60133 p 708 A91-42544
NSFMEA-82-11713 p 770 A91-42258
NSF MEA-83-51929 p 445 A91-31333
NSF MSM-87-09154 p 263 A91-21518
NSF MSM-87-96352 p 866 A91-44810
NSF MSM-88-06257 p 1100 N91-31679
NSF MSM-88-10384 p 1043 A91-53827
NSF OCE-86-03050 p 480 A91-30373
NSG-1321 p 713 A91-42630
NSG-1498 p 192 N91-13428
NSG-3139 p212 A91-19448
NSG-3208 p 552 A91-34793
NSG-3266 p 90 A91-16053
p796 A91-44666
NSG-377 p 1088 N91-32180
N00014-81-C-0692 p 779 A91-42224
N00014-82-K-0582 p 845 A91-45141
N00014-83-C-O434 p615 A91-37420
N00014-83-K-0239 p 617 A91-38545
N00014-84-C-0359 p 2 A91-10329
p2 A91-10330
N00014-84-K-0470 p 297 A91-20737
N00014-85-K-0011 p 90 A91-16060
N00014-85-K-0513 p 619 A91-38699
N00014-85-K-0646 p 616 A91-37830
N00014-85-0526 p 139 N91-11907
N00014-86-C-0663 p 978 N91-29508
N00014-86-C-2529 p 1049 A91-54712
N00014-86-K-0066 p 148 N91-12043
N00014-86-K-0315 p 90
N00014-86-K-0468 p 857
N00014-86-K-0754 p 620
N00014-86-K-0759 p 708
N00014-87-J-1214 p 837
N00014-87-K-0366 p 233
N00014-87-K-0421 p 903
N00014-87-K-0837 p 69
N00014-88-C-0269 p 816
N00014-88-C-0291 p 175
p268
N00014-88-K-0242 p 349
N00014-89-C-0030 p418
N00014-89-J-1319 p 7
N00014-89-J-1350 p 766
N00014-89-J-1448 p 714
N00014-89-J-1836 p 246
p784
N00014-90-C-0089 p 46
p299
N00014-90-C-0117 p978
N00014-90-J-1182 p 701
N00014-90-J-1239 p 873
N00014-90-J-1315 p 707
N00014-91-C-0001 p 775
N00014-91-C-0095 p 979
N00019-88-C-0357 p 260
N00039-88-C-0051
N0014-88-C-0284 p418
N0014-90-J-1520 p318
N00140-83-C-9046 p 121
N00140-87-C-9901 p 67
N00140-88-C-0677 p 756
N00140-90-C-1846 p 509
N00167-86-K-0019 p 707
N00167-87-C-0021 p 430
p359
p784
A91-16064
A91-45331
A91-39736
A91-42539
A91-44639
A91-18410
N91-30079
A91-12464
N91-27135
A91-19202
A91-22476
A91-24739
A91-26121
A91-12472
N91-26249
A91-42721
N91 -13969
N91-26878
A91 -12446
A91-21482
N91-29412
A91-40770
N91-27500
A91-42534
N91-25336
N91-29609
A91-21437
p 1010 A91-53867
p 891 N91-29143
A91-26121
A91-21601
A91 -13027
A91-12444
N91-26145
A91-31745
A91-42298
A91-25826
A91-27561
A91-43514
N0039-89-C-0001 p 1022 A91-56196
N00421-85-D-0155 p 929 N91-30131
N60530-87-WR-30009 p 748 A91-42805
p964 A91-52325
N61339-89-C-0043 p 156 A91-16693
N62271-87-M-0204 p 90 A91-16064
RF PROJ. 767919/722941 p115 N91-12661
SERC-GR/D/21189 p 853 A91-44711
SERC-GR/D/41064 p 801 A91-45357
SERC-GR/D/53029 p861 A91-44542
SERC-GR/E/0682/4 p 1017 A91-55642
SERC-GR/E/25702 p 80 A91-12970
p269 A91-22511
p445 A91-31340
SERC-Gfl/E/28062 p 853 A91-44711
SERC-GR/E/6404/6 p814 A91-47621
STPA-85-95-004/46 p 1098 N91-31584
STPA-89-95-004-52 p 1025 N91-31096
TATP-003604020 p 293 N91-16013
T0704E p379 N91-18100
T2001E p422 N91-18340
T2001G p872 N91-27404
T2003C p 396 N91-18109
W-31-109-ENG-38 p 401 N91-18111
p777 N91-25408
p820 N91-28147
W-7405-ENG-36 p 13 N9M0008
p855 N91-28173
p876 N91-28513
W-7405-ENG-48 p 426 N91-18495
p 426 N91-18503
P458 N91-20060
p597 N91-21407
p953 N91-29192
W-7405-ENG-82 p 137 A91-16559
WORKORDER-5E p 821 N91-27145
307-50-62-11
 P538 N91-19824
307-50-81 p538 N91-19823
324-01-00 p53 N91-11027
P845 N91-27163
324-02-00 p309 N91-15188
432-06-51 p817 N91-28134
464-99-01-00 p954 N91-30153
474-12-10 p961 N91-29199
476-84-03 p322 N91-15426
505-03-01 p47 N91-10065
505-10-03 p687 N91-24796
505-13-00 p877 N91-28644
505-34-13-34 p 64 N91-10548
505-35-31 p 743 N91-26142
505-45-21 p50 N91-10079
505-59-00 p654 N91-24198
505-59-36-01 p816 N91-27132
505-59-36 p694 N91-25102
p 1054 N91-32134
505-59-40-02 p 559 N91-22080
505-59-51 p903 N91-30080
505-59-52 p 1080 N91-32145
505-59-85-01 p 410 N91-18120
p602 N91-22589
p 818 N91-28138
505-60-00 p 14 N91-10013
p929 N91-30130
505-60-01-01 p558 N91-22070
p 782 N91-25623
505-60-01 p 16 N91-10839
p 20 N91-10868
505-60-11-01 p634 N91-24132
505-60-11-03 p364 N91-18030
505-60-21-04 p 375 N91-18094
505-60-21 p396 N91-17060
p453 N91-19051
p683 N91-24556
p 954 N91-30154
505-60-31-01 p655 N91-24199
505-60-4X p 683 N91-24555
505-60-41-01 p205 N91-14346
p634 N91-24139
505-61-00 p 776 N91-25352
505-61-01-01 p855 N91-27169
505-61-01-04 p455 N91-20043
505-61-01-05 p601 N91-22540
505-61-01 p60 N91-10268
505-61-11 p607 N91-21828
505-61-21-03 p22 N91-10902
p 226 N91-13461
p204 N91-14323
p629 N91 -24098
p 818 N91-28143
505-61-21 p 14 N91-10014
p364 N91-17001
p370 N91-18066
p 454 N91-19062
505-61-41-01 p904 N91-30098
505-61-51-10 p 183 N91-13406
p365 N91-18033
505-61-51 p 13 N91-10007
p 38 N91-10045
p 25 N91-10933
p 163 N91-14273
p 186 N91-14311
p251 N91-15124
p291 N91-15147
p440 N91-19041
p453 N91-19050
p454 N91-190S2
p454 N91-19060
p455 N91-19067
p539 N91-19826
p607 N91-21829
p996 N91-31078
505-61-71-01 p 183 N91-13401
505-61-71-03 p330 N91-15751
505-61-71 p226 N91-13466
p307 N91-15182
p458 N91-20062
p558 N91-22077
p630 N91-24108
P&68 N91-24209
505-61-85-01 p152 N91-12971
505-61-86-06 p 133 N91-12712
505-61-91 p997 N91-32071
505-62-OK p291 N91-15146
p778 N91-25412
505-62-OK p598 N91-21531
505-62-00 p490 N91-20086
505-62-01 p503 N91-20133
505-62-10 p 755 N91-25148
505-62-12 p627 N91-23083
505-62-21 p93 N91-11675
p 185 N91-13420
p314 N91-15418
p456 N91-20044
p 554 N91-21062
p683 N91 -24551
p875 N91-27591
505-62-3B p507 N91-19115
p494 N91-20126
505-62-40 p 76 N91-10703
p77 N91-11495
p 136 N91-11799
p159 N91-12316
p 453 N91-19049
p539 N91-19825
p982 N91-30562
505-62-40-02 p238 N91-13651
505-62-40 p76 N91-11493
505-62-41-05 p 183 N91-13402
505-62-50 p493 N91-20122
p579 N91-21137
p579 N91-21140
p834 N91-27157
p 853 N91-27167
p941 N91-29188
p 1080 N91-32143
505-62-52 p311 N91-15303
p 454 N91-19053
p524 N91-19443
p554 N91-21060
p 598 N91-21458
p628 N91-23089
p660 N91-23179
p679 N91-23409
p 633 N91-24130
p633 N91-24131
p844 N91-27159
p 873 N91-27489
p874 N91-27559
p 980 N91-30473
p 1101 N91-32440
505-62-71-01 p 185 N9114275
p274 N91-15125
p558 N91-22069
505-62-71 p 213 N91-13457
p556 N91-21116
p662 N91-24201
505-62-91-01 p 187 N91-14316
505-63-01-06 p967 N91-29253
505-63-01-07 p60 N91-10301
505-63-01-09 p 138 N91-11808
505-63-01-11 p239 N91-13751
505-63-1A p314 N91-15390
p672 N91-24451
505-63-18 p302 N91-15174
p364 N91-17002
p579 N91-21138
p877 N91-28S27
505-63-10-02 p203 N91-13445
505-63-113 p213 N91-13456
505-63-21-01 p22 N91-10904
505-63-21-02 p 184 N91-13412
505-63-21-04 p 365 N91-18031
505-63-21 p 182 N91-13400
p572 N91-21127
505-63-31 p 474 N91-19080
p597 N91-21446
505-63-36-01 p323 N91-15607
p421 N91-17428
E-6
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505-63-36-02
505-63-36-05
505-63-36-06
505-63-36
p422 N91-18445
p 525 N9M9478
p 1100N91-31679
p 1100 N91-31687
p787 N91-27120
N91-27909
N91 -22078
N91-26137
N91 -19438
N91-23513
N91-30533
p882
p558
p741
p523
p681
p981
505-63-41-02 p 388
p601
505-63-5A p 982
505-63-5B p 525
p601
p778
p 1099 N91-31654
505-63-50-04
505-63-50-05
N91-17014
N91-22576
N91-30539
N91-19475
N91-22567
N91-25413
p 1088 N91-32180
p323 N91-15604
N9 M 5605
N91-24358
N91-22578
N91-10020
N91-10918
N91-10919
N91-11674
N91-20048
N91-13411
N91-20046
N91-28137
N91-23135
N91-24196
N91-13462
N91-12315
N91-12956
N91 -19435
N91-21534
N91-25411
N91 -17009
N91-22066
N91-29194
N91-27868
N91-29778
N91-26797
p 323
p672
505-63-50-06 p 602
505-63-50-12 p 15
p24
p24
p93
p456
505-63-50-13 p 184
p456
505-63-50-16 p817
505-63-50 p 652
p654
505-63-51-03 p 226
505-63-51-06 p 159
505-63-51 p152
p523
p599
p777
505-64-00 p 372
p608
p953
505-64-10-05 p881
p988
505-64-10-07 p 783
505-64-10 p 1054 N91-32132
505-64-12-51 p 1031 N91-32088
505-64-12 p573 N91-21132
p636 N91-24140
p639 N91-24166
505-64-13-01 p 1059 N91-31143
505-64-13-22 p 281 N91-15141
505-64-13 p462 N91-19073
p 1059 N91-32135
505-64-20-01 p582 N91-21144
505-64-30-01 p881 N91-27877
505-64-36 p737 N91-25142
505-66-01-02 p50 N91-10078
p440 N91-19024
505-66-21-01 p428 N91-17559
505-66-21-03 p 429 N91-17612
p655 N91-24200
p928 N91-29176
505-66-21 p881 N91-27786
505-66-29 p572 N91-21131
505-66-31 p475 N91-19083
505-66-41-02 p 378 N91-18096
505-66-41-04 p 758 N91-25151
505-66-41-06 p 120 N91-12677
505-66-41-41 p 1112 N91-32853
505-66-41 p44 N91-10058
p475 N91 -19082
505-66-51 p 193 N91-14322
505-66-71-03 p 406 N91-18115
p502 N91-20128
505-66-71 p 599 N91-21587
p668 N91-24210
p742 N91-26140
P1112 N91-32850
505-67-01 p 221 N91-14353
p297 N91-15173
505-67-21-07 p 26 N91-10936
505-67-21 p636 N91-23099
505-67-41-54 p 101 N91-11682
p 103 N91-11695
505-67-41 p820 N91-27144
505-68-00 p583 N91-22131
505-68-10 p 186 N91-14310
p452 N91-19046
p453 N91-19047
p628 N91-23086
p628 N91-23087
505-68-11 p185 N91-13421
p 186 N91-14309
p454 N91-19056
p598 N91-21485
p661
p661
505-68-27 p 537
p929
505-68-30-10 p462
p563
505-68-30 p 633
505-68-71 p 454
p457
p996
505-68-84 p 577
505-68-91-01 p226
505-69-01-01 p 573
505-69-01-02 p 202
p202
505-69-50 p 941
N91-23183
N91-23184
N91-19742
N91-30128
N91-19074
N91-22096
N91-24123
N91-19055
N91-20055
N91-32070
N91-21134
N91-13467
N91-22103
N91-13432
N91-13433
N91-30141
p 1076 N91-32141
p281 N91-16001
N91-19097
N9M8490
N91-10010
N91-10022
N91-11430
N91-13649
N91-18397
N91 -20063
N91-21139
N91-24125
N91-27490
N91-27501
N91-30088
N91-30093
505-69-51
p490
505-69-61-04 p 426
505-90-21-01 p 14
P15
p65
p238
505-90-52-01 p 422
p458
p579
p633
p873
p874
p904
p904
p 1098N91-31576
p 1102 N91-32463
506-14-51-01 p307 N91-15180
506-40-21 p 324 N91-16407
506-40-41-02 p669 N91-24211
p 109? N91-31595
506-40-91-02 p1101 N91-32441
506-40-91 p 528 N91-20418
506-46-11-01 p587 N91-22331
506-49-11-01 p626 N91-23080
p627 N91-23081
506-62-21 p 597 N91-21447
506-80-11-01 p365 N91-18032
509-10-02-03 p815 N91-27128
p817 N91-28131
p817 N91-28132
p904 N91-30090
P1024 N91-31082
p 1028 N91 -32084
509-10-03 p962 N91-29221
510-01-50 p524 N91-19464
510-02-12-03 p606 N91-22805
510-02-13-01 p859 N91-28373
532-06-01-09 pT6 N91-10699
532-06-21 p474 N91-19078
p 687 N91-24757
532-06-37 p652 N91-23136
p 742 N91-26139
p990 N91-30903
532-09-01 p778 N91-25422
532-09-91 p510 N91-19241
533-02-00 p218 N91-13460
p477 N91-20071
p490 N91-20085
533-02-01 p210 N91-13453
p474 N91-19079
p485 N91-19095
p559 N91-22083
533-02-11 p633 N91-24128
533-02-21 p490 N91-19099
p755 N91-25147
533-02-31 p953 N91-29191
533-02-36 p 1075 N91-32140
533-02-38 p930 N91-30132
533-02-51 p475 N91-19081
p577 N91-21135
p6S2 N91-23133
p694 N91-26113
p928 N91-29177
534-06-13-35 p 967 N91-29254
535-03-01-01 p 185 N91-14274
535-03-01 p452 N91-19045
p688 N91-23849
p688 N91-23850
p688 N91-23851
p689 N91-23852
p630 N91-24107
p877 N91-28627
535-03-10-01 p632 N91-24118
p632 N91-24119
p 632 N91-24120
p 632 N91-24121
p632 N91-24122
535-03-10 p77 N91-11494
535-03-11-02
535-03-11-03
535-03-11-04
535-05-01
535-05-10
537-01-02-01
537-01-11
p213
p490
p662
p662
p663
p663
p663
p213
P654
p662
537-01-22-01
537-01-31-01
537-02-00
537-02-11
537-02-20
537-02-21
537-03-20
537-03-21-01
537-03-21
553-13-00
590-13-11
590-21-31
591-41-21
763-01-31-22
763-01-31-24
763-01-51-05
763-01-61
763-23-41-71
763-23-41
906-11-01-01
992-21-01
p332 N91-15842
p432 N91-17671
p 525 N91-19475
p 731 N91-25106
p 1075 N91-32138
p 1114 N91-31923
p 1114 N91-31926
p 1114 N91-31927
p690 N91-24844
N91-14349
N91-19098
N91-24204
N91 -24205
N91 -24206
N91-24207
N91-24208
N91-13458
N91-24195
N91-24203
P1074 N91-31181
P930 N91-30136
N91-13447
N91-23098
N91 -19048
N91-27165
N91-23185
N91-24202
N91-26146
N91-24845
N91-18105
N91-10015
N91-15598
N91-12980
N91-19479
N91-20045
N91-25103
N91-16990
N91-12705
N91-10049
N91-27127
N91-27133
N91-18116
N91-13762
p203
P636
p453
p845
p661
p662
P756
P690
P391
P14
p322
p 152
p525
p456
p730
p362
p 129
p39
p815
p816
p407
p239
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NASA-CR-181352 P 37 N91-10039 ' #
Listings in this index are arranged alphanumeri-
cally by report number. The page number indicates
the page on which the citation is located. The ac-
cession number denotes the number by which the
citation is identified. An asterisk (•) indicates that
the item is a NASA report. A pound sign (#) indi-
cates that the item is available on microfiche.
A-85126 P 743 N91-26142 ' #
A-86374-PT-3 P 13 N91-10007 • #
A-88007 P538 N91-19824 ' #
A-88203 P475 N91-19082 " #
A-88279-PT-1 P 39 N91-10049 ' #
A-88316 p38 N91-10045 " #
A-89038 P607 N91-21828 ' #
A-89160-VOL-1 P 16 N91-10839 • #
A-89160-VOL-2 P 20 N91-10868 " #
A-89194 P 454 N91-19062 " #
A-89197 P 14 N91-10014 • #
A-89265 P538 N91-19823 * #
A-89269 P281 N91-16001 * #
A-90014 p239 N91-13762 ' #
A-90037 P440 N91-19041 '#
A-90069 P 163 N91-14273 ' #
A-90082 P 60 N91-10268 ' #
A-90083 P 996 N91-31078 • tt
A-90084 P 776 N91-25352 ' #
A-90091 P 453 N91-19050 ' #
A-90094 p458 N91-20062'#
A-90117 P 14 N91-10013 ' #
A-90123 P 226 N91-13466 ' #
A-90124 P 193 N91-14322 * #
A-90137 P 560 N91-22091 * #
A-90142 P 558 N91-22077 * #
A-90143 P 528 N91-20418 • #
A-90144 P630 N91-24108 ' #
A-90146 P 996 N91-32070 * tt
A-90178 p572 N91-21131 '#
A-90182 P687 N91 -24757 ' tt
A-90183 P820 N91-27144 • #
A-90184 P636 N91-23099 ' #
A-90194 p370 N91-18066 • #
A-90202 P 364 N91-17001 * #
A-90246 P 14 N91-10015 • #
A-90247 p668 N91-24209'#
A-90252 P454 N91-19052 * tt
A-90256 p25 N91-10933 * #
A-90263 p694 N91-25102 * #
A-90266 P 997 N91-32071 ' tt
A-90269 P607 N91-21829 • #
A-90272 P322 N91-15426 • #
A-90274 p274 N91-15128 * #
A-90283 P454 N91-19060 " #
A-90284 p251 N91-15124 • #
A-90301 p291 N91-15147'*
A-90304 p186 N91-14311 •#
A-90307 P474 N91-19078 ' #
A-90316 p817 N91-28134'*
A-91008 p240 N91-14540 ' #
A-91014 P510 N91-19241 '#
A-91020 P1080N91-32145 • #
A-91029 p293 N91-16012'#
A-91030 P 903 N91-30080 " #
A-91039
A-91058
A-91063
A-91088
A-91140
A-91157
A-91158
A-91159
A-91192
A-91215
AAAF PAPER NT 89-01
AAAF PAPER NT 89-03
AAAF PAPER NT 89-08
AAAF PAPER NT 89-13
AAAF PAPER NT 89-1 4
AAAF PAPER NT 89-18
AAAF PAPER NT 89-20
AAAF PAPER NT 89-25
AAAF-NT-89-02
AAAF-NT-89-03
AAAF-NT-89-04
AAAF-NT-89-05
AAAF-NT-89-07
AAAF-NT-89-1 1
AAAF-NT-89-13
AAAF-NT-89-14
AAAF-NT-89-16
AAAF-NT-89-18
AAAF-NT-89-21
AAAF-NT-89-26
AAMRL-TR-90-015
AAMRL-TR-90-028
AAR-247
AAR-248-PT-2
AAR-252
AC-70/7460-1H
ACD-20
ACEE-30-FR-3610
AD-A223568
AD-A223733
AD-A224338
AD-A224587
AD-A224656
AD-A224804
AD-A224810
AD-A224848
AD-A224878
AD-A224978
AD-A224979
AD-A225029
AD-A225041
AD-A225042
AD-A225058
AD-A225102
AD-A225143
AD-A225167
AD-A225225
AD-A225226
AD-A225227
AD-A225238
AD-A225242
AD-A225243
AD-A225265
AD-A225266
AD-A225311
AD-A225327
AD-A225342
AD-A225370
AD-A225372
AD-A225400
AD-A225408
AD-A225415
AD-A225541
AD-A225642
AD-A225662
p372 N91-17009 *
p577 N91-21134 *
p539 N91-19826 *
p608 N91 -22066'
p737 N91-25142 *
P1054 N91-32134 •
p654 N91-24198 '
p 742 N91-26139 '
p 1059 N91-32135 *
p 832 N9 1-28 168 •
p 182 A91-19596
p237 A91 -19595
p237 A91-19594
p 182 A91-19593
p182 A91-19592
p237 A91-19589
p243 A91-19588
p 182 A91-19585
p 1053N91-31137
p 1025 N91-31098
P1025N91-31099
P1025N91-31100
P1025N91-31101
P1083 N91-31187
p 1026 N91-31104
P1026N91-31105
p 1083 N91-31188
p 1098 N91-31590
p 1112N91-31848
p 1099 N9 1-3 1593
p606 N91 -22734
p389 N91-17019
p293 N91-16013 *
p292 N91-16011 '
p 292 N91-16010 *
p820 N91-27142
p 563 N91 -22096 '
p967 N91 -29254 •
p29 N91 -10967
p127 N91 -12682
p204 N91 -13451
p 116 N91 -12665
p 139 N91-11938
p 110 N91-12648
p 157 N91-12283
p 140 N91-11939
p99 N91-12634
p 132 N91-11772
p132 N91-11773
p149 N91-12125
p 132 N91-11774
p149 N91-12126
p94 N91-1167B
p94 N91-11679
p 147 N91-11992
p 148 N91 -12043
p 106 N91-11738
p132 N91-11775
p 109 N91-11743
p 133 N91-11776
p 139 N91-11929
p 138 N91-11B81
p42 N91-10981
p 30 N91-10978
p 147 N91-11950
p94 N91-11681
p 126 N91-12681
p 148 N91-12002
p 125 N91-11756
p 115 N91-11748
p243 N91-13938
p 140 N91-11942
p 125 N91-11757
p110 N91-12653
p125 N91-11758
#
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
AD-A225663 p 80 N91-12587 tt
AD-A225717 p116 N91-12667 #
AD-A225742 p117 N91-12668 tt
AD-A226063 p110 N91-12655 tt
AD-A226116 p151 N91-12866 #
AD-A226123 p 100 N91-12639 tt
AD-A226183 p 152 N91-12909 tt
AD-A226310 p 120 N91-12679 tt
AD-A226316 p 154 N91-13047 #
AD-A226381 p 107 N91-12647 tt
AD-A226411 p120 N91-12680 #
AD-A226412 p117 N91-12672 tt
AD-A226419 p110 N91-12658 tt
AD-A226490 p 130 N91-12706 tt
AD-A226496 p 38 N91-10042 tt
AD-A226516 p117 N91-12673 tt
AD-A226520 p 202 N91-13444 #
AD-A226532 p 247 N91-14080 tt
AD-A226559 p 246 N91-13969 tt
AD-A226627 p 230 N91-13524 tt
AD-A226628 p 953 N91-29190 #
AD-A226629 p 184 N91-13409 tt
AD-A226736 p 306 N91-15177 #
AD-A226737 p 314 N91-15374 #
AD-A226858 p 524 N91-19460 #
AD-A226893 p213 N91-14350 #
AD-A226894 p 240 N91-14589 #
AD-A226931 p 187 N91-14312 tt
AD-A227057 p 210 N91-14348 #
AD-A227165 p 204 N91-14342 #
AD-A227177 p 187 N91-14313 #
AD-A227196 p 204 N91-14343 tt
AD-A227197 p 205 N91-14344 tt
AD-A227222 p 283 N91-16003 tt
AD-A227227 p314 N91-15322 #
AD-A227326 p 291 N91-15148 #
AD-A227353 p213 N91-14351 tt
AD-A227365 p 187 N91-14315 #
AD-A227473 p 324 N91-16330 #
AD-A227486 p 281 N91-15999 tt
AD-A227489 p 314 N91-16170 #
AD-A227505 p 324 N91-16382 tt
AD-A227529 p 413 N91-17144 #
AD-A227532 p 309 N91-15185 tt
AD-A227604 p 291 N91-15149 #
AD-A227627 p 291 N91-15150 #
AD-A227647 p 105 N91-11706 #
AD-A227679 p 292 N91-16007 #
AD-A227733 p 325 N91-15657 #
AD-A227748 p 296 N91-15171 #
AD-A227751 p 297 N91-15172 #
AD-A227754 p 306 N91-15178
AD-A227757 p 302 N91-16020
AD-A227793 p 14 N91-10010 '
AD-A227855 p 49 N91-11022
AD-A227920 p 310 N91-16031
AD-A227930 p 365 N91-18034
AD-A227933 p 307 N91-15183
AD-A228046 p 362 N91-16993 '
AD-A228180 p 65 N91-11430'
AD-A228231 p 324 N91-16293
AD-A228471 p 428 N91-17591
AD-A228479 p 428 N91-17597
AD-A228554 p 29 N91-10033
AD-A228654 p 420 N91-17264
AD-A228655 p 39 N91-10051
AD-A228656 p 39 N91-10052
AD-A228659 p 378 N91-17011
AO-A228696 p 15 N91-10022 '
AD-A228784 p 323 N91-16206
AD-A228871 p 283 N91-16004
AD-A228885 p 29 N91-10034
AD-A228898 p 132 N91-11771
AD-A228905 p 389 N91-17016
AD-A229003 p 378 N91-18097
AD-A229007 p 364 N91-17004
AD-A22908B p 379 N91-18098
AD-A229161 p 246 N91-14030
AD-A229184 p 389 N91-17019
AD-A229239 p 337 N91-16989
AD-A229255 p 379 N91-18099
AD-A229318 p 967 N91-30268
AD-A229319 p 903 N91-30078
F-1
AD-A229343 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AD-A229343 P 43 N91-11015 #
AD-A229344 p 226 N91-13464 #
AD-A229487 p 1054 N91-32130 #
AD-A229518 P 1075 N91-32136 tt
AD-A229569 p 928 N91-30124 tt
AD-A229602 p 903 N91-30079 #
AD-A229606 p919 N91-30115 tt
AD-A229612 p 941 N91-30140 #
AD-A229616 p 204 N91-14324 #
AD-A229622 P 1075 N91-32137 tt
AD-A229641 p 295 N91-15154 #
AD-A229670 p 238 N91-13649 ' #
AD-A229692 p511 N91-20322 tt
AD-A229693 p511 N91-20323 #
AD-A229762 p 530 N91-20595 tt
AD-A229800 p 503 N91-20132 tt
AD-A229863 p 462 N91-19075 #
AD-A229867 p 506 N91-19111 #
AD-A229932 p 605 N91-21735 #
AD-A229974 p 392 N91-18107 #
AD-A229980 p 510 N91-20271 #
AD-A230060 p 530 N91-20591 #
AD-A230130 p 510 N91-20319 #
AD-A230141 P457 N91-20056 #
AD-A230162 p 457 N91-20050 #
AD-A230240 p 528 N91-20384 tt
AD-A230278 p 537 N91-20759 #
AD-A230338 p 226 N91-13462 • #
AD-A230364 p 502 N91-20131 tt
AD-A230395 p 465 N91-20068 tt
AD-A230433 p 537 N91-19731 tt
AD-A230434 p 507 N91-19124 tt
AD-A230443 p 485 N91-20082 #
AD-A230462 p 457 N91-20053 #
AD-A230465 P 503 N91-20134 #
AD-A230468 P 478 N91-20078 tt
AD-A230501 p 527 N91-20363 tt
AD-A230508 p 465 N91-20069 #
AD-A230510 p 108 A91-14773
AD-A230517 p478 N91-20079 #
AD-A230534 p 527 N91-20369 tt
AD-A230603 p 528 N91-20409 #
AD-A230681 P 527 N91-20378 #
AD-A230719 p 378 N91-17012 tt
AD-A230724 p 529 N91-20497 #
AD-A230748 p 457 N91-20054 #
AD-A230759 p 107 A91-14770
AD-A230761 p 365 N91-18035 #
AD-A230795 p 364 N91-16998 tt
AD-A230826 p 557 N91-21118 #
AD-A230868 p 577 N91-21136 #
AD-A230876 p 183 N91-13406 ' tt
AD-A230951 P 597 N91-21410 #
AO-A230995 p 573 N91-21133 #
AD-A231028 p557 N91-21119 #
AD-A231077 p585 N91-21158 #
AD-A231158 P585 N91-22137 tt
AD-A231191 p562 N91-21124 tt
AD-A231259 p 557 N91-21120 #
AD-A231292 p 420 N91-17253 tt
AD-A231325 p 523 N91-19435 ' #
AD-A231336 p 274 N91-15128 * #
AD-A231353 p 580 N91-21143 tt
AD-A231427 p 580 N91-22124 tt
AD-A231433 p 606 N91-22734 #
AD-A231483 p 559 N91-22081 tt
AD-A231490 p 586 N91-22138 tt
AD-A231498 P 409 N91-17065 ' #
AD-A231588 P 582 N91-21153 #
AD-A231658 P 626 N91-23079 tt
AD-A231666 P 601 N91-22564 tt
AD-A231721 P 543 N91-22068 tt
AO-A231750 p589 N91-22407 #
AD-A231809 p600 N91-22480 tt
AD-A231899 p 580 N91-22125 #
AD-A231906 p 590 N91-22424 #
AD-A231946 p 559 N91-22082 tt
AD-A232023 p 681 N91-23554 tt
AD-A232024 p 653 N91-23141 tt
AD-A232041 p400 N91-18110 #
AD-A232055 p 656 N91-23145 tt
AD-A232101 P680 N91-23445 #
AD-A232126 p 656 N91-23146 tt
AD-A232422 p 653 N91-23143 tt
AD-A232549 p 653 N91-23144 #
AD-A232660 p613 N91-23076 #
AD-A232661 P 613 N91-23077 #
AD-A232668 P 379 N91-18100 tt
AD-A232668 P 644 N91-23106 tt
AO-A232669 P 379 N91-18101 #
AD-A232671 P 669 N91-23198 #
AD-A232714 p 628 N91-23094 #
AD-A232723 p 636 N91-23100 #
AD-A232793 P 673 N91-24453 tt
AD-A232844 p 422 N91-18397 • #
AD-A232871 P 669 N91-23199 #
AD-A232902 p 682 N91-24530 #
AD-A232907 p 641 N91-24187 tt
AD-A232984 p311 N91-15295 tt
AD-A232985 p 379 N91-18102 tt
AD-A232987 p 401 N91-18112 tt
AD-A232989 p 980 N91-30480 tt
AD-A233040 p 654 N91-24197 #
AD-A233066 p 683 N91-24533 tt
AD-A233111 p613 N91-24093 tt
AD-A233114 p 687 N91-24768 tt
AD-A233161 p 631 N91-24111 tt
AD-A233201 p631 N91-24112 tt
AD-A233202 p 505 N91-19102 tt
AD-A233221 p 737 N91-25141 #
AD-A233349 p 641 N91-24188 tt
AD-A233482 p 631 N91-24113 tt
AD-A233483 p 631 N91-24114 tt
AD-A233569 p 631 N91-24115 #
AD-A233584 p 632 N91-24116 tt
AD-A233591 p 396 N91-18109 tt
AD-A233674 p 767 N91-26387 tt
AD-A233692 p 422 N91-18340 #
AD-A233712 p 641 N91-24186 tt
AD-A233724 p 778 N91-26412 #
AD-A233811 p766 N91-26249 tt
AD-A233944 p 741 N91-26131 tt
AD-A233991 p 784 N91-26878 tt
AD-A234016 p 562 N91-21122 tt
AD-A234252 p 1027 N91-32072 tt
AD-A234385 p 733 N91-26125 tt
AD-A234674 p 458 N91-20063 ' #
AD-A234730 p 732 N91-26117 #
AD-A234758 p 758 N91-26148 tt
AD-A234775 p 741 N91-26134 #
AD-A234797 p 766 N91-26300 tt
AD-A234873 p 579 N91-21139'*
AD-A234978 p 741 N91-26135 tt
AD-A234990 p 758 N91-26149 tt
AD-A235083 p 741 N91-26136 tt
AD-A235117 p598 N91-21464 #
AD-A235143 p 756 N91-26144 tt
AD-A235144 p 239 N91-13762 • tt
AD-A235179 p 585 N91-21156 tt
AD-A235190 p 779 N91-26477 tt
AD-A235241 p 732 N91-26120 tt
AD-A235278 p 766 N91-26281 tt
AD-A235301 p737 N91-26130 tt
AD-A235321 p 573 N91-22104 #
AO-A235352 p 920 N91-30123 tt
AD-A235355 p 942 N91-30144 #
AD-A235419 p 785 N91-26995 tt
AD-A235420 p 756 N91-26145 tt
AD-A235613 p 874 N91-27549 tt
AD-A235715 p 736 N91-25121 tt
AD-A235752 p 881 N91-27802 #
AD-A235914 p 775 N91-25302 tt
AD-A235915 p 598 N91-21531 ' tt
AD-A235943 p 982 N91-30543 tt
AD-A235994 p 828 N91-27151 tt
AD-A236016 p829 N91-27152 tt.
AD-A236025 p 829 N91-27153 #
AD-A236026 p 600 N91-22511 tt
AD-A236028 p 829 N91-27154 #
AD-A236031 p 462 N91-20064 #
AD-A236058 p 585 N91-22136 tt
AD-A236108 p 872 N91-27413 #
AD-A236109 p 822 N91-27147 tt
AD-A236201 p 873 N91-27493 #
AD-A236254 p 816 N91-27135 tt
AD-A236288 p 844 N91-27161 tt
AD-A236289 p 872 N91-27460 tt
AD-A236450 p 942 N91-30146 tt
AD-A236497 p 891 N91-30075 tt
AD-A236534 p816 N91-27138 tt
AO-A236600 p 859 N91-28343 tt
AD-A236618 p 881 N91-27777 tt
AO-A236639 p 876 N91-28504 tt
AD-A236720 p 873 N91-27497 tt
AD-A236755 p 844 N91-27162 #
AD-A236828 p 967 N91-29326 tt
AD-A236849 p 822 N91-27149 #
AD-A236878 p 775 N91-25336 tt
AD-A236922 p 873 N91-27500 tt
AD-A236946 p 873 N91-27472 tt
AD-A237175 p 891 N91-29141 #
AD-A237203 p 633 N91-24125 ' #
AD-A237232 p 891 N91-29142 tt
AD-A237265 p 927 N91-29171 tt
AD-A237308 p 644 N91-24190 tt
AD-A237345 p 733 N91-25119 tt
AD-A237357 p 978 N91-29412 #
AD-A237358 p 689 N91-24843 tt
AD-A237414 p 940 N91-29182 tt
AD-A237425 p 978 N91-29508 tt
AD-A237441 p 961 N91-29198 tt
AD-A237470 p 918 N91-29162 tt
AD-A237497 p 978 N91-29509 tt
AD-A237532 p 988 N91-30841 #
AD-A237569 p 941 N91-29183 tt
AD-A237599 p 941 N91-29184 #
AD-A237811 p891 N91-29143 #
AD-A237854 p 740 N91-25146 tt
AD-A237855 p 783 N91-25750 lj>
AO-A237927 p 683 N91-24638 tt
AD-A237937 p 978 N91-29515 tt
AD-A237949 p 758 N91-26150 #
AD-A238039 p 908 N91-29154 tt
AD-A238040 p 909 N91-29155 tt
AD-A238041 p 909 N91-29156 #
AD-A238051 p 978 N91-29519 tt
AO-A238053 p 928 N91-29173 #
AD-A238151 p 967 N91-29317 #
AD-A238279 p 990 N91-29863 tt
AO-A238312 p 979 N91-29609 tt
AD-A238406 p 941 N91-29186 tt
AD-A238445 p 988 N91-29770 tt
AD-A238456 p 928 N91-29174 tt
AD-A238494 p 988 N91-29808 tt
AD-A238638 p 978 N91-29521 #
AD-A238660 p 928 N91-29175 #
AD-A239354 p 1083 N91-31191 tt
AD-A239444 p 1027 N91-32081 #
AD-A239464 p 996 N91-31079 #
AD-A239511 p 1053 N91-31141 #
AO-A239522 p 874 N91 -27501 • tt
AD-A239524 p 1084 N91-31192 #
AD-A239840 p 323 N91-15604 • #
AD-A239844 p 1069 N91-31144 #
AD-A239914 p 829 N91-28150 tt
AD-A240071 p834 N91-27157 • #
AD-A240140 p778 N91-26432 tt
AD-A240286 p 820 N91-28146 tt
AD-A240289 p 778 N91-25412 • tt
AD-A240396 p 904 N91 -30088 • tt
AD-A240707 p 904 N91 -30093 'ft
AD-A240715 p919 N91-30117 tt
AD-B146522L p 16 N91-10026 tt
AD-B147243L p 16 N91-10027 #
AD-B152407L p942 N91-30143 tt
AD-B153428L p 988 N91-30785 #
AD-B153463L p 1087 N91-31282 tt
AD-B153469L p 1024 N91-31084 tt
AD-B153479L p 1037 N91-31119 tt
AD-B153480L p 1052 N91-31131 tt
AD-B153564L p 1098 N91-31579 #
AD-B153867L p 930 N91-30134 #
AD-B153868L p 1052 N91-31133 #
AD-B154450L p 607 N91-21830 tt
AD-B154820L p 494 N91-20124 tt
AD-B155322L p 555 N91-21106 #
AD-B156403L p 733 N91-26124 #
AD-0014749 p 466 N91-20070 #
AD-D014822 p733 N91-25120 tt
AD-D014946 p 903 N91-29149 tt
AD-E402098 p 291 N91-15148 tt
AD-E501258 p 80 N91-12587 tt
AD-E501359 p 613 N91-23076 tt
AD-E501360 p613 N91-23077 tt
AEDC-TR-90-21 p680 N91-23445 tt
AEDC-TR-90-22 p457 N91-20050 tt
AEDC-TSR-90-V13 p 324 N91-16293 #
AFATL-TP-90-14 p 157 N91-12283 tt
AFESC/ESL-TR-89-44 p 309 N91-15185 tt
AFHRL-TR-90-26 p 537 N91-20759 #
AFIT/CI/CIA-90-083 p 325 N91-15657 #
AFIT/CI/CIA-90-126 p 585 N91-22137 tt
AFIT/CI/CIA-91-004D p 1083 N91-31191 it
AFIT/EN-TR-90-07 p 1054 N91-32130 #
AFIT/GA/ENY/90D-6 p 528 N91-20409 tt
AFIT/GAE/ENY/90D-07 p 557 N91-21118 tt
AFIT/GAE/ENY/90D-14 p 557 N91-21119 tt
AFIT/GAE/ENY/90D-16 p 457 N91-20053 #
AFIT/GAE/ENY/90D-18 p 506 N91-19111 #
AFIT/GAE/ENY/90D-24 p 478 N91-20079 tt
AFIT/GAE/ENY/91M-2 p 928 N91-29174 #
AFIT/GCE/ENG/91M-04 p 988 N91-29770 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/90D-04 p 478 N91-20078 tt
AFIT/GE/ENG/90D-10 p 527 N91-20363 tt
F-2
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AFIT/GE/ENG/90D-42 p 503 N91-20134 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/90D-55 p 527 N91-20378 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/90D-59 p 597 N91-21410 tt
AFIT/GE/ENG/90D-66 p 502 N91-20131 tt
AFIT/GE/ENG/90D-70 p 485 N91-20082 tt
AFIT/GE/ENG/90S-02 p 283 N91-16003 #
AFIT/GEO/ENP/90D-1 p 527 N91-20369 tt
AFIT/GLM/LSM/90S-20 p 337 N91-16989 #
AFIT/GLM/RQ/90S-49 p 1075 N91-32137 #
AFL-91-5-75 p 873 N91-27493 #
AFOSR-A4 p941 N91-30140 tt
AFOSR-90-0832TR p 149
AFOSR-90-0924TR p 187
AFOSR-90-0961TR p213
AFOSR-90-1131TR p 364
AFOSR-90-1154TR p 941
AFOSR-90-1188TR p 457
AFOSR-91-0012TR p 589
AFOSR-91-0026TR p 559
AFOSR-91-0139TR p 628
AFOSR-91-0165TR p 683
AFOSR-91-0184TR p 682
AFOSR-91-0235TR p 779
AFOSR-91-0272TR p 732
AFOSR-91-0380TR p 732
AFOSR-91-0512TR p 844
AFOSR-91-0531TR p 873
AFOSR-91-0576TR p 967
AFWAL-TR-87-2042-VOL-14
AFWAL-TR-87-2042-VOL-16
pUO
p 139
AGARD-AG-160-VOL-19 p 778
AGARD-AG-299 p 775
AGARD-AG-300-VOL-9 p 689
AGARD-AG-301-VOL-1-PT-1-3 .... p 29
AGARD-AG-301-VOL-2-PT-4-8 .... p 42
AGARD-AG-301-VOL-3-PT-9-11 .. p 30
AGARD-AG-305(F) p 563
AGARD-AG-306 p 105
AGARD-AG-317 p 758
AGARD-AG-318(E) p 733
N9M2126
N91-14315
N91-14350
N91-17004
N91-30140
N91-20054
N91-22407
N91-22082
N91-23094
N91-24533
N91-24530
N91-26477
N91-26117
N91-26120
N91-27162
N91-27493
N91-29317
N91-11939
N91-11938
N91-26432
N91-25302
N91-24843
N91-10967
N91-10981
N91 -10978
N91 -22099
N91-11706
N91-26150
N91-26124
AGARD-AR-265 p 585 N91-21156
AGARD-AR-268 p 598 N91-21464
AGARD-AR-271 p 1027 N91-32082
AGARD-AR-275 p 49 N91-11022
AGARD-AR-279 p 740 N91-25146
AGARD-AR-283 p 537 N91-19731
AGARD-AR-294 p 507 N91-19124
AGARD-AR-296 p 783 N91-25750
AGARD-AR-300 p 733 N91-25119
AGARD-CP-456 p 127 N91-12682
AGARD-CP-473 p 327 N91-15715
AGARD-CP-474 p 736 N91-25121
AGARD-CP-479 p 657 N91-23147
AGARD-CP-480 p1069 N91-31144
AGARD-CP-481 p 246 N91-14030
AGARD-CP-482 p 295 N91-15154
AGARD-CP-483 p 204 N91-14324
AGARD-CP-484 p 829 N91-28150
AGARD-CP-508 p 649 N91-23108
AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-90/2-PI-2
AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-91/1
p247
p691
AGARD-R-731 p 132
AGARD-R-772 p 683
AGARD-R-775 p 38
AGARD-R-776 p 573
AGARD-R-780 p 365
AGARD-R-781 p 367
N91 -14080
N91 -24084
N91-11771
N91 -24638
N91-10042
N91-22104
N91-18035
N91-18048
AGARDOGRAPH-160 p 577 N91-21135'*
AIAA PAPER 90-0596 p 269 A91-22497 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-2268 p 626 A91-40561 * #
AIAA PAPER 90-2825 p 127 A91-16285 ' #
AIAA PAPER 90-3050 p 91 A91-16277 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-3068 p 895 A91 -48837 "
AIAA PAPER 90-3081 p 91 A91-16278 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3120 p113 A91-16677 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-3121 p113 A91-16678 ' #
AIAA PAPER 90-3122 p 131 A9M6679 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3123 p 79 A91-16680 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3131 p113 A91-16686 ' #
AIAA PAPER 90-3132 p 101 A91-16687 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-3133 p 156 A91-16688 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-3137 p 156 A91-16692 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-31 38
AIAA PAPER 90-31 39
AIAA PAPER 90-3140
AIAA PAPER 90-3142
AIAA PAPER 90-3144
AIAA PAPER 90-3146
AIAA PAPER 90-3154
AIAA PAPER 90-31 57
AIAA PAPER 90-3162
AIAA PAPER 90-3163
AIAA PAPER 90-3164
AIAA PAPER 90-3169
AIAA PAPER 90-3170
AIAA PAPER 90-3173
AIAA PAPER 90-3174
AIAA PAPER 90-3178
AIAA PAPER 90-3254
AIAA PAPER 90-3255
AIAA PAPER 90-3722
AIAA PAPER 90-391 1
AIAA PAPER 90-3912
AIAA PAPER 90-3914
AIAA PAPER 90-3917
AIAA PAPER 90-3918
AIAA PAPER 90-3920
AIAA PAPER 90-3922
AIAA PAPER 90-3924
AIAA PAPER 90-3926
AIAA PAPER 90-3928
AIAA PAPER 90-3930
AIAA PAPER 90-3932
AIAA PAPER 90-3933
AIAA PAPER 90-3934
AIAA PAPER 90-3935
AIAA PAPER 90-3936
AIAA PAPER 90-3941
AIAA PAPER 90-3944
AIAA PAPER 90-3947
AIAA PAPER 90-3948
AIAA PAPER 90-3950
AIAA PAPER 90-3951
AIAA PAPER 90-3952
AIAA PAPER 90-3953
AIAA PAPER 90-3954
AIAA PAPER 90-3955
AIAA PAPER 90-3958
AIAA PAPER 90-3959
AIAA PAPER 90-3961
AIAA PAPER 90-3962
AIAA PAPER 90-3963
AIAA PAPER 90-3965
AIAA PAPER 90-3966
AIAA PAPER 90-3968
AIAA PAPER 90-3969
AIAA PAPER 90-3971
AIAA PAPER 90-3972
AIAA PAPER 90-3973
AIAA PAPER 90-3975
AIAA PAPER 90-3976
AIAA PAPER 90-3977
AIAA PAPER 90-3978
AIAA PAPER 90-3979
AIAA PAPER 90-3980
AIAA PAPER 90-3982
AIAA PAPER 90-3983
AIAA PAPER 90-3989
AIAA PAPER 90-3991
AIAA PAPER 90-3992
AIAA PAPER 90-3993
AIAA PAPER 90-3994
AIAA PAPER 90-3996
AIAA PAPER 90-3999
AIAA PAPER 90-4000
AIAA PAPER 90-4001
AIAA PAPER 90-4002
AIAA PAPER 90-4003
AIAA PAPER 90-4004
AIAA PAPER 90-4006
AIAA PAPER 90-4008
AIAA PAPER 90-4009
AIAA PAPER 90-4010
AIAA PAPER 90-4012
AIAA PAPER 90-401 3
AIAA PAPER 90-4014
AIAA PAPER 90-4016
AIAA PAPER 90-4018
AIAA PAPER 90-4022
AIAA PAPER 90-4023
AIAA PAPER 90-4025
AIAA PAPER 90-4026
AIAA PAPER 90-4028
AIAA PAPER 90-4029
AIAA PAPER 90-4031
AIAA PAPER 90-4032 ..
AIAA PAPER 90-4035
AIAA PAPER 90-5203
p 156
p 156
p 156
p 156
p 146
p 131
p 113
p 131
p 136
p 146
p 113
p 131
p 114
p131
p157
p157
P 50
P 50
P 1
p66
p 66
p67
p 67
P 6
p67
p67
p67
p67
p 67
p 46
p 68
p68
p68
p 68
p 68
p 69
p69
p 69
p 69
p 69
p 69
p 69
p 70
p 70
p 70
P 7
P 7
p70
p 70
p70
P 71
P 71
P 71
P 71
P 71
P 71
P 72
P 46
P 7
P 72
P 72
P 72
P 72
P 72
p73
p73
P73
p 73
p73
p73
P 73
P?
P 7
P 74
P74
P 74
P 74
P 74
P 74
P 7
P74
p46
P 75
P 75
P 75
p8
P 75
P 75
P8
P 52
p63
p63
P 75
p63
P 75
p87
A91 -16693
A91 -16694
A91-16695
A91-16696
A91-16698
A91-16699
A91-16705
A91 -16707
A91-16711
A91-16712
A91-16713
A91-16716
A91-16717
A91-16718
A91-16719
A91-16726
A91-12928
A91 -12929
A91-10114
A91 -12427
A91-12428
A91 -12430
A91 -12433
A91 -12434
A91 -12436
A91 -12438
A91 -12440
A91 -12442
A91 -12444
A91 -12446
A91-12448
A91 -12449
A91-12450
A91-12451
A91-12452
A91-12457
A9 1-1 2460
A91-12463
A91-12464
A91-12466
A91-12467
A91-12468
A91-12469
A91 -12470
A91-12471
A91-12472
A91-12473
A91-12475
A91-12476
A91-12477
A91-12479
A91-12480
A91 -12482
A91-12483
A91-12484
A91-12485
A91-12486
A91 -12488
A91-12489
A91 -12490
A91 -12491
A91 -12492
A91 -12493
A91-12495
A91 -12496
A91-12502
A91-12504
A91-12505
A91-12506
A91-12507
A91-12509
A91-12512
A91-12513
A91-12514
A91-12515
A91-12516
A91-12517
A91-12519
A91 -12520
A91-12521
A91 -12522
A91-12524
A91-12525
A91-12526
A91-12528
A91-12530
A91-12533
A91-12534
A91-12535
A91-12536
A91-12537
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A91-12541
A91-12543
A91-14429
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AIAA PAPER 90-5204 p 123 A91-14430 " tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5205 p 87 A91-14431 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5210 p 155 A91-14436 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5211 p 134 A91-14437 #
AIAA PAPER 90-5216 p 134 A91-14442 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5217 p 123 A91-14443 #
AIAA PAPER 90-5218 p 134 A91-14444 • tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5219 p 143 A91-14445 ' #
AIAA PAPER 90-5221 p 135 A91-14447 #
AIAA PAPER 90-5222 p 87 A91-14448 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5223 p 135 A91-14449 #
AIAA PAPER 90-5224 p 135 A91-14450 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5225 p 135 A91-14451 #
AIAA PAPER 90-5226 p 130 A91-14452 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5227 p 130 A91-14453 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5228 p 130 A91-14454 • tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5229 p 135 A91-14455 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5231 p 87 A91-14457 • tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5232 p 87 A91-14458 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5233 p 87 A91-14459 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5234 p 87 A91-14460 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5236 p 143 A91-14462 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5238 p 88 A91-14464 ' #
AIAA PAPER 90-5240 p 123 A91-14466 * tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5242 p 123 A91-14467 • #
AIAA PAPER 90-5244 p 88 A91-14468 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5245 p 135 A91-14469 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5246 p 143 A91-14470 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5248 p 310 A91-22877 • #
AIAA PAPER 90-5249 p 135 A91-14472 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5251 p 270 A91 -22878 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5254 p 300 A91-22879 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5258 p 270 A91 -22882 '#
AIAA PAPER 90-5259 p 270 A91-22883 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5261 p313 A91-22884 #
AIAA PAPER 90-5262 p 300 A91-22885 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5265 p311 A91 -22888 '#
AIAA PAPER 90-5266 p311 A91-22889 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5268 p313 A91-22891 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5269 p 300 A91-22892 tt
AIAA PAPER 90-5271 p 270 A91-22893 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0002 p 326 A91-21326 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0003 p 171 A91-19102 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0005 p 255 A91-21327 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0006 p 255 A91-21328 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0007 p 256 A91-21329 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0010 p 256 A91-21331 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0011 p 229 A91-19103 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0013 p 256 A91-21333 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0014 p 235 A91-19104 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0015 p 256 A91-21334 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0016 p 256 A91-21335 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0017 p 298 A91-21336 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0020 p 256 A91-21338 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0023 p 257 A91-21341 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0024 p 172 A91-19106 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0027 p 257 A91-21343 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0028 p 257 A91-21344 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0031 p 356 A91-26195 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0032 p 257 A91-21346 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0042 p317 A91-21348 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0043 p 269 A91 -22499 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-0059 p317 A91-21351 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0060 p317 A91-21352 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0063 p 223 A91-19123 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0066 p 257 A91-21354 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0067 p 257 A91-21355 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0069 p 172 A91-19124 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0070 p 257 A91-21356 ' if
AIAA PAPER 91-0071 p 258 A91-21357 If
AIAA PAPER 91-0079 p 229 A91-19126 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0085 p 242 A91-19127 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0087 p211 A91-19128 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0088 p 223 A91-19129 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0090 p 201 A91-19131 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0091 p 192 A91-19132 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0102 p 172 A91-19136 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0103 p 258 A91-21368 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0126 p 298 A91-21372 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0127 p 172 A91-19150 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0128 p 172 A91-19151 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0129 p 173 A91-19152 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0130 p 356 A91-26192 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0131 p 258 A91-21373 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0132 p 258 A91-21374 " tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0149 p 258 A91-21381 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0157 p 317 A91-21384 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0165 p317 A91-21388 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0166 p 258 A91-21389 " tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0168 p 318 A91-21391 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0172 p 259 A91-21393 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0173 p 173 A91-19166 §
AIAA PAPER 91-0174 p 259 A91-21394 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0175 p 259 A91-21395 * #
AIAA PAPER 91-0176 p 259 A91-21396 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0177 p 259 A91-21397 tt
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AIAA PAPER 91-0183 p 173 A91-19168 ft
AIAA PAPER 91-0184 p 259 A91-21402 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0185 p 173 A91-19169 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0187 p 259 A91-21403 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0188 p 173 A91-19171 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0189 p 260 A91-21404 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0192 p 201 A91-19172 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0195 p 245 A91-19175 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0201 p 173 A91-19181 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0214 p 174 A91-19189 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0217 p 174 A91-19190 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0225 p 287 A91-21415 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0227 p 298 A91-21417 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0228 p 299 A91-21418 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0231 p 174 A91-19194 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0239 p 174 A91-19195 * #
AIAA PAPER 91-0243 p 174 A91-19197 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0244 p 174 A91-19198 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0250 p 175 A91-19201 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0252 p 175 A91-19202 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0253 p 418 A91-26328 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0258 p 189 A91-19205 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0259 p 189 A91-19206 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0260 p 207 A91-19207 * #
AIAA PAPER 91-0263 p 372 A91-26193 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0264 p 357 A91-26330 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0265 p 189 A91-19209 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0266 p 189 A91-19210 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0267 p 287 A91-21433 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0268 p 287 A91-21434 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0269 p 175 A91-19211 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0270 p 175 A91-19212 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0271 p 318 A91-21435 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0273 p 357 A91-26331 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0275 p 260 A91-21437 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0276 p 175 A91-19214 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0278 p 260 A91-21438 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0279 p 175 A91-19215 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0280 p 175 A91-19216 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0288 p 260 A91-21442 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0291 p 260 A91-21443 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0292 p 176 A91-19222 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0320 p 261 A91-21457 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0321 p 261 A91-21458 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0322 p 261 A91-21459 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0323 p 261 A91-21460 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0324 p 261 A91-21461 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-0332 p 176 A91-19235 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0335 p 176 A91-19237 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0338 p 176 A91-19240 " #
AIAA PAPER 91-0340 p 261 A91-21465 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0341 p 176 A91-19242 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0344 p 228 A91-19244 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0351 p 240 A91-19247 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0352 p 240 A91-19248 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0353 p 241 A91-19249 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0354 p 189 A91-19250 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0355 p 235 A91-19251 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0368 p 299 A91-21471 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0373 p312 A91-21473 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0375 p 236 A91-19264 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0376 p 299 A91-21475 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0384 p 228 A91-19270 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0392 p 236 A91-19275 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0395 p 176 A91-19277 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0396 p 223 A91-19278 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0397 p 223 A91-19279 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0398 p 224 A91-19280 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0399 p 224 A91-19281 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0400 p 224 A91-19282 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0401 p 236 A91-19283 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0411 p 299 A91-21482 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0414 p 299 A91-21483 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0416 p211 A91-19290 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0417 p 262 A91-21484 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0419 p 218 A91-19291 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0420 p 242 A91-19292 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0421 p218 A91-19293 * #
AIAA PAPER 91-0422 p 278 A91-21486 #
AIAA PAPER 91-O430 p 236 A91-19296 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0431 p 177 A91-19297 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0433 p 177 A91-19298 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0434 p 177 A91-19299 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-O435 p 177 A91-19300 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-O442 p 262 A91-21491 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0443 p 262 A91-21492 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0445 p 262 A91-21493 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0446 p 279 A91-21494 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0447 p 356 A91 -26327 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0448 p 241 A91-19305 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0449 p 262 A91-21495 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0460 p 229 A91-19312 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0467 p 177 A91-19315 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0471 p 262 A91-21505 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0472 p 218 A91-19316 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0473 p211 A91-19317 tt
AIM PAPER 91-0476 p263 A91-21506 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0477 p 201 A91-19319 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0492 p 245 A91-19328 " tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0493 p 245 A91-19329 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0496 p 331 A91-21511 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0498 p 245 A91-19331 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0500 p 242 A91-19332 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0501 p 243 A91-19333 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0503 p 207 A91-19335 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0513 p 287 A91-21515 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0514 p 299 A91-21516 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0518 p 263 A91-21517 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0519 p 263 A91-21518 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0520 p 318 A91-21519 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0525 p 177 A91-19343 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0528 p 178 A91-19345 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0546 p 263 A91-21525 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0547 p 178 A91-19355 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0549 p 224 A91-19356 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0551 p 300 A91-21527 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0552 p 178 A91-19357 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0555 p 288 A91-21529 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0556 p 189 A91-19358 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0557 p 325 A91-21530 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0558 p 190 A91-19359 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0560 p 190 A91-19360 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0561 p 279 A91-21532 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0562 p 190 A91-19361 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0574 p 229 A91-19365 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0575 .' p211 A91-19366 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0578 p212 A91-19368 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0591 p 245 A91-19376 " tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0592 p 331 A91-21545 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0593 p 331 A91-21546 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0594 p 331 A91-21547 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0595 p 332 A91-21548 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0596 p 178 A91-19377 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0597 p 263 A91-21549 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0598 p 178 A91-19378 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0599 p 263 A91-21550 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0600 p 263 A91-21551 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-0612 p 264 A91-21558 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0614 p 178 A91-19383 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0618 p 178 A91-19386 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0619 p 179 A91-19387 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0620 p 264 A91-21561 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0621 p 264 A91-21562 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0636 p 264 A91-21573 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0637 p 264 A91-21574 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0639 p 300 A91-21575 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0640 p212 A91-19391 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0646 p 264 A91-21576 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0647 p 264 A91-21577 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0648 p 179 A91-19393 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0649 p 179 A91-19394 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0650 p 265 A91-21578 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0652 p 179 A91-19395 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0657 p 224 A91-19400 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0660 p 371 A91-26190 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0661 p 280 A91 -22500 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0662 p 265 A91-21580 " tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0663 p 279 A91-21581 " tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0664 p 279 A91-21582 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0665 p 279 A91-21583 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0666 p 279 A91-21584 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0667 p 190 A91-19402 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0668 p 279 A91-21585 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0670 p 201 A91-19403 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0671 p 207 A91-19404 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0672 p 207 A91-19405 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0675 p 318 A91-21587 * #
AIAA PAPER 91-0681 p 201 A91-19409 * #
AIAA PAPER 91-0682 p 179 A91-19410 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0683 p 201 A91-19411 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0685 p 179 A91-19412 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0699 p 265 A91-21591 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0701 p 180 A91-19421 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0702 p 265 A91-21592 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0703 p 180 A91-19422 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0704 p 180 A91-19423 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0705 p 180 A91-19424 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0706 p 180 A91-19425 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0707 p 265 A91-21593 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0712 p 180 A91-19429 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0723 p 266 A91-21598 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0725 p 362 A91-28400 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0726 p 180 A91-19436 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0730 p 181 A91-19438 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0735 p 266 A91-21600 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0736 p 236 A91-19442 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0737 p318 A91-21601 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0739 p 266 A91-21603 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0743 p 181 A91-19444 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0745 p 236 A91-19446 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0746 p 236 A91-19447 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-0747 p 212 A91-19448 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0748 p 243 A91-19449 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0752 p 266 A91-21604 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0753 p 266 A91-21605 * #
AIAA PAPER 91-0754 p 266 A91-21606 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0758 p 190 A91-19454 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0761 p 190 A91-19456 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0762 p 267 A91-21608 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0763 p 288 A91-21609 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0765 p 181 A91-19457 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0766 p 181 A91-19458 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0767 p 267 A91-21610 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0768 p 267 A91-21611 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0769 p 181 A91-19459 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0770 p 181 A91-19460 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0772 p 182 A91-19461 " tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0773 p 182 A91-19462 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0783 p 267 A91-21616 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0785 p 288 A91-21617 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0800 p 243 A91-19469 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0804 p 326 A91-21624 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0825 p 450 A91-32152 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0827 p 450 A91-32154 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0829 p 460 A91-32155 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0834 p 501 A91-32156 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0838 p 670 A91-40555 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0846 p 460 A91-32164 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0847 p 509 A91-32165 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0848 p 450 A91-32166 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0850 p 450 A91-32168 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0852 p 450 A91-32169 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0853 p 450 A91-32170 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0855 p 451 A91-32172 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0857 p 473 A91-32173 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0858 p 668 A91-40556 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0859 p 451 A91-32174 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0861 p 439 A91-32176 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0862 p 451 A91-32177 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0866 p 451 A91-32179 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0868 p 451 A91-32180 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0871 p 451 A91-32183 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0872 p 452 A91-32184 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0873 p 452 A91-32185 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0874 p 460 A91-32186 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0875 p 626 A91-40557 it
AIAA PAPER 91-0877 p 460 A91-32188 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0880 p 635 A91-40558 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0881 p 460 A91-32191 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0882 p 461 A91-32192 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0883 p 474 A91-32193 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0887 p 461 A91-32196 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0889 p 635 A91-40559 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0890 p 461 A91-32198 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0891 p 461 A91-32199 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0894 p 451 A91-32171 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0909 p 612 A91-40563 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0921 p 472 A91-31958 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0924 p 470 A91-31854 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0925 p 519 A91-31855 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0934 p 472 A91-32004 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0935 p 448 A91 -32005 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0936 p 499 A91-32006 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0939 p 521 A91-32007 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0952 p 439 A91-32001 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-0953 p 472 A91-32002 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0954 p 521 A91-32003 #
AIAA PAPER 91-0969 p 520 A91-31857 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-0974 p 520 A91-31861 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0985 p 500 A91-32016 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0986 p 500 A91-32017 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0987 p 501 A91-32018 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-0988 p 501 A91-32019 • #
AIAA PAPER 91-1010 p 499 A91-31900 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1011 p 499 A91-31901 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1012 p471 A91-31902 #
AIAA PAPER 91-1013 p 448 A91-31903 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1038 p 520 A91-31865 #
AIAA PAPER 91-1041 p 470 A91-31868 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1048 p 500 A91-32008 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1049 p 500 A91-32009 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-1053 p 500 A91-32012 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1054 p 521 A91-32013 * tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1058 p 522 A91-32082 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1067 p 537 A91 -32049 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1075 p 520 A91-31942 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1087 p 521 A91-31969 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1088 p 472 A91-31970 #
AIAA PAPER 91-1090 p 471 A91-31870 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1092 p 520 A91-31872 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1097 p 520 A91-31876 It
AIAA PAPER 91-1098 p 471 A91-31877 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1099 p 471 A91-31878 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1100 p 471 A91-31879 #
AIAA PAPER 91-1101 p448 A91-31880 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1102 p 471 A91-31881 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1103 p 448 A91-31882 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-1104 p 626 A91-40562 '#
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AIM PAPER 91 -2799
AIM PAPER 91 -2811
AIM PAPER 91-2814
AIM PAPER 91-2815
AIM PAPER 91-2836
AIM PAPER 91-2845
AIM PAPER 91 -2846
AIM PAPER 91 -2847
AIM PAPER 91-2848
AIM PAPER 9 1-2849
AIM PAPER 91-2850
AIM PAPER 91-2851
AIM PAPER 91-2852
AIM PAPER 91-2854
AIAA PAPER 91-2855
AIM PAPER 91-2856
AIM PAPER 91-2858
AIM PAPER 91-2859
AIM PAPER 91-2860
AIM PAPER 91-2861
AIM PAPER 91 -2862
AIM PAPER 9 1-2863
AIM PAPER 91-2865
AIM PAPER 91-2866
AIM PAPER 91-2867
AIAA TAPER 91-2868
AIM PAPER 91-2869
AIM PAPER 91-2875
AIM PAPER 91-2876
AIM PAPER 91-2877
AIM PAPER 91-2878
AIM PAPER 91-2879
AIM PAPER 91-2880
AIM PAPER 91 -2881
AIM PAPER 91-2882
AIM PAPER 91-2883
AIM PAPER 91 -2884
AIM PAPER 91-2885
AIM PAPER 91 -2886
AIM PAPER 91-2887
AIM PAPER 91-2888
AIM PAPER 91-2889
AIM PAPER 91-2890
AIM PAPER 91-2891
AIM PAPER 91-2892
AIM PAPER 91-2893
AIM PAPER 91-2894
AIM PAPER 91-2915
AIM PAPER 91-2916
AIM PAPER 91-2917
AIM PAPER 91-2918
AIM PAPER 91-2919
AIM PAPER 91-2920
AIM PAPER 91-2923
AIM PAPER 91-2924
AIM PAPER 91-2925
AIM PAPER 91-2928
AIM PAPER 91-2929
AIM PAPER 91-2930
AIM PAPER 9 1-2931
AIAA PAPER 9 1-2932
p949 A91 -49785 tt
p983 A91 -49662 tt
p 946 A91-49671 tt
p 946 A91-49672 ' #
p923 A91 -49673 ' tt
p924 A91 -49674 tt
p 984 A91-49675 #
p946 A91-49676 ' tt
p923 A91-49612 tt
p962 A91-49613 • tt
p932 A91-49614 ' #
p984 A91-49685 ' tt
p984 A91-49687 tt
p947 A91 -49688 tt
p947 A91 -49689 It
p 971 A91-49702 * tt
p947 A91-49708 tt
p 947 A91-49709 tt
p947 A91 -49710 ' tt
p947 A91-49711 ft
p 912 A91-49712 * It
p 913 A91-49713 • #
p932 A91-49787 tt
p984 A91-49788 tt
p984 A91 -49786 tt
p948 A91-49717 #
p 932 A9 1-49789 tt
p 948 A91-49724 ' tt
p932 A91-49729 ' tt
p 948 A91-49730 tt
p 949 A91-49793 ' tt
p948 A91 -49739 tt
p948 A91-49740 ' tt
p948 A91-49741 tt
p938 A91-49742 #
p949 A91-49743 tt
p984 A91-49754 ' tt
p949 A91 -49757 tt
p949 A91 -49758 tt
p945 A91-49611 tt
p812 A91-47152 ' It
p848 A91-47153 tt
p848 A91-47154 #
p848 A91-47155 ' tt
p848 A91-47156 tt
p848 A91-47157 • tt
p826 A91-47158 tt
p924 A91-49817 #
p812 A91-47159 #
p812 A91-47160 • tt
p812 A91-47161 tt
p812 A91-47162 #
p812 A91-47163 tt
p849 A91-47164 tt
p849 A91-47165 tt
p949 A91-49818 tt
p833 A91-47166 tt
p813 A91-47168 ' tt
p813 A91-47169 tt
p813 A91-47170 ' tt
p813 A91-47171 ' tt
p813 A91-47172 tt
p 950 A91-49822 tt
p849 A91-47175 tt
p826 A91-47176 ' tt
p879 A91-47177 tt
p849 A91-47178 tt
p849 A91-47179 ' tt
p 849 A91-47180 tt
p849 A91-47181 • It
p850 A91-47182 ' tt
p850 A91-47183 It
p850 A91-47184 #
p850 A91-47185 #
p950 A91 -49823 tt
p850 A91 -47186 tt
p826 A91-47187 • #
p 826 A91-47188 • tt
p950 A91-49824 tt
p 950 A91-49825 ' tt
p879 A91-47189 tt
p 850 A91-47190 It
p 827 A91-47802 tt
p827 A91 -47803 • It
p833 A91 -47807 *
p827 A91 -47805 It
p 827 A91 -47806 tt
p854 A91 -47808 tt
p880 A91-47810 tt
p854 A91 -47811 tt
p833 A91-47813 tt
p827 A91-47817 It
p827 A91-47818 tt
p827 A91-47819 tt
p924 A91 -49989 tt
p828 A91 -47820 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-2933 p 828 A91-47821 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-2935 p 851 A91-47822 • tt
AIM PAPER 91-2936 p 851 A91-47823 tt
AIM PAPER 91-2937 p 828 A91-47824 • #
AIM PAPER 91-2938 p 871 A91-47825 #
AIM PAPER 91-2939 p 851 A91-47826 tt
AIM PAPER 91-2940 p 851 A91-47827 It
AIM PAPER 91-2942 p 855 A91-47829 #
AIAA PAPER 91-2945 p 851 A91-47831 '#
AIM PAPER 91-2946 p 871 A91-47832 It
AIM PAPER 91-2947 p 877 A91-47833 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-2954 p 851 A91-47837 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-2955 p 856 A91-4 7838 ' tt
AIM PAPER 91-2956 p 852 A91-47839 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-2957 p 924 A91-49990 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-2962 p 852 A91-47842 tt
AIM PAPER 91-2964 p 880 A91-47843 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-2969 p 855 A91-47847 ' #
AIAA PAPER 91-2971 p 880 A91-47848 * tt
AIM PAPER 91-2972 p 881 A91-47849 #
AIAA PAPER 91-2977 p 854 A91-47804 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-2979 p 880 A91-47840 #
AIM PAPER 91-2983 p 880 A91-47812 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-2987 p 577 A91-34111 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3074 p 994 A91-54008 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3077 p 994 A91-54009 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3078 p 1044 A91-54010 #
AIM PAPER 91-3079 p 1044 A91-54011 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3080 p 1045 A91-54012 * It
AIAA PAPER 91-3081 p 1045 A91-54013 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3082 p 1107 A91-54014 • ft
AIAA PAPER 91-3083 p 1012'A91-54015 • tt
AIM PAPER 91-3085 p 1107 A91-54016 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3086 p 1108 A91-54017 #
AIAA PAPER 91-3090 p 994 A91-54019 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3095 p 1076 A91-54020 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3096 p 1045 A91-54021 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3097 p 1108 A91-54022 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3098 p 1045 A91-54023 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3099 p 1108 A91-54024 #
AIAA PAPER 91-3100 p 994 A91-54025 '#
AIM PAPER 91-3101 p 1045 A91-54026 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3102 p 1013 A91-54027 #
AIAA PAPER 91-3103 p 1045 A91-54028 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3104 p 1045 A91-54029 #
AIM PAPER 91-3105 p 1046 A91-54030 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3106 p 1077 A91-54031 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3108 p 1077 A91-54032 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3109 p 1046 A91-54033 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3110 p 1077 A91-54034 #
AIM PAPER 91-3111 p 1077 A91-54035 ' tt
AIM PAPER 91-3113 p 1115 A91-54036 #
AIM PAPER 91-3114 p 1046 A91-54037 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3115 p 1115 A91-54038 #
AIM PAPER 91-3116 p 1116 A91-54039 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3117 p 1116 A91-54040 ft
AIM PAPER 91-3120 p 1046 A91-54041 #
AIAA PAPER 91-3122 p 1046 A91-54042 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3123 p 1046 A91-54043 #
AIAA PAPER 91-3124 p 1060 A91-54044 • #
AIM PAPER 91-3125 p 1046 A91-54045 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3126 p 1047 A91-54046 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3131 p 1060 A91-54050 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3132 p 1060 A91-54051 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3133 p 1060 A91-54052 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3135 p 1060 A91-54053 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3137 p 995 A91-54055 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3140 p 1028 A91-54056 #
AIAA PAPER 91-3141 p 995 A91-54057 #
AIAA PAPER 91-3142 p 1047 A91-54058 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3143 p 1013 A91-54059 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3144 p 1081 A91-54060 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3145 p 1013 A91-54061 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3147 p 1047 A91-54062 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3148 p 1116 A91-54063 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3150 p 995 A91-54065 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3156 p 1103 A91-54071 '#
AIAA PAPER 91-3158 p 1103 A91-54072 • tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3159 p 1104 A91-54073 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3161 p 1104 A91-54075 ' #
AIM PAPER 91-3162 p 1047 A91-54076 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3164 p 1090 A91-54078 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3167 p 1047 A91-54079 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3168 p 1047 A91-54080 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3169 p 1060 A91-54081 it
AIAA PAPER 91-3170 p 1077 A91-54082 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3172 p 1034 A91-54083 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3173 p 1077 A91-54084 ft
AIAA PAPER 91-3177 p 1047 A91-54086 tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3180 p 1048 A91-54089 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3183 p 1048 A91-54090 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3185 p 1078 A91-54091 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3186 p 1048 A91-54092 tt
AIM PAPER 91-3187 p 1048 A91-54093 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3190 p 1013 A91-54094 ' tt
AIAA PAPER 91-3191 p 1091 A91-54095 tt
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AIAA PAPER 91-3192 p 1091 A91-S4096
AIAA PAPER 91-3194 p 1048 A91-54097
AIAA PAPER 91-3195 p 1048 A91-54098
AIAA PAPER 91-3202 p 998 A91-53728
AIAA PAPER 91-3204 p 998 A91-53729
AIAA PAPER 91-3205 p 998 A91-53730
AIAA PAPER 91-3206 p 998 A91-53731
AIAA PAPER 91-3207 p 998 A91-53732
AIAA PAPER 91-3208 p 998 A91-53733
AIAA PAPER 91-3209 p 999 A91-53734
AIAA PAPER 91-3210 p 1012 A91-53884
AIAA PAPER 91-3214 p 999 A91-53737
AIAA PAPER 91-3215 p 1010 A91-53865
AIAA PAPER 91-3216 p 999 A91-53738
AIAA PAPER 91-3217 p 999 A91-53739
AIAA PAPER 91-3218 p 999 A91-53740
AIAA PAPER 91-3220 p 1076 A91-53741
AIAA PAPER 91-3221 p 999 A91-53742
AIAA PAPER 91-3222 p 1000 A91-53743
AIAA PAPER 91-3223 p 1011 A91-53874
AIAA PAPER 91-3224 p 1000 A91-53744
AIAA PAPER 91-3225 p 1011 A91-53873
AIAA PAPER 91-3227 p 1000 A91-53745
AIAA PAPER 91-3228 p 1000 A91-53746
AIAA PAPER 91-3229 p 1000 A91-53747
AIAA PAPER 91-3230 p 1010 A91-53862
AIAA PAPER 91-3231 p 1001 A91-53748
AIAA PAPER 91-3232 p 1001 A91-53749
AIAA PAPER 91-3233 p 1107 A91-53750
AIAA PAPER 91-3234 p 1001 A91-53751
AIAA PAPER 91-3236 p 1001 A91-53753
AIAA PAPER 91-3243 p 1081 A91-53866
AIAA PAPER 91-3245 p 1080 A91-53757
AIAA PAPER 91-3248 p 1001 A91-53759
AIAA PAPER 91-3249 p 1001 A91-53760
AIAA PAPER 91-3250 p 1010 A91-53867
AIAA PAPER 91-3251 p 1002 A91-53761
AIAA PAPER 91-3252 p 1002 A91-53762
AIAA PAPER 91-3253 p 1002 A91-53763
AIAA PAPER 91-3254 p 1002 A91-53764
AIAA PAPER 91-3258 p 1002 A91-53767
AIAA PAPER 91-3260 p 1080 A91-53769
AIAA PAPER 91-3262 p1011 A91-53868
AIAA PAPER 91-3263 p 1002 A91-53771
AIAA PAPER 91-3264 p 1002 A91-53772
AIAA PAPER 91-3266 p 1003 A91-53774
AIAA PAPER 91-3267 p 1003 A91-53775
AIAA PAPER 91-3269 p 1003 A91-53776
AIAA PAPER 91-3270 p 1003 A91-53777
AIAA PAPER 91-3271 p 1003 A91-53778
AIAA PAPER 91-3272 p 1003 A91-53779
AIAA PAPER 91-3273 p 1004 A91-53780
AIAA PAPER 91-3274 p 1004 A91-53781
AIAA PAPER 91-3275 p 1113 A91-53882
AIAA PAPER 91-3276 p 1004 A91-53782
AIAA PAPER 91-3278 p 1004 A91-53783
AIAA PAPER 91-3279 p 1004 A91-53784
AIAA PAPER 91-3282 p 1010 A91-53863
AIAA PAPER 91-3285 p 1004 A91-53785
AIAA PAPER 91-3286 p 1005 A91-53786
AIAA PAPER 91-3287 p 1005 A91-53787
AIAA PAPER 91-3288 p 1005 A91-53788
AIAA PAPER 91-3289 p 1009 A91-53823
AIAA PAPER 91-3290 p 1012 A91-53877
AIAA PAPER 91-3291 p 1005 A91-53789
AIAA PAPER 91-3292 p 1005 A91-53790
AIAA PAPER 91-3293 p 1005 A91-53791
AIAA PAPER 91-3295 p1011 A91-53870
AIAA PAPER 91-3296 p 1006 A91-53793
AIAA PAPER 91-3297 p 1090 A91-53883
AIAA PAPER 91-3298 p 1006 A91-53794
AIAA PAPER 91-3299 p 1006 A91-53795
AIAA PAPER 91-3300 p 1006 A91-53796
AIAA PAPER 91-3301 p 1006 A91-53797
AIAA PAPER 91-3302 p 1011 A91-53872
AIAA PAPER 91-3305 p 1006 A91-53798
AIAA PAPER 91-3306 p 1007 A91-53799
AIAA PAPER 91-3308 p 1010 A91-53854
AIAA PAPER 91-3309 p 1007 A91-53800
AIAA PAPER 91-3310 p 1007 A91-53801
AIAA PAPER 91-3311 p 1007 A91-53802
AIAA PAPER 91-3312 p 1007 A91-53803
AIAA PAPER 91-3313 p 994 A91-53855
AIAA PAPER 91-3314 p 1115 A91-53804
AIAA PAPER 91-3316 p 1007 A91-53805
AIAA PAPER 91-3317 p 1012 A91-53881
AIAA PAPER 91-3320 p 1008 A91-53807
AIAA PAPER 91-3321 p 1008 A91-53808
AIAA PAPER 91-3324 p 1008 A91-53810
AIAA PAPER 91-3325 p 1008 A91-53811
AIAA PAPER 91-3326 p 1103 A91-53864
AIAA PAPER 91-3327 p1011 A91-53876
AIAA PAPER 91-3328 p 1113 A91-53812
AIAA PAPER 91-3329 p 1044 A91-53871
AIAA PAPER 91-3330 p 1059 A91-53813
AIAA PAPER 91-3331 p 1043 A91-53857
AIAA PAPER 91-3332
AIAA PAPER 91-3333
AIAA PAPER 91-3334
AIAA PAPER 91-3335
AIAA PAPER 91-3336
AIAA PAPER 91-3337
AIAA PAPER 91-3354
AIAA PAPER 91-3378
AIAA PAPER 91-3379
AIAA PAPER 91-3380
AIAA PAPER 91-3382
AIAA PAPER 91-3390
AIAA PAPER 91-3399
AIAA PAPER 91-3626
AIAA PAPER 91-4008
AIAA-87-1431
AIAA-89-3359
AIAA-89-3519
AIAA-90-0098
AIAA-90-0936
AIAA-90-1032
AIAA-90-1649
AIAA-90-1650
AIAA-90-2166
AIAA-90-2268
AIAA-90-2400
AIAA-90-3018
AIAA-90-3121
AIAA-90-3911
AIAA-90-3932
AIAA-90-3933
AIAA-90-3953
AIAA-90-3954
AIAA-90-3983
AIAA-90-4010
AIAA-90-4022
AIAA-91-0043
AIAA-91-0130
AIAA-91-0263
AIAA-91-0264
AIAA-91-0447
AIAA-91-0594
AIAA-91-0660
AIAA-91-0661
AIAA-91-0858
AIAA-91-1106
AIAA-91-1107
AIAA-91-1758
AIAA-91-1902
AIAA-91-1997
AIAA-91-2010
AIAA-91-2222
AIAA-91-2252
AIAA-91-2355
AIAA-91-2458
AIAA-91-2460
AIAA-91-2463
AIAA-91-2474
AIAA-91-2792
AIAA-91-3354
AIAA-91-3390
AIAA-91-3554
. p1008 A91-53814 • #
P1008 A91-53815 • tt
p1009 A91-53816 tt
p1012 A91-53878 tt
p 1009 A91-53817 • tt
p1012 A91-53880 tt
p804
p730
p 775
p 730
p 775
p 869
p 755
p 976
p 842
p 455
p 307
p 579
p 659
P 24
P 15
P 93
P 24
p 474
p556
p213
p453
p582
P 454
P 77
p 76
p 159
P 77
p 76
p93
p 539
p185
p311
p 186
p453
p452
p452
p 186
p 185
p560
p456
p817
p633
p662
p 941
p755
p 929
p845
A91 -45819 ' #
A91-44318 • #
A91-44319 ' #
A9 1-44320 tt
A91 -44321 tt
A9 1-45820 ' tt
A9 1-44329 tt
A9 1-52490 ' tt
A9 1-45462 tt
N91 -20043 • #
N91-15182 ' tt
N91-21137 ' #
N91-23158 tt
N91-10918 ' tt
N91-10020 ' tt
N91-11674 ' #
N91-10919 ' tt
N91-19079 ' #
N91-21116 ' #
N91-14349 ' tt
N91-19051 • #
N91-21144 ' #
N91 -19053 ' #
N91-11494 ' #
N91-10703 ' tt
N91-12316 ' #
N91-1149S ' tt
N91-11493 ' #
N91-11675 ' #
N91 -19825 ' #
N91 -13420 ' #
N91 -15303 ' tt
N91-14310 ' #
N91-19047 ' #
N91 -19046 ' tt
N91 -19045 ' tt
N91 -14309 ' #
N91-13421 • tt
N91 -22094 #
N91 -20048 ' tt
N91-28132 ' tt
N91-24130 ' #
N91 -24201 ' #
N91-29188 ' tt
N91-25148 ' tt
N91-30130 ' tt
N91-27165 ' tt
p 1074 N91-31181 • #
p662
p661
p662
p633
N91 -24202 ' #
N91-23185 ' #
N9 1-24203 ' tt
N91-24131 • #
p 1080 N91-32143 ' #
p731
p 874
p962
N91-25106 ' tt
N91 -27559 • #
N91 -29221 ' #
ARL-STRUC-TM-578 p 829 N91-27152 tt
ALLISON-EDR-14249-VOL-2 p213 N91-14351 tt
ANL/CP-71294
ANL/CP-72295
AR-005-606
AR-005-607
AR-006-093
AR-006-100
AR-006-126
AR-006-149
AR-006-615
p820
p777
N91-28147
N91-25408
p 1080 N91-32146
p600 N91-22511
N91-18110
N91-10064
N91-22136
N91-30149
p400
P47
p585
p954
p 1074 N91-31179
ARA-5589
ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-179
ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-187
ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-R-188
p600 N91-22511
p829 N91-27153
p954 N91-30149
ARL-MAT-TM-405 p 1074 N91-31179
ARL-PROP-R-177 ..
ARL-PROP-R-180 ..
ARL-PROP-R-184 ..
ARL-PROP-TM-439
ARL-PROP-TM-449
ARL-PROP-TM-471
p 585 N91-22136
p 1080 N91-32146
p400 N91-18110
p302
p47
p529
p 877 N91-28644 • tt
ARFSD-CR-90016 p 291 N91-15148 tt
N91-16020
N91-10064
N91-20497
ARL-SYS-TM-137 p 297
ARL-SYS-TM-138 p 296
N91-15172
N91-15171
ARL-SYS-TM-139 p 829 N91-27154
ARL/PSU/TR-91-008 p 978 N91-29515
ARL-STRUC-TM-569 p 306 N91-15178
ARO-23394.10-EG p 362 N91-16993 ' tt
ARO-23422.9-EL p 582 N91-21153 tt
ARO-23758.2-EG-F p 632 N91-24116 tt
ARO-24023.4-EG p 307 N91-15183 tt
ARO-24023.5-EL p 967 N91-30268 tt
ARO-24456.5-EG p 928 N91-29175 tt
ARO-24738.7-EG p 741 N91-26134 tt
ARO-24788.7-EG p 557 N91-21120 tt
ARO-25014.8-EG p 903 N91-30078 tt
ARO-26466.1-EG-CF p 365 N91-18034 tt
ASD-TR-90-5010 p 733 N91-26125 tt
ASD-TR-90-5014 p 785 N91-26995 tt
ASD-TR-90-5018 p 741 N91-26131 tt
ASD-TR-91-5004-STUDY-1 p 737 N91-26130 tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-150 p 320 A91-23661 tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-210 p 81 A91-13040 tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-271 p 81 A91-13047 ' #
ASME PAPER 89-GT-272 p 320 A91-23659 ' tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-279 p 81 A91-13043 tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-280 p 122 A91-13045 tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-291 p 121 A91-13042 tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-293 p 122 A91-13049 tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-297 p 122 A91-13048 #
ASME PAPER 89-GT-298 p 141 A91-13046 ' tt
ASME PAPER 89-GT-323 p 301 A91 -23642 ' tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-108 p 835 A91-44570 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-109 p 553 A91-34798 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-tO p 860 A91-44507 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-110 p 862 A91-44571 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-113 p 578 A91-34815 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-115 p 302 A91-23646 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-116 p 290 A91-23643 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-117 p 290 A91-23643 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-118 p 301 A91-23636 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-119 p 301 A91-23637 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-11 p 788 A91-44508 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-120 p 791 A91-44573 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-121 p 862 A91-44574 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-122 p 835 A91-44575 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-123 p 835 A91-44576 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-126 p 835 A91-44577 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-127 p 552 A91-34792 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-128 p 791 A91-44578 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-129 p 791 A91-44579 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-12 p 788 A91-44509 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-131 p 862 A91-44581 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-132 p 792 A91-44582 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-133 p 551 A91-34788 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-134 p 792 A91-44583 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-137 p 862 A91-44586 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-138 p 862 A91-44587 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-13 p 788 A91-44510 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-142 p 792 A91-44589 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-143 p 853 A91-44590 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-147 p 552 A91-34790 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-148 p 835 A91-44592 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-149 p 301 A91-23634 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-14 p 788 A91-44511 ' tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-150 p 862 A91-44593 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-151 p 552 A91-34794 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-152 p 792 A91-44594 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-153 p 552 A91-34793 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-154 p 792 A91-44595 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-155 p 551 A91-34787 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-156 p 553 A91-34796 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-157 p 552 A91-34795 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-158 p 835 A91-44596 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-159 p 792 A91-44597 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-15 p 789 A91-44512 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-160 p 793 A91-44598 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-167 p 836 A91-44602 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-16 p 860 A91-44513 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-t 72 p 787 A91-44603 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-173 p 863 A91-44604 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-174 p 863 A91-44605 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-175 p 863 A91-44606 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-184 p 863 A91 -44607 ' tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-186 p 863 A91-44609 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-188 p 836 A91-44610 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-189 p 836 A91-44611 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-192 p 836 A91-44614 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-195 p 836 A91-44615 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-196 p 836 A91-44616 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-197 p 837 A91-44617 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-198 p 793 A91-44618 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-19 p 860 A91-44516 #
F-7
ASME PAPER 90-GT-202 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
ASME PAPER 90-GT-202 p 837 A91-44620 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-204 p 837 A91-44621 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-205 p 793 A91-44622 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-206 p 857 A91-44623 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-207 p 793 A91-44624 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-208 p 793 A91-44625 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-209 p 837 A91-44626 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-20 p 789 A91-44517 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-210 p 837 A91-44627 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-211 p 793 A91-44628 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-212 p 793 A91-44629 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-213 p 794 A91-44630 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-214 p 794 A91-44631 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-215 p 794 A91-44632 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-218 p 794 A91-44634 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-21 p 551 A91-34786 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-221 P 794 A91-44636 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-224 p 837 A91-44639 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-225 p 838 A91-44640 If
ASME PAPER 90-GT-227 p 794 A91-44642 ' tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-228 p 795 A91-44643 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-229 P 795 A91-44644 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-232 p 863 A91-44645 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-233 p 795 A91-44646 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-234 p 795 A91-44647 ' #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-236 p 795 A91-44648 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-237 p 795 A91-44649 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-23 p 578 A91-34811 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-241 p 838 A91-44652 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-242 p 838 A91-44653 It
ASME PAPER 90-GT-243 p 838 A91-44654 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-244 p 853 A91-44655 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-245 p 838 A91-44656 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-246 p 796 A91-44657 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-247 p 838 A91-44658 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-248 p 863 A91-44659 ' #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-252 P 290 A91-23644 • #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-253 p 796 A91-44660 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-254 p 864 A91-44661 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-257 p 864 A91-44664 It
ASME PAPER 90-GT-259 p 551 A91-34789 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-260 p 796 A91-44665 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-261 p 796 A91-44666 '#
ASME PAPER 90-GT-262 p 796 A91-44667 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-263 p 796 A91-44668 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-264 p 796 A91-44669 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-266 p 593 A91-34810 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-267 p 301 A91-23638 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-26 p 860 A91-44520 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-270 p 838 A91-44672 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-271 p 839 A91-44673 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-273 p 864 A91-44674 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-276 p 857 A91-44675 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-277 p 864 A91-44676 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-278 p 883 A91-44677 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-280 p 839 A91-44678 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-295 p 839 A91-44681 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-297 p 839 A91-44682 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-298 p 797 A91-44683 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-299 p 620 A91-39048 ' tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-301 p 864 A91-44685 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-304 p 797 A91-44688 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-305 p 857 A91-44689 ' #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-306 p 839 A91-44690 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-310 p 797 A91-44691 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-311 p 797 A91-44692 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-312 p 797 A91-44693 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-313 p 797 A91-44694 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-314 p 798 A91-44695 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-315 p 864 A91-44696 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-316 p 857 A91-44697 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-318 p 865 A91-44698 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-322 p 839 A91-44700 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-326 p 840 A91-44702 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-329 P 865 A91-44705 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-336 p 302 A91-23648 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-337 p 302 A91-23647 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-338 p 271 A91-23640 ' #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-339 p 578 A91-34814 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-33 p 856 A91-44524 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-341 p 578 A91-34813 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-342 p 301 A91-23645 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-343 p 271 A91-23639 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-34 p 834 A91-44525 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-352 p 551 A91-34783 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-353 p 853 A91-44711 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-354 p 553 A91-34797 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-355 p 865 A91-44712 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-357 p 301 A91-23635 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-358 p 840 A91-44714 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-359 p 552 A91-34791 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-35 p 789 A91-44526 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-361 p 857 A91-44716 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-364 p 305 A91-23641 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-373 p 840 A91-44717 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-374 p 840 A91-44718 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-376 p 840 A91-44719 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-37 p 789 A91 -44527 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-385 p 840 A91-44721 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-386 p 841 A91-44722 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-387 p 798 A91-44723 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-389 p 865 A91-44725 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-38 p 551 A91-34784 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-390 p 865 A91-44726 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-391 p 841 A91-44727 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-393 p 865 A91-44728 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-41 p 834 A91-44528 It
ASME PAPER 90-GT-42 p 860 A91 -44529 '#
ASME PAPER 90-GT-44 p 860 A91-44531 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-47 p 861 A91-44534 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-48 p 861 A91 -44535 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-52 p 834 A91-44537 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-55 p 789 A91-44539 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-56 p 789 A91-44540 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-57 p 789 A91-44541 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-61 p 861 A91 -44542 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-63 p 790 A91-44544 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-64 p 790 A91-44545 * tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-65 p 790 A91-44546 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-66 p 790 A91-44547 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-67 p 790 A91-44548 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-68 p 790 A91-44549 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-70 p 856 A91-44550 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-73 p 790 A91-44551 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-74 p 791 A91-44552 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-75 p 791 A91-44553 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-76 p 791 A91 -44554 #
ASME PAPER 90-GT-78 p 861 A91-44555 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-80 p 856 A91-44556 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-84 p 834 A91-44558 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-90 p 791 A91-44562 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-91 p 861 A91-44563 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-93 p 861 A91-44565 tt
ASME PAPER 90-GT-96 p 862 A91-44568 #
ASME PAPER 90-JPGC/PTC-1 ... p 578 A91-34808 tt
ASME PAPER 90-JPGC/PTC-2 ... p 578 A91-34809 tt
ASME PAPER 90-TRIB-25 p 513 A91-29470 tt
ASME PAPER 90-TRIB-45 p 513 A91-29469 • tt
ASME PAPER 90-WA/FE-2 p 252 A91-21063 tt
ASME PAPER 90-WA/HT-4 p 544 A91-32958 tt
ASME PAPER 90-WA/TS-1 p 591 A91-32961 tt
ASME PAPER 91-GT-80 p 868 A91-45653 tt
ASME-91-GT-217 p 756 N91-26146 ' #
ATC-149 p530 N91-20595 It
ATC-171 p323 N91-16206 tt
ATC-173 p 154 N91-13047 tt
ATC-174 p919 N91-30115 tt
ATC-176 p530 N91-20591 tt
ATC-177 p420 N91-17264 #
ATC-179 p872 N91-27413 tt
ATM-TR-90-025 p 457 N91-20054 #
ATR-1 p274 N91-15126 • tt
AVSCOM-TM-90-C-015 p 291 N91-15146 ' #
AVSCOM-TR-86-C-10 p 663 N91-24208 " tt
AVSCOM-TR-86-C-11 p 662 N91-24205 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-86-C-12 p 662 N91-24204 •#
AVSCOM-TR-86-C-8 p 663 N91-24207 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-86-C-9 p 663 N91 -24206 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-88-A-003 p 38 N91-10045 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-A-005 p 577 N91-21134 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-B-007 p 226 N91-13462 ' if
AVSCOM-TR-90-B-009 p 323 N91-15605 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-B-010 p 183 N91-13406 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-B-011 p 323 N91-15604 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-001 p 152 N91-12956 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-002 p 777 N91-25411 ' #
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-012 p 660 N91-23179 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-015 p 598 N91-21531 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-019 p 523 N91-19435 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-022 p 599 N91-21534 * tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-027 p 523 N91-19438 ' #
AVSCOM-TR-90-C-033 p 681 N91-23513 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-90-D-24 p 656 N91-23146 tt
AVSCOM-TR-91-B-001 p 787 N91-27120 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-91-B-006 p 1100 N91-31687 ' #
AVSCOM-TR-91-B-008 p 816 N91-27132 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-91-C-003 p 456 N91-20044 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-91-C-010 p 981 N91-30533 ' tt
AVSCOM-TR-91-C-022 p 1099 N91-31654 • ft
AVSCOM-TR-91-C-029 p 1074 N91-31181 " tt
AVSCOM-TR-91-C-032 p 778 N91-25412 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-91-C-037 p 834 N91-27157 • tt
BNL-44994 p 227 N91-14354 #
BR114106 p204 N91-13451 tt
BR115362 p392 N91-18107 tt
BR115495 p528 N91-20384 #
BR115576 p364 N91-16998 #
BR115578 p37B N91-17012 tt
BR115684 p457 N91-20056 tt
BR115809 p494 N91-20125 tt
BR115855 p389 N91-17018 tt
BR115970 p528 N91-20385 tt
BR116373 p641 N91-24186 tt
BR116642 p980 N91-30480 tt
BR116728 p920 N91-30123 tt
BR300630 p942 N91-30144 tt
BR301533 p942 N91-30147 #
BR301645 p942 N91-30146 tt
BU-406 p510 N91-19245
BU-409 p 510 N91-19246
BU-413 p455 N91-19068
BU-500 p 559 N91-22086
BU-504 p574 N91-22119
BU-505 p583 N91-22132
BU-506 p 583 N91-22133
BU-508 p 559 N91-22087
BU-509 p 589 N91-22399
BU-516 p600 N91-22528
BU-517 p574 N91-22120
BU-519 p 560
BU-520 p 600
N91-22089
N91-22529
CA-PATENT-APPl-SN-2-009-634
CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-635
CA-PATENT-APPL-SN-2-009-636
p 1074 N91-31174
p 1074 N91-31175
p 1074 N91-31176
CALSPAN-7205-26 p 221 N91-14353 ' tt
B-29
BHT-699-099-319-VOL-1
.. p370 N91-18065 #
p 202 N91-13444 #
CDI-84-6
CDI-87-02
CDRL-1490A-001
CERC-90-2
CFO-24
CMU/SEI-90-TR-8
CONF-90071 06-75
CONF-900801-34
CONF-9010154-1
CONF-901 109-3
CONF-9011119-3
CONF-901 11 78-1
CONF-910143-2
CONF-9104171-1
CONF-9104171-3
CONF-9104171-4
CONF-9104171-5
CONF-9104171-6
CONF-9104171-7
CONF-9104211-1
CONF-9104214-1
CONF-9104232-1
CONF-910450-12
CONF-9105122-1
CONF-9105202-3
CONF-910659
CONF-910863-1
CPIA-PUBL-551
CR-R-90026
CRANFIELD-AERO-8903 ....
CRANFIELD-AERO-8911 ....
CRANFIELD-AERO-9002 ....
CRANFIELD-AERO-9004 ....
CRANFIELD-AERO-9008 ....
CRANFIELD-AERO-9009 ....
CRANFIELD-AERO-9014 ....
CRC-573
CRIE-T-89059
CRREL-90-10
CRREL-90-3
CRREL-90-6
CRREL-91-7
CTN-91-60006
CTN-91-60015
CTN-91-60021
CTN-91-60023
p 455
p462
p428
p210
p15
.. p881
p227
p 117
p 13
p 56
p401
p 426
p426
p 455
p458
p 415
p462
p560
p 627
p 777
p 755
p855
p 834
p597
p876
p 820
p876
p775
p820
p 503
p458
p 653
p628
p458
p503
p503
p756
p681
p420
p 586
p226
p961
p903
p979
p 979
p987
N91 -19067 '
N91-19074 '
N91-17591
N91-14348
N91-10019 '
N91 -27802
N91-14354
N91-12671
N91-10008
N91-11128
N91-18111
N91-18503
N91-18495
N91 -19065
N91-20059
N91-18285
N91-20066
N9 1-22094
N9 1-23085
N9 1-25408
N91-25150
N91-28173
N91-28170
N91-21407
N91-28513
N91-28147
N9 1-28505
N9 1-25336
N91-28146
N91-20135
N9 1-20057
N9 1-23 140
N91 -23092
N91-20058
N91-20136
N91-20137
N91-26144
N91-23506
N91-17253
N91-22138
N91-'3465
N91-29198
N91-29144
N9 1-29533
N91-29534
N91-29742
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
It
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
F-8
REPORT NUMBER INDEX E-5741
CTN-91-60024 P927 N91-29165 #
CTN-91-60025 P 966 N91-29236 #
CTN-91-60026 P 1051 N91-31125 tt
CTN-91-60027 P 983 N91-296S1 tt
CTN-91-60029 P 927 N91-29166 tt
CTN-91-60030 P918 N91-291S8 It
CTN-91-60034 P 940 N91-29178 tt
CTN-91-60047 P 987 N91-29744 #
CTN-91-60061 P927 N91-29167 #
CTN-91-60082 P 927 N91-29168 tt
CTN-91-60083 P 890 N91-29139 tt
CTN-91-60099 P 940 N91-29180 tt
CTN-91-60100 P 953 N91-29190 tt
CTN-91-60103 p918 N91-29159 #
CTN-91-60105 P890 N91-29140 tt
CTN-91-60124 P 918 N91-29160 tt
CTN-91-60135 P1051 N91-31126
CTN-91-60136 p 1074 N91-31174
CTN-91-60137 P1074N91-31175
CTN-91-60138 p 1074 N91-31176
CTN-91-60144 p 1029 N91-31107
CTN-91-60147 p 1087 N91-31294
CTN-91-60151 p1074 N91-31177
CTN-91-60164 P1051 N91-31127
CTN-91-60168 p 1030 N91-31108
CTN-91-60172 P1114N91-31946
CTN-91-60173 p 1037 N91-31116
CTN-91-60181 P 968 N91-30316
CTN-91-60194 P 982 N91-30564
CTN-91-60207 P 909 N91-30111
CTN-91-60209 P 910 N91-30112
CTN-91-60214 • P1098N91-31515
CTN-91-60217 P 990 N91-30906
CTR-R-1-90-PHASE-1 P 409 N91-17065 ' tt
DCIEM-88-RR-34 P 990 N91-30906
DCIEM-88-RR-51 P 910 N91-30112
DCIEM-88-TR-53 P 909 N91-30111
DE89-000878 P 330 N91-16582 tt
DE89-910195 P 96 N91-12591 tt
DE90-007934 P 274 N91-15129 ' tt
DE90-010929 P 56 N91-11128 tt
OE90-014767 P 39 N91-10046 tt
DE90-014903 P 13 N91-10008 tt
DE90-016801 P56 N91-10188 tt
DE91-000720 p117 N91-12671 tt
DE91-001004 P140 N91-12823 tt
DE91-001007 p309 N91-15186 #
DE91-001723 P 227 N91-14354 tt
DE91-004698 P 307 N91-15179 tt
DE91-005422 P 426 N91-18495 tt
DE91-005631 P 369 N91-18060 tt
DE91-005644 P414 N91-17244 #
DE91-006100 P412 N91-18182 tt
DE91-006545 P 401 N91-18111 #
DE91-007128 P 597 N91-21407 tt
DE91-007140 P426 N91-18503 tt
DE91-007509 p458 N91-20059 #
DE91-007513 P 415 N91-18285 tt
DE91-007573 P 462 N91-20066 tt
DE9 -^007733 P 455 N9t-t9065 #
DE91-008426 P 458 N91-20060 tt
DE91-009166 P 560 N91-22094 tt
DE91-009178 P876 ^91-28505 tt
DE91-009743 P 679 N91-23381 tt
DE91-009764 P 627 N91-23085 tt
OE91-010451 p766 N91-26384 tt
DE91-010787 P755 N91-25150 tt
DE91-010813 p777 N91-25408 tt
DE91-010874 P 777 N91-25375 tt
OE91-011398 P855 N91-28173 tt
DE91-012102 p817 N91-28133 tt
DE91-013054 p834 N91-28170 tt
DE91-013190 P908 N91-29152 tt
OE91-013391 P876 N91-28513 tt
DE91-014016 p820 N91-28147 tt
DE91-014731 P818 N91-28142 tt
DE91-015094 P 953 N91-29192 tt
OE9V750103 pS06 N9V20144 #
DE91-750115 P455 N91-19066 tt
DE91-764223 P 660 N91-23182 tt
DE91-764238 P 681 N91-23506 tt
DFVLR-FB-88-34 P 66 N91-11473 tt
DFVLR-FB-88-49 P 28 N9M0965 tt
DFVLR-MITT-88-30
DFVLR-MITT-89-06
p109 N91-11742 tt
p 148 N91-12069 tt
p160 A91-13SOO
p105 N91-11707 tt
DGLR BERICHT 89-05
DGLR-BERICHT-89-02
DLR-FB-88-13 P 689 N91-23854 #
DLR-FB-89-34
DLR-FB-90-13
DLR-FB-90-1 3
DLR-FB-90-15
DLR-FB-90-15
DLR-FB-90-22
DLR-FB-90-28
DLR-FB-90-34
DLR-FB-90-35
DLR-FB-90-37
DLR-FB-90-40
DLR-FB-90-41
DLR-FB-90-42
DLR-FB-90-45
DLR-FB-90-46
OLR-FB-90-49
DLR-FB-91-02
DLR-FB-91-03
DLR-FB-91-04
DLR-FB-91-15
DLR-MITT-89-20
DLR-MITT-90-05
DLR-MITT-90-17
DLR-MITT-90-18
DLR-MITT-91-01
DLR-MITT-91-03
DOD-D-5030.19
DODA-AR-004-515
DODA-AR-005-639
DODA-AR-006-077
DODA-AR-006-078
DODA-AR-006-079
DODA-AR-006-121
DODA-AR-006-124
DODA-AR-006-362
DODA-AR-006-454
DODA-AR-006-593
DOE/EA-0507
DOE/ER-25053/4
DOE/NASA/0335-3
DOE/NASA/0336-2
p 529 N91-20441
p 16 N91-10026
p 905 N91-30104
p 16 N91-10027
p 906 N91-30105
p 148 N91-12070
p 184 N91-13415
p562 N91-21123
p667 N91-23191
p598 N91-21466
p572 N91-21130
p555 N91-21108
p582 N91-21152
p 980 N91-30478
p 628 N91-23088
p653 N91-23137
p 1075 N91-32139
p 1054 N91-32131
p 930 N91-30133
p 1027 N91-32076
p94 N91-11680
p251 N91-15977
p 991 N91-30910
p 1083 N91-31185
p919 N91-30120
p 1079N91-32142
p2 N91-10001
p302 N91-16020
p829 N91-27153
p297 N91-15172
p296 N91-15171
p829 N91-27154
p306 N91-15178
p 529 N91-20497
p967 N91 -29326
p822 N91-27149
p829 N91-27152
p908 N91-29152
p818 N91-28142
p992 N91-31022
p302 N91-16021
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
' #
' it
DOE/PC-88827/T5 p 56 N91-10188 #
DOT-FAA/CT-TN90/55 p 644 N91-24190 tt
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-90-6
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-90-7
p 626 N91-23079 tt
p631 N91-24111 tt
DOT-VNTSC-FA1J1-91-7-VOL-1 .. p 762 N91-25154 tt
DOT/FAA/AM-90/11 ....
DOT/FAA/AM-90/8
DOT/FAA/AOV-90-1 ....
DOT/FAA/AOV-90-2 ....
p281 N91-15999 tt
p110 N91-12658 tt
p106 N91-11738 tt
p465 N91-20069 tt
DOT/FAA/AS-90-3 p 585 N91-21158 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/44 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/55 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/69 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/11 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/15 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/16-PHASE-3
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/21 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/22 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/23 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/24 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/25 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/28 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/31 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/32 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/35 ...............
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/42
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/45
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/46
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/48
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/48
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/53
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/54
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/60
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/62
DOT/FAA/CT-TN90/63
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/10
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/13
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/15
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/16
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/18
p 39 N91
p372 N91
p608 N91
p379 N91
p 29 N91
p465 N91
p 26 N91
p193 N91
p 26 N91
p 39 N91
p 563 N91
p 587 N91
p372 N91
p 1101 N91
p311 N91
p378 N91
p 52 N91
p569 N91
p 429 N91
p 379 N91
p644 N91
p310 N91
p392 N91
p 569 N91
p527 N91
p694 N91
p1038 N91
p919 N91
p980 N91
p872 N91
p 762 N91
•10051 #
•17008 tt
•21833 #
•18101 tt
•10034 #
•20068 tt
•10029 tt
•14318 tt
•10028 tt
•10052 tt
•22096 ' #
•21238 tt
•17005 tt
•32284 tt
•15295 tt
•17011 #
-10084 #
-22100 tt
-17609 tt
-18100 tt
23106 #
-15189 tt
-18106 tt
22101 tt
-20337 tt
25100 tt
-32092 #
-30116 #
-30384 #
-27389 tt
-25152 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/20 p 1097 N91-31495 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/21 p 821 N91-27146 #
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/24 p 1101 N91 -32283 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/26 p 872 N91-27438 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/29 p91fl N91-30113 #
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/31 p 829 N91-27155 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/33 p 1097 N91-31494 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/3 p 762 N91-25153 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/4 p 855 N91-28176 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/6 p 1100 N91-32282 .#
DOT/FAA/CT-TN91/7 p 396 N91-18109 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-88/8-1-VOL-1 p 908 N91-29154 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-88/8-2-VOL-2 p 909 N91-29155 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-88/8-3-VOL-3 p 909 N91-29156 It
DOT/FAA/CT-89/31 p 191 N91-14317 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/1-VOL-2 p 29 N91-10033 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/11 p 79 N91-12563 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/13 p 562 N91-21122 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/14 p 821 N91-27145 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/15 p 379 .N91-18102 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/19 p 401 N91-18112 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/21 p 636 N91-23097 #
DOT/FAA/CT-90/29 p 422 N91-18340 #
DOT/FAA/CT-90/4 p 820 N91-28146 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-90/9 p 43 N91-11015 tt
OOT/FAA/CT-90 p 333 N91-15928 #
OOT/FAA/CT-91/11 p 872 N91-27404 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-91/12 p 779 N91-26433 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-91/1 p 1112 N91-31814 tt
DOT/FAA/CT-91/2 p 462 N91-20064 tt
DOT/FAA/DS-89/36 p 132 N91-11775 tt
DOT/FAA/NR-90/1 p 323 N91-16206 tt
DOT/FAA/NR-90/3 p 154 N91-13047 #
DOT/FAA/NR-90/5 p 530 N91-20591 tt
DOT/FAA/NR-90/6 p 420 N91-17264 tt
DOT/FAA/RD-90-30
DOT/FAA/RD-90/13
DOT/FAA/RO-90/16
DOT/FAA/RD-90/17
DOT/FAA/RD-90/23
DOT/FAA/RD-90/26
DOT/FAA/RD-90/28
DOT/FAA/RO-90/29
DOT/FAA/RD-90/31
DOT/FAA/RD-90/32-PHASE-1 .
DOT/FAA/RD-90/33
DOT/FAA/RD-90/34
DOT/FAA/RD-90/8
DOT/FAA/RD-91/14
DOT/FAA/RD-91/15-VOL-1
DOT/FAA/RD-91/16
DOT/FAA/RD-91/2-PT-1
DOT/FAA/RD-91 /2-PT-2
DOT/FAA/RD-91 /5
DOT/FAA/RD-91 11
DOT/FAA/RD-91 /8
DOT/FAA/RD-91/8
.. p631 N91-24111
.. p226 N91-13465
.. p277 N91-15989
.. p 1030 N91-32086
.. p505 N91-19102
.. p226 N91-13464
.. p763 N91-26160
.. p626 N91 -23079
.. p763 N91-26161
.. p409 N91-17065
.. p420 N91 -17253
.. p 193 N91 -14320
.. p373 N91-17010
.. p 1031 N91-32088
.. p762 N91-25154
.. p961 N9 1-29 198
.. p639 N91-24166
.. p636 N91-24140
.. p669 N91-23198
.. p652 N91-23134
.. p569 N91-22102
p822 N91-27147
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
' tt
tt
tt
tt
' tt
tt
tt
' #
' tt
tt
tt
• tt
tt
OOT/FAA/SE-91/1 p640 N91-24185 tt
DOT/FAA/SE-91/2 p 919 N91-30117 tt
DREA-CR-89-413 p 982 N91-30564
DREP-89-32 p 968 N91-30316
DRIC-BR-301039 p 876 N91-28504 tt
DTRC/PAS-90/45 p 152 N91-12909 tt
D6-44238-5 p 309 N91-15188 • tt
D6-53878 p 190 N91-13424 * tt
06-54961 p634 N91-24139 ' tt
D6-55699-1-PHASE-2 p 734 N91-26126 • tt
E-4137 p47 N91-10065 • tt
E-5268 p 152 N91-12956 • tt
E-5296 p554 N9V21062 ' #
E-5439 p364 N91-17002 • tt
E-5563 p93 N91-11675'*
E-5583 p660 N91-23179'#
E-5588 p507 N9M91151*
E-5596 p314 N91-15390 * tt
E-5630 p136 N91-11799'#
E-5689 p597 N91-21447 ' #
E-5690 p556 N91-21116'*
E-5707
 P213 N91-14349 ' tt
E-5716 p523 N91-19435 ' tt
E-5717 p76 N91-11493 ' #
E-5722 p598 N91-21531 • tt
E-5731 p77 N91-11494'#
E-5732 p76 N91-10703 * tt
E-5741 p302 N91-15174'#
F-9
E-5754 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
E-5754
E-5765
E-5768
E-5795
E-5800
E-5803
E-5805
E-5809
E-5811
E-5824
E-5830
E-5832
E-5840
E-5856
E-5895
E-5901
E-5906
E-5908
E-5909
E-5910
E-5912
E-5916
E-5924
E-5925
E-5928
E-5929
E-5930
E-5933
E-5935
E-593B
E-5942
E-5953
E-5954
E-5975
E-5984
E-5991
E-6013
E-6015
E-6021-VOL-1
E-6023
E-6026
E-6035
E-6041
E-6043
E-6053
E-6081
E-6085
E-6093
E-6113
E-6125
E-6131
E-6136
E-6158
E-6159
E-6164
E-6179
E-6211
E-6212
E-6226
E-6233
E-6238
E-6239
E-6246
E-6256
E-6261
E-6275
E-6279
E-6288
E-6309
E-6313
E-6318
E-6321
E-6326
E-6359
E-6389
E-6392
E-6410
E-6423
E-6435
E-6452
E-6469
E-6477
E-6484
E-6504
E-6583
EDR-12422
EDR-14585
EGG-M-90041
EGG-10617-1127
EMA-85-R-37
ENF-TM-90-6
p539 N91 -19825 " tt
p314 N91-15418 * tt
p877 N91-28627 • tt
p77 N91-11495 " tt
p503 N91-20133 ' #
p291 N91-15146 * tt
p159 N91-12316 " tt
p332 N91-15842 * tt
p 873 N91-27489 ' tt
p 523 N91-19438 " #
p454 N91-19053 * tt
p322 N91 -15598 * tt
p213 N91-13456 * tt
p 152 N91-12980 ' tt
p 579 N91-21137 ' tt
p213 N91-13457 • #
p452 N91-19045 ' tt
p185 N91-13420 ' #
p490 N91-19098 " tt
p777 N91-25411 • tt
p 452 N91-19046 ' #
p599 N91-21534 * tt
p453 N91-19047 • #
p311 N91-15303 ' tt
p 186 N91-14310 ' tt
p525 N91-19479 ' tt
p 185 N91-13421 ' tt
p 630 N91-24107 * tt
p 186 N91-14309 • #
p456 N91 -20044 '#
p601 N91-22567 • tt
p456 N91-20045 " tt
p490 N91 -20086 ' tt
p 494 N91-20126 ' tt
p 554 N91-21060 * #
p 525 N91-19475 • tt
p661 N91-23183 ' tt
p 524 N91-19443 • #
p453 N91-19049 • tt
p524 N91-19464 • tt
p 454 N91-19056 ' tt
p493 N91-20122 ' tt
p 490 N91-19097 • tt
p982 N91 -30539 • #
p598 N91-21458 ' #
p579 N91-21138 ' tt
p681 N91-23513 ' tt
p679 N91 -23409 • tt
p579 N91-21140 ' tt
p844 N9 1-271 59 ' tt
p 662 N91-24201 ' tt
p 661 N91-23184 • #
p 628 N91-23086 • tt
p636 N91-23098 • tt
p628 N91-23087 • tt
p687 N91 -24796 ' tt
p981 N91 -30533 ' tt
p874 N91 -27559 ' #
p627 N91 -23083 '#
p628 N91 -23089 * tt
p661 N91-23185 " tt
p662 N91-24202 ' tt
p779 N91 -26490 ' tt
p662 N91-24203 ' #
p 731 N91-25106 • tt
p 633 N91-24131 ' tt
P1074 N91-31181 ' tt
p 755 N91-25148 • tt
p 778 N91-25413 • tt
p756 N91-26146 ' #
p633 N91-24130 ' ft
p 778 N91-25412 • tt
p 1099 N91-31654 • tt
p 962 N91-29221 ' #
p 875 N91-27591 ' tt
p 845 N91-27165 ' tt
p 980 N91 -30473 * tt
p834 N91-27157 • tt
p 853 N91-27167 • tt
p 941 N91-29188 * tt
p961 N91-29199 ' tt
p982 N91-30562 * tt
p941 N91-30141 • #
pi 101 N91-32440 • tt
p 1080 N91-32143 ' tt
p663 N91 -24207 • tt
p302 N91 -16021 ' tf
p 56 N91-11128 tt
p834 N91-28170 tt
p 64 N91-10548 * It
p 741 N91-26131 tt
ERIM-226900-1-T p 978 N91-29412 #
ESA-TT-1116 p62 N91-11197 tt
ESA-TT-1126 p689 N91-23854 #
ESA-TT-1135 p66 N91-11473 #
ESA-TT-1141 p28 N91-10965 #
ESA-TT-1146 p109 N91-11742 tt
ESA-TT-1168 p980 N91-3O431 #
ESA-TT-1190 p529 N91-20441 tt
ESA-TT-1195 p94 N91-11680 tt
ESA-TT-1208 p148 N91-12069 #
ESA-TT-1218 p991 N91-30908 tt
ESA-TT-1225 p 905 N91-30104 tt
ESA-TT-1226 p906 N91-30105 tt
ESA-TT-1231 p961 N91-3016S tt
ESA-TT-1244 p 184 N91-13415 tt
ESA-TT-1266 p 1075 N91-32139 #
ESA-TT-1267 p 1054 N91-32131 #
ESD-TR-90-133 p 778 N91-26412 tt
ESD-TR-90-209 p 881 N91-27802 tt
ESD-TR-90-308 p110 N91-12648 tt
ESD-TR-90-315 p110 N91-12653 #
ESD-TR-90-326 p 283 N91-16004 #
ESO-TR-91-205 p918 N91-29162 #
ESDU-PERF-EG3/3 p 291 N91-15151
ESDU-PERF-EG3/4 p 291 N91-15151
ESDU-PERF-EG3/5 p 291 N91-15151
ESDU-81020-AMEND-A p 275 N91-15133
ESDU-90005 p 133 N91-12707
ESDU-90008 p98 N91-12631
ESDU-90009 p 152 N91-12966
ESDU-90010 p 116 N91-12663
ESDU-90012 p291 N91-15151
ESDU-90013 p292 N91-15152
ESDU-90018 p322 N91-15597
ESOU-90020 p275 N91-15130
ESDU-90023 p 332 N91-15843
ESDU-90025 ..: p 275 N91-15131
ESDU-90029 p275 N91-15132
ESDU-90030 p572 N91-21129
ESDU-90034 p555 N91-21102
ESL-TR-716199-15 p 192 N91-13428 " #
ESL-TR-721711-2 p 422 N91-18307 • tt
ETL-0567 p600 N91-22480 #
ETN-90-97166 p 131 N91-11759 tt
ETN-90-97569 p 14 N91-10016 #
ETN-90-97572 p 52 N91-10086 #
ETN-90-97577 p 15 N91-10018 #
ETN-90-97628 p 16 N91-10026 #
ETN-90-97629 p 16 N91-10027 #
ETN-90-97630 p 24 N91-10920 #
ETN-90-97835 p 105 N91-11707 #
ETN-90-97838 p 40 N91-10055 tt
ETN-90-97839 p116 N91-12666 #
ETN-90-97843 p 99 N91-12635 #
ETN-90-97845 p 51 N91-11025 #
ETN-90-97847 p 148 N91-12023 tt
ETN-90-97848 p 65 N91-11424 #
ETN-90-97854 p 116 N91-12664 tt
ETN-90-97860 p 133 N91-12708 tt
ETN-90-97878 p 28 N91-10963 tt
ETN-90-97879 p 48 N91-11018 tt
ETN-90-97890 p 159 N91-13224 #
ETN-90-97891 p 109 N91-11740 tt
ETN-90-97892 p 109 N91-11741 tt
ETN-90-97900 p 49 N91-11019 tt
ETN-90-97908 p114 N91-11747 tt
ETN-90-97928 p 47 N91-10066 #
ETN-90-97930 p 60 N91-10297 tt
ETN-90-97931 p 64 N91-11307 tt
ETN-90-97932 p 56 N91-11107 #
ETN-90-97936 p 65 N91-11416 #
ETN-90-97937 p 63 N91-11266 tt
ETN-90-97939 p 47 N91-10068 tt
ETN-90-97941 p 48 N91-10070 #
ETN-90-97943 p 139 N91-11915 tt
ETN-90-97945 p 40 N91-10056 tt
ETN-90-97946 p 76 N91-10704 tt
ETN-90-97948 p 56 N91-10168 tf
ETN-90-97950 p 48 N91-10071 tt
ETN-90-97955 p 48 N91-10072 #
ETN-90-97958 p 48 N91-10074 #
ETN-90-97959 p 48 N91-10075 tt
ETN-90-97960 p 48 N91-10076 #
ETN-90-97961 p 60 N91-10298 tt
ETN-90-97963 p 56 N91-10139 tt
ETN-90-97999 p 62 N91-11197 tt
ETN-90-98001 p 66 N91-11473 #
ETN-90-98003 p 28 N91-10965 tt
ETN-90-98005 p 109 N91-11742 tt
ETN-90-98009 p 94 N91-11680 #
ETN-90-98014 p 148 N91-12069 tt
ETN-90-98023 p 99 N91-12633 #
ETN-90-98035 p 159 N91-12322 tt
ETN-90-98044 p 148 N91-12070 #
ETN-90-98057 p117 N91-12674 ft
ETN-90-98058 p118 N91-12675 tt
ETN-90-98149 p115 N91-11749 tt
ETN-90-98154 p 291 N91-15145 tt
ETN-90-98155 p118 N91-12676 tt
ETN-90-98189 p110 N91-12660 #
ETN-90-98192 p 100 N91-12645 tt
ETN-90-98196 p 100 N91-12646 tf
ETN-91-90031 p 1079 N91-32142 #
ETN-91-90038 p 1075 N91-32139 tt
ETN-91-90039 p 1054 N91-32131 tt
ETN-91-90045 p 1027 N91-32076 tt
ETN-91-90058 p 1088 N91-32175 #
ETN-91-90060 p 1088 N91-32223 tt
ETN-91-98260 p 184 N91-13415 #
ETN-91-98261 p 251 N91-15977 tt
ETN-91-98265 p 184 N91-13416 tt
ETN-91-98267 p 184 N91-13417 #
ETN-91-98270 p 203 N91-13448 #
ETN-91-98275 p 230 N91-13530 #
ETN-91-98304 p 193 N91-13431
ETN-91-98306 p 227 N91-13468
ETN-91-98352 p 243 N91-13947 tt
ETN-91-98357 p 191 N91-13426 #
ETN-91-98358 p 191 N91-13427 tt
ETN-91-98362 p 204 N91-13451 tt
ETN-91-98381 p 184 N91-13418
ETN-91-98472 p 283 N91-16005 #
ETN-91-98490 p 281 N91-16000 tt
ETN-91-98491 p 277 N91-15988 tt
ETN-91-98493 p 276 N91-15135 #
ETN-91-98494 p 276 N91-15136 tt
ETN-91-98525 p 330 N91-15796 tt
ETN-91-98526 p 307 N91-15181 tt
ETN-91-98544 p 278 N91-15997 #
ETN-91-98545 p 293 N91-16015 tt
ETN-91-98546 p 293 N91-16016 #
ETN-91-98547 p 293 N91-16017 tt
ETN-91-98548 p 314 N91-16076 tt
ETN-91-98554 p 303 N91-16022 tt
ETN-91-98579 p 294 N91-16018 tt
ETN-91-98580 p 294 N91-16019 tt
ETN-91-98582 p 303 N91-16023 tt
ETN-91-98583 p 303 N91-16024 #
ETN-91-98585 p 308 N91-16026 tt
ETN-91-98628 p 392 N91-18107 #
ETN-91-98644 p 281 N91-16002
ETN-91-98773 p 379 N91-18103 tt
ETN-91-98783 p 422 N91-18457 tt
ETN-91-98789 p 380 N91-18104 tt
ETN-91-98796 p 392 N91-18108 tt
ETN-91-98797 p 407 N91-18118 tt
ETN-91-98798 p 401 N91-18113 tt
ETN-91-98800 p 401 N91-18114 tt
ETN-91-98801 p 376 N91-18095 tt
ETN-91-98823 p 475 N91-19084 #
ETN-91-98824 p 475 N91-19085 tt
ETN-91-98825 p 475 N91-19086 tt
ETN-91-98826 p 502 N91-19101 tt
ETN-91-98827 p 476 N91-19087 tt
ETN-91-98828 p 539 N91-19828 tt
ETN-91-98829 p 476 N91-19088 tt
ETN-91-98830 p 476 N91-19089 tt
ETN-91-98831 p 476 N91-19090 tt
ETN-91-98832 p 476 N91-19091 tt
ETN-91-98836 p 506 N91-19106 tt
ETN-91-98852 p 485 N91-19096 tt
ETN-91-98853 p 477 N91-19092 tt
ETN-91-98854 p 477 N91-19093 #
ETN-91-98858 p 510 N91-19245 #
ETN-91-98860 p 510 N91-19246 #
ETN-91-98864 p 455 N91-19068 tt
ETN-91-98946 p 525 N91-19494 tt
ETN-91-98947 p 477 N91-19094 tt
ETN-91-98953 p 524 N91-19457 #
ETN-91-98957 p 525 N91-19495 tt
ETN-91-98967 p 529 N91-20441 #
ETN-91-98981 p 607 N91-21830 tf
ETN-91-98983 p 582 N91-21151 tt
ETN-91-98986 p 494 N91-20124 #
ETN-91-98987 p 607 N91-21831 tf
ETN-91-98988 p 608 N91-21832 tt
ETN-91-98989 p 555 N91-21104 tt
ETN-91-98990 p 555 N91-21105 #
ETN-91-98992 p 555 N91-21106 tt
ETN-91-99004 p 457 N91-2O056 tt
ETN-91-99005 p 494 N91-20125 tt
ETN-91-99008 p 528 N91-20384 tt
ETN-91-99009 p 528 N91-20385 tt
ETN-91-99010 p 503 N91-20135 tt
ETN-91-99012 p 458 N91-20057 tt
F-10
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ETN-91-99014 p 458 N91-20058 #
ETN-91-99015 p 503 N91-20136 tf
ETN-91-99017 p 503 N91-20137 ft
ETN-91-99031 p 562 N91-21123 #
ETN-91-99032 p 598 N91-21466 #
ETN-91-99034 p 582 N91-21152 ft
ETN-91-99035 p 572 N91-21130 #
ETN-91-99036 p 555 N91-21108 #
ETN-91-99042 p 555 N91-21109 #
ETN-91-99043 p 599 N91-21568 #
ETN-91-99045 p 598 N91-21469 #
ETN-91-99047 p 556 N91-21110 ft
ETN-91-99063 p 667 N91-23191 #
ETN-91-99067 p 628 N91-23088 #
ETN-91-99069 p 653 N91-23137 #
ETN-91-99079 p 643 N91-23103 #
ETN-91-99107 p 653 N91-23138 #
ETN-91-99114 p680 N91-23437 #
ETN-91-99190 p574 N91-22118 tf
ETN-91-99193 p 559 N91-22086 tf
ETN-91-99197 p 574 N91-22119 tf
ETN-91-99198 p 583 N91-22132 tf
ETN-91-99199 p 583 N91-22133 ft
ETN-91-99201 p559 N91-22087 tf
ETN-91-99202 p 589 N91-22399 ft
ETN-91-99209 p 600 N91-22528 ft
ETN-91-99210 p 574 N91-22120 ft
ETN-91-99212 p 560 N91-22089 #
ETN-91-99213 p 600 N91-22529 ft
ETN-91-99250 p 828 N91-27150 ft
ETN-91-99252 p 691 N91-24086 ft
ETN-91-99253 p 644 N91-23105 #
ETN-91-99265 p 661 N91-23187 ft
ETN-91-99266 p 661 N91-23188 ft
ETN-91-99267 p 667 N91-23192 ft
ETN-91-99268 p 689 N91-23853 ft
ETN-91-99271 p 672 N91-23248 ft
ETN-91-99277 p 672 N91-23251 ft
ETN-91-99302 p 672 N91-23262 ft
ETN-91-99312 p 689 N91-23854 ft
ETN-91-99331 p 641 N91-24186 tf
ETN-91-99332 p 653 N91-23140 tf
ETN-91-99333 p 628 N91-23092 ft
ETN-91-99438 p 1052 N91-31132 ft
ETN-91-99445 p 988 N91-30761 #
ETN-91-99446 p 936 N91-30139 ft
ETN-91-99453 p 968 N91-30286 ft
ETN-91-99456 p 968 N91-30288 ft
ETN-91-99508 p 906 N91-30106 ft
ETN-91-99509 p 906 N91-30107 ft
ETN-91-99541 p 930 N91-30133 ft
ETN-91-99542 p 991 N91-30910 ft
ETN-91-99561 p 1083 N91-31185 ft
ETN-91-99633 p 988 N91-30785 ft
ETN-91-99643 p 1052 N91-31131 ft
ETN-91-99644 p 930 N91-30134 ft
ETN-91-99652 p 1087 N91-31282 ft
ETN-91-99653 p 942 N91-30143 ft
ETN-91-99654 p 1052 N91-31133 #
ETN-91-99655 p 1024 N91-31084 #
ETN-91-99656 p 1037 N91-31119 ft
ETN-91-99658 p 1098 N91-31579 ft
ETN-91-99733 p 981 N91-30488 ft
ETN-91-99738 p 1024 N91-31085 ft
ETN-91-99751 p 1083 N91-31186 ft
ETN-91-99756 p 1024 N91-31087 ft
ETN-91-99759 p 1053 N91-31134 ft
ETN-91-99763 p 1053 N91-31135 ft
ETN-91-99764 p 1024 N91-31088 ft
ETN-91-99772 p 961 N91-30164 tf
ETN-91-99773 p 981 N91-30492 ft
ETN-91-99774 p 905 N91-30099 tf
ETN-91-99775 p 1052 N91-31130 ft
ETN-91-99776 p 905 N91-30100 ft
ETN-91-99778 p 905 N91-30102 ft
ETN-91-99779 p 905 N91-30103 ft
ETN-91-99780 p 989 N91-30844 ft
ETN-91-99787 p919 N91-30119 ft
ETN-91-99788 p 980 N91-30478 ft
ETN-91-99792 p919 N91-30120 ft
ETN-91-99794 p 980 N91-30431 tf
ETN-91-99800 p 991 N91-30908 ft
ETN-91-99805 p 905 N91-30104 ft
ETN-91-99806 p 906 N91-30105 #
ETN-91-99808 p 961 N91-30165 ft
ETN-91-99834 p919 N91-30121
ETN-91-99835 p919 N91-30122
ETN-91-99844 p 920 N91-30123 ft
ETN-91-99853 p 942 N91-30144 ft
ETN-91-99854 p 980 N91-30480 ft
ETN-91-99869 p 1114 N91-32873
ETN-91-99893 p 942 N91-30146 ft
ETN-91-99931 p 1025 N91-31094 ft
ETN-91-99935 p 1098 N91-31586 ft
ETN-91-99937 p 1053 N91-31136 ft
ETN-91-99939 p 1030 N91-31111 ft
ETN-91-99940 p 1030 N91-31112 #
ETN-91-99941 p 1025 N91-31096 ft
ETN-91-99943 p 1053 N91-31137 ft
ETN-91-99944 p 1025 N91-31098 ft
ETN-91-99945 p 1025 N91-31099 ft
ETN-91-99946 p 1025 N91-31100 ft
ETN-91-99948 p 1025 N91-31101 ft
ETN-91-99952 p 1083 N91-31187 ft
ETN-91-99954 p 1026 N91-31104 ft
ETN-91-99955 p 1026 N91-31105 ft
ETN-91-99957 p 1083 N91-31188 ft
ETN-91-99959 p 1098 N91-31590 ft
ETN-91-99962 p 1112 N91-31848 tf
ETN-91-99967 p 1099 N91-31593 tf
ETN-91-99971 p 1099 N91-31603 ft
ETN-91-99974 p 1099 N91-31594 ft
ETN-91-99975 p 1079 N91-31184 ft
E19-666-2 p529 N91-20457 • tf
FAA-APA-PG-12 p 160 N91-13365 ft
FAA-APO-90-6 p109 N91-11743 ft
FAA-APO-91-1 P 543 N91-22068 ft
FAA-ARD-90/27 p 919 N91-30115 tf
FDA-90-10 P246 N91-14803 • ft
FFA-TN-1989-47 p 184 N91-13416 ft
FFA-TN-1990-21 p 184 N91-13417 ft
FFA-TN-1990-24-PT-2 p 555 N91-21109 ft
FFA-TN-1990-32 p 599 N91-21568 tf
FFA-TN-1990-35 p 203 N91-13448 ft
FFA-TN-1990-36 p 598 N91-21469 ft
FFA-TN-1990-53 p 653 N91-23138 ft
FFA-TN-1991-03 p 556 N91-21110 ft
FFA-TN-1991-05 p919 N91-30119 ft
FFA-147 P 779 N91-26466 ft
FJSRL-TR-90-0002 p 187 N91-14313 ft
FRI-TR-502 P 140 N91-11942 ft
FSCM-24235 P 663 N91-24206'#
FTD-ID(RS)T-0166-90 p 687 N91-24768 ft
FTD-ID(RS)T-0242-90 p 126 N91-12681 ft
FTD-ID(RS)T-0533-90 p 891 N91-29141 ft
FTD-ID(RS)T-0647-90 p 940 N91-29182 ft
FTD-ID(RS)T-0691-90 p 891 N91-29142 ft
FTD-ID(RS)T-0716-90 p613 N91-24093 ft
FTD-ID(RS)T-0754-90 p 766 N91-26300 ft
FTD-ID(RS)T-1276-90 p 758 N91-26148 ft
FTI-9042-001-PHASE-1 p 605 N91-21735 ft
GAO/IMTEC-90-79 p 577 N91-21136 #
GAO/NSIAD-91-45 p 389 N91-17016 ft
GARRETT-21-5776-2A p 662 N91-24205'#
GARRETT-31-8071(3) p 992 N91-31022 • ft
GARTEUR-AD(AG07)-TP048 p 1024 N91-31084 ft
GPO-49-006 P884 N91-28047 ft
GPO-49-010 P884 N91-28048 ft
GRI-89/0201 p601 N91-22550
GRI-91/0096 P875 N91-27563
ETN-91-99894
ETN-91-99914
ETN-91-99929
ETN-91-99930
p942 N91-30147
p 1098 N91-31584
p 1024 N91-31092
p 1025N91-31093
H-1431 P928 N91-29177
H-1489 p668 N91-24210
H-1531 P683 N91-24556
H-1543 p694 N91-26113
H-1547 p633 N91-24128
H-1554 p307 N91-15182
H-1563 p50 N91-10079
H-1565 p683 N91-24555
H-1576 p457 N91-20055
H-1582-REV p599 N91-21587
H-1584 p221 N91-14353
H-1602 p597 N91-21446
H-1609 p742 N91-26140
H-1616 p755 N91-25147
H-1622 p477 N91-20071
H-1629 p954 N91-30154
H-1633 p453 N91-19051
H-REPT-102-41 p884 N91-28047 ft
H-1639 p490 N91-19099
H-1642 p 537 N91-19742
H-1643 p474 N91-19079
H-1664 p474 N91-19080
H-1673 p218 N91-13460
H-1674 p210 N91-13453
H-1679 p 490 N91-20085
H-1680 p 475 N91-19081
H-1686 p 454 N91-19055
H-1687 p 652 N91-23133
H-1690 p396 N91-17060
H-1691 p 485 N91-19095
H-1694 p 778 N91-25422
H-1695 p577 N91-21135
H-1699 p574 N91-22117
H-1705 p559 N91-22083
H-1706 p 1112 N91-31874
H-1707 p475 N91-19083
H-1715 p583 N91-22131
H-1727 p 1112N91-32850
H-1728 p929 N91-30128
H-1731 p954 N91-30153
H-1737 p929 N91-30130
H-1741 p953 N91-29194
H-1745 p 1075 N91-32140
H-1747 p953 N91-29191
H-1750 p930 N91-30132
IAF PAPER ST-90-003
IAR-AN-66 ....................................... p184 N91-13409
IAR-AN-67 ....................................... p953 N91-29190
ICASE-16 p 579
ICASE-90-60 p 65
ICASE-90-61 p 14
ICASE-90-72 p 15
ICASE-90-77 p 238
ICASE-91-16 p422
ICASE-91-25 p458
ICASE-91-40 p633
ICASE-91-49 p873
ICASE-91-57 p 904
ILR-MITT-235(1990)
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B23K-26/00
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B60P-7/15 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B63C-9/01 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-1/22 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-17/00
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-19/00
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-2900 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-2900 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-318 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-7/00 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64D-1/02 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64D-1/08 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64D-33/00
p 240 N91-14508
p875 N91-27561
p 1030N91-31113
p 1030 N91-31113
p817 N91-27139
p 1053 N91-31140
p 1074 N91-31174
p 1074 N91-31176
p 1051 N91-31126
p829 N91-27156
p829 N91-27156
p 1030 N91-31113
p205 N91-14345
HSD-TR-90-021 p 149 N91-12125 ft
p 134 A91-14137 ft
IAF PAPER 90-176 ........................ p 134 A91-13851 ft
IAF PAPER 90-266 ........................ p 134 A91-13915 ft
IAF PAPER 90-284 ........................ p 136 A91-13929 ft
IAITIC-87-1004 ............................... p649 N91-23107 ft
IAITIC-87-1006 ............................... p668 N91-23194 ft
IAITIC-87-1007 ............................... p681 N91-23522 ft
IAR-89-15 ........................................ p609 N91-23020 tf
IAT-ADS-BC-1 ................................. p193 N91-14320 tf
ICAS-90-6.7.2 ................................. p278 N91-15997 tf
ICASE-IR-91-51 .............................. p874 N91-27501 * ft
ICASE-IR-91-66 .............................. p 904 N91-30088 • ft
N91-21139 ' ft
N91-11430 ' ft
N91-10010 • ft
N91-10022 ' ft
N91-13649 ' #
N91-18397 ' ft
N91-20063 ' ft
N91-24125 ' ft
N91-27490 ' ft
N91-30093 ' #
ICASE-91-67 p 1098 N91-31576 ' #
ICASE-91-75 p 1102 N91-32463 ' ft
ICOMP-91-12 p875 N91-27591 * #
IDA-D-764 p80 N91-12587 ft
IDA-P-2401 p 613 N91-23077 #
IDA-P-2462 p613 N91-23076 #
IDA/HQ-90-35426 p 80 N91-12587 ft
IDA/HQ-90-35536 p613 N91-23077 ft
IDA/HQ-90-35834 p613 N91-23076 tf
ILA-87-A-02 P48 N91-11018 tf
.... p 114 N91-11747 tf
INFORME-l-520/90 p 1088 N91-32175 tf
INFORME-l-536/90 p 1088 N91-32223 ft
F-11
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64D-33/04 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
INT-PATE NT-CLASS-B64D-33/04
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64D-9/00
p874 N91-27560'
p 1030 N91-31113 '
INT-PATENT-CLASS-C04B-3510 . p 1087 N91-31294
INT-PATENT-CLASS-E05C-5/04 . p 875 N91-27561 '
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F01D-11/08
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F02G-140 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F02K-100 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F02K-178 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F16B-400 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F16C-2902 .
INT-PATE NT-CLASS-F1 6J-1 5/46
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G01 M-9/00
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G01S-104 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G01S-302 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G015-352 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G02B-624 ...
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G06F-15/50
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G08B-108 ...
ISBN-0-309-04956-3
ISBN-0-309-05O1 2-X
ISBN-0-8330- 1026-3
ISBN-0-85679-730-8
ISBN-0-85679-735-9
ISBN-0-85679-736-7
ISBN-0-85679-738-3
ISBN-0-85679-739-1
ISBN-0-85679-744-8
ISBN-0-85679-746-4
ISBN-0-85679-749-9
ISBN-0-85679-751 -0
ISBN-0-85679-755-3
ISBN-0-85679-756-1
ISBN-0-85679-760-X
ISBN-0-88579-734-0
ISBN-0-86776-384-1
ISBN-0-86776-385-X-PT-2
ISBN-0-904947-24-6
ISBN-0-904947-26-2
ISBN-0-904947-34-3
ISBN-1-871 564-02-6
ISBN- 1 -871 564-03-4
ISBN- 1-87 1564-05-0
ISBN- 1-87 1564-05-0
ISBN-1-871564-06-9
ISBN-1-871564-07-7
ISBN-1-871564-1 1-5
ISBN-2-71 70-0936-1
ISBN-2-7 170-0937-X
ISBN-2-71 70-0938-8
ISBN-2-71 70-0940-X
ISBN-2-71 70-0944-2
ISBN-2-71 70-0946-9
ISBN-2-71 70-0947-7
ISBN-2-7 1 70-0949-3
ISBN-2-7 170-095 1-5
ISBN-2-7 170-0954-X
ISBN-2-7 170-0959-0
ISBN-2-7 170-0963-9
ISBN-3-92201 0-45-8
ISBN-92-835-0455-0
ISBN-92-835-0540-9
ISBN-92-835-0547-6
ISBN-92-835-0552-2
ISBN-92-835-0562-X
ISBN-92-835-0563-8
ISBN-92-835-0570-0
ISBN-92-835-0573-5
ISBN-92-835-0574-3
ISBN-92-835-0578-6
ISBN-92-835-0579-4
ISBN-92-835-0582-4
ISBN-92-835-0584-0
ISBN-92-835-0586-7
ISBN-92-835-0591-3
ISBN-92-835-0592-1
ISBN-92-835-0594-8
ISBN-92-835-0596-6
ISBN-92-835-0597-2
ISBN-92-835-0602-2
ISBN-92-835-0603-0
ISBN-92-835-0607-3
ISBN-92-835-0608-1
ISBN-92-835-0609-X
ISBN-92-835-0610-3
ISBN-92-835-061 1-1
ISBN-92-835-0612-X
ISBN-92-835-0613-8
ISBN-92-835-061 5-4
ISBN-92-835-061 7-0
ISBN-92-835-061 9-7
ISBN-92-835-0621-9
p240 N91-14608
p 1074 N91-31174
p 1074 N91-31176
p 1074 N91-31175
P1051 N91-31127
p 1074 N91-31177
p 874 N91-27560 '
p 227 N91 -14357 '
p 1030 N91-31 108
p1037 N91-31116
p 1037 N91-31116
p 1114 N9 1-3 1946
p 1038 N91-31120 '
p 1029 N91-31107
p30 N91-10979
p337 N91-16988
p743 N91-26143
p 133 N91-12707
p 152 N91 -12966
p116 N91-12663
p291 N91-15151
p292 N91-15152
p322 N91-15597
p 275 N91-15130
p332 N91 -15843
p275 N91-15131
p275 N91-15132
p572 N91-21129
p555 N91-21102
p 98 N91-12631
p874 N91 -27507
p874 N91 -27508
p 191 N91-13426
p 191 N91-13427
p891 N91-30076
p458 N91-20057
p653 N91-23140
p 503 N91-20135
p628 N91 -23092
p458 N91 -20058
p503 N91-20136
p503 N91-20137
p 1025 N91-31098
p 1025 N9 1-3 1099
p 1025 N91-31100
p 1025 N91-31101
p 1083 N91-31187
p 1026 N91-31104
p 1026 N91-31105
p 1083 N91-31188
p 1098 N91-31590
p 1112N91-31848
p 1099 N91-31593
p 1053 N91-31137
p 105 N91-11707
p 775 N9 1-25302
p38 N91-10042
p 29 N91-10967
p127 N91-12682
p 42 N91-10981
p 30 N91-10978
p507 N91-19124
p49 N91-11022
p 132 N91-11771
p327 N91-15715
p 105 N91-11706
p204 N91-14324
p295 N91-15154
p246 N91-14030
p365 N91 -18035
p367 N91 -18048
p657 N91-23147
p537 N91-19731
p585 N91-21156
P649 N91-23108
p683 N91 -24638
P573 N91-22104
p 598 N91-21464
p 740 N91-25146
p 736 N91-25121
p829 N9 1-28 150
p689 N9 1-24843
p733 N9 1-26 124
p 783 N9 1-25750
p 758 N91-26150
p733 N91-25119
p 778 N9 1-26432
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
ISBN-92-835-2116-1 p 563 N91-22099 #
ISBN-951-22-0248-4 p 15 N91-10023 tt
ISBN-951-22-0329-4 p 16 N91-10024 tt
ISBN-951-22-0398-7 p 16 N91-10025 tt
ISBN-951-22-0441-X p 370 N91-18065 #
ISBN-951-38-3714-9 p 230 N91-13530 tt
ISBN92-835-0618-9 p 1069 N91-31144 #
ISL-CO-203/90 p607 N91-21830 tt
ISL-CO-209/90 p582 N91-21151 #
ISL-CO-213/89 p52 N91-10086 tt
ISL-CO-226/89 p 159 N91-12322 tt
ISL-CO-244/89 p494 N91-20124 #
ISL-PU-301/90 p15 N91-10018 tt
ISL-R-107/89 p 14 N91-10016 tt
ISL-R-119/89 p607 N91-21831 #
ISL-R-120/89 p608 N91-21832 tt
ISL-R-122/89 p555 N91-21104 #
ISL-R-123/89 p555 N91-21105 tt
ISL-R-125/89 p555 N91-21106 tt
ISSN-0078-3781 p 99 N91-12633 tt
ISSN-0141-397X p 116 N91-12663
ISSN-0141-397X p 133 N91-12707
ISSN-0141-397X p275 N91-15130
ISSN-0141-397X p275 N91-15132
ISSN-0141-397X p292 N91-15152
ISSN-0141-397X p555 N91-21102
ISSN-0141-397X p572 N91-21129
ISSN-0141-4011 p275 N91-15131
ISSN-0141-4054 p 291 N91-15151
ISSN-0141-4356 p98 N91-12631
ISSN-0141-4356 p 275 N91-15133
ISSN-0169-2690 p 981 N91-30488 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p 16 N91-10026 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p 16 N91-10027 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p148 N91-12070 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p 184 N91-13415 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p555 N91-21108 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p562 N91-21123 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p572 N91-21130 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p582 N91-21152 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p598 N91-21466 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p628 N91-23088 tt
ISSN-0171-1342 p980 N91-30478 tt
ISSN-0176-7739 p 251 N91-15977 tt
ISSN-0176-7739 p 1079 N91-32142 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1025 N91-31098 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1025 N91-31099 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1025 N91-31100 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1025 N91-31101 #
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1026 N91-31104 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1026 N91-31105 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1053 N91-31137 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1083 N91-31187 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1083 N91-31188 #
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1098 N91-31590 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1099'N91-31593 tt
ISSN-0243-0177 p 1112 N91-31848 tt
ISSN-0289-260X p 79 N91-12514 #
ISSN-0289-260X p 96 N91-12591 tt
ISSN-0289-260X p 596 N91-21379 tt
ISSN-0289-260X p 996 N91-32032 tt
ISSN-0307-0115 p332 N91-15843
ISSN-0358-2620 p 15 N91-10023 tt
ISSN-0358-2620 p 16 N91-10024 tt
ISSN-0358-2620 p 16 N91-10025 tt
ISSN-0358-2620 p 370 N91-18065 tt
ISSN-0358-5077 p 230 N91-13530 tt
ISSN-0360-859X p 30 N91-10979 #
ISSN-0389-4010 p 14 N91-10011 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p 39 N91-10053 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p40 N91-10054 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p276 N91-15982 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p 276 N91-15983 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p277 N91-15984 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p277 N91-15985 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p 525 N91-19469 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p 538 N91-20806 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p556 N91-21111 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p556 N91-21112 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p556 N91-21113 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p556 N91-21114 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p600 N91-22520 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p732 N91-25114 #
ISSN-0389-4010 p732 N91-25115 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p 732 N91-25116 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p 740 N91-25145 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p777 N91-25366 tt
ISSN-0436-1199 p 1024 N91-31085 tt
ISSN-0452-2892 p 37 N91-10038
ISSN-0452-2982 p 13 N91-10003
ISSN-0452-2982 p 28 N91-10030
ISSN-0452-2982 P 28 N91-10031
ISSN-0452-2982 p 44 N91-10057
ISSN-0452-2982 p 47 N91-10059
ISSN-0452-2982 p 47 N91-10060
ISSN-0452-2982 p 50 N91-10077
ISSN-0452-2982 p 52 N91-10080
ISSN-0452-2982 p 52 N91-10082
ISSN-0452-2982 p 29 N91-10966 tt
ISSN-0452-2982 p 53 N91-11026 tt
ISSN-0452-2982 p 55 N91-11035 tt
ISSN-0720-7808 p 643 N91-23103 tt
ISSN-0931-9757 p 506 N91-19106 tt
ISSN-0938-2194 p 691 N91-24086 tt
ISSN-0939-2963 p 653 N91-23137 tt
ISSN-0939-2963 p 667 N91-23191 tt
ISSN-0939-2963 p 930 N91-30133 #
ISSN-0939-2963 p 1027 N91-32076 tt
ISSN-0939-2963 p 1054 N91-32131 tt
ISSN-0939-2963 p 1075 N91-32139 tt
ISSN-0939-298X p919 N91-30120 tt
ISSN-0939-298X p 991 N91-30910 tt
ISSN-0939-298X p 1083 N91-31185 tt
ISSN-0951-6301 p 919 N91-30121
ISSN-0951-6301 p 919 N91-30122
ISSN-0955-9655 p 1114 N91-32873
ISSN-0958-0379 p 152 N91-12966
ISSN-0958-0379 p 322 N91-15597
ISU-ERI-AMES-91-110 p 15 N91-10019 ' tt
ITN-88-85003 p 649 N91-23107 #
ITN-88-85005 p 668 N91-23194 #
ITN-88-85006 p 681 N91-23522 #
ITN-91-85104 p 779 N91-26482
ITN-91-85142 p818 N91-28139
IZF-1989-53 p 193 N91-13431
IZF-1989-57 p 227 N91-13468
JIAA-TR-99 p25 N91-10934 ' #
JTN-90-80003 p 37 N91-10038
JTN-90-80004 p 52 N91-10080
JTN-90-80005 p 50 N91-10077
JTN-90-80007 p 28 N91-10030
JTN-90-80009 p 52 N91-10082
JTN-90-80010 p28 N91-10031
JTN-90-80013 p47 N91-10059
JTN-90-80014 p47 N91-10060
JTN-90-80015 p13 N91-10003
JTN-90-80017 p44 N91-10057
JTN-90-80118 p96 N91-12591 tt
JTN-90-80120 p55 N91-11035 tt
JTN-90-80122 p 53 N91-11026 tt
JTN-90-80135 p 29 N91-10966 tt
KU-FRL-872-2 p 370 N91-18064 ' tt
L-16158 p 187
L-16491 p365
L-16502-VOL-2 p 634
L-16509 p 655
L-16521 p 388
L-16569 p 818
L-16603 p 202
L-16614 p 202
L-16707 p362
L-16716 p365
L-16718 p364
L-16720 p 182
L-16721 p 455
L-16723 p 159
L-16735 p 60
L-16741 p 22
L-16743 p 183
L-16744 p 239
L-16750 p 601
L-16751 p 183
L-16753 p365
L-16757 p226
L-16762 p204
L-16765 p 573
L-16766 p406
L-16767 p 185
L-16768 p391
L-16774 p629
L-16787 p226
L-16798 p502
L-16801 p758
L-16807 p572
L-16809 p274
L-16816 p 185
L-16823 p558
L-16825 p378
L-16840 p 26
L-16842 p 183
N91-14316 ' tt
N91-18031 ' tt
N91-24132 '
N91-24199 '
N91-17014 '
N91-28143 '
N91-13432 '
N91-13433 '
N91-16990 '
N91-18033 '
N91-18030 '
N91-13400 '
N91-20043 '
N91-12315 '
N91-10301 '
N91-10902 '
N91-13402 '
N91-13751 '
N91-22576 '
N91-13401 '
N91-18032 '
N91-13462 '
N91-14323 '
N91-22103 '
N91-18115 '
N91-14274 '
N91-18105 '
N91-24098 '
N91-13461 '
N91-20128 '
N91-25151 '
N91-21127 '
N91-15125 '
N91-14275 '
N91-22069 '
N91-18096 '
N91-10936 '
N91-13406 '
F-12
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
L-16848
L-16849
L-16860
L-16861
L-16873
L-16877
L-16905
L-16936
LA-UR-90-2437
LA-UR-91- 1 1 1 7
LA-UR-91-1716
LC-89-70202
LC-90-20747
LC-90-34787
LC-90-41736
LG90ER0040
LMSC-F-41 5048
LR-31879 '.
LR-600
LR-630-PT-1
LR-645
LH-647
LU-AFOSR-FR-90
LYC-86-11
L9KVAE-FR-91001
MATHS-REPT-A-131
MATHS-REPT-A-142
MBB-FE122/S/PUB/375
MBB-FE202/S/PUB/441
MBB-FE22/S/PUB/0433/A
MBB-UA-1 190-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0546-89-PUB
MBB-UD-0568-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0569-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0573-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0574-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0575-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0576-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0577-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0578-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0579-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0580-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0581 -90-PUB
MBB-UD-0583-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0588-90-PUB
MBB-UD-0591 -90-PUB
MBB-UK-0131 -90-PUB
MBB-Z-01 68-90-PUB
MBB-Z-0325-90-PUB
MBB-Z-0337-90-PUB
MBB-Z-0344-90-PUB
MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0405
MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0407
MBB/FE122/S/PUB/0408
MBB/FE122/S/PUB/388
MBB/FE122/S/PUB/394
MBB/FE122/S/PUB/400
MBB/FE122/S/PUB/411
MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0398
MBB/FE2/S/PUB/0399
MBB/FE212/CFK/PUB/014/1 .
MBB/FE281/CFK/PUB/0013 ...
MBB/FE324/S/PUB/378
MBB/FE44/S/PUB/0402
MBB/FYT256/S/PUB/361/A ....
MCAT-91-001
MCAT-91-003
MCAT-91-005
MDHC-89-1 7-VOL-1
MDHC-89-1 7-VOL-2
MEMO-935
MPIS-12/1990
MR-S-1800-PHASE-1
MRL-TN-590
.. p 440 N91-19024
.. P558 N9 1-22070
... P433 N91-18966
.. p 730 N91-25103
.. p 787 N91-27120
... p 601 N91-22540
.. P904 N9 1-30098
... P 1059 N91-31 143
... p 13 N91-10008
.. P855 N91-28173
.. p 876 N91-28513
.. p 743 N91-26143
.. P333 N91-15975
.. p 30 N91-10979
p 337 N91 -16988
p 120 N91-12677
P636 N91-24141
... P690 N91-24844
... P 131 N91-11759
... P530 N91 -20504
.. P 525 N91-19494
... P477 N91 -19094
P628 N9 1-23094
P662 N91 -24204
P652 N9 1-23 136
.. P243 N91-13947
.. P989 N91 -30844
.. P574 N91-22118
.. p 1024 N91-31088
.. p 1053 N91-31135
.. P1083 N91-31186
.. p 116 N91-12664
... p 40 N91-10055
... P 116 N91-12666
... P475 N91-19084
... P475 N91-19085
... P475 N91-19086
... P502 N91-19101
... P476 N91-19087
... P539 N91-19828
... P476 N91-19088
... P476 N91-19089
... P476 N91-19090
... P 988 N91-30761
... P476 N91-19091
P936 N91-30139
... P 1024 N91-31087
... P506 N91-19106
... P968 N91 -30286
... p 1053 N91-31134
... p 968 N91-30288
... P293 N91-16017
... P278 N91-15997
... P293 N91-16015
... P65 N91-11424
... p 99 N91-12635
... p 184 N91-13418
... P293 N91-16016
... P291 N91-15145
... p 118 N91-12676
... P828 N91-27150
... P314 N91-16076
... p 148 N91-12023
.. p 115 N91-11749
... P51 N91-11025
... P 277 N91-15987
... p 558 N91-22071
.. p 876 N91-28503
... P204 N91-14343
.. P205 N91-14344
P981 N9 1-30488
... P1024 N91-31085
P580 N91-22125
... P967 N91 -29326
• #
' #
' tt
' tt
' tt
• tt
• tt
' tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
' tt
tt
tt
' tt
' tt
' tt
tt
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tt
#
• tt
' tt
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tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
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tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
' tt
• tt
• tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
MRL-TR-90-19
MTI-89TR19
MTL-TR-90-42
MTL-TR-90-44
MTL-TR-91-3
MTR-10765
MTR-10766
MTR-10910
MTR-11051
MTR-90W00164
NADC-88020-60
NADC-90043-60
NADC-91002-60
NADC-91003-60
NADC-91004-60
NADC-91027-60
NAE-AN-65
NAE-LTR-FR-105
NAE-LTR-FR-106
NAE-LTR-FR-107
NAE-LTR-FR-108
NAE-LTR-FR-114
NAE-LTR-ST-1695
NAE-LTR-ST-1696
NAE-LTR-ST-1701
NAE-LTR-ST-1706
NAE-LTR-ST-1758
NAE-LTR-ST-1774
NAE-LTR-ST-547
NAE-LTR-UA-101
NAE-LTR-UA-104
NAE-LTR-UA-93
NAE-ST-557
NAE-ST-576
NAL-PD-CF-9101
NAL-PD-CF-9102
NAL-PD-FC-9010
NAL-PD-FC-91 1 1
NAL-PD-FE-9101
NAL-PD-PR-9013
NAL-SP-10
NAL-SP-13
NAL-SP-14
NAL-SP-9016
NAL-SP-9
NAL-TM-574
NAL-TM-575
NAL-TM-576
NAL-TM-579
NAL-TM-581
NAL-TM-S82
NAL-TM-585-PT-1
NAL-TM-587-PT-2
NAL-TM-588
NAL-TM-590
NAL-TM-592
NAL-TM-594
NAL-TM-596
NAL-TM-615
NAL-TM-616
NAL-TM-620
NAL-TR-1027T
NAL-TR-1051
NAL-TR-1052T
NAL-TR-1057
NAL-TR-1059
NAL-TR-1065
NAL-TR-1066
NAL-TR-1069
NAL-TR-1070
NAL-TR-1071
NAL-TR-1072
NAL-TR-1 073-T
NAL-TR-1 075-T
NAL-TR-1 076
NAL-TR-1077
NAL-TR-1079
NAL-TR-1081
NAL-TR-1083
NAL-TR-1087
p 1030 N91-31109
p240
p 510
p292
p681
p 110
p 110
p283
p 918
p 779
p 828
p 130
p 859
p 873
p 758
N91-14589
N9 1-20271
N91-16007
N9 1-23554
N91-12653
N91-12648
N91-16004
N9 1-29 162
N9 1-26433
N91-27151
N91-12706
N91 -28343
N91-27472
N91-26149
p 1053 N91-31141
P 94
p918
p 918
p 983
p 890
p918
p 966
p 927
p 1051
p 927
p 979
p 940
p 987
p 927
p 979
p 903
p987
p 927
p903
p903
p409
p935
p929
p422
p79
p596
p996
p407
P96
P37
P52
p50
p28
P 52
p28
p 47
p47
P 13
P44
p29
P 55
P 53
p506
p455
p660
p 14
P39
p40
p 525
p 556
p277
p276
p 538
p 276
p 556
p 556
p 277
p 556
p 732
p 777
p 600
p 784
p 740
p 732
N91-11679
N91-29160
N91-29158
N9 1-29651
N91-29139
N9 1-29 159
N9 1-29236
N9 1-29 166
N91-31125
N9 1-29 165
N9 1-29534
N9 1-29 180
N9 1-29742
N91-29168
N91 -29533
N9 1-29 144
N91 -29744
N9 1-29 167
N91-29146
N91-29145
N91-18119
N91-30137
N9 1-30 127
N91 -18398
N91-12514
N91-21379
N9 1-32032
N91-18117
N91 -12591
N91-10038
N91-10080
N91 -10077
N91-10030
N91-10082
N91-10031
N91-10059
N91-10060
N91 -10003
N91 -10057
N91 -10966
N91-11035
N91-11026
N9 1-20 144
N91 -19066
N9 1-23 182
N91-10011
N91 -10053
N91 -10054
N91 -19469
N91-21111
N91-15985
N91-15983
N91-20806
N91-15982
N91-21112
N91-21113
N91-15984
N91-21114
N91-25116
N91-25366
N91 -22520
N9 1-258 15
N91-25145
N91-25115
#
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ff
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#
#
#
#
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#
#
#
tt
it
#
#
#
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tt
#
tt
#
»
tt
tt
#
#
If
#
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
NAL-TR-1 088T
NAMRL-1355
NAPC-PE-188
NAS 1
MAS 1
NAS \
15:100409
15:101028
15:101698
NAS 1.15:101700
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
NAS 1
15:101701
15:101709-REV
15:101712
15:101724
15:101727
15:101728
15:101729
15:101730
15:101731
15:101734
15:101735
15:101736
15:101737
15:101739
15:101741
15:101742
15:102206
15:102208
15:102245
15:102255
15:102267
15:102280
15:102610
15:102647
15:102672
15:102683
15:102684
15:102698
15:102717
15:102721
15:102722
15:102731
15:102732
15:102733
15:102734
15:102737
15:102740
15:102741
15:102745
15:102749
15:102750
15:102756
15:102757
15:102758
15:102759
15:102761
15:102767
15:102770
15:102793
15:102794
15:102805
15:102808
15:102809
15:102813
15:102816
15:102817
15:102818
15:102830
15:102831
15:102832
15:102838
15:102840
15:102853
15:102855
15:102859
15:102861
15:102862
15:102865
15:102867
15:102870
15:102871
15:102876
15:102885
15:102889
15:103115
15:103183
15:103218
15:103258
15:103268
15:103276
15:103285
15:103606
15:103608
15:103611
15:103625
15:103627
NAS 1.15:103627
p732 N91-25114 #
p 117 N91-12672 tt
.... p401
p928
p39
p633
p307
p683
p 599
p683
p453
p474
p218
p210
p 537
p475
p454
p652
p396
p 485
p577
p559
p475
P454
P 14
p281
p239
p440
p 163
p 129
p 226
p563
p 22
p 76
p 855
P44
p429
P 50
P 93
P 24
P 15
P 24
p297
p 152
p203
p 184
p 184
p 133
p410
p323
p582
p323
p324
p 462
p456
p60
p 996
P 14
p226
p 193
p560
p 558
p630
p996
p 572
p687
p 636
p 370
p 364
p668
P 25
p 997
p322
p 274
p 251
P 14
p291
p 474
p817
p 510
p 1080
p364
p93
p 136
p556
p213
p598
p 302
p539
p 76
p314
P77
p77
N91-18112
N9 1-29 177
N91-10049
N9 1-24 128
N91-15182
N9 1-24555
N91-21587
N91-24556
N91-19051
N91-19080
N91-13460
N91 -13453
N91 -19742
N91-19081
N91 -19055
N91-23133
N91-17060
N91 -19095
N91-21135
N91 -22083
N91-19083
N91-19062
N91-10014
N91-16001
N91 -13762
N91 -19041
N91-14273
N91-12705
N91-13467
N91 -22096
N91-10904
N91-10699
N91-27169
N91-10058
N91-17612
N91 -10078
N91-11674
N91-10918
N91-10020
N91-10919
N91-15173
N91-12971
N91-13445
N91-13411
N91-13412
N91-12712
N91-18120
N91 -15605
N91-21144
N91 -15604
N91-16407
N91-19073
N9 1-20046
N91-10268
N91-31078
N91-10013
N91-13466
N91-14322
N91 -22091
N9 1-22077
N91-24108
N91 -32070
N91-21131
N91-24757
N91-23099
N91-18066
N91-17001
N91 -24209
N91 -10933
N9 1-32071
N91-15426
N91-15128
N91-15124
N91-10015
N91-15147
N91 -19078
N91-28134
N91-19241
N91-32145
N91-17002
N91-11675
N91-11799
N91-21116
N91-14349
N91-21531
N91-15174
N91-19825
N91-10703
N91-15418
N91-11494
N91-11495
tt
' tt
• tt
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• tt
' tt
• tt
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' tt
' tt
' tt
' tt
• tt
' tt
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' #
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• tt
' tt
• tt
' tt
' tt
' tt
• tt
• tt
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• tt
• tt
F-13
NAS 1.15:103628 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NAS 1.15:103628 P 76 N91-11493 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103634 P 291 N91-15146 ' #
NAS 1.15:103635 P 332 N91-1S842 ' #
NAS 1.15:103645 P 159 N91-12316 ' #
NAS 1.15:103650 P 454 N91-19053 ' #
NAS 1.15:103651 p213 N91-13456 ' #
NAS 1.15:103660 P 152 N91-12980 ' #
NAS 1.15:103678 P 579 N91-21137'*
NAS 1.15:103683 P 213 N91-13457 ' #
NAS 1.15:103687 P 452 N91-19045 • #
NAS 1.15:103689 P 185 N91-13420 • tt
NAS 1.15:103690 P 490 N91-19098 * tt
NAS 1.15:103691 P 777 N91-25411'#
NAS 1.15:103693 P 452 N91-19046 * If
NAS 1.15:103695 P 599 N91-21534 ' #
NAS 1.15:103701 P 453 N91-19047 • #
NAS 1.15:103703 p311 N91-15303 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103705 P 186 N91-14310 " #
NAS 1.15:103708 P 314 N91-15390 • #
NAS 1.15:103709 P 186 N91-14309 • tt
NAS 1.15:103710 P 456 N91 -20044 •#
NAS 1.15:103712 P 185 N91-13421 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103722 P 456 N91-20045'#
NAS 1.15:103737 P 601 N91-22567 ' S
NAS 1.15:103738 P 494 N91-20126 * tt
NAS 1.15:103742 P 554 N91-21060 ' #
NAS 1.15:103746 P 525 N91-19475 " tt
NAS 1.15:103757 P 661 N91-23183 • tt
NAS 1.15:103758 P 524 N91-19443 " #
NAS 1.15:103761 P 524 N91-19464 • tt
NAS 1.15:103774 p 490 N91-19097 • tt
NAS 1.15:103776 P 982 N91 -30539 •#
NAS 1.15:103780 P 598 N91-21458 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103791 P 597 N91-21447 • tt
NAS 1.15:103797 P 681 N91-23513 • tt
NAS 1.15:103801 P 679 N91-23409 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103805 P 493 N91-20122 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103829 P 240 N91-14540 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103831 P 372 N91-17009 " #
NAS 1.15:103833 P 577 N91-21134 • #
NAS 1.15:103837 P 539 N91-19826 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103844 P 608 N91 -22066 ' #
NAS 1.15:103846 P 694 N91-25102 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103861 P 737 N91-25142 ' tt
NAS 1.15:103867 P 1054 N91-32134 ' #
NAS 1.15:103885 P 1059 N91-32135 * tt
NAS 1.15:104039 P 456 N91-20048 • tt
NAS 1.15:104042 P 602 N91-22578 • #
NAS 1.15:104053 P 573 N91-21132'#
NAS 1.15:104054 P 741 N91-26137 • tt
NAS 1.15:104058 P 815 N91-27127 • tt
NAS 1.15:104059 P 602 N91 -22589 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104072 p817 N91-28137 • tt
NAS 1.15:104073 P 652 N91-23135 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104074 p 654 N91-24196 * #
NAS 1.15:104078 p816 N91-27132 • tt
NAS 1.15:104083 P 815 N91-27128 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104087 p817 N91-28131 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104088 P817 N91-28132 " #
NAS 1.15:104090 P 786 N91-26112'*
NAS 1.15:104092 P 782 N91-25623 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104104 P 1100 N91-31687 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104109 P 1024 N91-31082 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104110 p816 N91-27133 • tt
NAS 1.15:104119 P 859 N91 -28373 •#
NAS 1.15:104123 P 1099 N91-31595 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104137 P 904 N91 -30090 • tt
NAS 1.15:104143 P 1028 N91-32084 • tt
NAS 1.15:104232 P 583 N91-22131 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104233 P 755 N91-25147 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104234 P 1112 N91-32850 • tt
NAS 1.15:104235 P 929 N91-30128 • tt
NAS 1.15:104236 P 954 N91-30153 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104238 P 953 N91-29191 • tt
NAS 1.15:104239 P 930 N91-30132 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104340 P 579 N91-21140'#
NAS 1.15:104351 P 661 N91-23184 • tt
NAS 1.15:104356 p 660 N91-23179 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104362 p 628 N91-23086 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104363 p 636 N91 -23098 • tt
NAS 1.15:104366 p 628 N91-23087 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104374 p 687 N91 -24796 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104377 p 630 N91-24107 • tt
NAS 1.15:104395 P 981 N91 -30533 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104396 P 874 N91-27559 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104403 P 627 N91-23083 ' #
NAS 1.15:104407 P 628 N91 -23089 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104411 P 661 N91-23185 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104412 P 662 N91-24202'#
NAS 1.15:104415 P 779 N91-26490 • #
NAS 1.15:104423 P 662 N91-24203 '#
NAS 1.15:104428 P 731 N91-25106 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104436 P 633 N91-24131 • tt
NAS 1.15:104437 P 662 N91-24201 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104441 p 1074 N91-31181 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104447 P 755 N91-25148 • tt
NAS 1.15:104465 ........................... p 778 N91-25413 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104466 ........................... p 756 N91-26146 ' tt
NAS 1.1 5: 104469 ........................... p 633 N91-24130 ' #
NAS 1.15:104472 ........................... p 844 N9 1-271 59 '#
NAS 1.15:104474 ........................... p 778 N91-25412 * tt
NAS 1.1 5: 104479 ........................... p 1099 N91-31654 • #
NAS 1.15:104519 ........................... p 875 N91-27591 * tt
NAS 1.15:104521 ........................... p845 N91-27165 ' tt
NAS 1.1 5: 104956 ........................... p 569 N91-22102 ' tt
NAS 1.15:105058 ........................... p 929 N91-30131 ' tt
NAS 1.15:105102 ........................... p 1028 N91-32085 * tt
NAS 1.15:105139 ........................... p 980 N91 -30473 • tt
NAS 1.15:105147 ........................... p 834 N9 1-271 57 '#
NAS 1.15:105151 ........................... p 853 N91-27167 * #
NAS 1.15:105163 ........................... p 941 N91-29188 " #
NAS 1.15:105173 ........................... p 961 N9 1-291 99 ' tt
NAS 1.15:105181 ........................... p962 N91 -29221 ' tt
NAS 1.15:105186 ........................... p 941 N91-30141 • tt
NAS 1.15:105201 ........................... p 1101 N91-32440 * tt
NAS 1.15:105254 ........................... p 1080 N91-32143 • tt
NAS 1.15:4186 ............................... p 38 N91-10045 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4193 ............................... p 457 N9 1 -20055 '#
NAS 1.15:4194 ............................... p 182 N91-13400 • tt
NAS 1.15:4216 ............................... p597 N91-21446 " tt
NAS 1.15:4217 ............................... p 185 N91-14274 • tt
NAS 1.15:4223 ............................... p 202 N91-13432 * tt
NAS 1.15:4224 ............................... p 226 N91-13462 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4228 ............................... p 202 N91-13433 " tt
NAS 1.15:4230 ............................... p 185 N91-14275 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4234 ............................... p 490 N91-19099 * tt
NAS 1.15:4237 ............................... p 274 N91-15125 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4238 ............................... p 406 N91-181 15 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4239 ............................... p 454 N91-19052 ' #
NAS 1.15:4240 ............................... p 474 N91-19079 * tt
NAS 1.15:4243 ............................... p 433 N91-18966 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4246 ............................... p 391 N91-18105 " tt
NAS 1.15:4248 ............................... p 183 N91-13406 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4249 ............................... p 378 N91-18096 * tt
NAS 1.15:4250 ............................... p365 N91-18033 ' #
NAS 1.15:4254 ............................... p 573 N91-22103 • #
NAS 1.15:4257 ............................... p 507 N91-19115 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4265 ............................... p 787 N91-27120 * tt
NAS 1.15:4266 ............................... p 601 N9 1 -22540 • tt
NAS 1.15:4267 ............................... p 629 N91 -24098 '#
NAS 1.15:4272 ............................... p 873 N91-27489 ' #
NAS 1.15:4276 ............................... p 503 N91-20133 • tt
NAS 1.15:4290 ............................... p 778 N9 1 -25422 '#
NAS 1.15:4304 ............................... p877 N91 -28627 •#
NAS 1.15:4312 ............................... p 1 104 N91-31751
NAS 1.15:4320 ............................... p 929 N91-30130
NAS 1.15:4324 ............................... p 953 N9 1-291 94
NAS 1.15:4327 ............................... p 11 12 N91-31874
NAS 1.15:4328 ............................... p 1075 N91-32140
NAS 1.15:86680 ............................. p 743 N91-26142
NAS 1.21:4306 ............................... p 333 N91-15975 "
NAS 1.26:175077 ........................... p 662 N91 -24204 •
NAS 1.26:175078 ........................... p 662 N91 -24205 '
NAS 1.26:175079 ........................... p 663 N91 -24208 '
NAS 1.26:175080 ........................... p 663 N91 -24206 •
NAS 1.26:175081 ........................... p 663 N9 1 -24207 '
NAS 1.26:177372 ........................... p 562 N91-21121 '
NAS 1.26:177452 ........................... p 190 N91-13424 •
NAS 1.26:177549 ........................... p 820 N91 -27144 •
NAS 1.26:177565 ........................... p 607 N91-21829 '
NAS 1.26:177568 ........................... p 454 N91-19060 '
NAS 1.26:177570 ........................... p 186 N91-14311 •
NAS 1.26:177571-VOL-1 ............... p 582 N91-21149 '
NAS 1.26:1 7757 1-VOL-2 ............... p 582 N91-21150 •
NAS 1.26:177573 ........................... p 293 N91-16012 •
NAS 1.26:177576 ........................... p 734 N91-26126 •
NAS 1.26:177578 ........................... p 652 N91-23136 '
NAS 1.26:177585 ........................... p 742 N91-26139 •
NAS 1.26: 177586 ........................... p 654 N91-24198 •
NAS 1.26:177590 ........................... p 832 N91-28168 "
NAS 1.26:178246 ........................... p 967 N91 -29254 '
NAS 1.26:179432 ........................... p 668 N91-24210 '
NAS 1.26:179445 ........................... p 221 N91-14353 '
NAS 1.26:179447 ........................... p 490 N9 1 -20085 •
NAS 1.26:181352 ........................... p 37 N91 -10039 *
NAS 1.26:181850 ........................... p 928 N9 1-291 76 •
NAS 1.26:181882 ........................... p 203 N91-13447 '
NAS 1.26:181888 ........................... p 205 N91-14346 '
NAS 1.26:181918 ........................... p 634 N91-24139 '
NAS 1.26: 181 924-VOL-1 ............... p 632 N91-24118'
NAS 1.26:1 81 924-VOL-2 ............... p 632 N91-24119 •
NAS 1.26:182020 ........................... p 307 N91-15180 •
NAS 1.26:182063 ........................... p 138 N91-11808 '
NAS 1.26:182069 ........................... p 375 N91-18094 •
NAS 1.26:182070 ........................... p 120 N91-12677 "
NAS 1.26:182075 ........................... p 690 N91 -24844 •
NAS 1.26:182076 ........................... p 626 N91-23080 •
NAS 1.26:182077 ........................... p 627 N91-23081 '
NAS 1.26:182088 ........................... p 309 N91-15188 '
NAS 1.26:182093 ........................... p 53 N91-11027 •
NAS 1.26:182096-SUPPL-5 .......... p 238 N91-13651 •
NAS 1.26:182101 ........................... p 65 N91-11430'
NAS 1.26:182102 p 14 N91-10010 • #
NAS 1.26:182109 p 683 N91-24551 '#
NAS 1.26:182123 p 47 N91 -10065 ' tt
NAS 1.26:182289 p 672 N91-24451 • tt
NAS 1.26:184114 p 590 N91-22416 • tt
NAS 1.26:184565 p 61 N91 -10333 ' tt
NAS 1.26:185192 p 688 N91 -23849 ' tt
NAS 1.26:185193 p 688 N91 -23850 • tt
NAS 1.26:185194 p 688 N91-23851 ' tt
NAS 1.26:185195 p 689 N91 -23852 • tt
NAS 1.26:185239 p 598 N91-21485 • tt
NAS 1.26:185292 p 453 N91-19048 • tt
NAS 1.26:185343 p 732 N91-26123 ' #
NAS 1.26:185453 p 785 N91 -26889 ' tt
NAS 1.26:186011 p 574 N91-22117 • tt
NAS 1.26:186013 p 742 N91-26140 • tt
NAS 1.26:186545 p 39 N91-10047 • tt
NAS 1.26:186610 p 202 N91-13443 * tt
NAS 1.26:186769 p 669 N91-23195 • tt
NAS 1.26:186879 p 76 N91-11488'*
NAS 1.26:186938 p815 N91-27126 ' tt
NAS 1.26:186958 p 52 N91-10083 * tt
NAS 1.26:187008 p115 N91-12661 * tt
NAS 1.26:187009 p 38 N91-10041 " tt
NAS 1.26:187010 p 47 N91-10061 * tt
NAS 1.26:187011 p 38 N91-10040 • tt
NAS 1.26:187012 p115 N91-12662 • tt
NAS 1.26:187036 p 322 N91-15598 * tt
NAS 1.26:187039 p 302 N91-16021 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187049 p213 N91-13458 • tt
NAS 1.26:187052 p 432 N91-17671 * tt
NAS 1.26:187055 p 525 N91-19479 • #
NAS 1.26:187076 p 454 N91-19056 * #
NAS 1.26:187089 p 579 N91-21138'*
NAS 1.26:187098 p 633 N91-24123 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187129 p 1075 N91-32138 * tt
NAS 1.26:187137 p 845 N91-27163 • tt
NAS 1.26:187146 p 992 N91-31022 " tt
NAS 1.26:187162 p 877 N91 -28644 • tt
NAS 1.26:187180 p 982 N91-30562'#
NAS 1.26:187208 p 1076 N91-32141 • #
NAS 1.26:187220 p 1088 N91-32180 • tt
NAS 1.26:187322 p 25 N91-10934 • tt
NAS 1.26:187334 p 209 N91-13452 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187343 p 15 N91-10019 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187352 p 61 N91-10335 ' #
NAS 1.26:187365 p 154 N91-12136 * tt
NAS 1.26:187374 p 239 N91-13676 • tt
NAS 1.26:187410 p 274 N91-15126 • tt
NAS 1.26:187414 p 192 N91-13428'* #
NAS 1.26:187446 p 422 N91-18445 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187447 p 525 N91-19478 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187448 p 323 N91-15607 " tt
NAS 1.26:187449 p 421 N91-17428 * tt
NAS 1.26:187456 p 15 N91-10022 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187464 p 330 N91-15751 • tt
NAS 1.26:187467 p 238 N91-13649 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187469 p 183 N91-13404 • #
NAS 1.26:187478 p 672 N91-24358 * tt
NAS 1.26:187484-VOL-1 p 632 N91-24120 • tt
NAS 1.26:187484-VOL-2 p 632 N91-24121 " tt
NAS 1.26:187484-VOL-3 p 632 N91-24122 • tt
NAS 1.26:187495 p 407 N91-18116**
NAS 1.26:187503 p 608 N91-22830'#
NAS 1.26:187518 p 422 N91-18397 • #
NAS 1.26:187521 p 462 N91 -19074 '#
NAS 1.26:187522 p 783 N91-26797'#
NAS 1.26:187524 p 558 N91-22078 • tt
NAS 1.26:187526 p 1054 N91-32132 • #
NAS 1.26:187534 p 458 N91 -20063 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187539 p 579 N91-21139 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187540 p 881 N91-27786 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187545 p 930 N91-30136 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187546 p 690 N91-24845 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187557 p 1114 N91-31926 • tt
NAS 1.26:187558 p 1114 N91-31927 * tt
NAS 1.26:187559 p 1114 N91-31923 • tt
NAS 1.26:187560 p 882 N91-27909 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187561 p 881 N91-27877 •#
NAS 1.26:187564 p 633 N91-24125 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187576 p 1100 N91-31679 • ft
NAS 1.26:187586 p 873 N91 -27490 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187591 p 874 N91-27501 '#
NAS 1.26:187603 p 904 N91 -30093 '#
NAS 1.26:187612 p 904 N91-30088 '#
NAS 1.26:187614 p 954 N91-30156 • tt
NAS 1.26:187617 p 1101 N91-32441 • tt
NAS 1.26:187619 p 1098 N91-31576 * tt
NAS 1.26:187629 p 1102 N91-32463 • tt
NAS 1.26:187658 p 203 N91-13446 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187670 p412 N91-17134 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187684 p 246 N91-14803 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187705 p 203 N91-13449 " tt
NAS 1.26:187713 p 185 N91-13422 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187731 p 362 N91-16992 • tt
NAS 1.26:187737 p 274 N91-15129 " tt
F-14
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NASA-CR-187495
NAS 1.26:187760 p 276 N91-15981 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187767 p 277 N91-15987 • tt
NAS 1.26:187769 p 277 N91-15986 • tt
NAS 1.26:187837 p 292 N91-16010 • tt
NAS 1.26:187848 p 292 N91-16011 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187868 p 293 N91-16013 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187870 p 362 N91-16993 ' tt
NAS 1.26:187896 p 414 N91-17157 • tt
NAS 1.26:187911 p 529 N91-20450'#
NAS 1.26:187949 p 422 N91-18307 • tt
NAS 1.26:187955 p 409 N9M7065 ' it
NAS 1.26:187964 p 370 N91-18064 • #
NAS 1.26:187994 p 605 N91 -22728 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188011 p 583 N91-22127 * #
NAS 1.26:188017 p 502 N91-20130 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188039 p 876 N91 -28503 • tt
NAS 1.26:188041 p 537 N91-19750 * tt
NAS 1.26:188044 p 630 N91-24105 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188063 p 456 N91-20047 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188069 p 529 N91-20457 • #
NAS 1.26:188079 p 554 N91-21101 '#
NAS 1.26:188081 p 904 N91 -30095 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188083 p 554 N91-21100 " tt
NAS 1.26:188097 p 558 N91-22071 • tt
NAS 1.26:188112 p 528 N91-20419 • #
NAS 1.26:188116 p 600 N91 -22475 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188117 p 560 N91 -22093 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188153 p 557 N91-21117 • tt
NAS 1.26:188192 p 629 N91 -24099 •#
NAS 1.26:188199 p 627 N91 -23084 • tt
NAS 1.26:188201 p 560 N91 -22095 • tt
NAS 1.26:188231 p 631 N91-24110'#
NAS 1.26:188232 p 683 N91 -24583 • tt
NAS 1.26:188235 p 630 N91-24109 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188499 p 731 N91-25107 * tt
NAS 1.26:188601 p 780 N91 -25553 '#
NAS 1.26:188626 p 859 N91 -27285 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188640 p 844 N91-27160 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188644 p816 N91-27130 • tt
NAS 1.26:188656 p816 N91-27131 • tt
NAS 1.26:188664 p 853 N91-27168 • tt
NAS 1.26:188691 p 929 N91-30125 * tt
NAS 1.26:188721 p 954 N91-30150 " tt
NAS 1.26:188733 p 877 N91 -28643 • tt
NAS 1.26:188773 p 954 N91-30152 • #
NAS 1.26:188811 p 1114 N91-31928 • tt
NAS 1.26:188916 p 1101 N91-32442 ' tt
NAS 1.26:188919 p 1027 N91 -32080 '#
NAS 1.26:3958 p 455 N91-19067 * tt
NAS 1.26:3974 p 64 N91-10548 * tt
NAS 1.26:4177 p 967 N91 -29253 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4309 p 453 N91-19050 " tt
NAS 1.26:4320 p 458 N91 -20062 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4329 p 453 N91-19049 ' #
NAS 1.26:4330 p 28 N91-10964 • tt
NAS 1.26:4334 p 523 N91-19435 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4341 p 523 N91-19438 • tt
NAS 1.26:4346-PT-2 p 426 N91-18490 * tt
NAS 1.26:4350 p 903 N91 -30080 • tt
NAS 1.26:4352 p 585 N91-21155 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4362 p 606 N91-22805 * tt
NAS 1.26:4369 p 559 N91-22080 * tt
NAS 1.26:4375 p 654 N91-24195 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4381 p 988 N91 -29778 • tt
NAS 1.26:4384 p 881 N91 -27868 • tt
NAS 1.26:4390 p818 N91-28138 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4394 p 990 N91-30903 '
NAS 1.26:4398 p 1031 N91-32088 '
NAS 1.26:4403 p 1112 N91-32853 '
NAS 1.55:10028 p 655 N91-24200 '
NAS 1.55:10031 p 669 N91-24211 *
NAS 1.55:10038-VOL-1 p 16 N91-10839 '
NAS 1.55:10038-VOL-2 p 20 N91-10868 '
NAS 1.55:1Q050-PT-1 p 101 N91-11682 '
NAS 1.55:10050-PT-2 p 103 N91-11695 '
NAS 1.55:10052 p 428 N91-17559 •
NAS 1.55:10054 p 281 N91-15141 '
NAS 1.55:10060-PT-1 p 639 N91-24166 '
NAS1.55:10060-PT-2 p 636 N91-24140 *
NAS 1.55:10063 p 490 N91-20086'
NAS 1.55:10065-PT-2 p 587 N91-22331 •
NAS 1.55:3020-VOL-2 p 634 N91-24132 '
NAS 1.55:3064 p 60 N91-10301 •
NAS 1.55:3078 p 554 N91-21062 "
NAS 1.55:3090 p 26 N91-10936 '
NAS 1.55:3095 p 440 N91-19024 *
NAS 1.55:3105 p 477 N91-20071 •
NAS 1.55:3106-VOL-1 p 1104 N91-32599 '
NAS 1.60:2375 p 13 N91-10007 '
NAS 1.60:2640 p 187 N91-14316 '
NAS 1.60:2888 p 655 N91-24199 '
NAS 1.60:2922 p 818 N91-28143 •
NAS 1.60:2983 p 388 N91-17014 •
NAS 1.60:2997 p 364 N91-18030 '
NAS 1.60:3015 p 159 N91-12315 *
NAS 1.60:3020 p 538 N91-19824 •
NAS 1.60:3022 p 50 N91-10079 ' tt
NAS .60:3025 p 365 N91-18031 ' tt
NAS .60:3035 p 183 N91-13401 ' tt
NAS .60:3040 p 607 N91-21828 ' tt
NAS .60:3045 p 204 N91-14323 ' tt
NAS .60:3046 p 22 N91-10902 ' tt
NAS .60:3047 p 183 N91-13402 • #
NAS .60:3048 p 362 N91-16990 * tt
NAS 1.60:3049 p 226 N91-13461 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3050 p 365 N91-18032 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3051 p 758 N91-25151 • #
NAS 1.60:3053 p 538 N91-19823 * tt
NAS 1.60:3060 p 558 N91 -22069 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3063 p 152 N91-12956 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3070 p 455 N91 -20043 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3072 p 502 N91-20128 * tt
NAS 1.60:3073 p 601 N91 -22576 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3077 p 572 N91-21127'*
NAS 1.60:3086 p 558 N91 -22070 • tt
NAS 1.60:3092 p 730 N91-25103 • tt
NAS 1.60:3118 p 776 N91 -25352 '#
NAS 1.60:3120 p 694 N91-26113**
NAS 1.60:3133 p 904 N91 -30098 •#
NAS 1.60:3135 p 1059 N91-31143 * #
NAS 1.60:3154 p 954 N91-30154 • tt
NAS 1.61:1239 p 239 N91-13751 • tt
NAS 1.61:1249 p 528 N91-20418 • tt
NAS 1.61:1250 p 325 N91-16466 ' #
NAS 1.61:1251 p 325 N91 -16467 ' tt
NAS 1.61:1252 p 475 N91-19082 ' tt
NAS 1.71:GSC-13346-1 p 877 N91-28S78 ' tf
NAS 1.71:LAR-13548-1 p 855 N91-28175 * tt
NAS 1.71:LAR-13563-1 p 679 N91-23410 • tt
NAS 1.71 :LAR-14419-1 p 239 N91-13687 * #
NAS 1.71:LAR-14424-1-SB p 1084 N91-32149 ' tt
NAS 1.71:LAR-14483-1 p 875 N91 -28455 ' tt
NAS 1.71:LEW-15094-1 p 660 N91-23180 * tt
NAS 1.71:MFS-28493-1 p 763 N91-25155 " tt
NAS-SR-1328 p 28 N91-10032 tt
NAS-SR-134 p919 N91-30117 tt
N ASA-CASE-ARC-11877-1-SB
NASA-CASE-ARC-11909-1
p227 N91-14357 •
p1030 N91-31113 '
NASA-CASE-GSC-13346-1 p 877 N91-28578'#
NASA-CASE-LAR-13548-1 p 855 N91-28175 ' tt
NASA-CASE-LAR-13563-1 p 679 N91-23410 ' #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13629-1 p 227 N91-14356 '
NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-1-CU p 1038 N91-31120 '
NASA-CASE-LAR-13875-1 p 829 N91-27156'
NASA-CASE-LAR-14116-1 p 205 N91-14345'
NASA-CASE-LAR-14212-1-CU p 1053 N91-31140 •
NASA-CASE-LAR-14322-1 p817 N91-27139 '
NASA-CASE-LAR-14419-1 p 239 N91-13687 • tt
NASA-CASE-LAR-14424-1-SB p 1084 N91-32149 • #
NASA-CASE-LAR-14483-1 p 875 N91 -28455 '#
NASA-CASE-LEW-14672-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-14887-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-15094-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28294-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28345-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28493-1
p874 N91-27560 '
p875 N91-27561 '
p660 N91-23180 ' #
p240 N91-14508 '
p240 N91-14608'
p763 N91-25155'#
NASA-CP-10028 p 655 N91-24200 ' tt
NASA-CP-10031 p669 N91-24211 • tt
NASA-CP-10038-VOL-1 p 16 N91-10839 * tt
NASA-CP-10038-VOL-2 p 20 N91-10868 ' tt
NASA-CP-10045 p 554 N91-21062 ' tt
NASA-CP-10050-PT-1 p101 N91-11682 ' tt
NASA-CP-10050-PT-2 p 103 N91-11695 ' tt
NASA-CP-10052 p428 N91-17559 • tt
NASA-CP-10054 p281 N91-15141 • #
NASA-CP-10060-PT-1 p 639 N91-24166 ' tt
NASA-CP-10060-PT-2 p 636 N91-24140 * tt
NASA-CP-10063 P490 N91 -20086 ' tt
NASA-CP-10065-PT-2 p 587 N91-22331 • tf
NASA-CP-3020-VOL-2 p 634 N91-24132 ' tt
NASA-CP-3064 p 60 N91-10301 • tt
NASA-CP-3078 p554 N91-21062 ' tt
NASA-CP-3090 p 26 N91-10936 " tt
NASA-CP-3095 p 440 N91-19024 • tt
NASA-CP-3105 p 477 N91-20071 ' #
NASA-CP-3106-VOL-1 p 1104 N91-32599 ' tt
NASA-CR-175077 p 662 N91 -24204 • tt
NASA-CR-175078 p 662 N91-24205'#
NASA-CR-175079 p 663 N91 -24208 ' tt
NASA-CR-175080 p 663 N91 -24206 ' tt
NASA-CR-175081 p 663 N91 -24207 ' tt
NASA-CR-177372 p 562 N91-21121 ' tt
NASA-CR-177452 p 190 N91-13424 • #
NASA-CR-177549 p 820 N91-27144 • tt
NASA-CR-177565
NASA-CR-177568
NASA-CR-177570
NASA-CR-177571-VOL-1 ....
NASA-CR-177571-VOL-2 ....
NASA-CR-177573
NASA-CR-177576
NASA-CR-177578
NASA-CR-177585
NASA-CR-177586
NASA-CR-177590
NASA-CR-178246
NASA-CR-179432
NASA-CR-179445
NASA-CR-179447
NASA-CR-181352
NASA-CR-181850
NASA-CR-181882
NASA-CR-181888
NASA-CR-181918
NASA-CR-181924-VOL-1
NASA-CH-181924-VOL-2
NASA-CR-182020
NASA-CR-182063
NASA-CR-182069
NASA-CR-182070
NASA-CR-182075
NASA-CR-182076
NASA-CR-182077
NASA-CR-182088
NASA-CR-182093
NASA-CR-182096-SUPPL-5
NASA-CR-182101
NASA-CR-182102
NASA-CR-182109
NASA-CR-182123
NASA-CR-182289
NASA-CR-184114
NASA-CR-184565
NASA-CR-185192
NASA-CR-185193
NASA-CR-185194
NASA-CR-185195
NASA-CR-185239
NASA-CR-185292
NASA-CR-185343
NASA-CR-185453
NASA-CR-186011
NASA-CR-186013
NASA-CR-186545
NASA-CR-186610
NASA-CR-186769
NASA-CR-186879
NASA-CR-186938
NASA-CR-186958
NASA-CR-187008
NASA-CR-187009
NASA-CR-187010
NASA-CR-187011
NASA-CR-187012
NASA-CR-187036
NASA-CR-187039
NASA-CR-187049
NASA-CR-187052
NASA-CR-187055
NASA-CR-187076
NASA-CR-187089
NASA-CR-187098
NASA-CR-187129
NASA-CR-187137
NASA-CR-187146
NASA-CR-187162
NASA-CR-187180
NASA-CR-187208
NASA-CR-187220
NASA-CR-187322
NASA-CR-187334
NASA-CR-187343
NASA-CR-187352
NASA-CR-187365
NASA-CR-187374
NASA-CR-187410
NASA-CR-187414
NASA-CR-187446
NASA-CR-187447
NASA-CR-187448
NASA-CR-187449
NASA-CR-187456
NASA-CR-187464
NASA-CR-187467
NASA-CR-187469
NASA-CR-187478
NASA-CR-187484-VOL-1
NASA-CR-187484-VOL-2
NASA-CR-187484-VOL-3
NASA-CR-187495
.. p607 N91
. p454 N91
. p 186 N91
. p582 N91
. p582 N91
. p293 N91
. p734 N91
. p652 N91
. p742 N91
. p654 N91
. p832 N91
. p967 N91
. p668 N91
. p221 N91
. p490 N91
. p37 N91
. p928 N91
. p203 N91
. p205 N91
. p634 N91
. p632 N91
. p632 N91
. p307 N91
. p 138 N91
. p375 N91
. p120 N91
. p690 N91
. p626 N91
. p627 N91
. p309 N91
. p53 N91
. p238 N91
. p65 N91
. p 14 N91
. p683 N91
. p 47 N91
. p672 N91
. p590 N91
. p 61 N91
. p688 N91
. p688 N91
. p688 N91
. p689 N91
. p 598 N91
. p453 N91
. p 732 N91
. p 785 N91
. p 574 N91
. p 742 N91
. p 39 N91
. p202 N91
. p669 N91
. p 76 N91
. p815 N91
. p52 N91
. p 115 N91
. p 38 N91
. p47 N91
. p38 N91
. p 115 N91
. p322 N91
. p 302 N91
. p213 N91
. p432 N91
. p 525 N91
. p 454 N91
. p 579 N91
. p633 N91
. p 1075 N91
. p845 N91
. p992 N91
. p877 N91
. p982 N91
. p 1076 N91
. p 1088 N91
. p 25 N91
. p209 N91
. p15 N91
. p61 N91
. p 154 N91
. p239 N91
. p274 N91
. p 192 N91
. p422 N91
. p525 N91
. p323 N91
. p421 N91
. p 15 N91
. p 330 N91
. p 238 N91
. p183 N91
. p672 N91
. p632 N91
. p632 N91
. p632 N91
. p407 N91
-21829 ' tt
-19060 ' tt
-14311 '
-21149 '
-21150 '
16012 '
-26126 '
-23136 '
-26139 '
-24198 '
28168 '
-29254 '
-24210 '
-14353 '
-20085 '
10039 '
-29176 '
-13447 '
-14346 '
-24139 '
•24118 '
-24119 '
15180 '
-11808 ' tt
-18094 * tt
-12677 '
•24844 '
•23080 '
-23081 '
•15188 '
•11027 '
•13651 '
•11430 '
•10010 '
•24551 '
•10065 '
•24451 '
•22416 '
•10333 '
•23849 '
•23850 '
•23851 '
•23852 '
•21485 '
•19048 '
•26123 '
•26889 '
•22117 '
•26140 '
•10047 '
13443 '
•23195 '
•11488 '
27126 '
10083 '
12661 '
• 10041 '
10061 '
•10040 * #
•12662 ' tt
•15598 '
•16021 '
•13458 '
•17671
• 19479 '
•19056 '
•21138 '
•24123 '
•32138 '
27163 '
31022 '
•28644 '
30562 '
•32141
•32180 '
10934 '
•13452 '
10019 '
•10335 '
12136 '
13676 '
15126 '
13428 '
18445 '
19478 '
15607 '
17428 '
10022 '
•15751
13649 '
13404 '
24358 '
24120 '
24121
24122 '
18116 '
F-15
NASA-CR-187503 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA-CR-187503 P 608 N91-22830 ' #
NASA-CR-187518 P 422 N91-18397 * tt
NASA-CR-187S21 P 462 N91-19074 • #
NASA-CR-187522 p 783 N91 -26797 '#
NASA-CR-187524 p 558 N91-22078 " #
NASA-CR-187526 p 1054 N91-32132 * tt
NASA-CR-187534 p 458 N91 -20063 '#
NASA-CR-187539 p 579 N91-21139'*
NASA-CR-187540 p 881 N91-27786'#
NASA-CR-187545 p 930 N91-30136 * tt
NASA-CR-187546 p 690 N91 -24845 '#
NASA-CR-187557 p 1114 N91-31926 ' #
NASA-CR-187558 p 1114 N91-31927 • tt
NASA-CR-187559 p 1114 N91-31923 ' ft
NASA-CR-187560 p 882 N91 -27909 •#
NASA-CR-187561 p 881 N91-27877 ' #
NASA-CR-187564 p 633 N91-24125 ' #
NASA-CR-187576 p 1100 N91-31679 • tt
NASA-CR-187586 p 873 N91-27490 ' tt
NASA-CR-187591 p 874 N91-27501 ' tt
NASA-CR-187603 p 904 N91-30093 * tt
NASA-CR-187612 p 904 N91 -30088 '#
NASA-CR-187614 p 954 N91-30156 ' #
NASA-CR-187617 p 1101 N91-32441 • #
NASA-CR-187619 p 1098 N91-31576 ' tt
NASA-CR-187629 p 1102 N91 -32463 '#
NASA-Cfl-187658 p 203 N91-13446 ' tt
NASA-CR-187670 p412 N91-17134 • tt
NASA-CR-187684 p 246 N91-14803 ' tt
NASA-CR-187705 p 203 N91-13449 • tt
NASA-CR-187713 p 185 N91-13422 " tt
NASA-CR-187731 p 362 N91-16992 ' tt
NASA-CR-187737 p 274 N91-15129 ' tt
NASA-Cfl-187760 p 276 N91-15981 * tt
NASA-CR-187767 p 277 N91-15987 * #
NASA-Cfl-187769 p 277 N91-15986 ' tt
NASA-Cfl-187837 p 292 N91-16010 ' tt
NASA-CR-187848 p 292 N91-16011 ' tt
NASA-Cfl-187868 p 293 N91-16013 ' tt
NASA-CR-187870 p 362 N91-16993 * tt
NASA-CR-187896 p414 N91-17157 • tt
NASA-CR-187911 p 529 N91 -20450 ' tt
NASA-CR-187949 p 422 N91-18307 • #
NASA-CR-187955 p 409 N91-17065 " #
NASA-CR-187964 p 370 N91-18064 ' #
NASA-CR-187994 p 605 N91 -22728 • tt
NASA-CR-188011 pS83 N91-22127 • tt
NASA-CO-188017 p502 N91-20130 ' tt
NASA-CR-188039 p 876 N91-28503 " tt
NASA-CR-188041 p537 N91-19750 ' tt
NASA-CR-188044 p 630 N91-24105 * tt
NASA-CR-188063 p 456 N91 -20047 • tt
NASA-CR-188069 p 529 N91 -20457 ' tt
NASA-CR-188079 p 554 N91-21101'#
NASA-Cfl-188081 p 904 N91 -30095 • tt
NASA-CR-188083 p 554 N91-21100 ' #
NASA-CR-188097 p 558 N91-22071 ' tt
NASA-CR-188112 p 528 N91-20419 • tt
NASA-CR-188116 p 600 N91 -22475 • tt
NASA-CR-188117 p560 N91 -22093 •#
NASA-CR-188153 p 557 N91-21117'#
NASA-CR-188192 p 629 N91 -24099 '#
NASA-CR-188199 p 627 N91 -23084 • tt
NASA-CR-188201 p 560 N91-22095 ' tt
NASA-CR-188231 p 631 N91-24110 • #
NASA-CR-188232 p 683 N91-24583 • tt
NASA-CR-188235 p 630 N91-24109 • tt
NASA-CR-188499 p 731 N91-25107 • #
NASA-CR-188601 p 780 N91 -25553 • tt
NASA-CR-188626 p 859 N91-27285'#
NASA-CR-188640 P 844 N91-27160 ' tt
NASA-CR-188644 p816 N91-27130 ' tt
NASA-CR-188656 p816 N91-27131 ' tt
NASA-CR-188664 p 853 N91-27168 ' #
NASA-CR-188691 p 929 N91-30125 " tt
NASA-CR-188721 p 954 N91-30150 • tt
NASA-CR-188733 p 877 N91-28643 " tt
NASA-CR-188773 p 954 N91-30152 " tt
NASA-CR-188811 p 1114 N91-31928 ' tt
NASA-CR-188916 p 1101 N91-32442 * tt
NASA-CR-188919 p 1027 N91-32080 ' tt
NASA-CR-3958 p 455 N91-19067 ' tt
NASA-CR-3974 p 64 N91-10548 • tt
NASA-CR-4177 p967 N91 -29253 " tt
NASA-CR-4309 p 453 N91-19050 ' tt
NASA-CR-4320 p 458 N91-20062 * tt
NASA-CR-4329 p453 N91-19049 ' tt
NASA-Cfl-4330 p28 N91-10964 ' #
NASA-CR-4334 p 523 N91-19435 ' tt
NASA-CR-4341 p 523 N91-19438 • #
NASA-CR-4346-PT-2 p 426 N91-18490 • #
NASA-CO-4350 p 903 N91-30080 •#
NASA-Cfl-4352 p 585 N91-21155'*
NASA-CR-4362 p 606 N91-22805 • tt
NASA-CR-4369 p559 N91 -22080 • tt
NASA-CR-4375 p 654 N91-24195'#
NASA-CR-4381 p988 N91-29778'#
NASA-CR-4384 p 881 N91-27868 " #
NASA-CR-4390 p 818 N91-28138 ' tt
NASA-CR-4394 p 990 N91-30903 * tt
NASA-CR-4398 p 1031 N91-32088 " tt
NASA-CR-4403 p 1112 N91-32853 ' tt
NASA-RP-1239 p 239 N91-13751 * tt
NASA-RP-1249 p 528 N91-20418 ' tt
NASA-RP-1250 p 325 N91-16466 * tt
NASA-RP-1251 p 325 N91-16467 * tt
NASA-RP-1252 p 475 N91-19082 " tt
NASA-SP-4306 p 333 N91-15975 ' tt
NASA-TM-100409 p 928 N91-29177 ' tt
NASA-TM-101028 p 39 N91-10049 • tt
NASA-TM-101698 p 633 N91-24128 " tt
NASA-TM-101700 p 307 N91-15182 ' tt
NASA-TM-101701 p 683 N91 -24555 ' tt
NASA-TM-101709-REV p 599 N91-21587 ' tt
NASA-TM-101712 p 683 N91 -24556 ' tt
NASA-TM-101724 p 453 N91-19051 ' tt
NASA-TM-101727 p 474 N91-19080 " #
NASA-TM-101728 p 218 N91-13460 * tt
NASA-TM-101729 p 210 N91-13453 * tt
NASA-TM-101730 p 537 N91-19742 " tt
NASA-TM-101731 p 475 N91-19081 ' #
NASA-TM-101734 p 454 N91-19055 ' tt
NASA-TM-101735 p 652 N91-23133 ' tt
NASA-TM-101736 p 396 N91-17060 ' tt
NASA-TM-101737 p 485 N91-19095 " tt
NASA-TM-101739 p 577 N91-21135'*
NASA-TM-101741 p 559 N91 -22083 ' tt
NASA-TM-101742 p 475 N91-19083 * tt
NASA-TM-102206 p 454 N91-19062 ' tt
NASA-TM-102208 p 14 N91-10014 * tt
NASA-TM-102245 p 281 N91-16001 * #
NASA-TM-102255 p 239 N91-13762 ' tt
NASA-TM-102267 p 440 N91-19041 ' tt
NASA-TM-102280 p 163 N9M4273 * tt
NASA-TM-102610 p 129 N91-12705 " tt
NASA-TM-102647 p 226 N91-13467 ' tt
NASA-TM-102672 p 563 N91 -22096 ' tt
NASA-TM-102683 p 22 N91-10904 * tt
NASA-TM-102684 p 76 N91-10699 " #
NASA-TM-102698 p 855 N91-27169 ' tt
NASA-TM-102717 p 44 N91-10058 * tt
NASA-TM-102721 p 429 N91-17612 * tt
NASA-TM-102722 p 50 N9M0078 ' tt
NASA-TM-102731 p 93 N91-11674'*
NASA-TM-102732 p 24 N91-10918 * tt
NASA-TM-102733 p 15 N91-10020 * tt
NASA-TM-102734 p 24 N91-10919 ' tt
NASA-TM-102737 p 297 N91-15173 " tt
NASA-TM-102740 p 152 N9M2971 ' tt
NASA-TM-102741 p 203 N91-13445 ' tt
NASA-TM-102745 p 184 N91-13411 '#
NASA-TM-102749 p 184 N91-13412 ' tt
NASA-TM-102750 p 133 N91-12712 ' tt
NASA-TM-102756 p410 N91-18120 ' tt
NASA-TM-102757 p 323 N91-15605 ' tt
NASA-TM-102758 p 582 N91-21144'#
NASA-TM-102759 p 323 N91-15604 ' tt
NASA-TM-102761 p 324 N91-16407 ' tt
NASA-TM-102767 p 462 N91-19073 • tt
NASA-TM-102770 p 456 N91 -20046 ' tt
NASA-TM-102793 p 60 N91-10268 ' tt
NASA-TM-102794 p 996 N91-31078 ' #
NASA-TM-102805 p 14 N91-10013 ' tt
NASA-TM-102808 p 226 N91-13466 ' #
NASA-TM-102809 p 193 N91-14322 * tt
NASA-TM-102813 p 560 N91-22091 * tt
NASA-TM-102816 p 558 N91 -22077 • tt
NASA-TM-102817 p 630 N91-24108 '#
NASA-TM-102818 p 996 N91-32070'#
NASA-TM-102830 p 572 N91-21131 ' tt
NASA-TM-102831 p 687 N91 -24757 • tt
NASA-TM-102832 p 636 N91 -23099 ' tt
NASA-TM-102838 p 370 N91-18066 * tt
NASA-TM-102840 p 364 N91-17001 ' tt
NASA-TM-102853 p 668 N91 -24209 ' tt
NASA-TM-102855 p 25 N91 -10933 '#
NASA-TM-102859 p 997 N91-32071 ' #
NASA-TM-102861 p 322 N91-15426 • tt
NASA-TM-102862 p 274 N91-15128 * tt
NASA-TM-102865 p 251 N91-15124 • tt
NASA-TM-102867 p 14 N91-10015 ' tt
NASA-TM-102870 p 291 N91-15147 • tt
NASA-TM-102871 p 474 N91-19078 • tt
NASA-TM-102876 p817 N91-28134 • tt
NASA-TM-102885 p 510 N91-19241 • #
NASA-TM-102889 p 1080 N91-32145 " tt
NASA-TM-103115 p 364 N91-17002 * tt
NASA-TM-103183 p 93 N91-1t675"#
NASA-TM-103218 p 136 N91-11799 ' #
NASA-TM-103258 p 556 N91-21116'
NASA-TM-103268 p213 N91-14349 •
NASA-TM-103276 p 598 N91-21531 '
NASA-TM-103285 p 302 N91-15174 •
NASA-TM-103606 p 539 N91-19825 '
NASA-TM-103608 p 76 N91-10703 '
NASA-TM-103611 p 314 N91-15418 •
NASA-TM-103625 p 77 N91-11494 '
NASA-TM-103627 p 77 N91-11495 '
NASA-TM-103628 p 76 N91-11493 '
NASA-TM-103634 p 291 N91,-15146 "
NASA-TM-103635 p 332 N91-15842 '
NASA-TM-103645 p 159 N91-12316 '
NASA-TM-103650 p 454 N91-19053 '
NASA-TM-103651 p213 N91-13456 '
NASA-TM-103660 p 152 N91-12980 '
NASA-TM-103678 p 579 N91-21137 •
NASA-TM-103683 p 213 N91-13457 '
NASA-TM-103687 p 452 N91-19045 '
NASA-TM-103689 p 185 N91-13420 '
NASA-TM-103690 p 490 N91-19098 '
NASA-TM-103691 p 777 N91-25411'
NASA-TM-103693 p 452 N91-19046 "
NASA-TM-103695 p 599 N91-21534 •
NASA-TM-103701 p 453 N91-19047 "
NASA-TM-103703 p311 N91-15303 '
NASA-TM-103705 p 186 N91-14310 •
NASA-TM-103708 p314 N91-15390 *
NASA-TM-103709 p 186 N91-14309 *
NASA-TM-103710 p 456 N91-20044 •
NASA-TM-103712 p 185 N91-13421 •
NASA-TM-103722 p 456 N91-20045 '
NASA-TM-103737 p 601 N91-22567 •
NASA-TM-103738 p 494 N91-20126 •
NASA-TM-103742 p 554 N91-21060 •
NASA-TM-103746 p 525 N91-19475 *
NASA-TM-103757 p 661 N91-23183 '
NASA-TM-103758 p 524 N91-19443 *
NASA-TM-103761 p 524 N91-19464 •
NASA-TM-103774 p 490 N91-19097 •
NASA-TM-103776 p 982 N91 -30539 '
NASA-TM-103780 p 598 N91-21458 '
NASA-TM-103791 p 597 N91-21447 '
NASA-TM-103797 p 681 N91-23513 '
NASA-TM-103801 p 679 N91 -23409 •
NASA-TM-103805 p 493 N91-20122 •
NASA-TM-103829 p 240 N91-14540'
NASA-TM-103831 p 372 N91-17009'
NASA-TM-103833 p 577 N91-21134'
NASA-TM-103837 p 539 N91-19826 '
NASA-TM-103844 p 608 N91 -22066 "
NASA-TM-103846 p 694 N91-25102'
NASA-TM-103861 p 737 N91-25142 '
NASA-TM-103867 p 1054 N91-32134 •
NASA-TM-103885 p 1059 N91-32135 '
NASA-TM-104039 p 456 N91-20048 '
NASA-TM-104042 p 602 N91-22578 '
NASA-TM-104053 p 573 N91-21132*
NASA-TM-104054 p 741 N91-26137 '
NASA-TM-104058 p815 N91-27127 •
NASA-TM-104059 p 602 N91-22589 '
NASA-TM-104072 p817 N91-28137 •
NASA-TM-104073 p 652 N91-23135 *
NASA-TM-104074 p 654 N91-24196'
NASA-TM-104078 p816 N91-27132 *
NASA-TM-104083 p815 N91-27128'
NASA-TM-104087 p817 N91-28131 '
NASA-TM-104088 p 817 N91-28132 '
NASA-TM-104090 p 786 N91-26112'
NASA-TM-104092 p 782 N91-25623 *
NASA-TM-104104 p 1100 N91-31687 '
NASA-TM-104109 p 1024 N91-31082 •
NASA-TM-104110 p816 N91-27133'
NASA-TM-104119 p 859 N91-28373 '
NASA-TM-104123 p 1099 N91-31595 '
NASA-TM-104137 p 904 N91-30090 '
NASA-TM-104143 p 1028 N91-32084 •
NASA-TM-104232 p 583 N91-22131 '
NASA-TM-104233 p 755 N91-25147 '
NASA-TM-104234 p 1112 N91-32850 '
NASA-TM-104235 p 929 N91-30128
NASA-TM-104236 p 954 N91-30153
NASA-TM-104238 p 953 N91-29191
NASA-TM-104239 p 930 N91-30132
NASA-TM-104340 p 579 N91-21140
NASA-TM-104351 p 661 N91-23184
NASA-TM-104356 p 660 N91-23179
NASA-TM-104362 p 628 N91-23086 '
NASA-TM-104363 p 636 N91-23098 '
NASA-TM-104366 p 628 N91-23087
NASA-TM-104374 p 687 N91-24796
NASA-TM-104377 p 630 N91-24107
NASA-TM-104395 p 981 N91-30533
NASA-TM-104396 p 874 N91-27559
NASA-TM-104403 p 627 N91-23083
NASA-TM-104407 p 628 N91-23089
F-16
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NASA-TM-104411 p 661 N91-23185 * #
NASA-TM-104412 p 662 N91 -24202 '#
NASA-TM-104415 p 779 N91-26490 ' #
NASA-TM-104423 p 662 N91 -24203 ' tt
NASA-TM-104428 p 731 N91-25106 '
NASA-TM-104436 p 633 N91-24131 '
NASA-TM-104437 p 662 N91-24201 '
NASA-TM-104441 p 1074 N91-31181
NASA-TM-104447 p 755 N91-25148 '
NASA-TM-104465 p 778 N91-25413 '
NASA-TM-104466 p 756 N91-26146 '
NASA-TM-104469 p 633 N91-24130 * tt
NASA-TM-104472 p 844 N91-27159 ' tt
NASA-TM-104474 p 778 N91-25412 ' #
NASA-TM-104479 p 1099 N91-31654 * ft
NASA-TM-104519 p 875 N91-27591 ' tt
NASA-TM-104521 p 845 N91-27165 ' #
NASA-TM-104956 p 569 N91-22102'#
NASA-TM-105058 p 929 N91-30131 * #
NASA-TM-105102 p 1028 N91-32085 * tt
NASA-TM-105139 p 980 N91-30473 " #
NASA-TM-105147 p 834 N91-27157 * tt
NASA-TM-105151 p 853 N91-27167 * #
NASA-TM-105163 p 941 N91-29188 ' tt
NASA-TM-105173 p 961 N91-29199 * #
NASA-TM-105181 p 962 N91 -29221 '#
NASA-TM-105186 p 941 N91-30141
NASA-TM-105201 pi 101 N91-32440
NASA-TM-105254 p 1080 N91-32143
NASA-TM-4186 p 38 N91-10045 •
NASA-TM-4193 p 457 N91-20055 '
NASA-TM-4194 p 182 N91-13400 •
NASA-TM-4216 p 597 N91-21446 '
NASA-TM-4217 p 185 N91-14274 '
NASA-TM-4223 p 202 N91-13432 '
NASA-TM-4224 p 226 N91-13462 '
NASA-TM-4228 p 202 N91-13433 •
NASA-TM-4230 p 185 N91-14275 •
NASA-TM-4234 p 490 N91-19099 • tt
NASA-TM-4237 p 274 N91-15125 • tt
NASA-TM-4238 p 406 N91-18115 * #
NASA-TM-4239 p 454 N91-19052 ' tt
NASA-TM-4240 p 474 N91-19079 • #
NASA-TM-4243 p 433 N91-18966 • tt
NASA-TM-4246 p 391 N91-18105 • tt
NASA-TM-4248 p 183 N91-13406 • tt
NASA-TM-4249 p 378 N91-18096 " #
NASA-TM-4250 p 365 N91-18033 ' tt
NASA-TM-4254 p 573 N91-22103 ' tt
NASA-TM-4257 p 507 N91-19115'#
NASA-TM-4265 p 787 N91-27120 • tt
NASA-TM-4266 p 601 N91 -22540 '#
NASA-TM-4267 p 629 N91-24098 • #
NASA-TM-4272 p 873 N91 -27489 ' tt
NASA-TM-4276 p 503 N91-20133 ' #
NASA-TM-4290 p 778 N91-25422 • tt
NASA-TM-4304 p 877 N91 -28627 ' ft
NASA-TM-4312 p 1104 N91-31751 * #
NASA-TM-4320 p 929 N91-30130 • #
NASA-TM-4324 p 953 N91-29194 • #
NASA-TM-4327 p 1112 N91-31874 • #
NASA-TM-4328 p 1075 N91-32140 • #
NASA-TM-86680 p 743 N91-26142 • #
NASA-TP-2375 p 13 N91 -10007 '#
NASA-TP-2640 p 187 N91-14316 • #
NASA-TP-2888 p 655 N91-24199 * #
NASA-TP-2922 p818 N91-28143 • ft
NASA-TP-2983 p 388 N91-17014 • #
NASA-TP-2997 p 364 N91-18030 • #
NASA-TP-3015 p 159 N91-12315 • #
NASA-TP-3020 p 538 N91-19824 • #
NASA-TP-3022 p 50 N91-10079 • #
NASA-TP-3025 p 365 N91-18031 • #
NASA-TP-3035 p 183 N91-13401 • #
NASA-TP-3040 p 607 N91-21828 • #
NASA-TP-3045 p 204 N91-14323 " #
NASA-TP-3046 p 22 N91-10902 • tt
NASA-TP-3047 p 183 N91-13402 • #
NASA-TP-3048 p 362 N91-16990 • #
NASA-TP-3049 p 226 N91-13461 • #
NASA-TP-3050 p 365 N91-18032 • tt
NASA-TP-3051 p 758 N91-25151 • #
NASA-TP-3053 p 538 N91-19823 • #
NASA-TP-3060 p 558 N91-22069 • #
NASA-TP-3063 p 152 N91-12956 • tt
NASA-TP-3070 p 455 N91 -20043 •#
NASA-TP-3072 p 502 N91-20128 • #
NASA-TP-3073 p 601 N91-22576 • #
NASA-TP-3077 p 572 N91-21127'#
NASA-TP-3086 p 558 N91 -22070 '#
NASA-TP-3092 p 730 N91-25103 • #
NASA-TP-3118 p776 N91-25352 •#
NASA-TP-3120 p694 N91-26113*#
NASA-TP-3133 p 904 N91 -30098 •#
NASA-TP-3135 p 1059 N91-31143 • #
NASA-TP-3154 p 954 N91-30154 • tt
NATICK/TR-91/010 p 573 N91-21133 tt
NCAR/TN-359 + STR p 1054 N91-32133 tt
NCEL-TN-1813 p133 N91-11776 tt
NEAR-TR-418 p 557 N91-21120 #
NIAR-90-19 p292 N91-15153 tt
NIAR-90-21 p440 N91-19040 #
NIAR-90-31 p333 N91-15928 #
NIAR-90-32 p638 N91-24157 #
NIAR-91-11 p563 N91-22098 tt
NIAR-91-1 p337 N91-18004 tt
NIAR-91-25 p991 N91-31020 tt
NIAR-91-3 p613 N91-24087 #
NLR-MP-88050-U p 1087 N91-31282 tt
NLR-MP-88051-U p 942 N91-30143 #
NLR-MP-88053-U p 1052 N91-31133 #
NLR-MP-88054-U p 1024 N91-31084 tt
NLR-MP-88056-U p 1037 N91-31119 tt
NLR-TP-89026-U p 988 N91-30785 tf
NLR-TP-89097-U p 117 N91-12674 #
NLR-TP-89146-U p 1052 N91-31131 #
NLR-TP-89184-U p118 N91-12675 #
NLR-TP-89222-U p 930 N91-30134 #
NLR-TR-88001-U p 1098 N91-31579 #
NMRDI-2-76-5622 p 1037 N91-31114 ft
NOAA-TM-ERL-WPL-187 p 604 N91-22670 #
NPL-RSA(EXT)-16 p 1114 N91-32873
NRC-TR-ENG-004 p 940 N91-29178 tt
NRC-31204
NRC-31608
NRC-32132
NRC-32133
NRL-MR-6673
NTSB/AAB-90/01
NTSB/AAR-90/04
NTSB/AAR-90/05
NTSB/AAR-90/06
NTSB/AAR-91 /03
NTSB/AAR-91 /04 '..
NTSB/ARC-90/01
NTSB/ARC-91/01
NTSB/ARG-91/01
N4-89-1361L
ONERA-NT-1 987-8
ONERA-NT-1 988-2
ONERA-NT-1989-10
ONERA-NT-1 990-8
p940
P 91
p 184
p953
p 147
p909
p280
p 191
p281
p909
. p 1031
p820
N91-29178 tt
N91-11679 tt
N91-13409 tt
N91-29190 tt
N91-11950 tt
N91-29157 #
N91-15140 tt
N91 -13425 tt
N91-15143 #
N91-30110
N91 -32087 #
N91-27143 tt
p 1030 N91-31 110 #
p788
. p 117
p62
p980
p961
p99
N91-27123 tt
N91 -12673 tt
N91-11197 tt
N91-30431 tt
N91-30165 tt
N91 -12633 #
ONERA-P-1987-1 p991 N91-30908 tt
ONERA-RF-25/7234-PY ...
ONERA-RF-98/7154-PV ...
ONERA-RSF-85/1685-AY
ONERA-RSF-88/1685-AY-158-A
ONERA-RT-35/5025-28
ONERA-RT-42/1621-RY-093-R ...
ONERA-RT-92/5094-PY
P1030N91-31111 tt
p 1030N91-31112 #
p 1025 N91-31093 #
p 1024 N91-31092 tt
p 1098 N91-31584 #
p 1098 N91-31586 #
p 1053 N91-31136 #
ONERA-RTS-134/2149-AY-640-A p 1025 N91-31094 tt
ONERA/DERAT-37/5025-26 p 1025 N91-31096 tt
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA. TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA. TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA. TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
ONERA, TP NO.
1990-100
1990-101
1990-104
1990-110
1990-112
1990-113
1990-114
1990-115
1990-116
1990-117
1990-123
1990-140
p 55
... p4
p4
... p4
... p342
p345
... p343
... p340
... p404
... p 412
p66
p 108
A91-11776
A91-11777
A91-11779
A91-11782
A91 -24386
A91 -24446
A91 -24410
A91 -24339
A91 -24505
A91-24416
A91-11786
A91-16729
#
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
it
tt
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-147
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-152
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-153
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-154
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-155
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-161
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-164
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-165
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-166
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-167
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-168
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-169
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-172
ONERA, TPNO. 1990-180
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-186
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-187
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-192
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-198
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-62
ONERA. TP NO. 1990-63
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-66
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-70
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-72
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-85
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-91
ONERA, TP NO. 1990-94 .
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-11
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-128
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-20
ONERA. TP NO. 1991-21
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-23
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-24
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-28 .
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-29
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-30
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-32
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-35
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-36
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-37
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-38
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-39
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-43 ,
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-47
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-50
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-51
ONERA. TP NO. 1991-52
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-53
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-54
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-57
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-60
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-62
ONERA. TP NO. 1991-68
ONERA. TP NO. 1991-73
ONERA. TP NO. 1991-75
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-77
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-78
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-79
ONERA, TP NO. 1991-81
ONERA. TP NO. 1991-85
p380
p 92
p92
P 1
p92
p 101
p92
p 114
p92
p 146
p69
p46
p354
p355
p336
p418
p355
p355
P 55
P 58
p3
P 51
P 51
P 51
P 55
P 58
p265
p 1021
p867
p868
p819
p802
p819
p819
p819
p802
p868
p821
... p819
p802
p884
p858
p854
p821
p868
p803
p803
p868
p877
p803
p 803
p803
p803
p803
p868
p868
p858
. p997
p997
A91 -24309
A91-16735
A91-16736
A91-10964
A91-16737
A91 -16740
A91 -16743
A91 -16744
A91 -16745
A91-16746
A91 -12466
A91 -12524
A91 -26076
A9 1-26081
A91 -26087
A91 -26088
A9 1-26093
A9 1-26096
A91-11751
A91-11752
A91-11755
A91-11758
A91-11760
A91-11766
A91-11770
A91-11773
A9 1-2 1592
A91-56178
A91 -45603
A91-45604
A91-45606
A91 -45607
A91 -45610
A91 -45611
A91-45612
A91-45614
A91-45617
A91-45618
A91-45619
A91 -45620
A91-45621
A9 1-45624
A91-45628
A91-45631
A91 -45632
A91 -45633
A91-45634
A91 -45635
A91 -45637
A91 -45640
A91 -45642
A91 -45646
A91 -45650
A91 -45651
A91 -45653
A91 -45654
A91 -45655
A91 -53242
A91 -53244
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
»
tf
tt
It
It
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
ORNL-6622 p 39 N91-10046 tt
ORNL/ATD-40 p 369 N91-18060 tt
ORNL/TM-11489 p 140 N91-12823 #
ORNL/TM-11503 p 309 N91-15186 tt
ORNL/TM-11586 p414 N91-17244 tt
ORNL/TM-11648 p 679 N91-23381 tt
ORNL/TM-11719 p 766 N91-26384 tt
ORS-KGG-R1 p844 N91-27160 ' #
OSU-ECE-91-01 p954 N91-30150'*
OTN-013096 p936 N91-30139 tt
OTN-027636 p 40 N91-10055 #
OTN-027673 p 506 N91-19106 #
OTN-030805 p988 N91-30761 tt
OTN-030839 p 968 N91-30286 tt
OTN-030880 p 1053 N91-31134 tt
OTN-030932 p 968 N91-30288 #
OTN-032762 p 1083 N91-31186 #
OTN-033083 p 1024 N91-31087 #
OUEL-1818/90 p 524 N91-19457 #
OUEL-1859/90 p 525 N91-19495 tt
PAPER-91-1053 p652 N91-23133 ' tt
PATENT-1-247-868 p 1074 N91-31177
PATENT-1-249-609 p 1087 N91-31294
PATENT-1-250-926 p 1029 N91-31107
PATENT-1-254-292 p 1037 N91-31116
PATENT-1-254-415 p 1114 N91-31946
PATENT-1-256-916 p 1030 N91-31108
PATENT-1-258-589 p 1051 N91-31127
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PATENT-1-274-075 p 1051 N91-31126
PB90-215732 p412 N91-17134 ' #
PB90-218827 p 2 N91-10001 #
PB90-233115 p28 N91-10032 #
PB90-247297 p 160 N91-13365 tt
PB90-268491 p 372 N91-17007 #
P690-270257 p 15 N91-10023 tt
P890-910404 p280 N91-15140 tt
PB90-910405 p 191 N91-13425 #
PB90-910406 p281 N91-15143 tt
PB90-916901 p909 N91-29157 tt
PB91-108415 p337 N91-16988 #
PB91-114553 p530 N91-20504 #
PB91-119693 p820 N91-27143 #
PB91-128264 p543 N91-22067 #
PB91-131839 p 604 N91-22670 #
PB91-136481 p601 N91-22550 tt
PB91-150268 p644 N91-24189 tt
PB91-156851 p788 N91-27123 #
PB91-170282 p 1037 N91-31114 tt
PB91-172072 p878 N91-27628 #
PB91-176040 p 1030 N91-31110 #
PB91-176644 p884 N91-28049 #
PB91-177865 p874 N91-27507 #
PB91-177873-PT2 p 874 N91-27508 tt
PB91-182402 p875 N91-27563 #
PB91-198176 p 1054 N91-32133 #
PB91-910403 p909 N91-30110
PB91-910404 p 1031 N91-32087 #
PD-CF-9012 p59 N91-10232 tt
PD-FC-9112 p961 N91-29197 #
PNR-90681
PNR-90683
PNR-90687
PNR-90689
PNR-90702
PNR-90705
PNR-90707
PNR-90710
PNR-90716
PNR-90719
PNR-90720
PNR-90723
PNR-90737
PNR-90750
PNR-90754-PT-1
PNR-90755
PNR-90758
PNR-90759
PNR-90764
PSI-2055/TR-859
PSU-ARL-TM-91-120
PSU-ME-90/91 -O03
PW/ED/FR-20781
PWA-5930-29
R/DC-10/89
RAE-LT-21 77
RAE-MAT/STR-259
RAE-TM-AERO-2195
RAE-TM-FM-38
RAE-TM-FM-43
RAE-TM-FS(F)-632-ISSUE-1 -REV
RAE-TM-MM-36
RAE-TM-P-1 192
RAE-TM-P-1 195
RAE-TM-P-1 196
RAE-TM-P-1 198
RAE-TM-P-1 201
RAE-TM-P-1 203
RAE-TM-P-1 204
RAE-TR-89046
RAE-TRANS-21 84
RAND-P-7661 -RGS
RAND-P-7680-RGS
P47
p60
p64
p56
p65
p63
P47
P48
p139
p40
p76
p56
P48
P48
p48
P48
P48
p60
p56
p53
p891
p277
p314
p683
p737
p364
p204
p392
p389
p528
p641
p528
p457
p494
P942
P980
p942
p876
p942
p204
p378
p778
p741
N91-10066
N91 -10297
N91-11307
N91-11107
N91-11416
N91-11266
N91-10068
N91 -10070
N91-11915
N91-10056
N91-10704
N91-10168
N91-10071
N91-10072
N91-10074
N91-10075
N91 -10076
N91-10298
N91-10139
N91-11027 *
N91-29143
N91-15986 '
N91 -15374
N91 -24551 '
N91-25141
N91-16998
N91-13451
N91-18107
N91-17018
N91 -20384
N91-24186
N91 -20385
N9 1-20056
N91-20125
N91-30144
N91 -30480
N9 1-301 46
N91 -28504
N91-30147
N91-13451
N91-17012
N91-26431
N91-26138
#
tt
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
it
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
RD/PA-14-227 p 1079 N91-31184 #
RE-780 p 606 N91-22805 " tt
REPT-B-24 p 15 N91-10023 tt
REPT-B-25 p 16 N91-10024 ft
REPT-B-28 p 16 N91-10025 #
REPT-074-021-M-005 p 663 N91-24206'#
REPT-1-5-36452 p 779 N91-26477 #
REPT-412U-3181-29 p 655 N91-24200 ' #
REPT-911-111-101 p661 N91-23187 #
REPT-911-111-102 p661 N91-23188 #
REPT-911-111-103 p667 N91-23192 #
REPT-911-111-104 p689 N91-23853 #
REPT-911-111-107 p672 N91-23248 tt
REPT-911-430-105 p 672 N91-23251 tt
REPT-911-430-130 p 672 N91-23262 #
RIVM-222201001 p878 N91-27628 #
RL-TR-91-97 p 990 N91-29863 #
RR-CE-109-PT-1 p874 N91-27507 #
RR-CE-110-PT-2 p874 N91-27508 tt
RR-397 p 330 N91-15796 #
RR-398 p307 N91-15181 tt
RSRE-MEMO-4460 p 920 N91-30123 #
R90-09-03 p 99 N91-12634
R9004 p 988 N91-29808
RAND-R-3843-AF p 743 N91-26143 #
S-REPT-102-97 p884 N91-28048 #
SAE AIR 1168/4 P1028A91-53237
SAE AIR 1168/8 p287 A91-21258
SAE AIR 1749 p 890 A91-52954
SAE AIR 1869 p 926 A91-52955
SAE AIR 1900 p 935 A91-52956
SAE AIR 4286 p 890 A91-52957
SAEARD50015 p 940 A91-52958
SAE ARP 1210 p940 A91-52961
SAE ARP 4001 p935 A91-52963
SAE ARP 4100 p287 A91-21259
SAE ARP 4258 p 918 A91-52964
SAE ARP 693 p 960 A91-52959
SAE ARP 868 p 978 A91-52960
SAE AS 4262 p890 A91-52965
SAE PAPER 892235 p 216 A91-17700 * #
SAE PAPER 892260 p 141 A91-12956
SAE PAPER 892608 p 562 A91-34912
SAE PAPER 900990 p312 A91-21226
SAE PAPER 900997 p 278 A91-21229
SAE PAPER 901001 p 304 A91-21230
SAE PAPER 901002 p 304 A91-21231
SAE PAPER 901003 p 304 A91-21232
SAE PAPER 901005 p 304 A91-21233
SAE PAPER 901014 p326 A91-21235
SAE PAPER 901027 p 298 A91-21239
SAE PAPER 901028 p 298 A91-21240
SAE PAPER 901031 p 286 A91-21241
SAE PAPER 901033 p 255 A91-21242 "
SAE PAPER 901039 p 298 A91-21245
SAE PAPER 901049 p 294 A91-21248
SAE PAPER 901051 p 304 A91-21249
SAE PAPER 901054 p 325 A91-21252
SAE PAPER 901058 p 331 A91-21255 '
SAE PAPER 901060 p 287 A91-21256 •
SAE PAPER 901062 p 255 A91-21257
SAE PAPER 901787 p 968 A91-48527
SAE PAPER 901788 p 968 A91-48528
SAE PAPER 901796 p 968 A91-48534
SAE PAPER 901797 p 920 A91-48535
SAE PAPER 901801 p 936 A91-48536
SAE PAPER 901803 p 936 A91-48537
SAE PAPER 901804 p 936 A91-48538
SAE PAPER 901806 p 920 A91-48539
SAE PAPER 901808 p 891 A91-48541
SAE PAPER 901809 p892 A91-48542 '
SAE PAPER 901811 p892 A91-48544
SAE PAPER 901812 p 892 A91-48545
SAE PAPER 901814 p 983 A91-48546
SAE PAPER 901815 p 969 A91-48547
SAE PAPER 901816 p 983 A91-48548
SAE PAPER 901819 p 930 A91-48549
SAE PAPER 901822 p 930 A91-48550
SAE PAPER 901825 p 931 A91-48551
SAE PAPER 901829 p 931 A91-48553
SAE PAPER 901831 p 931 A91-48554
SAE PAPER 901832 P 931 A91-48555
SAE PAPER 901833 p 931 A91-48556
SAE PAPER 901843 p 920 A91-4B562
SAE PAPER 901848 p 936 A91-48564
SAE PAPER 901850 p 931 A91-48565
SAE PAPER 901851 p 892 A91-48566 '
SAE PAPER 901852 p 892 A91-48567
SAE PAPER 901854 p 892 A91-48568
SAE PAPER 901855 p 892 A91-48569
SAE PAPER 901856 p 893 A91-48570
SAE PAPER 901857 p 893 A91-48571
SAE PAPER 901872 p 906 A91-48575
SAE PAPER 901875 p 969 A91-48577
SAE PAPER 901876 p 910 A91-48578
SAE PAPER 901884 p 910 A91-48581
SAE PAPER 901886 p 910 A91-48582 '
SAE PAPER 901887 p910 A91-48583
SAE PAPER 901888 p910 A91-48584 •
SAE PAPER 901890 p 920 A91-48585
SAE PAPER 901891 p 937 A91-48586
SAE PAPER 901892 p 920 A91-48587
SAE PAPER 901893 p 937 A91 -48588
SAE PAPER 901897 p 920 A91-48589
SAE PAPER 901901 p 921 A91-48591
SAE PAPER 901907 p 921 A91-48592
SAE PAPER 901909 p 921 A91-48593
SAE PAPER 901910 p 921 A91-48594
SAE PAPER 901911 p921 A91-48595 '
SAE PAPER 901912 p 887 A91-48596 '
SAE PAPER 901913 p 921 A91-48597 "
SAE PAPER 901914 p 969 A91-48598
SAE PAPER 901915 p911 A91-48599
SAE PAPER 901916 p 921 A91-48600
SAE PAPER 901917 p 955 A91-48601
SAE PAPER 901918 p 887 A91-48602
SAE PAPER 901919 p 931 A91-48603
SAE PAPER 901923 p 887 A91-48605
SAE PAPER 901924 p 922 A91-48606
SAE PAPER 901925 p 922 A91-48607 •
SAE PAPER 901927 p 989 A91-48608 •
SAE PAPER 901928 p 942 A91-48609
SAE PAPER 901932 p 893 A91-48610 '
SAE PAPER 901933 p 893 A91-48611 '
SAE PAPER 901934 p 893 A91-48612
SAE PAPER 901935 p 893 A91-48613
SAE PAPER 901936 p 893 A91-48614 *
SAE PAPER 901938 p 887 A91-48615
SAE PAPER 901945 p 887 A91-48618
SAE PAPER 901948 p 887 A91-48620
SAE PAPER 901949 p 962 A91-48621
SAE PAPER 901950 p 906 A91-48622
SAE PAPER 901951 p 906 A91 -48623
SAE PAPER 901952 p 887 A91-48624
SAE PAPER 901953 p 923 A91-49271
SAE PAPER 901954 p911 A91-48625
SAE PAPER 901955 p911 A91-48626
SAE PAPER 901957 p911 A91-48627
SAE PAPER 901959 p 937 A91-48628
SAE PAPER 901960 p 969 A91-48629
SAE PAPER 901961 p 969 A91-48630
SAE PAPER 901969 p 888 A91-48632 '
SAE PAPER 901970 p 907 A91-48633
SAE PAPER 901971 p911 A91-48634
SAE PAPER 901972 p 932 A91-48635
SAE PAPER 901974 p 932 A91-48636
SAE PAPER 901975 p 942 A91-48637
SAE PAPER 901976 p 932 A91-48638
SAE PAPER 901977 p911 A91-48639
SAE PAPER 901978 p 955 A91-48640 '
SAE PAPER 901979 p 894 A91-48641 •
SAE PAPER 901980 p 922 A91-48642
SAE PAPER 901982 p 969 A91-48644
SAE PAPER 901983 p 922 A91-48645
SAE PAPER 901984 p 922 A91-48646
SAE PAPER 901985 p 963 A91 -48647
SAE PAPER 901988 p 894 A91 -48649
SAE PAPER 901989 p 991 A91-48650
SAE PAPER 901990 p 888 A91-48651
SAE PAPER 901992 p 894 A91-48652
SAE PAPER 901993 p 894 A91-48653 •
SAE PAPER 901995 p 907 A91-48654
SAE PAPER 901996 p 907 A91-48655
SAE PAPER 901997 p 922 A91-48656
SAE PAPER 902002 p 907 A91 -48659
SAE PAPER 902003 p 922 A91 -48660
SAE PAPER 902004 p 922 A91-48661
SAE PAPER 902005 p 937 A91-48662 •
SAE PAPER 902012 p 996 A91-56375
SAE PAPER 902022 p 937 A91-48663
SAE PAPER 902341 p 889 A91-49858
SAE PAPER 902354 p913 A91-49863
SAE PAPER 910990 p 902 A91-52926
SAE PAPER 910991 p 902 A91-52927
SAE PAPER 910992 p 902 A91-52928
SAE PAPER 910994 p 992 A91-52929
SAE PAPER 910995 p 992 A91-52930
SAE PAPER 910996 p 990 A91-52931 •
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SAE PAPER 910997 p 939 A91-52932
SAE PAPER 9)0998 P 902 A91-52933 *
SAE PAPER 910999 P 966 A91-52934
SAE PAPER 911000 p966 A91-52935
SAE PAPER 911001 p966 A91-52936
SAE PAPER 911003 p 926 A91-52937
SAE PAPER 911004 p908 A91-52938
SAE PAPER 911006 P926 A91-52939 '
SAE PAPER 911007 p 935 A91-52940
SAE PAPER 911008 P 953 A91-52941
SAE PAPER 911011 p939 A91-52942
SAE PAPER 911012 p 939 A91-52943
SAE PAPER 911015 p926 A91-52944
SAE PAPER 911017 p939 A91-52945
SAE PAPER 911018 P 940 A91-52946
SAE PAPER 911019 P 902 A91-52947
SAE PAPER 911021 P 890 A91-52948
SAE PAPER 911022 P 926 A91-52949 '
SAE PAPER 911023 p 890 A91-52950
SAE PAPER 911026 P 926 A91-52951
SAE PAPER 911110 p 1043 A91-53554
SAE PAPER 911112 p 1076 A91-53556
SAE PAPER 911122 p 1080 A91-53564
SAE PAPER 911140 p 1089 A91-53572
SAE PAPER 911159 p 1059 A91-53579
SAE PAPER 911161 p 1059 A91-53581
SAE PAPER 911167 p 1089 A91-53583
SAE PAPER 911176 p 1115 A91-53585
SAE PAPER 911180 P 1115 A91 -53588
SAE PAPER 911182 p 1059 A91-53589
SAE PAPER 911183 p 1089 A91-53590
SAE PT-37 p 387 A91-26700 '
SAESP-845 p996 A91-56375
SAE-901928 p218 N91-13460 ' #
SAND-90-2113C P455 N91-19065 tt
SAND-90-2124C p462 N91-20066 #
SAND-90-2158C p458 N91-20059 tt
SAND-90-2178C P 627 N91-23085 tt
SAND-90-2306C p415 N91-18285 #
SAND-90-2337 p412 N91-18182 #
SAND-90-2373 p 307 N91-15179 #
SAND-90-2418C p876 N91-28505 #
SAND-90-7111 p817 N91-28133 #
SAND-90-8201 p 274 N91-15129 " #
SAND-91-0531C P 560 N91-22094 #
SAND-91-0884C p777 N91-25375 #
SATR-2 p274 N91-15126 * #
SAWE PAPER 1871 P288 A91-22302
SAWE PAPER 1872 p 295 A91-22301
SAWE PAPER 1873 p 289 A91-22327
SAWE PAPER 1882 P 309 A91-22307
SAWE PAPER 1883 P 309 A91-22308
SAWE PAPER 1894 P 326 A91-22325
SAWE PAPER 1895 p289 A91-22317
SAWE PAPER 1901 P 289 A91-22319
SAWE PAPER 1905 P 289 A91-22320
SAWE PAPER 1908 P 289 A91-22321
SAWE PAPER 1909 P 333 A91-22322
SAWE PAPER 1913 p 289 A91-22326
SAWE PAPER 1914 p319 A91-22323
SCIE-FAA-001-91 p872 N91-27438 tt
SCT-4520-280-1 p 929 N91-30131 ' #
SCT-90RR-18 p277 N91-15989 tt
SCT-90RR-46 p373 N91-17010 #
SCT-91RR-13 p 1030 N91-32086 #
SDL-89-2532-13 P 601 N91-22550 tt
SER-510349 p 138 N91-11808*#
SER-701-640 p656 N91-23146 #
SERI/TR-257-3372 P 330 N91-16582 #
SME PAPER EM90-105 p 249 A91-21106
SME PAPER EM90-106 P 249 A91-21107
SME PAPER EM90-107 p 316 A91-21108
SME PAPER EM90-108 p 316 A91-21109
SME PAPER EM90-178 p611 A91-36944
SME PAPER EM90-438 p611 A91-36875
SME PAPER EM90-489 P 645 A91-36942
SME PAPER EM90-665 p 645 A91-36940
SME PAPER EM91-102 P 969 A91-48665
SME PAPER EM91-108 P 888 A91-48670
SME PAPER EM91-114 p 888 A91-48672
SME PAPER FC90-392 P 417 A91-24848
SME PAPER MF91-236 P 971 A91-49273
SME PAPER MF91-237 p 971 A91-49274
SME PAPER MR90-672 p417 A91-24850
SME PAPER MS89-727 p 316 A91-21115
SME PAPER MS89-812 p316 A91-21116
SME PAPER MS89-833 p 316 A91-21118
SME PAPER MS90-271 p417 A91-24847
SME PAPER MS90-276 p611 A91-36898
SME PAPER MS90-280 p611 A91-36895
SME PAPER MS90-282 p 673 A91-36896
SME PAPER MS90-744 p 673 A91-36943
SPIE-1173 p207 A91-19626'
SPIE-1289 p933 A91-50459
SPIE-1467-59 p 529 N91-20452 ' tt
SR-226 p30 N91-10979 #
SSRP-90/03 p61 N91-10333 ' #
STI-TR-1254-1 p582 N91-21149'#
STI-TR-1254-2 p582 N91-21150'*
STLE PREPRINT 90-AM-3C-1 p 229 A91-19718
SU-JIAA-TR-101 p 954 N91-30152 ' #
SWRI-3458 p875 N91-27563 #
TAE-160-0559 p116 N91-12667 #
TAMRF-5802-91-01 p 629 N91 -24099 '#
TAMRF-5802-91-02 p816 N91-27130 ' #
TD-89-4551 p 193 N91-13431
TO-89-4555 p 227 N91-13468
TELAC-90-14 p307 N91-15183 #
TELAC-90-15 p 967 N91-30268 tt
TELAC-90-19 p 203 N91-13446 * #
TELEOYNE-CAE-2224 p 663 N91-24208 ' #
TR-68 p 766
TR-904 p 778
N91-26249
N91-26412
TRB/TRR-1257 p 337 N91-16988 #
TT-9009
TT-9011
TT-9107
TUF-90-07
UBA-FB-1 05-05-303
UCB/R/90/A1065
UCB/R/91/A1072
UCRL-ID-106509
UCHL-ID-107239
UCRL-JC-104677
UCRL-JC-104730
UCRL-JC-1 05984
UDR-TR-87-124
UOR-TR-89-81
UDR-TR-90-1 5
UDR-TR-90-23
UDR-TR-90-24
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-004304
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-082766
US-PATENT-APPL-SN- 1 92562
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-195563
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-243685
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-250468
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-25141 1
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-264993
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-364743
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-396262
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-41 8320
US-PATENT- APPL-SN-44 1 672
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-50341 8
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-51 861 9
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-556606
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-565090
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-58401 8
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-589703
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-603335
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-608494
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-647902
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-6787BO
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-6821 53
p 191 N91 -13426
p 191 N91 -13427
p 891 N91 -30076
p608 N91 -22830 *
p 159 N91-13224
p 149 N91-12126
p967 N91-29317
p458 N91 -20060
p 953 N91-29192
p426 N91-18495
p426 N91-18503
p597 N91-21407
p 139 N91-11929
p 524 N91 -19460
p606 N91 -22734
p 562 N91-21122
... p 138 N91-11881
p205 N91 -14345 *
p1038 N91-31120 '
p 1038 N91-31120 *
p 227 N91 -14357 •
p 205 N91-14345 *
p 829 N91-27156 *
p 227 N91 -14356 •
p205 N91-14345 '
p240 N91-14608 *
p240 N91 -14508 '
p 1030 N91-31113 '
p874 N91 -27560 •
p875 N91 -27561 '
p903 N91-29149
p466 N91 -20070
p 1053 N91-31140 '
p239 N91-13687 •
p 733 N91-25120
p817 N91-27139 '
p679 N91-23410'
p 660 N91-23180 "
p 763 N91-25155 '
p875 N91 -28455 *
#
tt
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
if
#
tt
tt
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
#
#
tt
#
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-691609
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-721039
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-743468
US-PATENT-CLASS-219-121.68 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-239-265.11 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-113
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-118.1 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-120
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-130
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-137.2 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-137.4 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-T 39
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-199
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-199
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-58
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-75R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-75R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-87
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-88
US-PATENT-CLASS-277-157
US-PATENT-CLASS-277-226
US-PATENT-CLASS-277-229
US-PATENT-CLASS-277-34
US-PATENT-CLASS-290-44
US-PATENT-CLASS-290-55
US-PATENT-CLASS-292-60
US-PATENT-CLASS-292-61
US-PATENT-CLASS-33-263
US-PATENT-CLASS-342-54
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-141
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-152
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-1
US-PATENT-CLASS-364-427
US-PATENT-CLASS-364-428
US-PATENT-CLASS-364-433
US-PATENT-CLASS-410-80
US-PATENT-CLASS-410-84
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-170.1 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-174.5 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-229
US-PATENT-CLASS-441-83
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-147
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-147
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-178T
p877 N91-28578 ' #
p855 N91-28175'#
p 1084 N91-32149 * tt
p 240 N91-14508 '
p874 N91-27560 '
p 817 N91-27139 •
p 829 N91-27156 '
p 1053 N91-31140 '
p 829 N91-27156 "
p 1030N91-31113 '
p 829 N91-27156 *
p817 N91-27139 •
p 205 N91-1434S *
P1053N91-31140 '
p205 N91-14345 *
p817 N91-27139 '
p 1053 N91-31140 *
p 1053 N91-31140 '
p 1053 N91-31140 *
p874 N91-27560 •
N91-27560 '
N91-27560 *
N91-27560 '
. p 205 N91-14345 *
p 205 N91-14345 *
N91-27561 '
N91-27561 '
N91-14356 '
N91-14356 '
N91-14356 '
N91-14356 '
N91-14356 '
p 1038 N91-31120 *
p 1038 N91-31120 *
p227 N91-14356 *
p875 N91-27561 '
p875 N91-27561 •
p240 N91-14608 *
p 240 N91-14608 •
p 240 N91-14608 *
p 1030 N91-31113 '
p 227 N91-14356 *
p 227 N91-14357 '
p 1038N91-31120 "
p874
p874
p874
p875
p875
p227
p227
p227
p227
p227
US-PATENT-4,845.993 p 227 N91-14357 '
US-PATENT-4,917,332 p 205 N91-14345'
US-PATENT-4,927,326 p 240 N91-14608'
US-PATENT-4,932,777 p 227 N91-14356 *
US-PATENT-4,965,429 p 240 N91-14508 •
US-PATENT-5,014,917 p 874 N91-27560 '
US-PATENT-5,018,688 p 829 N91-27156'
US-PATENT-5,020,739 p817 N91-27139 *
US-PATENT-5,020,742 p 1030 N91-31113'
US-PATENT-5,032,045 p 875 N91-27561 •
US-PATENT-5.047.9421-CU p 1038 N91-31120 •
US-PATENT-5,050.819 p 1053 N91-31140 '
USAARL-91-5 p636 N91-23100 tt
USAARL-91-6-VOL-1 p 641 N91-24188 #
USAARL-91-6-VOL-2 p 641 N91-24187 tt
USAAVSCOM-TM-89-A-003 p 239 N91-13762 ' tt
USAAVSCOM-TM-90-A-004 p 440 N91-19041 • #
USAAVSCOM-TM-90-A-007 p 539 N91-19826 * tt
USAAVSCOM-TR-89-D-13A-VOL-1 p 204 N91-14343 #
USAAVSCOM-TR-89-D-13B-VOL-2 p 205 N91-14344 #
USAAVSCOM-TR-90-A-008 p 1080 N91-32145 * tt
USAAVSCOM-TR-90-D-15A p 202 N91-13444 #
USAFOEHL-90-126SA00687HAE p 314 N91-16170 #
USAFSAM-TP-90-22 p 741 N91-26136 tt
USCG-D-13-90 p 737 N91-25141 #
UTRC-R-89-2330-VOL-2 p 324 N91-16330 tt
UTRC/R89-957707 p 978 N91-29508 tt
UTRC/R90-957663-1 p 941 N91-29183 #
UTSI-90 p 276 N91-15981 • tt
UVA/528266/MS91/108 p 859 N91-27285'#
VKI-TN-174 p680 N91-23437 #
VPI-AOE-172 p 903 N91-30079 #
VTT-RR-692 p 230 N91-13530 #
WES/MP/GL-90-7 p 132 N91-11772 tt
WES/MP/GL-90-9 p 132 N91-11773 tt
WES/MP/GL-91-3 p 669 N91-23199 tt
F-19
WES/TR/EL-91-2 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
WES/TR/EL-91-2 p 653 N91-23141 #
WES/TR/GL-90-25 p310 N91-16031 ft
WL-TM-91-303 p 654 N91-24197 #
WL-TM-91-309-FIGK p 872 N91-27460 #
WL-TR-90-27 p 147 N9M1992 #
WL-TR-91-2045 p 844 N91-27161 ft
WL-TR-91-3007 p 988 N91-29808 ft
WL-TR-91-3015 p 988 N91-30841 #
WL-TR-91-3033-VOL-1 p 631 N91-24113 ft
WL-TR-91-3033-VOL-2 p 631 N91-24114 ft
WL-TR-91-3033-VOL-3 p 631 N91-24115 #
WL-TR-91-4002 p 590 N91-22424 ft
WL/MN-TR-91-23 p 1027 N91-32072 ft
WR-89-14 p 149 N91-12125 ft
WRDC-TM-90-100-AAAI p 151 N91-12866 ft
WRDC-TM-90-203-POTX p 1075 N91-32136 tt
WRDC-TM-90-337-FIBE p 927 N91-29171 tt
WRDC-TR-89-2018 p 510 N91-20319 ft
WRDC-TR-89-3015 p117 N91-12673 tt
WRDC-TR-89-4133 p 230 N91-13524 tt
WRDC-TR-89-4134 p 524 N91-19460 ft
WRDC-TR-89-4136 p314 N91-15374 ft
WRDC-TR-89-4145-VOL-2 p213 N91-14351 #
WRDC-TR-90-2020-V2-VOL-2 p 324 N91-16330 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2047 p 139 N91-11929 #
WRDC-TR-90-2054 p 125 N91-11758 ft
WROC-TR-90-2058 .' p 125 N91-11756 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2062-PHASE-1 p 580 N91-22125 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2064 p 240 N91-14589 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2065 p 941 N91-29183 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2078 p 324 N91-16382 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2079-VOL-1 p511 N91-20322 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2079-VOL-2 p511 N91-20323 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2079-VOL-3 p 673 N91-24453 #
WRDC-TR-90-2083 p 580 N91-21143 tt
WRDC-TR-90-2084 p 140 N91-11942 ft
WRDC-TR-90-2120 p 874 N91-27549 ft
WRDC-TR-90-3023 p 99 N91-12634 ft
WRDC-TR-90-3040 p 100 N91-12639 ft
WRDC-TR-90-3066 p 503 N91-20132 ft
WRDC-TR-90-3067-PHASE-1 p 605 N91-21735 tt
WRDC-TR-90-3069 p 653 N91-23144 ft
WRDC-TR-90-3075 p 631 N91-24112 ft
WRDC-TR-90-3082 p 982 N91-30543 ft
WRDC-TR-90-4014 p 314 N91-15322 ft
WRDC-TR-90-4035 p 138 N91-11881 ft.
WRDC-TR-90-4051 p 125 N91-11757 ft
WRDC-TR-90-4064 p413 N91-17144 ft
WRDC-TR-90-4075 p 107 N91-12647 tt
WRDC-TR-90-4140 p 601 N91-22564 tt
WRDC-TR-90-7003 p 120 N91-12680 ft
WSRL-TM-30/90 p 822 N91-27149 ft
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A91-23714 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
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G-4
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A91-32272
A91-28291
A91 -28292
A9 1-28293
A91 -28294
A91-28295
A91 -28296
A9 1-28298
A91 -28299
A91 -28300
A91 -28301
A9 1-28302
A9 1-28303
A91 -28385
A91 -28400
A91 -28401
A9 1-28469
A91-28470
A91-28471
A91 -28472
A91-28473
A91 -28474
A91-28513
A91-28514
A91-28516
A91 -28548
A91 -28584
A91 -28590
A91 -28602
A91 -28604
A91 -28620
A91 -28621
A9 1-28622
A91 -28826
A91-29013
A91 -29026
A91 -29027
A91 -29033
A91-29044
A91 -29045
A91 -29047
A91-29048
A91 -29052
A91 -29053
A9 1-290 54
A91-29104
A91-29122
A91-29124
A91-29125
A91-29126
A91-29132
A91-29138
A91 -29400
A91-29432
A91 -29433
A91 -29434
A91 -29435
A91 -29436
A9 1-29437
A91 -29438
A91 -29439
A91-29440
A91 -29441
A91 -29449
A91-29451
A91 -29452
A91 -29453
A9 1-29454
A91 -29455
A91 -29456
A91-29457
A91 -29458
A91 -29459
A91 -29460
A91 -29461
A91 -29462
A91 -29463
A9 1-29464
A91 -29465
A91 -29466
A91 -29467
A91 -29469
A91 -29470
A91 -29476
A91 -29477
A9 1-29478
A91 -29479
A91-29480
A91 -29481
A91-29499
A91-29722
A91 -29752
A91 -29775
A91 -29780
A9 1-29781
A91 -29787
A91 -29788
•ft
•
tt
tt
ft
tt
*
•
•
ft
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•tt
tt
•ft
tt
tt
•ft
ft
p425
P425
P431
P432
p425
p433
p425
P425
P432
p432
P420
P425
P362
P362
P511
P494
P466
P466
p494
p440
p441
p441
p 441
p435
P511
p511
p441
p441
p441
P442
p442
P442
P463
P530
P504
p435
p512
p508
P435
p512
P512
p540
P435
P435
P531
P463
p512
P478
P512
P478
p463
p504
P531
p 531
P531
p459
p435
P436
P466
P436
P466
P485
P466
p486
p486
P486
P479
p512
P512
p513
p513
p508
p486
p486
p486
p487
p487
p466
p494
p487
p513
p513
p459
p459
p467
p479
p479
p459
p479
p467
p442
p487
p495
p495
p467
p495
A91 -29789
A91 -29830
A91-29834
A91-29921
A9 1-29940
A91 -29941
A91 -29947
A91-29971
A91 -30000
A91 -30004
A91 -30008
A91 -30009
A9 1-300 14
A91-30015
A91-30016
A91-30017
A91-30018
A91-30021
A91 -30026
A9 1-30043
A91 -30050
A91-30060
A91-30061
A9 1-30062
A9 1-30063
A9 1-30064
A91 -30065
A9 1-30066
A91-30076
A91 -30077
A9 1-30079
A91 -30081
A91 -30089
A91-30110
A91-30120
A91-30142
A91-30143
A91-30146
A91-30158
A91-30159
A91-30161
A91-30174
A91-30175
A91-30176
A91-30183
A91-30184
A91-30192
A91-30195
A91-30198
A9 1-30208
A91 -30209
A91-30212
A91 -30227
A91 -30232
A91-30240
A91 -30351
A91 -30355
A91-30356
A91 -30357
A91 -30360
A91 -30361
A91 -30362
A91 -30363
A91 -30364
A91 -30373
A91 -30423
A91 -30473
A91 -30530
A91 -30531
A91 -30533
A91 -30534
A91-30541
A91 -30558
A91 -30559
A9 1-30560
A91 -30564
A91 -30565
A91-30566
A91 -30567
A91 -30569
A9 1-30570
A91-30571
A91 -30572
A91 -30573
A91-30574
A9 1-30575
A91 -30726
A9 1-30727
A91 -30728
A91 -30729
A91 -30730
A91 -30731
A91 -30732
A91 -30733
A91 -30760
A91 -30765
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ft
ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
tt
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•
tt
'ft
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p442
p442
p442
pSOB
pSOS
p531
p495
p463
p508
p508
p487
p443
p487
p487
p487
p443
p443
p531
p531
p495
p463
p463
p463
p464
p459
p464
p464
p49S
p532
p495
p443
p532
p436
p495
p532
p532
p496
p496
p507
p507
p496
p532
p532
p496
p488
p496
p533
p496
p533
p496
p488
p488
p467
p533
p513
p513
p513
p514
p479
p479
p479
p480
p480
p480
p538
p480
p443
p514
p464
p464
p443
p436
p436
p436
p488
p514
p514
p514
p514
P436
p509
P437
P437
P437
p514
p437
p437
p509
P437
p514
p437
P443
p497
P464
p515
A9 1-30766
A9 1-30768
A91 -30769
A91 -30805
A9 1-308 19
A91-30851
A91 -30860
A91 -30861
A9 1-30863
A91 -30864
A91 -30868
A91 -30869
A9 1-30870
A91-30871
A91 -30872
A91 -30873
A91 -30877
A91 -30882
A91 -30883
A91 -30884
A9 1-30886
A91 -30888
A91-30891
A9 1-30899
A9 1-30900
A91 -30902
A91 -30903
A91 -30904
A9 1-30906
A91 -30909
A91 -30910
A91 -30911
A9 1-309 12
A91-30913
A91-30914
A9 1-309 18
A91-30919
A91-30920
A91 -30926
A91 -30929
A9 1-30933
A91 -30937
A91 -30943
A91 -30944
A91 -30945
A91 -30971
A91 -30972
A91 -30977
A91 -30978
A91 -30981
A91 -30982
A91 -30983
A91 -30984
A91 -30985
A91 -30986
A91 -30987
A91 -30992
A91 -30993
A91 -30998
A91-31001
A91-31014
A91-31015
A91-31016
A91-31018
A91-31027
A9 1-3 1029
A91-31030
A91-31031
A91-31032
A91-31033
A91-31041
A91-31046
A91-31047
A91-31048
A91 -31049
A91-31052
A91-31057
A91-31058
A91-31061
A91-31062
A91 -31066
A9 1-3 1068
A91-31069
A91-31070
A9 1-3 1073
A91-31212
A91-31284
A9 1-3 1285
A91-31286
A91-31287
A91-31288
A91-31289
A9 1-3 1290
A91-31291
A9 1-3 1292
A91-31293
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tt
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tt
tt
tt
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tt
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tt
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tt
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p444
p467
p459
p515
p515
p438
p 515
p480
p480
p481
p481
p481
p481
p481
p482
p482
p482
p482
p515
p482
p482
p482
p483
p488
p488
p464
p507
p483
p497
p497
p497
p533
p497
p498
p498
p498
p498
p498
p533
p533
p534
p534
P534
p534
P534
p489
p540
p438
p515
p483
p483
p483
p483
p484
p484
p484
p535
p535
p504
p535
p535
p535
p504
p499
p484
p535
p499
p467
p516
p516
p516
p540
p540
p516
p 516
p538
p467
p516
p516
p517
p517
p517
p517
p536
p438
p517
p438
p504
p517
p517
p518
p518
p468
p468
p468
p504
A91-31295
A91-31296
A91-31297
A91-31298
A9 1-3 1305
A91-31306
A9 1-3 1307
A91-31308
A91-31309
A91-31310
A91-31311
A91-31312
A91-31313
A91-3131S
A91-31319
A9 1-3 1332
A9 1-3 1333
A91-31336
A9 1-3 1338
A9 1-3 1340
A91-31343
A91-31344
A91-31345
A91-31348
A91-31349
A91-31351
A91-31353
A91-31355
A91-31359
A91-31360
A91-31361
A91-31401
A91-31402
A9 1-3 1424
A91-31426
A91-31427
A91-31429
A91-31484
A91-31501
A91 -31502
A91-31503
A91-31504
A91-31505
A91-31506
A91-31526
A91-31527
A91-31528
A91-31529
A91-31534
A91-31536
A91-31537
A91-31547
A9 1-3 1576
A91-31577
A91-31578
A91-31579
A9 1-3 1580
A91-31581
A91-31583
A91-31584
A91-31585
A91-31586
A91-31587
A91-31588
A91-31589
A91-31590
A91-31622
A91-31700
A9 1-3 1726
A91-31728
A91-31731
A9 1-3 1732
A91-31733
A91-31734
A9 1-3 1735
A91-31736
A91-31737
A9 1-3 1738
A91-31739
A91 -31745
A91-31746
A91-31750
A91 -31751
A91-31752
A91-31755
A91-31756
A91-31775
A91-31809
A91-31814
A91-31826
A91-31854
A91-31855
A91-31857
A91 -31861
A91-31865
A91-31868
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tt
tt
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•tt
•ft
tt
tt
•ft
p468
P468
P484
P468
p444
pSOS
p 444
P444
p505
P444
p444
p444
p445
pSOS
P445
P445
P445
P445
p445
p445
p518
p446
p518
p446
P446
P446
p446
p446
p446
P447
P447
P489
P447
P518
p489
p447
P460
p447
P438
P485
P485
P438
P439
P439
p447
P469
P447
P448
p538
P448
P509
P448
P469
P469
P536
P518
P518
P536
p469
P469
p519
P469
P469
P469
p469
p536
p469
p519
P439
P469
P536
P499
P470
P470
p439
P470
p439
p470
p489
p509
P509
P507
P448
P470
P519
P470
P507
P519
p519
P519
p470
p519
P520
p520
P520
P470
A91-31870
A91-31872
A91-31876
A91-31877
A91-31878
A91-31879
A91 -31880
A91-31881
A91 -31882
A91-31889
A91-31900
A91-31901
A9 1-3 1902
A91-31903
A9 1-3 1942
A9 1-3 1949
A9 1-3 1958
A9 1-3 1969
A91-31970
A9 1-3 1994
A91-31995
A91-32001
A91 -32002
A91 -32003
A9 1-32004
A9 1-32005
A91 -32006
A91 -32007
A91 -32008
A91 -32009
A91-32012
A91-32013
A9 1-320 16
A91-32017
A91-32018
A91-32019
A91-32021
A91-32022
A91 -32023
A91 -32024
A9 1-32025
A91 -32027
A91 -32029
A91 -32030
A91-32031
A91 -32032
A91 -32033
A91 -32034
A91 -32035
A91 -32036
A91 -32037
A91 -32038
A91-32039
A91 -32040
A91 -32049
A91 -32054
A91 -32082
A91 -32097
A91 -32098
A91-32105
A91-32126
A91-32130
A91-32133
A91-32138
A91-32152
A91-32154
A91-32155
A91-32156
A91-32164
A91-3216S
A91-32166
A91-32168
A91 -32169
A91-32170
A91-32171
A91-32172
A91-32173
A91-32174
A91-32176
A91-32177
A91-32179
A91-32180
A91 -32183
A91-32184
A91-32185
A9 1-32 186
A9 1-32 188
A91-32191
A91-32192
A91-32193
A9 1-32 196
A91-32198
A91-32199
A91 -32269
A91 -32270
A91 -32272
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tt P520
tt P520
tt P471
# P471
tt P471
tt P448
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'# P448
•ft P536
' tt P 499
•tt P 499
tt P471
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ft P520
tt P521
tt P472
' ft P 521
tt P472
tt P521
tt P489
' tt P 439
tt P472
tt P521
tt P472
' tt P 448
tt P499
tt P521
# P500
• tt P 500
•tt psoo
' tt P 521
# pSOO
'tt P500
ft P501
'ft P501
' ft P 449
tt P449
* ft P 449
•ft P449
' # p 449
' ft p 522
• tt p 522
• ft P 522
'# P501
• ft P 522
ft P472
tt P472
tt p473
' ft p 501
tt P501
tt P473
' tt P 473
# P522
• tt p 537
ft P537
ft P522
* tt p 523
tt P473
• tt p 523
' tt P 523
# P473
' tt P 523
P509
tt p450
tt P450
tt P460
ft P501
tt P460
ft p509
tt P450
ft p450
tt p450
ft P450
* ft p 451
tt p451
tt p473
ft p451
tt p439
tt p451
ft p451
tt p451
' tt p 451
tt p452
tt p452
tt p460
ft p460
tt p460
tt P461
tt p474
tt p461
ft p461
ft p461
p474
p510
p452
G-5
A91-32273 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A9 1-32273
A9 1-32274
A91 -32275
A91-32451
A91-324SS
A91-32461
A91 -32547
A91 -32549
A91 -32573
A91 -32576
A91 -32646
A91 -32648
A9 1-326 50
A91-32651
A9 1-32700
A91 -32707
A91 -32958
A91-32961
A91 -33056
A9 1-33227
A91 -33268
A9 1-33273
A91 -33323
A91 -33324
A91 -33368
A9 1-33369
A91 -33370
A91-33371
A91 -33372
A91-33373
A91 -33378
A91-33379
A91 -33380
A91 -33382
A91 -33464
A91 -33527
A9 1-33528
A91 -33529
A9 1-33530
A91 -33531
A9 1-33532
A91 -33533
A91 -33534
A91 -33535
A91 -33536
A91 -33601
A91 -33604
A91 -33607
A91 -33608
A91 -33609
A91-33611
A91-33614
A91-33615
A91-33616
A91 -33622
A9 1-33623
A91 -33624
A91 -33625
A91 -33626
A91 -33627
A9 1-33628
A91 -33630
A91 -33631
A91 -33632
A91 -33633
A91 -33634
A91 -33636
A91 -33639
A91 -33640
A91 -33644
A9 1-33645
A91 -33646*
A91 -33647
A9 1-33648
A91 -33649
A91 -33650
A91-33651
A9 1-33652
A91 -33653
A91 -33655
A9 1-33656
A91 -33657
A91 -33660
A91 -33661
A9 1-33663
A91 -33664
A91 -33665
A91 -33666
A91 -33667
A91 -33668
A9 1-33674
A91 -33675
A91 -33725
A9 1-33735
A91 -33747
A91 -33775
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p489
p505
p452
p588
p570
p590
p590
p588
p588
p588
p570
p543
p591
p591
p577
p606
P544
p591
p604
p591
p575
p561
p570
p588
p607
p544
p575
P584
p543
p584
p544
P544
p544
p544
p591
p570
p570
p570
p570
p570
p571
p571
p571
p580
p580
p586
p591
p563
p563
p586
p581
p564
p575
p564
P564
p564
P564
p575
p565
p575
p565
p565
p565
p565
p565
p602
p566
p581
p581
pS66
p566
p566
p566
p602
p566
P576
p567
p567
p567
p576
p576
p576
p567
p567
p567
P568
pS68
p568
p568
p561
p591
P544
p588
p544
P545
p568
A91 -33802
A91 -33803
A91 -33868
A91-33919
A9 1-33920
A91-33932
A91 -34011
A9 1-340 14
A91-34015
A9 1-34033
A91 -34034
A9 1-34052
A91 -34055
A9 1-34057
A91 -34063
A9 1-34064
A91 -34070
A9 1-34073
A91 -34074
A91-34111
A91-34122
A91-34125
A9 1-34 126
A91-34127
A9 1-34 128
A91-34130
A91-34135
A91-34136
A9 1-34 139
A9 1-34 144
A91-34161
A91-34162
A91-34164
A91-34176
A91-34178
A91-34179
A9 1-34 180
A91-34181
A9 1-34 185
A91-34187
A91-34191
A91-34192
A9 1-34 193
A91-34194
A91-34195
A91 -34196
A91-34198
A91-34201
A91 -34203
A91 -34206
A91-34210
A9 1-342 13
A91-34215
A9 1-342 16
A91-34218
A9 1-34220
A91 -34229
A91 -34230
A91 -34250
A91 -34260
A91 -34287
A91-34341
A91 -34375
A91 -34398
A91 -34439
A9 1-34783
A91 -34784
A91 -34785
A91 -34786
A91 -34787
A91 -34788
A91 -34789
A91-34790
A91-34791
A91 -34792
A91 -34793
A91 -34794
A9 1-34795
A91-34796
A91 -34797
A91 -34798
A9 1-34808
A91 -34809
A91-34810
A91-34811
A91-34813
A91-34814
A91-34815
A91-34816
A91-34822
A91-34841
A9 1-349 12
A91-35100
A91-35107
A91-35117
A91-35121
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p545
p545
P568
p584
P545
p604
P568
p592
p592
p545
p545
p546
p546
P546
p546
p592
p546
p546
p546
p577
p571
p592
P547
p592
p547
P547
p547
p547
P547
p571
p561
p581
p571
p592
p592
P547
p547
p593
p548
p548
p548
p548
P548
p548
p548
p549
p549
p549
p549
p549
p549
p549
pSSO
pSSO
p550
pSSO
p550
p605
p561
p571
p588
p561
p571
p550
P593
P551
p551
p551
p551
P551
p551
pS51
pS52
p552
p552
p552
p552
p552
p553
p553
P553
p578
P578
p593
p578
p578
p578
p578
p581
J>593
P589
P562
P605
P562
p593
p608
A91-35122
A91 -35123
A91-35193
A91-35241
A91 -35425
A91 -35427
A91 -35498
A9 1-355 16
A91 -35529
A91 -35536
A91 -35537
A91 -35539
A91 -35576
A91 -35660
A91 -35738
A91 -35742
A91 -35743
A91 -35784
A9 1-35785
A91 -35787
A91-35791
A91 -35796
A91-35815
A91 -35822
A9 1-35902
A91 -35949
A9 1-35978
A91 -35984
A91 -35985
A91 -35986
A91 -36011
A91-36012
A91-36351
A9 1-36353
A91 -36354
A9 1-36357
A91 -36358
A9 1-36359
A91 -36360
A9 1-36450
A91 -36452
A91 -36453
A9 1-36625
A91 -36695
A91 -36698
A91 -36699
A91 -36700
A9 1-36722
A91 -36724
A91-36755
A91 -36875
A91 -36895
A91 -36896
A91 -36898
A9 1-36940
A91 -36942
A91 -36943
A91 -36944
A91 -37049
A91 -37050
A91-37051
A91 -37052
A91 -37061
A91-37094
A91-37101
A91-37104
A91-37106
A91-37107
A91-37121
A91-37139
A91-37141
A91-37145
A91-37176
A91-37181
A91-37182
A91 -37200
A91 -37269
A91-37375
A91-37410
A91-37414
A91-37418
A91-37419
A91 -37420
A91 -37421
A91 -37584
A91 -37585
A91 -37591
A91 -37593
A91 -37595
A91 -37597
A91 -37598
A91 -37767
A91 -37768
A91-37769
A91 -37770
A91-37771
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ff
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tt
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tt
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ff
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p608
p608
p543
p605
p571
p572
p593
P594
p594
p594
p594
p594
P581
p553
p576
p594
p594
p553
p595
p595
p607
p553
p579
p579
p569
p589
p577
P554
p554
p595
p562
p569
p611
p611
p645
p645
p663
p613
p645
p673
p614
p614
p669
p614
p673
p614
p614
p664
p614
p65S
p611
p611
p673
p611
p645
p645
p673
p611
p6B5
p645
p664
p674
p611
p641
p641
p685
p674
p641
p642
p642
p674
p642
p614
p615
p 670
p642
p674
p674
p674
p674
p615
p615
p615
p615
p686
p686
p686
p656
P664
p664
p664
p615
p615
p615
p615
p664
A91 -37772
A91 -37773
A91 -37774
A91 -37775
A91 -37777
A9 1-37778
A91 -37779
A9 1-37780
A91-37801
A9 1-37827 '
A91 -37829 '
A91 -37830
A91 -37832
A91 -37834 •
A91 -37835
A91 -37836
A91 -37838
A91-37841 •
A9 1-37842
A91 -37845 '
A9 1-37846
A91 -37847
A91-37851
A91 -37859
A91 -37880
A9V37881
A91 -38007
A9 1-38037
A91-38127
A9 1-38 129
A91-38178
A9 1-38203
A91 -38207
A9 1-38209
A9 1-382 15
A91-38217
A91 -38234
A9 1-38322
A91 -38323
A91 -38367
A91 -38388
A91 -38526
A91 -38527
A91-38541
A91 -38542
A91 -38543 •
A91 -38544 •
A91 -38545
A91 -38546
A91 -38547
A91 -38548 '
A91 -38549
A91 -38550 '
A91 -38577 •
A91 -38580 '
A91 -38677
A91 -38679
A91-38680 '
A91-38681
A91 -38683 •
A91 -38684 *
A9 1-38686
A91-38688
A91 -38689
A91 -38693
A91 -38694
A91 -38695
A91-38697 •
A91 -38698 *
A91 -38699
A91 -38702
A9 1-38706
A91-38710
A9 1-38736 '
A91 -38742
A91 -38752
A9 1-38775
A91 -38776 '
A9 1-38787
A91-38802
A91-38809
A9 1-388 12
A91-38819 '
A91 -38863
A91 -38869
A91 -38874
tt
tt
tt
tt
ff
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
it
tt
#
tt
#
ff
ff
ff
it
ff
ff
ff
tt
it
ff
tt
tt
#
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
A91 -39048 ' tt
A91-39144
A91-39187
A9V39201
A9 1-39223
A91 -39230
A91 -39302
A91 -39377
A91-39380
A91 -39382
p615
p664
p674
p668
p615
p664
p664
p616
p690
p616
p616
p616
p616
p674
p616
p616
p616
p616
p617
p675
p675
p675
p675
p617
p675
p668
p656
p657
p645
p670
p657
p657
p657
p657
p642
p642
p686
p642
p685
p690
p685
p643
p634
p617
p655
p634
p617
p617
p612
p665
p646
p646
p646
p643
p612
p617
p617
p617
p618
p618
p618
p618
p687
p675
p675
p618
p618
p676
p676
p619
p619
p676
p619
p619
p619
p646
p676
p676
p619
p670
p670
p671
p671
p687
P676
p676
p620
p677
p643
p657
p620
p677
p671
p646
p646
p646
A9 1-39384
A9 1-39385
A91 -39387
A91 -39389
A91 -39390
A91 -39392
A9 1-39393
A91 -39394
A9 1-39395
A91 -39396
A9 1-39398
A91 -39401
A91-39410
A91-39417
A9 1-39420
A91 -39433
A9 1-39436
A91-39585
A9 1-39590
A91 -39690
A91 -39691
A91 -39694
A91 -39708
A91 -39736 '
A91 -39738
A91 -39744
A91 -39749
A91 -39756
A91 -39776
A91 -39778
A91 -39832
A91 -39852
A91 -39854
A9 1-39873 '
A91 -39890
A9 1-39900
A91 -39901
A91 -39902
A91 -39904
A9 1-39909
A9 1-399 11
A91-39919 '
A91 -39922
A91 -39927
A91 -39928
A91 -39929
A91 -39931
A91 -39932 "
A91 -39933 *
A9V39936 •
A91 -39937
A91 -39938
A91 -39940 '
A91-39941
A91 -39944
A91 -39945
A9 1-39950
A91 -39956 •
A9 1-39957 '
A91 -39959
A9 1-39960
A91 -39964
A91-40126
A91-40130
A91-40133
A91-40137
A91-40156
A91-40157
A91-40158
A91-40160
A91-40161
A91 -40162
A91-40164
A91-40165
A91-40166
A91-40167
A91-40168
A91-40169
A91-40170
A91-40171
A91-40172
A91-40174
A91-40175
A91-40178
A91-40180
A91-40181
A91 -40202
A9 1-40203
A91-40215 '
A91-40216 '
A91-40217 *
A91-40218
A91-40219 '
A91 -40220 '
A91 -40223 '
A91-40225
p635
p646
p655
p671
p647
p612
p635
p647
p647
p668
p647
tt p665
# P66S
tt P686
tt p647
tt p643
# p686
p677
p677
tt P671
tt p620
ff p677
p620
p620
p620
p620
p688
p643
p643
p643
p621
p612
p612
If p 655
p656
p621
p677
p677
p678
p678
p621
p621
p621
p621
p678
p621
p622
p622
p622
p622
p622
p622
p623
p623
p623
p678
p623
p678
p623
p678
P623
p623
# p624
it p678
# P665
tt P624
tt P647
tt P679
# P648
ff P648
ff p648
tt p646
# P665
tt P648
tt P665
# P665
tt P665
it p665
ff p648
ff P648
ff P648
tt P648
tt P666
p671
p612
p612
p666
p648
# p624
ff P624
ff P624
ff P624
ff P624
ff P624
# p625
# p625
G-6
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A91-44219
A91-40234
A91 -40239
A91 -40241
A9M0254 #
A91 -40278
A91 -40373 tt
A91 -40375 #
A91 -40425
A91 -40472 #
A91-40473 #
A91-40495
A91 -40498
A91-40501
A91 -40511
A91-40513
A91-40517 #
A91 -40550
A91 -40555 ff
A91-40556 It
A91 -40557 #
A91 -40558 #
A91 -40559 tt
A91 -40561 '#
A91 -40562 '#
A91 -40563 #
A91 -40569 #
A91-40575
A91 -40578
A91 -40604
A91 -40637
A91 -40638
A91-40640 '
A9 1-40641
A91 -40645
A91 -40646
A91 -40647
A91-40649
A91 -40656
A91 -40672
A91 -40701
A91 -40703 tt
A91 -40705 '#
A91 -40706 #
A91 -40708 #
A91-40712 #
A91-40715 #
A91-40717 •#
A91-40718 " tt
A91-40719 #
A91 -40721 '#
A91 -40722 #
A91 -40723 '#
A91 -40725 tt
A91 -40727 tt
A91 -40729 *#
A91 -40730 'tt
A91-40732 #
A91 -40733 tt
A91 -40740 •#
A91 -40743 #
A91 -40745 '#
A91 -40746 '#
A91 -40747 #
A91 -40748 •#
A91 -40749 '#
A91 -40751 '#
A91 -40753 'tt
A91 -40754 #
A91 -40758 •#
A91 -40759 tt
A91 -40761 #
A91 -40763 #
A91 -40765 #
A91 -40766 •#
A91 -40767 #
A91-40768 ' #
A91 -40769 #
A91 -40770 #
A91 -40771 #
A91 -40775 #
A91 -40776 #
A91 -40778 #
A91 -40779 •#
A91 -40792 tt
A91 -40793 •#
A91-40795 #
A91 -40796 tt
A91 -40797 #
A91-40799 ' #
A91 -40802 tt
A91-40812
A91-41148 '#
A91-41155
A91-41156
A91-41157
A91-41159
p679
p679
p679
p649
p679
p625
p625
p672
p625
p625
p649
p625
p649
p649
p625
p666
p656
p670
p668
p626
p635
p635
p626
p626
p612
p694
p695
p695
p695
p759
p759
p760
p760
p767
p695
p695
p760
p695
p696
p767
p696
p696
p696
p696
p696
p697
p697
p697
p697
p697
p697
p697
p767
p698
p698
p698
p698
p698
p698
p767
p699
p699
p699
p699
p699
p699
p700
p700
p700
p700
p700
p700
p701
p701
p701
p701
p701
p701
p702
p702
p702
p702
p702
p702
p768
p702
p703
p703
p703
p703
p768
p703
p768
p756
p703
p768
A91-41163
A91-41164
A91-41168
A91-41169
A91-41170
A91-41171
A91-41173
A91-41174
A91-41218
A91-41320
A91-41437
A91-41438
A91-41439
A91-41440
A91-41441
A91-41442
A91-41443
A91-41446
A91-41447
A91-41448
A91-41462
A91-41507
A91-41508
A91-41511
A91-41535
A91-41536
A91-41537
A91-41538
A91-41539
A91-41540
A91-41541
A91-41543
A91-41548
A91-41569
A91-41584
A91-41606
A91-41641 tt
A91-41643 #
A91-41644 '#
A91-41645 •#
A91-41646 #
A91-41647 tt
A91-41648 ' #
A91-41650 '#
A91-41651 #
A91-41652 tt
A91-41653 'tt
A91-41671 •#
A91-41672 #
A91-41673 #
A91-41676 #
A91-41684 #
A91-41696 #
A91-41704 tt
A91-41705 '#
A91-41706 '#
A91-41707 'tt
A91-41708 tt
A91-41709 * tt
A91-41710 #
A91-41711 '#
A91-41713 '#
A91-41714 #
A91-41726 #
A91-41731 •#
A91-41733 #
A91-41734 #
A91-41735 '#
A91-41738 '#
A91-41739 '#
A91-41740 tt
A91-41741 •#
A91-41758 #
A91-41759 '#
A91-41760 #
A91-41761 #
A91-41762 '#
A91-41764 #
A91-41765 #
A91-41767 tt
A91-41768 '#
A91-41788 '#
A91-41791 tt
A91-41796 #
A9M1798 tt
A91-41799 '#
A91-41801 #
A91-41802 #
A91-41805 #
A91-41808 tt
A91-41810 tt
A91-41813 tt
A91-41815 'tt
A91-41825
A91-41828
A91-41829
p780
p760
p768
p756
p743
p743
p764
p744
p703
p704
P734
p734
p734
p734
P734
p734
p735
p735
p735
p733
p704
p744
p768
p764
p738
p744
p763
p760
p744
p783
p785
p738
p785
p764
p768
p765
P744
p693
p704
p704
P744
p768
p769
p769
p769
p744
p745
p745
p745
p704
p769
p745
p745
p704
p745
p738
p745
p783
p746
p693
p693
p705
p738
p769
p756
p746
p705
p705
p705
p 705
p705
p760
p746
p746
p706
p746
p706
p747
p693
p747
p747
p747
p747
p738
p769
p747
p747
p761
p780
p748
p 748
p738
p748
p735
p735
p735
A9 1-4 1834
A91-41835
A91-41846
A91-41849
A91 -41851
A9 1-4 1853
A91 -42094 tt
A91 -42096 #
A91 -42098 tt
A91-42142
A91 -42224
A9 1-42241
A91-42248
A91 -42256 " tt
A91 -42258 #
A91-42277 #
A91 -42279 #
A9 1-42280 tt
A91-42282 tt
A91 -42284 '#
A91 -42292 tt
A91 -42294 #
A9 1-42298 #
A91 -42307 '#
A91 -42330
A91 -42534 tt
A91 -42535 #
A91 -42536 ' tt
A91 -42537 tt
A91 -42538 ' tt
A91 -42539 tt
A9 1-42542 • tt
A91 -42544 tt
A91 -42547 #
A91 -42550 '#
A91 -42553 tt
A91 -42554 tt
A91 -42556 'tt
A91 -42558 '#
A91 -42559 tt
A91 -42560 tt
A91 -42561 'tt
A91 -42562 #
A91 -42564 tt
A91 -42567 tt
A91 -42568 tt
A91-42571 tt
A91 -42572 tt
A91 -42573 tt
A91 -42574 tt
A91 -42575 #
A91 -42576 tt
A9 1-42577 tt
A9 1-42580 tt
A91 -42581 '#
A91 -42582 tt
A91 -42594 tt
A91 -42595 #
A91 -42596 tt
A91 -42597 #
A91 -42602 tt
A91 -42603 tt
A91 -42604 tt
A91 -42605 tt
A91 -42609 tt
A91 -42611 #
A91-42612 tt
A91 -42630 '#
A91 -42703
A91 -42709
A91-42710
A91 -42711 '
A91-42719
A91-42721 '
A91 -42726
A91 -42728
A91 -42730
A91-42736 '
A91 -42738
A9 1-42780
A91 -42781 #
A91-42783
A91 -42789
A9 1-42792
A91 -42801 #
A91 -42805 #
A91-42806 tt
A91 -42807 #
A91-42812 tt
A91-42813 #
A91-42814 '#
A91-42815 tt
A91-42816 #
A91-42817 #
A9 1-428 18 #
A91-42819 tt
p735
p736
p770
p770
p736
p736
p706
p706
p706
p742
p779
p770
p706
p707
p770
p707
p707
p707
p770
p707
p770
p770
p707
p707
p707
p707
p707
p708
p708
p708
p708
p708
p708
p708
p709
p709
p709
p748
p709
p709
p761
p709
p709
p710
p710
p710
p710
p710
p710
p711
p711
p711
p711
p711
p711
p712
p712
p712
p712
p712
p771
p712
p713
p713
p713
p713
p713
p713
p780
p781
p713
p714
p714
p714
p714
p714
p714
p715
p739
p736
p736
p733
p761
p761
p771
p748
p749
p749
p749
p715
p715
p749
p715
p749
p739
p749
A91-42820 •#
A91-42821 •#
A91-42902
A91-42957 tt
A91-42999 #
A91-43000 #
A91-43009
A91 -43076
A91-43077 #
A91 -43078 tt
A91-43079 tt
A91-43080 tt
A91-43082 #
A91-43084 #
A91 -43095 tt
A91-43100 #
A91-43103 •#
A91-43117
A91-43118
A91-43119
A91-43142
A91-43169
A91-43273
A91-43306 tt
A91-43307 '#
A91-43308 #
A91-43309 tt
A91-43310 ' #
A91-43311 #
A91-43312 '#
A91-43315
A91-43326
A91-43328
A91-43334
A91-43385 '#
A91-43387 '#
A91 -43388 *#
A91-43389 tt
A91-43417 '#
A91-43446 ' tt
A91-43447 tt
A91-43452 "tt
A91-43453 tt
A91-43477 #
A91-43482 * tt
A91-43494 ' tt
A91 -43498 #
A91-43501 #
A91 -43502 tt
A91-43503 tt
A91-43508 tt
A91-43510 #
A91-43511 tt
A91-43512 #
A91-43514
A91 -43528 tt
A91-43547 •#
A91-43554 " #
A91-43555 #
A91-43556 '#
A91-43557 tt
A91 -43558 #
A91-43559 ' tt
A91-43560 '#
A91-43561 •#
A91-43562 'tt
A91-43563 •#
A91-43564 * tt
A91-43565 ' tt
A91-43S67 #
A91-43571 'tt
A91-43572 •#
A91-43574 tt
A91-43575 ' tt
A91-43577 #
A91-43580 #
A91 -43584 #
A91-43585 tt
A91-43586 tt
A91-43587 tt
A91-43588 tt
A91-43589 • tt
A91-43590 ' #
A91-43592 #
A9t-43593 '#
A91-43594 tt
A91-43595 '#
A91-43596 '#
A91-43597 '#
A91-43598 tt
A91-43602 #
A91-43604 '#
A91-43612 #
A91-43613 tt
A91-43614 #
A91-43615 '#
P715
p749
P715
P715
P784
P771
P693
P785
P693
P716
P781
p 739
P742
p763
P757
p 716
P716
P739
P749
P739
P716
P784
P694
P742
P716
p716
P716
p771
P764
P739
P742
p771
p771
p771
p716
P716
p717
P717
p717
p771
P772
p717
P717
P772
P742
P717
p 764
P718
p718
p784
P742
p718
P739
P739
p784
P772
p718
P718
P718
P718
p719
p719
P719
P784
P719
P719
p719
p720
p720
P720
P720
p720
p720
P720
p721
p721
p721
P749
p 749
p721
p721
p722
p722
p761
p772
p739
p722
p739
p740
p722
p 722
p722
p723
p 772
p723
p723
A91-43617 tt
A91-43619 *#
A91-43629 tt
A91-43631 'tt
A91-43632 '#
A91-43633 #
A91-43634 * #
A91-43635 tt
A91-43638 * tt
A91-43642 ' tt
A91-43643 ' tt
A91-43646 tt
A91-43647 '#
A91-43648 * tt
A91-43649 tt
A91-43650 ' tt
A91-43651 tt
A91-43652 tt
A91-43653 #
A91 -43654 tt
A91-43655 tt
A91-43656 " tt
A91-43657 '#
A91-43658 #
A91-43659 tt
A91-43673 #
A91-43675 #
A91-43706
A91-43752
A91-43772
A91-43857 •
A91-43891
A91-43912
A91-43913
A91-43916
A91 -43920
A91-43926 *
A91 -43932
A91-44045 tt
A91-44046 #
A91-44047 tt
A91 -44048 #
A91-44049 '#
A91 -44050 '#
A91-44051 '#
A91-44053 #
A91-44054 #
A91-44055 '§
A91-44057 ' #
A91 -44059 '#
A91-44075 tt
A91-44077 tt
A91-44078 tt
A91-44089 '#
A91-44090 tt
A91-44091 #
A91 -44092 #
A91-44093 tt
A91-44094 tt
A91-44095 tt
A91-44096 #
A91-44097 #
A91-44098 tt
A91-44099 #
A91-44116 #
A91-44127 tt
A91-44132 tt
A91-44133 tt
A91-44134 '#
A91-44135 tt
A91-44137 tt
A91-44138 tt
A91-44139 tt
A91-44141 #
A91-44153 '#
A91-44159 '#
A91-44162 '#
A91-44164 tt
A91-44165 tt
A91-44166 tt
A91-44167 'tt
A91-44168 tt
A91-44169 tt
A91-44171 '#
A91-44173 tt
A91-44174 tt
A91-44176 tt
A91-44180 '#
A91-44183 #
A91-44208 tt
A91-44209 tt
A91-44215 tt
A91-44216 #
A91-44217 #
A91-44218 #
A91-44219 #
p723
p723
p723
p723
p724
p724
p724
p724
p724
p724
p725
p725
p725
p725
p725
p725
p726
p726
p726
p726
p726
p726
p726
p727
p727
p740
p727
p772
p765
p743
p765
p765
p765
p765
p766
p766
p781
p757
P750
p750
p773
P727
P750
P750
p750
p750
p773
P750
p773
P751
p751
p751
p773
p751
P751
p727
p751
P727
P752
P752
p752
P727
p752
P773
P773
P728
p761
P752
P752
P752
P728
P728
P753
p753
P753
P774
P757
p728
p728
P774
p774
p753
P753
p774
p728
p784
P728
P774
p761
p753
P753
P729
p754
P754
P754
P754
G-7
A91-44225
A91 -44225 #
A91 -44250 '#
A91 -44254 tt
A91-44255 #
A91 -44257 #
A9 1-44258 tt
A91 -44259 '#
A9 1-44260 tt
A91 -44261 tt
A91-44263 #
A91 -44264 *#
A91 -44265 #
A91-44266 ' tt
A91 -44267 •#
A91-44287 #
A91 -44295 ' tt
A91 -44303 #
A91-44304 '#
A91-44318 •#
A91-44319 '#
A91 -44320 #
A91 -44321 #
A9 1-44329 tt
A91 -44334 #
A91 -44338 #
A91 -44339 #
A91 -44340 #
A9 1-44342 tt
A91 -44345 tt
A9 1-44507 #
A91 -44508 #
A91-44509 tt
A91 -44510 #
A91 -44511 •#
A91-44512 #
A91-44513 #
A91-44516 #
A91-44517 #
A91 -44520 #
A91-44524 #
A91-44525 #
A91 -44526 #
A91 -44527 #
A9 1-44528 tt
A91 -44529 ' tt
A91-44531 tt
A91 -44534 tt
A91 -44535 tt
A91-44537 tt
*»1 -44539 #
A91 -44540 #
A91-44541 #
A91 -44542 #
A91-44544 #
A91-44545 '#
A91 -44546 tt
A91 -44547 #
A91-44548 tt
A91 -44549 tt
A91 -44550 tt
A91 -44551 tt
A9 1-44552 tt
A91 -44553 tt
A91 -44554 #
A91 -44555 #
A9 1-44556 #
A91 -44558 #
A91 -44562 tt
A91-44563 tt
A91 -44565 0
A91 -44568 tt
A91 -44570 tt
A91-44571 tt
A91 -44573 tt
A91 -44574 #
A9 1-44575 tt
A9 1-44576 #
A91 -44577 #
A9 1-44578 tt
A91 -44579 tt
A91 -44581 tt
A91 -44582 tt
A91-44583 #
A91 -44586 tt
A9 1-44587 #
A9 1-44589 tt
A91 -44590 #
A91 -44592 tt
A91 -44593 #
A91 -44594 #
A91 -44595 tt
A91 -44596 tt
A91 -44597 #
A91 -44598 tt
A91 -44602 #
A91 -44603 tt
P754
p754
p729
p774
p729
p775
p729
p729
P754
p730
p762
p755
p781
p762
p730
p775
p755
p 730
p730
p775
p 730
P775
p755
p762
P764
p755
p694
p775
p740
p860
P788
P788
p788
p788
p789
p860
p860
p 789
p860
P856
P834
p789
p789
p834
p860
p860
p861
p861
p834
p769
p789
p789
p861
p790
p790
p790
p790
p790
p790
p856
p790
p791
p791
p791
p861
p856
p834
p791
p861
p861
p862
p835
p862
p791
P862
p835
P835
p835
p791
p791
p862
p792
p792
p862
p862
p792
p853
p835
p862
p792
p792
p835
p792
p793
p836
p787
A9 1-44604
A91 -44605
A9 1-44606
A91 -44607
A9 1-44609
A91-44610
A91-44611
A91-44614
A9 1-446 15
A91-44616
A91-44617
A91-44618
A91 -44620
A91-44621
A9 1-44622
A91 -44623
A9 1-44624
A9 1-44625
A91 -44626
A9 1-44627
A9 1-44628
A91 -44629
A91 -44630
A9 1-44631
A91 -44632
A9 1-44634
A91 -44636
A9 1-44639
A91 -44640
A9 1-44642
A91 -44643
A9 1-44644
A9 1-44645
A9 1-44646
A91 -44647
A91 -44648
A9 1-44649
A91 -44652
A91 -44653
A91 -44654
A91-4465S
A9 1-44656
A91 -44657
A9 1-44658
A91 -44659
A91 -44660
A91-44661
A91 -44664
A91-44665
A91 -44666
A9 1-44667
A91 -44668
A91 -44669
A91 -44672
A91 -44673
A9 1-44674
A91 -44675
A91 -44676
A9 1-44677
A9 1-44678
A91 -44681
A91 -44682
A91 -44683
A9 1-44685
A91 -44688
A91 -44689
A91 -44690
A91-44691
A91 -44692
A9 1-44693
A91 -44694
A91 -44695
A9 1-44696
A91 -44697
A91 -44698
A91 -44700
A9 1-44702
A91 -44705
A91 -44711
A91-44712
A91-44714
A91 -44716
A91-44717
A91-44718
A91-44719
A91 -44721
A91 -44722
A9 1-44723
A91 -44725
ASt-44726
A91-44727
A9 1-44728
A91 -44730
A9 1-44758
A91 -44759
A91-44760
tt
tt
tt
'#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
'#
#
#
tt
tt
'#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
'It
tt
#
tt
#
'#
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
#
'#
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
p863
p863
p863
p863
p863
p836
p836
p836
p836
p836
p837
p793
p837
p837
p793
p857
p793
p793
p837
p837
p793
p793
p794
p794
P794
p 794
p794
p837
p838
p794
p795
P795
P863
p795
p795
p795
p795
p838
p838
p838
PB53
p838
p796
p838
p863
p796
p864
p864
p796
p796
p796
p796
p796
p838
p839
p864
p857
p864
p883
p839
p839
p839
p797
p864
p797
p857
p839
p797
p797
p797
p797
p798
p864
P857
p865
p839
p840
p865
p853
p865
p840
p857
p840
p840
p840
p840
p841
p798
p865
pS6S
p841
P865
P878
p798
P798
p854
A91-44761 tt
A91-44762 tt
A91-44765 tt
A91-44766 tt
A91-44768 tt
A91-44810 '
A91-44826
A91-44831
A91-44953
A91-44967
A91-45094
A91-45101 tt
A91-45102 tt
A91-45103 '#
A91-45104 #
A91-45106 •#
A91-45110 * tt
A91-45115 tt
A91-45118 tt
A91-45121 tt
A91-45134 #
A91-45138 #
A91-45139 •#
A91-45140 #
A91-45141 '#
A91-45143 #
A91-45144 •#
A91-45147 tt
A91-45151
A91-45161
A91-45177 '#
A91-45178 •#
A91-45181 •#
A91-45192 tt
A91-45219 *
A91-45289 • tt
A91-45290 tt
A91-45291 #
A91-45292 '#
A91-45293 ' #
A91 -45294 #
A91-45295 '#
A91-45296 • tt
A91-45297 #
A91-45318 tt
A91-45319 tt
A91-45320 •#
A91-45322 '#
A91-45323 ' tt
A.91-45324 #
A91-45326 ' #
A91-45329 tt
A91-45331 tt
A91-45343 tt
A91-45344 • tt
A91-45345 tt
A91-45346 tt
A91-45347 #
A91-45348 '#
A91-45353 #
A91 -45354 #
A91-45355 tt
A91-45356 tt
A91-45357 #
A91-45358 tt
A91-45359 * tt
A91-45360 tt
A91-45361 tt
A91-45362 tt
A91 -45363 #
A91-45364 #
A91 -45366 tt
A91-45367 tt
A91-45368 tt
A91 -45369 tt
A91-45370 tt
A91-45371 tt
A91-45372 #
A91-45373 tt
A91-45374 #
A91-45375 tt
A91-45376 #
A91-45377 '#
A91-45378 tt
A91-45379 tt
A91-45380 '#
A91-45381 ft
A91-45382 tt
A91-45384 tt
A91-4 5385 tt
A91 -45386 tt
A91-45387 #
A91 -45388 #
A91-45389 '#
A91-45390 tt
A91-45391 #
p822
p865
p820
p822
p798
p866
p854
p866
p866
p866
p798
p798
p798
p882
p882
p882
p799
p799
p799
p799
p866
p856
pS45
p878
p845
p822
p821
p822
p799
p799
p866
p799
p799
p866
p878
p819
p799
p799
pSOO
pSQQ
pSOO
pSOO
p800
p856
pSOO
p845
p823
p819
pSOO
p623
p841
p866
p857
p841
p841
p866
pSOO
pSOO
p800
p882
pSOO
pSOO
p801
p801
p801
p801
p801
p801
p801
p802
p823
p833
p845
p845
p846
p846
p846
p823
p867
p823
p883
p823
p802
p867
p846
p846
p823
p823
p824
p824
p824
p846
p846
p847
p847
p879
A91-45392 #
A9 1 -45393 •#
A91 -45394 tt
A9 1-45395 #
A91 -45396 •#
A9 1-45397 tt
A91-45398 #
A91-45399 tt
A91-45401 tt
A91 -45402 #
A9 1-45404 tt
A91 -45405 #
A91-45406 #
A91 -45407 #
A91 -45408 tt
A91-45409 tt
A91-45410 #
A91-45411 tt
A9 1-454 12 tt
A91-45413 tt
A91-45414 ' tt
A91-45415 tt
A91-45416 tt
A91-45417 #
A91-45418 tt
A9 1-45420
A91 -45438
A9 1-45439
A91 -45448
A9 1-45449
A91 -45450
A9 1-45462 tt
A91 -45547 'tt
A91 -45548 •#
A91 -45603 tt
A91-45604 #
A91-45606 tt
A91 -45607 tt
A91-45610 tt
A91-45611 tt
A91-45612 #
A91-45614 tt
A9 1-4 56 17 #
A91-45618 tt
A91-45619 #
A91 -45620 tt
A91 -45621 #
A9 1-45624 tt
A91 -45628 ft
A91-45631 tt
A91 -45632 #
A9 1-4 5633 #
A91 -45634 tt
A91 -45635 tt
A9 1-45637 #
A91 -45640 tt
A91 -45642 tt
A9 1-45646 tt
A91 -45650 tt
A91 -45651 tt
A91 -45653 #
A91 -45654 #
A91-45655 tt
A91 -45656
A91 -45658
A91 -45667
A91 -45669
A91 -45670
A91 -45673 '
A91 -45689
A9 1-45730
A91 -45777 '#
A91 -45780 '#
A91 -45782 '#
A91 -45788 ' tt
A9M5789'*
A91 -45791 '#
A91 -45792 '#
A9 1-45799 ' tt
A91-45800 • tt
A91-45810 'tt
A91-45813-#
A91-45818 '#
A91-45819 '#
A91 -45820 '#
A91 -45874
A91 -46070
A91 -46073
A91-46151 #
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
p 841
p824
p824
p 824
p847
p858
p 867
p 787
p 787
p787
p 825
p825
p847
p833
p825
p 841
p841
p841
p 825
p 825
p 825
p867
p 858
p879
p 867
p802
p 882
p 882
p883
p 884
p884
p 842
p867
P802
p867
p868
p 819
p802
p819
p819
p819
p802
p868
p821
p819
p802
p884
p 858
p 854
p821
p 868
p 803
p 803
p 868
p 877
p803
p 803
p 803
p803
p803
p 868
p 868
p 858
p 868
p858
p 803
p 868
p804
p819
p 804
p858
p858
p842
p 842
p 842
p842
p842
p804
p 843
p 843
P859
pB04
p804
p804
p869
p825
p843
p805
p805
A91-46153 ft
A9 1-46 154 #
A91-46155 tt
A91-46156 tt
A91-46157 #
A91-46158 #
p843
p805
pSOS
p843
pSOS
p805
A91-46163
A91-46165
A91-46166
A91-46168
A91-46169
A91-46176
A9 1-46 178
A91-46180
A91-46181
A9 1-46 182
A91-46186
A91-46189
A91-46195
A91-46196
A91-46198
A9 1-46 199
A9 1-46287
A9 1-46288
A9 1-46289
A91 -46290
A91 -46297
A91 -46298
A91 -46302
A91 -46307
A91 -46308
A91 -46309
A9 1-4 63 15
A91 -46319
A91 -46321
A9 1-46322
A91 -46326
A91 -46327
A9 1-46328
A91 -46334
A91 -46336
A9 1-46341
A91 -46343
A91 -46344
A91-46352
A91-46356
A91 -46359
A9 1-46361
A9 1-46365
A91 -46372
A91 -46373
A91 -46393
A91 -46398
A9 1-46399
A91 -46400
A9A -46401
A91 -46402
A91 -46403
A91 -46405
A91 -46406
A9 1-46407
A91 -46451
A91 -46452
A9 1-46453
A91-46454
A91 -46455
A9 1-46592
A9 1-46594
A91 -46595
A91 -46596
A9 1-46597
A91 -46598
A91 -46600
A9 1-46603
A91 -46610
A91-46618
A91 -46621
A91 -46624
A91 -46625
A91 -46811
A91-46819
A9 1-46820
A91 -46821
A91 -47050
A91 -47074
A91 -47082
A91-47151
A91-47152
A91-47153
A91-47154
A91-47155
A91-47156
A91-47157
A91-47158
A91-47159
A9 1-47 160
A91-47161
A91-47162
A91-47163
A91-47164
A91-47165
A91-47166
tt p869
tt P843
# p843
# p844
# P859
tt p882
•tt p806
•tt p806
'# p806
•tt p806
» pB69
* P825
# p806
# p806
p806
p806
tt p882
tt p806
# p807
tt p807
tt p807
tt p807
'# p807
'# p807
'tt p807
tt p807
tt p854
'# p 808
tt p808
•tt p808
tt p808
# p808
tt p808
tt p808
tt p869
# p809
tt p809
tt p809
# P869
# P809
tt p809
tt p809
tt p809
'tt p809
' tt p 869
p810
p810
p810
p810
p810
p810
p810
p810
p811
p811
p811
p879
P826
p869
p847
# p826
tt p879
tt p833
tt p833
# p879
# p844
tt p811
p811
p870
p870
# p844
# p811
# p811
p870
tt p870
tt P870
# P870
tt p811
p847
P821
p847
'# p812
tt p848
# p848
'# P848
tt p848
'# p848
tt p826
# p812
'# p812
# p812
tt p812
tt p812
ft p849
# P849
tt p833
G-8
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A91-51896
A91 -47168
A91-47169
A91-47170
A91-47171
A91-47172
A91-47175
A91-47176
A91-47177
A91-47178
A91-47179
A91-47180
A91-47181
A91-47182
A9 1-47 183
A91-47184
A91-47185
A91-47186
A91-47187
A9 1-47 188
A91-47189
A91-47190
A91-47213
A91-47219
A9 1-47255
A91 -47256
A91-47451
A91 -47453
A9 1-47454
A91-47481
A91 -47482
A91 -47483
A91 -47600
A9 1-47603
A91-47621
A91 -47622
A91 -47759
A91 -47801
A91 -47802
A9 1-47803
A91 -47804
A91 -47805
A91 -47806
A91 -47807
A9 1-47808
A91-47810
A91 -47811
A91-47812
A91-47813
A91-47817
A91-47818
A91-47819
A9 1-47820
A91 -47821
A91 -47822
A9 1-47823
A9 1-47824
A91 -47825
A91 -47826
A91 -47827
A9 1-4 7829
A91-47831
A91 -47832
A91 -47833
A91 -47837
A9 1-47838
A91 -47839
A91 -47840
A91-47842
A9 1-47843
A91-47847
A91 -47848
A9 1-47849
A91 -47877
A91 -47882
A91 -47883
A9 1-48031
A91 -48035
A91 -48037
A91 -48046
A91-48047
A91 -48075
A91 -48076
A91-48192
A91 -48225
A91 -48252
A91 -48268
A91 -48269
A91 -48275
A91 -48286
A91 -48346
A91 -48349
A91-48352
A91 -48527
A91 -48528
A9 1-48534
A91-48S35
•#
tt
•tt
•tt
tt
tt
•#
tt
tt
•tt
tt
•tt
•tt
tt
tt
#
tt
•tt
•#
#
tt
•tt
tt
tt
tt
•
#
'#
•tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
•tt
tt
•tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
'tt
tt
'»
•tt
•tt
tt
tt
tt
•tt
'It
•It
tt
tt
•
•
P813
P813
p813
P813
p813
p849
p826
P879
P849
p849
p849
p849
peso
peso
P850
P8SO
peso
P826
p826
p879
peso
P870
P870
P813
peso
p679
p851
p880
pB14
p814
p814
P871
P871
p814
p871
p880
p787
P827
p827
p854
p827
p827
p833
p854
p880
p8S4
pBBO
p833
p827
p827
p827
p828
p828
p851
p851
p828
p871
p851
p851
pass
p851
p871
p877
p851
p856
p8S2
peso
p852
pBBO
p855
p880
p881
p828
p871
p882
p884
p814
p871
p852
p8S2
p828
p852
p871
p828
p814
p814
p872
p815
p815
p884
p820
p878
p968
p968
p968
p920
A9 1-48536
A91-48537
A9 1-48538
A9 1-48539
A9 1-48541
A91 -48542 •
A9 1-48544
A91-48545
A9 1-48546
A91 -48547
A91 -48548
A91 -48549
A91 -48550
A91-48551
A91 -48553
A91 -48554
A9 1-48555
A9 1-48556
A9 1-48562
A9 1-48564
A9 1-48565
A9 1-48566 •
A91 -48567
A91 -48568
A9 1-48569
A9 1-48570
A91-48571
A91 -48575
A91 -48577
A91-4857S
A91-48581
A91 -48582 '
A91 -48583
A91 -48584 •
A91 -48585
A9 1-48586
A9 1-48587
A9 1-48588
A9 1-48589
A91-48591
A91 -48592
A91 -48593
A91 -48594
A9 1-48595 *
A91 -48596 '
A91 -48597 '
A91 -48598
A91 -48599
A9 1-48600
A91 -48601
A91 -48602
A9 1-48603
A9 1-48605
A91 -48606
A91 -48607 •
A9 1-48608 '
A9 1-48609
A91 -48610 •
A91 -48611 '
A91-48612
A91-48613
A91-48614 •
A9 1-486 15
A91-48618
A9 1-48620
A9 1-48621
A91 -48622
A9 1-48623
A9 1-48624
A91 -48625
A9 1-48626
A9 1-48627
A91 -48628
A9 1-48629
A9 1-48630
A91 -48632 '
A91 -48633
A9 1-48634
A91 -48635
A9 1-48636
A91-48637
A91 -48638
A9 1-48639
A9 1-48640 '
A91 -48641 •
A91 -48642
A9 1-48644
A91-48645
A9 1-48646
A91 -48647
A91 -48648
A9 1-48649
A91-48650
A91 -48651
A9 1-48652
A91 -48653 '
p936
p936
p936
p920
P891
p892
p892
p892
p983
p969
P983
p930
p930
p931
p931
p931
P931
p931
p920
p936
P931
P892
p892
p892
p892
p893
p893
P906
P969
P910
P910
p910
p910
p910
P920
P937
p920
p937
p920
P921
P921
p921
p921
p921
P887
P921
p969
p911
P921
P955
P887
p931
p887
p922
P922
p989
p942
p893
p893
P893
P893
p893
p887
p887
p887
P962
P906
p906
p887
p911
p911
P911
P937
p969
p969
p888
P907
P911
p932
P932
P942
p932
P911
P955
p894
p922
P969
P922
p922
p963
p907
P894
p991
P888
P894
p894
A9 1-48654
A91 -4B655
A9 1-48656
A9 1-48659
A9 1-48660
A91-48661
A91 -48662
A91 -48663
A91 -48665
A91 -48670
A9 1-48672
A9 1-48673
A91 -48723
A9 1-48785
A9 1-48788
A91-48794
A91 -48799
A9 1-488 16
A91-48817
A9 1-488 19
A91 -48820
A9 1-48821
A9 1-48822
A9 1-48823
A9 1-48824
A9 1-48825
A9 1-46631
A91 -48836
A91 -48837
A9 1-48899
A91 -48935
A9 1-48967
A91 -48968
A91-49061
A9 1-49062
A91 -49063
A91 -49064
A91-49065
A91 -49070
A91 -49072
A91-49114
A91-49115
A91-49118
A91-49119
A91-49124
A91-49128
A91 -49131
A9 1-49 150
A91-49152
A91-49159
A91-49178
A91-49179
A9 1-49 180
A91-49182
A91-49184
A91-49196
A9 1-49208
A91 -49209
A91 -49210
A91 -49238
A91 -49269
A9 1-49271
A91 -49273
A91 -49274
A91 -49275
A9 1-49402
A91 -49404
A91 -49453
A91 -49506
A91-49511
A91-49513
A9 1-495 14
A91 -49578
A91 -49579
A91 -49589
A91-49590
A91 -49591
A91 -49592
A9 1-49602
A91-49603
A91 -49604
A9 1-49605
A9 1-49606
A9 1-49607
A91 -49608
A91 -49609
A9 1-496 10
A9 1-496 11
A91-49612
A91-49613
A9 1-496 14
A9 1-49637
A91 -49638
A9 1-49639
A9 1-49640
A9 1-49641
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
•#
'#
•#
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
•it
•tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
p907
p907
p922
p907
p922
p922
p937
p937
p969
p888
p888
p969
p983
p907
p970
p888
p937
p894
p894
p894
p894
p895
p895
p895
p895
p970
p932
p961
P895
p970
p895
p937
p895
p923
p989
p989
p970
p896
p937
p970
p963
pBBB
p963
p963
p970
p963
p970
p923
p888
p888
p938
p896
p923
p971
p907
p923
p907
p938
p938
p896
p943
p923
p971
p971
p943
p896
pB96
p961
p896
p896
p897
p897
p943
p943
p943
p943
p943
p943
p944
p944
p944
p944
p944
p944
p945
p945
p945
p945
p923
p962
p932
p911
p945
p912
p912
p945
A91-49642
A9 1-49643
A9 1-49644
A9 1-4 9645
A9 1-49646
A91 -49647
A91 -49648
A91 -49649
A9 1-49662
A9 1-49671
A91 -49672
A9 1-49673
A9 1-49674
A91 -49675
A91 -49676
A9 1-49685
A9 1-49687
A91 -49688
A9 1-49689
A9 1-49702
A9 1-49708
A9 1-49709
A91-49710
A91 -49711
A9 1-497 12
A9 1-497 13
A91-49717
A9 1-49724
A91-49729
A91 -49730
A9 1-49739
A9 1-49740
A91 -49741
A9 1-49742
A91 -49743
A91 -49754
A9 1-49757
A91 -49758
A91-49779
A91 -49780
A91 -49785
A9 1-49786
A9 1-49787
A9 1-49788
A91 -49789
A91 -49793
A91 -49799
A91-49817
A91-49818
A91 -49822
A91 -49823
A9 1-49824
A9 1-49825
A91-49858
A91 -49863
A91-49868
A91 -49953
A91 -49985
A91 -49989
A91 -49990
A91 -50082
A91-50176
A9 1-50238
A91 -50240
A91 -50301
A91-50331
A9 1-50332
A9 1-50333
A91 -50336
A91 -50339
A91 -50342
A9 1-50346
A91-50347
A91 -50348
A91 -50358
A9 1-50405
A9 1-50459
A91 -50460
A91 -50461
A91 -50462
A9 1-50464
A91 -50465
A9 1-50466
A91 -50468
A91-50469
A91 -50470
A91 -50471
A91-50472
A91-50474
A91 -50475
A91 -50572
A91 -50575
A91 -50601
A9 1-50602
A9 1-506 18
A9 1-506 19
#
#
tt
•#
•#
tt
•It
tt
It
#
'tt
'tt
tt
tt
'It
•tt
tt
#
tt
•tt
tt
tt
•tt
tt
•tt
•tt
tt
'#
•ft
#
tt
'#
tt
tt
#
'tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
'tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
•tt
tt
tt
'
•
•
•
•
•
p946
p946
p946
p983
p912
p912
p923
p912
p983
p946
p946
p923
p924
p984
p946
p984
p984
p947
p947
p971
p947
p947
p947
p947
p 912
p913
p 948
p948
p932
p948
p948
p948
p948
p938
p949
p984
p949
p949
p924
p949
p949
p984
p932
p984
p932
p949
p971
p924
p949
p950
p950
p950
p950
p889
p913
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N91-15128
N91-15129
N91-15130
N91-15131
N91-15132
N91-15133
N91-15135
N91-15136
N91-15140
N91-15141
N91 -15143
N91-15145
N91-15146
N91-15147
N91-15148
N91-15149
N91-15150
N91-15151
N91-15152
N91-15153
N91-15154
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N91-15156
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N91-15177
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N91-15181
N91-15182
N91-15183
N91-15185
N91-15186
N91-15188
N91-15189
N91-15276
N91-15295
N91-15303
N91 -15322
N91-15374
N91-15390
N91-15418
N91 -15426
N91-15597
N91 -15598
N91 -15604
N91 -15605
N91-15607
N91-15657
N91-15715
N91-15716
N91-15717
N91-15718
N91-15719
N91 -15727
N91 -15728
N91-15729
N91 -15730
N91-15731
N91-15732
N91 -15735
N91 -15738
N91 -15739
N91-15741
N91 -15743
N91-15744
N91 -15746
N91-15751
N91 -15796
N91 -15842
N91 -15843
N91-15928
N91-15975
N91-15977
N91-15981
N91 -15982
N91-15983
N91-15984
N91 -15985
N91-15986
N91 -15987
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p322
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p332
p296
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p302
p306
p306
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p306
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p307
p307
p307
p307
p309
p309
p309
p310
p322
p311
p311
p314
p314
p314
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p328
p328
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p329
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p329
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p330
p330
p330
p332
p332
p333
p333
p251
p276
p276
p276
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G-12
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N91-21208
N91 -15988
N91 -15989
N91 -15992
N91-15993
N91- 15997
N91-15999
N91-16000
N91-16001
N91-16002
N91-16003
N91-16004
N91-16005
N91-16006
N91-16007
N91-16010
N91-16011
N91-16012
N91-16013
N91-16015
N91-16016
N91-16017
N91-16018
N91-16019
N91-16020
N91-16021
N91-16022
N91-16023
N91-16024
N91-16025
N91 -16026
N91-16031
N91-16076
N91-16170
N91 -16206
N91-16268
N91-16272
N91-16281
N91-16293
N91-16330
N91-16382
N91 -16407
N91-16466
N91-16467
N91-16582
N91-16693
N91-16988
N91 -16989
N91 -16990
N91-16992
N91 -16993
N91 -16994
N91 -16995
N91 -16996
N91-16997
N91 -16998
N91 -17001
N91 -17002
N91-17004
N91 -17005
N91-17007
N91 -17008
N91 -17009
N91-17010
N91 -17011
N91-17012
N91-17014
N91-17015
N91-17016
N91-17017
N91-17018
N91-17019
N91-17021
N91-17030
N91-17036
N91 -17060
N91-17061
N91-17065
N91-17134
N91-17144
N91-17157
N91-17168
N91-17244
N91-17253
N91-17264
N91 -17332
N91-17421
N91-17428
N91 -17436
N91-17559
N91 -17560
N91 -17561
N91-17562
N91-17563
N91-17564
N91 -17565
N91- 17566
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P302
P302
P303
P303
P303
P307
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P323
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P323
P324
P324
P324
P324
P325
P325
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P362
P362
P362
P363
P363
P363
P363
P364
P364
P364
P364
P372
P372
P372
P372
P373
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P378
P388
P389
P389
P389
P389
P389
P411
P411
P428
P396
P400
P409
P412
P413
P414
P414
P414
P420
P420
B420
P421
P421
P426
P428
0396
B406
P390
0428
P428
P406
P406
N91-17591
N91 -17597
N91-17609
N91-17612
N91-17671
N91-18004
N91-18005
N91-18006
N91-18007
N91-18008
N91-18009
N91-18010
N91-18011
N91-18012
N91-18013
N91-18014
N91-18015
N91-18016
N91-18020
N91-18021
N91-18022
N91-18023
N91-18024
N91-18025
N91 -18026
N91 -18027
N91 -18028
N91-18029
N91-18030
N91-18031
N91 -18032
N91 -18033
N91-18034
N91-18035
N91-18036
N91-18037
N91-18038
N91-18039
N91-18040
N91-18041
N91-18042
N91-18043
N91 -18044
N91-18045
N91-18046
N91 -18047
N91 -18048
N91 -18049
N91 -18050
N91-18051
N91 -18052
N91 -18053
N91 -18054
N91 -18055
N91 -18056
N91 -18057
N91- 18058
N91 -18059
N91-18060
N91 -18064
N91 -18065
N91-18066
N91-18069
N91 -18070
N91-18071
N91-18072
N91-18073
N91 -18074
N91-18075
N91- 18076
N91-18079
N91 -18080
N91 -18081
N91-18082
N91-18083
N91-18084
N91-18085
N91-18086
N91 -18087
N91 -18088
N91-18089
N91-18090
N91-18091
N91-18092
N91 -18093
N91-18094
N91-18095
N91 -18096
N91-18097
N91 -18098
N91 -18099
N91-18100
N91-18101
N91-18102
N91-18103
N91-18104
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N91-18109
N91-18110
N91-18111
N91-18112
N91-18113
N91-18114
N91-18115
N91-18116
N91-18117
N91-18118
N91-18119
N91-18120
N91-18151
N91-18162
N91-18163
N91-18164
N91-18165
N91-18167
N91-18168
N91-18169
N91-18170
N91-18182
N91 -18227
N91 -18285
N91-18307
N91-18340
N91 -18397
N91 -18398
N91 -18445
N91-1B457
N91-18490
N91-18495
N91-18503
N91-18966
N91 -18979
N91 -19024
N91 -19026
N91 -19027
N91 -19028
N91-19032
N91 -19033
N91 -19034
N91-19035
N91 -19037
N91 -19040
N91 -19041
N91 -19045
N91 -19046
N91 -19047
N91 -19048
N91-19049
N91-19050
N91-19051
N91-19052
N91-19053
N91 -19055
N91 -19056
N91 -19060
N91 -19062
N91 -19065
N91-19066
N91-19067
N91-19068
N91-19073
N91-19074
N91 -19075
N91-19078
N91 -19079
N91-19080
N91-19081
N91 -19082
N91 -19083
N91-19084
N91-19085
N91 -19086
N91-19087
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p440
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p440
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pSOS
p506
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N9M9108
N91-19109
N91-19110
N91-19111
N91-19115
N91-19124
N91-19241
N91-1924S
N91-19246
N91-1943S
N91 -19438
N91 -19443
N91-19457
N91-19460
N91 -19464
N91 -19469
N91 -19475
N91-19478
N91 -19479
N91 -19494
N91 -19495
N91-19731
N91 -19742
N91-19750
N91-19801
N91 -19810
N91 -19823
N91-19824
N91 -19825
N91-19826
N91-19828
N91 -20043
N91 -20044
N9 1-20045
N91 -20046
N91-20047
N9 1-20048
N9 1-20050
N9 1-20053
N91 -20054
N91-20055
N91 -20056
N9 1-20057
N9 1-20058
N9 1-20059
N9 1-20060
N91 -20062
N91 -20063
N91 -20064
N9 1-20066
N9 1-20067
N9 1-20068
N9 1-20069
N9 1-20070
M91-20071
N91 -20072
N9 1-20073
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N91-20089
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N91-20100
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N91-20102
N9 1-20 103
N91-20104
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N91-20106
N91-20108
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N91-20113
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p485
p490
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p526
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p539
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p510
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p527
p493
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p462
p506
p493
p494
N9 1-20 125
N9 1-20 126
N91 -20128
N9 1-20 130
N91-20131
N91-20132
N91 -20133
N91-20134
N91-20135
N91 -20136
N91 -20137
N91 -20144
N91 -20271
N91 -20319
N91 -20322
N91 -20323
N91 -20337
N91 -20363
N91 -20369
N91 -20378
N91 -20384
N9 1-20385
N9 1-20409
N91-20418
N91-20419
N91-20441
N91 -20450
N91 -20452
N91 -20457
N91 -20497
N91 -20504
N91 -20591
N9 1-20595
N9 1-20708
N91 -20709
N91-20710
N91 -20759
N91 -20806
N91-21060
N91-21062
N91-21067
N91-21068
N91-21070
N91-21071
N91-21072
N91-21089
N91-21098
N91-21100
N91-21101
N91-21102
N91-21104
N91-21105
N91-21106
N91-21108
N91-21109
N91-21110
N91-21111
N91-21112
N91-21113
N91-21114
N91-21116
N91-21117
N91-21118
N91-21119
N91-21120
N91-21121
N91-21122
N91-21123
N91-21124
N91-21127
N91-21129
N91-21130
N91-21131
N91-21132
N91-21133
N91-21134
N91-21135
N91-21136
N91-21137
N91-21138
N91-21139
N91-21140
N91-21143
N91-21144
N91-21149
N91-21150
N91-21151
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N91-21153
N91-2115S
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N91-21197
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G-13
N91-21209 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N9 1-2 1209
N91-21210
N91-21238
N91-21379
N91-21381
N91-21382
N91-21383
N91-21384
N91-21407
N91-21410
N9 1-2 1446
N91-21447
N91-21458
N91-21464
N91 -21466
N91-21469
N91-21485
N91-21531
N91-21534
N9 1-2 1568
N91-21587
N91-21735
N9 1-2 1828
N9 1-2 1829
N91-21830
N91-21831
N91-21832
N91-21B33
N9 1-22047
N91 -22066
N91 -22067
N9 1-22068
N91 -22069
N91 -22070
N91-22071
N91 -22074
N91 -22077
N91 -22078
N9 1-22080
N91 -22081
N91 -22082
N9 1-22083
N9 1-22086
N91 -22087
N91-22089
N9 1-22091
N91 -22093
N9 1-22094
N91-2209S
N91 -22096
N91 -22098
N9 1-22099
N91-22100
N91-22101
N91-22102
N91-22103
N91-22104
N9 1-22 105
N91 -22106
N91-22108
N91-22109
N91-22110
N91-22112
N91-22117
N91-22118
N91-22119
N91-22120
N9 1-22 122
N9 1-22 124
N91-22125
N91-22127
N91-22131
N91-22132
N9 1-22 133
N91-22136
N91-22137
N91-22138
N9 1-223 13
N91-22318
N91 -22331
N91 -22332
N91 -22333
N91 -22334
N91 -22335
N9 1-22337
N91 -22380
N91 -22381
N91 -22399
N91 -22407
N91 -22416
N91 -22424
N91 -22475
N91 -22480
N91 -22511
N91 -22520
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pS87
p587
p587
p596
p596
p596
p597
p597
p597
p597
p597
p597
p598
p598
p598
p 598
p598
p598
p599
p599
p599
p605
p607
p607
p607
P&07
p608
p608
p599
p608
pS43
p543
p558
pS58
pSSS
p558
p558
p558
p559
p559
p559
pS59
p559
p559
p 560
p560
p560
p560
p560
p563
p563
p563
p569
p569
p569
p573
p573
p560
p573
p561
p561
p573
p574
p574
p574
p574
p574
p580
p580
pSBO
p583
p583
p583
p583
p585
pSSS
p566
p605
p574
p587
p583
p575
pS83
P584
pS84
p589
p589
p589
p589
p590
p590
p600
p600
p600
p600
p600
N91 -22529
N91 -22540
N9 1-22550
N91-22564
N91 -22567
N9 1-22576
N91 -22578
N91 -22583
N9 1-22589
N91 -22653
N91 -22654
N9 1-22655
N91 -22656
N9 1-22657
N91 -22658
N9 1-22659
N9 1-22661
N91 -22663
N91 -22670
N91 -22728
N91-22729
N91 -22734
N91 -22792
N91 -22794
N9 1-22805
N91 -22830
N91 -23020
N9 1-23048
N9 1-23052
N91 -23053
N91 -23076
N91 -23077
N91 -23078
N9 1-23079
N91 -23080
N91-23081
N91 -23082
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